
EXPERT ADVICE AND TIPS FOR EVERY AMIGA ENTHUSIAST ^'sjht,. 

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 

m'fh /he ADI Junior edutational parages. 

Are thay really oat of this world? 

Education: page 72 

DATABASE DEBATE 

In-depth information on InterBase, some- 

thing fresh from the state of Denmark 

Business: page 93 

PERSONAL PAINT 

Has it got more gloss than Deluxe, or Is it 

a hit of a shaggy old dag? 

Video: page 48 

GET IT TAPED 

Can you frvsf Power's Video Batkup 

System to keep your hard disk data intad? 

Hardware review: page 80 

^ 

Out expert panel tackle* all your Amiga- 
reiatod problems, whether they be hardware 
or software, basic or advanced. 

ir Aimga^Kl^ 

PLUS 

Music, Desktop Publishing, AMOS, 

AmigaDOS, Amiga Advocate, ARexx 

Programming, C Protfamning, DW 

Hardware Repairs, Chaos, Public 
Your guarantee of value 



The best a word processor 

can be... 

Word worth 2 * 19 E) 1-92 Digit a International 4:52 PM 
0   Document: SCFIEEN.DOC 
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Digita Wordworth 

I c 
J\fat<Ju&t> a/£rett&//ace. 

IF you want to take a closer look at the new Word worth call 0395 270273, 
or write to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ ENGLAND 

AMIGA RMHWT AMIGA mm 

* ? 

AWARDSX 
"The ultimate in word 

processing power" 
VoJed Besl Word Processor 

"Inspirational, mat's the word" 
Voted Best Word Processor 

"A good length clear of fie field 

AGFA<& 

^7 
The Unlv&rsily of 
Wale*, Swansea 

Best printer support Best silky^&mogrii printing &esJ Compugrophic fonls Best research and testing 8e$J interface dssign Best techn-cal support 

Wordworth, simply the best. 

DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

® 

Digita International Limited   Btack Horse House   Exmouth   EX8 1JL   England   Telephone 0395 270273   Facsimile 0395 268893 
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WELCOME 

AT A GLAN 

GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, here is a cross- 
referenced list of all the products 
and subjects covered in this 
month's Amiga Shopper, You'll find 
a detailed index to the many 
subjects deatt with in the problem- 
solving Amiga Answers section 
given on page 29, The page 
numbers given are for the first page 
of the article in which the subject is 
mentioned. 

ADi 72 
American news 14 
Amiga Advocate 76 
Amiga DOS 69 
AMOS 62 
Answers 29 
ARexx 78 
Back Issues 117 
Book reviews 86 
Business 93 
C Programming 84 
Chaos 101 
Code Clinic 46 
Competition 122 
Contents 5 
Databases 93 
Desktop Publishing 56 
OiY Hardware Repairs 96 
DOS LAB 86 
Education 72 
Egg timer 69 
Files 78 
HightPaths 86 
Fonts 56 
Hard disk backup 80 
interbase 93 
interface 62 
Legal advice 76 
Letters 16 
Music 53 
New Amigas 10 
News 10 
Personal Paint 48 
Product Locator - software 116 
Public Domain 104 
Random access fiies 78 
Reader Ads 100 
Samples 53 
Screen filter 86 
Scripts 69 
Survey 87 
Typefaces 56 
User Groups 98 
Video 48 
World Of Commodore 14 

Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to 
take a look at? Well, just 
drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA1 2BW. 

WELCOME 

■ ot news from Commodore is what we 
promised last month, and that's what 

^^^H we've got for you. Not only are we 
■ H carrying a report on the latest in the 
Amiga range - the A4000 030 - on page %±, but 
also an unconfirmed but well-sourced story on an 
exciting CD-based Amiga console rumoured to be 
scheduled for a Christmas launch. See page 10 for 
the details. 

So how many of you want to know how your 
Amiga works - not just how to switch it on and off 
and stuff in disks, but exactly what's going on 
inside it? Well, starting on page 20 is a new series 
that alms to tell you just that. And believe me, it's 
damned useful information - once you know how 
your Amiga ticks at a fundamental level, you'll find 
that everything you learn about higher level 
concepts - bitmaps, structured drawings, sound 
samples, disk drives, whatever - will make so 
much more sense. You really can become an 
Amiga expert. 

This month sees the start of a new section: 
Window Shopper. It's here that we take a look at 
all those miscellaneous products that, while not 

SOFTWARE FOR NOWT 
Did you know there are thousands of Amiga 
programs which are available for little more than the 
price of a disk, and many more that you can try out 
before you buy? In Public Domain World we take a 
look at the best of these programs and show you 
how easy it is to get hold of them. 

Taking pride of place In this month's round-up is 
£, a brand new programming language from Wouter 
van Oortmerssen. It's fastT powerful, and it s free! 
Public Domain World or 

E - by gum! 
as we call it this month, starts on page 104 

being important enough 
to warrant several 
pages on their own, are 
nevertheless worth 
eval u ati ng. So, i f yo u' re 
after a new screen filter 
or a disk-based 
AmigaDOS tutorial, turn 
to page 86, 

That's not the only 
change we've made - 
it's goodbye to Dave 
Green and Diana Taylor, who are off to pastures 
new, and hello to Alex Soboslay and Mark Nottley. 
Alex takes over as production editor, while Mark is 
our new art editor, You can be assured that, with 
their aid, future issues are going to be even better 
than before. 

P 9 

Enjoy this one! 

"ma* 

12 PAGES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 

ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS 

Our panelr comprising experts from each of the 
major fields of Amiga computing, Is the answer to 
your prayers. Every month It solves more genuine 
reader problems than any other Amiga magazine. 
And In the Code Clinic all your programming errors 
are explained and corrected as well! 

We answer questions every month on 
Workbench • The CLS • Comms * Programming * 
DTP * Video • Business software * And more! 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 29 

FOR A FULL LIST OF CONTENTS, TURN THE PAGE 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it f ast. So our designers highlight hey 
elements in the articles by using charts, 

Your guarantee of value 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
* Understand your readers3 needs. 
* Satisfy them. 

'More reader interaction. We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 
Amiga Shopper * Amiga Format 

• Amiga Power • Commodore Format 
• PCW PEus ■ PC Plus 

ST Format • Your Sinclair ■ Sega Power 
Amstrad Action • PC Answers ■ PC Format 
Total! • Super Play * Mega * Gamesmaster 
- and masses more coming at ya in 93 too 
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The BBC Radio I's TV and Radio Presenter 

INDI DIRECT MAIL 

PROUDLY PRESENTS 

THE 

Jakki Brambles Column 

HI J'm Jakki Brambles and from thi; 
month on I'll be writing this column 
exclusively for INDI. 
So knowing that all you folks are Com 
modore fanatics, I will be aiming t< 
provide you with the best inside infor 
mation on what's new in the Com mo 
dore world together with the latest hint 
and tips. 
Since agreeing to write for INDI, I hav< 
been amazed at how big the Commo 
dore market place is, INDI tell me tha 
their sales desk has been swampet 
with orders for their Amiga 1200 hart 
disk offers. 
Not surprising, when you consider tha 
they are offering a product official!; 
covered by Commodore maintenance 
through Wang UK, 
Of course, you can buy a non standari 
Amiga with a dealers own warranty bu 
thenCommodore do not give their 
approval with out a great deal of though! 
I know what i'dprefer to buy. 
Congratulations to David Pleasanceoi 
his appointment as General Manage 
at Commodore as he takes the heln 
from Kelly Sumner. David has been a 
Commodore for many years and ha 
most recently been responsible for the 
developement of their business in the 
States. 
Commodore tell me that the A120I 
Comic Relief Pack has been a res 
success, thanks to ail you generous 
Sleepwalker fans. Don't forget Com 
modore donate £10 on your behalf te 
the Comic Relief Fund for every Pad 
sold. 
By now you will all know about the nev 
Amiga 4000/030 and it's amazing ca 
pabilities but more about that ne> 
month, especially If 1 can get my hand: 
on one before they are all gone! 
What I need now is loads of feedbacl 
f rom you. Tell me about your Amiga an< 
if you have any tips that may hel| 
others or problems that I can pas: 
on The best letter will be printed and thi 
winner will receive a suitably excessivi 
prize. All letters to Jakki Brambles Coi 
umn C/o INDI Direct Mail, 1 Ringwa 
fnd Estate, Eastern Ave. Lichfiefc 
Staffs, WS13 7SF. 

See You Next Month. 
Kind Regards 



CONTENTS 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE 

Hows 
New Amiga launched and a console-beater rumoured 
PLUS a report on New York's World Of Amiga show 

10 Moxx 

Talking Shop 17 
The hottest Amiga-related topics receive an airing 

Tho Amiffl oxposoo1 20 
The definitive guide to the inner workings of the Amiga. 
We tell you your bits from your bytes, reveal the nature 
of truth and explain the reasoning behind logic 

Amiga Answers 29 
Nobody does it better - more of your real-life Amiga 
problems are sorted by our expert panel 

(Me Clinic 4ft 
Eliminates the bugs in a program designed to find bugs 

VMM 40 
Personal Paint aims to take some of the lime-light from 
Deluxe Paint Can it do it? PLUS updates on OpaiVision 
and a look at Terraform and Makepath for Vista 

Music 53 
Our new music columnist Tim Tucker opens with an 
explanation of how you can get the best out of samples 
with your sequencer 

Dosktoo •v»li»li,R| 14 
Softl-Logik's TypeSmith, a package that enables you to 
design structured typefaces in PostScript and 
CompuGraphic formats, comes under scrutiny 

AMOS Action ft2 
More shenanigans with AMOS Pro's interface sub- 
language as we move towards creating a file requester 

AmifaDOS ft* 
A beginner's guide to scripts in AmigaDOS 

Education 
Learn a thing or two about ADIJunior, an exciting set of 
educational packages from Europress Software 

Amiga Advoioto 7ft 
Legal advice for those who feel they have had less 
than a fair deal when buying computer kit 

70 
Jason Ho loom shows that using random access files 
needn't be a hit and miss affair 

Hard Disk lookup 00 
A review of a cost-effective system that enables you to 
back your hard disk up on to VMS video tape 

C Programming 14 
The specification for an address book program is 
outlined, and the Importance of planning is explained 

Window Shopptr M 
Reviws of Bruce Smith Books' iatest offerings, an 0CLI 
screen filter, a book on Amiga chaos, a disk-based 
AmigaDOS tutor]ai and Flightpaths, an animation aid for 
Deluxe Paint IV 

Rtftitr Sumy 97 
Tell us what you think about Amiga Shopper 

Business 93 
Mark Smiddy flies a report on InterBase, a relational 
database that hails from Denmark 

DIY Hardware Rapairs 9ft 
A look at some software that helps you fix your Amiga 

Usor Groups 
Get in touch with like-minded Amiga fans 

Roadar Ads 

90 

100 
Your chance to pick up a hardware or software bargain 

Chaos 101 
Fulfill your god-like urges and create some landscapes 
with Conrad Bessant's guide to chaos in 3D 

PuUi< Domain World 104 
Ian Wrlgley zooms in on the latest releases in the world 
of low-cost and no-cost software - it's atomic I 

72   Product Locator 
An at-a-glance guide to the best in software 

Compotition 

lift 

122 
We have five copies of the iatest version of Electronic 
Arts1 Deluxe Music Construction Kit up for grabs, each 
worth £69.99. Just answer the three easy questions 

mm 
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CUSTOMER CHARTER 

iNDI Direct Mail is original and very 
exciting. Before you buy mail order 
you must first be confident that you will 
receive the product you've ordered and 
that the supplier will still be there in the 
future, should you need them. 

A mail order purchase from INDI is a 
safe and secure decision, and here's 
why, 

INDI is a whoffy owned subsidiary of a 
public company now in its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in the supply 
of computer products. 

With a turnover approaching £30 
million per annum, we have the 
resources and the purchasing power to 
offer you the best deals, deliver them 
next day nationwide and always be 
around when you need us. 

SALES AND SUPPORT 

The INDt sales team have been trained 
to take your order with the utmost care 
and efficiency. All stock offered for sale 
is held in stock, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and is available 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business. If at any time we are 
out of stock your money will not be banked 
until the product is available 
{a point worth checking should you feel 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General information regarding 
product is available from our sates 
team, however technical support is 
always at hand should you need 
assistance. 

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALE 
Tel 0543 419999 Fax 0543 418079 

CREDIT FACILITIES 

DEFERRED CREDIT ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200. 

*PAY 10% NOW AND NOTHING MORE FOR 3 MONTHS 

AMIGA A12 
COMIC RELIEF PACK. 
The ©vent may be over but the fund raising still goes on. It your looking for the latest in Ai 
technology than this is the starter pack for you. Based around the outstanding A1200 
pack also gives you sleepwalker, a most addictive platform game from ocean software. > 
be pleased to know that every one of these packs purchased rarses another £10 for O 
Relief, 
A1200 STANDARD FEATURES. 
• 6B02G Processor. •PCMCIA slot. #2MB ChipRAM, •3.5" Internal Drive, 
• AA Chipset 
•Built In TV modulator. €Rtpha numeric keypad.   €E Months at home maintenanc 

OFFICIAL A1200 HD SYSTEMS 
The Amiga 1200 supplied by INDI Direct Mail now 

includes the official (legal) Commodore installation 
disk and hard drive utility manual Indi are the only 
official supplier of Amiga 1200 Hard Drive systems, 
that include the official software, documentation 
and on - site warranty 

60/80 Hard Disk upgrades available on any A1200. Upgrade 

£379.99  or from   £14.47* per mom 
*(Credit price based on 36 monthly payments APR 29.8%. 
Total repayment £520,92 and 90 day deferred payments,) 

A1200 60 MEG HD INDI PRICE £539.99 
A1200 80MEGHD INDI PRICE £599.99 
A1200120 MEG HD INDI PRICE £679.99 
INDI A1200 ACCESSORY PACK 
Pack Contains: 
* 3 Superb Games * International Games Challenge* The Cool Cro 
• Paradroid 90 • Zapsac and Zappo T- shirt 

INDI PRICE £19.99 
includes full Wang warranty on A1200 and Hard disks. Phone for a 

AMIGA A4000 

It's hare - The new Amiga 4000/030 
The NEW Amiga 4000/030 features a EC6SG30 processor 
running at an incredible 2SMNZ, and upgradable at a later date 
to a faster processor The 4000/030 has a powerful 4Mb of 32 
- bit HAM j 2Mb chip & 2Mb fast) expandable to 18 Mb using 

I industry standard 32 - bit Sfmrris module. In line wrth the 
Amiga f lag sh ip 4000/040 the 4000/030 features the new AG A 
graphics chipset, giving you a massive pallet of 16 0 million 
colours. A range of hard drive Options are available form 80 
- 240Mb and includes a SCSI option, 

4000/030 80 Mb HD INDI PRICE £939,99 
Other Drive Options 
4000/030120 Mb HD INDI PRICE £1039.99 
4000/030240 Mb HD(e^dusive to INDI)Phonefor price 
4000/030 120 Mb SCSI HD 

! (exclusive to IN Dl) Phone for price 
A full range of approved upgrades are available f o* the4000 
030, including additional memory modules, hard drives, PC 
bridge boards, FPUs (§8881 & 68862) and the 24 - bit Opal 
vision graphics and video system. 

COMMODORE 1960 MULTI - 
SYNC MONITOR 

A 14" high resolution monitor for the 
use with A1500/A2000/A3OO0/A4000 

INDI PRICE 

Parnet Adaptor for CDTV 

Connect a CDTV Player to any Amiga, and acces 
world of CD - ROM software. 
The Pamet Interface and software will allow the / 
C DTV to be used as a CD - ROM drive with any Amis 
will give any Amiga owner access to the vast rar 
CDTV software currently available. 
The CDTV player offers excellent value for money 
compared with a standard CD - ROM drive and inte 
Most CO - ROM drives will set you back over £400 
CDTV will cost you less than £300 and will play 
CD's in addition to CD - ROM / CDTV disk s 
The Parnet adaptor includes the software driverfo 
Amiga, Interface cable and PD disk with driver sol 
for your CDTV player 

INDI lPRICEl£39.t 

£369.99 
or 

£351.99 

if bought with an Amiga 

Range of A1 SCO's A3000rs, A40Q0s available 
at amazing prices phone for details 

MIGA A600 

A600-SD A single drive Amiga for those of you requiring a basic A600 at a van 
competitive price- 
PACK INCLUDES: A600 single drive, built in TV modulator, 1 Mb memory. 12 
Months at home service, 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Kick Off 2 • Pipemania * Space Ace * Populous* Micros witched joystick 

£239.99 

A4000/Q30 PLUS CDTV + I960 MONITOR. 
INDI PRICE £1599.99 
CDTV + PARNET. 
INDI PRICE £329.99 

THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED A600 is an 
ideal starter pack containing a considered mix of software, 
making the most of the Amigas amazing capabilities. 
PACK CONTAINS: 

A60O Single Drive 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• 1 Mb Memory 
• Pushover: Grandprix 
• Silly Putty: Deluxe Paint III 
• Mouse and Manuals 

mpiiFRicEi £289.99 

A600 EPIC PACK (40 Mb HD) PACK INCLUDES: 
A600 Hard Disks (20Mb) • 1Mb Memory* Epic* Rome* Myth* Trivial 
Pursuit * Amiga Text* Deluxe Paint III* 12 Months at home service. 
PLUS INDI ACCESSORIES PACK AS LISTED, COMES WITH AN EXTRA 
S12K RAM EXPANSION FREE. 

£395.99 

INDI A600 ACCESSORY PACK (Featured with WWW) 
* Micro Switched Joystick* Lockable Disk Box# Disk Wallet * 10 Blank 
Disks* Kick Off 2   Pipemania * Space Ace* Populous* Zapsac Carry 

£26.99 

INDI are now able to offer competitive 
credit facilities on all orders over £200.00, 
All credit facilities are subject to status 
and applicants must be over the age ot 18. 
If you would like a quote simply call our 
sales line where acceptance can normally 
be notified within the hour. We are also 
able to offer Credit Insurance to cover 
repayments in the event ot sickness or 
unemployment 

AIVDUNP   12M0NTHS &MCNTHS 
rc™rr l-TTHLY TOTAL MTH.Y7~TOL OFUHJI FWfJTB BWffiLE PlrTitJTS- BWBBE 
200 
300 
100) 

£22100 

□oasBiaaaTB! 

O&IOD ;E!243 £2S&32 
EE5B8Q jOI.06 !OT&41 

^06213 &«I.12 

£S3I 
£2127 

035.16 
EE3T.72 

APR WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST 
'After deposit paid 



TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 6, 12, 18, 24 & 36 MONTHS SUBJECT TO STATUS. 

WHY NOT RING FOR A QUOTE. SAMEDAY RESPONSE. (SEE EXAMPLE) 

Panasonic Quiet 

Colour 
Printing 

Ws researched the colour printer market at great depth 1o find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful graphic output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the KX-P2180 + KX-P2123 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer you would probably need a quality word processing package to use with it. We found that too, with 1 Word worth', yet at a 
retail price of £129.99 we thought that might be a little too expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of Wordworth" free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

Panasonic KX-P218O 

*WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE! WITH PANASONIC 
QUIET PRINTERS The writers choice. The ultimate ward processor tor AMIGA 
computers. Wordworth is undoubtedly the ultimate word/ document processor for the full 
range of AMIGA computers. The graphical nature of WORDWORTH makes producing 
documents faster and easier, with the enhanced printing fonts {including full Panasonic 
KX P2T80 + KX P2123 colour printing support), Collins spell checker and thesaurus, no 
other word processor comes close. "Without doubt this is one of the best document 
processors for the AMIGA, Today"( Amiga Format) 
NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc VAT 

| Panasonic KX-P2123 

IN PI PRICE 

£199.99 

The new Panasonic KX - P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with 
new quiet technology. Trie new KX - P2180 is typically 15dBA 
quiet er In operation, than the competition. 
• Fast Priming Speed* 192CPS Draft and 38 CPS NLQ 

Colour Printing 7 coiour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
Quiet Printing Super quiet 45 - 48dBA sound level (most matrix printers are typically in 

excess of SOdBAj 
6 Resident Fonts Over 6,100 type styles using Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Scrip! 

and Sans Serif Fonts 
• a Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total flexibility 
• 1 Year wa rranty for total peace of m i nd. 

INDI PRICE 

f* *M "J FY A A      The new high pe rformance Panasonic KX - 2123 24 pin. 
^_ il Qui etcolourprinter off ersleadingedgequiat printing 
Ml \0 \m ■ V V      technology at an affordable price. 

• Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 SLQ. 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta and black} 

Quiet Printing Super quiet 43.5 - 46kBA sound level {mosl matrix printers are in excess of 
60dBA) 
• 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold PSr 

Roman, Script, and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Prlnthead High performance and high quality output 
• 1 Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

Panasonic LASER PRINTER 

KXP - 4430 LASER PRINTER 

WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE I 
WITH PANASONIC LASER PRINTERS 
The writers' choree. Tne ultimate word 

processor lor AMIGA computers. 
NORMAL RRP £123.93 «nC- VAT 

Once again INDI have pined together with 
affordable prices, Wa are also giving away 
□TP, presentation or complex graphic appl 
KXP - 4410 
• 5 pages per minute 
• 23 resident fonts 
• Optional 2nd input bin 

(total printer capacity 
2 x 200 sheets) 

• Low running costs 
• Parallel interface 
m Optional memory expansion 

to 4.5 Mb (0.5 Mb as standard) 
• HP laser jet 11 Emulation 

Panasonic to offer all Amiga owners 
a free copy of Wordworth with every 
ications - the Panasonic range offers 

£499.99 

the most outstanding Laser Printer offer ever. We are now ablo lo offer high quality, professional laser printing at 
Panasonic Laser Printer purchased (RRP £129.99). Whether you are looking for a laser printer to handle word processing, 
you the power to meet your requirements. 

KXP - 4430 
Satinprint (optimum resolution 

inc. VAT 

wonowom-H COMPLETELY FREE 
WfTH LASER PRINTERS 

INDI PRICE 
technology)* 
5 pages per minute 
HP Laserjet III Emulation, PCL 5 
8 Scalable fonts & 28 bitmap 
functions 
Optional 2nd input bin (total 
printer capacity 2 x 200 sheets] 
Optional memory expansion to 
5.0 Mb (1 Mb as standard)  

£699.9? 
inc. VAT +(Salinprmt»rs use optimum resoliiliiXi lechndogy lo produce truly outstanding print quality' nis softwant technique smocuhfi away traditional jagged edges on curved cftaractars Bncf lines by varying 1he printed dot sil& and pcs*1lon). 

WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE 
WTTH LASER PRINTERS 

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES 

1) PANASONIC AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER 
Automatic Sheet Feeder for KXP 21B0/ KXP 2123 holds 60 A4 
sheets. INDI PRICE £89.99 
2) PRINTER OUST COVER 
Specially tailored quality dust cover tor Panasonic KXP 2180/ 
KXP2123 printer, INDI PRrCE £3.99 
3) PRINTER STAND 
2 piece printer stand. INDI PRICE £9.99 
4) PAPER PACK 
500 sheets quality A4 paper, INDI PRICE £9.99 
5) CONTINUOUS PAPER 
2000 sheets 1 part listing paper. INDI PRICE £19.99 
6) PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 
To be used: when connecting Amiga to Panasonic Printers, 
INDI PRICE £0.99 (£5 99 if purchased with a printer) 
7) PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON Colour ribbon tor KXP 2180/ KXP 2123 INDI PRICE £18 99 
8) PANASONIC BLACK RIBBON 
Black ribbon for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. INDI PRICE £9.99 

SAVE £££££'s ON THE FOLLOWING 
ACCESSORY PACKS 

PACK 1 
PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON PACK 
Contains 6 colour ribbons for the KXP 2tB07 KXP2123 RRP 
£119.99. INDI PRICE £89.99 SAVE £30.00 W 
PACK 2 
PANASONIC RIBBON PACK 
Contains 2 black and 4 colour ribbons for KXP 2190/ KXP 2123. 
RRP £99.99. INDI PRICE £69*99 SAVE £30,001!! 
PACK 3 
PANASONIC DELUXE ACCESSORY PACK 
Contains Automatic Sheet Feeder, 2 black ribbons, 2 colour 
ribbons, 1 dust cover, 2 piece printer stand, RRP £169 99 INDI 
PRICE £139.99 SAVE £30.00111 

Add £2.50 carriage to all printer accessories or oomhinaiions thereof 



WANT THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL AMIGA. WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CREDIT DEALS AVAILABLE 
(SUBJECT TO STATUS). CREDIT AVAILABLE ON 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 MONTHS. 

WHY NOT RING NOW FOR A QUOTE. SAME DA Y RESPONSE. 

MIGA RECOMMENDED PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES 

New from Microbotics for the A12001M. 
M1230XA Accelerator launch!! 

Microbotics beats the competition on price, performance, 
features and configurations. IIMD1 is very pleased to announce 
the availability of the new 65030 accelerator product for the 
A1200; trie microbotics M1230 XA (call it the HXAn for short) 
50 MHZ speed is standard! Memory management is standard! 
Huge 128 MB memory design is standard (the biggest 
memory space on any A1200 peripheral) Just look at these 
specifications and prices I 
M1230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 OMB INDi PRICE £299.99 
M1230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 4MB INDI PRICE £399,99 
M1230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 0MB INDI PRICE £399.99 
M1230XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 4MB INDI PRICE E499.99 

MEMORY UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES 
M501 The original 0.5MB battery backed upgrade 

for the A500» 

M502 The original 1 MB battery backed upgrade 
for theASOQ. 

llllJliMiSEE49.99 

8 Up memory board. Again designed for the 
A1500/A200. Memory upgradable to 214 or 8MB 

"^£69.99 

Hard frame/ suitable for A1500/A2000, Allows for 
the interface of a SCSI hard drive. 

£110.99 

ZAPPO 601. Trapdoor upgrade for 
the A600. 1MB with RTC 
INDI PRICE £49.99 
ZAPPO 601NC .As above only 512K 
no clock INDI PRICE £29.99 

MULT1START ftOMSHARER 
with kickstart V3 INDI PRICE £44.99 
MUTISTAHT FtOMSHARER. 
with kickstart VZ04 INDI PRICE £49.99 

2MB SMARTCARfL The original and still 
the only fully PCMCIA compatible memory 
card tor A60C/A1200. Comes with lifetime 
guarantee. Beware of cheap imitations 
INDI PRICE £129.99 
4MB SMAPnCATO.Same as shove but 
maximum 4 MB INDI PRICE £199.99 

COMMODORE MPS 1270A INK JET PRINTER. 
Whisper quiet yet prints at an amaziing 160 CPS. 

Possibly the best value printer on the market. 
TNDIIPRICEI£94.99 

1270A - REPLACEMENT INK JET CARTRIDGE. 
INDI PRICE £12.99 

MBX1200. 
The original and the best floating point unit and 
memory uppgrade for the Amiga A1200. Available 
with 0,4 OR 8 MB OF 32 BIT FAST RAM and a 
choice of floating point units. Now complete with re 
time clock (RTC) 
MBX120GZ 68881 14 MHZ 0MB INDI PRICE £129.99 
MBX1200Z 68881 14MH2 4MB INDI PRICE £249.99 
MBX1200Z 68881 14 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £349.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 0MB INDI PRICE £189.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £339.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £409.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 50 MHZ 0 MB INDI PRICEE339.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 50 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £419.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 50 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £539.99 

I 
\ 
\ 

_ 

** 

AUDIO VISUAL 
MEOAMX. Low cost, hi spec digital effects 
cartridge plugs into printer port of Amiga. 
Allows stereo sampling from almost any 
musicaF source. 
INDI PRICE £29.99 

VIOi AMIGA 12, THE ultimate low cost colour 
digitizer for ttie Amiga. The best value full 
colour digltiser on the market* 
AMIGA FORMAT. 
INDI PRICE £75.99 

TAKf 2. Animation package is a must tor 
computer artists and enthusiasts of ail ages. 
As used in Rolf Harris Cartoon Club, 
INDI PRICE, £37.99 

FrOCTEC ROCGEN. 
Entry level Gen took for all Amigas. 
Record stunning Amiga Graphics onto 
Standard video or overlay text and 
graphics onto a video signal. 
INDI PRICE £69.99 

ROCTEC ROCGEN PLUS, 
As above but with extra features such as tinting and signal 
inversion, Allows tor real time editing of graphics. Compatible 
with all Amigas. 
INDI PRICE £133.99 
ROCTEC ROCKEY. 
The ultimate accessory for Amiga / video fans. Separate RGB 
controls to croma key on any colour 
INDI PRICE £249.99 
PYRAMID SCANNER. 
A total hand held scanning package for all Amigas complete 
wcth interface and software (mono) 
INDI PRICE £99.99. 

DISK DRIVES. MONITORS. 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL FLOPPY. 
You've seen all the reviews on this popular and 

aftofdabfe second Amiga drive. Compatible with all 
Amigas. II N ft I > B IC E 1 

"Quality: I out of 10." Exceptional value lor 
money. AMIGA COMPUTING JAN 93 

PRINTERS 

1084ST MONITOR. 
Commodoresoriginal and best selling colour stereo 
monitor. Now includes swivel and tilt stand for total 

ease of use. INDI iFRICTfel89.99 
(El 79,99 If purchased with A600/A1200/A1500) 

COMMODORE MPS 1230 A high quality 

9-pin Dot Matrix Printer with paper and 

tractor feed and is fully compatible with 

Epsom FX80 and IBM Industry standards. 

High speed 120 CPS draft mode and an 
NLQ mode of 25 CPS. 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 

D-PRINT - Design greetings cards, letters and posters.AMIGA LOGO- Educational 
and programming language.AMIGA VISION- Multimedia Authoring system for video, 

animation, sound, speech, graphics and text 

INDI PRICE £134.99 



2 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON CDTV EXTERNAL 

HARD DISK SUBJECT TO STATUS. LOW INTEREST CREDIT 

AVAILABLE ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200 

AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL HOME 

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 
The problem with any new product is that it always 
takes time for everyone to realise its full potential. 
CDTV is no exception and in our opinion everything we 
have read does a pretty poor job of explaining just what 
CDTV can do and why it is so exciting, 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 
ITS A CD PLAYER - Yes, it will play all your Primal 
Scream, Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you 
care to mention in superb high quality stereo, with infra 
red remote control. 
ITS AN AMIGA - Plug in the keyboard, switch on the 
external disk drive and the colossal range of inexpen- 
sive Amiga software can be used on CDTV. 

I MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM - Just imagine, stereo sound, images and text ail on screen . It asks a question, you respond, 
)onds - truly interactive! Each CD disc holds hundreds of megabytes of data with instant optical access. The whole of 
lfnson's Encyclopeadia fits onto one disc. This interactive system is a unique aid for Education, Business or Leisure.The 
i is here! 
i CONTENTS AS STANDARD* Amiga CDTV Player* CDTV keyboard*   CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive 
)T V I nf ra red re mote co ntro Her    C D T V wi red mo u se#  C DTV 
me Disc Manuals    Fred Fish CDTV Disc ^•Pa^JI M Ft 1 Inni r r 

/ALUE ADDED FRE&  Lemmings CDTV (£34.99?   Blues Brothers     jfaWSfal IN O 1 IP HIUC 
39) • Pipemania, Populous, 
ff 2, Space Ace 

O 
£399.99 

CDTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO YOUR TV SET 

AMIGA CDTV ACCESSORIES 
■ THE BRICK - iTTE Just piug 
I in the Brick-ette and use any 

flj^^ wired Amiga compatible 
I joystick, mouse or trackball 

H|        decree on the Commodore 
iBPBg.      CDTV. The buitt - in 9 - bit 

$m      Micro Processor gives the 
**JMfcrT ft   Brick - ette big smarts in a liny 

HP   |    package and makes it easy to 
ISafc    use just plug into the 

HP* remote port and it is ready to 
go with real time mouse or 

^■^l^** joystick movement on your 
No loading ot driver programs or software. No 
s for mouse or joystick. Special settings (with 
allow you to blast away with three rapid fire 

8 dual fire buttons. Domes complete with Py- 
cro Switched Joystick. 
CCLUSIVE £49.99 
o joysticks £59.99 
3B LACK1084$ MONITOR 

At last the CDTVMonitor 
you have been waiting for 
The original and best 
sel lingcolou r/stereo 
monitor from Commodore 
is now available in black to 
complement your 
CDTV.INDI PRICE 
£189.98 
(or £'79.99 whan 
purchased wilh CDTV Mulli- 
Media pack). 

AMI AL 
You've got the CDTV, you've got the keyboard and the 
floppy disk drive ■ for a total computer sclutuon all that's 
needed is an ultra fast hard disk drive. 
The CDTV-HD unit boasts a massive 65Mb of hard disk 
storage with lightning fast access times through Its SCSI 
intertacB.The unit comes complete with Workbench 12 
and all necessary cables. 

Ff you are thinking of buying CDTV or already own one 
you'll be pleased to know that INDI stock all CDTV 
accessories and software thai are available horn 
manufacturers. We believe in CDTV and we therefore 
continue to support this exciting product. You wilt always 
have a source of product for your CDTV 
from INDI. 
LtoR: 
CDTV Encore SCSI Controller ■+ Internal Mount £109.99 
C DTV Internal Genlock E149.99 
Black 10B4S Colo u r Stereo Monitor £189,99 
{When purchased with CDTV Multi- Ivtedia Pack)E179.99 
CDTV Remote Mouse £49.99 
S cart TV/Mo n itor Lead £1 AM 
fjnc Stereo Phono Lead) 
Megachip - 1Mb Upgrade Chip RAM Upgrade 
forCDTV £159.99 

DESPATCH 

All oi dpi * htjf:<?wO tiy bpn* Mortdfiy tr- f \ iriiiy are 
despatched lhal day to* "e*t working day delivery 
USW0 OUt national COUrtei   SecUfiCOJ iUk 
Mainland only) Saturday deliveries are available at 
a small surcharge II you are oul u/lie*n wf> deliver a 
cwd will bp tefl at your hemp giving you a contaCl 
telephone number *c arrange a tonvenitj'*i re 
delivery 
Delivery1 Cfuerles can be IPSO! vnrt immediately 
using out on  line computer 
All orders are despatched on a next working dny 
delivery basis Cheque orders are despatched 
immediately on cheque clearance, usually 10 
working days Irom rcceipl A delivery charge of 
f. 15 00 is made ppf itpm unless nth PI wise stated 

vVE ALSO ACCEPT BFPO ORDERS 
(DUTY FREE) CARRIAGE CHARGE AT UK 

POSTAL RATES 

AFTER SALES AND 

SPECIALIST SERVICE 
All prtjriurls are guaranteed lor 12 months Some 
products car ry a 12 monlhs at home service repair 
guarantee (where indicaipd) In ihc unlikely event 
I ha I any product purchased from INDI ai lives at 
your home faulty we will coltccl from your home 
and replace (he product completely free ot charge 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, WE RESERVE 

THE RIGHT TO CHANGE SPECIFICATIONS OF 
PRODUCTS ADVERTISED, PLEASE CONFIRM 
CURRENT SPECIFICATION AT THE TIME OF 

ORDERING. 
PRICES ARE VALID FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATIONS ONL 

BV POST simply fill in (be coupon below 
BV PHONE phone lines open 9 00am 7 00pm 
Mon- Fn 9 00am 4 30pm Sal   where youi call wil 
be answered by one o! ou* INDI safes team At lei 
7 00pm n?irh day your call w»1l be answered by 
answprphone It you would like lo plficr an Order 
haVP ail rhp rjet&lte at hand including credd card 
Fhp message will guidp you through youi order 
Ail offers subject lo availability Prices correct at 
time of domg lo press Way we suggest you call 
be I ore ordering 

ll WD I PRICE" 

£269.99 

12 
MONTHS 

INTEREST raEcnEOJT,,i 

ON THIS PRODUCT. 
V PHONE FOR DETAILS, A (SURECTTQ 

STATUS) 

AMIGA CDTV SOFTWARE 

AND LEISURE 
ad Military Systems £29,99 Mud Puddle £34.99 Classic Board Games £34.99 Guy Spy £29.99 
in Motion £29.99 My Paint £29.99 Dinosaurs for Hire £14.99 Cover Girl Poker £24.99 

ss Disc of Records £34.99 North Polar Expedition £49.99 Hound otthe B as ken/i lies £29.99 Logical £25,99 
\ in Motion £29.99 Paper Bag Princess £34.99 Psycho Killer £29.99 Prey £34.99 
sseur Fine Arts £34.99 Scary Poems for Rotten Kids £39.99 Sherlock Holmes, Curse of Ra £24,99 
Vegetables £34.99 Tale of Benjamin Bunny £39.99 Consulting Detective £39,99 Space Wars 

MUSIC 
£29.99 

raj Shrubs £34.99 Tale of Peter Rabbit £39.99 Sim City £29.99 
Plants £34.99 Thomas's Snowsuit E34.99 Trivial Pursurl [PAL) £49,99 Music Maker £34.99 

Plants £34.99 Moving Gives Me Stomach Ache £34.99 Wrath of the Demon £29,99 Remix £29.99 
ATI ON Barney Bear Goes Camping £29,99 Team Yankee £34.99 Karaoke Fun Hits 1 £14,99 
icol - Under 5's £24.99 Asterix English tor French 1 5134.39 Raffles £34,99 Voicemaster * Microphone £39.99 
Hard Day at the Ranch £34.99 Japan World (PAL) £49.99 PreNstchk £34.99 Voice FX £19.99 
or Barney £29.99 NASA, the 25th Year £19.99 Snoopy (PAL) £34.99 REFERENCE 
Ma £39.99 Fractal Universe £34.99 Town with No Name £2999 American Heritage Dictionary £49.99 
10ol for 6 to 7 £24.99 ENTERTAINMENT Lemmings £34.99 Complete Works of Shakespeane £29.99 
hoolfor Over 7a £24.99 Bartlechess £39.99 European Space Simulator £34,99 Illustrated Holy Bible £29.99 

Battle Storm £29.99 Fantastic Voyage £34.99 New Basic Electronic Cookbook £39.99 
Hits Her First Home Run £34.99 Fred Fish (CD PD1) £19.99 Global Chaos £29,99 Timetable of Business £39.99 

Tgiish as a 2nd Language £34.99 AH Dogs go to Heaven-Electric Crayon £34.99 Turrican I £29,99 Timetable of Science£39,99 
un £29.99 Ultimate Basketball £29.99 Turrican II £29.99 World Vista Atlas 

Dr. Wellman 
£54.99 
E54.99 

TEL 0543 419999 FAX 0543 418079 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 
INDi DIRECT MAIL 
1 RINGWAYINDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
EASTERN AVENUE, 
LICHFIELD, 
STAFFS WSt3 7SF    \AS ASMI 
Please send »  » 

Price . - - + Delivery 

I enclose cheque/ PO for E  

or charge my Access/Visa No  

Expiry Date / 

Signature -  

Send to Name,..  

Address- » 

Daytime Tel - «»« ■»» 

Postcode  



NEWS 

Commodore to launch 

hot CD-based Amiga 

Down but not out after the poor 

sales of CDTV, Commodore books 

its next bout in the CD arena 
Commodore is set to release a 

console-based Amiga with 
built-in CD capability in time 

for Christmas, it was announced in 
CTW, the computer industry trade 
paper. No technical details of the 
machine have been released, but 
sources close to Commodore have 
revealed to Amiga Shopper that the 
new system will include: 
• built-in CD drive 
• console format with keyboard and 

3,5-inch disk drive as plug-in extras 
• 68020 processor, as in the A1200 
» AGA graphics, as used in the 

A1200 and A4000 
* 2Mb RAM 
* backwards compatibility with CDTV 

software 
* all at a price of around £250. 

Rumours of a console-based 
Amiga have been circulating for 
some time, but concrete news of the 
machine was not made public until 
April 5 s edition of CTW. Kelly 
Sumner, then Commodore UK's 
managing director, declined to 
comment on its existence, although 
an official announcement is expected 
to be made within the month, 

Mews of the machine follows an 
announcement made at the 
developers" conference in Orlando, 
Florida, that CD publishers1 royalty 
payments to Commodore have 
increased from 25c to $3 (see Amiga 
Shopper 25). These payments must 
be made on every CD sold, and are 
similar in concept to the royalties 
that cartridge producers give to Sega 
and Nintendo, These companies sell 

The competition: Sega says it has sold the best part of 
70,000 MegaCDs in the unit's first two weeks on sale 

their consoles at very competitive 
prices, making most of their profits 
from software sales. It seems that 
Commodore is intending to take this 
strategy on board, Its Amiga CD 
console, at an incredibly low price of 
£250, will have a relatively low profit 
margin that it is unlikely to make the 
company much money by itself. 

The machine's rumoured price of 
£250 and its technical specification 
make it a direct competitor to Sega's 
Mega CD, which has just been 
launched for £270 (+£130 for the 
necessary Mega Drive itself). 3f 
Commodore can make a significant 
impact on this market, then its future 
is assured. Sega only launched its 
machine at the beginning of April, 
and in two weeks nearly all of the 
initial 70,000 units have sold out. 
(That's more than twice the total 
number of CDTVs sold,) Look at the 
panel to see just how the two 
machines compare. 

The launch of the machine isn't 
just good news for games players. 
Lew Eggebrecht, head of engineering 
at Commodore Business Machines, 
announced at the recent developers' 
conference in Orlando, and 
confirmed at the World Of 
Commodore Show in New York, that 
Commodore is committed to CD 
technology. CD-ROM support is to be 
included in future versions of the 
operating system, and CD-ROM 
drives are to be released that will 
work with existing A4000s and 
A1200s, as well as future models, 
which, like the console, may well 

have CO drives built- 
in as standard. The 
new CD drives are 
said to be similar to 
but better than 
those used in CDTV. 
Improvements 
include double scan 
modes and an 
increase in speed 
brought about by 
improved algorithms 
in software. 
Negotiations are 
currently under way 
with Kodak to enable 
Commodore to offer 

Has Commodore learned its lesson after 
performance of CDTV? Perhaps the new 

Photo-CD support on new machines. 
Photo-CD is a system enabling you to 
take your photographs to developers 
and have the images put onto CDs, 
and thereafter view them on a TV 
screen given the necessary 
hardware. Given the recent publicity 
and sales of CD drives for Mac and 
PC platforms, and the key part CD 
technology can play in multimedia, 
an area which Commodore sees as 
very much its key market it is 
essential that Commodore quickly 
releases CD players for its more 
powerful machines. 

the less than satisfactory 
Amiga CD will be the answer 

The new wave of COR CM 
products from Commodore signals 
the end of the road for the ill fated 
CDTV. Poor marketing, an initially 
inflated price and an uninterested 
market meant that the machine 
never really stood a chance. The 
market has now changed, as Sega's 
Mega CO sales testify, A CD console 
from Commodore launched before 
Christmas could make a killing, 
assuming the company can lure 
prospective buyers away from the 
bright lights of Sega s name and 
convince them the Amiga is best. 

COMMODORE vs SEGA: THE FORM 

Processor 
Clock speed 
Colours 
Resolutions 
Custom 
graphics hardware 

Amiga CD 
68020 
14MHz 
256 {from 16 million) 
320x256 minimum 

sprites, scrolling, 
dual-playfield 

Mega CD 
6S000 
12MHz 
64 (from 4096) 
300x200 

sprite and background 
scaling, sprite rotation, 
full motion video 
8 channels 
£400 

Sound 4 channels 
Price around £250? 
Although the Mega CD has more sophisticated sprite control than the Amiga, 
the Amiga's far greater processing power will more than likely make up for 
this* In addition, the Amiga is capable of much higher resolutions with far 
more colours on screen at once, The only other department in which the 
Mega CD offers stiff competition is sound. The Amiga has long been 
criticised for its outdated sound facilities, but the truth is that four-channel 
stereo sound is adequate for the purposes of most games. Taken all in al!P 
the Amiga CD beats Sega's machine hands down. If it comes in at the 
projected price of £250, Commodore is on to a winner. 
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NEWS 

STUDIO 16 REVAMPED 

Version 2 of Studio 16, the sampling 
software supplied with SunRize 
Industries' dlrect-to-disk sampling 
hardware, Is now available. 

Advances to the software include 
the ability to work with multiple hard 
disks, the defining and triggering of 
regions within a sample, a Fast 
Fourier Transform function, looping, 
re-sampling, stereo support, and an 
ARexx port (for external control by 
other programs), plus an improved 
interface for the cue list controller, 

Studio 16 is sold with both the 
AD1012 and ADS 16 packages. The 

former provides mono sampling at 
12-bits resolution in four tracks direct 
to hard disk. It costs £486.83. The 
AD516, at a price of £1,350, is 
aimed very much at the professional. 
It provides CD-quality sampling in 
eight tracks with 64 times over- 
sampling, 

Owners of earlier versions of 
Studio 16 should contact SunRize 
Industries on * 0101 408 374 4962 
for information about upgrades. The 
products are distributed in the UK by 
Digital Marketing International 
w 0753 686000. 

Studio 16 is the software sold with SunRize Industries' AD 1012 and AD516 
direct-to-disk samplers. It was already very good; now It's better 

CAD 

BOUNDS 

ON 
Digital Multimedia Limited'* CAD 
package has been extended to 
provide compatibility with AutoCAD, 
the leading Computer Aided Design 
package on the IBM PC. 

DMLTs XCad 3000 can now read 
and write AutoCad's Date exchange 
Format, including that of 3D surface 
entities, DML's sales and marketing 
director Richard Nolan enthused: 
"Now current and prospective Amiga 
users can take full advantage of the 
wealth of 3D libraries available to 
AutoCAD and AutoOesks 3D Studio 
users without having to pay almost 
£5,000 for the software." Many of 
these libraries, proliferating because 
of AutoCAD's popularity in the PC 
world, are public domain. 

XCad 3000 costs £386.58, 
Upgrades for owners of earlier 
versions are available for a £15 
handling charge. Contact your local 
dealer or distributor Micro-PACE 
* 0753 551888 for further details. 
DML n 081 977 1105. 

MEDIA 

MADNESS 

Entries are being sought for the 
1993 European MultlMedla Awards 
contest. 

The award committee contains 
representatives from all areas of the 
industry - hardware and software 
manufacturers, developers, and 
production and television companies. 
It will be giving out prizes in 14 
different categories, including: 
education, entertainment, hardware 
product, information and reference, 
point of sale, public display and 
information, technological innovation, 
training (personal skills), training 
(practical skills), best use of audio, 
best visuals and best interactive 
design. A Gold Award for Excellence 
will also be given, aiong with an 
award for the 'best non-European 
product". 

The winners will receive their 
trophies at a Royal Lancaster Hotel 
dinner in London on Wednesday 13 
October. Entries must be in by 
Saturday 31 July. Entry forms are 
available from European MuftiMedia 
Awards Limited * 061 429 9448. 

Blue notes 

from Scolo 
Scala's multimedia presentation 
package has successfully been used 
in a wide variety of situations. Most 
recently it was discovered in user In 
conjunction with a video wall, at the 
launch of IBM's OS/2 for multimedia 
at the CeBIT fair in Hanover. 
Apparently IBM regularly uses Scala 
for multimedia presentations at its 
Minnesota mainframe production 
facility. Scala * 0920 444294. 

Musical fantasia a reality 

A whole range of CD-quality sounds 
are now available to Amiga owners 
thanks to a new board from US- 
based company The Blue Ribbon 
SoundWorks. 

The One-Stop Music Shop is a 
board that will plug into an A1500t 
A2000, A3000 or A4000. It offers 
32-voice polyphony in stereo, from a 
selection of 128 16-bit pre-sets. A 
wide variety of instruments, 
orchestral and otherwise, are 

provided, along with 64 drum maps. 
More voices can be created via 
editing software that enables the 
user to mix samples, perform cross- 
fades, change sounds' envelopes 
and delays, and modulate them with 
sources such as MIDI controllers and 
low-frequency oscillators. 

The board is based on the E mu 
Proteus SoundEngine, and features 
the ASIC signal processing chip. Also 
included is a MIDI port. 

The One-Stop Music Shop can be 
used by any MIDI-compatible 
program. It is supported by Bars & 
Pipes Professional and Super J AMU in 
which its voices can be used to 
replace the standard frbit ones of 
the Amiga. 

The One-Stop Music Shop costs 
£569.95 from The Blue Ribbon 
SoundWorks * 0101 404 315 0212. 
It is distributed in the UK by Meridian 
« 081 543 3500. 

Bubble pops up from 

Canon 

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS 

Canon has squeezed 
another machine 
into its portable 
printer range. 

The BJ-lOsx, 
costing £405.38, 
joins the line-up 
between the BJ-lOex 
and the BJ-200. it is 
a bubblejet printer, 
providing a faster 
print speed and a re- 
designed front panel 
over the cheaper B> 
lOex. It can also use 
a larger optional 50-sheet out paper 
feeder. Canon's Alan Luck said of the 
printer: MWe foresee that it will 

Canon's new BJ-lOsx looks set to be of use to anyone 
who wants a bubblejet printer that Is, er, portable 

enhance the phenomenal success of 
Canon's Bubblejet printer range." 

Canon * 0800 252223. 

Managing director of Commodore 
UK Kelly Sumner has resigned. 

Sumner has been at the helm 
of the company for ten months, and 
an employee of Commodore for 
more than 13 years. He took over 
from Steve Franklin, who vacated 
the position after five years. 

Commodore's public relations 
company Quentin Beii issued a 
statement saying that Sumner had 
gone on to "pursue other 
interests.' He has in fact taken up 
the position of UK managing 
director for GameTek, a US-based 
publisher. He to id Amiga Shopper: 
" I intend to make GameTek the 
largest European publisher of 
leisure software/' 

Sumner's duties are being 
divided between two people: David 
Pleasance as general manager, 
sales and marketing, and Colin 
Proudfoot as the new general 
manager, operations and finance. 

Sumner (left) and Franklin - now 
both ex-MDs of Commodore UK 
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NEWS 

Mid-level Amiga 

arrives 

Commodore has launched a sub- 
El. 000 Amiga. Based on the 
030 processor, the machine 

fits neatly Into tho Amiga range 
between the A1200 and A4000, 
and replaces the outdated A2O0O. 

The new Amiga looks exactly the 
same as the A4000, the only 
difference being in the processor. 
Whereas the A4000 uses Motorola's 
current top-of-the-range 68040 chip, 
the new A4000 030, as it's called, 
makes use of the cheaper, slower 
68EC030 chip. This is clocked at 
25MHz, giving the computer a still 
very spectacular speed advantage 
over the A1200. 

The "EC in the processor's 
name stands for "embedded 
controller" - a title it bears because 
the chip was originally designed for 
use in automatic washing machines 
and the like. It is the same as the 
standard 68030 except that it lacks 
a memory management unit, an 
omission which will be of concern 
only to developers using specialist 
debugging software and users with 
Unix installed. Although a maths co- 
processor is not included in the 
A4000 030t space for one is 
provided on the plug-in card of the 
processor itself. 

The other area in which it betters 
the A1200 is that of expansion. It 
comes with a 24-bit video slot for the 
addition of extra video hardware 
such as true colour cards, and four 
Zorro III slots. These are 32-bit 
expansion ports, with much higher 

GAMES? 

WRITE ON! 
If you're hoping to make as a 
professional games programmer, 
then you might want to take a look 
at Kuma's The Commercial Games 
Programmer's Guide, written by 
David Gibbon. 

The second edition has just 
been released for £9.95. In it you'll 
find tips on programming in the 
commercial world. You'll be shown 
how professional programmers 
organise their code writing, how to 
develop your ideas, how to deal 
with copyright techniques for 
presenting your games to software 
houses, and how to market games 
for yourself. 

Kurna Computers * 0734 
844335. 

data transfer 
rates than their 
predecessors in 
the A2000, to 
which all manner 
of peripheral 
cards can be 
added. Three PC 
AT slots are also 
provided. 

A price of 
£999 including 
VAT will buy you 
an A4000 030 
with 4Mb of RAM 
-2Mb of Chip 
and 2Mb of Fast 
RAM - and an 
80Mb hard disk 
drive (via an IDE 

The mid-range Amiga that everyone's been watting for has 
finally arrived - the A4000 030, with which Commodore 
hopes to bring multimedia to the masses 

controller). Alternatively, the machine 
is available with a 120Mb hard disk 
for £1,099. At these prices, and with 
the AG A chipset providing up to 
256,000 colours on screen, the new 
Amiga should make a significant 
impact on the multimedia market 
place. Or so Commodore hopes, 
having touted it as "multimedia for 
the masses" and launched it at a 
special Multimedia Press Day, 

The purpose of the day, as well 
as launching the machine, was to 
increase awareness of the Amiga 
range's capabilities in the 
multimedia arena. Amiga journalists 
witnessed an impressive series of 
demonstrations. Real Time Graphics, 
a company that specialises in 
creating compute ^generated titles 

and animations, showed a number of 
sequences it has made for programs 
such as GarrtesMaster and Games 
World, and explained why Amigas 
play such important roles in its 
productions. The latest version of 
French program TVPaint was 
demonstrated by a representative of 
ChartScreen; while a representative 
from Activa International unveiled the 
latest version of Real 3D. The multi- 
faceted and highly successful Scaia 
was also on display, 

The most exciting product was 
The Blue Ribbon SoundWorksr brand 
new sound board, The One Stop 
Music Shop, running in concert with 
the Bars A Pipes Professional 
sequencer (see elsewhere in these 
news pages for further details). 

Silica sales on I 

In a move to shift yet more CD-ROM 
drives, Silica Is offering a voucher 
worth £50 with each CDTV and 
A570 sold. The vouchers can be 
used to buy CD-ROM software from 
Silica. Commented Silica's Andy 
Leaning: "CDTV and the A570 are 
really beginning to take off. More 
and more people are finding out Just 
how good this technology is, 
compared to other formats currently 
available. For existing Amiga 
owners, the A570 rejuvenates their 
hardware, giving It a new lease of 
life, with a whole new range of 
amazing software Just watting to be 
used. It's like starting out with your 
Amiga all over again!" 

Silica is also selling older Amigas 

at their lowest- 
eve r prices. A 
1Mb A500 can be 
picked up for 
£199; for £229 
you can get a 
2Mb model 
complete with a 
Zooi games 
package, 
Alternatively, you 
can buy the A500 as part of the 
Cartoon Classics Pack, which 
includes The Simpsons, Captain 
Planet, Lemmings and Deiuxe Paint 
til for £229. Also included in this 
deal are the Zooi compendium, GFA 
BASIC and Photon Paint 

If it's an A600 you're after, then 

GET CAUGHT 

IN THE NET 
UK-based company Ex Net Is offering 
comma users the chance to gain 
access to International electronic 
mall for as little as £5 per month. 

The company Is offering to 
connect anyone owning a modem and 
suitable software to the Internet and 
USENET. For as tittle as the cost of 
your phone calls and £5 per month 
(plus VAT) for a Basic Service 
subscription, you can log on to 
Ex Net's network and receive the 
latest news in the computing world, 
You can also send and receive 
electronic mail, and comment to 
open forums on topics as diverse as 
politics and science fiction. 

The Internet is an electronic 
network consisting of military, 
academic, commercial and home 
computers. Its main backbone 
resides in the USA, but sites have 
now spread world-wide, with several 
hundred in Great Britain. Electronic 
messages may be transmitted across 
the Internet to 20 million individual 
mailboxes, 

USENET, on the other hand, is 
more of an open forum for 
discussion. Messages are 
categorised according to subject, with 
over a thousand different categories 
to choose from. Over two million 
people contribute to USENET, from 
which you can obtain (or give) 
opinions and advice on just about 
every conceivable subject. 

ExNet also offers more 
sophisticated levels of service for 
those with more spending power. 

For more information, contact 
ExNet on* 081 755 0077. 

Sales of Commodore 
perhaps the £50 free 
Silica will help 

s CDTV are still disappointing, but 
software deal now on offer from 

bit... 

you'll be interested in the stand- 
alone models from Silica, which cost 
£249 for a 1Mb machine, and £279 
for a 2Mb machine. Both come with 
the Zooi package, which contains the 
game Zooi itself, Pinbaif Dreams, 
Striker and Transwnte. 

Silica tr 081 309 1111. 
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NEWS 

PC EMULATION UPDATE 

Owners of Vortex's PC emulators 
will be Interested to leam of a 
software update that the company 
is making available. 

Version 1,24,23 is applicable to 
Vortex's Golden Gate 386SX and 
4S6SLC emulators. Three major 
improvements are provided by the 
software, First, Amiga floppy drives 
can be used as PC drives under 
Windows' enhanced 386 mode. 
Secondly, Golden Gate, which runs 
as a task under AmigaDOS, can now 

be given a priority, giving the user the 
power to control its speed relative to 
other tasks running on the Amiga. 
The final benefit is in the department 
of keyboard emulation, enabling 
users to assign special keys to 
individual key codes. 

To get your free upgrade, send 
two Amiga disks afong with a 
minimum of ten international reply 
coupons to Vortex. 

For more information contact 
Vortex « 01 049 713 159 7214. 

Vortex's Golden Gate 486SLC emulator is the most powerful PC emulator 
available for the Amiga- The latest software update makes it more so 

CITIZEN PRINTERS FOR CITIZENS 
Citizen Europe has added a low-cost 9-pin printer to its range. 

The Swift 90 has a recommended retail price of £233.83. It is also 
available in a colour version, called the Swift 90C. for £257,33, Citizen has 
included many of the features of its 24-pin Swift 2 range in the new models, 
including the easy-to-use Command Vue III control panel, and the ability to 
handle multi-part stationery, cut sheets and continuous paper, and overhead 
transparencies. 

Tne printers have a claimed speed of 180 characters per second at 10 
characters per inch, and 216 cps at 12 cpL Six fonts are available in near- 
letter-quality mode, with two available in draft. Both come with Epson FX850 
and IBM Proprinter III emulations. The Swift 90 can be upgraded to print in 
colour at a later date by the addition of a Colour Kit for £44.65. 

For more information contact Citizen Europe * 0753 5841111. 

MEMORY MAYBE 

Gasteiner is to sell a virtual memory 
system for the Amiga range of 
computers. 

Called GigaMem, the program 
fools the Amiga into thinking it has 
up to 1Gb (that's over 1,000 Mb) of 
RAM available. This is achieved by 
the program swapping information 
between hard disk and main memory 
as needed during the course of 
normal operations. As a result, many 
memory-intensive programs can be 
run on the Amiga concurrently, 
GigaMem costs £69,95, and requires 
an Amiga with a Memory 
Management Unit installed {available 
on 68030 processors and upwards). 

Also from Gasteiner this month is 
an opto-mechanical mouse for 
£14.95. The mouse has a resolution 
of 400 dots per inch. For more 
information catt Gasteiner on u 081 
365 1151. 

Video 

adaptability 

An adaptor enabling VGA monitors to 
be used with Amigas has been 
released by RSD Connections* The 
adaptor, part number CL350, is 
available for £29,95 from RSD 
Connections on w 0992 584205, 

AVideo board is born 

HiQ is to launch the latest version of 
the AVideo graphics adaptor at the 
Amiga Format live show, taking 
place from Friday 7 May to Sunday 
9th at Wembley Exhibition Centre. 

AVideo YC is an external box that 
plugs into the RGB port of any Amiga 
running Workbench 2 or above. As 
well as giving a 24-bit true-colour 
display, it also comes with a frame 
grabber, a genlock and paint 
software {the last requiring a 68020 
and a 68881 or better to run). A hard 
drive, 2Mb of Chip and 4Mb of Fast 
RAM are recommended. 

The frame-grabbing facilities of 
the board are improved by use of its 
genlock, which enables the user to 
see exactly what the image will be 
like before it is saved to disk or into 

the AVPaint software. Animation is 
another strong point of AVideo, which 
can display at up to 17 frames per 
second in a resolution of 724x283 
pixels. Using a compressed image 
format more suited to composite 
output, the board can animate at up 
to 25 frames per second. As well as 
working in 24-bit mode, A Video can 
be configured to behave as two 12- 
bit frame buffers, each offering 4096 
colours on screen at once* 

AVideo YC costs £599t but will 
be available at a special show price 
of £549 from HiQ on stand 424. HiQ 
tr 081 909 2092. 

To buy tickets for the Amiga 
Format Live show at the bargain 
advance price of £5.95 call the ticket 
hotline on v 051 356 5085, 

Extra power 

for A1200s 

American-based hardware 
manufacturer ICD has released an 
accelerator card for the A1200. 

ICD's Viper 1230 contains a 
68030 processor, a battery-backed 
real-time clock, space for memory 
expansion, a maths co-processor slot 
and a Direct Memory Access port for 
the addition of more hardware. 

The customer can choose 
between the EC (economy) and the 
full 68030 processor for Viper, 
clocked at 40 or 50MHz respectively. 
Adding a 68SS2 maths co-processor 
will increase the Ai200hs 
performance even further in activities 
such as ray-tracing and Computer 
Aided Design. Two SIMM memory 
sockets are on the board, enabling 
you to add up to 32Mb of 32-bEt 
RAM. The 68EC030 mode! costs 
$499, and the full 68030 model is 
£699. UK Prices and distributorships 
have yet to be announced. 

An innovative feature of the Viper 
board is its 16-bit Direct Memory 

Access port. In future this will enable 
further peripherals such as modems, 
networking cards or Digital Signal 
Processors to be added. ICD already 
has one product available for it: a 
SCSI-2 controller. SCSI is a standard 
for hard disk usage on small 
computers, faster than the IDE 
interface found inside the A1200. 
SCSI-2, when coupled to a suitable 
hard drive, provides much faster 
transfer rates than the earlier SCSI 
interfaces. ICD's Viper S2 controller 
offers a claimed speed of 5Mb per 
second for asynchronous transfer 
and 10Mb per second for 
synchronous transfer. 

Once the Viper S2 has been 
added to the Viper 1230, you have 
the option to fit a 2.5 inch SCSI hard 
drive internally, or connect an 
external drive with the three foot 
cable supplied. The Viper S2 
controller costs $199. Again, a UK 
price has yet to be finalised, 

ICD » 0101 S15 968 2228. 

mm 

WEMBLEY EXHIBITION CENTRE 

7-9   MAY 1993 

AMIGA FORMAT LIVE UPDATE 
Last month we printed information about the seminars 
running in the Sound And Vision Experience section of the 
Amiga Format Live show {at the Wembley Exhibition Centre 
from Friday 7 may to Sunday 9 May, with tickets at £5,95 on 
* 051 356 5085 - get them while they're hotl). 

Although the seminars will be taking place as listed - 
music and sound effects; animation and special effects; 
titling and genlocks; and video editing - the exact products to 
be used in the seminars have yet to be finalised. We 
apologise for any confusion. 
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Mew Horizon Computers 

The Hard Drive Specialists 

A1200 & A600 2.5" 

IDE Hard Drives 

THE ESSENTIAL ADD ON FOR ALL SERIOUS AMIGA USERS. 

Upgrade your A1200 or A600 with a brand new 2.5"internal 
IDE Hard Drive. Upgrade Kits include fully propped and 
formatted drive complete with cable and mounting screws 
and comprehensive fitting instructions. Workbench,; 
HDToolBox and Install utilities included. All drives are 100% 
compatible with A1200 & A600 and sourced from Brand 
Name suppliers e.g. Seagate, Connor, WD etc. 

HARD DRIVES SUPPLIED AS 

KITS OR PRE-INSTALLED IN 

A1200 OR A600 S PHONE FOR 

LATEST LOW LOW PRICES 

80,40,63,85,110,137 & 209 Meg In Stock Now !!! 

BLIZZARD 32 BIT 

MEMORY & FPU 

ACCELERATORS 

Zero Wait State, 

Real Time Clock, 

68881 & 68882 

FPU Options. 

Four & Eight Meg 
Memory options. 

Fits A1200 Trapdoor 

4 Meg £179, 8 Meg £329. 

A4000/030 

The New Low Cost 

Mid Range Amiga 
Phone for Prices & 

Availability 

* * ★ SPECIAL OFFER ★ ★ * 

New Horizon will collect your Amiga, fit the drive of your 
choice and deliver it back to you within 48 hours. Full 12 
month RTB Warranty on your Computer when we install 
the drive. Phone our Sales Hotline for further details on 

this Special Offer. 

★★**★★★★★★★★*★★★★ 

HI-RES MONITORS 

15", 17" &20" Flat Screen Technology 

with Lo-Radiation option. Ideal for 

A1200 & A4000 Hi-Res Modes. 

Phone for latest Prices 

OW TO ORDER 

1. By Phone 

FREE delivery on all 
items shown. Next Day delivery 
on Computers and Monitors add 
£10-00. 

2. By Post 

Send a cheque or 
Postal Order made 
payable to " New 

Horizon Computers" and post 
with your order to: 

NEW HORIZON COMPUTERS 
Mail Order Dept 
High Hope, Lea 
Ross on Wye 
Herefordshire HR9 7LN 

CREDIT CARDS wsT 

WELCOME 

HOTLINE 0989 750260 TECH SUPPORT 



US NEWS 

■ 

Amiga Shopper's own 

American cowboy - er, 

f mean correspondent, 

Bob Liddil, reports on 

the World Of Amiga 

show in the Big Apple* 

New York City In the 
springtime - what a 
pleasure* Trash cans 
banging, auto alarms 

going off, and Commodore World Of 
Amiga vendors rushing about like 
crazed lemmings, preparing for the 
arrival of the 20,000 or more 
Amlganauts who would shortly be 
crowding the Passenger ship 
terminal on Manhattan's west side. 
What a day! 

Topping the list of vendors with 
new and exciting product 
announcements is CSA, whose 
venerable line of hardware 
accessories is legendary in the USA. 
Faster than a speeding bullet, the 
new '030 Derringer hits the target, 
unleashing raw firepower for older 
Amigas. With the Derringer 
r030/25MHz and 50MHz accelerator 
boards, standard Amiga 500s or 
2000s can make the transition from 
passably good to absolutely lethal 
computing weapons. 

The former increases the net 
computer speed 6,8 times, white the 
latter slam-dunks processing time an 
eye-opening 13 times faster! An 
operation that normally takes 7 or 13 
seconds to execute would take little 
more than a second with one of 
these hot little pistols. More 
information can be obtained from 
CSA, 7564 Trade Street, San Diego, 
CA 92121 * 0101 619 566 3911. 
Tell 'em Amiga Shopper sent you. 
• Great Vatiey Products introduced 
its two new products for the A1200: 
the A1230 Turbo, a 40MHz 
68EC030 accelerator with 32-bit 
RAM expansion capability, and the 

A1200 SCS1/RAM+, a multi- 
functional board also offering a high 
performance on-board SCSI 
interface. Also on display were an 
assortment of existing GVP products. 
Needless to say, business in this 
booth was brisk. 
• DKB introduced Its latest product 
for the A1200, The DKB 1202 is a 
Maths Chip and Wide RAM (that is, 
32-bit RAM, which essentially 
enables you to fetch information 
twice as fast), with hardware floating 
point maths capability and the space 
for up to 8Mb of 32-bit Fast RAM, 
plus a real-time clock, It seems as 
though supercharging stock 
Commodore products is becoming an 
obsession in the USA. 
• Britain's own Microdeai popped 

across the pond for a visit and 
displayed its Clarity 16 music 
package and VideoMaster products, 
well known on the European side of 
the pond, Microdeai was greeted 
warmly by cash-toting Americans who 
were charmed by polite British 
answers to such questions as "What 
does this do?" and "Do you take 
American Express?'* This was 
Microdeai's first visit to America in 
two and a half years. 
• Migraph says, "262,144 is the 
magic number!" That's how many 
colours you can scan and save with 
the new Migraph CS-6000 Hand 
Scanner. This usefuE and handsome 
product has five scanning modes 
including a true 64-level grayscale 
mode; six scanning resolutions from 
50-400 dpi; software to scan and 
save colour, monochrome, and 
grayscale images in proper file 
formats; and support for the AG A 
chipset as welL Now that scanning 
hundred dollar notes is easy, why 
doesn't someone invent a way to 
print them out so that I can retire? 
This saddle is killing me. 
• Premier Software's Roy 
Tretheway has just announced that 
he has quit his day job in favour of 
supporting the Amiga on a full-time 
basis. This erstwhile entrepreneur, 
who specializes in the distribution of 
public domain software and 
shareware, offers colour labels on 
his diskettes as well as good prices 
on several unique packages of 
accessory-ware for all the Amiga 
family, old and new. He invites 
members of the European Amiga 
community to contact him for 
swapping or purchase of PD and 
shareware, as his collection is more 
profound than just the Fish library. 
Call him at the US Amiga Help Line 
t* 0101 415 593-1207 and mind the 
time difference in the morning: he 
can be grumpy if awakened before 
Sam US Pacific Time, 
• If any single activity at this year's 

World Of Amiga stands out, it has tc 
be the price war on new Amigas anc 
the resultant feeding frenzy coming 
from users attending. It was like 
watching piranha in a goldfish bowl. 
An eight-foot-tail solid wail of A1200 
ten feet Jong virtually disappeared a 
the machine dipped En price to belov 
the US dealers' cost (this according 
to several dealers shaking their 
heads in disbelief), 

RUM1UNGS 
There seems to be a state of genen 
discontent in the USA among 
Authorized Commodore Dealers, whi 
nearly universally believe that 
Commodore cares nothing about 
their we 11 being. The latest example < 
disgruntlement was a letter packet, 
widely circulated among press 
persons at World Of Amiga, citing 
Commodore USA indiscretions, 
broken promises, and a sense on 
the part of one particular dealer, 
Am agination in New York City, of 
total disillusionment. According to 
this letter, despite more than 1.5 
million dollars worth of Amigas 
purchased from Commodore since 
1989, they believe that "Recent 
events have severely jeopardized thi 
future of the Authorized Amiga Dealt 
Network/ 

A magi nation is the only 
remaining Authorized Amiga Dealer i 
all of New York City, Barry Einstein, 
managing director, believes that 
uncontrolled mail order sales of 
Amiga machines will toll the bell for 
the Amiga as a dealer-supported 
product. Other, not so blatant 
rumblings have been circulating for 
months within the ranks of dealers 
all over the country. Commodore's 
response: ignore them and hope the 
problem goes away. The whole mesa 
reads like an episode of Fawlty 
Towers, 

In general, this year's World Of 
Amiga was a success for the tens 01 
thousands of Amiga fans who spent 
lots of money and mingled with 
representatives of their favourite 
companies. Commodore, however, 
continues to duck and cover in 
answer to many of the criticisms 
coming its way since posting 
enormous third-quarter losses and 
seeing its stock sink to be tow five 
points per share. Like the proverbial 
5,000-pound gorilla, it does pretty 
much what it wants to do. Sad. One 
needs only to say, "Remember the 
Dragon" to evoke memories of the 
demise of a popular platform throug 
corporate inability or inattention to 
the needs of the dealer and user as 
a unit. 

Now, it's time to head off Into 
the sunset over Manhattan. Until 
next month, this is your Urban 
Cowboy saying "Adios" - or "Yo!", 
depending upon what side of the 
Brooklyn Bridge one stands on. Q 

If your Amiga's packln' a Derringer, that means It's get a lot of firepower 
hidden away inside! CSA's Derringer '030/25MHz and 50MHz accelerator 
boards (one shown In place above) mean supersonic speed even for A500* 
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Welcome to the Amiga world's liveliest letters 

page - where you get the chance to speak your 

mind. So join your host, the editor, Cliff Ramshaw, 

for some more no-holds-barred bantering* All you 

have to do to be included is send your missive to: 

"Talking Shop", Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW, Get to it,, J 

"TEETHING TROUBLES" 
Congratulations on being factual 
concerning word processors. It Is an 
annoying fact that other magazines 
appear to bo biased when 
comparing word processors with 
desktop publishers In one and the 
same breath. 

Regrettably, I was also the 
subject of a horror story concerning 
Wang back-up. 

My 600 Is now my eighth since 
4 December 1992, and i am 
currently continuing to press for 
compensation (which has been 
agreed In principle). 

In fairness to Wang, its system 
has now Improved tremendously 
with the appointment of an 
administrator and other changes set 
In place; I suppose everything has 
Its own teething troubles at times. 

1 had to override Wang to obtain 
success and was fortunate to be 
able to make contact with S J 
Merry weather of Commodore, who 
took over the complete supply and 
testing of a brand new machine 
which works like a dream with my 
MPS 1270A printer and 10845 
colour monitor. All credit due to 
Commodore when It comes down to 
the crunch - keep up the good 
work. 

Please keep up the good work 
of factual reporting. I have ample 
time to read and learn from your 
magazine. 

A G Powell 
South Glamorgan 

Glad you liked the word processor 
feature, Mr Powell - we are 
particularly proud of it ourselves. It's 
also good to hear that Commodore 
managed to help you out. You can 
rest assured that we will be keeping 
an eye on Wang to make sure it has 
sorted out the maintenance teething 
troubles and is fulfilling its 
obligations. Write to us if you know 
otherwise. 

"THE CORRECT COURSE" 
Can you tell me what Is the correct 
course to become an article writer 
for magazines or newspapers? 

I am a student due to start a set 
of new courses at college, so 
Information on qualifications and/or 
experience needed would be a 
tremendous aid. As a regular reader 
of your magazine I enjoy your short 
but Informative articles and would 
be pleased If you could also assist 
me by giving tips on how to achieve 
this writing style* 

Marcus Boyce 
Alfreton 

Well, Marcus, as an editor I'm always 
on the lookout for new writers, and 
I'm pretty sure you 11 find that many 
other magazines aret too. No formal 
qualifications are needed - just the 

ability to write and some in-depth 
knowledge of the subject you're 
writing about. 

As for style; well, that's just 
something that comes with practice. 
Style can1t be taught; all you can do 
to gain a mature style is to do a lot 
of reading and writing. 

"STYLE IS VERY GOOD" 
I have found your programming 
tutorial "Sailing through C most 
enlightening. The layout and "ease 
of use" style Is very good but I have 
one point to put to you. When 
writing tutorials would It not be 
wise to do these as "Pull-Outs"? 

At I am learning C I have found 
myself wading through each Issue 
looking for what I need. Surely It 
would be better to be able to 
remove tutorials and store them In a 
folder Instead of a pile of Amiga 
Shoppers (as good as they are) 
stacked on the side of my desk. 

As a subscriber to Amiga 
Shopper from Issue 2,1 have seen 
many changes to the magazine, 
95% of these Improvements for the 
better. The Inclusion of cover disks 
with utilities and so forth Is 
excellent. 

Some of the other Amiga 
magazines have gone overboard on 
colour, with no regard to readers 
who suffer colour blindness. A grey 
background with reddish print Is for 
a normal person hard to read; what 
do you think It's like for one that 
suffers? 

I'm glad that, although you have 
colour adverts, you keep to black- 
on-white tor your text pages. 

To finish I'm happy to see that 
Toby Simpson Is maintaining the 
standard that you employed In 
writing the tutorial. 

David M Thornton 
Dundee 

I'm not entirely sure what you mean 
by w pull-out \ David. To include 
perforations on the pages or such 
like would increase the cost of 
producing the magazine, and I'm 
sure other readers would cite other 
columns as being ideal candidates 
for such treatment. 

As far as colour is concerned, 
you can rest assured that we will 
never let it get In the way of clarity. 
We have in the past used colour 
where appropriate and intend to do 
so In the future, but our primary 
concern is to get information across. 
Any aspect of design that prevents 
this is bad design and you will not be 
seeing it in our pages. 

"POSITIVELY DUL1" 
I read with great Interest the review 
in Amiga Shopper Issue 24 of the 
excellent software from ProOad, 
namely Adorage. 

For all the review seemed to 

have been conducted reasonably 
well, I got the Impression that Gary 
Whiteley was not totally convinced 
of the undoubted excellent effects 
within this package. I have to ask 
myself what equipment he used to 
evaluate the software and also to 
what end did he use the transitions 
In real time. 

True, the software as It stands 
does not support 24-bit or even 
HAM Images, but surely at this 
moment In time this package Is a 
breath of fresh air to any person 
requiring slick, professional-looking 
screen effects for video work. The 
very fact that high resolution text 
can be easily manipulated with 
stunning results makes other 
software at this moment look 
positively dull In comparison. 

Peter Ray 
Newcastle upon Tyne 

Adorage was given a pretty good 
review by Gary, but it is part of his 
job to point out the program's 
limitations - in this case, lack of 
support for HAM or 24-bit Images. If 
this doesn't concern you, then clearly 
the program will be that much more 
suited to your needs. 

'TIME AND TROUBLE" 
You don't normally print letters of 
praise [we don't get many - ed|, but 
I sincerely hope that you will make 
an exception In this case and print 
this one, because the company in 
question deserves some praise. 

I recently wrote to three 
companies with the aim of obtaining 
some Information! guidance and 
additional fonts for my copy of 

PageStream, The three letters, 
along with stamped self addressed 
envelopes, were all posted on the 
same day. 

Just two days later I received a 
large, well presented and very 
Informative Information pack from 
EM Computergraphlcs. Several days 
later an information pack arrived 
from one of the other companies. I 
have still not heard from the third. 

Guided by EMC's detailed Info 
pack I decided on what I wanted 
and phoned EMC with my order. I 
found Errol, who answered the 
phonet extreme Fy knowledgeable. 
He answered my numerous 
questions concerning the fonts and 
their Installation without hesitation, 
which proved to me that he knew 
what he was talking about. As a 
result, I placed my order for two of 
the EMC Type I volumes of fonts. 

To cut a long story short. I 
found the EMC disks were very well 
Laid out, the information and 
Installation Instructions were very 
clear and written with a beginner 
rather that a professional user In 
mind. I soon realised that a lot of 
time and trouble had gone Into the 
construction of the disks and was 
very happy that 1 had decided to 
place my order with EMC. I'd like to 
give EMC 10 out of 10 for their 
presentation and quality of their 
disk layout. 

Bill Bakayl 
Catfbrd 

Welt, TVs nice to hear things went 
smoothly. If anyone else has any 
congratulations to give to Amiga- 
related suppliers, drop us a line. © 
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The Best Word Publi 

(Amiga Fo 
^^^^ 

We'd simply call it the best Amiga Wore 

Processor. But if after using it, the experts 

insist on calling Final Copy II the best Wore 

Publisher as well, we're not complaining! 

TZZmiveA cat of Asian jwigk and I 

Siii*W 227"272kg' 
(50Q-6OG lb.). Bo* *m 

enabling thtm to bring 
doWti   and ovei^ 
come animals 
the    size erf 
buffaloes- Their 
main  prcy 18 

deer, antelope, wild 
pigs and bushbuckB. 
Lading thc\stanuna for 
a ^U>r*edW> 
relvV toil ^P*1 |0BI* 
i^IconccaV^^^ 
m*ms as they silently creep up 
^t^ctim* before mating a sud~ cm their vicnm* 

of meat in a single meal 

^erS spend the day sleeping or Tig^s sp:u^       ^       to hunt. 

Hip breeding 
season. 
maifi ma** off 

a territory of 
from 65-650 
aq, km. (25 
^q, miles), 
which con- 
tains several 
females and 
which be de- 
fends against 

other males, 
, markiflg 

boundarie* by spmyi^amix- 
tijreofboth his urine and scent 

Tigers once 
ranged aU 

w*y 
from China 
to Turkey, 
but today 

Final Copy0 

I 

r 

Final Copy coined the phrase "Perfect Printing on any Printer11. 

We mean it - this document piwes it! 
Oeated in Final Copy II mi primed on a standard 24-pin Citizen Swift, it shows a small 
number of Final Copy lis features: Smooth Scaleabk Outline Fonts. Multiple Columns, 
Drawing Tools for Boxes. Boniers, Shadows, lines and Arrows, White-Out Text, Text 

Printed over Graphic hmges, Text (Miquing, Auto-Flow Text around Cm^hics 
and of course, Import ofColour and Mono Gmphies Pictures. 

Word Publishers go beyond simply producing normal [titers iind documents 
(at which Final Copy H naiurally excels) and progress into a world where how the whole 
document boh is just as important as w hat it scrys. Admittedly, this can be achieved with 
Desk Top Publishers, but they can't easily be used as Wend Processors, especially when a 
good looking letter needs creating quickly - they're tar too cumbersome. This is where 
Rnal Copy II offers the perfect balance between the two lequireroenis. Ease and speed of 
LISL\ combined with complete control and perfect final printed presentation. 

Document cnaliun Ls so simple with 28 On-Screcn 
Buttons for routine tbmuitting;md navigating commands 
lite AutoHyphenaiion, With true WYSIWYG display, 
you can even edit whilst your pages ate magnified up to 
400% (or reduced). Long documents arc supported with 
Title/Master Pages, Style Sheets. LelVRidn Wv-x Uaiin^ 
Offset and Auto Numbering. Because your text needs to 
he perfect, the British-Cnglish Collias Proximity Speller 
L\>mbitK\i with (lie Thesaurus (for that added inspiration) 
lielp you lo produce tine precise, printed page, 

Compatible with all Astiigas trail A5GU to the latest AI20MVHXX) raises with either a second floppy or a hari drive, 
A minimum of 1Mb, of available free RAM is required t A600 hard drive -1-5Mb.) however, LIS with all advanced 
miriiol CTOCTJ»is extra iremnry tc.g> 1.5/2Mb. - the mtre the better} will he ictjuired tt> exploit nil famies fuBy. 

Compiigraphk; Adobe Type 1 PostScript or Nimbus Q PostScript? If you want lots c 
you can Imve lots of finite! Final Copy II can use tfoisands of superior Adobe Type I or Nil 
fonts (the same LIS those used on professional publishing systems). Both these types are PostScri 
hut unlike all odier Word Processors you don'l need an expensive PostScript laser to use thet 
Copy 11 will print them on PostScript lasers, or any graphics capable printer. This includes 
matrix or ink-jet you probably already own. Even if you have your own Compugmphic* ran 

you'd still like to use, Final Copy H Ls fully con 
omputting to any graphic primer. Final Cof 
unri valled in its range of fonts supported, and as 
see here, yon have complete control over text for 
When using the outline typefaces included, 
additional fonts, thcyll output perfectly - no mat 
size they're scaled to - with absolutely no; 
Opening multiple documents also allows editing 
printing in bxkground mode (Itoe memory depei 

Available from all good Amiga Software Dealers, 

or from Sol'tWootl Europe - plense phono for a list of nutionwiJe stockists, 



7T 

1 Compatible with Standard Amiga 
YES 

YES, But would Suggest 
1 Workbench 2 Compugraphic Fonts use of Better PostScript Fonts 
1 Compatible with Standard Adobe Type 1 
1 a^Nimfci^ QSc*^ Postscript Fonts NCvNO YE$AE$ 

1 pD^riptfontC^inwQnallFTintBrs NO YES 
[ Ma*miumKuniteafPbg|Soript Fonts Umfted to a total of 35 Infinite 
1 Download Extra Fonls to PostScript Printer HQ, Cant download extra fonts YESr Automate 
1 Landscape jSideways) Printing on all Printers NO YESr Automatic 

TO 1 Rectem Printing Resolution (Quality} of Seated 
NO YES, Same High Quality 

1 1 (Reduoed and Enlarged) Graphe Images when Reduced and Enlarged 
£ 1 Print any Text or Graphic in Colour YES YES 

1 No. of Colours Printed in Imported Pictures Umited by Screen Mode Used Oisput as Original Image 
Graphics Priming IHAM & IFF IBM) Good ff Graphics not Scaled Always Best Possible 

1 Text Width (Compress and Expand) NO YES 
1 Variable Text Obliquing (Slanted Textf 
1 Both Positive and Negative Attributes NO YES 
1 BoXr Rounded Box, Circle, Oval, Line, 

NO YES 1 Variable Border & Arrow Drawing Tools 
IE 1 Crop fTrimfro Size Imported Graphics NO YES 

1 Supports A12uTfc'4OO0AiGA Chipset YES, 256 On-Screen Cotours VF^      fWij-jflon Oil™ sre 
1 Create Border around Graphics and Pictures NO YES 
I British -English Spelling Checker YES, Collins Prosdmity with 

LegaJ & Medical Supplements 
YESv Collins Proximity wrtti 

Legal & Medical Supplements 
1 British-English Thesaurus YES, Coins 826000 Synonyms YES, Collins 326000 Symnyms 
l Page View Magnifications and Auctions One Fixed Print Preview 7 Variable stages - 25% to 400% 

1 E Edit Document while rVTagnrfied or Reduced NO YES 
£ I fell 8t <tepac& '150 wc-ds in 9000. ? Pngnsi 61 Seconds (On Amiga A12O0I ; 7$ec0r^£QnAm«gaAl2QO| 
c TO f Index and Table of Contents YES. Automatic NO. Requires Manual Entry 
g [ Multiple Newspaper Style Snaking Columns YES, 2 to 32 YES, 2 to 6 

1 Style Sheets, Master Pages, Title Pages NO YES 
Uses Standard Amiga Clipboard for Cutting 

m YES & Pasting to and from Different Applications 
Small Caps Typographcal Control NO YES 
Conforms to Commodore's Amiga NO, Nwi Standard User 

YES Standard look Si Feel1 Guidelines InteTfaca 
■3 On-Scneen Maths (Column Addition) NO YES 
! Import ASCII Tesikimar^VVoflJPnxes^or 1 YES YES 

UK Registration, Upgrade and Support YES YES 
TO Free Memory Required 1,5Mb. Minimum 1Mb. Minimum 
3 More Recommended More Recommended 

j Free Ongoing Technical Phone Support NO, £38 per year after 60 days YES, Free or Charge 
[ Recommended Refer! Price £129.95 £99,96 

O SoftWood Products Europe O 

; I9 Alfteton Dcrbyshitc DE557RW England Tel: 0773 836781 Fax: 0773 83 KM0 



THE AMIGA EXPOSED 

The inside story 

Unsure of how your Amiga 

works? Want to know what's 

going on beneath that calm, cool 

exterior? Nows your chance to 

find out, as Gus Chandler reveals 

the innermost secrets of its power 

To enjoy the computing 
power that's on offer if you 
own an Amiga, you 
certainly don't have to 

know anything about what's 
actually happening underneath the 
bonnet. Indeed, it's perfectly fair to 
say that the majority of Amiga users 
are much happier if all that's 
required is to stick a disk In the 
side of the machine and hope that 
it's self-booting. At the most, they 
want to have to do no more than 
double-click on a couple of icons. 

But the thing is, if you're that 
type of Amiga owner, you're probably 
not going to be reading this 
magazine anyway, At Amiga Shopper 

we see curiosity as a wonderful thing 
- so, over the coming few months 
we'll be taking a detailed look at 
what makes the Amiga tick, 
examining what the functions of all 
the different components are, and 
revealing how they work, in fact, we'll 
be exposing the souk of the machine. 

There's another reason besides 
having an inquisitive nature that 
should encourage you to follow this 
series - you 11 quickly find that once 
you have a more detailed 
understanding of the way the 
machine functions at the lowest 
levels, areas such as assembler 
programming become much more 
comprehensible. 

THE MAIN EXPANSION SLOT 
On the left hand side of the machine you'll find the main expansion slot 
variety of peripherals can be plugged into this slot - a hard disk drive or 
additional memory 
are typical examples. 

You'll also find 
that there Is a range 
of accelerator cards 
available that you 
can plug Into this 
slot - those have 
their own CPU and , 
are clocked at a 
much higher speed 
than the ASOO's standard 68000 CPU, which means they work faster, 

t.A 

This month (beginning on page 
24) you'll find that we've started the 
series with a basic guide to the 
principles of digital logic - an 
important part of the theory behind 
micro-processors. In future months 
we'll be delving deep into the innards 
of the Amiga s chips f discussing 
things like hardware registers, 
addressing systems, data buses and 
interrupts. We'll also be covering a 
range of "add-ons" such as memory 
expansions, disk drives and 
accelerators, revealing the secrets of 

THE AMIGA A-500 - A REAR VIEW 

JOYSTICK PORTS 
As seems fairly obvious from their names, 
this Is where the joysticks plug In. The first 
Joystick port (the one on the left) Is also 
used for the mouse. 

DISK DRIVE 
CONNECTOR 
A further floppy disk 
drive can be 
connected here. 

RGB-VIDEO OUTPUT 
This Is the Amiga's video output - the 
socket you use If you have a colour monitor. 
If you're using a TV set instead, then you 
need to connect a box known as an RF 
modulator between this socket and the TV. 
This converts the RGB output to the radio 
frequency signal a TV expects. 

RIGHT AND 
LEFT AUDIO 
SOCKETS 
Two standard 
"line-out"' audio 
sockets - connect 
them up to your hi- 
fi for full stereo 
sound from your 
computer. 

SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORTS POWER MONO 
A wide variety of peripherals can be connected to these SOCKET        If you have a 
two ports - typically, you might connect a modem to the The lead from     mono monitor, 
serial port (also referred to as an RS-232 port) and a the transformer   this is where it 
printer to the parallel. The principal difference between (the standard     plugs In. 
the two is that the serial port sends or receives data one Commodore 
bit at a time ("serially"), while the parallel port handles power supply) 
data In eight-bit chunks (bytes). This means that data can plugs In here, 
be read or written by the parallel port at a much greater 
rate than Is possible serially. 

how they work and how they connect 
up to the Amiga. 

Before we get into all that, 
though, here's a quick introduction to 
the various components that are 
dotted around the circuit board of an 
Amiga and all of those sockets on 
the back, in future issues we'll be 
examining these components in 
detail and seeing how they interact, 
but for now we'll settle for just 
naming them and giving you a brief 
resume of their functions - that way 
we wont have to resort to phrases 

continued on page 24 

■ 

THE TRAPDOOR 
If you turn your Amiga upside- 
down you'll find that there's a 
clip-out plastic cover underneath 
- called, appropriately enough, 
the trapdoor. Remove the lid and 
you'll find that there's an 
expansion slot hiding underneath. 
The slot's principal purpose is to 
accept memory expansion cards. 

20 
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THE AMIGA EXPOSED 

WHAT'S ON THE A500 CIRCUIT BOARD, MISS FORD? 

DEMISE Is the chip that lies behind the powerful 
animation capabilities of the Amiga. Many 
computers don't have a dedicated chip to perform 
this function - It has to be done by the software 
(which reduces the time available for the program 
to do everything else ft has to do). DEMISE uses 
hardware registers to handles sprites (up to eight 
at a time) and deal with tilings like collision 
detection (when a sprite comes to touch another 
object). This allows for the very smooth and fast 
animations that have made the Amiga so popular 
as a graphics machine. 

Another of the machine's 
custom chips, PAULA Is 
responsible for the sound. It 
supports four voices In two 
stereo channels over nine 
octaves. PAULA Is interrupt 
driven - which means that 
music can always be played at 
the correct speed. 

CIA Is an acronym for Complex 
Interface Adaptor, and these 
chips are the machine's two 
user-programmable Input/ 
output ports. Their job Is to 
control the serial and the 
parallel ports and to handle the 
keyboard and the disk drive. 

tills Is the custom control chip 
- ft provides the bus signals 
that keep all of the operations 
that are happening on the 
circuit board In synchronisation, 
ft also deals with decoding 
addresses (for memory access) 
and has circuitry to look after 
the keyboard reset command 
(Ctrl+Am iga-Am tga) 

You'li find that there's a Motorola 68000 (or 
better) acting as the powerhouse of every Amiga 
- it's the Central Processing Unit Different 
models of the machine sport different variants of 
the 68000 - It's a family of compatible chips. It's 
not the €#000 that makes an Amiga an Amiga, 
though - that's down to both the custom chips 
(DEMISE, PAULA and FAT AGNUS In the A500) 
and the operating system. You 11 find there are 
68000s in a variety of other machines - STs and 
Macs, to name a couple. The other common 
family of CPUs you may have heard of Is the Intel 
80x86 (80286 and 8036 are the most common) - 
the micro-processors that power the PC. 

The Random Access Memory. 
Unlike ROM, RAM Is "votatHe'' 
memory - once the power has 
been turned off anything stored 
there Is tost. The RAM Is used 
to hold programs that you are 
currently running as well as 
their data. 

The Read-Only Memory. This 
contains programs (such as 
Ktckstart and some libraries) 
that are available to the Amiga 
as soon as ft Is powered up 
and enable the machine to load 
further software such as the 
Workbench. As the name 
suggests, Read-Oniy Memory 
can't have Information written 
to it. It's also what's known as 
"nonvolatile", which means 
that ft is permanent memory - 
data Isn't lost when the power 
is disconnected, unlike RAM. 

Tills is the Amiga's custom 
graphics chip, responsible for 
handling the display and 
delivering all those lovely 
colours. The version in this 
machine, the 8372A, can 
access 1Mb of Chip RAM, 
Earlier versions could only 
handle up to 0.5Mb, while the 
version of the AGNUS chip f n 
the A5O0 Plus, A600 and 
A1200 (called the "fatter 
AGNUS") can access 2Mb. 
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Award winning innovative products from 

A2000 Hard Cards 

GVP Series 2 HO 
' Up to 8Mb SIMM RAM on board 
■ Supports external SCSI devices 
-14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare ,   £129 
40MB   ...£249 
BOMB . .„ .  £319 
160MB... „.  ..£449 
200MB   ..£549 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 
■ SCSI or IDE 3,5" 

80MB £199 
160MB .        , £329 
ZOOMB £499 

(Suitable for GVP G-Force, GVP HD or Nexus HC) 
Other sizes of HD available, please call 

1 Gigabyte HD 
■ Internal Hard Drive 
■A15O0/A2OOO 

1GB Hard Drive. ..£999 

■ New RAM board from Power 
■A1500/A2000 RAM board 

2MB  . £99 
4MB £149 
8MB  £239 

Macintosh Emulator 

AMax-ll Plus .............£299 
\Mac ROM Chips requiredf 

Commodore Ami 

"Amiga 4000 includes 
■ 68040 micro processor 
■25MHz clock speed 
■ 16.8 million colour palatte 
* Display up to 256,000 colours on screen 
■ Built-in 15" high density disk drive 

Amiga 4000 & 120MB HD.... £2099 
Amiga 3000 St 52MB HD £1299 
Amiga 3000 & 105MB HD £1499 
Amiga 3000T 100MB HD 5MB RAM ..£1999 
Amiga 3000T 200 MB HD 5MB RAM £2499 

IEW Amiga 4000 

■ New Amiga 4000 now available 
■ A choice of 68030 or 68040 processor 

Please enquire 

Video Backup System 

■ Use VCR as a backup storage device 
■ Blank video tape is all that is required 
■ 200 Amiga floppy disks fit on a 4hr tape 
■ Can be used for hard disk backup 
■There is room for 175MB of data 
■ Backup an Amiga diskette m 1 minute 
■ Low cost storage, 2 pence per MB 
■ Menu driven software 
■ You can watch TV on a 1084s monitor 

Video Backup System . £59.95 

Monitors 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 
■ With cable 
■ Available with Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 
■ On-site maintenance (^^J) 

CM8833 Mk2 £229 

Other Monitors 

Commodore I084S £199 
Commodore 1960 TRI-SYNC  £479 
NEC Multisync 4FG £549 

Flicker Free Video 2 
- Stop that annoying flicker 
■ Fits internally in the A500 
■ Multi-sync monitor required 

Flicker Free Video 2.  £199 

■The complete music kit for the Amiga 
■ Includes: 
■ Music Kit package 
■ Real Time Sound II 
■ Over 32 special efffects 
■ Can work with MIDI instruments 
■DigitalStudio III 
■ Midi interface 
■ Stereo sound digitiser 
■ Stereo speakers 
■All leads & software 

■ Manufactured by Power Computing 
■ 128MB on one optical disk 
* Read and write optical disks 
■40ms running speed 
■ Built-in power supply 
■ High power cooling fan 
■ 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 
■Thru port built-in 
■ SCSI ID switch 
■ Compatible with major SCSI controller 

128MB optical drive (Internal) £84 
128MB optical drive (External) £99 
128MB 3.5" optical disk  £39.95 eai 
SCSI controller card 
(forA1500/A2000) . £12 
(Compatible with Amigar PC, and Mac, A SCJ 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

1.76MB Disk Drive 

1.76MB Disk drive now available £12 

Miscellaneous 

The Music Pack  
Speakers only . 
Midi interface „ 

...£69.95 

..,£15.95 

...£15.95 

G-Lock Genlock £34 
Image Effects £2S 
CineMORPH , , £9 
I-O Extender... . £14 
030 Auto change kit... £3 
ATAutobootEprom kit £5 
FastROM Series 2 £2 
ROM Share... £19.S 
ROM Share A600 , ....£2 
ROM Share A600 inc. v1.3.„ £5 

Accelerator 

GVP G-Force 
■ 68030 accelerator board 
■ 68882 Maths co-processor 

25MHz 1MB RAM £4£ 
40MHz 4MB RAM £7£ 
50MHz4MB RAM ...£10£ 
Hard drive mount kit £c 

68040 Fusion 40 inc. 4MB .£9£ 
68040 Pro-Peripherals inc. 4MB  £9< 

1MBx8SIMM £S 
StMM32x4MB-60 £1 J 
SIMM32x1MB-60 £i 

Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel (1) 43386205 (6 lines)   Fax <1 > 433800: 



3ower Computing Ltd ■ Tel OZ34 843388 

Scannei 
7f your in the market for a 
tand scanner then forget the 
est and get Powerscan" 
mqa Format July 1992 

Power Scanner v3.0 

100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
64 greyscales 
Thru'port for printer 
Award winning editing, image manipu- 
lation & scanning software 

ower Scanner v3,0 £115 
ower Scanner Colour £239 

Epson GT-6500 

600 DPI Colour flatbed scanner 
24-bit colour 
Software included 
T-6500 inc. Powerscan v3.0 ...£799 
T-6500 inc. ASDG Software . £899 
ransparency Adaptor Unit ...£499 
ocument Feeder , £399 

Epson GT-8000 
800 DP! colour flatbed scanner 
24-bit colour 
A4 reading area 
Software included 
Amazing scan quality 
rT-8D0Q inc. ASDG Software £11 99 

Upgrade Offers 
: you consider your scanner system to 
e inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 
appify upgrade your software and inter- 
ace. [Power Scanner is compatible with 
lost scanning heads) 
3 0 Upgrade (inc. interface) ..£49.95 
3.0 Software upgrade for PowerScanner 
sers (send SAE) £15 
he Amiga can only display IB grayscales 

-loppy Drive: 
"This drive contains more gad* 
gets than Batman's utility belt" 
Amiga Computing Feb1992 

PC880B Power Drive 

RAM Expansions 

A600 Memory Cards 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 
Power Computing 

■Super slim design 
■Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 
■ Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 
■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga £60 
PC8S0B with Blitz & XCopy „.... £75 
PC8B0B (Cyclone compatible)* £65 
PC8B0B in black case £65 
*Thi$ drive is enly available ta registered owners of XCopy 
Professional. You must provide proof of purchase of XCopy 
Professional 

Power Drives 
PC880E Economy drive £49.95 
PC881 A50Q Internal drive , .,.£45.00 
PC882 A2000 Internal drive ,£45,00 

Dual Drive 
■ Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 
- Same features as PC880B 

Dual drive £125 

Blitz Amiga 
* Backup disks at lightning speeds 
■ Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga , £20 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■ Stores 20MB on one W disk 
■ Cost effective mass storage unit 
■ Can be used as a 1,44MB floppy with 

Amiga DOS and AMAX 
■ AMAX compatible with DM1 Mac driver 
■ Packs an entire back-up onto one 

floppy 
■Additional disks available 
* Internal version for A1500/2000/3000 
■ External version for A5D0 
■ SCSI Interface required 
Internal A2000 kit £289 
Internal A3000 kit £289 
External A500 kit £389 

1MB RAM with clock £39.95 
1 MB RAM without clock £34.95 

PC501+ RAM Card 
Our RAM board is designed especially 
for the A50Q+ computer and comes with 
1MB of RAM on board to expand your 
memory to 2MB of chip RAM, Plug-in and 
go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC501+ RAM card , £35.95 

8MB Power Board 
■ Plugs into side slot fully auto config, full 

thruport. Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB£109 4MB£169 8MB£289 
1x4ZIP chips . £14,95 

PCMCIA Memory 
■ Ultra slim memory cards 
■ 2MB Memory card 
■ForA6OQ/A12O0 
■ SRAM memory 

2MB Memory card. ,£149 

1.5MB RAM Board 
■ Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM 
■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 

(Kickstart 1,3 and above., not compatible with A50D+) 
fYour Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your warranty} 

1.5MB RAM board £85 

1MB with Thru port 
■ Expand your A500's memory up to a 

total of 2M B without disposing of your 
existing 512K upgrade 

- Works with 1 MB of Chip RAM 
(512K RAM must be 4 chip type or not exceeding 9cm in length I 
(Your Ami g3 n serfs to be o penetf r tiiis may effect you r Wa rra nty) 

1MB withthru'port ,....,..£49 

ASOO RAM Card 
■ 512K RAM expansion with clock & free 

software (A500+ compatible] 

512K RAM (4 chip) with clock £29 
512K RAM without clock £24 

istributor for Power Computing in Italy, D R.R. SRL 00142, Roma. Via Ducoio Di Buoninaegna Tal (06) 5103491/432 Fax 5040666 
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fn pofft 21 
like "that dirty great connector on the 
left hand side" when we come to 
describe the expansion slot. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT LOGIC 
So how do all these chips work, and 
how when they are connected 
together do they make an Amiga? 
Over the coming months we1 II be 
exploring the purpose of these 
different chips in detail. But before 
we do that, this month we'll start by 
examining the principles of logic that 
underlie the functioning of the micro- 
processor. 

Digital computers use binary 
numbers to represent internally the 
information they receive from the 

that we have strings of binary 
numbers whizzing about inside a 
chip, represented by pulses (or the 
lack of pulses) of electric current. 
But how does the micro-processor go 
about manipulating these streams of 
data? It does this by using what are 
known as logic gates. In the earliest 
computers these gates consisted of 
thousands of valves, in later 
machines tens of thousands of 
discrete transistors soldered to 
printed circuit boards, and in modern 
machines the millions of solid-state 
transistors that are to be found 
within the micro-processor. Despite 
the enormous size disparity these 
components alt function in the same 
way - as switches. It's using these 

THE NOT GATE 

INPUT A 

> NOT GATE 

OUTPUT p 
INPUT A OUTPUT P 

0 1 
1 0 

"outside world", The reason 
computers use binary - instead of 
the base 10 system more familiar to 
humans - is that there are only two 
possible states for a binary digit, 0 
and lt and these are easily 
represented in the language of digital 
electronics. Now, while we may think 
of binary numbers as being a stream 
of Os and Is, the micro-processor 
has no such concept - It deals in 
pulses of electricity. In the world of 
the chip, the binary digit 1 is 
represented by a pulse of electric 
current, and 0 by the absence of a 
pulse, 

Fine, so we've got to the stage 

switches that we assemble the basic 
"building block" components - logic 
gates - that underlie digital 
electronics and the functioning of 
micro-processors. 

This month we're taking a look at 
how these logic gates work from first 
principles, then going on to examine 
how these simple "building blocks" 
can be arranged in different 
sequences to produce powerful 
functional units. Finally we'll see how 
these functional units can be 
combined to perform the useful 
operations that you associate with 
computers - such as adding two 
numbers. 

THE NOT GATE 
The simplest of these building 
blocks is the NOT gate. What a 
NOT gate does is to take a 
single input and switch it to its 
opposite - that Is, if the input A 
is 1 then the output P will be 0. 
Similarly, if the input A is 0 
then the output P will be 1. 
We've used a truth table to 
show these two cases. 
Function: Given an input of 1 
the NOT gate produces an 
output of 0. With an input of 0 
the output is 1. 

THE AND GATE 
The first difference you1 II notice 
between the NOT and AND 
gates is that there are two 
inputs rather than one going 
into the AND gate. With the 
NOT gate and its one input 
there are only two possible 
values that the gate can be 
presented with - 0 and 1. For 
the AND gate with its two input 
lines the number of possible 
input combinations rises to four 
- 0,0; 0,1; 1,0; and 1,1. 

(The number of possible input 
combinations Is determined by 2 
raised to the power of the number of 
inputs. A NOT gate has one input and 
hence 2X possible combinations, that 
is 2. A two input AND gate has 22 

combinations, 4; while three and four 
input gates would have 23 and 24 

combinations respectively - that is, 
eight and 16 possible states). 

You should be able to see from 
the truth table that only one of the 
four possible input combinations 
gives an output of 1, And that 
combination was the one that had 
both of its inputs as 1. So to put it in 
English - if the first and second input 

INPUT A 
OUTPUT I 

INPUT B 
OR GATE 

SWITCH A 

SWITCH B 
BATTERY 

BULB P 

INPUT 8 OUTP UT P 

0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
1 1 

values of an AND gate are lr then 
the output value will be 1. For all 
other input combinations the output 
will be 0. 

The analogy that's most 
frequently employed when it comes 
to explaining logic gates is one that 
describes the gate as a simple 
electric circuit We've included a 
diagram of such a circuit. Here the 
two inputs are represented by two 
switches, A and BT and the output by 
a bulb P. The input values A and B 
are 0 when the switches are open 
and 1 when they are closed- 
Similarly, the output P is 1 when the 
bulb is on and 0 when it's off. It 

THE AND GATE THE XOR GATE 

INPUT A 

INPUT 8 

OUTPUT 1 

AND GATE 

SWITCH A SWITCH 8 

BATTERY 
BULB P 

INPUT A INPUTS OUTPUT P 

0 0 0 
0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 X 1 

OUTPUT P 

OR GATE 

AND GATS 

INPUT A 1% 
\\ ^\   OUTPUT P 

INPUTS ff 
XOR GATE 

I INPUT A INPUT B OUTPUTP 
0 0 0 

0 1 i 
1 I 0 1 

1 1 
I 0 
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should be clear from a simple 
inspection of the circuit that itTs 
impossible for the bulb to be lit 
unless both switches are closed, A 
truth table for this circuit is identical 
to the truth table that Is derived from 
the AND gate - the circuit is logically 
equivalent to the functioning of an 
AND gate. 
Function: The AND gate gives an 
output of 1 only if both the A and B 
inputs have the value 1. 

THE OR GATE 
Like the AND gate, the OR gate has 
two inputs and hence four possible 
pairs of input values. You can see 
from the truth tabte that if either of 
the inputs A and B has the value 1 
then the output P will also be 1. Take 
note of the fact that the output P has 
the value of 1 when both inputs have 
the value 1. 

Again we ll use the electric circuit 
analogy to represent how an OR gate 
functions. From this diagram it 
should be clear that with the 
switches A and B arranged in 
parallel, if either of them is closed 
(representing an input value of 1) 
then the bulb P will be lit (an output 
value of 1). 
Function: The OR gate gives an 
output of 1 if either the A or B input 
has a value of one. 

THE XOR GATE 
The next logic operation to consider 
is XOR- This is a little more 
complicated - that's because the 
XOR gate is actually made up by 
combining the operations of the 
three gates that we've already 
discussed. If you look at the logic 
diagram for the XOR gate, you'll see 
that it s constructed using two NOT 
gates, two AND gates and an OR 

gate. Rather than laboriously draw 
out this five gate network each timet 
we use a symbol to represent It, It 
looks similar to the OR gate but has 
a bar behind it 

The term XOR stands for 
exclusive OR and the gate is 
identical in function to the OR gate - 
with one important exception. If you 
compare the truth table for the XOR 
gate with that for the OR gate you'll 
be able to see that the first three 
lines of each table are identical. The 
difference in function occurs when 
both the inputs, A and B, have the 
value of 1. For this condition the XOR 
gate gives an output of 0, whereas 
the OR gate gave an output of 1. 

Ifs worthwhile at this point 
making sure that you understand 
how the combination of five gates 
that we've used to assemble the 
XOR gate produces the results. Try 
taking a couple of input values, say 
A=l and B=0T and follow them 
through the gate network by hand. If 
you do this correctly you should 
come up with an output value of 1 - 
this corresponds to the third line 
from the XOR truth table, Now try 
taking the values A=l and 8=1 and 
following them through the network - 
you'll get an output of 0. 
Function: The XOR gate gives an 
output of 1 if either the A or B input 
has a value of one, but not if both of 
them do. 

THE NAND GATE 
While the NAND gate is considered 
as a gate in its own right, it's not 
really. It can be constructed simply 
by combining two of the basic 
building block gates that we've 
already considered - the AND and 
the NOT gates. 

We've seen how an AND and a 

THE NOR GATE 

THE NAND GATE 
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AND GATE 
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yPUTB 
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OUTPUT P 

OR GATE 

INPUT 6 

NOT GATE 

OUTPUTP 

NOR GATE 

1 INPUT A INPUT B OUTPUT P 
0 0 1 

i 0 1 0 

0 0 
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NOT gate are connected together to 
make a NAND gate and we ve also 
given the truth table for the gate. If 
you want to verify how this table is 
arrived at, take the four output 
values from the AND gate truth table 
and feed them through the NOT gate 
- you'll end up with the same values 
as appear in the output column of 
the NAND gate truth table. 
Function: Produces an output value 
of l in all cases except when both 
input values A and B have the value 
of 1. 

THE NOR GATE 
Like the NAND gate, the NOR gate 
can be formed by combining the 
operations of two of the basic gates 
- this time the OR and NOT gates. 
Again you can check how we arrived 
at the truth table for the NOR gate by 
taking the output values of the OR 
gate and applying the NOT function 
to them. 
Function: Gives an output value of 
1 only if both input values A and B 
are 0. 

USING LOGIC GATES TO 
ADD NUMBERS 
Okay, so we've seen what single 
logic gates do in isolation and we've 
also introduced the concept of 
combining gates to form other 
functional units - the XOR, NAND 
and NOR operations. Now let's 
examine how you can use a series of 
gates to perform one of the sorts of 
operation a computer does a great 
deal of - adding two numbers 
together, 

First though, we'll examine the 
steps that a human goes through 
when adding two decimal numbers. 
Let's pick on the numbers 153 and 
91 and add them. 

Step li We start by taking the least 
significant digit (the rightmost) from 
the first number, a 3, and the least 
significant digit from the second 
number, a 1, and add these together 
to give the "units" column of the 
product, a 4, 

Step 2: Next we take the next digit to 
the left from both the first and 
second numbers, 5 and 9, and add 
these to give us the "tens" column, 
a 14. Er, weti, that doesn't quite 
work - we can only put a single digit 
in any column. So we put the 4 in the 
"tens" column and carry 1 to the 
"hundreds" column. 

Step 3: Now we use the third digit 
from the first number (the second 
number has no third digit) and the 1 
that we carried over in the previous 
step to give us a 2 to put in the 
^hundreds" column. 

Step 3 Q 

9 1 

Q 4 4 

Right, that's how the human mind 
goes about dealing with the process 
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of adding two numbers. Now let's 
take a fook at how to achieve the 
same result adding the binary 
equivalents of 153 (10011001) and 
91 (1011011) using the logic gates 
that we've just discussed. 

THE ONE-BIT HALF ADDER 
Okay, let's look at a combination of 
gates that is known as a one-bit half 
adder and see how this functional 
unit can be used to add the first bit 
of our two binary numbers. As you 
can see from the diagram, the half 
adder consists of a XOR gate and an 
AND gate. (You'll remember of 
course that the XOR function is itself 
composed of five gates; two NOT 
gates, two AND gates and an OR 
gate). 

We'll took first at what the XOR 
gate does in the context of adding 
two binary digits. With two digits 
there are four possible binary 
additions that we can perform: 0+0 
= 0; 0 + 1 = 1; 1 + 0 = 1 and 1 + 1 
= 10. Notice, of course, that the 
sums 0 + 1 and 1 + 0 are 
equivalent. Now, the sum 1 + 1 gives 
us a two digit answer, 10, and since 
in the world of logic gates we want to 
deal only with single digit inputs and 
outputs let s write this sum in a 

INPUT A° |§ 
OUTPUT P° 

7    e    s 4 

  
7      fi 5 

0 | 1 10 | 1 | 1 | 0 11 | 1 I 

AND GATE 
T   e s 

 ■! 

INPUT A INPUT B OUTPUT P ; OUTPUT e 
0 0 0 0 
0 X 1 0 
1 0 1 0 

1 ■ 1 ■ ■ 

slightly different way: Jl+1 = 0, carry 
1" - that is, put a 0 in the "units" 
column and carry 1 to the "twos" 
column. 

Putting this another way: to get 
the u units" digit-the least 
significant bit - we want an output of 

1 [f either of the inputs A and B has 
the value 1, but not if they both do. 
Now checking back to the truth table 
for the XOR gate, you'll see that it 
gives just those results. This means 
we can consider the XOR gate as a 
unit that wilt add two binary digits 

THE ONE-BIT FULL ADDER 

INPUT A11 y. —^, 

XOR GATE • OUTPUT P1 

AMD GATE 

° i 
7      6      5      4     3      2 10 

|  |  |i|  | -|- 

□ □ 
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0 
0 
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■ 
i 
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INPUT B 

0 
1 
0 
1 

0 
1 

0 
1 

INPUT C 
0 
0 
1 

□ 
0 
0 

1 
1 

OUTPUT P 
0 
1 

X 

■ 
1 
0 
0 
1 

OUTPUT C 

0 

0 
0 

■ 
0 
1 
1 
1 

together but only give us the least 
significant bit of the answer 

Let's take the least significant 
digit (the rightmost - that is, A0 and 
B°) of each of our binary numbers* A 
and Bf and feed these into our half 
adder. If you follow the logic diagram 
through you II see that we get two 
outputs: P°=0 and C^=l. Now, P° is 
just the output from an XOR gate, 
and we've seen that this gives us 
part of the answer - the least 
significant bit. But C°? Wei], as 
you've probably worked out for 
yourself, this is the other digit - the 
most significant bit And how did we 
get it? Simply by feeding the inputs 
A° and B° through an AND gate. If you 
look back to the AND gate truth 
table, you can see there is only the 
one combination of inputs, 1 and 1, 
that gives an output of 1. 

The half adder can therefore be 
used as a device for adding two 
binary digits together thus: 

A+ B = CP 
1+1=10 

That s pretty useful, but what about 
when you need to add three digits 
together? This is what we need to do 
now - add the next digit (A1 and B1) 
from each of our binary numbers plus 
the C° output (the "carry" part of the 
sum) from our half adder addition. 
We do this using a full adder 

THE ONE-BIT FULL ADDER 
The full adder has three inputs - for 
our example we*re using A1 and B1 

{the next digits of the two numbers 
that we're trying to add) and the carry 
output from the half adder addition 
that we've just performed (we've 
called this input C°). 

On our logic diagram at left we've 
used a dotted line to divide the full 
adder into two sections. Let s think 
first about the top half - this 
produces the least significant bit of 
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the answer (this was the "units'' 
column for the sum we performed 
using the half adder - remember 
that now we're working on adding the 
"twos" column and carrying to the 
"fours'' column), So, we have two 
XOR gates that when combined will 
give us the first part of the answer, 
But how? Well, look back to the half 
adder that we've just used to add 
the first bit of the numbers A and B 
together. Here we needed only the 
one XOR gate to give us the least 
significant bit of the answer But with 
the half adder we didn't have to take 
account of a third input (this is the 
"carry" from the previous column of 
our sum) and that's what the second 
XOR gate is used for. 

The first of our XOR gates has 
two inputs, A1 and BL - just the same 
as the XOR gate in the half adder - 
and this gives us the least significant 
bit of the sum A1 + BK This output is 
then fed into the second XOR gate 
along with the input C® - the "carry'' 
from the "units" position of the sum. 
You should be able to see from our 
discussion on XOR gates that the 
output from this second XOR gate 
win be the least significant bit of the 
sum A1 + B1 + C°+ 

Now let's see what assembly of 
gates is required to calculate the 
most significant bit - this is the part 
of the logic diagram that's below the 
dotted line. With our half adder we 
only needed one AND gate - here 
we re using two ANDs and an OR 
gate. That's because we've now got 
the "carry'' to take account of. Now 
the most significant bit of the answer 
will be 1 if the sum A1 + B1 + C° is 
greater than 1. 

We can check whether this 
condition is true in two parts. Look at 
the top of the two AND gates. Its two 
inputs are C° and the output from the 
first XOR gate (the least significant 
bit from the sum A1 + B1). If both of 
these inputs are 1 then we'll get an 
output of 1. The second AND gate is 
used to check whether the sum A1 + 
B\ its two inputs, produces a most 
significant bit - this will be the case 
if both digits have the value 1. An OR 
gate is then used to combine the 
outputs of the two AND gates. 

THE EIGHT-BIT 
FULL ADDER 
Fine, so we've seen how to add the 
first bits from each of our two 
numbers using a one-bit half adder, 
We've also seen how we go about 
using a one-bit full adder to add the 
second bits of the numbers taking 
any "carry" from the first column into 
account 

Now it should be fairly easy to 
see that to add an eight bit number 
we can use a half adder along with 
seven full adders assembled in a 
chain. We've shown the logic 
diagram for just such an adder. If you 
check back to the logic diagrams for 
the XOR gate and the one-bit half 
and full adders, you should be abie 
to see that the eight-bit full adder is 
actually made up from combinations 
of our three basic "building block1' 
gates. To make the eight-bit full 
adder has required 22 OR gates, 30 
NOT gates and 45 AND gates. 

NEXT MONTH 
Well, we've now seen how to add two 
eight-bit binary numbers. You snojld 
note that the chip set in the Amiga 
manipulates 16-bit or 32-bit 
numbers, but it follows exactly the 
same rules. The full adder for a 32- 
bit number is composed from a 
one-bit half adder and 31 one-bit full 
adders. 

You should now have a good 
u nderstanding of the basic principles 
that underlie digital logic and the 
workings of the micro-processor. 
Next month well go on to look at the 
way in which some of the other 
functional units within a chip are 
derived from similar simple logic gate 
assemblies. We'll be taking a close 
look at how subtraction is performed. 
If you want something to think about 
between now and then, consider how 
we could use our eight-bit full adder 
to help us perform the subtraction. 

In the issue following that, we'll 
be going on to show you the 
functional arrangement of the 68000 
chip, the various versions of which 
are at the heart of every Amiga, If 
you've always wanted to know 
everything about your machine but 
never dared ask, don't miss it! 

THE BINARY SYSTEM 

Our usual counting system is 
called base 10 or decimal. 
You begin counting items (or 
fingers) with 1, and when you 
reach ten items you have 
what could be regarded as 
one "set" or bundle of items. 
To represent this, you write a 
1 in the second column from 
the right, the "tens" (or, if 
you like/ "sets") column: one 
set plus no odd units =10. 

Now imagine that instead 

of counting fingers you're 
counting hands. When you 
reach two, you've got a "set" 
of hands, so you put o 1 in 
the "sets" column as before. 
This is the basis of the binary 
system. Instead of sets of 10, 
then 10x10 (hundreds), then 
10x10x10 and so on, it uses 
sets of 2, then 2x2, 2x2x2 
and so on. Two is shown in 
binary as 10, three as 11, 
four as 100 and five as 101. 
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of Hampshire Established 8 years 
UleSerue 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables 
or mouse are included, 

Special price £27.50 

New Citizens 

Swift 240 

24pin Colour* 
Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E 
replacement). Phone for a data sheet 
'optional colour. Price with cable & paper 

240 Mono £245 
240C Colour £265 

Swift 200 
24pin Colour* 

Enhanced 24pk\ printer, (Swift 224 
replacement) Phone for a data sheet 
* optional colour. Price with cable & paper 

200 Mono £205 
200C Colour £229 

Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform 
colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24E)  £5 
Version 2 iSwitt series 2) £10 
Drivers 112 price tf bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-1 Oe/ex .. *  £5 
Deskjet 500 Colour  £10 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable n 1 c 
& paper L I I D 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Citizen Swift 9 

with cable Mono £155 
&PaPflr    Colour £179 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available, With cable & paper 

£169 

P&nasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 Spin   134 
KXP1124i 24pin  215 
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour,,. 229 
Epson LX400 9pin  119 
Epson LQ570 24pin  265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Scanner 
wi*^Lup £109 software      ^ i w 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price, 
3 year warranty* cr*no With cable & paper £338 

Deskjet Colour 
300dpi colour Inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quatty at 1/10 of the cost. 

W^%^&^ier £429 

New HP 

Deskjet 550C 
300dpi colour Inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality, with colour 
and black cartridges resident. 

3 year warranty. ffiQQ 
With cable & paper 

Printer Packs 
Al printers are suppled with a printer pack 
consisting of printer paper and a connection 

Free of charge 
A stand is £5.00 extra {with a printer) 

Type Through 
Protective Covers 

A500A500+ A6O0& A12O0 
(Please state models £17.50 

Ink Refills 
BJ 10 twin refill varoius colours   15,90 
Deskjet twin refill various colours 15.90 

(We stock 200 types of ribbons) 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 

Canon BJ-10ex 
360dpi Inkjet printer n QQ 
with cable & paper     L I 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer f * QQ 
with cable & paper    I- I 575? 

Star LC100 
9pin colour with PI KQ 
cable & paper L I uiJ 

Star 
LC20Mono 9pin 119 
LC200 Colour 9pin ....... 179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin  185 
LC24100 Mono 24pin .-.,175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin 259 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79.00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41-50 
Kickstart ROM only v1.3 ..... 29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer  24.95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelarator ..239.00 
Fatter Angus custom chip ,...37.50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST Si Amiga   £15.90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £14,90 

New Prices 

GVP Series 2 
forASOO HardDfeks 
40Mb Hard Disk £299 
30Mb   Hard Disk £389 
120Mb Hard Disk £459 
40Mb A530 Combo £645 
80Mb A530 Combo £739 
for A1500 
40Mb Hard Disk £275 
80Mb Hard Disk £319 
120Mb Hard Disk £395 
Controller (no disk) £134 
GVP ram £29 per 1Mb 

Commodore A590 

£189 20M Hard Disk 
forA500 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 0-5-1 Mram + clock.... £24.90 
A500 0.5-1 Mram no clock .,. £19.90 
A500+ 1 Mram + clock  £49.90 
A600 IMram + clock  £49.90 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
fro QA 1M external 
LDZ. »U      while stocks last 

New 
AH Amigas A500-A12QQ 

1M external drive 

Roctec/Zappo 

£52.90 

Amiga A600 
Standard A600 single floppy 
£209 £199 

with software      no software 

Amiga 500 + 

£225 
Cartoon 

Classic Pack 

Amiga 600SD 
{O.Paintlll, Grand Prix, Putty, Pushover) 

Wild Weird 
& Wicked £269 

Amiga 600HD 
(20M Hd Trivial P., Epic, Rome, Pusho') 

Epic Pack £319 
20M Hd NO SoWW £299 

Amiga A1 200 
Now with free game 

5x raster. Workbench v3. 2M ram. 
Custom graphic 256K col. from 16.7M 
No Hd 
80M Hd 

£359 
£589 

Official Commodore approved 
Hard Disk with Wang on-site. 

Amiga A1500 + 
with full software £459 

New 

Naksha Mouse 

£21.50 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

Squik Mouse - 
for Atari ST & Amiga £13.90 

Commodore 

1084ST 
14" Stereo Colour Monitor. 

0.42mm Pitch. Medium Res. + stand 

£179 £175 
with cabte without cable 
Prices valid while stock lasts 

Philips CM8833MK2 

UK. 240V   £2 1 5 witfi cable 
+ game     ££1 1 without cable 

Some monitors include a free 
ST/Amiga game 

Price valid for current stock only 

Accessories 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75 
A50O Printer cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension ..... 10.95 
23way Plug or socket ...  2.95 
A50O Duet Cover  4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) .. 4.95 
Mouse House  ....... 2.95 
1M internal 3.5" drive ...  49.00 
ASOO replacement PSU 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU  49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + 129.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks  7.95 

Amiga A4000 

4000/40 120Mb £1975 
4000/30 80Mb £939 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
10x   3,5"DS/DD135tpi  7.50 
50x   &5"DS/DD135tpi...... 32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DO 135tpi  59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DO 135tpi  141.00 
1 kx   3.5* PS/DD 135tpi  540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY / DYSAN hulk 
{lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
lOx   3.5" DS/DO 135tpi  5.95 
50x   3.5" DS/DO 135tpi  21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  39.60 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  94.88 
Ikx   3.5" DS/DO 135tpi  379.53 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock.  5.49 
100x3,5" Disk box wfthbck.... 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.63 

§ 
Phone for our 70 page catalogue, AH prices include 17.5% VAT 

EDUCA 71 ON A L AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
AIL products have a 30 day money back fit 12 month warranty. 

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Please phone for express clearance of cheques. 

Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 

Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 Securicor AM £11.75 

UleServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 647000 

UUESCrVB   Best for service   Telephone 0705 647000 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

ANSWERS 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which are 
"basic" in content. 

SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

General: 
this icon is 
used for 
any 

general Amiga-related 
queries. 

Caution; 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

understand the answer 
before trying it out. 

A 

Danger: 
the answer 
to this 
question 

could well invalidate 
your warranty - or you J 

Hardware; 
this icon is 
used to 
denote 

questions relating to 
general hardware. 

Buying 
advice; we 
use this 
icon if the 

question asks us for 
buying advice. 

Printers: 
this icon 
denotes a 
query 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on. 

Technical: 
any 
queries 
about 

programming will have 
this icon next to them. 

about using your Amiga 
with video hardware. 

Ah 

Music: this 
icon is for 
questions 
about 

MIDI, sampling, 
synthesizers and so on. 

Programs; 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
next to them. 

Comms: if 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that we'll use. 



WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

That's the task we have set ourselves in giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find It 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about Amiga DOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If it's to 
do with the Amiga, we wiH help out. What we cannot do is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We also cannot enter into personal correspondence - all 
enquiries will be dealt with in the pages of the magazine. This does 
mean a bit of a delay in solving your problem, but you'll just have to 
be a little patient and wait for it to appear in print. You won't get a 
personal reply even if you enclose an SAE with your letter, so please 
don't bother. 

Send your question on the form below to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of our consultant editors 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

Mark Smiddy and Jeff Walker and the experts listed below. We will 
also be catling on the services of all our other contributors, so you 
won't catch us napping, whatever the subject of your query. 

Each panellist will be dealing with queries in his own specialist 
area(s), so it would help us greatly if, when writing, you label your 
query envelope with the name of the expert who you feel can solve 
your particular problem. 

Below Is a list of areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add to 
and update every month, so you will know who to write to about any 
subjects not mentioned here. 

Gary Whlteley- Video 
Paul Overaa - Programming, music 
Toby Simpson- Programming, hardware 
Jeff Walker- Desktop publishing, printers 
Mark Smiddy - Amiga DOS, business, hard and floppy disk drives 
Jason Holbom - Public Domain, AMOS 
Jolyon Ralph- Programming, hardware, CDTV 
Dave Winder - Comms 
Witf Rees - Hardware, general 
Gus Chandler - All the other bits and pieces 

If you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 
all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. Send your form and 
question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
8A1 2BW, Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
if you include an SAE. 

Name: .  

Hard disk: Mb as DH : Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size In Mb and manufacturer. 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Address: 

Now, use this space to describe your problem, Including as much relevant 

information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet If necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500 □ A500 Plus Q A600 Q A1000 Q A120G □ 

A1S00 □    A2000      □    A3000 □   A4000 Q 

Approximate age of machine:  

Kickstart version (displayed at the Insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 □ 1-3 □ 2.x Q 

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 Q 1.3 Q 1.3.2 □ 2.x Q 3.0 □ 

PCB revision (If known). Do not take your machine apart just to look 

for this! _  

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for 1.3 Workbench) _  

Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell) _ 

Agnus chip (If known)  

Extra drive #1 (3.5V5-25") as DF : Manufacturer . 

Extra drive #2 (3.5V5.25") as DF_: Manufacturer .  
AS 26 
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NO PROBLEM! 

mm 

Every month our aim In the Amiga Answers 
pages Is to provide definitive solutions to those 
tricky problems that have had you baffled. And, 
while this section is based firmly on solving 
Individual readers' questions, we also seek to set 
each answer In a wider context - thus giving 
helpful advice to everyone with an Interest In a 
particular topic. This means that even If you 
haven't sent In a particular query you need 
answered, reading Amiga Answers can be a very 
Illuminating experience. 

It's our use of a wide variety of experts to 
tackle your queries that makes the Answers 

pages as vibrant and Informative as they are - 
and we've got lots of Ideas that we'll continue to 
Introduce over the next few months to make sure 
that Amiga Answers stays the most exciting and 
readable problem-solving section of any Amiga 
magazine. In the next couple of Issues we hope 
to bring you more step-by-step walkthroughs to 
show you exactly how to solve a problem, more 
definitive overviews of particular problem areas, 
and many more surprises - as well as direct and 
to-the-potat solutions to your queries. 

So, who are these experts? They're all listed 
on the opposite page, and between them they 

cover Just about every serious application that 
the Amiga has ever been put to, probably. (Well, 
If you know any different, we'd love to hear from 
you. iust send your CV to "I didn't know you 
could do (hat with ft" at the usual address.) 

Keep those queries coming, and remember: 
to someone who knows the solution, a problem 
Is just a question that hasn't been answered yet. 

COP A GENLOCK 
I am a member of the 
South Wales Police 
Amiga Group. 
Together we have 

several A500s, an A500 Plus, an 
A600 and an Amiga 1500 with 
Kicks tart 1.3 and 2 along with 
Workbench 1.3.2 and 2. 

We wish to purchase a genlock 
which will be compatible with all our 
machines but which doesn't cost 
mere than £150. We'd also like It to 
work with an Amiga 1200, since 
some of us are thinking of 
upgrading, though we're not yet 
sure this will be worthwhile until we 
see more details on compatibility. 
Andrew Harris 
Port Talbot 

If you1 re only prepared to spend 
£150 between you, you have two 
choices - buy a RocGen Plus or a 
Rendale 8802. Spend a Eittle more 
and you can get the 8802 with a 
fade and mode control (FMC) and 
still have change from £200, 

As far as I can tell, the A1200 is 
an excellent buy, though it is 
inevitable that some of the older 
software will be left behind. What 
concerns me is that many of the old 
A50Q-specific peripherals will be left 
behind as well, since they just won't 
be compatible with the A1200. GW 

PRO PAGE PROBS 
I Nave bought 
Professional Page 
3.0 and have had 
nothing but problems 

slnoe trying to install the system on 
to my hard disk. I have an Amiga 
1500 running Workbench 2.05 and 
Klokstart 2,1Mb of Chip RAM, a 
GVP 52Mb hard disk with 4Mb of 
Fast RAM fitted, and a Star SJ-48 
printer using the EpsonQ driver. 

The problems arise in three 
main areas: 

(a) When running the program 
from its icon, after I have closed 
down all non-essential tasks (screen 
blankers, etc), I turn off the 
interlace screen and close the 
Workbench from the pull-down 
menu. I then call the PageGenies to 
create a page. The script runs OK 
until new text is entered at the 
prompt, at which stage the program 
crashes. 

(b) When I'm printing a 
document using the Dot Matrix 
option, the requester appears, I 
select the options required, then it 
does one of two things. Very rarely 
it prints ever so faintly, or on other 
occasions the printing information 
box appears without the box and 
print information and then the 
program crashes. 

(c) When I'm running the 
program from Workbench 
Management System, it crashes 
once it trios to ioad the 
"Fontenglne.tnfo" file. 

The hard drive is virus-free, and 
the whole system has been checked 
by Quarterback Toots, which shows 
no defects with any program. I am 
told that Professional Page runs OK 
with 4Mb of memory, but a lot of 
reviews have said that it runs 

without trouble only with about 
6Mb. I ran a friend's copy of 
Professional Page 2.0 on my system 
and It worked fine. 
M J Farrar 
BFPO 

First, Professional Page 3.0 runs fine 
in 4Mb of memory - although you 
have 5Mb, remember, counting your 
Chip memory, I have talked to a 
(very) few people who have 
experienced a (very) few problems, 
mainly to do with printing to high- 
resolution dot-matrix printers 
(300-360 dpi) large documents that 
contain lots of CompuGraphic fonts, 
bitmap graphics, complex structured 
drawings, or some combination of 
these. These problems have largely 
gone away when they have expanded 
to 6Mb or more, but there's no doubt 
that Professional Page does not 
particularly like long documents with 
lots of graphics and fonts loaded, 
unless you have the memory to 
accommodate them. I'm talking 
about something like 30 A4 pages of 
text with 50 or so graphics loaded. 
This size of document might require 
even more memory than the 
standard Amiga 10Mb maximum, 
which will mean extra (and 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Chip RAM - the area of the Amiga's memory directly accessible by the 
custom graphics and sound chips. Originally this was a maximum of 
512k, but newer machines fitted with the fatter Agnus graphics chip can 
access 1Mb, enabling smoother animations and more screens to be 
displayed at once. The new A1200 comes with an Agnus chip capable of 
addressing 2Mb of Chip RAM. 

Fast RAM - any extra memory which is not Chip RAM. The custom chips 
cannot access tt, and because such accesses to Chip RAM can block 
out the central processor and slow down rts own accesses, Fast RAM is 
therefore faster. 

Genlock - a way of slaving one video source (say, an Amiga) to another 
(say, video tape) in order to synchronise their signals to at low stable 
wipes, mixes and effects including overlay between the two sources. 

expensive) 
hardware to 
allow you to 
expand past 
10Mb. 

Having said that, 
though, I must say 
that none of these problems has 
resulted in the program crashing in 
the way you describe, a [though one 
or two have resulted in a 
"recoverable error" requester that 
won't recover. 

Anywayt to your specific problem. 
I pulled the accelerator card and 32- 
bit RAM out of my machine and ran 
Professional Page 3,0 under exactly 
the same memory conditions as you 
do - 1Mb of Chip RAM , 4Mb of Fast, 
The difference is that I've got a 
Commodore A2091 controller and 
Fujitsu hard drive, and I'm using 
Workbench 2.04, not 2.05. 

So, f loaded PPage from its icon, 
came out of interlace, closed 
Workbench, and created a page from 
a Page Genie. I re-booted and went 
through the process again for every 
Page Genie. They all worked fine. 

After several frustrating hours of 
trying to make a Page Genie crash, I 
couldn't. Solid as the proverbial rock, 
I can only think that you haven't got 
Professional Page or Workbench set 
up correctly, 

I know you've written to Gold 
Disk about th is, and I bet they1 re 
sitting there scratching their heads 
like I am. The only advice I can give 
you is to go back to square one and 
install it all again - in fact it might be 
worth installing Workbench 2.05 all 
over again, making sure you use the 
proper Install disk rather than doing 
it by hand. 

The printing crash, again, I 
cannot duplicate, and this tends to 
suggest that it is Workbench that is 
installed badly rather than 
Professional Page. The crash you are 

continued on page 36 
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the latest 

AMIGA technolo 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

•sssesisx 
Hard Drive when buying Your 
* t Amiga m or «£■ 

toUfe, latest keen pricey 

acknowledged experts 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

But only whilst stocks last 

at just., DO A A cr> 

L,„. .■^SKMMKSB 

£244 
VERPLAY GOLD BU 

£289 

OR... With POWER PLAY GOLD BUNDLE 

at an 
amazing. 

in 

FLOPPY10 

DISK OAIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... g 

BMMSHJ SOFTWAREgj 

PUSHOVER 

•SILLY PUTTY- 

PROSE GRAND PRIX 

•DELUXE PAINT lit- 

anviwds neiv A^OH s art L isiieri Kingdom specification and mdudi- iKv following 
features... I Mb. Disk Drive. 1Mb. RAM. 4tf% Colours, [Megral TV Mudiilator, 

Mouse, Workbench l)i^. Manual, PL IS all [tads - IML. 
FREE 1 YEARS IN HOME SERVICE1 

at only 

£289 

AMIGAg 

live VERSIONS DRfVt VERSIONS 

WITH A NEW... g 

SOFTWARE I 

EPIC  -MYTH- ROME 
•DELUXE PAINT III- 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT TRIPLE LANGUAGE VERSION [FmiEh, G*rnl-i Engllihl 
MULT'l LANGUAGE 

•DICTIONARY- 
AMIGATEXT WORD 

PROCESSOR 
20Mb. Version.. It you want a 

DIFFERENT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
cisk for che price! 
You can choose 

from either a 
40.6030 120Mb. 
Capacity Drives. 

£379* 
40Mb. Version. 

l£429*' 

EXCLUSIVE! 

£49 

^HiMili^ SPECIAL EDITION 
ADD our great OOLD PIUS 
POWERPLAY" PACK to 

your order for only 
you get:A Superb High Quality 
MicroswiHhed Competition Pro 
5000 Joystick • 10 Essential 3.5" 
Blank Disks * Disk Storage Box* |i "TV 
Tailored A6 0 0 Dust Cover and a High Quality 
Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse ^ 
PLUS THE NEW MEGA-RELEASE GAME,..ZOOL! ■ 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games:™ 

THESE TITLES ARE HOT PD BUT FULL PROFESSIONALGAMES WHICH g 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN £20 TO £30!!! 

Xenon 2 Megablast • Pinball Dreams * TV Sports Football- 
Hostages * Jumping Jackson • Striker * Bubble Plus -TinTin on ^ 
the Moon • Bloodwych • Stir Crazy * Krypton Egg * Skychase • ^ 
Eliminator * Purple Saturn Day * Safari Guns • Lombard RAC J 
Rally-Captain Blood'Strike Force Harrier'Lancaster-Sky Fox II % 

AND...Transwrite - Word Processor for the Amiga ? 
With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb. for just £47.95 extra 

AMIGA 

32 BIT-2Mb 
63020' PROCESSOR 

the latest AMIGA.,, 

ujpiRST NEW 

•EAMIGA FOR 5 YEARS 
^AVAILABLE NOW! 

(V^ ThenewA1200 
is the Amiga of the 

Ws and the first true 
^ advanoefr^tothealrady 

powerful Amiga range 

Operating at UMHz this is 
a revolution in power for the 

£N home market. With the new 
AGA Graphics chtp set you 

^5 have a truly remarkable colour 
pTl palette of someH.S million 
^ colours allowing up to 
~   256000 colours at any one 
r-'P time and.., it runs lots 

fO   of existing Amiga 
sf>    software! JUST THINK 
f OF THE IMMENSE 
vj* POSSIBILITIES! 

I The A1200 
is supplied with 

!2Mb RAM and has ^: 

a full one years on 
site maintenance 
warranty FREE! 

Available at Harwoods ^ 
{with optional hard 
disk drives - ftttedl Co 

Ffcoppy Errve Version 
ONLY... 

30Mb Hard Drive 
Version ONLY... 

£3841 £5991 

* Finance Facilities Available, 
nfv/iKv /'fitttsi/'t tt\ fnr vnttr nprvunnt infnrttt/ition nnc.k. 

FOR A LIMITED If you need a i 
PERfOD... DIFFERENT 

RED NOSE PACK I CAPACITY Hard 
including Sleepwalker Drive simply call 
The Red Nose Game for our LA'EST 

With ALL ::■ :-;s! Choose from 
A1200's!!l 40 oO 120 Mb Sizes 



rom the 

AMIGA 

1200NEW 

PROPACK 

Everything you'd 
expect from a 12 00 
then LOTS MORE! 

AMIGA A1200 

COMPUTER FITTED 
| WITH; INTERNAL 80Mb. 

HARD DISK DRIVE 

and supplied with... 
CITIZEN 240C COLOUR 

PRINTER, all leads 

required, Citizen Print 
Manager program, 
A1200 Dust Cover, 
240C Dust Cover, 

Mouse Mat, Printer 
Paper and Labels and 

the brilliant new 
Final Copy II Word 

Processing package. 

FOR A LIMITED, "ED NOSE PACK 
PERIOD      including Sleepwalker 

The Red Nose Gertie 
 With all A1200's! 

£939 
If vou need a DIFFERENT CAPACITY Hard 

Drive simply call for our LATEST 
prices! Ciioose from 40.60120Mb Sizes! 

If you want the PQWEKTthen 

loQk-mTliirther.., 

Hanj^Jtffr^^ some great top of the range Amigas 
at will fit the bill for even the most demanding Amiga user. 

We've taken the powerful A1200 and tuned it into something 

extra special with a massive 80Mb. Hard Drhe! But if 

that's not powerful enough for vou, just look at the spec, 

of our Amiga A3000 & A4000 packs., and note the prices, 

WE'VE GOT THE POWER! 

15"Monitor/Television 
Superb definition Philips Monitor TV! Ideal for all Amiga and (/) 
CDTV Users giving for the fist time true 80 column text Mentor 
Quality from a fully featured Teletext television set and,., at a really BSS^ 

AFFORDABLE price! Far better than domestic TV quality!!!!!! 7mSr 
Just look at the extensive fetures... 
& 2000 Character Dark Glass FST Picture Tube "S- 

for Superb Text Quality and Graphics Displays 
# Direct SCART connector for Amtga/CDTV/VCR or Satellite 
A Auto-Program, Auto-Switch Off, Auto FineTune, Sleeptirmer 
t> Full FastText Teletext Facilities [using external aerial socket) 
tV Headphone Jack Socket A infra-Red Remote Controller 
tV Loop Aerial for indoor use t> On-Screen Display (0SD) 
* Free SCART cable for direct audio and RGB connections 

A PRO*« £4*-,, 

12000 «£239 

IT> includes a FREE 
f*! cable to your 
VAT A M I G A 

ors ^ C m 
■H j 14" stereo 

/with   a -H 
)F R E E ^ J** 

)and dust ° N> 
"caver + ^ 
'In-Home 
'Ssrvice • 

AddaCM8833/ll 
monitor or Monitor/ 

TV when buying your 
Amiga and pay the 

4=h low PHILIPS GOLD 
■     DISCOUNT prices to 

save even more! 
* Iff Peaty when purchmd 

lomtors 

GOLD 
monitor TV's 
DISCOUNT 
▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ 

CM8833/II 
£219.95* 
MONITOR/TV 
£229.95* 

Commodore 1084S Monitor 
14' CoJour, Stereo Sound, 12 months warranty  

A600/A1200 

RAM UPGRADES 

PCMCIA Cards 

ar" ^ 

COMemory Card*. 
2Mb. Card, £119.95 4Mb. Card £174.95 

8 

£199 
.95 

ACCELERATOR BOARD 
40MHz 68030K Processor, 32Bit RAM 

Available in various configurations, 
from 0Mb. to 32Mb. 

1 Mb.£394.95 4Mb. £509.951 

MICROBOTICS 

211!! 

2 RAM BOARD MS 
Available in various configurations... 
14MHz:oMb £149.95 

1Mb.£214.95 
4Mb£304,95 

25)VtHz:oMb £214.95 
1Mb.£279.95 
4Mb.£369.95 

50MHz:oMb.£324,95 
1Mb.£389.95 
4Mb.£479.95 

32Bit SIMM for MBX BOARDS 
1Mb. £69.95 
4Mb. £159.95 

A1200/3/4000MONITORS 
S14* COLOUR SVGA 

CfiM1936M£EJ5 
.28- dot pitch MiVV"1 

- tCBM 1936 gives fimiied Screen 
Modes on Amiga A1200/40001 

CBM1960 
Multiscan 
.23" dot pitch 

CBM 1960 monitor gives access to 
ALL Amiga A1200/4000 screen 

modes, without interlace flicker. 

£409 
.95 

Inc VAT 

EXTRA RAM UPGRADES 

A500 
- AM IG AS  
£32.95     A500+1Mb £39.95 

£47,95 
1/2Mb 

A600 1Mb 
All RAM expansions inc. Battery Backed Real Time Clock 
 SIMMS FOR GVP'S  
HC8 & HD8 Drives add RAM in 2Mb. incrementsts 
IMbSimm £29.95     4MbSimm £132.95 
32-Bit SIMM for GVP Accelerators [mm, 2Mb. increments! 
1Mbx32Bit £64.95   4Mb x 32Bit £174,95 

AMIGA 

Internal 

HARD 

DISK 

DRIVES 

40Mb.onty... £149.95 

60Mb.oniy... £199.95 

SOMb.oniy. £249.95 

120Mb.omv... £299.95 
All our Amiga compatible hard drives 
are IDE units from reputable sources.,, 
Conner, Seagate, Western Digital etc 
depending on size...and are supplied 

with our Wear Gold Service Warranty 
S00HD Owners, trade up your 20Mb, Hard Drive? Phone for details. 

REH 1EMBER: 
In tr e price... 

Harwd ods collect, 
hard drive. 

confi gure.. test 
& returr 

and 
by courier, 

then add ; 
Cur Go 
Can vc 

d Warranty, 
y be SURE 

of rh s service 
lere else? 



the extensive range ol 

peripherals and Software 

^PRINTERS 
DOT MATRIX 
INKJETS AND 
LASERS 

All our printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 
a cable, paper and labels 

FREE OF CHARGE. 
Dot matrix models come 

with a tailored dust cover. 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons, 

'ALL Citizens have a 2Year Warranty | 
Please call for prices on any models not listed 

INTERS 

STAR LC 20 MONO £139.95 
STAR LC 100 COLOUR £164.95 
STAR LC 200 COLOUR £204.95 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £129.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT9COLOURE179.95 
NEW ...CITIZEN 90 MONO £P.O.A. 
NEW., CITIZEN 90C COLOUR£ P.O.A, 

INTERS 

■VAT* 

STAR LC 24/200 COLOUR £279.95 
STAR XB 24/200 COLOUR £389.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 200 MONO£209.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 200 COLOUR £239.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT240 MONO £259.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 240 COLOUR £279.95 

INTERS 

STAR SJ48 INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOsx INKJET £269.95 
NEW...Superfast CANON BJ200 
INKJET PRINTER - 250cps! Inc. 
automatic sheet feeder £349.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 MONO £379.95 
500 COLOUR £479.95 
HP DESKJET 
550 COLOUR £709.95 

WsSyntronix 

CCS 

A superb new range of Genlocking and Editing 
products that give you...THE POWER TO CREATE1 

GENMAN GENLOCKS: A terrific range of equipment 
with an upgrade path as YOUR requirements grow... 

| Composite In/Out 

| Composite In/Out RGB Loopthrough 

55 w EHAs theGL2 plus Caption Fade 

OOO W31 S-VHS/H58 Compatible, Y/C In/Out 
EDITMAN DESK TOP VIDEO: At last a desktop video 
editing suite that's simple to use. Again there is the 
upgrade path to keep pace with your creativity... 

GDITMAN H 2 VCR System 

6DITMAN JBM 3 VCR System 

£99.00 

£129.00 

£175.00 

£475.00 

£399.00 

£799.00 

Because Editman is packed with features, weVe made a video 
to show you just how good it is!!! Send us only £3.99 (including 
postage) for your own copy on a full El SO VHS tape, then see 
how Genman and Editman give you THE I '■ 'Wl RIO CRI 

Three Superfast NEW LaserPririfters from Star which offer SUPERB 
QUALITY PRINTOUT & ail have great standard features.. 

5ppm, 14 Resident Fonts +15 True Type PC Fonts, LCD Display, Combined 
300 Sheet Capacity Dual Paper Feeds 

b>pm  512K e-xp, HP Laserjet IIP 
to 4.5Mb. IPCL4] 

r 1 Year On-Site Warranty and mor e... 
BBS I Fonts interfaces Resolution Price 

14std+15f€ Auto Parallel 
& Serial 

300x300 
dpi £629.95 

LS-5KX &ppm 1Mb. «3ip. HP iyJHP(PCUl 
to 7Mb. lll[PCL&|rHPGL2 

l4std+15PC Auto Parallet 
*BPCL5Agfa & Serial 

300x300 & £749.95 
LS-STT 5ppm 2Mb,exp, As LS-5EX plus: 

to 8Mb,   Truelnjay* [Micro- 
soft Postscript!., 
Apple LaserWriter* 

14s!d-15PC 
+6fCL5Agfa 
+3STroeType 
+36Postscript 

At&tosBel 
& S'i'ia. plus 
AppietalJf 

300x300 & 
600x300dpi rOQQ OS I 

SUPPLIED WITH FREE DUST COVER AMD LEAD | 
Phone us now and ask for your FREE Guide to Stars NEW Lasers!!! 

genuirpRjNTER ACCESSORIES™™® 

CITIZEN U*D+ 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 
SWIFT im&mi 
STAR LC1C/20/1M 
STAB icm 
8TARLC24/200 
ST AH *.B HANGE 
STAR SJ48 INK CARTRIDGE 

BLACK ONLY 
BLACK ONLY 
BLACK/COLOUR 
BLACWODLOUfl 
BLACK/COLOUR 
BLACK/COLOUR 
SLACK.'COLO'JR 
SLACK/COLOUR 
BLACK ONLY 

BLACK BLACK RIBRCir-j COLOUR 
RIBBON SIX PACK' F IBB ON SIX PACK | 

£4.75 £22.95 N/A N/A 
£4.75 £22,95 N/A N/A 
£4.75 £22,35 £15.45 £94.35 
£4.75 £22.95 £16.45 £34.95 
£4.45 £23.95 £5.95 £34.95 

£5,35 ZX9 £32.952X9 £12.45 7^1 £64.95 zxaci. 
£6.95 ZZ4 £39.95 Z24 £12.95 XHCI £69.95 ^?+CL 
f8-95 Z2A £49.95 224 £14.95 ma. £74.95 wci 

and Canon BJlDax Bubblejet £15,95ea. 
Crtfzeh Accessories 30 Column 9,14 Pin 
Printer Colour Kit \ALL models 
except the Citizen t2i model] 
32K RAM Expansion 
[24pjn Citiiens except 2Q024Q1 
M RAM Expansion 
[Citizen 2GW240] 
128KRAM Expansion 
[Citizen 2DQ/240] 

Kewtett Packard Original Consumables 
DESKJET 500... PAINTJET... 
Black \ik Cartridge £2195 
IDouble Liffal 

£13 ^   Colour In* Cartridge £25.95 
[Standardl 

f        PteBse phane for any ctam not 
shown in cur listings 

£3296   AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS; Qnhj..iS4K 
ALL Stir /Citizen SOCnl. models Iplea&e state type when ordering] 

£22.95 Black Ink Cartridge £24.95 Colour ink Cartridge fj&gg 
Si ngi e Sheet Paper ^ g gc; 
2-FolsJ Paper mn 
Transparency Filmr 
LFxkofSQShwisI 

HARDO 

DISK< 

DRIVESSl™I™™2"^^ 
^ I Simply 

11 CI   Plu9 in 

LO 

PLUS S 

the 
m i g a 
deport 

HD8 Hard Drives 

RAM 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£389.95 
£444.95 
£494.95 
£654.95 

120Mb. 
£489.95 
£539.95 
£594.95 
£749.95 

A 5 3 0 Combined 
Hard Drive and 
68030 Accelerator 

RAM 
1Mb. 
2Mb, 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£779.95 
£844,95 
£944.95 

120Mb. 
£879.95 
£939.95 
£1039.95 

£1109.95 £1199.95 

6 8 882 Maths g> 
floating point 
unit for A530's £3 

internal 

150P, 
'2000 

HARD 
DISK 
DRIVE 

HC8 Hard Drives 

RAM 80Mb. 120Mb. 
0Mb. £339.95 £419.95 
2Mb. £394.95 £469.95 
4Mb. £444.95 £524.95 
8Mb. £549.95 £629.95 

NBIII Hard drives fitted with memory may 
fluctuate in price due to the %lt exchange 

rates. Please confirm prices when orderiri' 

CUMANAI 
EXTERNAL I with free disk head cleaner! 

-LONG CONNECTING- 
CABLE ■THROUGHP0FT 

£57.95 

Hi 

* Finance Facilities Available, 



AMIGA * 

software 
Listed below is a sample from our vast range 

of software at competitive prices. If you need a 
product not listed simply phone us and we will 

be delighted to quote for your requirements, 

word processors/pubJtshtngH   animation and graphics 
Pen Pal VI.5 £49.95 
Final Copy II Release 2 £99.95 
Kindwords 3 £37.95 
The Publisher £39.95 
Professional Page V4.0 £129.95 
Pagesetter Ml £49.95 

integrated titles 
Mini Office 
Gold Disk Office 

£42.95 
£59.95 

databases 
H o mebase £19,95 
Superbase 2 Personal £29.95 
Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/DB £39.95 

CAD & structured drawing 
XCAD 2000 
X-CAD 3000 
Art Expression 
Expert Draw 

£109.95 
£269.95 
f t 49.95 

£49.95 
video 

Video Master £59.95 
Scala 500 £79.95 
Scale Professional £189.95 
Broadcast Titler 2 £ 1 69 95 

Miscellaneous 
GB Route Plus £37.95 
Voyager £54,95 
Turboprint 2.0 £34.95 

games & entertainment 

Deluxe Paint 4.1 £64.95 
Deluxe Paint 4 (AGA} £79.95 
3D Construction Kit £49.95 
Ado rage £54.95 
Vista Pro 2 £54.95 
Vista Pro 3 £99.95 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £149.95 
DCTV Composite Video 
24-Bit Graphics 
System (PAL} £529.95 
Morph Plus £149,95 

utilities & development 
Disk Master V2 £44.95 
Quarterback V5 £44.95 
Quarterback Tools £54.95 
Cross DOS £29,95 
Easv Amos £24.95 
Amos The Creator £36.95 
Amos Compiler £23,95 
Amos 3D £25.95 
Amos Professional £49.95 
New SAS Lattice C VG £239.95 
Devpac 3 £54.95 
Directory Opus V4 £54.95 
Can Do 2 £99.95 
Charts & Graphs £49.95 
Phone for access to our massive 
competitively priced range of 
Amiga Software Titles now! 

AMIGA 

softwares EDUCATION easy lea, "'.i«7i K!i!'}!i.,», 
micro science  to GCSE standards £18.95   ^O/  l3toH or 14to15 
micro maths * to GCSE standards £18.95 3° e*l911Sh £13.95 
micro english - to GCSE standards £13.95 ^ toot 14to15 age group} 
micro french ■ to GCSE standards £18.95 *p maths £18.95 
micro german to GCSE standards £18,95 & french £13,95 
primary maths - 3to12's        £18,95 V 

£19,95 noddy's playtime £19.95 
fun school 4 (various ages! £18.95 

mega maths - A level 
reading and writing 
course - over 3 s £18.95 "fun school 2 - 2to6, €to8r over 8ks £6.45 
compendium six    £27,95 ^ 
fun school 4 software: NEW...Childs Play Activity Centre £24,95 
choose - under 5's, 5to7's & * & Word Processor with SPEECH, 2ta12yrs 
or7to11'$, only,,.£19 95 each lO GCSE 'A1 StaildaT^S 

Amiga A1200 Insider Guide £14.95 
Amiga A600 Insider Guide £1495 
Mastering Amiga Assembler £22.95 
Mastering Amiga C £18,95 
Mastering Amiga Workbench £18-95 
Mastering Amiga DOS Volume 1 £20.95 
Mastering Amiga DOS Volume 2 £18,95 
Mastering Amiga AMOS £18.95 

15 & 

accessories 
Colour Pic Plus 
Super Pic 

g<£ Rombo Vidi 12 
^f^Vidi"12 St Sound & Vision 

^rj MegaMix Master £93.95 
I*— Amas 2 Sound Sampler & Midi 
"o^ Interface inaMicroph one £74,95 
§0 Audio Engineer Plus 
o— Sound Sampler £179.95 
**Q TechnoSQurid Turbo Sampler E32.95 

I f \ Miracle keyboard £299,95 
^ Music X full version 1.1 £2495 

1 Midi interface 5portcAv cable £24.95 
I {/J Super J AM £79.95 

Ears & Pipes Professional £209,95 
) ZYFI Stereo Speakers with £39.95 

separate power supply 
I Clarity 16 £109,95 
'Stereo Master £31.95 

I S£3 Power Mono Hand 
i Held Scanner £98.95 
[Power Colour Hand 
: Held Scanner £239,95 
I Sharp JX 100 Colour 

I CO Flatbed [A6 Paper size] £549,95 
ProGen - Perfect high quality 

L— £J entry level true video signal 
rJS_o genlock £64.95 

; Rocgen Pius £139.95 
| Rendale 8802 inc switch £179.95 

and fader controls, A1200 
I HQ Microswitched MEGA MOUSE 
1 reviewed in the mags with some 
I excellent ratings! £13.95 
! HQ Microswitched mouse inc, 
] Mouse Mat & Holder £19.95 
I High Quality mfcro- 
] switched Optical mouse £28.95 
I HQ Microswitched Trackball£29.95 
] Automatic Mouse and Joystick 
] Switcher £17 95 

S2 KCS Powerboard Plus 512K RAM 
.2 ifpfe^e state A5Q0 or plus when 
«S ordering-not A6QQ compatible] 
5 Now supports most hard drivesf 
§ supplied without DOS £184.95 

IO supplied with DOS 4.01 £214.95 
. 1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69.95 
; GVP 286 PC emulator card for 
j A500 HD8/530 {no DOS), Simply 
! plugs fnto your GVP drrve £149.95 : 

S Premier Control Centre & Monitor 
5   Plinth with shelf: 
=*°For Amiga A500 
5   For Amiga A600 
=   For AmigaAl200 
!S Zipstick autofire 

^.^ Competition Pro-Star autofire, 
I ^t/> bu rstfire & slow motion £13.95 

Fulf range of Quickjoy and other 
makes stocked - cat! for prices 

BLANK 10 Sony 3.5* OS DD £8.95 
I 7JT 50 Sony 3.5" DS DD £34,95 
I %ft Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

1 10 with library case £6.95 
- jl 50 Disks - only., £24,95 

I W# 250 Disks - only.,. £94.95 
Q3,5" Disk Head Cleaner essential 

for reliable loading £2,95 

£39.95 
£34,95 
£3935 
£11.95 

COMPARE OUR 

GOLD SERVICE 
Before you choose from whom to purchase t please phatse us. 

We (ire shays happy to discus your requirements and answer 
any queries you may haw. Ami. remember ftarKOods have 

always provided THt: HKSTwkc in the industry,,, 
FREE GOLD SERVICE: Any computer, monitor or printer t 
requires service in the first year is collected FREE OF CHARGE ( 
Mainland only). Remember at Harwoods we charge no more for t 
GOLD service. The fastest turnaround possible is GUARANTEED by 1 
OWN SERVICE ENGINEERS. -Many items have In-Home Warranties 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT: You will be given our Exclusive Techni 
Support Phone Number to call should you require any help or adv 
on any aspect of the system you have purchased. 
MINIMUM 12 MONTH HARDWARE WARRANTY: Items provi 
faulty within 30 days of purchase are replaced with NEW UNI 
unless otherwise stated. For the guarantee period, warranty serv 
will be completely FREE OF CHARGE Isome items are 2 yr warrant 
YOUR SYSTEM READY TO GO: All main hardware products COJ 
with mains plugs and leads - just connect up and use straight awa^ 
How to contact us.., 
■1 BY PHONE: Phone our Order Hotline with your Acce 
W*M Visa, Mastercard Switch or Lombard Creditcliarge C; 

quoting number & expiry date (Most Dixons, Curr 
NASCR and other 'store' cards are Lombard Creditchar 
and are happily accepted by us), 

nST] BY POST: Make cheques, bankers building society drafts 
[Ml postal orders payable to GORDON HARVVOt 

COMPUTERS. (Personal bus in ess cheques take 7days 
clear from day of receipt whereupon your order will 
despatched!, Pfease send Name, Address, and m< 
importantly if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number alo 
with your order requirements. Please check you < 
ordering from our latest advertisement before posti 
{phone if you require confirmation). Please remember tl 
for example many September publications appear duri 
August, etc., therefore prices you see may have chang 
(either up or down!). ' \ J 

□EXPORT: Most items are available at TAX FREE PRICES 
non UK residents and service personnel. Please contact 
for confirmation of export prices before ordering. 

JCT FREE DELIVERY: by Parcel Force. UK Mainland only. C 
:'7.iJ SPEEDY NEXT WORKING DAY COURIER SERVICE. A 

just £6.95 per major iEem for guaranteed delivery [or DO. 
for Saturday delivery], UK Mainland most regiOf 
(Despatch normally or? day of order or payment clearanc 

. \ It lined prices are what YOU PA Y, and there arc SO till )/>/ ¥ EXTRA 
VAT and passage an included* and prices are correct at that <*fxt)i*ii '< 
press iPack details may varyfrain time to timet, Ojjen and Sen la \ at 1 

subject to amiability and to being the iatest cuU tnimiproducts, packs 0 
prices. Please note goods are uot\ upptitd on a irhd basis. H&OF 

VISIT OUR SPACIOUS SHOWROOM: 
Why not take a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised ran< 
and more, available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. \P[k 
see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parking nearby too! 

How to find us„. 

e 

If, O PENING TIMES : '9.00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 
Wednesdays - 9,00 until 1.00 
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continued from page 31 

getting with Workbench Management 
System - which i believe is a 
shareware program that launches 
programs from a menu - Es almost 
certainly down to a bug fn that 
program. 

Incidentally, the best driver to 
use with the SJ-48 and Workbench 2 
is called "CanonBJ-EC" (the "EC" 
standing for Epson Compatible), and 
it can be obtained from JAM on 0895 
274449. JW 

GETTING STARTED 
Help! I've Just bought 
a shiny new A1200 - 
the trouble Is I have 
no Amiga home 

computer experience and am finding 
It very hard to comprehend 
Commodore's next-to-useless 
instruction manual. Please can you 
suggest either "An Idiot's guide to 
the A1200" or "Workbench 3 for 
the under 5s"? That way you'll stop 
me drowning my sorrows in copious 
amounts of cheap beer and using 
this white box with a slot in the 
side as a doorstep- 
John Essery 
Ormiston 
East Lothian 

The book you want to get your hands 
on is called The Amiga A1200 Insider 
Guide (ISBN 1-873308-15 9), 
published by Bruce Smith Books at 
£14,95, it provides clear, easy-to- 
follow instructions on both using the 

Workbench and AmigaDOS on the 
A1200. You'll find a more detailed 
review of this book on page 86 of 
this issue. GC 

GIVE ME A ' 
How can I get a 

reverse apostrophe In 
PageSetter //, and 
how can I speed up 

the printouts when using my Canon 
BJ-lOex? Is it correct that 
accelerators can do this, and if so, 
are there any cheap ones? 
Bryan Morris 
Ton-Pent re 
Mid Glamorgan 

The "reverse apostrophe" or opening 
single quotation mark is obtained by 
typing Alt-tilde - that's hold down the 
Alt key and press the tilde key (~). 
It's the one to the left of the number 
lf directly above the Tab key. 

Yes, the only way of considerably 
speeding up the printing of graphics 
(which is what a PageSetter It 
document is) is to buy an accelerator 
card. There are one or two cheap-ish 
accelerators which will speed the 
Amiga to about one and a half or two 
times its usual speed, but to make it 
faster than this you are talking about 
at least a 6S030 accelerator with 
some 32-bit memory on-board. Count 
the fingers on one hand, multiply by 
one hundred, and that's about the 
minimum number of pounds it will 
cost you. Look through the adverts in 
this issue to get an idea of what's 
available, JW 

AMERICAN DREAM 
I will shortly be going 
to America to work 
for a year and would 
like to take my A600 

with me. If 1 buy a new PSU over 
there, will the computer work and 
will the software be compatible? 
Also what Is the difference between 
fitting 1Mb of RAM to the trapdoor 
and 1Mb via the PCMCIA slot? 
Finally, do you know of any hard 
drives or accelerators for my 
machine? 
Mark Nevell 
Seaton 
Devon 

The power or voltage difference is 
not the only consideration: you also 
have to remember the US power 
stations generate a 60Hz signal as 
opposed to the 50Hz mains over 
here. Also, the American NTSC 
television standard is different from 
ours (200 lines as compared to 
256), so your machine would not 
work on US televisions. It probably 
would work if you used a monitor, but 
most of the US software would only 
display 200 lines - if it worked at all. 
Given the prices of Ami gas these 
days, it would probably work out 
cheaper to buy a new machine over 
there and sell It before you came 
back. 

RAM in the trapdoor expansion 
on an A600 is mapped in as Chip 
memory, whereas RAM in the 
PCMCIA slot is used as fast. Given 
the huge difference in price I know 

which one I'd go for - in spite of the 
slight technical differences. You can 
get a hard drive for your machine - 
the adverts in this issue should give 
you an idea of what's available, and 
we covered fitting a hard drive in 
Amiga Shopper 23. (If you missed 
that, turn to page 117 for our back 
issues service,) However, I haven't 
seen any accelerators as yet. No 
doubt someone will adapt an existing 
design if the market is there, 
although in light of the A1200, I 
doubt that it is. MS 

IS THE CANON ONE 
BETTER? 

The Canon BJ10 
driver supplied with 
Workbench 3 seems 
to work fine. Is there 

any reason to send off for the official 
Canon driver, and what advantages 
does it have? 

In the BJ-10 manual there is a 
control code labelled "PS mode 
enable/disable". What does this 
mean? In my experience PS stands 
for PostScript. 
Michael V La been 
Heme I Hempstead 
Herts 

The official Canon BJ-10 driver 
comes with a Preferences and Font 
Download program. Nuff said? And 
PS, in this instance, stands for 
proportional spacing. (Cue sound of 
reader's palm hitting reader's 
forehead as the obviousness of it 
dawns on him.) JW 

PERSUADING THE DRIVER TO CLIMB ABOARD 

I have bought a Star LC-200 
printer and am having trouble 
printing with it- If I try to print a 
picture of, say, Mickey Mouse, 

drawn and printed using Deluxe Paint Hi, what I 
actually get Is a lot of strange characters. How 
do I set the computer to print drawings? 
J Cain 
Bill Ingham 
Cleveland 

The simple answer is that you have to be using a 
compatible printer driver. This needs to be 
present on your boot disk in a drawer called 
"printers", which itself is inside a drawers called 
"devs". The easiest way to organise this is to 
always boot from your Workbench disk, and have 
the printer driver installed on that disk, 

From the details you included with your letter I 
see that you have only the one floppy drive, so 
this procedure is going to seem a little long- 
winded, but until you buy a second floppy drive I'm 
afraid you'll simply have to live with all this disk 
swapping. This Es what you have to do: 

O Boot from the Workbench disk. Open the 
Workbench disk icon (double-cHck on it) and then 
select Workbench/Show/All Files - that is, select 
the "All Files" entry from the "Show" submenu 

flai Dish ft art i*    PUmLtun &«UE, 

HortfEilif m™ i fenU 

which is in the "Workbench" menu. (If you don't 
understand how to select a menu entry I suggest 
you read your Amiga manual and master the 
basics before going any further.) 

After you've selected Workbench/Show/All 
Files a drawer called "devs" appears in the 
Workbench window. If you can't see it, use the 
window s scroll bars to move around until you can. 
Now open the "devs" drawer; another window 
appears with some more drawers in it one of 
which is called "printers". 

O OK, now leave all those windows where they 
areT remove the Workbench disk and insert the 
Extras disk. Open the Extras disk icon and then 
select Workbench/Show/All Files again. A drawer 

ML 

f 
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called "devs" wHI appear in the Extras window. 
Open that drawer, and another window appears 
with some more drawers in it. Open the one called 
"printers". Inside this drawer is a load of printer 
drivers. Search out the one called "EpsonX\ and 
drag it on to the 44 printers" drawer on the 
Workbench disk - that means place the pointer on 
top of the icon, depress the left mouse button and 
hold it downt move the icon until it is over the 
"printers" drawer icon, and then let go of the 
mouse button. (Make certain that you are not 
dragging the icon on to the "printers" drawer that 
is on the Extras disk!) 

0 At this point there will be some disk activity 
and you will be asked to swap disks. Simply follow 
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MONITORING THE 
OUTPUT QUALITY 

Having bought an 
131 A500 Plus last 

| November, I have 
quickly come to 

appreciate the graphic and sound 
capabilities of the Amiga range. 
Now with the advent of the A1200. 
with its increased graphics 
capabilities and faster processor 
speed, I am thinking of upgrading in 
the very near future. There are, 
however, a couple of questions I 
wouJd like to ask: 
1. What monitor would I need to get 
the most from the new display 
modes? Could 1 use a CGA monitor 
such as the Philips CM8831, or 
would I need to buy a multi-sync? 
2, Would it be possible that future 
PC emulators for the A1200 would 
use full VGA mode - that is, 256 
colours on screen? This would allow 
a lot more compatible software. 
C McCalllon 
Co Donegal 

1. You will get the ordinary modes 
with the Philips CM8831, but not the 
higher ones. The only way is with a 
multisync monitor. A little word of 
caution here: what are often 
described as "multisync" are really 
pre-set sync monitors, and not broad 
width frequency monitors. 

Have a look at the Commodore 
I960 (£527.58 - for enquiries, ring 
Commodore * 0628 770088). This 
is a true multisync, and the quality of 
the display is outstanding - it 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Accelerator - a device which includes either a central processor like the 
Amiga's or a more advanced one in the same range, but operating at a 
higher speed. An accelerator is useful for calculation-intensive 
applications, such as 30 rendering. 

DTP - Desktop Publishing, the process of producing on a micro-computer 
documents that are Intended for print. 

Printer driver - a program that sfts in between any application program 
producing output and the printer, it converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form suitable for a specific printer. 

VGA - Video Graphics Array. High-resolution colour graphics system for the 
IBM PC. 80 columns by 25 or 50-line text and a huge range of colours - 
sometimes 256 (on-screen) at a resolution of 1,024 x 768, 

certainly matches, if not beats, the 
best features of any of the 
competition. 
2> What you say makes sense. Again 
the answer lies in the monitor. You 
will need a multisync. WR 

LASER POSER 
Having progressed 
through 1.2, 1.3 and 

| 2.0 Amiga 500s with 
9-pin and 24-pin 

dot-matrix printers, I now wish to 
upgrade to an Amiga 1200 or 3000 
and a laser printer. 

But through years of reading 
Amiga magazines I have gained the 
definite Impression that there is no 
laser printer available that even 
remotely deigns to shake hands 
with an Amiga. 

Could you please advise 

whether there Is a laser printer that 
Is fully compatible with an Amiga in 
that It is supported by a readily- 
available driver; is able to print in 
monochrome and colour at a 
resolution of at least 300 dpi; is 
able to support a full A4 page; 
supports popular programs such as 
PageStream, Professional Page, 
Professional Draw, Final Copy, 
Wordworth, Deluxe Paint and so on; 
and performs all its functions as if It 
were connected to a sympathetic 
PC. 

Or must I shoot myself In the 
foot and buy a PC? 
D M Shaw 
C ran well 
Lines 

I can see how you might get that 
impression, but the picture isn't 

nearly so bleak. 
First, there are Amiga printer 

drivers and associated utilities 
available for Canon's LBP range of 
laser printers. Your local Canon 
dealer should be able to provide you 
with the Canon Drivers disk; if not, 
you can get it from Canon or from 
JAM    0895 274449), 

The problem with most other 
laser printers - as far as the Amiga 
is concerned, I mean - is that they 
emulate one model of Hewlett- 
Packard LaserJet or another, and the 
HP_LaserJet printer driver provided 
by Commodore on every Workbench 
release has been overtaken by new 
technology. There are several PD or 
shareware LaserJet drivers, and 
there have been a few commercial 
drivers, but none has ever provided a 
complete solution. However, there is 
now a printing package called Studio 
(available from JAM) that comes with 
an excellent standard Amiga 
Preferences LaserJet driver, which 
works with all LaserJets (and 
emulations), including the new 400 
and 600 dpi ones, so this is no 
longer a problem. 

Another thing to think about is 
PostScript Workbench 2,1 and 3.0 
come with a Preferences PostScript 
printer driver, so even packages that 
don't directly support PostScript 
output can now be used with 
PostScript printers. 

But whatever laser printer you 
decide to buy, keep in mind that it'll 
need at least 1.5Mb of memory 
inside it to be able to image a full A4 

the instructions that appear in the requesters. 
When all the disk activity has finished you will 

have successfully copied a printer driver from the 
Extras disk to the Workbench disk. To double- 
check, open the "printers" drawer on the 
Workbench disk and see if there is an icon in 
there called EpsonX. {If you can t see any icons in 
there, click in that window and select 
Workbench/Show/All Files again.) 

O Now you need to open the Prefs drawer on the 
Workbench disk and run the program in there 
called Printer. Use the file requester at top left to 
select the EpsonX driver, then click on Save. 
(Don't worry about the other settings for the 
moment - you can set those later when you 
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understand a bit more about it all and have some 
reason to alter them.) 

0 When the Printer window has closed, run the 
PrinterGfx program, which controls how graphics 
get printed. You can leave the settings at their 
defaults for the moment, but take note of the 
Density slider at bottom right, This decides the 
resolution at which graphics get printed - Density 
1 is the lowest resolution and prints fast, Density 
7 is the highest resolution and takes longer. So 
choose a Density and click Save. 

IMow you can close all those Workbench disk 
and drawer windows and remove your Workbench 
disk. Insert your Deluxe Paint disk. (Don't boot 
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from it, just stick it in the drive without resetting 
the computer.) 

Open its disk icon and run the DPaint 
program. Load or draw your picture. Before 
selecting the Print option, remove the Deluxe 
Paint disk and insert the Workbench disk. Now 
select Print. 

If you still get garbage, then it means the 
printer's dip switches are set incorrectly - check 
out your printer manual for details on this. 

If you had two floppy drives all this would be a 
lot easier - you'd simply leave your Workbench 
disk in the internal drive and use the external 
drive for running programs and loading and saving 
data* Makes life much easier, really.,, JW 
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mm. 

page. If you think you'll be 
downloading lots of fonts to the 
printer, then 3Mb will be safer than 
2Mb. Remember we're talking about 
memory inside the printer, not inside 
the computer. 

One last point. You mentioned 
colour in your list of laser printer 
requirements, Colour laser printers 
(which cost lots and lots of money) 
are mainly PostScript printers, so a 
printer driver won t be a problem- JW 

I WANT BETTER POWER! 
After consulting 
Amiga Shopper issue 
14 I bought a Power 
Scanner. I am happy 

with the results when they're 
imported into Deluxe Paint Hi in 
med-res, but \ am not happy with 
the printouts. 

I have tried lightening the Power 
Scanner raw data, changing the 
Preferences Density setting and 
using both Grey Scale settings, and 
I have spent ages adjusting the 
Deluxe Paint palette- But the greys 
seem to print out either black or 
white. I would like to know: 

(a) Am I expecting too much 
from my Star LC-10? 

(b) How can I Improve the 
printouts? 

(c) Would buying a Canon BJ-20 
improve things? 
Tim Simonds 
Weston-super-mare 

(a) Yes. 
(b) Buy, and use, a printing package 
like Turboprint Professional or 
Rexidump. There will be a definite 
improvement in output quality, but 
remember that a 9-pin printer can 
only do so much. 

(c) Immensely, but you will still need 
to use a printing package to get 
better output because at the 
moment you are limited to the dither 
patterns and grey scale setting 
provided by Workbench Preferences, 
which are not particularly good. By 
far the best printing package to use 
with bubblejets is CanonStudio, 
available for £15 from JAM on 0895 
274449. JIV 

MYSTERY KEY 
ITT      Tl I've noticed that 
/\ there is a "PrtSc" key 

on my A500 under the 
asterisk key on the 

numeric keypad. I do a lot of 
screendumps, so is It possible to 
use this key? I've tried every 
possible key combination that I can 
think ofT but the key doesn't seem 
to do anything, Can you help? 
(Several Readers) 

The "PrtSc" (short for "Print Screen") 
key doesn't work under normal 
circumstances* It's there to provide 
compatibility with the standard 
keyboard layout of an IBM PC 
compatible when your Amiga is 
running a PC emulator, Uniess you've 
got an emulator fitted to your 
machine, I'm afraid the "PrtScM key 
is pretty useless. JH 

PUT A 1500 ON THE AGA 
r~j II I am the proud owner 
i\ of an Amiga 1500 

equipped with 
Workbench 2.04, a 

120Mb hard drive and 3Mb of RAM. 
Despite the powerful specification 
of my machine, I'm worried that my 
machine may soon become obsolete 
with the arrival of the new A1200 

and A4000 machines boasting true 
32-bit architecture and the new 
AGA chip set. 

My main Interests are OTP, 
word processing, ray tracing and 
music. Considering that graphics 
programs are likely to make use of 
the new chip set, I was wondering 
whether It would be possible to 
upgrade my 1500 to the new chip 
set via a Zorro II card. Surely a 32- 
bit processor and the new AGA chip 
set could be squeezed onto a single 
Zorro card? 

i d also like to upgrade my 
machine's sound capabilities to 16- 
bit. Although current Amigas don't 
sport such capabilities, what's the 
chances of 16-bit sound appearing 
on the Amiga? If I do upgrade, will 
this give me the same sound 
capabilities as Atari's new Falcon? 
Stuart RImell 
Dyfedd 
Wales 

Although no one has yet announced 
the release of an upgrade, rumour 
has it that such a board is in the 
pipeline. When I recently spoke to 
Kelly Sumner, MD of Commodore UK 
and the proud owner of the 
Games Master Golden Joystick (sic)T 
he revealed that Commodore is trying 
to talk GVP into producing the 
upgrade. According to Kelly, 
producing such an upgrade would be 
relatively simple, although many 
teenies that I've spoken to seem to 
disagree, Whether an upgrade does 
appear depends entirely upon its 
price - after allr who's going to pay 
half the cost of an A1200 to upgrade 
an ageing machine? Kelly wasn't 
even sure whether an A5Q0 upgrade 
would appear - throughout our 

conversation, he continually referred 
to an AGA upgrade for the A1500, 
2000 etc. Tm afraid it's a case of 
wait and see - who knows, perhaps 
the rumoured A2200 will eventually 
appear! 

Although the current range of 
Amigas doesn't support 16-bit 
sound, Commodore has revealed 
that a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) 
upgrade will be released for the 
A4000 later this year based on 
AT&T's DSP chip. In the meantime, 
though, you could check out SunRize 
Industries' range of 12- and 16-bit 
samplers, the AD1012 and AD1016 
- for details, contact distributor HB 
Marketing * 0753 686000. For 
A500 users, Microdeal has recently 
released a very low-cost 16-bit 
sampler in the form of Clarity 16 
(£149.95 from Microdeal * 0726 
68020). We reviewed it last issue - 
turn to page 117 to order that issue 
if you missed it. JH 

BACK ON TRACK 
HMF I've recently bought a 
V     J Zydec tracker ball for 

4$jfk use on my A600HD to 
L^\S I replace the mouse. 

Is It possible to operate the 
trackerball through the Amiga's 
serial port, therefore dispensing 
with the need to connect anything 
to the side joystick/mouse ports? 
8 C Abraham 
Paulsgrove 
Portsmouth 

Technically it would be possible to 
drive a trackerball through the serial 
port, but you'd need both an 
interface cable to mate the 
trackerball's 9-pin connector to the 
Amiga's 25-pin serial interface and 

GETTING IT TO WORK ON THE A1200... 

IS IT SAFE TO UPGRADE 
TO A 1200? 

Since buying PageSetter it I have 
realised the limitations of my 
Amiga 500 and have been 
considering expanding by way of 

extra memory and either an extra floppy or 
saving up for a hard drive. 

Now comes the Amiga 1200, with 2Mb as 
standard, a faster processor and 32-bit 
architecture, and all for less than £400, What do 
I do? 

What 1 want to know Is, if 1 buy an Amiga 
1200 will all my existing equipment still work - 
things like my external floppy, my Star LC-200 
printer, my Trilogic MIDI interface, and my 
Technosound Turbo sampler? 

And if they do work on the Amiga 1200, will 
the files which I have saved to disk on the Amiga 
500 be accessible to the new system? 
Ian Heath 
Upton 
Wirral 

The ports on the Amiga 1200 are exactly the 
same as those on all other Amigas, except for the 
additions of a PCMCIA (smart card) port and an 
internal AT-fDE hard drive interface, so at! the 
equipment you own that plugs into those ports on 
the Amiga 500 will also plug into the 1200. 
Nothing that plugs into the Amiga 500's 
expansion port or trapdoor, or into the Amiga 500 
CPU socket (like some accelerators and memory 
boards) will fit the 1200. 

Software compatibility is a different question. 
The 1200 has a 68020 CPU and the new A A chip 
set. Now the 68020 shouldn't be a problem. Every 
Amiga application I know of runs fine on the Amiga 
3000 with its 68030 processor, and thus should 
work with a 68020. It s possible, if the software 
hasn't been written properly - according to the 
Commodore guidelines, I mean - that it might 
become confused by the presence of the new 
chipset, in which case anything could happen from 
small glitches to wholesale crashes. But most 
software these days conforms to the rules, so the 
problems are going to be few and far between. 

The editor says we will be publishing an Amiga 
1200 software compatibility feature in the near 
future, although you'll appreciate it's going to take 
his slaves a while to check everything, so don't 
expect it next month. 

As for data files, the re s no problem at all. 
Data is simply data, and while the 1200 has a 
couple of extra features to its disk formatting that 
can speed up disk access, it will read 
OldRteSystem Amiga floppy disks as formatted on 
the 500, and FastFileSystem disks as formatted 
on the 500 Plus and 3000. JW 

AT 200 KEYBOARDS 
HWe have had several letters this 

month from new and more 
experienced users having problems 
with Workbench 3 on the A1200. 

The two main problems affect the Printer and 
Input preferences editors, which, on single drive 
machines, refuse to recognise the contents of the 
"Keyboards" and ^Printers" drawers on the 
Workbench disk. 
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32-bit Memory - normally, memory on the Amiga is 16-bit. This means that 
when information is received by the processor from RAM, it is received 
in chunks of 16 binary digits at a time. 32-bit memory is sent in 32-bit 
chunks, thus increasing the speed of information transfer. 

DSP - Digital Signal Processor, a chip dedicated to the manipulation of 
digitised sound signals. Because of its high processing speed and 
ability to perform complex mathematical operations, a DSP can add 
sound effects to samples in real time. 

MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard devised by 
electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of synthesisers 
to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer. 

Sample - A digital - computerised - representation of a sound. 

also some custom driver software to 
control the Amiga's mouse pointer. 
Unless you're feeling particularly 
adventurous (not to mention 
intelligent), I think you Ye probably 
better off sticking with the joystick 
connector. That is, unless one of our 
readers can come up with the 
necessary routine... JH 

Ah mm?. 

MIDI LINKS 
I own a Yamaha 
Clavinova CLP123 
and an Amiga A 500 
Plus. What 

inexpensive software and hardware 
could you recommend for linking the 
two together via MIDI? 
Adam Boyes 
Waterloovllle 
Hants 

Hardware-wise all you need is a MIDI 
interface, and these normally cost 
between £20 and £50. Omega 
Projects (* 0925 763946) for 
instance offers a unit called the Mini- 

MID1 that costs £19,95, includes 
LED status indicators, and comes 
complete with connecting leads. 

As far as cheap sequencing 
software goes there are a number of 
possibilities, I don't like Music-X but 
since it is now possible to get some 
versions (such as Music-X Junior} for 
as little as £20 this does provide 
one low-cost entry path, Gajsts' 
Sequencer One is another possibility 
- the program was actually gEven 
away with issue 30 of our sister 
magazine Amiga Format back in 
January 1992, but that issue is no 
longer available; however, you can 
still buy the program from Gajits 
« 061 236 2515. While you1 re at it, 
you could take a look at Overture 
(£79 from Desert Software * 051 
430 7400), Rave (£49.99 from The 
Software Business * 0480 496497) 
and Trax (£70 from MCMXCIX *r 081 
963 0663). These have different 
facilities and different approaches, 
but one of them might be just what 
you need. PAO 

BJ-10EX ITALICS 
I have version 3 of 
the Canon BJ-10 

^ printer driver, and am 
using It with my 

BJ10EX with TextPlus 2 and 
TransWrHe. The problem is that 
when I print anything using TextPlus 
\ can't get Italics, and when I'm 
using TransWrite garbage is printed. 

I've read the driver documents, 
and the dip switches are set 
correctly. Do you think that version 
3 of this driver has a bug? Or Is it 
incompatible with my COTV? 

Lastly, can you recommend a 
good word processor that will be 
able to access all the features of my 
printer? 
Mark Smith 
Liverpool 

The BJ-10 EX contains two 
emulations, IBM and Epson. The IBM 
emulation, which is the mode that is 
used in conjunction with the Canon 
BJ-10 driver, does not contain an 
italicised character set, which is why 
you can't print them. To get italics 
you'd need to switch the printer into 
Epson mode and use the EpsonQ 
printer driver provided on the Extras 
disk. 

TransWrite is printing garbage 
because it Is using the incorrect 
printer driver; it's probably set up to 
use an Epson driver, and the printer 
is in IBM mode. 

The two best word processors for 
supporting printer features like 
internal fonts are Protext (£80 Arnor 
Ltd « 0733 68909) and Wordworth 
(£129.95 Digita International 
= 0395 270273). The latest version 
of Wordworth requires 1.5Mb, so 
you'd need to expand your CDTV's 

memory; Protext requires 1Mb and 
should run without problem, JW 

LOST TV LINES 
After replacing a 
Philips SCART TV with 
a CM8833 Mkll 
monitor I found that 

a lot of software (though mainly 
games) leaves a two-Inch black 
strip at the bottom of the screen. I 
have tried to adjust this using the 
screws at the rear of the monitor 
but the picture just ends up horribly 
distorted. 

Many programs - for instance, 
Wordworth and Workbench - use 
the whole screen. All the 
advertising shots of the monitor 
show a full-screen display. A phone 
call to the suppliers drew a blank - 
they did not know themselves what 
the problem might be. I am using an 
Amiga BOO Plus. Do you have any 
suggestions? Is It normal to have a 
reduced screen picture or is there a 
problem with my monitor or Amiga? 
B Bird, 
Belchamp St Paul 
Suffolk 

If I follow you correctly you are saying 
that it's- only some games which 
cause the picture loss at the bottom 
of the screen, and that all of your 
other software works correctly. If this 
is so then both your Amiga and 
monitor are OK and the culprits are 
the particular games you are using, 

Since the Amiga is an 
international machine which crosses 
the boundaries of different television 
display standards, you will 
sometimes come across programs 
which are produced for sale in the 
US (which only has 525 lines in its 

There appears to be a bug in these editors 
which manifests itself in the editors misreading 
the real PRINTERS: and KEY MAPS: assignments 
when you change between the Extras 3.0 and 
Workbench 3.0 disks, The solution is thankfully 
quite elegant, although it does require some 
modification to the Startup-sequence - so only 
work on a copy of your Workbench disk, 

Boot your machine and follow these 
instructions. 

O Double-click on the icon marked "Shell" - 
you'll find it in the System drawer. The Shell 
window opens with a prompt like this: 
6, Worfcbench3« 0> 

0 This means the Shell is ready to accept your 
instructions. Type the following carefully and press 
Return or Enter at the end of the line: 
ED S:STARTUP-SEQUENCE 

O This opens a simple editor program which is 
supplied as part of AmigaDOS. The instructions on 

your screen are a list of AmigaDOS instructions 
that the machine executes every time it is 
switched on. Don't worry about what it all means, 
just press the down arrow key until the little blue 
box (the cursor) is at the start of the following 
line: 
Assign >NIL: PRINTERS: DEVS:Printers 

O Now move the cursor right until it is one space 
past the end of the line, <Shift-Right Cursor> has 
muchthesame effect. Once you've done that, 
enter this: 
PATH 

So your line now fooks like this: 
Assign >NIL: PRINTERS: DEVS;Printers J 

PATH 

0 Move the cursor back to the start of the line 
and down to the line that reads: 
Assign >NTL: KEYMAPS: DEVS J Keymaps 

O Follow the instructions at Step 4 until the line 

reads like this: 
Assign >NIL: KEYMAPS: DEVS:Keymaps PATH 

O Hold down the right mouse button and select 
SAVE from the Project menu - your Workbench 
disk must be write-enabied to do this. 

0 Re-boot the machine and you should now find 
the problems have been solved. 

Technically speaking this bug-fix creates a non- 
binding assignment which must be read every 
time the relevant preferences editor attempts to 
read either PRINTERS: or KEYMAPS:. Since 
DEVS: is already bound to SYSiDevs, this means 
that any reference to the assignment always 
forces a read from the boot disk. PhewE This was 
not caught during the testing phase because 
Workbench 3 was really meant for hard disk or at 
least dual floppy drives. Fortunately you don't 
have to understand how this works in order to be 
able to use it. My thanks to a local Dixons for the 
use of their machine. MS 
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NTSC standard TV sets) but which 
also turn up in the UK (where our PAL 
TV standard has 625 lines). Rather 
than rewrite the software, which, as 
you say, is usually a game, the 
program is released as is, resulting 
in the black area you describe. 

Even so, you should count 
yourself lucky: atl the original 
software for the first Ami gas was 
entirely in NTSC format, which made 
producing graphics for video 
something of a nightmare. At least 
most programs are now released in 
PAL format as well. 

Learn to live with it, secure in the 
knowledge that everything but the 
software is OK. Alternatively, you 
could try using a program such as 
ModeSwitch to force the Amiga into 
NTSC screen mode to give a "full 
screen" display when necessary. Ask 
for it from your favourite PD library (or 
choose one from the adverts in this 
issue), GW 

GRAB A 1200 
Kl have a long-running 

hobby, photography. 
To help me with this I 
have an Amiga 500 

for which I recently bought a Vidi- 
Amlga 12, which Is very good 
except that the software seems to 
crash If you even sneeze! 

I have been very impressed by 
the spec of the new A1200, but 
have not yet been able to see one. 
I've been in Dixons several times 
and I actually finally found a 
salesman who seemed to know 
what he was talking about He told 
me that he had a 1200 and that his 
older Complete Colour Solution 
would not run on it because of 
hardware problems. He said that it 
would work If you held down both 
mouse keys on start-up to revert to 
the old chip set. I'm confused by 
this - surely the 1200 doesn't have 
both chip sets on board? 

So, considering that one of the 
hinds with digitising (and I do a lot) 
Is the time it takes to perform the 
various tasks: 
1. If I buy a 1200 will I still get the 

advantage of the more rapid 
processor oven if I have to employ 
the mouse button trick? 
2. Will the 1200 and Vldl-Amlga 12 
be compatible? I have written to 
Rom bo but await their reply. 
3. Will my other peripherals (Citizen 
Swift 24 printer and Power external 
disk drive) work with the 1200? 
Paul Broadbent 
Scunthorpe 
Humberside 

Check the Viai-Atniga 12 software 
you have - it sounds like you have an 
early version. When I tested the Vidi- 
Amiga 12 last year, Rom bo sent me 
the wrong software by mistake, and I 
had the same trouble. The new 
version works fine - contact Rom bo 
if you need to upgrade, 

You're right the A1200 doesn't 
have both chip sets on board - the 
mouse button trick is used to 
emulate the old ECS chip set, to 
maintain a degree of backward 
compatibility with some older 
software. 

Although I haven't had the 
chance to try a Vidi-Amiga 12 on a 
1200, I see no reason why it would 
not work. The 68020 processor will 
certainly help speed things up, but 
you should consider adding more 
memory for the best speed 
increases, because this will free up 
the 2Mb of Chip RAM to get on with 
its own business, rather than sharing 
with any process which wants its 
attention. 

Your printer and disk drive 
should work perfectly with the 
A1200, GW 

JUMPING GENLOCKS! 
I've started doing 

video titling with 
Scala 500 and a 
Rocgen Pius, but 

when I try to Import graphics or use 
text they seem to jump up and 
down about one-sixteenth of an 
Inch. I suspected interference from 
something, so to try to solve this I 
have bought proper screened 
cables, but 1 still have the same 
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Digitlser - A device which takes the analogue information from a source 
such as a video camera and converts it to digital screen information for 
use by a computer. 

Emulator - A piece of software or hardware that enables programs written 
for another machine to be used on the Amiga. 

NTSC - National Television Standards Committee. This is the name for the 
TV colour-coding system used in the USA and some other countries. It 
has 525 lines, running at 60 fields and 30 frames per second. 

PAL - One of the main TV colour coding systems, this is in use around the 
world and was developed in Britain. PAL refers to Phase Alteration Line* 
In fact, there are several hybrid PAL systems in uset all of which are 
slightly different. 

problems. Also, the colour of the 
video flashes from black and white 
then back to colour, but It's OK If I 
just transfer It between my two 
videos without using the genlock - 
which isn't much good If overlaying 
Is to be achieved. By the way, the 
genlock Is placed next to the GVP 
hard drive connected to my Amiga 
500. 
T M Beal 
Ripon 
North Yorkshire 

First, try relocating the genlock. 
Second, try using an external power 
supply to drive the genlock - the 
Amiga 500's "brick" might not be 
powerful enough to drive the extra 
floppy drive and hard drive you have 
connected to your A500 in addition 
to the genlock. 

Then try using the best-quality 
video tape you can lay your hands on 
- preferably something recorded 
commercially - for playback. Check 
for the colour problems again, Make 
sure that the video is pEaying and 
connected Lo your genlock before you 
boot up the Amiga - this can 
sometimes make a difference. 

If all else fails, the unit may be 
faulty or misaligned, in which case 
you should consider asking for a 
replacement or repair. GW 

FLIPPING LINEFEEDS! 
On my Amstrad DMP- 
3000 printer one of 
the dip switches 
sends a line feed as 

well as a carriage return. Is there 
any way I can stop the Amiga 
sending linefeeds to the printer? I 
use the printer with my BBC Micro 
as well (via a data switch) and do 
not want to keep changing the dip 
switch settings. 
Mike Bates 
Northwich 
Bristol 

Theoretically it would be possible to 
write a printer driver that did not 
send any linefeeds it received, but 
writing an Amtga printer driver is 
something only an experienced C or 
Amiga machine code programmer 
could do. 

The short answer, Mike, is you'll 
have to keep flipping the switch. 
Unless you can find some way of 
getting the BBC Micro to send 
linefeeds...? JW 

TAKEN TO PC TASK 
Way back in Amiga 
Shopper 19, we 
featured various 
emulators you could 

run on your Amiga, including one 
called PC Task, Several readers have 
written to say they haven't managed 
to track this program down, A demo 
version of PC Task is available on 

Fish disk 643 from good PD libraries 
- we got ours from 17 Bit Software 
tr 0924 366982. Details of how to 
get the full (shareware) program are 
on the Fish disk, but if you want to 
go straight to the author, we can 
reveal that he is one Chris Hames. 
The bad news is that he lives in 
Australia, but if you really want to, 
you can phone him on 010 613 802 
8513. (Do remember though that 
Melbourne is nine hours ahead of 
British Summer Time, so 9am here is 
6pm there, and suddenly 
remembering you meant to ring Chris 
just as you're heading home from 
work, at 5pm BST, is not going to get 
you the friendliest of responses.) WR 

MORE SPEED! 
MORE SPEED! 

I currently own a 1.3 
Amiga 500 with 1Mb, 
a second drive and an 
Epson LQ-800 printer, 

although I am thinking of buying a 
Canon BJ-lOex bubblejet. 

I have realised lately that I am 
going to need to get more memory 
in order to use CompuGraphic 
typefaces and bitmapped graphics 
In my work. But I am also getting a 
bit fed up with the time It takes to 
output this work to the printer using 
PageSetter II. I am in the process of 
getting PageStream and Final Copy 
2. 

There are three roads I can go 
down as far as upgrading the 
memory Is concerned. The first and 
simplest is the 1Mb board fitted 
into the trapdoor expansion slot* 
Then there are the external units 
that plug into the expansion port on 
the left-hand side of the Amiga. 
Lastly there's the board that fits 
internally into the 68000 CPU 
socket. 

Money is tight, so 1 need to 
make the right decision. Which 
upgrade will improve the output 
speed of the machine? And If none 
of them will, which road should I 
consider going down? 
Mike Bird 
Nailsea 
Avon 

Fitting any extra memory will increase 
the speed at which the program 
operates and the speed of printed 
output only very slightly. The speed 
increases are due simply to there 
being more memory available, so the 
program doesn't have to keep 
grabbing and giving back to the 
system little bits of memory; instead 
it can grab a great big chunk and get 
on with it. This operation isn't hugely 
time-consuming anyway, so purely 
from a speed point of view, no 
memory upgrade is going to make 
that much difference- 

continued on page 44 
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CRAZY SUMMER OFFERS FROM BCS 

LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES?? 

LOOK   NO FURTHER 
REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD RY BCS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 

r    DISKS! DISKS ! DISKS! 
100% CHTIFfEP ERROR FREE PUIS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3,5" DS/DD , , £23,99 
100 3,5" DS/DD , .-£41.99 
150 3-5" DS/DD.. „ £58.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD £76.99 
300 3,5" DS/DD . £114.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD £152.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD £183.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 
All prices include VAT/free labels. 

REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 
^ PLEASE PHONE FOR LA TEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE ,w TRODUCVON OF EC T/WFFS ON DISKS _^ 

' DISKS + 80 CAP BANK BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box.... ., £33.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box £49.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £77,99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes ., .„. .£95.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £152.99 
400 3,5" DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes..... £197.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes..... ....£237.99 

Ail prices include VAT/ free idbeis 8c free delivery 
^  PLEASE PHONE FOR LA TEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TMIFF5 ON DISKS 

3*5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES N 

10 Capacity £1.00 
40 Capacity (Lockable) £4.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable).. , £4,50 , 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3,5* 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box „, 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box  

V5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box ,< 

  

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE PUIS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £26.99 
100 3,5" DS/DD + 100 cap box ..£44.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £61,99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 100 cap boxes £82.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 3x100cap boxes............ ....£123.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 100 cap boxes .£164.99 
500 3,5" DS/DD + 5x100 cap boxes £195,99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 x 100 cap boxes ...£ call 
All prices include VAT/free labels 

REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 
PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3,5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £37.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £55.99 
150 3.5' DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box .„ ...£73.99 
200 3,5" DS/DD + 2x150 Cap Posso Boxes £106.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £144.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.. ....£196.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes , £241.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 
^     PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO PQS9BIE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60p EACH £61 For 100 incl delivcry/labels/VAT 

L 

I 

.X10.95 

..£16.50 

.,£16.50 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
5.25" DS/DD Disks 21 p each 5.25" DS/HD Disks 39p each 

BOX OF PAPER 11X 9.5.60GMS MICR0PERF 2,000 SHEEt.X11.75    BOX OF M PAPER. 70GMS MICROPERF 3,000 SHEETS..X15.95 
5 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER BLACK RIBBONS COLOUR RIBBONS 

BRANDED COMPATIBLE BRANDED 
Citizen 120D £3.40 £2.70 N/A 
Citizen Swift 9 £3.40 £2.70 £15,30 
Citizen Swift 24/24E/2Q4 £4.70 £2.70 £15.30 
Panasonic 1134 £8.50 £3,58 N/A 
Star LC 10 £4.47 £3.06 £6.70 
Star LC-20 £4.47 £3,06 N/A 
Star LC20O £6.11 £4.70 £12.30 
Star LC24 10/15 £5.58 £3,53 N/A 
Star LCS24-200 £5.58 £3.53 £13.25 

^ CALL FOR PRICES ON AMY PRINTER RIBBON-HUNDREDS IH STOCK, y 

' ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS * 
1O0Q COLOURED LABELS   .,„. ..£8.00 
1000 TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE) .... £10.00 
MOUSE MAT £2.75 
MOUSE HOLDER „„ ,m .„„„„„ £2 50 
14" MONITOR STAND £10.00 
PR1NTZR STAND* £6.00 3,5" CLEANING KIT , £2.75 
CHEETAH BUG £12.99 PARALLEL LEAD „ .„ .  £8.00 
ZIPSTICK.M £11.50 OS PYTHON III , , , £9.50 
A5W 1/2MB UPGRADE....E34.00 A600 1MEG UPGRADE .., £45 99 
3.5" CUMANA DISK DRIVE   ,., £54.99 
ASOO REPLACEMENT DISK DRIVE -£54.95 
A5O0 TV MODULATOR  , 1HHMHH1 ,.£25.99 

GVP ASOO HARD DRIVES * ACCELERATORS 
A500 GVP 42Mb HDS II   , £289.99 
ASOO GYP 80Mb HD8II  , .„ „. £359.99 
ASOO GYP A530 Combo 40MHZ+ 80Mb HO t.X639,99 

CALL FOR PRICES ON RAM AND OTHER GYP PRODUCTS 

22 

6 

INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
BC01 B J10E Cartridge „„ , t ,. .„        .£16.99 
BC02 BJ200 Cartridge . .„ « .£22.91 
BC01 Refill Black/Colours  .£14.98 
HP 51608A Black , £17.04 
HP 51626A Dual Cap Btack £23.94 
HP 51639 Colour for 500 „„„ H..£19.39 
HP 516S5A Tri Colour <„,.,..,„„„„.,.,...,„.,„„.„..*„... £26.96 
Refflfe for HP51608A , £14.98 
Refills for HP51626A £19.92 
Refills for HPS1625A  , „„ M. .tt. „ £29.05 K9 
Refills for HPS1639, , £14.98 P 
Inkjet Transparencies Pack 20 sheets.►♦♦<.♦ „ .„,.„ , £13.98 IJ 
Inkjet Transparencies Pack 100 sheets * „.„+..„..„..„,„...„.lttt..„„„..£59.99    P » 
AUtnMS IN STOOL CMU FOR PAimm SERIES AND MAM JQ 

DUST COVERS 
ASOO . £3.50 
A600.. £3,50 
A1200 ,£3,50 
STAR LC200. £3.50 

^STAlt LC-24 200,, . £3.50 

CITIZEN 9 £3+50 
CITIZEN 24 £3,50 
PHILIPS MKI/ll .£3.50 
ATARI ♦ £3.50 

AM I GAS 
A1200 Comic Relief Pack £364.99 
A1200 Standalone £359.99 
NEW A1200 + 80Mb Hard Drive..ONLY £585.99 

INCL 1 YEAR ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

w 

I BCS LTD 
349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 6JJ 

ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

ORDER HOTLINE 0273 506269/0831 279084 
All offers subject to availability. E&OE* Prices/pack details may change without notice. ' 

Due to currency fluctuations, all prices may change without notice - Please call for latest prices* 



FREE FAST! UK DELIVERY  SAME DAY DESPATCH* ALL PRICES INC. VAT 

HOW TO 

ORDER 
For Customers not able to 

visit our Showroom we offer 
one of the fastest and most 

complete Mail order 
services available in the U.K. 

To order by 

0532-350091 
your Credit Card No. 

By Post to: 

PHOENIX COMPUTER WORLD, 
UNIT 2, YDRK TOWERS, 

383 YORK ROAD, 
LEEDS LS9 OTA. 

Please make cheques payable to 
Phoenix. Allow 6 working days 
lor cheque clearance. 

* Smre-Daj Dsspglcti HI GrwBI Card Orders'1 barters 

Customer Care/General Enquiries 
0532-350652 
FAX: (0582)350702 

u 
This has got to be the greatest \j / - / / / v 
development to the Amiga since \l I /_3 
its conception in 1985. The 4000-^"^ 
03DJs are packed full of features and truly 
represent a milestone in design and value for 
money from C.B.M. 

Ml HAT VDII fiFTil * processor* wnooo IUU acii   25Mh? clock speed ■ 
2Mb of chip RAM  ■ 2Mb of Fast Memory 

JL      (expandable to 16 Mb on mother board, 2 
\:\      gicdbyle max * 9 interfaces ■ 4-16/32 ht 

Zorra III expansion slots ■ 80/120 hard disk 
P^a;o

d
re!!

lot$glHftT YOU PAY ▼ 

A4000-030 with 80Mb HD  £929.99 

-030 with 120Mb HD... £1025.99 
Both the above include FREE next working day delivery 
Computer World always FIRST! Computer 
World always the best value for money!!! 

AMIGA 1200 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 63020 Processor Running at 14 
Mh* » 2Mb Chip RAM (expandable) 256 colours on screen 
from a 16.8 million colour palette * Full Amiga Key ooard 
(with Alpha numeric key pad!-     AA^VJI A. A 
PH0EI1IK PRICE £*If4.SJ9 
GUP 1200 HARD DRIVE UPGRADES 
os Mb hand rjriue ... ..£224.99 
127 Mb hard drive £312.99 
209 Mb hard driue £469.99 
All GVP hard drives include: Screws, cable, GVP 
formatting software and installation manual. 
IMPORTANT having a GVP drive fitted will NOT invalidate 
your warranty! 11 Please ADD £25 if you require Phoenix to 
fit the drive To the A1200, install workbench and return the 
completed upgrade pn a 2 day courier service! ft 
PHOENIX A1200 HARD DRIUE UPGRADES 
Lightning fast access times - Highgrade 2.5" Seagate 
hard drives * Fully fitted ana tested by Phoenix 
technicians • lyr. warranty on all models, 
20 Mb-AD MO-00 MB -80 MD-12Q Mb-200 Mb 

call lor lowest orices in the U.K. 
GUP 01230 TUP DO + £374.99 
INCLUDES: the 4DMHz 68030ac-accelerator chipr optional 
40MHzfpu(eSSS2f-upto32 Mb 
GUPAi23om+cirrt £549.99 
INCLUDES: the 40MHz 6803O*T-accelerator chip, 40MHz fpu 
IBB882I - up to 32 Mb For the most hungry applications, simply 
anve&OITffll! {Rath on deme) 
Memoru 32-Dil 
l KID £65.99 4Mb £179,99 
16Mb -£P0fl 
ai2oo-pcmcifl FAST m EHPansian 
Credit card memory now available 
2MD £114.99 4MD £169.99 
POWER-PC 1204 4Mb 
Memory expansion for the Al200, features 
include: Zero wait stata • Optional Ultra fast FPU (50Mhz| « 
Real time battery backed clock * Low power ■ Optional FPU 
disable switch 
PC 4 mtnoFPut. ...£185.99 
PC 4 mm mz esssi FPUK £259.99 
PC 4 Mb/25 Mhz 68882 FPUh... £279.99 
PC 4 fflbft? Mhz 68882 FPU}. £289.99 
PG 4 MHW Mhz 68882 FPUK ,.£299.99 
PC 4 Wfom Mhz 68882 FPUU ....£339.99 
includes real time clock 

A1200 ACCESSORIES 
INSIDERS GUIDE DQOK £13.95 
GoDlrol Genlre ww. FREEceutes). £36.99 
oust covers   £5.99 
muiihSm monitor adaolor cablo,£12.99 

Long awaited, superb performance, tempting 
but too exponsive-NOT ANY MORE!!!! This 
excellent interface for A5O0/5O0+- owners is now at 
a price that YOU can afford. Use it to exploit 
stunning software packages or simply to listen to 
your favourite times 
WHAT vou 

GET 111 WVOU PAY 

£144.99 
• A570 CD ROM * 
Fred Fish Disks 
1/660 • Simm City. 
Alternatively you can take advantage of 
Computer Worlds CD ROM Bonanza Pack 

WHAT VOU 
BET 111 

* A570 CD RDM 
* Fred Fish 

1/660   *   Simm City 
AND Complete Sherlock 
Holmes • CPPD II Collection * 
Sensible Soccer • Lemmings, 

UNBELIEVABLE TITLES AT All 
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE! 

mm 

HARD DRIUES 

GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, tin 
fastest Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga 
Features Game Switch, externa! SCSI pari 
FA A AST ROM SCSI Driver, GVP's custom VLS 
chip and interna] RAM expansion up to 8 meg 
Units use high specification fast-acces 
QUANTUM Hard Drives coming with 2 yr. guarantee. 

LOWEST PRICES IN TNE U.K. 
500/500 + 
A5D0-HD8+ 42 Mb £209.91 
A50D-HBB + B0 HID £369.9! 
A500-HBB+ 120 IDD ..........£459.9) 
A5Q0-HDB + 213 HID £564.9! 
A5QD-HDB controller OMU £179.9! 
1500/2000 
series n Hard DISK coniroiier/HAm cars .£122.9! 
Serin II42 Mb Hard DISK inn RAM «ri £284.9! 
Series II 60 me Hard Dish and BUM card.._.£329.9! 
series n 120 DID Herd DISK and RAM cam. .£406.9! 
series IE m MD Hard DISK and HAhl card...£544.9! 

In luuffl PEjRFORn^^ 

AMIGA S HARD DRIUES 

CARTOON CLASSICS PACK' 
If s Back and if s bad - the pack they tried to kill returns for HE 
final mission - don't miss this golden opportunity to acquire one 
of the best over homo computers,, features include: 1 Mb of 
RAM Workbench 2.04* TV modulator ■ Lemmings * Captain 
Planet * The Simpsons ■ Deluxe Paint III A f|A M ft ft 
PH0ENIH PRICE  
asoo+Dase Pach.... £194.99 
THE WILD. THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 

1 Mb A 6Q€ as standard and includes the excellent value 
Software titles: Deluxe Paint III * Formula One Grand Prix * 

PHOODIX pneo £299.99! 
A 600 2Mb (incl. ahovgsoftwereh £339.99 
060Q Base PacR..... £234.99 
A B00 2hiD Unci above software}™™ £274.99 

'EPIC - LAH6UAGE PACK1 

1 Mb A fi00 as standard and includes 20MB HARD DRIVE 
the excellent value Software titles: Deluxe Paint 111 * Trivial 
Pursuit* Epic-Mvtti * Rome fllEA nnl 
PI08DIN price „mzm £359.991 
A BOO 2Mb+20 Mb Hard Driue ....£399.99 (both mcfude the stove detailed software) 

EXTRA MEMORY-Oitlu £39.99 psr Mb. 

MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

A 500 + 
A PHOENIX RAM module can expand your chip RAM up to 
2 Mb by using the trapdoor expansion port. All our boards 
carry a full 2 year no quibble replacement guarantee, It's 
never bean cheaper to upgrade! A Ail Aft 
PHOENIX PRICE  JLVOQ.bb 
1 mo FIII iy popurateo RAM uoard —£34.99 
1 DID unpuDiiiatflfi RAM Doara £16.99 
A 500 
Vz mo mo. cioch £29.99 
A 600 
pnoeniH PA BDi-pnpulatBd-lntin £39.99 
Phoenix PA BOi-unpopulatetl-QMQ £24.99 
PA 6020 2 Mb PCMCIA CBPfl.. tWZ«Mf £114.99 
PA 6TO 4 MD PCMCIA Card- B» £169.99 

500/500 + 
GVP Combination Accelerators & Han 
Drives-Th9 ultimatG Gxpansion produc 
for the Amiga 500! 
A53D Gombi 40h1Hz +- 4M Hard Orlw. £657.91 
mn Cnmbl ad hi Hz + ddltlb Hard DMUB....JE749.0! 
A530 DomDI 40MHZ + EMMD Hard Drlll*...._£844.9! 
A530 CflmDI dOtdHZ + 213MD Hard DNUB £929.9! 
0530 earaz oo-micewtr.   .£219.91 
1500/2000 
QUP G-rorca Q30-25MHZ + into .£474.9! 
OUT Q-F0PC6 D30-40WHZ + 4D1I JS757.9i 
GUP G-Firce OSD-bDMHZ + 4Wb».„»« ..£1138.9! 
QUP D - FDPC6 04Q-33D1HZ + 4hlb.._  £1419.9! 
CUP Accelerator RAM 
IMO sinim-32 on so nanoseconds £95.9! 
affld simm-32 Bit 60 nanosoconds... £179.9! 

MONITORS 

All monitors are supplied uiitn 
a FREE came lor connection to 

your Amiga. 

PHILIPS QQ33IM II £224.9! 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including rLotu 
Turbo Challenge', and 1 years on-site warrant} 
COMIYtODORE 1004 STI £199.9! 
Brand new high quality Monitor with built in Ti 
V Swivel monitor stand 
COMMODORE 1960 ....£394.9! 

MONITOR ACGESSORIES- 
ia" nasi covers .14.9! 
14" Tilt & Suiluel stand...  £13.9! 
anil-Glare niter screen ....£19.9! 
A4 copy Holder £12.9! 



PHOEItIK PRINTER PACR 
upplied with printers containing 1.8m std. 
rinter cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250 
leets of paper absolutely FREE- 

i-ioo colour £164.99 
sq-100 £169.99 
s-w- ™ £132.99 
1-24-20 CM) £M7 .£224.99 
i-200 colour   £199.89 
!24«2oo colour ..£279.89 
120-200 Colour £379.88 
me BuDmejet £219.99 
w printers come with one year warranty. 

■m so 0iw£R9,A. 
uifi 240 colour £264.89 
urn 240 mono . ..£254.99 
viii 200 corour , £214.99 
uin 200 mono £187.99 
urn 9 colour...... £168.99 
irzen Auto sneei feeder £79.99 
izen printers came with 2 year warranty. 

|J2| HEWLETT mm HEWLETT 
Mi'M PACKARD    WfSM PACKARD 

!SKiot-550C (csinririflier) n £534.99 
0 dpi laser quality output • sharp blacks and J6 
llion colours available « six built in type faces-4 
alable * improved media handling ■ several 
per sizes * FOUR TIMES FASTER than previous 
P. Deskjet range. 
isHiei 500 .... £329.99 
sHiet-500 colour .... £424.99 
'printers coma with 3year warranty, 
1 mm IRK cartridge £24.99 
'colour inh cartridge . £29.99 
JT0 SHEET FEEDERS 
Aft LCZD ... ... £57.99 
AR LC200 £59.88 
AH LC24-200 ..£62 99 
AR LC24-20 £62.99 

AR LASERJET mum £724.99 
AR LS-5 /Tim 
ages per minute 1 years I 

site maintenance 
rrainy and 14 resident t^M 

AR LHB !7MT £734.99 
ages per minute 1 years on site maintenance warranty 
lancetf control logic board 14 resident fonts (eight 
liable). 
AR LS-5TT ATOW £954.99 
above but with 35 postscript fonts and 2Mb of memory 
a a ridable to eight. 

BUBBLE JET 

Canon Canon 
NOR BJIDEM 
graded version of 
Oe, the worlds biggest 
ling portable inkjet 
iter. Includes BJ10 ( 

now BJ IOSK  ivrwv £249.99 
now BJ 200 , £349.88 
tore include: 300 dpi. ■ Min B0 page Auto sheet feeder * 
imom 3 pages per minute SUPER VALUE] 
HON BJ 300 £374.99 
;olumn bubblejet provides faser quality output. 
NON BJ aoo £489,99 
column bubble-jet. 
nan Buooiejet cartridges £17.99 
iooK Autosneet feeder £49.99 
IIHTER ACCESSORIES 
e have a large range of high quality 
nter accessories far all the printers we 

II including: dust covers from £2.99 * Ink 
midges from £13,99 * Mono ribbons 
m £3.50 * Colour ribbons from £7.99 • 
inter stands from £7.99 

HEW LOW PRICE 

GOLDEN IMAGE 
rtieoa mouse £12.99 
(Has just received 90% Amjga Format Gold Award) 
Optical mouse . .£29.99 
High precision, pointing device. 
Crvslal Trackball. ....£37.99 
inirarsd-cordiBss-mouse £47.99 
(Rechargeable top selling innovation,) 
ooiicai pen mouse..... ..£39.99 
High Quality omm mouse mats .£3.99 
Auto mousB/JovsiiGH somen ...£15.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's portsSThis device 
saves wear and tear makes switchover FAST, and 
does NOT require power unlike many others. 

Don't confuse these quality disks with others 
currently available. 3.5" 100% certified error 
free 70% clip. All disks include FREE high 
quality Phoenix labels. 
10 .. ..£4.99 200,., 
25... ....£12.99 soo... 
50 .£22.99 750.... 
loo ,...£39.99 loon.. 

 .£72.99 
...£174.99 
..,£259.99 
..£339.99 

SCANNERS 

AMIGA mUSIC 

Tecrtnasouno-iurDo mass £29.99 
ppo-midi 2 interface £21.99 
This fully featured professional quality mrdi interface is 
very flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities. It has five 
ports in, out, thru and two switchafale out/thru. (lie. FREE 
midi lead I 
GUP Digital sound 
studio High quality sound 
sampler far all Amiga Computers 
Amiga Music Made Easy 
Only from Phoenix! 

REDUCED! 

£30.99 

ACCESSORIES 

control centre £34.99 
Heavy duty construction,rubber edejing, 
perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A5O0/A5O0+ A 600 
control centre now available. 
pnoeniK stereo speakers., £37.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way stereo Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaming soiree! 
analogue Joystick- adaptor.. ^ SB.B9 
Grams Joystick........ mm £22.98 
orauis game Dan.... ...^£14.98 
Zlpstlck Pro . ...S11.90 
Foot renal ....^ £24.99 
DATA SWITCHES-[25 pin 0 type! (all inclode cahigf 
z m £15.99 
3 way . m £17.99 
4 way  119.99 

CHIPS 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
HicHsitri 2.04 nom „, £34.99 
men start 1.3 Hh1....£ 27.99 Faitir Agnus 63721. ..£34,9 9 
H EU Super uesisB £29.99 CIA asni £! A.9 9 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
A mil 13 MM Sinm.„...S99 98 i n x I [-311 Zfc_-.*£29.B8 
T Mil 11simir...£29.99 2SM i 4 |HH] m ;£29.8* 
ma tat-eoj iimm...E12.9S i ma K i QUAM,, E3JS 
Hfih K 4 DRAM—« £3.99 Thiinnaitrorinn«iiiHM 
These chips cover practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga ie. GVP, SUPRA, MIC ROBOTICS, COMMODORE 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 

The popular upgrade kit far Mi 
1.3 owners tram CQjnmoflor& is 
in stock and Belling fast! 

Dys&n Iranaed DISKS- High performance media from 
the experts-box 10 with labels end FREE 10 Cap plastic 
Storage box 
10 £5.99 100..... £52*99 
SI £26,99 500 2249.99 
1000 PhooniK DISK Laoais  £9.99 

Powerful image processing tools for 
the office or the home environment 

POUFER-FEatHPGS lltlllK ioo 400 dp w 
Grey&calesThrupDJt to printer • FREE Editing software, 
Pouier scanner ou„™ £109.99 
Includes FREE upgraded editing software. 
power scanner colour. £234.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE—HanD scanner series 
Features: 400 dpi * 256-Greyscale ■ Touch up and 
Merge it software. 
Airascan £124.99 
Qiiascan Plus £149.99 
fltrascan OCR mmmm ..£149.99 

DISK DRIUES 

All drives feature super slim design, enable- 
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee! 
Phoenix Deluxe Drlua.... ...£49.99 
Rodeo ROEIIIB „„£Mff £64.99 
This famous drive has now boon upgraded to inclode 
Anticlick and Virus Checker 
Zappa u" EKI onue £54.99 
KCS Dual ND-DPIUO... £2£ff£P0A 
DISH head cleaner.. £3.99 

LEADS S GABLES 

midi-midi zn. £3.99 modulator axt....£9.99 
Mlll-mioi ia....£4.99 dmiga-scflN £9.99 
Mim-Midi sm £5.99 amiDi-8S99mHii.£9.99 
DISH DriuB flKi„..£9.99 Joyaiich long a«.,£4.99 
mouse, joysticH Bit £4M8 
MDusB/jouHttcM spinier ,..£4.99 
*seriti/ffiodam cables £9.99 
-Amiot-muiiisime rroa£9.99 
*Amioa-micrDuitec „ £9.9 9 
*amioa-GPC monitor £9.99 
*AmiD*-RQB/w ....,£9.99 
•sc$i CiDie firms £9.99 
Primer i.Bm ....£5.99 printer 2.0m HO £7.99 

MULTI-MEDIA 

uidi Amiga t2 (Hmn«....£73.99 

Uldl Amiga 12 (Sid versfnl £72.99 

Randale GeniocK 8802...£164.99 

caigan 24 PAL <IKIHMU£319.99 

Rociec P.I.P visui £113.99 

SOFTWARE 

HEW TITLES..STOP PRESS-HEW TITLES 
pro Pane 04 £124.99 
Paso Setter US ITT^T? £30.99 
Tin puwisntr „, £34.91 
OJorduiorlh v z.o (ADA)  £74.91 
line Print Pro...  £32.99 
Real a-n proyiuruo £77.99 
Esseoee , t£40J9 
API DOPt Pro 2.5 £136.99 
PIHBI 3-D professional £139.99 
Oigamem Innoualrnolcs £99.99 
lypismitli (SnmoilC) „ MHT.M. 
OGIUHB music Consirucnon KII eie. £49.99 
vista pro o a.e iiWimwmtm mm 
Distant suns.. £36.99 
X COPV Pro U5.0.1 curitti HariioariJ... ,£29.99 
Quaier each u IJLU. £29.99 
auaier eacH Toots v 1.S.. 
Deunac 3 , 

..£52.39 
..£47.99 

HtSOtt BastO...   £39.99 
Hisoft Extended.. £16.99 
Hisort Pascal £64.99 
CiaplhJ 10... £107.99 
Olden master £52.99 
moron Pius... ...£149.99 
image master ..£129.99 
Olp alternative Scroller H.o £59.99 
AmtnacH V2J... £42.99 
Tecnno Sound TUPOO £29.99 
SlStsai 3E ..£49.99 
OCIUHB Paint 4.5 [ABA tor 1200) £94.99 
WORD PROCESSING / DTP 
Final copy 2  Efig.ee 
Final conv sou roots now available PDA 
pagestroem U2.2... > £134.99 
now inciffdos a? now tonisi 
Pen Pal 1.4 EHMMinJ £39.99 
uiorduforin v 2.1 sti £72.98 
ojopdiuopin u 2.0 AOA mr7u £74.99 
nouj includes 17 rjompu graphic i tints [ 
INTEORATED PACKAGES 
0010 DISC Office 2.. £59.99 
 £39.99 

UTILITIES 
Lattice X' vs.. ,,£214.99 
A-Talh 3 „.. £44.99 
Cross DOS US line, crtst PC fnaiitor] £29.99 
Dishrnastnr 2 „ ...£43.11 
Dos 2 Dns ........£29.91 
oous Dtrecioru v4.o. 
DATABASE 
suoeroaso Pro 4.... 
Suporbasa Pars 2 

. fflWB £40.99 

..£194,91 
,.fflMT £39.99 

PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Art Department pro coito. Kit £57.99 
Can Oo tt U.I.B ....£94.99 

 M £44.99 

..£74.99 
CAD & DRAWING 
miro GAD Pius , 
K CAD 2000  
K CAD 3000  

.„.J99.9I 

..£299.99 

wen w 

a visit! 
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The speed of dot-matrix printer 
output is essentially governed by two 
things: the physical speed at which 
the printer's print head can move 
backwards and forwards, and the 
speed at which the central 
processing unit (CPU) can create and 
transfer the data to the printer. The 
only way to get your printer to print 
much faster is to fit a faster CPU - 
an accelerator board in other words. 

Rather than start looking at 
accelerator boards for your Amiga 
500, I think you might be better 
advised to check out the new Amiga 
1200, which (apart from the new 
sexy AA chipset) has 2Mb Chip RAM 
as standard and a 68020 CPU, and 
runs about five times faster than the 
500, JW 

SCREEN SIZE SIZZLER 
I recently bought 
DPaint /Vand I've 
had some initial 
problems which I 

never experienced when using 
DPaint ill 

I normally use a lo-res, 32- 
colour, standard overscan 
workscreen, but when I tried this 
with DPaint iv (v4.i) on my 
AmlgaDOS 2.0 Amiga 500 Plus, I 
had to move my Workbench 
preferences up and to the left, 
losing quite a bit of the Workbench 
screen off the top of my Philips 

monitor. I also have to Implement 
Tooittmft because I lose the toolbox 
and anim control panel. 

I've got around the problem for 
now by booting from a copy of 
DPaint iV with adjusted 
preferences, but Vm soon going to 
be buying a hard disk and want to 
install DPaint Won it. If I do, what 
will happen to my screens 
(especially DPainVs) when I try to 
work in overscan, as per usual? 
Dave West, 
Sunderland 
Tyne and Wear 

I spoke to the people at Electronic 
Arts, the makers of Deluxe Paint IV, 
about your problem but their reply 
was something along the lines of 
HVesT it does that for us too, now you 
come to mention it\ which really 
wasnt much help. It was also 
suggested that you use the Control- 
Cursor Key trick to scroll the screen 
around, but this doesn't solve the 
problem, at least not in my 
experience. 

I've tried everything \ could think 
of to help you but I believe this 
problem to be caused by Deluxe 
Paint itself, It would certainly help if 
the Animation Control panel had a 
drag bar on it, so it could be placed 
elsewhere on the screen. The 
easiest way around this particular 
problem is to use the hot-keys 
instead of the control panel to 
control your animation creation. 

Be glad that you normally work in 
lo-res. The toolbox problem is even 
worse with hi res, at least on my 
setup - the whole thing generally 
splits into two and the screen itself 
has to be physically moved by 
holding down the left Amiga key and 
dragging the screen with the mouse. 

As you say, this trouble only 
occurs in overscan situations, and I 
must admit that Tve spent hours 
myself trying to figure it out, playing 
with the Workbench Overscan 
settings and getting completely 
frustrated. In the end I just tend to 
leave everything at Default settings, 
which usually seems to be the most 
satisfactory. 

Incidentally, were you aware that 
various settings can be saved and re- 
loaded for Overscan and also several 
other Workbench 2 Preferences 
settings? This means that you just 
have to load the one you need for a 
certain job and revert to the defaults 
when you've finished, Try holding 
down the right mouse button and 
you1 II see a "Save As" gadget while 
the Overscan Prefs window is active. 
The resultant files can be run just 
like any other program and switch 
your Workbench back to the settings 
saved in the file. GW 

NAME YOUR PREFERENCE 
How can I copy my 
Preferences settings 
from one disk to 
another? The 1.3 

Workbench I have used previously 
just contained a single file - 
System-configuration - but It seems 
this Is no longer enough. I have read 
through the manuals supplied but It 
seems to assume you only ever boot 
from the Workbench disk. The main 
things I wish to change are the 
palette colours and the mouse 
movement speed. 
Neil Strotton 
South Norwood 
London 

You're quite right, Preferences have 
changed a lot - but this has been to 
give Workbench more power than 
ever before. The original "system- 
configuration" file was an extensible 
structure to which other settings 
could, in theory, be added. However, 
as is often the case, the designers 
went a bit overboard and replaced 
this file with a set of more logically 
designed preference forms — IFF files 
in fact. 

The IFF standard does allow for 
several forms of different types to be 
merged into one (FORM CAT) but for 
some reason Commodore's 
designers kept each file separate. 
The preferences settings are 
managed differently too: in 
Workbench 2+ a special system 
"daemon" or background manager 
process called IPrefe looks after 
everything and makes sure all 
Workbench programs get to know 
whafs going on, So in other words, 

THE ANSWER IS... MULTISYNCHRONICITY 

I have just upgraded my trusty 
A500 Plus to one of these new- 

| tangled A1200 lobbies and I have 
a few queries regarding which 

monitor (or monitors) to use for the best results. 
I use my Amiga both for games (OK, I admit it!) 
and for DTP (Pagmtream), WP {Pretext) and 
generally as a hobbyist In all sorts of 
Wo rkbench-la unched utilities. 

I want to be able to display the best screen 
resolution I can for the above applications while 
still being able to access the standard screen 
modes for games, I understand that the 
Commodore I950/1&60 multisyncs are Ideal, 
but having seen dozens of adverts for SVGA 
types the Commodore option does seem 
prohibitively expensive. So here Is what I want 
to know: 
1. Can I use one of the garden-variety SVGA 
0.28 pitch multisyncs to obtain Super Hi-res / 
Productivity screens without any special 
equipment and, If so, do I have to look out for 
any particular specifications to ensure 
compatibility with the A1200? 
2. Is there a cheaper alternative to the 
Commodore monitors which will give the full 
range of screens available? 
3. Iff as S suspect, I can use an SVGA for the 
"serious" stuff but need my Philips 8833 Mark II 

for the standard screens, can you give me a 
simple schematic diagram for wiring up a switch 
box to allow a changeover between monitors? 

I know I should probably be able to work this 
lot out for myself but I am at a loss with the 
A1200 manual which rabbits on about things 
like Euro36, Euro72, Super72, DBLNTSC, 
DBLPAL, etc - alt of which seem like marvellous 
things, only I haven't got a clue what they are, 
except maybe some kinds of monitor which are 
presumably available somewhere on this planet 
if you know what to ask for. 
Peter Clark 
Wlgan 
Lanes 

jL You can use an SVGA monitor, but you'd be 
welt advised make sure you get one which is able 
to sync down to 15.6Hz so that you can also use 
"normal Amiga modes when necessary - which 
happens to be exactly what the Commodore 1960 
is able to do. 
2. Actually, you'll find that if you want all the 
various Amiga screen modes, then the 1960 is in 
fact one of the cheaper alternatives around and 
can be found for less than £360 if you take the 
trouble to shop around, 
3. Of course you could use your S833t but if you 
buy the right multisync you won t need to - so you 

could sell it or keep it for backup. As for wiring up 
a switch box, I'm afraid I can't really help - I donTt 
know what you wish to wire to what and how. The 
possibilities are too complex for a simple answer. 

Finally, 1 too tried to make sense of what the 
Commodore A1200 manuaf has to say about the 
new display modes. Clear as mud, isn't it? The 
upshot is, however, that Euro 36, Euro 72, Super 
72, DBLPAL and DBLNTSC are all types of screen 
mode - not types of monitors, though I 
understand your confusion since they are referred 
to as Monitors in the manual. Depending on the 
chip-set installed in your Amiga (in your case the 
AA set) and the "Monitors" present in the 
Devs/Monitors drawer, different options will be 
available for selection from the Preferences 
Screen Mode requester. Selecting a new monitor 
will change the Workbench display of your Amiga, 
but all programs which use custom screens and 
are capable of multitasking will still display in 
their usual way. So the front Amiga screen is the 
one which actually governs the output frequency, 

Actually, the "Monitors" are realty small 
programs which "drive7' the different displays. For 
instance, Super 72 produces a 72Hz Hi-res or 
Super-Hi-res display based on the ECS chip set, 
while DBLPAL is a VGA-equivalent display running 
at around 30Hz (for flicker-free viewing) on the AA 
chip. GW 
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JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

RAD - A portion of the Amiga's memory set aside to act like a disk drive. 
The advantage is that access times to RAD are much faster than to a 
floppy or hard drive. The contents of RAD are retained if the machine is 
re-booted, but not if the power Is switched off. 

RAM - Random Access Memory, so called because any part of it can be 
accessed immediately, rather than having to search through from the 
start of memory to the point of interest. RAM is used to hold programs 
while they are being executed and temporary data. The contents of RAM 
are lost when the power is switched off. 

Startup-sequence - A program which is executed every time the Amiga is 
switched on and after every reset, ft sets up the system so that it is 
usable from Workbench, and may be customised by those who have 
unusual hardware or software requirements* 

you can't just stick a 1.3 System- 
configuration file on a bootable disk 
and expect it to work - sorry. 

It can be done, but you will need 
at least a minimal Startup-sequence. 
The following should suffice. 

CiSetPatch >NIL: 
C:MakeDir RAM:ENV RAM: ENVY Sys 
C:Copy >NIL: ENVARC: J 

RAM:ENV ALL NOREQ 
C:IPrefs 

You will also need to create the 
appropriate Preferences drawer on 
your new disk and add the C 
directory and commands outlined 
above. (You can do most of this by 
copying a working Workbench disk. It 
is important to note, however, that 
you should not place an old-style 
system-configuration file on the new 
disk.) Copying the actual preference 
settings fifes is not quite as difficult 
as you might imagine since 
AmigaDOS can look after creating all 
the necessary directories for you, like 
this: 

1>RESIDENT CiCOPY 
1>C0PY SYS:Prefa/En#? 
RAM;Prefs all 
i>COFY RAM:Prefs/En#? 
DF0;Prefs all 

in this example, I have assumed that 
you have a single disk drive and are 
using the RAM disk as a buffer. You 
should note that AmigaDOS 2 and 
higher automatically make a new 
assignment ENVARC:, which points 
directly to SYS:Prefe/En v-Archi ve. It 
is possible to copy just the 
preference manager files you want to 
use, but this is not a good idea - 
they don't take up much room. 75 

OUT OF STOCK ANSWERS 
In early November I 

I ordered a copy of 
ff^ ■ Professional Cafe 

I from the cheapest 
advertiser I could find. I rang them 
several times over a three-week 
period but got the same answer 
they were waiting for delivery* After 

four weeks waiting I cancelled the 
order and tried in vain to And 
someone who could supply it. I 
contacted the distributors, Silica, 
but drew a blank there too. Could 
you tell me: 
1. Why do so many dealers 
advertise a product they cannot 
supply? 
2. How can a product so extolled by 
so many publications as the best, 
be so considered when it Is not 
generally available? 
3. Is there anyone out there who 
has a copy for sale? 
Richard Bancroft 
Bridlington 
Humberside 

1.1 do sympathise, but dealers are 
just a link in a large chain, Software 
disks and manuals are usually 
manufactured by specialist 
duplicators and printers, and usually 
packed by another company. After 
that they are shipped out to 
distributors, who in turn ship 
packages to the dealers. The chain 
is very fragile and if someone early 
on does not anticipate the demand 
correctly, there will be a shortfall. 
This can be exacerbated if the 
manuals get held up at the printers, 
for instance. In the event, such 
delays are unusual but they do 
happen - especially when a package 
outperforms its projections. As far as 
the advertising is concerned, a 
dealer must book an advert months 
in advance, assuming that the 
distributor can supply it in sufficient 
quantity. If it does not, someone else 
will get the sale instead. This usually 
works very well, but when the 
situation just described occurs, the 
walls come crumbling down. 
2. Professional Calc is the best 
spreadsheet currently available for 
the Amiga, and the magazines are 
quite justified in their findings. 
Reviewers can only report what they 
see of an application - good 
availability is assumed when it 
comes from a targe and respected 
house such as Gold Disk. We do 
tend to be a little more restrained 

when something arrives from a 
company with no track record, but 
this is not the case with Pro Calc. 
3- No-one that I could find had a 
copy. At least one of the larger 
distributors told me they had not had 
copies of Pro Calc for some time, 
even though it had sold in large 
numbers. Your best solution in the 
short term at least would be to 
consider something similar such as 
Advantage or Office 2 - both from 
the same stable; and at the time of 
writing, Office 2 is very good value for 
money. MS 

LITTLE RAD 
I have created my 
own Workbench disk 
using only the barest 
minimum to load. Is it 

possible to make this disk boot from 
RAD on a 1Mb machine? 
Tim Williams 
Trenwydd Park 
Gwent 

With such a small amount of memory 
in your machine (1Mb seems a lot, 
but it isn't really), using RAD would 
probably be impractical. However, a 
little experimentation never hurt 
anyone. The first thing to do is 
decide how large RAD is going to be. 
A standard 880K RAD boot disk is 
impossible because you probably 
won't have a large enough free 
space in the memory map - to do 
this you need at least 2Mb installed. 

To discover how much space you 
need to allocate to RAD, use the 
INFO function from AmigaDOS to find 
out how much space is used. 
Dividing that number by 22 will give 
you a value for HiCyl in RAD's 
Mountlist entry. If the "used" value 
was 1,000, then enter this: 

1>EVAL 1000/22 
45 

and set HlCyl to 45. The following 
calculation will give the effective size 
of the RAD disk - so you can check 
how much RAM will be allocated to it; 

1>EVAL 45+1 * 11 
506 

In this example it is 506K - the less 
the better. 

Now you need to add some extra 
lines to your Startup-sequence; 

ASSIGN RAD: EXISTS 
IF WARN 

ECHO "Copying boot disk J 
to RAD:" 

MOUNT RAD: 
COPY SYS; RAD: ALL 

ELSE 
ECHO "Booting from RAD:" 

ENDIF 

Finally, in order to get the machine to 

boot from RAD you need to add a line 
to RAD's Mount 11st entry: 

BootPri = 6 

This should place RAD above all 
other disks in your system, although 
I have to admit this has been 
something of a nemesis to me: RAD 
always defaults back to a boot 
priority of 0. Provided you don't have 
any auto-booting hard disks and 
there is no disk in dfO: the machine 
should now boot from RAD. MS 

EARLY LEARNERS 
I have just bought an 
Amiga 1200 and am a 
little confused by the 
options on the 

"Early Startup Screen". Can you 
explain the following: 
1. Under "Boot Options", what does 
"Disable CPU Caches" mean and 
what effect will it have on any 
software? 
2. On "Display Options" under "Chip 
Type" there are three selections: 
"Best Available''; "Enhanced" and 
"Original '. What are these? 
3. Why or when would I use the 
option "Boot with no Startup- 
sequence"? 
Billy Swift 
Wolverhampton 
West Midlands 

1. In normal circumstances, every 
CPU (Central Processing Unit) uses 
something called the "fetch-execute" 
cycle, Every instruction that is 
executed is first ''fetched" from 
memory, then "executed" inside the 
processor. The program counter is 
incremented, the next instruction is 
fetched and the process continues 
again. Fetch cycles take time 
because the processor has to Joad 
the instruction's address on the bus, 
wait for a valid memory address and 
load the instruction. 

The 680x0 series of processors 
have the ability to load a certain 
amount of program code and data 
into internal memory. This memory is 
physfcalfy inside the CPU chip and 
does not reside in normal RAM. Such 
memory is called a cache, (The size 
and type of cache available depends 
on the processor installed - the 
68020 has smaller instruction and 
data caches than the 68030 and 
680400 When code is executed, 
instructions stored in the cache are 
executed at great speed because 
there fs no need to "fetch" them 
from memory. This system results in 
a great increase in speed for certain 
types of code, especially short loops 
such as memory transfers. Software 
sprites come under this heading, 
even though the blitter is usually 
used in preference. 

This is all fine in theoryt but 
some programmers use a technique 
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called "self-modifying code" - code 
that changes itself as the program 
runs. It's actually simpler to 
implement than it sounds and is 
used to gain speed over traditional 
methods. However, in order for this 
to work, the code must be located at 
a known address in memory. Once a 
program is executing in the cache, it 
cannot be modified because it does 
not exist at any physical address. 
Besides which, the CPU does not 
have instructions to address memory 
inside the cache directly. Therefore, 
self-modifying code does not work 
and the program crashes in a 
spectacular fashion, 

Despite Commodore s best 
advice, some programmers still 
insist on using self-modifying code. It 
works on the 68000 because it only 
has a one word pre-fetch, but it will 
crash a machine using a higher 
processor, Turning the caches off 
should prevent this from happening, 
although it will slow down some 
software, so this should only be used 
as a diagnostic measure. The same 
effect can be gained through the 

Amiga DOS CPU command, but the 
Early Startup screen is much simpler 
to use. 
2, These options are available to 
enable your machine to emulate less- 
advanced screen modes so that it 
can run software designed for earlier 
Amigas, "Best Available" will select 
the AGA chipset (the A1200Ts 
Advanced Graphics Architecture), 
"Enhanced" should emulate the early 
1Mb Agnus, and 'Original* will 
emulate the 512K Agnus, I tried this 
on an A3000 with soft-Kickstart 3.0 
and on this system, all the low-level 
system commands still recognised 
the 2Mb Agnus. The only visible 
difference is that the newer extended 
modes such as Productivity and 
Super-Hi-Res are not available in 
"Original" mode. This setting 
therefore only seems to affect 
Intuition s available modes - which, 
to be frank, seems a little pointless. 
3. This option is an extension of the 
infamous "Ctrl+D" keypress, used 
during Startup to halt the Startup- 
sequence script, Early systems open 
Intuition, a Workbench screen and 

the default CLI immediately a boot 
disk is recognised, Ctri+D only works 
when the CLI window is open and 
from Kickstart 2.0 the default CLI 
window does not open until IPREFS 
has started late on in the startup- 
sequence. If you need to over-ride 
the default startup, this option has 
to be used instead: it opens a 
default Workbench screen and initial 
CLI window (actually, it's a Shell from 
Workbench 2). Generally speaking, 
this option is reserved for use by 
experts who are used to using the 
Amiga at AmigaOOS level. If you do 
not find yourself in this category, 
leave this option - as well as the 
others - well alone. MS 

HARD CASE 
r-T My Amiga 1200 
A came with a hard disk 

installed, formatted 
and partitioned. I do 

not have any partitioning software 
because none is supplied with the 
machine. Could you help with the 
following: 
1. Is there any software on the five 

Workbench disks supplied with the 
machine that can partition a hard 
drive? If not, could 1 get such a 
thing from Commodore or Is there 
any FD software that will do the 
job? 
2. Can I just partition a hard drive or 
would partitioning involve 
reformatting? 
3. The A1200 comes with a flicker 
fixer but this does not seem to work 
with the 1084S monitor. Do I have 
to buy a VGA monitor to make use 
of it? 
4. A small amount of the software I 
have does not work with my new 
machine. Holding down the two 
mouse buttons to get the Early 
Startup control screen only seems 
to help with screen display 
problems. Is there anything I can do 
that would get PageSetter //to 
work, or will I have to buy another 
DTP program? 
5. Will a DTP program such as 
Office Page use the same outline 
fonts that Workbench 3.0 uses? 
6.1 realise there is something 
called ARexx on the Workbench 3 
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U YiUil TOBY 
tfioilf SIMPSON 
l??1^ DEBUGS A 
MMkNA READER'S 
DEBUGGING PROGRAM 

Program N ame: file c he c ke r 
Language: C 
Author: Dave Thurston, Hatfield 
Program purpose: To aid debugging 

This month's bug highlights one of 
the biggest problems programmers 
have: debugging. The bug itself was 
quite simple to fix - I simply changed 
a number from 128 to 129, and the 
bug vanished. The program in 
question was written in C, and the 
programmer had simply forgotten to 
take into account that any string 
contains its characters followed by a 
zero at the end to terminate it. 
Consequently, the zero went off the 
end of the allocated memory for the 
string and produced strange varying 
results. 

It was somehow ironic, however, 
that the author of the program had 
generated it to help debug his own 
software! He had the right idea, so 
let s look at that first 

Debugging is an art. As I write 
this I'm desperately trying to track 
down a bug myself in a 26,000-line 
68000 program, and it's not easy, 
The key to any successful debugging 
operation is to narrow down the 
quantity of work you have to do as 
quickly as possible. It's like solving a 
murder. Think about it: if someone in 

London gets murdered, you wouldn't 
knock on every single door in Great 
Britain and ask "Did you murder this 
person?'1 - you'd be there for your 
entire life, if not longer. You'd first 
try and find some clues to help 
reduce the number of people you 
have to speak to, and having spoken 
to them, maybe narrow it down even 
further still. Debugging is just like 
this. Think of your next bug as an 
axe-wielding bloodthirsty maniac 
who s viciously out to kill the 
program which you've been working 
so hard on. This time he ainTt going 
to win; you're after him, and you'll 
stop at nothing. So you'd better find 
some clues. 

Debugging is about finding clues. 
First eliminate where the bug can't 
be, Use any tools which you can get 
hold of to help you, Enforcer is a 
good one if you have an accelerator 
card which has an MMU. 
Commodore (* 0628 770088) 
supplies this for about £25, and it 
includes all sorts of other debugging 
goodies. These tools can pinpoint 
the exact memory location which 
caused your program to misbehave. 
This, of course, can be most handy. 

Dave Thurston had a smart idea. 
His source code was very valuable, 
and one day something corrupted it 
with what appeared to be random 
data. Unfortunately, he has an A500 
and was not able to run such tools 
as Enforcer which would have almost 
certainly trapped the problem, So, in 
an effort to track down the culprit, he 

wrote a small program in C to scan a 
source code file and print out any 
strange characters together with the 
line which they appeared on, It's a 
very simple C program, and it's one 
of his first. Most of the code in it he 
says came from the book The C 
Programming Language. You might 
like to type this one in for yourself if 
you have a C compiler and do a lot of 
programming - ttTs sort of comforting 
to run this program and get it 
reporting "Mo errors in your source 

Actually, debugging is something 
which ts best covered in a separate 
article aitogether, because there are 
lots of tricks which can help you trap 
even the most elusive bugs. In a 
future edition of Amiga Shopper we'll 
be taking a close look at how such 
tools as Enforcer and Commodore's 
MungWaii actually work. 

On to this month's program. The 
fault was quite odd. I've tidied up the 
source a bit and replaced the faulty 
code with a new bit. The problem 
was the following instructions: 

strcat(dots_string, "."); 
if {strlen(dote_atring) J 

== 123) 
( 
printf("%B", dots_string}; 
strcpy(dote_string, ""); 
> 

The bug happened because the 
string dots_string was defined in the 
following way: 

cHar dots„stringtl28] = 

When the string was 128 characters 
in length, there was a 129thT the 
NULL termination byte. This code 
was to print a dot for every block of 
lines processed, and it seemed a tad 
over-complex for the job in question, 
so I made a few minor changes. 

A few comments about the 
program itself. The programmer 
regularly tried to pile as much on one 
line as possible, which did make 
reading the code rather hard at first. 
It makes no difference how compact 
you make your C source code 
textually - that's not going to make it 
any faster. Think a bit into the future, 
when you might want to come back 
to the program and improve it. If it's 
unreadable, you won't be able to do 

JARGON BUSTING 

rVIMU - Memory Management 
Unit A nice little gadget that is 
built into the 68030 and 68040 
processor (although not in the 
68EC0x0 chips, like the one 
found in the A4000/030), which 
allows, among other things, for 
the user to trap illegal memory 
writes. The Commodore 
development tool Enforcer uses 
the MMU to show you where your 
program went wrong, and what 
the state of the processor was 
when it happened. A handy tool. 
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disks. What Is it and where can I 
find it? 
Sam Yeung 
London 

1. No - and you can't get it from 
Commodore yet because it has not 
official(y released a hard disk version 
of the machine yet. At the time of 
writing, all A1200s being sold with a 
hard disk are being supplied and 
formatted by third parties, and the 
problem with this is that they cannot 
supply formatting and partitioning 
software,! could argue that 
Commodore is just being awkward, 
but why shouldn't it be? 
2. Partitioning does not involve 
formatting the hard disk at low-level, 
although you will have to perform an 
AmigaDOS format because the new 
partition will be a different 
configuration. However, if you have 
two partitions and partition one of 
them, then you will only have to 
AmigaDOS format the two new ones. 
Odd, but that's the way it goes. 
3. Despite common rumour, the 
A1200 does not have a flicker fixer - 

more correctly called a de-interlacer. 
It does, however, have extra high- 
resolution modes which give double 
the number of vertical pixels than the 
original machines. There is a catch 
though; these screens operate at 
either 50Hz vertical and 29kHz 
horizontal or 60Hz vertical and 31kHz 
horizontal. General-purpose 
monitors, such as the 1084S, are 
only designed to handle 5O-60HZ 
vertical and 15kHz horizontal. SVGA 
monitors can handle these 
frequencies, but not all can fall back 
to the 15kHz mode required for 
standard PAL screens. 

The only way to get access to 
these modes is with the proper 
monitor - Commodore's 1950 is 
typical. A better monitor, such as an 
NEC multiscam will also allow you to 
use the 72Hz vertical scan 
frequencies. The Screen mode 
Preferences tool will tell you what 
frequencies each mode requires, but 
in practice a lot of software will not 
be able to use them. Even with a de- 
interlacer, the 50Hz frame rate 
causes flicker, and the faster 60 and 

72Hz modes are much more 
pleasant on the eye - I can say this 
much from personal experience. 

According to Trilogic (w 0274 
691115), there is more to this than 
meets the eye, and despite the 
specifications in the manual, the 
signal levels have changed. This 
means an existing monitor 
conversion lead such as Amiga 23DB 
to Amstrad monitor does not work. 
Therefore, I'd advise you check your 
requirements with Trilogic before 
laying out any cash. 
4. I'm surprised PageSetter ii does 
not work on your machine - generally 
speaking, this type of software 
doesn't suffer from the problems 
affecting games. Office Page 2 
(essentially the same thing) worked 
fine on my A3000 running 
Workbench 3.0. Can you give us 
more details about exactly how it 
"doesn't work"? 
5. DTP programs will certainly use 
the bitmapped versions of these 
fonts created by Intettifont (formerly 
Fountain), but they are not directly 
compatible. No doubt there is a way, 

but this is not my area of expertise. 
Anyone got the solution? 
6. ARexx is a programming language 
which replaced Amiga BASIC from 
Workbench 2. It is far easier to use 
than AmigaBASIC and infinitely more 
useful for the many advanced Amiga 
applications which support it, 
RexxMast - the master process 
which must run before ARexx can be 
used - resides in your System 
drawer. Just drag it to the WBStartup 
drawer and ARexx will be available 
every time you start the machine. 

ARexx commands are located in 
an invisible drawer (you can see it 
using Show All) called Rexxc. ARexx 
programs are merely text files of 
ARexx commands and can be started 
directly from the Shell using RX 
<command>, or remotely, from an 
application. The ianguage is 
examined in our regular ARexx 
column but Using ARexx On the 
Amiga by Chris Zamara and Nick 
Sullivan (Abacus, ISBN 1-55755-114- 
6, £32.45) is an excellent read and 
comes with a ^free* disk containing 
all the major examples. MS 
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this, and it will be your own fault. 
Dave's listing also had no comments 
in it whatsoever. He almost certainly 
felt that for such a small program, 
comments were unnecessary. Think 
again. Over timeT handy utilities tike 
this tend to grow in size and gain 
more features, and if they aren't 
commented properly, adding these 
additional features becomes harder 
and harder - and again, you're to 
blame [ 

Another thing is that the program 
is terribly slow. It reads and 
processes one byte at a time, A 
much faster way of doing this would 
be to buffer the reads and either 
load the entire file you1 re checking 
into memory (RAM permitting) and 
check it there, or do it in, say, 32K 
chunks. Processing data in memory 
is much faster than processing it off 
disk. (Just look at an IBM PC running 
Windows. It's using the disk as 
memory all the time, and it s 
painfully slow as a result!) 

The program is still far from 
perfect, but could easily be modified 
and improved even further. One 
possible enhancement could be the 
detection of other illegal characters, 
and possibly readhg in a line at a 
time and printing out the whole faulty 
line with more meaningful error 
messages. 

One last thing though: Dave has 
the right idea - why debug something 
yourself if you can get the Amiga to 
do it for you? Don 'f do any work that 
the computer can do for you! 

LISTING: "FILE CHECKER'7 

/* 
File integrity checking program 

UsageJ eheekfile filename */ 

tinclude <stdio.li> 
#include <stdlib,h> 

int main (argcargv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 

FILE *FileChannel; 
char *prog = argv[0]; 
char Character; 
unsigned long Gaunter; 
unsigned int LineCounter; 

printf("%s; Source File Integrity J 
Checker. 1.00\n",prog)? 

/* Check the argument count, we only want 
one: The file name */ 

if (argc != 2) 
t 
printf < "No Filename specified.\n"); 
return 0; 
> 

/* Open the specified file for reading, 
and show an error if it failed */ 

if ((FiieCnannel = fopen(*++argv,"r")) J 
=*= NDLIi) 

I 
printf("%si Unknown file J 

%s\n"fprog,*argv)j 
return 0; 

Counter 0; 
LineCounter 0/ 

/* Scan the entire file byte by byte 
looking for errors */ 

while (Ifeof(FileChannel)) 
{ 
Character = fgetc(FileChannel); 
if {(Character > 128)  II  (Character <8)) 
{ 
printf("\n\aFault in file at offset J 

%lu line %u byte was %2x\n", 
Counter, LineCounter, Character); 

} 

if (Character       0x0a) LineCounter++; 

/* This next bit really isn't too good. 
It's a temporary patch that does the same as 
the previous long-winded version. I would 
recommend re-writing this program to work a 
line at a time and printing either a line 
count or a dot per 10 lines, */ 

Counter++; 
if ((Counter & 0x7ffL) •« 0) 

/* Prints a dot every 8192 bytes 
(8K chunks} */ 

{ 
printf<"."); 
} 
> 

/* Close our file and return */ 
fclose(FileChannel); 

return 0; 
} 
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rom Italian company 
Claonto comes a now paint 
program which, on first 
slghtt Is very reminiscent of 

Electronic Art's Deluxe Paint. And I 
suppose It can be no coincidence 
that Claonto, like many other 
sensible software designers, has 
borrowed some of Deluxe Paint's 
keyboard comma nets to make the 
user's life less confusing. But these 
similarities are In many respects 
simply cosmetic - beneath the 
surface the two programs are 
actually quite different. 

ADEQUATE PAINTING 
Personal Paint has no animation 
features and its painting tools are on 
a par with those provided by most 
paint programs - circle, rectangle, 
freehand drawing, airbrush, stratght- 
line and so on - 

I 

Looking 
remarkably similar to Deluxe 

Paint, Personal Paint Is actually 
more an image processor than a 

paint program 

though in most respects the painting 
tools are actually far more flexible in 
Deluxe Paint with the exception of 
one which is an innovation among 
Amiga paint software - a four-point 
curve drawing tool for making flexible 
curves, Performance-wise, Personal 
Paint's painting tools are nothing 
speciaE and the dithered fills in 
particular are disappointingly crude. 

BUT EXCELLENT 
PROCESSING 
But, odd though it may seem, where 
Personal Paint realty shines is in the 
image processing department, 
though it also does a good turn in 
text manipulation and prints out 
surprisingly well too. 

Almost uniquely among Amiga 
paint programs (including 24-bit 
ones} Personal Paint can load GIF as 
well as standard IFF files and save in 
a variety of formats. This means that 
the vast array of 256-colour images 
which are already circulating around 
the PC and Mac worlds can easily be 
imported to and exported from 
Amigaville without the need for a GIF 
IFF converter. The only caveat is that 
the GIF format may well be slowly on 

the way out, being replaced by the 
I ess-restrictive JPEG format (which 
can handle up to the full 16,7-million- 
colour range of 24-bit)< So perhaps 
Claonto should seriously consider 
adding at least a JPEG loader to 

Personal Paint as well. 
On the Saver side, 

as well as standard IFF 
(IIBM) and GIF formats 
there is also the option 
to save the image as C 
programming code, or 
in an encrypted format 
(which can only be 
displayed when the 
right code number is 
used) or as PCX 
format {a PC-format 
file type). In each 
case the best 
possible palette 
size is saved to 

ensure optimum results. However, Til 
leave you to work out for yourself 
whether or not providing these 
formats is a good thing. 

PROCESS-O-RAMA 
No other non-24-bit paint program 
compares to Personal Paint when it 
comes to image processing. With its 
larder of effects already well-stocked 
you might be hard pushed to need 
more, but if you do you can always 
design and save your own - provided 
you can get a grip on how 
"convolutions" work, However, if you 

Convolution - A mathematical process which compares an image pixel with 
its neighbours and then processes it according to certain defined criteria 
in order to produce a whole range of image processing effects such as 
blur, sharpen etc, 

Dithering - By arranging how various coloured pixels are placed in an image 
it is possible to fool the eye into thinking it contains more colours than 
it actually does. Various different formulae are available to do this, 
producing different results. 

GIF - Graphics Interchange Format, A 256-colour image format devised by 
CompuServe (a US information network) as a standard for picture 
exchange. Now slowly being superseded by JPEG. 

JPEG - An inter-platform image compression technique developed to reduce 
the storage size of images with only minor (if any) loss in quality 

can just scrape by with the various 
kinds of Blurring, Darkening, 
Dithering, Embossing, Negative, 
Randomise, Sharpen, Texture, Tint, 
WaterColour and several other 
effects, then you will probably be well 
satisfied. By adjusting the type of 
process, rather than the convolution 
method, even more variety can be 
eked out. Add Floyd-Steinberg 
dithering and you can end up with 
some cracking-looking results. 

Image processing effects can be 
applied either to the entire image, 
just a defined rectangular portion or 
a free hand-defined area. Another of 
Personal Paint's innovations is to be 
able to apply image processing 

OPALVISION UPDATES 

If, like me, you've been following the 
development of Centaur's OpaMsion 
24-bit graphics card since its release 
in the ffnal quarter of last year, you 
will be pleased to hear that by the 
time you read this there should at 
last be some good news on the 
release of the long-awaited add-on 
modules - specifically (I hope) that 
they will be available at last, giving 
the board the full video compatibility 
which it has been lacking. 

The reason for the delay appears 
to have been that the chip on which 
the Opatvision's Roaster Chip (the 
digital video effects chip) is based 
was changed for a different model 

and, as a consequence, a degree of 
software reprogramming was 
necessary. On the other hand, the 
delay may well pay dividends, since 
the other modules are almost 
certainly going to have more features 
than were originally promised - 
including chroma keying - and they 
will all be released together, instead 
of separately as previously planned. 

But back to the here and now. 
Centaur has been busy making beta 
software versions (that is, versions 
that are almost but not quite finished) 
available on its BBS in California for 
anyone who can afford to get hold of 
them, 

techniques directly to brushes, which 
makes for some fascinating uses. 
Pick up a brush - some text perhaps 
- and you find it s a simple matter to 
give it blurred edges, gradient tint it, 
or turn it into an outline in one 
simple step - all of which can be 
used to good effect for video work, 
for instance. 

Still on the subject of brushes, it 
is possible to do a few extra tricks 
beyond the usual squash, stretch 
and shear operations, the best of 
which are the Shadow and 3D 
options* Shadow, as you would 
expect, adds a drop shadow to the 
brush (though there's only one, non- 
definable position for it) and 3D does 

To date, the latest version of 
OpatPaint is 1.9 and all of the 
shortcomings of the original version 
which was packaged with the card 
have been completely overcome - 
and a host of new features added 
too. ARexx Is working, Alpha Channel 
is working, several great new 
drawmodes - including the exciting 
ChromaCtrl tool - have been 
released, the Magic Wand is go, 
brushes can now be pasted down 
with edge-blending and the whole 
thing has been given a significant 
speed increase. 

Additional extras also include 24 
bit animation control through two 
further programs: MakeAnim24 and 
PtayAnim24, which do exactly as thei 
names suggest. With MakeAnim24 a 
series of 24-bit frames are easily 
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a sort of fake emboss, using the 
foreground and background palette 
colours to highlight the outline of the 
brush. Again, used on text, these are 
quick ways of producing neat effects, 

FONTASTIC 
Like Deluxe Paint, Personal Paint can 
do quite a lot with text. Both can use 
scafable fonts, CoJorFonts and 
normal Amiga bitmap fonts, and both 
offer the usual selection of bold, 
italic and underlined styles. 

Although Personal Paint could be 
better in the way it handles 
Color Fonts, it is the flexibility it 
presents when adding text that is 
important Imagine that you've just 
entered a line of text but don't like 
its style. All you need do is move the 
cursor back to the start of the line 
and change the style using a Menu 
tooL It is even possible to make 
lower case type become upper case 
(or vice versa), change the text 
colour and set its atignment - though 
doing the latter can be a little 
strange because there are no fixed 
margins to relate to. 

Text manipulations can be made 
at any time while the current text is 
still active (that is, before any other 
process is started by the user) but 
the typeface itself cannot be 
changed in this manner since loading 
a new font automatically exits text 
mode, thus stamping the current text 
into place, 

■;ompi!ed into a 12, 15, 18 or 24-bit 
animation and they can be scaled 
town on the fly and compressed with a 
choice of three different modes to 
save space. 

PlayAnim24 is used to play back 
he new animation. The main drawback 
which is actually the Amiga's fault 
since it can't move the data fast 
enough) is that full-speed, 25 frames 
>er second overscan hi-res animation 
s, as yetT impossible. But as 
isualising tools for animators - 
especially 3D animators - they will 
irove invaluable for testing renders at 
^ay, quarter-screen size. Personally, 3 
■ise this feature very regularly and find 
K most impressive. 

New versions of Opal Hotkey, 
continued on page 50 

PRINTING DAMN FINE 
If you've ever tried to print out 
images from Deluxe Paint you'll know 
how basic it can be, With Personal 
Paint the situation is considerably 
better. A couple of set-up requesters 
allow the easy adjustment of a whole 
range of settings, including scale and 

colour images together, but the 
results may get a little dodgy with 
fewer colours, particularly because 
Personal Paint cannot handle HAM 
(or HAMS) images. In fact, Personal 
Paint can only employ between 2 
and 256 colours, depending on the 
model of Amiga it is used on, 
which seems a little negligent 
since HAM mode has been with 

us for nigh on eight years now. 

ROUNDING UP THE REST 
Gathering up the loose ends I should 
mention that three different dithering 
types are available to smooth out 
images with fewer cofours than they 
should have - Simple, Pattern and 
Floyd-Steinberg, Floyd-Steinberg 
takes the longest to execute but 
produces the best results, 

Should you need to grab screens 
from multi-tasking programs, 

centring, as well as the 
more usual Preferences 
settings for print quality 
control. Because of this 
flexibility it is possible 
to get good quality 
output to any supported 
printer - PostScript or 
otherwise, 

123456 
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MIXING IT 
The two work screens in 
Deluxe Paint must 
always the same size, 
whereas Personal Paint 
allows them be different 
sized, if you want, which can be 
handy if you are running short of 
memory. It is even possible to define 
screen sizes which are completely 
non-standard, such as 320 x 371, 
for instance. Prospective video users 
will be heartened to hear that full 
overscan is available in all 
resolutions, 

But more important than the 
mixed screen sizes is the fact that 
each screen can also have 
completely different colour palettes. 
Should the two images need to be 
combined, a Palette Merge can be 
executed to construct one palette 
which will suit both images as closely 
as possibfe. Obviously this method 
wilt work well when matching 256- 

123456 

Look what Personal Paint can do to 
a simple piece of text by picking It 
up as a brush and applying a few 
Image processing effects! 

Personal Paint provides a grabber to 
do this directly. 

If you want the program to start 
in a particular configuration it is an 
easy task to edit and save the 
default setup which is launched 
every time the program is run. You 
could, for instance, decide that you 
want 32-colour PAL Lo-Res Overscan 
with Floyd-Steinberg dithering and 
automatic resize applied to any 
images with more than 32 colours 
which are loaded in. Simply set the 
program up this way, save the config 
file accordingly and Bob s your uncle. 

All in all, Personal Paint's forte is 
not actually painting - but as an 
image processor it certainly scores 
highly- If you are looking for a 
reasonably-priced image processor 
with paint thrown in, this may well be 
your best bet for the time being. 

In order to run Personal Paint 
you1 II need any Amiga with at least 
1Mb of RAM - but preferably with 
plenty more. 
• Gary White ley is available via e- 
mail as drgaz@cix.compulink.co.uk. 

Personal Ch 

Personal Paint from Italy is vying 

for the position of godfather of 

paint programs. Gary Whiteley 

assesses its prospects. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

.£59.99 Personal Paint, 
by Claonto 
From Mfcro-PACE UK Ltd 
* 0753551888 

V 

CHECKOUT 

PERSONAL PAINT 

Documentation     • • • # O 
The manual I saw wasn't the final version, 
but it was chock full of details on all kinds 
of Amiga issues, including Persona! Paint 

Speed • m m • :. 
Not the fastest when it comes to image 
processing but, considering the cost, by 
no means a slouch. 

Quality mm mm 
Generally good, though let down in a 
couple of the painting areas, 

Features # • • # O 
Plenty of top-notch image processing let 
down by some lacklustre paint tools. 

Ease of Use       mm mm 
On a par with Deluxe Paint 

Price Value # m m • C 
For an Image processor that has paint 
capability the price is really quite 
reasonable. 

Overall rating >0 

If you need a cheap but powerful entry into 
image processing with paint functions 
thrown in, Personal Paint is by far your 
best bet. Quirky but irresistible. 
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This simple-looking Interface is the key to TerraForm. You "paint" the 
landscape In 2D in the box on the left, using colours that represent different 
altitudes, and the 3D view on the right shews a selected portion of it in 3D 

With MakePath you can describe a path by clicking on the terrain to produce 
a set of linked points. The path then follows the contours of the landscape - 
In the air or on the surface, according to the transport type you choose 

smooth out one area or roughen 
another so the ground becomes 
irregular and more lifelike, 

Granted; if you've got VistaPro2 
(or later) then you can import IFF 
images and turn them into 
landscapes, so you won't perhaps 
need TerraForm, but owners of 
earlier versions may well find it 
indispensable* 

Using TerraForm is quite like 
using a paint program. Different 
colours, which represent different 
surface elevations just ftke on maps, 
are applied to the land surface with a 
drawing tool which can be resized 
anywhere between very fine and very 
coarse. Building up the colours 
builds up the basic landscape. 

Once the landscape structure 
has been established it can be fine- 
tuned to make it look a whole lot 
more convincing. A mountainside can 
be dragged out into spurs, valley 
edges can be roughened up a bit or 
contours smoothed out for a more 
realistic appearance. It's even 
possible to adjust the overall height 

f erraform and go 

certainly well worth considering. 

MAKEPATH 
Having created your own landscapes 
you'll want to render them and 
probably move around in them and 
animate the resulting journey. While 
Vista can already do thi,s it isn't 
exactly the easiest procedure 
around, Which is why MakePath can 
be a real boon, 

MakePath is pretty easy to use. 
At its simplest all that's needed is tc 
load a terrain, select your transport 
mode (Glider, Jet, Cruise Missile, 
Helicopter, Dune Buggy or 
Motorcycle), add points to indicate 
where your travels will take you, set 
the required number of frames and 
then activate MakePath to write a 
script which Vista can understand. 
The path, and the view from it, can 
be tested in wireframe preview. 

The different transport types 
make paths perform in ways similar 
to how the actual vehicle would 
perform - for instance, a motorcycle 
will hug the ground closely, while a 
jet will bank smoothly and present at 
aerial view. Each setting can be 
modified by the user to change the 
height above the ground, its banking 
and object tracking and whether or 
not the vehicle travels smoothly or 

Gary Whiteley explores a couple 

of programs that enable you to 

move any mountain* 

Virtual Reality 
Laboratories' 3D 
landscape Tenderer Wsfar 
and its bigger brothers 

VistaPro and VistaPro2, have been 
around for some time now, but with 
more possibilities than ever before 
for making and playing back 
spectacular animations - especially 
in HAMS or even 24-bit - many new 
horizons have become available to 
their owners. 

Two programs designed to work 
alongside Vista are TerraForm and 
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OpatPiayer and OpatPresents have 
also been released. 

Centaur has taken the unusual 
step of publicly releasing developer 
documents, and lots of other support 
files as well, to encourage 
widespread access to the card by 
programmers and, judging by the 
number of products which are now 
supporting Opatvision* the company 
has made the right decision. 

Before I forget, there is also new 
software to display directly to the 
Opatvision card from Art Department 
Professional 2. It is also possible to 

MakePath, and landscaping building 
and motion making are their aims. 
And since I've been having fun with 
them I thought you might like to get 
in on the act too. 

RIVER DEEP, 
MOUNTAIN HIGH 
TerraForm is a terrain editor for use 
with any of the Vista series. It 
provides ail the tools to either modify 
an existing landscape or to create a 
completely new one. It can build 
mountain ranges or create valleys, 

directly flip to OpaiPaint when 
retouching is required. A 24 bit 
screen blanker, which has had two 
incarnations so far, provides "New 
Age" effects to soothe the mind as 
well as save your screen. A Hot Key 
addition has been made to directly 
display QuickRender files direct from 
imagine* And the latest software 
release lets you display GIF images 
directly on OpaMsion, 

Watch this space for more 
thrilling instalments of Opatvision - 
The Next Generation. 

If you want to get the latest 
software direct from the USA you can 
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Spline - A mathematically-produced curve which smoothly joins several 
separate points together by extrapolating between them. Splines are 
often used to remove severe curves in both 3D work and DTP 

of an area if necessary. 
The version of TerraForm I was 

using (vl.Oa) has a few drawbacks - 
it's not particularly fast, and can be 
a bit of a pig to master completely, 
mainly because the thin manual 
doesn't cover the features in quite 
enough detail. Also, the handy "30 
View" only shows a small portion of 
the entire terrain and so is only really 
useful for detail work. But as an 
interim solution for Vista users 
wanting a terrain editor, TerraForm is 

call the Centaur BBS on w 0101 310 
7937142. There is also an Opatvision 
conference on CIX. DMS also has an 
Opatvision area on its Bulletin Board 
- « 0702 200060 (7pm - 8am only), 

If you don't have a modem you 
can get hold of recent updates by 
post from EM Computergraphie, 
which is providing two-disk sets for 
£5.99 (inc p&p). Telephone * 0255 
431389 for more details. 

Please bear in mind that as these 
are not "official" upgrades you may 
have little luck trying to get your 
original dealer to supply these new 
versions. 

follows all the nooks and crannies ol 
the landscape, 

Paths can be designed to be 
one-way or looping (so that a fly- 
through repeats forever), and the 
path can be smoothed by converting 
it to spline-based curves. The 
construction points can all be 
repositioned as you tike and finally 
saved and exported to Vista for the 
final rendering into an animation. 

If you use Vista for animating 
journeys through landscapes, Make- 
Path will make your passage a whoi* 
lot easier, Both TerraForm and Play- 
Anim come complete with versions 
for standard 68000-based Amigas 
and accelerated machines. {S 

ooooooooc 

SHOPPING LIST 

TerraForm £34.99 
NlokePoth  £34.99 
from: Digital Marketing International 
Unit 3, Poyle14, 
Newlnnds Drive, Colnbrook, 
Berkshire SL3 ODX 
^ 0753 686000 
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MEMORY EXPANSION 

1 Mb x 1 - 80ns 
256 x 4 - 80ns 
lMbx4 (44C1000) -80ns 
lMbx4 (44C1000) -80ns 
lMbx4 (44C10O0) -80ns 
lMbx8 -100ns 
1Mb x 8 -80ns 
4Mb x 8 - 80ns 
4Mb x 8 (32) -60ns 
4Mb x 8 - 60ns 

A3000 
Static Col 

COMBO 
4000 

DIP 
DIP or ZIP 
ZIP 
ZIP 
DIP (BLIZ) 
SIMMs (GVP) 
SIMMs (GVP) 
SIMMs (GVP) 
64 Pin 
72 Pin 

4,54 
4.54 

15.28 
15.28 
15.86 
28.02 
30.55 

129.25 
158.63 
144.99 

Please phone for the latest prices. VAT included. Delivery £4.70 

2S KINGS WAY UK LTD 
Phone 0923 836473 Fax 0923 836474 

18 FoxField Close, North wood, Middlesex HAG 3NU 

Write or 
telephone for 
our new FREE 
16-page colour 

brochure of 
Educational 
and Leisure 

software 
(Please state 

computer type} 

Educational 

Software 

The Connoisseur's Choice 

If you arc Looking for software Co help with the National Curriculum, 
then look no further. Our new free catalogue is packed with 
programs suitable for all ages from six to adult on a wide range of 
educational and leisure subjects. 
Subjects now available Include.... 
Maths Science Arithmetic 
French Geography Football 
German History Sport 
Spanish English Words First Aid 
Italian Spelling General Knowledge 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

WE'VE GOT 

SOME 

GOOD NEWS 

AND SOME 

BAD NEWS 

We've launched a new professional 

Amiga Genlock using technology from 

our Broadcast VC3 for only £795 

We've dropped the price of our VCI to £495 

Trust G2! 
_J_I I I I I I I LL 
■V-i-"j.  S2 SYSTEMS 
S-fBjk'i'fl- 5 M©ad Lane Farnham Surrey GU9 7DY 
i±i=«±tt Phone: 0252 737151 Fax: 0252 737147 

-flrWfrm- 
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

AMIGA REPAIRS 

Repairs undertaken to Amiga 500 computers at £44.95 inclusive 
of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing 

Commodore registered for full technical support 

Computers repaired in the quickest possible time 

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability 

Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty 

Repairs to disk drive and keyboard also Included 
(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement) 

Repairs to other Commodore systems undertaken - phone for details 

Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details 

£44.95 

To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex, 
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address, 

along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest. 
Should you require Group 4 Security return delivery, simply add £5,00 to the repair charge. 

I WIS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines) 

(We reserve the right ro reject machines which, in our opinion, are beyond repair- Normal charge applies) 
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MUSIC 

I f you've been following this 
I music column in Amiga 
I Shopper over the last few 
I months you'll have read all 

about what samples are, how they 
work and the ways In which the 
Amiga stores the sample data itself. 

But the story doesn't end there, 

tail 

Instrufwms pi 

Or T's KCS has built-in support for 
IFF samples, with space for 16 
separate samples. They respond to 
note and velocity information 

and when it comes to actually 
integrating samples into your music 
there are a few considerations you 
should bear in mind. This month 
we're going to look at the best ways 
to deal with samples in the context 

pointed out that although using the 
Amiga to provide the samples is 
convenient, and involves little extra 
cost, it doesn't provide the highest 
quality available. 

The Amiga uses 8-bit sampling 
technology, which is fine for many 
situations, but if you want to move 

u p to 
professional- 
standard, 
CD-quality 
sound, then you 
need to look at 
16-bit stand- 
alone samplers. 
You pay for it of 
course (industry 
standard 
samplers like 

the Akai S1000 and the E-mu Emax II 
Rack will cost you £1,500 to 
£2,000} but the price is always 
coming down, and with the 
introduction of Akai's S-01 at £799 
you can access good-quality sounds 
at a realistic price. The compromise 
is in the facilities - the S-01 has only 
eight-note polyphony, meaning you 
can only play eight notes at a time, 

Pl*!l HUTf • V 4 

The graphic editing screen of Mu$ic-X, where you can paint bars onto the 
screen to play samples at any length you want, and at any pitch 
of music sequenced on your Amiga. 

If you want to use sampled 
sounds with your sequenced music 
you can either use the sampling 
capabilities on the Amiga itself or an 
external sound sampler. It should be 

compared to the SlOOO's 16-note 
polyphony. 

But don't count the Amiga's 
sound capabilities out. It's still very 
usable, and bear in mind that a lot of 
the early sampling done on systems 

Samples in 

sequence 

Samples have become standard 

fare in today's musk making, 

Tim Tucker looks at the ways you 

can incorporate them into your 

sequences on the Amiga. 

like the Fair light was 8-bit. The Amiga 
can also provide a very good 
sketchpad if you want to see how 
samples will work together, before 
going into a professional studio and 
re-sampling them on a higher quality 
instrument. And even today, bands 
like Urban Shakedown use the 
Amiga's internal sounds to produce 
hit records. 

If you want to use Amiga IFF 
sample files in your sequenced 
music, you have to be sure that the 

sequencer you're using supports 
them, Dr Ts KCS is the most 
professional sequencer available on 
the Amiga, and it provides full 
support for internal sounds, but I've 
found the best sequencer for use 
with IFF samples is Music-X. This is 
because it has extensive facilities for 
changing the pitch and response 
time of the sample, as well as 
enabling you to make keyboard 
assignments to any of the samples 
held in memory. Most of the ideas 
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SOUND SAMPLING 
A musical note is made up of sound 
waves that have a certain pitch 
(frequency) and a certain loudness 
(amplitude). When you hear a piece 
of music, what you are listening to is 
a mass of sound waves which 
include many different frequencies 
and amplitudes. The result, in most 
cases, is a very complex waveform. 

Suppose you could "freeze" the 
sound you were hearing and 
measure the amplitude of that part 
of the soundwave, Using some 
agreed convention you could then 
express that amplitude as a number. 
By repeating the process you would 
get a list of numbers, with each 
being the numerical equivalent of 

the original sound 
This is the 

idea behind sound sampling. By 
using special hardware which grabs 
and measures (digitises) that 
amplitude information many 
thousands of times a second, it is 
possible to build up a very detailed 
digital copy of the original sound, 

This opens up a whole new 
world because computers can then 
be used to carry out sophisticated 
editing, making it possible to 
achieve effects which are impossible 
with conventional analogue recording 
techniques. You can take pieces of 
one sound and mix them with 
another, speed up or slow down the 
rate at which a sample is played, or 

BEGINNERS, 

START HERS \ 
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even shift the 
time-position of a 

sample before adding it back to 
itself En a modified form. As you 
would expect, the quality of the 
result depends on the accuracy of 
the digitisation process, and here 
there are two variables to consider: 
sampling rate and the resolution of 
the numbers used to define the 
amplitude. Fast sampling rates give 
better waveform detail You can also 
improve quality by increasing the 
range of numbers used to represent 
the amplitude measurements. 

On the Amiga, amplitude 
digitisation is performed to an 
accuracy of 8 bits, so there are 256 
possible values. This is sufficient for 

producing some excellent playback 
sounds with the Amiga's internal 
sound chips, but not as good as CD 
technology sampling (which uses 16- 
bit resolution}. This has limited the 
interest in Amiga sampling for the 
more demanding applications but, 
for non-professional use, Amiga 
samplers have caught on in a big 
way. All Amiga sampling software 
makes use of the IFFSSVX sample 
format, so sounds captured with one 
program can be loaded and used 
with any of the Earge number of IFF- 
based music programs. Ail you need 
to get into the world of sampling is 
some digitiser hardware and the 
software to control it - most Amiga 
sampling packages include both. 
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discussed here, however, will work 
whatever sequencer you're using, 
and regardless of whether the 
samples are Amiga IFF files or those 
in an outboard stand-alone sampler. 

SAMPLE TYPES 
Samples can be used in all sorts of 
contexts, but there are a few ways in 
which they are most commonly used. 
First there's the one-off "hit" - a 
sample of a very small sound 
element, usually a note on a musical 
instrument or the sound of a 
percussion instrument being hit The 
advantage of this approach is that it 
takes up very little sample memory, 
usually being less than a second En 
length, and enables you to do 
whatever you like with it once you've 
got it. Say for instance you sample a 
note from a bass instrument. You 

point where the sound starts to 
suffer. For example, you might do a 
sample of a bass at C2, which 
sounds good up to about F#2. You 
then need to take another sample of 
the instrument at G2, and so on up 
the keyboard until you've covered the 
range that you wish to use. This 
technique is called multi-sampling. 

This of course might not always 
be practical. If you've sampled the 
sound from a record, for instance, 
you may only be able to get one note 
for sampling, which naturally limits 
the range at which you can use it 
effectively. There are quite a few 
companies producing CDs which 
provide sounds ready to be sampled, 
and these usually give you more than 
one note of an instrument to sample 
so that you can create effective 
multi-sampfed instruments, 
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Music-X's sample page, where you can fine-tune any samples you happen to 
have lying around, alter their volume and assign them to Independent 
channels, so that you still have 16 MIDI channels left to play with 

can now record a bass part with it in 
your sequencer, just as you would 
with a bass sound on a synth. 

When you do sample a musical 
hit like this, spend time determining 
which pitch you have sampled, and 
assign it to be triggered from the 
same pitch on the keyboard. This 
saves a lot of time when you come to 
play along with other instruments - 
you won't be fumbling around 
transposing the notes in your head. 

The problem with one-hit 
samples is that they don't stand up 
to transposition too well. It depends 

"ffie problem is that 

one-hit samples 

don't stand up to 

transposition well 

The other problem is memory. 
Something like a piano needs to be 
sampled relatively frequently up the 
keyboard to make it sound realistic, 
and this can eat up your available 
memory as you store all the separate 
samples needed to make up the 

CD - Compact Disc - a very high quality digital music storage medium. 

IFF - Interchange File Format is a means by which data from different graphics 
or sound sampling programs can be saved in a compatible way. It allows 
data to be exchanged between programs very easily and avoids the 
situation on, say, the PC where dozens of different graphics packages each 
save data in incompatible formats. 

Multi-timbrality - The ability of a synth to play different notes using different 
voices (or timbres) at the same time; for example, playing a drum sound, a 
bass and a piano sound simultaneously. 

Pitch - The measurement of how "high* or "low" a note is. The higher a note s 
pitch, the higher its frequency. 

Polyphony - The ability of a synthesiser or other electronic instrument to play 
more than one note at the same time, either as separate voices or timbres 
or as chords of one sound. Compare this with multi-timbrality. 

// 

entirely on the sound being used, but 
if you try playing the sample much 
higher or lower than Its original pitch 
it starts to sound less realistic This 
is just a natural property of sound 
and timbre, and to overcome it you 
need to do a new sample at the 

[■SEpTSRUE] IFF I LDRDIREC"! 

A "hit" is a shorter sample. It takes 
up less memory and enables you to 
do more with It In your sequencer 

entire instrument. Try to determine 
the range of the part bef ore you 
record the samples - this could save 
you a lot of wasted time and effort 
when you come to use them. 

LOOP THE LOOP 
Another useful application of 

sampling is to create what are known 
as sample loops. This is not to be 
confused with the loops programmed 
into the samples themselves. The 
latter is a facility offered by some 
samplers that enables a certain part 
of a sound to be repeated as long as 
the key that triggered the sampie is 
held down. This is most often used 
when you want the sustain part of 
the sound at the end of the sample 
to keep playing, just as it would If, 
for example, you kept your finger 
down on the string of a guitar. 

The type of loop I'm talking about 
is a technique associated with 
sequencers. The sample in this case 
is not a hit, but a small segment of 
actual music, in the case of a drum 
part it would be a bar or two of 
drums played by a drummer or drum 
machine, and when sampled is often 
called a "break beat ". The sequencer 
is used to trigger the loopt and 

repeatedly 
trigger it to 
provide a 
continuous 
rhythm. To take 
the example of 
a one-bar drum 
break beat, the 
sequencer 
would provide 
the trigger to 
the sample on 
the first beat of 
the bar, and the 
sample would 
then play until 

the next bar, when it is re-triggered. 
The major consideration is 

getting the sample and the 
sequencer in sync. This requires 
matching the tempo of the 
sequencer with that of the drum beat 
on the sample If the sequencer is 
too slow, there will be a silent gap 
between the end of the rhythm and 
the point at which it's triggered 
again. Too fast:, and the sample 

never finishes its rhythm before it's 
forced to start again, The best 
approach is to decide on the tempo 
at which you'd like the track to play, 
and then concentrate on getting the 
sample to play at the same tempo by 
tweaking its pitch, A fine tune on 
your sampler is necessary En this 
case, because even subtle 
differences in tempo will produce a 
notably dodgy rhythm. Don't try to 
match the tempo of the sequencer 
with that of the break beat, because 
few sequencers have the fine control 

"Even subtle 

differences in tempo 

produce a notably 

dodgy rhythm, 

of tempo necessary to get the two 
perfectly in sync. 

MUSICAL MATCH-UP 
To make sure that the sample is 
playing perfectly in sync it's often 
helpful to mute out all the 
instruments in your sequence first 
and just have a dick track going. A 
click track is a regular pulse played 
on every beat of the bar with a 
simple percussive sound, like a rim 
tap or closed hi-hat It's used in 
sequencers to give you a count-in 
and keep the rhythm while you're 
recording sequences, but it also 
provides a great way to hear whether 
your sample's in time or not without 
cluttering up the sound and making it 
difficult to hear exactly what's going 
wrong. When you've got the two 
matched up, drop the click track too 
and listen to whether the sample 
sounds natural as it loops. 

If you're planning on looping a 
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Sample - A digital - computerised - representation of a sound. A sample can be 
sent through a digital-to-analogue converter (the Amiga has four of these) 
and be heard as sound. Changing the speed at which the sample is played 
back changes the frequency (or pitch) of the sound. 

Sequencer - A piece of software on a computer (or sometimes built into a 
keyboard) which stores musical scores and transmits this information in real 
time via MJDI to synthesisers which will then play it. Some sequencers have 
the facility to receive and memorise MIDI information from a music keyboard 
so that music can be entered wliverr instead of note by note. 

Tempo - The speed at which a piece of music is played, measured in beats per 
minute. Most popular music has four beats to a bar. 

16-bit sampler - A device which converts sound to digital information suitable for 
processing by the Amiga, Standard Amiga samplers use 8 bits; a 16-bit 
sampler has a much higher quality, equivalent to the sound produced by a 
CD player (subject to the sampling rate - CDs work at 44,1kHz). 

sampfe that contains musical notes 
you have more things to consider. 
Not only does the sample have to be 
in time with the rest of the music 
being sequenced, it also has to be in 
tune with it. Again, the best way to 
start is to get the sample in time 
with the rest of the track first, as 
described with the breakbeat. It's 
again essential to mute the other 
instruments while you're doing thist 
because otherwise it'll just sound 
horribly out of tune and possibly put 
you off using it. 

"A pitch shifter can 

tweak a sample's 

pitch without 

altering its speed. 

Once you've got the two in synct 
bring in one of the musical parts, say 
the piano, and see how far out of 
tune the two are. If they're perfectly 
in tune you're lucky, but the chances 
are you're going to have a bit of 
adjusting to do. Transpose the piano 
part in your sequencer in steps until 
the two parts are playing in the same 
key. Once you've got it right you can 
apply the same transposition to all 
the other instruments in the song 
(but not any drum parts, remember - 
transposing them just causes 
different drums to play), Save the 
song with the new transpositions in 
place and you won't have to do any 
more fiddling in the future. 

If you find that the two are quite 
closely in tune but still slightly out, 
you may have to use the fine tune on 
the synths themselves. This feaves 
you with the problem of always 
having to remember that the synths 
need fine tuning for that particular 

song, so either make a note of it 
somewhere or see if you can 
download the information from your 
synths using System Exclusive 
messages and record them into the 
sequence. You then play the System 
Exclusive messages before the song 
starrr... and voita, all your synths will 
be En tune with the sample. If all of 
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usually a bar or two, which can be 
looped or repeated In the sequencer 
to create a continuous groove 

this looks too complicated, try the 
reverse procedure. Get the loop in 
tune with the music that's in your 
sequence using the fine tune on the 
sampler, and then see if you can 
match the tempos by adjusting the 

tempo control on the sequencer. 
If your sample consists of only 

vocals, then you don't need to worry 
about the rhythm so much. Vocalists 
are quite often lazy with the rhythm 
anyway, and a little looseness here 
can add a much needed natural feel 
to the track, so concentrate on 
getting the two in tune, 

A STRETCH IN TIME 
Of course all of this is not without 
bother, and you could quite possibly 
come across a few seemingly 
insurmountable problems on the 
way. With a musical loop you may 
find that when it s been transposed 
to the point where it's in rhythm with 
the sequenced music, it sounds less 
satisfying as a sample- This is linked 
to the problem already discussed 
above, in that any samples are going 
to sound less convincing when 
they're transposed too far from their 
original pitch. 

One solution is to keep the 
sample as it is and match the tempo 
using the sequencer's tempo 
controls, but there is every chance 
that the tempo will then not feel right 
for the music you've composed, At 
this point you might feel tempted to 
ditch the idea of using the sample 

altogether and 
move on to 
something else, 
but there is help 
at hand if your 
sampler boasts a 
feature known as 
time stretching. 

This very clever 
feature enables 
you to create a 
new sample from 
the original by re- 
sampling it 
internally, and the 

result is a sample with the same 
pitch but played at a different speed, 
or vice versa. Now you can preserve 
the pitch of the sample, and just 
change its rhythm to suit the rest of 
the music. The Akai S1000, SHOO 
and S3000 ranges all incorporate 
this very useful feature, but at a 
price of course. On the Amiga the 
only sampler I know that offers this 

facility is Audiomaster IV from 
Oxi/Aegis (and Ramscan's identical 
Audio Engineer if, which comes 
bundled with the excellent Audio 
Engineer Plus hardware), and even at 
the relatively high price of $75 these 
packages are worth considering for 
this feature alone. 

An alternative way of dealing with 
the problem is to use a feature that 
appears on some effects units 
known as pitch shifting. This, as you 
may guess, changes the pitch of any 
audio signal coming into it, often to a 
very fine degree. By playing the 
problem sample at the correct speed 
and routing it through the pitch 
shifter you can tweak its pitch 
without altering the speed at which it 
plays. This is a lot quicker and easier 
than going through lengthy time 
stretching manoeuvres, but of course 
you need to have the gear to be able 
to do it. If you're on the lookout for a 
reverb unit or multi-effects box, it's 
worth paying the extra it might cost 
you for this handy feature. 

As youTve no doubt realised, 
using samples in a piece of music is 
not as straightforward as it might 
seem, and requires creative 
arranging skills and a good ear to get 
the best results, Using the 
techniques described here should 
help you get the most out of your 
samples, and once you get used to 
the procedures it's a lot quicker than 
it sounds. With a little time and effort 
you should be able to get any 
samples you want working with your 
sequences, but there are always 
going to be the ones which, however 
much you try, simply don't fit in. 
Always use your artistic judgement to 
determine whether it's really working 
or not, and you'll soon get much 
quicker at deciding whether a sample 
is going to be worth the effort to get 
it right. 

• The major producers of sample 
CDs are AMG (« 073088 383) and 
Time+Space (» 0442 870681), 
Contact them for catalogues or ask 
at your local music instrument 
dealer 
Akai a 081 897 6388, 
E-mu * 031 653 6556, © 

NEXT MONTH 

Next month ITI be showing you how to get to grips with the Tracker style of 
sequencer programs. They're great for producing music using the Amiga's in- 
built sound facilities, and require very little knowledge of the theory of music* 
They've found particular success when it comes to creating music for 
commercial games. 

As an added bonus, we'll be including one of the latest Tracker programs 
on the cover disk so you'll be able to work through everything yourself. 

I'll also be taking a look at the brand new version of Electronic ArtsT 

Deluxe Music Construction Kit a sequencer that provides notation facilities. 
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Tired of the same old fonts? Desperate for a really 

distinctive look for your DTP pages? Jeff Walker 

explores a font designer package that enables you 

to create or customise typefaces to suit yourself,.. 

You may have read about 
TypeSmith, the Font- 
Designer program 
published by BSC in 

Germany. Soft-Logik, the 
PageStream people, liked it so 
much that they bought the rights to 
distribute the program in all 
countries where English is the 
native or main spoken language. 

But before unleashing this 
English version of FontDesigner, Soft- 
Logik decided to change its nameT 
spruce up the user interface and 
write a decent English manual. The 
user interface is similar to the one 
found in PageStream and Art 
Expression (reviewed in Amiga 
Shopper 24}, so owners of those 
programs will feel right at home- The 
manual is the usual excellent Soft- 
Logik production job, although it 
lacks step-by-step tutorials for 
designing characters. But then 
drawing lines and curves in 
TypeSmith is exactly the same as 
drawing lines and curves in any 
structured drawing program, and it's 
a fair assumption that most potential 
TypeSmith users will already 
understand how bezier curves work. 

TypeSmith's "nativen format is 
Soft-Logik1 s own outline typeface 
system, familiar to PageStream 
owners - the "typeface, dmf" and 
"typeface.fm" files. The Open and 
Save functions in TypeSmith load 

This 300pt CGTrlumvirate bitmap letter Q was auto-traced 
by BME7 saved as a DR2D drawing and them Imported into 
TypeSmith. Not a bad job, but the two ringed areas need 
obvious attention, and when you zoom in close you can 
see that the whole outline is very "wobbly" indeed. 

and save 
typefaces and 
metrics files in 
this format only, 
if you are 
designing 
typefaces 
exclusively for 
use with 
PageStream, this 
is the only format 
you'll need to 
worry about. 
Alternatively you 
can create either 
PostScript 
typefaces that 
can be used by 
many programs 
on several 
different makes of computer, or 
CompuGraphic Inteliifont typefaces 
that can be used with many different 
Amiga programs. 

PostScript support is the MS- 
DOS Type 1 format, which TypeSmith 
will both import and export, and it will 
also export Type 3 format, which are 
the "typeface.psfont" files used by 
Professional Page when you elect to 
download typefaces to PostScript 
devices from that program. If you 
need to import Macintosh format 
Type 1 typefaces, then you will first 
have to convert them to MS-DOS 
format - a PD utility for doing this 
comes with PageStream, and there 

are various other 
shareware and 
commercial 
utilities available 
to do the job. 

PostScript Type 
1 faces have 
various "encoding 
vectors" that 
describe where in 
the character set 
certain characters 
are. Alphanumeric 
characters and 
punctuation 
marks will almost 
certainty always 
be in the same 
places - the letter 
A is on the "A" 
key, the question 
mark is on the 

TypeSmith can import PostScript Type 1 and 
CompuGraphic Inteliifont data, as well as DR2D drawings 
and bitmaps to be used as templates for tracing 

key, and so on - but special 
characters, like accented letters for 
example, may be in different places 
for different encoding vectors. 

TypeSmith supports the most 
popular, Adobe Standard Encoding, 
plus its own custom TypeSmith 
Encoding, which is similar to the 
Soft-Logik character set. Some Type 
1 faces that you own or buy may use 
other encoding vectors - like Apple 
Encoding for example - and these 
are not supported. Such files may be 
imported but the encoding method 
must be changed to TypeSmith 
Encoding if you want to be sure that 
all the characters end up in the 
places (on the 
keys) where you 
expect them. 
When exporting 
Type 1 faces you 
may select 
Adobe Standard 
Encoding if you 
prefer. 

Details of 
the "metrics" for 
Type 1 faces - 
the character 
spacing and 
widths,the 
kerning pairs and 
composite 
characters - are 
kept in the 
"typeface .afm" 
file, and these 
also may be 

imported. Many AFM (Adobe Font 
Metric) files do not contain kerning 
information - those that come with 
shareware and PD faces in particular 
- so TypeSmith comes with an AFM 
file that does contain kerning 
information which you can use as a 
basis for creating proper kerning 
pairs for any typeface, There is no 
way to automate this process, but 
this is not a fault in TypeSmith, it's a 
fact of life, 

TypeSmith will import the 
standard Amiga Inteliifont faces that 
come with Workbench 2 and 3 and 
programs like Wordworth 2, and the 
inteliifont faces supplied with Gold 
Disk packages like Professional 
Page, Most of the "PD" Inteliifont 
faces doing the rounds have been 
converted from PostScript Type 1 
format by Gold Disk's FontManager 
program, so these also import fine. 

Although the single Inteliifont 
".type" or Mlb" file (they are the 
same thing but with different 
filename extensions) contains all the 
typeface data - outlines, widths, 
spacing and kerning information- 
TypeSmith imports only the character 
outlines and widths, not kerning 
information. When you save as 
inteliifont, no kerning information is 
exported by TypeSmith in either the 
main data file or in the "-metric" file, 

I know of only two DTP packages 
that are able to kern Inteliifont 
typefaces from reading the 
information in the ".type" or ".lib" 
file, PageStream and Wordworth. 
With PageStream you are better off 
using Type 1 faces or the program's 
own outline format, so the question 
of Inteliifont kerning support is 
academic. But Inteliifont is the only 
outline format Wordworth supports, 
and while it is able to kern the 
Inteilifont typefaces that come with 
it, if you run these through TypeSmith 
and save them out again, Wordworth 
can no longer kern them. Either the 
kerning information has been 
destroyed or the Inteliifont format 

Font dimensions are a matter of personal taste. The 
largest bounding box supported by TypeSmith is 1,400 by 
1,200 units. This Imported Type ljust about makes it, 
although in this particular case there are areas to the left 
and underneath the descent line that can be got rid of 
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Setting up all the kerning pairs Is a tedious task, but 
TypeSmith provides a helpful preview panel that updates 
automatically as you change the spacing value 

saved by TypeSmith is not quite the 
same format as those typefaces that 
come direct from Agfa. 

Professional Page uses a 
separate ".metric" file to store 
kerning information, and provided 
that this file actually contains that 
information it will kern all Intellifont 
typefaces, including those that 
Wordworth won't. 

Alas, as mentioned above, the 
"-metric" files created by TypeSmith 
do not contain any kerning 
information. But there is a way 
around the problem: save the 
typeface out as a PostScript Type 1 
PFB, and AFM files from TypeSmith, 
then use Gold Disk's FontManager to 
convert it to an Intellifont typeface - 
FontManager reads the kerning 
information (if there is any) from the 
"typeface.afm" file and includes this 
in the "typeface.metric" ffie rt 
saves. In this way Professional Page 
and PageSetter 3 users can create 
kernable typefaces from the many PD 
and shareware typefaces that come 
with no kerning information at all. 

But TypeSmith cannot create 
Intellifont typefaces that can be 
kerned in any package that supports 
Intellifont kerning, like Wordworth 2 
for example. So while TypeSmith 

If you are transferring your typeface design from an 
enlarged original drawn on grid paper you will find 
TypeSmith's Edit Point feature Invaluable. Might take you 
a while you work out how to alter the Incoming and 
outgoing curve handle coordinates properly though... 

"supports" Agfa's 
CompuGraphic 
Intellifont format, 
it doesn't appear 
to 'fuJJy support" 
it. Intellifont may 
be the least 
useful of the 
typeface formats 
to PageStream 
users, and most 
professional 
typeface 
designers and 
desktop 
publishers will be 
more concerned 
with PostScript 
Type 1 support, 
but SofMogik 

should be cautious about thumbing 
its nose at what is, whether it likes it 
or not, the current standard outline 
typeface format for the Amiga. 

DESIGNS ON YOU 
From a design point of view 
TypeSmith has all the features 
required to create typefaces to a high 
professional standard - assuming 
you have professional-level skilll 
That's not to say designing typefaces 
is difficult, merely painstaking. 
Normally the typeface will be 
designed and drawn on paper first, 
using a very enlarged grid system. 
This can then be transferred to the 
computer, either by re-creating it 
"freehand" using the drawing tools 
and coordinate editing system 
provided or by scanning and saving 
scaled-down versions of the on-paper 
designs as bitmaps, then loading 
these as templates so that you can 
trace around the outlines, 

Did you expect a typeface design 
program to be able to trace such 
templates, or even whole bitmap 
fonts, automatically? Well, it is 
possible using the Trace feature of 
BME (which comes with Art 
Expression) to turn a bitmap into a 
DR2D structured drawing and then 

import this into a 
typeface. But 
"auto-tracing" 
bitmaps to the 
kind of accuracy 
required to 
produce perfect 
paths for outline 
typefaces is a 
sophisticated 
business. (For a 
start you need a 
fairly large, high- 
resolution 
bitmap.) The 
latest version of 
Fontographer on 
the Mac can do it 
quite well, but 
that program 
costs more than 
£400. TypeSmith 

costs £135 and 
can't auto-trace 
bitmaps. 

Probably the 
main advantage 
of being able to 
import DR2Dfiles 
is that it enables 
you to create 
characters, or 
parts of 
characters, in Art 
Expression or 
ProVector, both of 
which structured 
drawing programs 
contain many 
advanced drawing 
tools that may 
help speed up the 
creation process. 

But the drawing tools provided in 
TypeSmith are perfectly adequate for 
the job. There are tools for drawing 
tines, curves, ellipses and 
rectangles. There's a tool to add a 
point to a path between two 
previously selected points, a tool to 
join the points of two paths (enabling 
you, for example, to draw serifs and 
stems as separate objects and then 
join them together to form a single 
object), a tool to turn a line into a 
curve, a tool to turn a curve into a 
line. But TypeSmith was written by 
Relog Inc and not the same people 
who wrote Art Expression, so the 
tools in the TypeSmith toolbox might 
look the same as those in Art 
Expression and perform essentially 
the same functions, but they work in 
a slightly different way - something 
to watch out for. 

The magnification tool enables 
you to zoom in dose enough to do 
detailed work, and there's a grid that 
can be snapped to in four set sizes 
of 10, 20, 50 and 100 "character 
units" in both directions - at 100 per 
cent magnification, one character 
unit equafs one screen pixel. The 
current coordinates of the pointer are 
updated in real time along the title 
bar of the 
character window. 

The maximum 
size bounding box 
is 1,400 by 
1,200 character 
units, and while 
there are a few 
typefaces out 
there that may be 
designed with 
larger bounding 
boxes, this 
maximum size 
should be plenty 
big enough. The 
maximum number 
of points per 
character is 
1,536, the 
maximum number 
of paths per 

TypeSmith has features that enable you to skew, rotate, 
duplicate, scale and flip any path or group of paths, This 
helps to get custom characters and true Italics just right 

character is 100. Again, you may 
come across the odd typeface that 
exceeds these limits and so won11 
import completely into TypeSmith, 
but these maximums are way up in 
the sky design-wise and shouldn't 
hold you back at all, 

Several on-screen guides can be 
displayed so you can always see the 
positions you have specified for the 
typeface's ascent and descent 
heights, cap and x-heights, plus the 
left and right edges of the character. 
The right edge, however, may cause 
beginners some confusion because it 
will not be shown if a character's 
width has not been set and is still 
therefore zero. If a background 
template has been imported it can 
be toggled on and off, and 
characters can be displayed as solid 
or as unfilled outlines. 

A character set Overview panel 
enables you to quickly see which 
characters in a typeface are present 
and which aren't, and by double- 
clicking on any character here you 
can open up another editing window 
- either of a different character or of 
the same character at a different 
magnification. Up to five windows 
may be open at once, 1 found on my 

161 

Many PD and shareware typefaces are poorly designed. 
The stroke of the Q In this face (left) is a separate object 
that has been drawn and laid over the top of the circle. 
This simply does not work in typeface design; the correct 
way to do it Is shown in the large window in the right 
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IRST COMPUTER CENTRE (LEEDS) Tel:0532 319444 

THE FIRST 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
OPEN MON - SAT 9 JQAM-5.3DPM 
SUNDAY OPENING A LOOAM-3.00PM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE ...9 30 AM J, 3 0 PM 
CLOSED BANK HOLIDAYS 

4 
AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR 

STAR, CITIZEN, COMMODORE, 
ACORN, PRIMA, ROMBO, 
SUPRA, SEGA & DtGITA 

FREE DELIVERY! 

HOWTO ORDER 
Order by telephone quoting your 
credit card number. If paying by 
cheque please make payable to the: 

"FIRST COMPUTER CENTRES' 
In any correspondence please quote 
a phone number & post code. Allow 
5 working days for cheque clearance 
• Low interest credit available 
• All prices include VAT & 

UK mainland Delivery 
• All hardware/computers 
are genuine UK spec. 
• Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 
day Delivery 
• Guaranteed 2 to 3 day 
(week days) Delivery,.£2.50 
• Guaranteed Next Day 
{week days) Delivery..,£4.90 
• Open seven days a week 
• 1100 sq< ft. showroom 
• Free large car park 
• Overseas orders welcome 
• Full repair service 

SALES&TECHNICAL 
14 HOUR MAIL ORDER 

SERVICE 6 LINES' 

0532 319444 

FAX: 0532 3 I 9191 
* 

FOR DESPATCH & RETURNS 
ENQUIRES TEL. 0532 637988 

* 
SHOWROOM ADDRESS: 

DEPT. AS, UNIT 3, 

ARMLEY PARK COURT, 

OFFCEC/L STREET, 

STANNINGLEY ROAD, 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE, 
I 

Prices are subject to change 
without notice. E&OE* 

IGA 1200 £369.99.'/! 
32 bit technology based on the 680-20 chip running at 
14.2 Mhz & also the new AA custom chipset. The I 200 
represents the future of the Amiga. Buy it/.1 Comes with 
WB3. 

* 
The New Amiga 4000/030 

Replacing the Amiga 20Q0J30OO range the new 4000/ 1 

030 is based an the 68030 processor. It comes com- 
plete with BOMb hard drive * 4Mb of BAM (2Mb (rf chip 
&2MbofFast)&WB3 
Only £9 I 9.99 for 80Mb version 

Or £ I 039,99 for 120Mbversion 

only 

or£ 

Tl The Amiga 4000/040 
£POA 

AMIGA 500 Plus only £ 199,99 
or Cartoon Classics Pack £229.99 
with Lemmings, Captain Pianet, The Simpsons & D-Paint 3 

AMIGA 500 Deluxe only £269.99 
with built in ROM sharer 2.04/1.3 

AMIGA 600 B»ePack £229.99! 
♦ 

AMIGA 600 20HD The Epic pack 
With 20 Mb Hard drive, Epic, Rome, Myth, & 
Trivial Pursuit, Dictionary, Language Lab & 
Deluxe Paint 3 
only £354.99 (Inc On Site Maintenance) 

The A6O0 Wild, Weird & Wicked 
inc Micro Prose Grand Prix, Deluxe Paint 3, Putty ft Pushover 

only £289.99 
A600 DELUXE ONLY £329.99 
A600 20HD D&yxE^.ONLY £414.99 
inc. ROM sharer with 1.3 & 2.05 ROM s making 
incompatibility a thing of the past. The A600 
H D Deluxe comei with a Built in 20 Mb hard drive 

just add 39.99 for a 2 Mb 600 Deluxe/.' 

le, Myth, & 
age Lab & 

c On Site Maintenance) 

PRIMA AI 200 REAL 
TIME CLOCK 

at last now you can date and time stamp yuur files 
Fits directly onto the motherboard with no soldering, 

only £14.99/ 

A600& 1200's with built 

in Hard Drive plus HD kits 
forA6007l200's 

Add £14.99 for Real Time Clock! 
* 

HDKIT      A600 A1200 
20Mb *£99.99 N/A .£534,99 
60Mb.„.*£ 179.99 £464.99.. £564.99 
80Mb.,^*£215.99 £508.99 £60899 
!30Mb..*£279.99 £589.99 £689.99 

*Just Add £ I 5.00 for fitting 
* 

All Amiga's come with Workbench, mouse & I 7 month 
warranty. The AeQU's. AI 200 & A 4000 come with I 2 

months on site warranty All t 200,'fiOO's also come with a 
bin It in integral hard disk option. 

THE AMAZING ZOOL PACK! 
Complete with the best selling: 

•ZOOL (97% Amiga Computing, Nov 92) 
• STRIKER {94% CU Amiga, June 92), 
• PIN BALL DREAMS (94% AUI, Sept 92) 
•TRANSWRITE word processor 

only £'29.99 
only £ i 9.99 with any AMIGA! 

CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK 

Com p lei 
disc drivi 

only £469.99 

rCD Rom Amiga AS70 
Turns your Amiga 500 into a CDTV 

at on amazing low prfce! 
now only £ I 49.99/ 

CDTV 65 Mb Hard Drive ..£339.99 

CDTV keyboard only £49.99 

All our printers are UK spec. 

SSJESICITIZEN 

B|TIlET|M COMPUTHR PRINTERS 

All our printers come with ribbon/toner, 
printer drivers (if available), paper& cables.'/ 

CANON 
NEW/Canon Bj I Osx £229.99 
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the 
StarSJ 48Canon/Star bubblejet cartridges,,. 117.99 
NEW! Canon BJ200 £347.99 
3 page a min speed, 360 dpi, small footprint & SO 
page sheetfeeder 
Canon BJ30G\. £429.99 
Desktop bubble jet with laser quality 
Canon BJ330 £464.99 
Wide carriage version of the BJ3Q0 
BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder..,£52.99 
CITIZEN NEW LOW PRICES! 

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee 
NEW! Citizen Swift 90 Col. £ 169.99 
Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended 
NEW! Swift 240 Colour„„£272.99 
24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps. 
NEW! Swift 200 Colour.£224.99 
Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities 
Automatic Sheet feeder..£79.99 

FUIITSU 
I 2 month on site included except 

DL-1150 (I 2 month B T Base) 
Fujitsu DL-1150Colour.£274,99 
24 pin, 10 fonts, 200 CPS 
Fujitsu Breeze 100 £219.99 
ink jet. draft & LQ mod*, Bj IOEX beater 
Fujitsu Breeze 200 ink jet £309.99 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
HP Deskjet Portable., only £369.99 
HPS00 mono now £339.99 
HP 500 Colour... now £419.99 
HP 550 Colour .now £549.99 

A times faster than the HP500OJ 
HPS00 mono cartridges,, 14.99 
Double life 500 cartridges... £24.99 
All HP printers come with a I year warranty 

STAR 
StarLC20 ....£137.99 
ISO cps draft. 45 eps NLQ, quiet mode and multi 
fonts, push button operation. 
Star LC200 colour £195.99 
9 pin colour, S font?. 225 cps draft, IS cps NLQ, A4 
landscape printing- 
NEW!StarLC24-20MKII £229.99 
24 pin quality* 210 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, j ?K buffer 
expandible to 48K, 10 fonts and quiet mode* 
Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99 
Colour version with 3 OK buffer expandable to 62K 
Star XB24-200 colour..£379.99 
Professional quality with On-site maintenance, very quiet. 
Star SJ48 Bubble jet £214.99 
Laser quality, ultra qui Ft, Epson compatible & portable 
StarSJ48Autosheetfeeder„,£49.99 

Laser Printers 
on-site warranty standard 

Fujitsu VM800 Laser £679.99 
8 pages per minute, HP emulation, multi font, JOODpi 
Panasonic KXP-4410 £514.99 
5 page laser, mult forte, 512k memory, HP emulattdn,300Dpi 
Ricoh PCL5. £809.99 
400 Dpi, 2Mb RAM, 5Page per minute 
add just £ I I 4.99 for 2 Mb of extra RAM 
Star Laserjet 4 MK5 £599.99 
S page laser, HP emulation, multi font, lOODpi 

MONITORS 
All our monitors are UK spec. ' 

All monitors come complete with 
a free Amiga lead 

W A R Nl N G; Before you purchase a monitor make sure 
ft has a full UK specification, You might be buying what 
you think is a similar monitor at a lower price but it is 
likely to be a "GREY" import These monitors do not 
comply with British safety standards and are not covered 
by an offic ial warranty 

PHILIPS CM8833 
stereo colour monitor 

Colour stereo n 
screen facility, C 

nicor. 600*285 line resolution, green 
e yean on site maintenance. 

now with Lotus Turbo Esprit.'.' 
only £224.99 UK Spec. 

PHILIPS TV Tuner for the 8833..L64.99 

Commodore 1084ST Stereo 
Colour monitor 

features but in tilt & swrvd Stand this new moitor from 
Commodore is outstanding value 
only £199,99 

PRIMA SVGA Colour 

monitor with overscan 
tIMA monitor ha 
ion. Includes oven rel stand, 

high quality Super VGA 
i facility, .28 dot pitch.and 

te with CDTV, Keyboard■Mouse, 
re Fred Fish & Workbench 1.3 

only £269.99 
PHILLIPS BRILLIANCE 

7CM3209 
SVGA Colour monitor 

only £309.99 
COMMODORE I960 

multisync only £409.99 
SPECIAL OFFERS ON ACCESSORIES with monitors 

SUPRA MODEMS 

The Supra-Fax Modem 
V.32bis(l4400 baud.'/!) 

Allows you to send and receive fax messages. This new 
modem from Supra Has full 14400 baud capability. 
Spec includes V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis. V22, VII, MNP2- 
5. V.42, V 4 lb is. Class I & 2 command!, 9600 I 4400 
Group 3 Fax. Includes free camms software and modem 
cable 

only £269.99".' 
or £279.99 with 

Heavy duty Prima power supply, 
recommended 

* 
Supra Fax Plus 

With the ability to send fanes! Even faster than the 
standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial 8t auto reeeive. 
Hayes comp. V22b. ¥42 Bis, MNP 2-5 & auto adjust to 
maximise transmission speeds. Includes free modem 
cable & comms sJwf.' 

only £139.99 
i 

GP FAX SOFTWARE only £39.99 
if bought with modem 

* 
Supra 2400 

Gctonl ine using this great value fast modem with auto 
dial & receive. 2400 baud Hayes comp, V22 BIS. Inc 
modem cable & comms s/wfJ 

only £79.99 
All Supra Modems come with a S year warranty!.' 

AM the essentials required for the First tim 
bargain price.'! Comprises: 
• Top quality micro switched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
• Mouse Mat 
• Dust Cover 
• 10 high quality Blank Disks 
• Plus 3 s;anrn 

: buyer & at a 
USR 

CourierHSTOual 
onl) 

ROBOTICS 
I Standard 16.8 K FAX Modem 

only £29.99 

only £503.9 

PACE MODEMS 
MicroLink V22b FAX £2 16.99 
MicroLink V32b FAX £449.99 

5 year warranty ond FULLY BAST Afifiroved.'! 



[PRIMAVi 
POWER SCANNER V3 

BEWARE of cheaper RAM expansions. I With the latent version 3 sofware for bright A sh*rp grey 
Some dubious companies use second hand «Ue performance. Fi.iible scawd image display . .                .        r        ..      ,,.    j-      . manipulation options, plus Cleanup, embolden, resize ft flip, chips. We only use new chips of the finest . r 

quality and reliability!! /KI P\A/J?Y^     Y 4.TT onder 
r J YEAR N \T^bVV-JColour version only £229 
VWARRANTY^     ASOOP  A600    EPSON GS6500 COLOUR FU 

Unpopulated,.  o^^OM , £799.99 
Populated to 5I2K only £29.99..£36.99 7 

Populated to I Mb...only £37.99.£46.99 MICE & TRACKERS. 
2 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card.il! 9.99 MAUCUA MOIKF nn|v 4 
4 Mb M,. OR AIM RAM ^^^1^ 2 

AMIGA ASOO 512K RAM by PRIMA   \ y«r warranty, 2*0 DPI 

fortheoHginai 1.2/1.3 AMfULonly £27,99      Golden Image Mega M 

19.99 
EPSON GS6SO0 COLOUR FLATBED 
only £799.99 phone for detail* 1 demo 

MICE & TRACKERBALLS 

NAKSHA MOUSE only £24.99 
with Operation Stealth, mouse mat, holder and 2 
year warranty, 290 DPI, 

Golden Image Mega Mouse 
only £12.99 

Alpha Data Optical Pen Mouse 
only £37.99 

Axelen Optical Mouse (300DPI) 
P £26.99 

Golden Image optical mouse 
£29.99 1 

Zydec Tracker ball > 
£29.99 ; 

Golden Image CrystatTrackball 
£38.99 

DISK DRIVES 
PRIMA 3.5"   only £56.99 , 

I meg high quality external drive at a great ^ 
low price. 

Roclite 3.5" only £66.99 < 
I super siim Rod ite. Best review for disk drives : 

in Amiga Format, Now with built in virus - 
checker and ants click device!! 

Cumana 3.5"only £57.99 

a 
1 Mb SIMM,*.,..,  £35. 99 

4 Mb SIMM*  ....£142, 99 

Imb by 8/9 SIMMS (3 chip)..£3 1.99 per Mb 
4 Mb by 9 SIMMS £ I 14.99 per 4Mb 
I Mb by 4 DRAMS ...£42.99 per I Mb 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS only £39.99 per Mb 
256 by 4 DRAM (DILs) ideal for AS 90 and others 
4+(SI2K) now only £3,99 
8+ (I Mb). ..... now only £3,94 
16+ (2Mb)**,,,-,.,,,,,,,,. .now only £3.89 
Kickstart 1*3 **£POA 
Kickstart 2.04 * £POA 
Fatter Agnes8372A .*..«. ,, ,£POA 
Su per De n i sc,. .**, .. ,£PO A 
657 I -0326 Keyboard controller £POA 
CIA 8S20A I/O controller £POA 

The MBXI200 
CO-PROCESSOR & RAM 

No filters or RGB splitter required. Colour images can 
bo captured in less than a second, mono images are 
grabbed in real time. Compatible with any video source. 
Inc, multitasking software, cue & paste with 
masking, multifraine store with animated playback, 
composite or s-video input, 4096 HAM support. 

Sound & Vision 
Vidi 12 with built in Megamix Master] 

£98.99.'.' 

TAKE 2 
Features include load and save from D. Paint animations 
and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics. 

£37.99/.' 

Megamix Master 
8 bit. high spec, sampler. Special effects include echo that 
can be added in real time, fully multitasking & easy to use. 

£29.99" 

This high quality ROM sharer features a flexible 
ribbon connection so that it ean be positioned 
anywhere within your A£00 Plus or A600, Full 2 
year replacement warranty 

now only £ 19.99 or £27.99 
for keyboard switchable version 

MICROBOT1C5 
VXL3Q 2SMhz  ,,£229,99 
VXL30 40 Mhz £349,99 
6888 1 Co pro for above £79*99 
I 68S82 Co pro for above...£ I I 9*99 
32 bit 2 Mb ram for above.I S9.99 
32 bit 8 Mb RAM for above.£399.99 

PDIN 
SOFTWAR^STOC 

BUSINE 
Gold Disk Office U.K.spec 
Home Accounts 2......  
Mini Office.  

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER Plus 
only £29.99 

PLATINUM WORKS....only £39.99!.' 
Excellent integrated buswiess/oflice pack, wrrii powerful 
123 comp spreadsheet, word processor & datahase 

EDUCATIONAL 
6 Pack compendium ~. now on ly £25.99 
int. Kids Type, Weather Watcher, Calender Quri, Words 
& Numbers, Game Set & Match ♦ What is it? Where is it? 
Chi Ids Play talking word processor... £24.99 
Gallery Multi-Media Dbase* £44.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
A Talk comms Software  £9.99 
Distant Suns new version!:! ..£49-99 
GB Route Plus  £45.99 
GP FAX Software „£39,99 

MUSIC/SOUND 
Audio Engineer Plus V2 .* .. £159.99 
Clarity 16 sampler. £105.99 
Deluxe Music Construction Set £49.99 
Stereo Master £29.99 
SUPER J AM. £79*99 
Techno Sound Turbo .£28.99 

PROGRAMMING 
Amos Creator,,*. ,**,**,♦, ■*,., .... ..£3 4.99 
Amos Compiler....... ■ £21.99 
Amo*3P .........£25.99 
AmosP rofessional £47.99 
DEVPAC 3 . -  0.99 
Easy AMOS  £24.99 
SASC Language Version A £219.99 

UTILITIES 
AMgACfL. ■  £39.99 
AMIBACK TOOLS NEW? ™ £46.99 
AMI BACK PLUS TOOLS BUNDLE NEW.'...£74.99 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 UPGRADE KIT 
Complete with: Kickstart 2.04 CHIP, Workbench 
2.04. Install. Fonts & Extras disks full manual it I 

»^I.I/TI fin 
BOARD for the AI 200 

Realise the full potential of your 
Al 200 with this trapdoor expansion 
68881 I4MHZ £1 19.99 
68882 25MHZ *..*£ 169.99 
68882 S0MHZ £POA 
I mb 32 bit fast RAM £35*99 
2mb 32 bit fast RAM £97.99 
4mb 32 bit fast RAM .£ 142.99 
The RAM boards can only work with 

the use of the Co-Pro board 

Simply the best! Fits onto the side expansion port 
Auto configures with no software patching* 

I meg external drive. I he best name tn disc 
drives now at a great price. 

OPAL VISION 

24 bit graphics card & video system for the I 500 
2000^1000/4000. Includes software bundle 

only £635.99 

GENLOCKS 

GVP Genlock only £349.99 
features professional SVHS output 

* 
w> _ ni  „ i. . t i 1 a nn 

Multi-System emulation. Shipped 
with MAC ll/llx/llcx. MAC Itsifci/ 

Quadra, PC 386/486, Mega STT Falcon, 
C64, Sega, Nintendo to follow. 

AI 500,2000,3000,4000 (I 200 soon) 

From £249.99 

Real Time A1200 internal clock module.*...,...., .£ 14.99 
Mouse/joystick port switcher.....................only L 13.99 
Computer Video Start Switch ..on ly L19.9 9 
2 way Parallel port 5harerbox inc cable..unly £17,#9 
Amiga Sou nd Enhancer Plus by Omega Projects, Hear the Amiga'? 

i sound I Iks vou've never heard it before! ...onlv £36.99 

uiiijr £ * / .77 
Cross Dos VS £19.99 
Directory Opus 3 ...£26.99 
Directory Opus 4 £49,99 
Giga Mem £49.99 
QUARTERBACK VS NEW.'.nowonly£3 1.99 
Latest version of thrs Fast & Famous hard disk backup utility. 
Quarterback Toots. ~ ..............ftowonry £43.99 
Xcopy Pro inc. hardware ................£33*99 

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 
D1GI-VIEW GOLD MEDIA SYSTEM 

Complete graphics presentation package. Complete 
with Digi-View Gold, Digi-Paint J & Elan Performer 

now only £ I I 9.99 
37 Compugraphk fonts Vol 1,1, or 3 by GTonly £9.99 
Adorage (creates special video effects).... J£61.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/1 SCO range£ 149.99 

VP 
 2VMIGA ASOO HARD DRIVES 

GVP Series It HD8+42Mb only £299.99 
GVPSeries II HD8+80Mb only £274.99 
GVP Series II HD8+ 120Mb- only £469.99 
ASOO GVP Combo's 
A530 Combo40MHiJ42MbHD..only £669.99 
A530 Combo40MHi^0Mb HD..only £759.99 
A530 Combo 40MHzV I 20Mb HD..only £849.99 
A530Combo40MHz/2l3MbHD,.only£939.99 
68882 Co-Processor Kit for A530..only £2 I 4.99 
3 2 bit 60ns IM b SI M M for Accelerator, >u n ly £64,9 9 
32 bit 60tis 4MbSIMM for Accelerator..only £ 1 79.99 
1500/2000 Hard Drives 

I mpact Series 11 H C8+wi th 42Mb Ht>..on ly £ 2 8 9.99 
I m pact Seri esllH C8+ with BOM b HD..on ly £ 3 3 9.99 
ImpactSeries IIHC8+ with 120MbHD..only £409.99 
1500/2000 G-FORCE ACCELERATORS 

G■ Foree 030-25MHE with I Mb 17 bit RAM Only £459,99 
G-Force D30-40MHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM only £729,99 

G-Force 04D-28hHz with 2Mb 32 bit RAM for A3000 
only £1379.99 

All GVP products come with a full 2 year warranty 

production with genlocks 
only £269.99 

EMULATORS 

Vortex Golden Gate 386 
£389.99 

This h ^ PC J86-2SSX BHdgcboard running at 25 MHz 
Vortex Golden Gate 486 

£699.99 
This fia PC 466-25SX BrkJgeboard mrwiing at 25 MHz 

Vortex ATOnce+ 286 
£214.99 

286 emulator now with 16Mhz clock speed, 

ROCHARD DRIVES 
ROCTEC ASOO CONTROLLER CARD 
Very similar in %ty\e ta rhc GVP H D8+ but without a 
nard drive so you can fit your own. Expands to 6Mb 
of RAM using SIMMS £ I 64*99 
ROCTEC 40Mb £275.99 
ROCTEC 80Mb. , £119,99 
ROCTEC 120Mb..*. .£399.99 
ROCTEC ROCMATE £99.99 

AMIGA 600 COVER £2,99 
14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER £6.99 
12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER £5.99 
AMIGA TO SCART CABLES, .,.-£9,99 
5TD LB METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAD,.„£4,99 

I MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES. £9.99 
AMIGA CONTROL STATIONS 

A500 VERSION £39.99 
i A600 VE R5EON  £31.99 

A1200 VERSION ., , £39.99 
PRINTER STAT ION £28.99 

All 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A 
LIFETIME & are CERTIFIED 100^ ERROR FREE. 
Our DSi'DD disks are hfgh quality magnetic media 
& are extensively used by duplicating houses 

QTY OR 

I 0 £5.29 .....£6.99 
30 £1 5.29... £ I 7,99 
50 £22.99 £28.99 
I 00....£4 1,99 £54.99 
200....£74.99 £99.99 
500 £172.99.... £POA 
I 000*.£3 43.9 9...........£PO A 
Branded disks come complete with labels 
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99 
Disk Labels.. 1000,...now only £9.99 

Make Path for Vista.. 
Morph PI us.  
Personal Paint NEW,'..... 
Pro Draw 1.  
ScalaSOO  

...£28,99 

..£147.99 

....£48.99 

....£69.99 

....£75.99 
...£41.99 
..£124.99 
....£49.99 

TRUE PRINT/24.    
VIDEO DIRECTOR.  
VIDEO MASTER.  
Vista L2 white stocks fortl £ J 2.99 
Vista Pro 3 (2 Mb required) NEW.'... £54.99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
FINAL COPY UK version 2f....only £65.99 
built in outline fonti. full graphics import (IFF and HAM), UK 
the*auru&. ipdfing checker & much more, 
KIN DWORDS V3 only £36.99 
PENPAL 1,4.... .......only £38.99 
Best selling feature packed word publisher with database, 
PAGESTREAM 2.2 U.K. version only £59.99 
Special price.. Limited period Only !!! 
PAGESETTER 3 NEW.' „.,„£42t99 
Personal Write NEW.' .Postscriptcompitibtc-.£ 17.99 
Hot Links £48.99 
PRO PAGE PROFESSIONALV4NEW,'...£ 146,99 
Pro Page professional V3 DTP ...now £99.99 
Protext4.3 W/P . now only £39.99 
Pro write 3.3 NEWL £38.99 
THE PUBLISHER DTP NEW PR/C£.'.....£31.99 
TYPESMITK FONT EDITOR NEW?. £99,99 
WORD WORTH 2 AGA £89.99 

requires 1.5 Mb RAM and 2 drives or HD 



A600 & A1200 

Hard Drive 

SPECIAL OFFER 

80 meg 2.5" internal IDE 
IDE Hard Drive is fully formatted, complete with cable. 

ONLY £179.99 
INC. VAT 

& DELIVERY 

WE OFFER PART EXCHANGE ON:- 

IDE DRIVES AMIGA 500 s & 

500+ MACHINES. 

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS. 

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851784 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 

Dept AS0693 Glen Celyn House, Penybont, 
Llandrindod Wells, Powys LDI SSY 

Telephone: 0597 851792 
Fax No; 0597 851416 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

ARTWORKS CLIP ART 
Each disk contains betw-wn 115 and 270 original, high quality, images for use vwth Amiga Art and 

DTP programs - Deluxe Paint, Pagesatlar, Pro Page, Pagestream. Wordworth, Penpal etc, 
1. Pets     2, Castles, cottages and churches     a. Trees 

4. Signs & symbols     5, Wild animate      6. Prehistoric life 
7. Signs & symbols II      8. Weddings & family occasions 

£6.99 each - Buy 3 or more for only E6 each - Over 1400 images for onfy £48 
Inousiue of 151 class PS P, 

AMIGA CQMPUTENG - "Best Buy" 
CU AMIGA awarded *****- AMIGA FORMAT 85 % 

Please make cheques/PO's payable to ARTWORKS 
(Dept ASh) 1 f Pon(j View, Wootton, Ulceby, S.Humberside. DN39 6SF * 0469 588131 

INKJET REFILLS 

For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers. 

Refill your cartridges at less than half price. 

From only £12.95 for 2 refills 

Full colour printing kit £24.00 

Over 24 exciting colours to choose from 

Write or phone for free information pack to: 

DU ACM IV   104 Sk'Pton R°ad< l!k|ey. West Yorks LS29 SHE 

ccDV/ircc TEL: (0943) 60725E 

btKVIstb All prices fully inclusive UK mainlanc 

"a flexible and well presented service* Mr J.K. from Cotteridge. 
"just what Amiga DTP users have been waiting for"...Mr D.T. from Leeds, 

"thankyou for the efficient service"...Mr S.T. from Sheffield, 
"exactly the service I was looking forV.Mr A.D.from Thetford 

"thankyou for your excellent service"...Mr D.T. from London Ell 

SELECTAFONT COMPANY 
07CK2 202335 

UNtOUE 24HR 
CUSTOMER 
HELP LINE 

STARBURST 

Caroliner 

Over 1200 Scaleable Fonts available for the 
Amiga in both Compugraphic Style and 

i idohe Types. Select from over 60 Disks. 
Each Disk c ontains 12 Fonts and costs just 

£3:00 

UMIOUE DISK 

SERVICE 

4   BONUS DISKS 
Spend (1^" 1 Flanm Dnh 

Spend £20. 2. Benin Dnlr, 
Spend £15 • ? ft&nu i DKII t 

?prf3jil Pnccl tor Built fiuyc 
Please send a large S.A.E with 28p 

[Postage for a Print-Out of all Fonts. Also state 
which Programs you will be using them in. 

Blach Forest 
mm use* 

AKT16TJCAL 

Dept A.S, B4 Thorpe Road, w. 
Hawkwell, Hr Hockley, Essex. I V,(MM>-T>tl**r 

SS5 4JT 1 s«l./ProWrtf 

need we say more? 

Probably the finest Collection of Fonts in the U.K. 

SELECTAFONT NEWS CORNER; 
1: 250 NEW CG FONTS direct from the USA 

2: ALL FONTS now available in BOTH FORMATS 

3: FINAL COPY 2 (update) COMPATIBLE 

Amiga-64-Link 

I Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port rC64N&£ required 

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga 

• Supports MPS, DPS, VIC, Star, Brother, Seikosha & Citizen printers 
• Graphics output on dot-matrix printers      • Works with all software 

Transfers C64 disk fifes to the Amiga 

• File transfer programs      • Read/Write text, binary & program files 

Standard "Ami-64-Link" £35.25 Prices include VA T and delivery 
Budget   "Ami-64-Link" £23.50   Budget stops mufti-tasking during printing 

York Electronic Research (0904) 610722 
The Paddocks, Jockey Lane, Huntington, York Y03 9NE 

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT 
AMIGA [NPLTVOUTPUT PORT 

£ \ OPT iffHt.-l.lM.Kj 
with I/O Port. 

Wiihihe _ 
Now yew car use your Amiga to switch electric motors, respond 
to sensors and control robotic devices, 11 Outputs for motors etc 
Up io 13 inputs for sensors + 2 analog inputs. Easy to program in AMIGA BASIC 
AM Oft. (}FA & HISOFT 21 page User Manual, 
"An outstanding value fur money product." Amiga Computing 
\'t:W .wm/tPVKy Mth built in dual motor drive £39.95 (.Require* power supply) 
AMAZING SENSOR & CONTROL EX PERI M ENTER S KIT 

6 plufl-Ln Projects. No soldering required. Includes relay module, motor, tilt sensor, reed sv.'iR:h, ligh 
bulb, 4 LEDs; powerful software' on disk and FREE "Guide to Amiga Interfacing". 

COMPLETE ROBOT BUGGY KIT (exel I/O Port) £43.95 
Switchscript - Amazing Automation Program Disk £14.95 (£2 off if bought with 1/0 Fort} 

TEMPERATURE & LIGHT EXPERIMENTERS KIT 
Thermo &. Photosensors plug into analog i npul K » superb "Am i U'ol' software, 
MAINS CONTROLLER MODULE 
Please send cheque payable to SWITCHSQFT or ring 
Switch soft on 0325 464423 / 0325 365773. 
£1.50 P&R Overseas add £4. 
SWITCHSOFX Dept AS693, 26 Ridgeway, 
Darlington, Co* Durham DL3 OSF 

If not satisfied, return any product within 10 days for a full refund. I HI 



DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

continued from page 57 

1Mb Chip RAM machine that I rarely 
had enough Chip RAM left to open 
even a second window at high 
magnification, but all five opened 
easily at low magnifications. 

The Overview panel also enables 
you to cut, copy and paste 
characters or ranges of characters, 
While using Overview with some 
imported typefaces, you may come 
across characters in the typeface 
that don't match with the character 
you clicked in the Overview panel. 
This is to do with the encoding vector 
discussed earlier. If you find yourself 
in this situation there's nothing for it 
but to copy and paste characters into 
the positions you want by hand. 

To "goto" any particular 
character, and therefore have it 
displayed for editing in the active 
character window, you simply press 
that key (or combination of keys for 
'alternate" characters) on the 
keyboard or enter its ASCII value into 
the Goto requester. 

A Type Preview panel enables 
you to type one line of text in 50pt 
75pt or lOOpt in order to see how it 
all fits together. Character widths 
can be adjusted by mouse or by 
keying in a character unit 
measurement for this distance. Up to 
1,536 kerning pairs can be created, 
and, while there are in theory about 
9,000 or more possrbfe kerning pairs 
in any given typeface, even the most 
discerning designer will stop definfng 
them in the low hundreds because 
this part of typeface design is 
Boredom City and is one reason why 
so many PD and shareware 
typefaces don't contain kerning 
information. However, a professional 
typeface isn't properly finished until 
its kerning pairs have been created, 
so it's a job that has to be done. 

There's a Metrics Preview 
requester that enables you to quickly 
see what effect your changes have 
had. TypeSmith enables you to 
import the metrics from any Type 1 
AFM file, which saves you the bother 
of having to enter each pair yourself. 

Take some time to read the manual and learn about Font 
Attributes - they are Important parts of all typeface files 

The Intelllfont Options requester is confusing. Selecting 
Italic, for example, does not create an Italic typeface. All 
you are doing Is inserting information about the typeface 
you have designed into the file. I don't know of any 
software that uses this Information - including TypeSmith 

Be warned that many of the AFM files 
that come with PD and shareware 
Type 1 faces do not match the PFB 
(Printer Font Binary) file properly. 
Sometimes the two files that 
comprise a Type 1 typeface (AFM and 
PFB) have been collected from two 
sources or created by two different 
programs, and don't rightly belong to 
each other despite havfng the same 
name. If you find yourself in this 
position with a typeface, you'll have 
to create a new AFM file from 
scratch, defining all the character 
widths and kerning pairs yourself. 

Composite characters are 
supported so that, for example, an 
"e" character could be created from 
the regular41 e" character and the 
acute accent character. Other acute- 
accented characters can be made up 
in the same way. This saves time 
and memory drawing characters with 
common components. 

There are special effects 
features in TypeSmith that enable 
you to scale, skew and rotate any 
path. Scaling and rotating can be 
done relative to the centre of the 
selected path or relative to the 
"origin" of the character (the bottom 
left-hand corner). Paths can be 
flipped horizontally or vertically, and 
they can also be duplicated. 

In short, you 
have plenty of 
toois with which 

I to design your 
typefaces, 

LET THE 
PROGRAM 
TAKE THE 
STRAIN 
One other way of 
creating 
typefaces, other 
than by freehand 
or by tracing over 
a template - and 
this is a very 
specialised and 
technical 

^ process, so don't 
get too excited 
about it - is by 
letting the 
computer 
compute it - 
"algorithmically- 
defined" 
typefaces, 1 think 
they call them. 
TypeSmith has an 
ARexx port, so 
there's no earthly 
reason why you 
couldn't employ 
this method 
should you so 
desire. [And jolly 
good luck to you!) 

ARexx is useful 
in other areas, 
and a handful of 

example scripts are supplied, 
including a fairly long demo of all the 
ARexx features which features a 
computer-drawn letter "A\ although 
it is drawn from given coordinates 
rather than computed ones. 

One of the scripts enables you to 
save each character in a typeface as 
a separate DR2D structured drawing, 
thus creating a library of DR2D 
characters. Another script will import 
such a library into a typeface, and 
another shows how ARexx can be 
used to move a whole character in 
both directions. The most useful 
script is the one that goes through a 
character checking for unnecessary 
co-located points, and removing any 
that are found. 

Of course all this ARexx stuff is 
strictly for programmers, The manual 
details each of the TypeSmith ARexx 
commands, but little more. If you 
want to program in ARexx you need 
to learn from another book, not the 
TypeSmith manual. 

The program will work from 
floppies with 2Mb of RAM (512k 
Chip) and Workbench 1.3, but as 
with many applications these days, 
Workbench 2,04+, 1Mb Chip RAM 
and a hard drive are recommended. 
The program is compatible with the 
AGA chipset, but designing outline 
typefaces on a 256-colour screen is 
ever so slightly overkill. 

I suspect many users will be 
regarding TypeSmith as a glorified 
typeface format conversion program, 
and as a consequence may consider 
its price tag way too high. But of 
course its main purpose is designing 
typefaces, and bearing in mind that 
professional-quality typefaces can be 
sold for £20 each or moreT and 
maybe a hundred times that for a 
typeface designed exclusively for the 
use of a single (and very rich) client, 
the cost of TypeSmith pales into 
insignificance* 

Even a PD librarian who is into 
DTP could earn some money from 
TypeSmith* Many, many, many of the 

shareware Type 1 typefaces doing 
the rounds are incomplete, contain 
incorrect character widths, dodgy 
characters and no kerning 
information. A lot of these typefaces 
are very elegant designs, spoiled for 
lack of a little spit and polish. And 
remember, once you've significantly 
enhanced any PD typeface you have 
a perfect right to claim exclusive 
distribution of the AFM file at the very 
least, and charge a premium for the 
work you have put in. 

Apart from the CompuGraphic 
Intellifont support, which isn't quite 
up to scratch, TypeSmith is difficult 
to criticise. There is no other 
typeface design package for the 
Amiga, so even it were bad it would 
be good - you know what I mean. 
But as it happens, it's good. 
Extremely good, £J) 

oocycTooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

TypeSmith £135 
By Soft-Logik Publishing Ltd, 
21 Broadway, Maidenhead, 
Berkshire 5L6 UK, 
^0628784006 
(sales only) 

CHECKOUT 

TYPESMITH 

Ease of Use # • • • O 
Converting formats is as simple as 
pointing and clicking; actually designing a 
typeface from scratch is - because o1 the 
nature of the task - a good deal harder, 
but the templates and DR2D import 
features can help. 

Features • • # # 
TypeSmith is almost exactly the same 
(features-wise) as the famous 
Fontographerprogram for the Macintosh. 
But there's room for improvement by 
allowing larger bounding boxes, kerning 
support for Intellifont faces and lots of 
powerful ARexx macros. 

Speed • itOO 
Like any structured drawing program, on a 
68000 machine it will creak along as fast 
as it can. 

Documentation    • • # • O 
The usual Soft-Logik style of manual - 
easy on beginners, but enough technical 
information to keep more experienced 
users happy. 

Price Value • • • • 
It may appear expensive, but keep in mind 
that Fontographer for the Mac costs three 
times as much. 

Overall rating 

It's the only outline typeface designer for 
the Amiga, and it does its job very well 
indeed, so it has to get top marks, 
although I hope Relog and/or Soft-Logik 
continue to develop and enhance it. 
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AN EVEN MORE PROFESSIONAL AMOS 

AMOS 

ast month we certainly 
covered some ground with our 
discussion of AMOS Pro's 

I Interface language. If you 
were able to take everything in, you 
should now be able to set up an 
Interface communications port and 
even write your own Interface 
programs, complete with fully- 
working buttons. This month we go 
a little further by extending the 
number of gadgets we can use, with 
a look at Interface's ActlveLists and 
Scroll gadgets. 

Before we dive in, though, let's 
rest our typing fingers by taking a 
look at what these two gadget types 
are and what they are used for. First, 
the Active Li st Well, although the 
name may seem unfamiliar, I can bet 
you that you've used Active Lists 
many, many times before. No? Yes 
you have! Active Lists are an integral 
ingredient In the design of the 
humble file requester. As you know, 
file requesters work by displaying a 
list of the files within a given 
directory. If you want to select one of 
these files, you can either type in its 

"ActiveLists are an 

integral ingredient 

in the design of the 

file requester." 

filename using the keyboard or- 
quicker still - just click on its name 
in the file list Believe it or not, but 
this "file list" is aetualfy a gadget 
type - an Active List, to be precise. 

ActiveLists aren't just restricted 
to use within a file requester, 
though. They come in very bandy 
indeed when you need to present the 
user with information in the form of a 
list. Say, for example, you were 
writing an address book program. 
You could use an ActiveList to 
display every entry within the 
address book in the form of a list of 
surnames. If users wanted to view 
the details of a particular entry, all 
they would have to do is to click on 
the surname in question and the 
program would handle the rest. 
Better still, the maximum number of 
"elements" within an Active List isnTt 
restricted to the vertical size of the 
screen - because you can actually 
dictate how many elements are 
shown on-screen at once, you can 
create a sort of "window" that 
displays only a small portion of an 
Active Li sts contents. 

MAGIC SCROLL 
Problems do arise, though, when you 
use an Active List that contains more 
"elements" than you can actually 

display on-screen at once. How do 
you get around this problem? You 
use a "scroll" gadget - Intuition 
programmers will know them better 
as "proportional" gadgets. Once 
again, the humble scroll gadget is a 
very important aspect of every file 
requester. Indeed, it's very unusual 
to find an Active List that doesn't 
have a scroll gadget attached to it. 
The scroll gadget enables you to 
physically change what part of the 
Active List is displayed. So, for 
example, if you had an Active List that 
contained 100 elements but you 
could only display 20 of them, you 
could attach a scroll gadget to the 
Active List that enabled the user to 
move through the Active List to 
display any 20 of the 100 elements 
on offer* 

Scroll gadgets work by returning 
a value between 0 and a maximum 
value that you specify. The value 
returned depends entirely upon the 
position of the scroll gadget "handle" 
(the bit that you actually move with 
the mouse pointer). If, for exam pie f 
you created a scroll gadget with a 
range of 4, it could return a 
maximum of four values -0,1,2 

Well, it's taken over two months to 
arrive, but I've finally managed to 
upgrade my AMOS Professional to 
version 1.1. Apart from the obvious 
bug fixes and enhancements (testing 
is a lot faster!), I have to admit that I 
was actually a littte disappointed 
that more features weren't added. 
Ah well, I guess Eurepress just 
wanted to iron out some of the more 
obvious bugs in the original release. 
Although Eurepress claims that it's 
just around the comer, I'm not quite 
convinced that the much-talked- 
about AGA-compatible version of 
AMOS Professional is going to be 
with us that soon. As for the 

compiler - well, I don't think I'll be 
deleting my aged AMOS Compiler 
just yet... 

It s nice to see that Huropress 
has just released two other updater 
disks for AMOS 1.34 and the AMOS 
Compiler/3D extensions. The AMOS 
1.34 updater takes AMOS up to 
version 1.35. Don't get too excited 
though - this latest version offers 
absolutely no enhancements 
whatsoever. The only change offered 
by version 1.35 is compatibility with 
the Amiga A1200/A4000 series - 
according to the documentation, 
switching between Workbench and 
AMOS using the "Amiga+A" 

fltlOS PRO 
flrtds PRO 
HMOS PRO 
AMOS PRO< 
HMOS PRO 
AMOS PRO 
HMOS PRO 

HMOS PRO 
HMOS PRO 
HMOS PRO 
HMOS PRO 
HMOS PRO 
HMOS PRO 

stuck into some good old-fashioned 
coding. As you can see from the 
listing on page 64, I've included the 
Interface demonstration program 
from last month's Amiga Shopper 
cover disk, just in case you haven't 
already printed it out and studied it 
till you turned blue in the face. 

Looking through 
the short Interface 
language program 
at the start of our 
demonstration 
listing, you don't 
need the 
intellectual capacity 
of Albert Einstein to 
work out the 
command that sets 
up the ActiveList. 
Yep, it's the 
"ActiveList" 
command. The 
format of the 
ActiveList command 
is pretty 
complicated, so 

fictiue 
List 

HMOS 
Screen 

uisible 
nrea 

ActiveLists enable you to view only a small 
selection of the total number of elements 
within the list if you wish, thus removing 
the restriction of screen resolution 

we'll start by taking 
a look at each 

and 3, This value is then 
automatically passed to the 
ActiveList that uses it to control what 
part of the ActiveList is displayed in 
the ActiveList "window'' {the visible 
part of the ActiveList). This value 
actually specifies the element 
number of the first entry that is 
displayed. If you therefore were able 
to display five ActiveList elements on 
the screen and the scroll gadget 
returned a value of "90", elements 
numbered 90, 91, 92, 93 and 94 
would be displayed, 

CODE CRAZY 
That's enough of the theory, let's get 

parameter in turn. 

ActiveList zone, x, y, width, J 
height, address, index, flag,J 
paper, pen;[changes] 

ZONE - The Zone parameter is 
exactly the same as the "button 
number" parameter that we covered 
last month when we looked at 
Interface's buttons, To recap, the 
Zone parameter is an identifier that 
must be unique. If you therefore 
write an Interface program that 
creates seven different gadgets, 
each must have a different zone 
number. 

X - The X parameter dictates the 
horizontal position of the ActiveList in 
pixels. You should be aware, though, 
that AMOS automatically rounds this 
parameter down (not up) to the 
nearest multiple of 16. 

Y - Like the X parameter, the Y 
parameter is used to control the 
p o s i 'J o n oft h e Act i ve List o n s c ree n. 
Once again, any values that you 
specify are automatically rounded 
down to the nearest multiple of 16, 

WIDTH - The width parameter is very 
similar to the X parameter, but 
instead of being expressed in screen 
pixelsH it must be expressed in 
characters. It therefore controls the 
number of characters that the 
ActiveList will display across the 
screen, 

HEIGHT - The height parameter 
controis the vertical height of the 
ActiveList. It is, once again, 
expressed in terms of characters - 
or, to be more precise, lines of 
characters. If you therefore specify a 
value of 20, the ActiveList will be 
capable of displaying a maximum of 
20 elements on-screen at any one 
time. 

ADDRESS - The address parameter 
is a little difficult to explain without 
first taking a good look at how the 
contents of an ActiveList are 
handled. This subject is covered in 
detail below, so all you need to know 
for the meantime is that the address 
parameter contains the name of the 
Interface variable that contains the 
address pointer to the ActiveList 
elements array. 

INDEX - The Index parameter 
contains the number of the element 
that is at the top of the visible list of 
ActiveList elements. If, for example, 
you had an ActiveList containing 100 
elements and you wanted to always 
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combination didn't work too well 
under AmigaDOS 3.0. This problem 
has also been fixed with AMOS Pro* 

The AMOS Compiler and 3D 
extensions have also been updated 
to work under AMOS Professional. 
Now call me a sceptic, but surely 
there's little point in releasing an 

updated version of the aged AMOS 
Compiler if the new AMOS Pro 
compiler is so close to release? Is 
Europress simply protecting AMOS 
users' investments or is it trying to 
tell us something indirectly? As I 
said, I wouldn't trash that AMOS 
Compiler quite yet! 

Have you upgraded to AMOS Pro version 1.1 yet? 

start with the last 10 displayed, you 
would enter an Index number of 90. 

FLAG - The Rag parameter Is used 
to fine-tune the Active List and how it 
performs. By passing the appropriate 
value, this can make the ActiveUst 
react to the mouse instantly, for 
example, without the user having to 
click the left mouse button. Check 
out section 09.03,10 in the AMOS 
Pro manual for more information on 
this useful parameter. 

PAPER - The Paper parameter 
controls the background colour used 
by the ActiveUst. 

PEN - Not surprisingly, the Pen 
parameter controls the colour of the 

"The scroll gadget 

changes what part 

of the ActiveUst is 

displayed," 

characters displayed within the 
Active Li st. 

CHANGES - The most interesting 
and certainly the most potentially 
powerfuf option of all is the Changes 
parameter that is essentially an 
Interface program in its own right. 
The Changes parameter contains a 
list of Interface instructions that are 
performed whenever the user clicks 
on any one of the elements within 
the ActiveUst. Most of the time this 
will remain blank. 

BUILDING AN ACTIVEUST 
Before you can run an Interface 
program that creates an Active List, 
you must first create and then build 
up an array that contains the 

VSlide zone, x, y. Width, J 
Height, Position, Trigger, J 
Total, Step;[ChangeB] 

ZONE - Exactly the same as the 
Zone parameter used by the 
ActiveUst command. Once again, 
the Zone parameter must be unique. 

X - The horizontal position of the top 
left hand corner of the scroll gadget, 
expressed in terms of screen pixels. 

Y - The vertical position of the top 
left hand corner of the scroll gadget 
Once again, this should be 
expressed in screen pixels. 

WIDTH - The width parameter 
controls the horizontal size of the 
scroll gadget. Unlike the ActiveUst 
command, this should be expressed 
in screen pixels. 

TOTAL - The total parameter 
controls the maximum value that can 
be returned by the scroll gadget This 
can be handy for restricting the 
movement of the gadget 

STEP - The step parameter controls 
the size of the increase or decrease 
in the current scroll gadget position 
when the user clicks not on the 
handle itself but on any area above 
or below the handle within the 
boundaries of the scroti gadget. 

CHANGES - Although the [Changes] 
parameter isn't that important when 
applied to the ActiveUst command, 
it becomes essential if you want to 
tie a scroll gadget to your Activetist 
Like its ActiveUst equivalent, the 
I Changes] parameter contains a 
small Interface program that is 
performed each time the scroll 

AMOS Action 

elements used by the ActiveUst. 
Both of these tasks simply use 
standard BASIC instructions - the 
"Dim" command is used to initialise 
the array, and its contents are then 
pulled in using a simple loop that 
reads strings from a list of data 
statements. You could quite easily 
store the Active List on disk and then 
use AMOS's file handling capabilities 
to read the data in - particularly 
handy if you Ye writing a database or 
address book program. 

Once the array has been set up, 
you need to tell Interface where it 
can be found in memory. This is 
pretty straightforward too - all you 
need is the "Array" command that 
returns the address of an array which 
can then be written into an Interface 
variable using the "VdJalog" function. 
This Interface variable is then used 
by the Interface "ActiveUst" 
command to build the Active List from 
your data. Here's the format of the 
line in question. 

Vdialog (ChannelNiimber, 0) = J 
Array(ArrayName{0)) 

VSUDERS AWAY! 
finally we come to the subject of 
scroll gadgets, those incredibly 
useful gadget types that make 
ActiveLists so much friendlier. Scroll 
gadgets are created using one of two 
commands: "VSlide" or "HSIide". 
Both perform the same function but 
with one major difference - VSlide 
creates vertical sliders and HSIfde 
creates horizontal sliders. For the 
moment, though, let's take a look at 
the VSlide command. This is the 
form it takes; 

This month, among other things, 

Jason Holborn continues his tour 

of AMOS Pro's Interface language 

with a look at Active Lists 

and Scroll gadgets. 

Ac t i veLi s t = 16 
HSlider = 3 

Stuart  An dei* ton 
Jason Holborn 
Hark Sniddy 
Jeff Walker 
Bob Liddil 
Gary Wli i teley 
Jo1yon Ralph 
Andy Storer 
Paul Overaa 
Nilf Rees 
Charlotte   Hermines 
Lynn Geary 
Lisa  H u t iplir ies 

QUIT DEMO 

ActiveLists and Scroll gadgets can make your AMOS Pro routines easier to 
use and much friendlier, and they aren't too hard to program either! 

HEIGHT - Like the width parameter, 
the height parameter controls the 
vertical size of the scroll gadget. Be 
careful when defining these two 
parameters - if you want to create a 
VSIider, the width should be 
considerably less than the height 
and vice-versa for a HSIider. 

POSITION - The position parameter 
is a value that controls the default 
position of the scroll gadget ' handle" 
(the bit that you actually drag). 

gadget is used. 

In order to get an ActiveUst to 
change in response to the user 
moving a scroll gadget's handle, the 
VSlide command's [Changes] 
parameter must be set up to inform 
the ActiveUst that the user has 
moved the scroll gadget This is done 
by linking the two commands 
together using two commands - 
"ZoneChange" and "ZonePosition", 
These two commands instruct the 
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Even the AMOS Pro Editor's file 
requester uses Interface's Active List 
and Scroll gadget facilities, if you 
don't like the standard file 
requester, you could write your own! 

Active Li st to constantly monitor the 
position of the scroll gadget's 
handle. Whenever its position 
changes, the Active List will 
automatically change too, 

NEW LICENSEWARE 
Sandra Sharkey's Licenseware 
scheme is continuing to prove 

AMOS programmers 
with the release of 
some very 
impressive titles. If 
you want to see the 
sort of things that 

| AMOS is really 
capable of when 
placed in the hands 
of real 
professionals, then 
Licenseware 
software is worth 
investigating. 
Sandra's scheme 
awards the 

programmer of the software that you 
buy (most disks only cost £3.50!) a 
share of the profits, so you not only 
get a great AMOS program, but you 
can also feel good in the knowledge 
that the programmer has benefitted 
tool Here's a quick look at one of the 
latest Licenseware programs to hit 
the streets, 

FLEXER 
Disk L130 
If you thought that AMOS was only 
good for games programming, then 

you should check out Andrew 
Forrest's brilliant Ftexer program. 
Ftexer is a very powerful card file 
database that more than matches 
the ease of use and power of any 
commercial card file database 
program. Andrew has gone to great 
lengths to make sure that Ftexer not 
only performs well, but looks good 
too - although not quite in the same 
league as a true Workbench-based 
database program, it emulates the 
look and feel of Workbench 2.0 with 
surprisingly good results. 

One of the most impressive 
aspects of Ftexer is the fact that 
although the program was written in 
AMOS (with a splattering of Devpac 
code for good measure), Andrew has 
actually managed to get Ftexer to run 
in an Intuition screen. How he 

managed to achieve this is beyond 
me, but it just goes to show that 
anything is possible if you've got the 
knowhow. (if enough of you write in 
wanting to know the secret, maybe 
we can persuade Andrew to tell all!) 

I've never really been a fan of PD 
business software, but I have to 
admit that Ftexer is a different 
ballgame altogether. If you're In the 
market for a database, then save 
your money and get Ftexer instead. 

• For more information on 
Licenseware software, contact 
Sandra Sharkey at Deja Vu Software, 
7 Hollinbrook, Beech Hill, Wigan, 
Lanes WB6 7SG, Alternatively, you 
can call Deja Vu direct on ^ 0942 
495261. Don't forget to tell them 
that Amiga Shopper sent you! © 

NEXT MONTH • NEXT MONTH 

Our Interface tutorial continues next month with a practical project that all 
AMOS Pro applications programmers will find useful. If you've ever wanted 
to write your own file requester, then don't miss next month's issue... {If 
you want to make certain, take out a subscription using the handy card in 
this issue! End of plug...) 

LISTING • LISTING • LISTING • LISTING • LISTING • LISTING 

' *** AMOS Pro Interface ActiveList Demo *** Locate 2,1 : Print "ActiveList = ";POSl;Space$<U 
i *** written by Jason Holborn *** Locate 2 ,2 : Print "HSlider = ";POS2 ,• Space$ < 1) 
/ *** por Amiga Shopper Magazine *** 

If POSlo-1 
i *** set-up array and screen Locate 2,21 i Print "Selected = *;ARR${FOS1};SpaceS(10) 

Else 
Dim ARR$(20) Locate 2,21 : Print "Selected = None" 
Screen Open 0,320,200,8,Lowres End If 
Flash Off i Curs Off : Colour 1,0 Until POS3=l 
Palette $0,$70,$FF0,$FFF,$FO0 

i *** anut down interface program and quit 
I  *#**         interface Program 

A$=" BAse 0,20; " Dialog Close 1 
A$=A$+" ActiveList 1,16,16,20,15,OVA,0,4,0,3;[] " End 
A$=A$+" VSlide 2,180,16,16,120,0,1,5,1;[ZoneChange J 

l,ZonePosition," ] " ' *** Our Active List Data 
A$=A$+" Button 3,200,16,100,12,0,0,1; " Data "Cliff Ramshaw" 
A$=A$+" [Itfk 4,0,0;GraphicSquare 0,0,100,12;PRint 14,3,J Data "Dave Green" 

'QUIT DEMO',2,-] [] * Data "Diana Taylor" 
A$-A$+" EXit; " Data "Stuart Anderton" 

Data "Jason Holbora" 
* *** Open dialog channel, store adoresB of array in OVA Data "Mark Sntidoy" 
t *** 3^ run our interface program Data "Jeff Walker" 

Data "Bob Liddil" 
Dialog Open 1,A$ Data "Gary Whiteley" 
For C=0 To 19 : Read ARR$(C>  : Next C Data "Jolyon RalpH" 
VdialogU, 0)=Array(ARR$ (0)) Data "Andy Storer" 
D=Dialog Eun(l) Data "Paul Overaa" 

Data "Wilf Reee" 
i *** Monitor our three gadgets Data "Charlotte Hemmings" 
i #** Loop continues into J0UIT' button is pressed Data "Lynne Geary" 

Data "Lisa Humphries" 
Repeat Data "Kelly Sumner" 

| POSl=Rdialog(l,1)  ; Rem ** ActiveList Data "Georgina Brown" 
POS2*Rdialog(l,2)  : Rem ** VBlider Data "Irving Gould" 
POS3-Rdialog(l,3)  t Rem ** Button Data "Amiga Shopper" 
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FED UP WAITING? ,fs%  COMPUTERMATES (UK) LTD. 

JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL I P^SI 

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED \V?V 

*NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR^^1^ 

BORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends) 

^ All disks can be supplied fprmattei 
and ready to use for any IBM 

/machines for as little as 4p per di§ 

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH 
BUCKS, SLO ONH 

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX:0753 553530 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & DELIVERY 

FUJI FILM BRANDED DISKS 
5.25" 
DSDD 
£5.00 

5.25" 
DSHD 
£7.00 

3.5" 
DSDD 
£6.50 

3.5" 
DSHD 
£12.00 

LOOK GREAT DEALS ON FUJI!!!! 
3.5" DSDD 5 BOXES (50 DISKS) .... .£29.50 
3.5" DSDD 10 BOXES {100 DISKS) ..£55.00 
3.5" DSHD 5 BOXES (50 DISKS) £50.00 
3.5" DSHD 10 BOXES (100 DISKS) £95.00 

AND £2 OFF ANY STORAGE BOX 
WITH PURCHASE ABOVE £6.50 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
DC6G0A ..£15.50 
DC6150 £17,50 
DC6250 £24.00 
DC6320.., , £24,00 
DC6525 £28,00 
DC2000 £13.50 
DC2080 ,,,£16.50 
DC2120 £16,50 

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

3.5" TOP QUALITY JAPANESE 

MEDIA - BULK DISKS 

LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

50 DISKS 
100 DISKS 
200 DISKS 
500 DISKS 
1000 DISKS 

DSDD 
£23.00 
£42.00 
£77.00 
£177.00 
£330.00 

DSHD 
£35.00 
£65 00 
£127.00 
£297.00 
£590.00 

SUPPLIED WITH LABELS 

5,25-TOP QUALITY JAPANESE 

MEDIA - BULK DISKS 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 
PACKED IN 25'S WITH ENVELOPE 

LABELS + W/P 

4BTPI 96TPI H.D. 

25 DISKS £8.50 £8.75 £12.00 

50 DISKS £16.00 £16 25 £23.00 

100 DISKS        £28.00 £28.25 £36.00 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH!!! 

50    3.5" DSDD DISK WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX , £26.50 
100  3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX £45.50 

50   3.5" DSHD DISK WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX ....£38.50 
100 3.5" DSHD DISKS WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX „ . £68.50 

DUST COVERS 

AMIGA 
CPU + MONITOR £6.00 

PRINTERS 
50OR132CLM 
LASER   ..£6.00 

84 OR 102 KEY 
KEYBOARD,....., £6.00 
TOWER CPU £6.00 

COMPUTER PAPER 
2000 SHEETS PER BOX 

80GSM 

80CLM 

132CLM 

100  
1000 „. 

1 BOX 

£21.00 

£39.00 

2 BOXES 

£38.00 

£75,00 

3 BOXES 

£55.00 

£110.00 

PAPER TRIMMER £5.00 
COMPUTER DISK LABELS 

(MULTICOLOURED) 
3,5" OR 5,25" (WITH W/P} 

..£1.00 

..£8.00 

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS 
MULT! SYSTEM 
QS11ATurbo2 : £9 
QS149 intruder 1 , £25 
QS128F Maverick 1 , „, E14 
QS155 Aviator 1 ..... £27.50 
QS131 Apache 1 £7 
QS130F Python 1 £9.50 
QS127 StarfightBr 
Pair Remote 
Control... £38.50 

NINTENDO 
QS130N Python 2. ,..£9.50 

ACCESSORIES 
CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI-VAC £7.00 
HEAD CLEANER £2,50 
3 5" Qp 5 2511 

MONITOR SOLUTION ....£3.00 

UP TO £3.00 OFF ABOVE JOYSTICKS WITH ANOTHER 
PURCHASE ABOVE £15. 

ALL THE ABOVE + MORE , £11.00 
3" CLEANER , E3.0B 
SAVE YOUR EYES 
14' MESH FILTER £13,99 
14* OPTICAL GLASS .„ £25,00 
20' OPTICAL GLASS , £35,00 

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 
COMPUTER DESK . £00.00 
COMPUTER CHAIR,..,, ..£40.00 

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS 
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKED IN BLUE PRINTED 

CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS, 100% GUARAMTEEED. 
3.5" 720/580K 
MF2DD10'S 
1 BOX .,...£5.00 
MF2DD 30S 
1 BOX £14.00 
BAMBI-2DD 
25 DISKS IN 25 
CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 
1 BOX .£14.00 

3,5" 1,44 MEG 
MF2HD 10S 
1 BOX  ,. £8,50 
MF-2HD 30'S 
1 BOX .„ £21.50 
BAMBI-2HD 
25 DISKS IN 25 
CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 
1 BOX £21.00 

5.25" DISKS 
M-2D48PDI360K 
1 BOX(10) £4.00 
M-2DD 96TP 720K 
1 BOX (10).... £4.75 
M-2HD16 MEG 
HD1 BOX (10) £5.00 

STORAGE BOXES 
3.5" DISKS 
140 ,  
120...  
100  
80  
50  
40,,,,..,,  
10  
5  
1  

,£11.50 
...£9.50 
....£7.90 
.£7.50 

...,£6.50 

... £6 .00 
...E1.50 
...£1,15 

£0.50 

5.25" DISKS 
140  ...,£9.00 
120  ....£8.50 
100 . £7.50 
50  ....£6.50 
10„,„.»>..„  £1.50 
5  ....£1.15 

10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON 10 BOXES OR MORE 

MICE/TRACKBALLS 

AMIGA MOUSE £20,00 
AMIGA TRACKBALL £22.00 
MOUSE MAT , „..„,.£Z.5Q 
MOUSE MAT (hard) £3.50 
MOUSE STAGE , ..£9.00 
MOUSE POCKET „ £2.50 

ABOVE - LOCK ABLE + 2 KEYS 

CALL OUR 

SALES 

HOTLINE 
NOW!!! 

WE ALSO STOCK 
MOTHERBOARDS, CASES ETC. 

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE 
TEL: 0753 553535 

PRINTER STANDS 
(5 DIFFERENT TYPES PLEASE CALL) 
30 OR 132 COLUMN (FEET) £8.00 
IBM PRINTER LEADS £5.00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 

2-WAY.., „. , £15.00 
4-WAY..... £20.00 
DATA SWITCH LEADS ....£6.00 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3.5" BANX 
80 CAPACITY , £12.99 
DUAL BANX £14.99 
130/180 CAPACITY 
3.5" BIMBY...., ,.£18.99 
200 CAPACITY 
5.25" BIMBY £18.00 
200 CAPACITY 

£2.00 OFF STORAGE BOX WITH 
100 DISKS OR MORE 

COPY HOLDERS 

A4 DESKTOP ,   £15.00 

A4 DESKTOP G-CLAMP ...,£15,99 

A4 DESKTOP  £8,00 

PAPER CLIP MONITOR SIDE £4.00 

PAPER CLIP MONITOR TOP....  £5.00 

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED SAME DAY BY 3-DAY COURIER 
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WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LU1 

Amiga 600 Pack 
• UK specification 
• 1 MB system RAM, mouse 
* Full workbench disks, manuals & leads 
* Free game included in pack 
• Two Python joysticks 
* 100 capacity lockable disk box £295 

Amiga 600 HD Pack 

• Plus internal 20MB hard drive £395 
• Plus internal 60MB hard drive £475 
• 1 MB extra memory add £29 

Amiqa 1200 Pack 
* 32-bit 68020 Full power 
* Super Hi-Res graphics 
* 2MB Chip memory 
* PCMCIA Technology 
* Alpha numerical keypad 
* Two Python joysticks 
* Free game 
* 100 Capacity disk box 

*A1200 Pack £385 
* A1200 with 20MB hard drive £485 
* A1200 with 60MB hard drive £585 

ed A600 A1200/A600 Upgrades Philips 8833 MK1I Monitor 

•Game players paradise 
• Push Over game 
• Formula 1 Grand Prix game 
* Putty Game 
* Extra free game 
* Deluxe Paint III 
• 2 Python joysticks 
* 100 Capacity disk box 

• A600 weird, wild & wicked pack 

• A600 as above with 20MB HD 

* A600 as above with 60MB HD 

£329 

£429 

£509 

• Easy to install upgrade kits 
• Full instructions and cables where necessary 
•• All drives supplied with formatting 

instructions and software 

• 20MB HD Upgrade Kit £109 

• 60MB HD Upgrade Kit £219 

• 120MB HD Upgrade Kit £274 

• ProRam 1 MB Memory A600 £39 

■ ProRam 2MB PCM-CIA A6OO/A1200 £124 

• ProRam 4MB PCM-CIA A600/A1200 £194 

* 14" high resolution colour display 
• High clarity stereo sound output 
• Full RGB and composite inputs. 
* Free 1,5 metre long RGB cable 
* Full UK warranty 
*3 Free games 

• Philips 8833 MK1I Monitor £219 

1 When purchased with 
an Amiga 600/1200 £209 

• 14"Super high resolution colour 
display 

• Professional IBM compatibility 
• Complete with cable 
• Full UK warranty 
• 2 Free games 

1 A1200 SVGA Monitor 

1 When purchased with 
an Amiga 1200 

£221 

£211 

Workstations 

Economically sound 
• Facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 
• Made in the UK 
• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

► A5Q0 Workstation 

• A600 Workstation 

• A1200 Workstation 

£36 

£36 

Peripherals Scanners Music 

* 100 Capacity lockable disk box £5.99 
* Squick mouse £13.99 
* Mouse mat £1.99 
* TDK high quality DSD 00) disks £9.99 
* Computer Mall DSD (10) disks £6,00 
* 1000 colour disk labels £12 
* LC 2 0 pri nter ri bbon £3.49 
* Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
* Apache joystick £6.99 
* Python joystick £9,99 
* Zipstick joystick £14.99 

£36 • vast range of leads for many 
applications - Please call 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation manual 
• One of the fastest growing applications 

for home and professional users 
High specification coupled with cost 
effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 grayscales 100-400 DPI 
• Thru'port to printer 
• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc, 
• Advanced software 
• Power Hand Scanner vZ.O £93 
• Power Hand Scanner v3.0 £105 

• Highest quality stereo sound 
sampling 

•Compatible with A500, 
A60G,A1200fA1 500/2000, A3000 

• Screen Beat Speaker System £2! 
(Adds amplified stereo sound to the Amiga 

• GVP Digital Sound Studio £44 

• Megamix Master £3 

• Stereo Master £3' 

I c- Caacnnal Qaie * <*oa^nn;il Salt* » Spasoi 
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NIGAL 

BEDS, LU4 8E2 TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) H 

Est. since 1934 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a fuH 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1 500/2000 • Designed and 
built in England * Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling * Provides the same max. chip mem- 
ory as the A3000/A600 &500+ • Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10MB * Complete with full instructions and 
flying leads • British made 
• Pro Agnus 2 Me £139 
(Free fitting available - Phone for details) 

High Current Power Supply     Cumana 3,5" External Drive 

Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 
Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 
Switch mode design 
Full crow bar projection 
A50Q\ A500+ and A600 compatible 
British made 

A500 Power supply unit £44.95 
A590 Power supply unit £44.95 
A1200 Power supply unit £54.95 
A2000 Power supply unit £139.95 

• High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
• Top notch specification 
• Anti-click 
• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

• Cumana external drive 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
• A500/A500+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£54 

£57 

£63 

£46 

Supra Modems 

Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 
* Chip memory compatible 
* British made 

* Without clock £16 
* With dock £19 

A500 Pro-RAM 15 Meg Upgrade 
* Gives a full 2MB of memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Meg Upgrade £29.95 

• Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
• Communicate with fellow computer 

users 
• Cuts down on telephone bills by using 

fast efficient baud rates 
• 100% Hayes compatible 
• Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
• Standard RS232 Interface 
• Programmable number storage 
• Free Corns software 

• Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS)      £ 148 

• Supra v.3,2 (Fax Modem) £199 

• Supra v32 BIS (Fax Modem) £358 

• WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(.Includes manual, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2.04 £12 
• Kickstart 1.3 £28 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 

(Swap between kickstarts) 
•Fatter Agnus 8372 £49 
•Obese Agnus 8375 £54 
•High Res Denise £29 
MMBx9Simms £32 
• IMS x 4 Zips £14 
•8520CIA £13 

&   SALES HOTLINE 0582 491949 (6 LINES), 0480 471117(24HR), FAX ON 0582 505900 

_ Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sates hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 
* the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

11A ■ when ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
J your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT £15.00. 
Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5, This method is normally faster than the postal service and 
includes Comprehensive insurance, 
WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY; Available on ail products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mall Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 218228 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
No.6 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St, 

Hertford 
0992 S03 606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

Dunstable 
Bedfordshire 
0582 47S747 

i prices quoted o* products stocked are subject lo stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable or supply reimbursement for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock due to demand or low stock at its suppliers which 
ay result in delayed delivery or non delivery, please allow 28 days for delivery. WTS reserve the right to ammend prices, revise packs, specifications and or substitute product wihtout prior notice at any time without liability upon itself, 



COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE Lead 
ONLY £199.00 

.j 
r-- 1 
j PHILIPS 8833 MK Hj 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including FREE Lead 

ONLY £229.00 

L_ I 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC EMULATOR 

FOR AMIGA A500 
PLUS 

ONLY £79.00 

HARD DRIVES 

Monday to J" 
9am - 6pm j 

and Mall i 
Order Welcome I 

Easy Parking [ 
I 
L. 

.-I 

GVP / SUPRA 
HARD DRIVE 

PO WER SUPPLIES 
ONLY £55.00 

. J 
"I 

—I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

. J 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

120 Mb Maxtor 
Space for 8m RAM 

£379.00 

ROC GEN 
GENLOCK 

£73.00 

HITACHI VIDEO 
CAMERA 

£169.00 

XT BRIDGEBOARD 
1500/2000 

£49.00 

CLEARANCE OF EX DEMO STOCK 
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
AT BELOW COST PRICE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST. 

I  AMIGA A1200 PACKS  1 r 

I A1200, Mouse, FSU, WB3 £369.00 
1 A1200 Games Pack, inc. joystick & 3 games ...... ..£395.00 
I A1200 Business Pack inc WPS Dbase, Ssheet £399,00 
I A1200 Special, inc. Dpaint AGA, Zool AGA. £460,00 

AMIGA A4000 
6M RAM 
120MHD 
£2150.00 

AMIGA A6oo PACKS 

Wild, Weird, Wicked Pack £319 
Cartoon Classic Pack £299 
Epic Pack ... £479 
Standard Pack £279 

SOFTWARE 
HARDWARE 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL.. .£45.99 FINAL COPY 2 {UK} ,£45,00 
AMOS + EXTRAS...., ..£32.00 QUARTERBACK V5„. £39.00 
EASY AMOS £24.00 PRO-WRITE V3.2 £59,00 
HQTUNX5 , £42.00 VTDI12..., ,£7900 
KTNTJ WORDS V3 £39,00 PHOTON PAINT 2 £12.00 
LATTICE CVS £215.00 FINAL COPY 1 , £19.00 
PACESETTER V3 .....£52.00 DESIGN WORKS , £39.00 
PAGESTREAM V2.2 £151.00 DOS 2 DOS £2G.OO 
PAGESTREAM FONTS £49.00 Q/BACK TOOLS ....,£39.00 
AMIGA VISION £19.00 WORDWORTH 2 £72>00 
CROSS DOS V5 , £39.00 SUPERJAM £69.00 
SCENERY ANIMATOR £53,00 XCAB 2000 , £89,00 
ADORAGE Effects generator £45.00 
PEN PAL VL5 Excellent easy to use word processor ...... £39.00 
K DATA DATABASE £9.95 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL .....,£135.00 
BROADCAST TITLER 2... , £119.00 
DIRECTORY OPUS V4 , £59,95 
D1GI-VEW MEDIA STATION £59,00 
X COPY PROFESSIONAL . £22.00 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT „ ... , £25.00 
HOMEBASE DATABASE £9.95 
IBM EMULATOR Emulates a PC on the Amiga , £39 00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language £53.00 
MINI OFFICE Integrated package .. £39.00 
THE DIRECTOR Animation Package £21.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V4.0 New Version £145.00 
DELUXE PAINT AGA , £72.00 
HOME ACCOUNTS 1 £9^5 
GFA BASIC 3.5 INTERPRETER „ , , -.£7.95 
IMAGINE VZ £129,00 
DRAW 4D PROFESSIONAL ..,,£42.00 
ART EXPRESSION lMMM.. £105,00 
SUPERBASE PERSONEL 2 , ,..,.,.£12.00 
TYPE SMITH , - £105.00 

I  I 

J COMMODORE 336 Bridgeboaid Far 15OO/'20QO  
■ ROM V2.04 AND ECS DEMISE  
I A570CDROMforA6Q0..  
I MBX 4Mb 32 bit ram with 6&B81 co-pro for A1200  
J PCMCIA Card 2Mb for A6Q0 or A1200 (16 bit)  
J PCMCIA Card 4Mb for A60O or A1200 (16 bit)  
I AMIGA 3000 52Mb HD 2 Megs ram........  
| DCTV 24 Bit Graphics Board  
I GOLDEN GATE 386/25 Bndgeboard ton 1B00/2OO0/3O00  

AMIGA A1500 Workbench 2  
AT ONCE PLUS  

I 120 meg scsi Hard Drive Maxtoi  
| GENLOCK ,  
■ 210 meg scsi Hard Drive Quan:um  
J 1 meg simma 70 nanoseconds  
I 1 meg simms 60 nanoseconds , ■■  

 £339.00 
,. each £29.00 
 £259.00 
 £299.00 
 £109.00 
 £169.00 
 £999.00 
 £329.00 
 £359.00 
 £389.00 
 ..1119.00 
 £269.00 
 £55,00 
 £449-00 
 £28.00 
 £33.00 

PRINTERS  1 
STAR LC24/100 Mono.,,,24 pin inc free lead. .. , £195.00 
STAR LCI00 9 pin colour inc. free lead ,.. £175.00 

I STAR LC20 9 pin mono inc. tree lead £132.00 
| CITIZEN PROJET Inkjet mono printer inc. free lead £339 00 
I HP DESKJET 550 COLOUR Inkjet inc free lead — ,,,..£535.00 
i CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead ♦ £175.00 
■ CITIZEN Semi Automatic sheet Feeder £12.00 
I STARJET SJ4B bubble jet printer inc free lead , £205.00 
I HP DESKJET 500 ink jet inc free lead , ... £349,00 ■ HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR Inkjet inc free lead.. ......£425.00 
J CITEZEN 200 COLOUR 24 pin printer inc free lead £217.00 
I CITIZEN 240C COLOUR. 24 pin printer inc. free lead £265.00 

I MODEMS & FAX 1 
■ Supra 14400 Fax Modem v32 bis inc comms software .......£315,00 

Supra 9600 v32 Fax/Modem inc, comms software £239.00 1 Supra 2400 Plus Fax/Modem £149.00 
! Supra GP FAX MODEM SOFTWARE £29-00 

MEMORY ACCELERATORS 

ROM 1.3/V2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Ram 1.3 ) , £22.00 
A500 &12k with clock £29.00 
A500+ 1Mb , ,. .£32.00   A600 1Mb > £47.00 

Microbotics Accelerator 26MHz , £159.00 
I Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga A500 Speed , £79.00 
I GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 MEG RAM £454.00 

I 
I 
I 
I 

J 

n 
i 
i 
i 

J 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/FO or credit 
card details to our 

address* Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* subject to change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Although every effort is 

made to ensure the 
prices are correct, we 
recommend calling for 

confirmation prior to any 
order. 

Access 



AMIGADOS 

Learning AmigaDOS can be a 
long and arduous process, 
and one of the best ways to 
learn is by example. As a 

basic DOS language It is one of the 
most powerful around, but Its 
progra mm ability is what puts It In a 
league of its own and this Is why 
this series concentrates so heavily 
on that aspect. However, it has 
been some time since I last 
examined the basics of scripts - so 
this month I II go over the 
techniques again. 

AmigaDOS scripts are little more 
than a series of AmigaDOS 
commands - most of which can be 
executed from the Shell and from 
Workbench 1.3 - and scripts can be 
used just like normal commands. In 
addition, scripts offer several 
important advantages over the 
manual approach: 
• They save time. One command or 
hundreds of commands can be 
contained in a single file - it makes 
no difference. 
• Decisions are automatic. A 
correctly-programmed script takes 
over all the hard work of trying to 
work out what to do in any set of 
given circumstances, (The level of 
error-checking depends on what the 
script does,) 
• They are easily modified. Unlike a 
pre-programmed commandt a script 
can be modified to suit specific 
needs. 

In MS-DOS such programs are 
referred to as "batch" files - 
because they do a whole batch of 
things at once, AmigaDOS programs 
are called scripts because of the 
analogy with a television programme: 
the series of events which take place 
during the programme are defined in 
the script, (The AmigaDOS naming 
convention is therefore more true to 
form, if a little difficult to remember.) 

Before we go further, it is worth 
mentioning speed. Am iga DOS 
commands - even simple ones - are 
not especially fast. While this is 
rarely obvious from the Shell, it 
becomes all too apparent when 

scripts are being used. Don't expect 
your scripts (or any of those in this 
series) to run at the same speed as 
AmigaDOS commands - they won't 
but they are a Jot more convenient 
than doing the same job manually. 

With a little imagination, scripts 
can do some tricks which would not 
be practical to enter directly. One 
such example Es presented here as a 
complete listing. It's an electronic 
egg timer which can be used to time 
boiled eggs to perfection. Although 
that may sound like something you 
associate with red noses or even 
mutant tomatoes, it actually 
illustrates many of the basics in fine 
fashion. (Next month s cover disk 
carries a sophisticated suite of 
scripts, Pest3t which do the same 
job - only with more pizzazz,) 

You can think of a script as 
a story: it has a beginning, a 
middle and a conclusion. 
The beginning (or head) 
gets the arguments from 
the command line and 
initialises any variables; 
the middle (or body) does 
the actual work; and the end 
(or tail) tidies up. Complex 
scripts can be further sub-divided 
into chapters, although these are 
less well-defined than they would be 
in a real book. 

Here is the Eg^Timer script 
explained in such a fashion. Line 
numbers are shown alongside each 
sub-heading in brackets. 

warn 

ddy offers 

an introduction to scripts for 

newcomers to AmigaDOS 

EggTlmer (or "Ripe 
tomato bolls an egg"). 

Prologue (1-3): Our user is 
given the choice of a soft, medium or 
hard boiled egg and the option to 
specify his own time. 

Chapter i (4-6): Sets the scene by 
pre-loading some AmigaDOS 
commands into memory. 

Chapter 2 (7-9): If the user wants to 
set his own time, 
that can be done 
here. 

The basic question In EggTlmer Is 
how hard you want your egg.., 

TABLE 1: AMIGADOS SCRIPT COMMANDS 

IF: Conditional test opening command. True follows to next instruction; false 
jumps (at ways forward) to next ELSE or END IF, 

ELSE: Control is transferred to this point when the IF test is false; else it is 
forced to the next END IF. 

ENDIF: Conditional text closing command. Terminates the current IFt„ENDiF 
or IF...ELSE...ENDIF structure. 

SKIP; Unconditional branch structure. Control is forced to jump to the named 
label - optionally backward. SKIP fails if a second script is called directly 
within the loop. 

ENDS KIP: Rarely-used command to terminate a SKIP branch. 

LAB: Marker. Defines a label to be jumped to; otherwise ignored, 

Chapter 3 
(10-21}: If the 
user has defined 
an eggy 
preference, we'll 
set this up and 
confirm it here* 

Chapter 4 
(22-23): Prompts 

the user to start the cooking and 
wait for the specified time. 

Chapter 5 (24-32): Time's up! The 
screen is flashed and the user 
receives a message and flashing 
screen to say his dinner Is cooked. 

Epilogue (33-36): Unloads the 
AmigaDOS commands and cleans up 
the mess. 

Now, this may all sound a little far- 
fetched, but it illustrates the 
procedures involved without 
describing the technicalities. Aii 
scripts work like this but in this 
series we usually confine ourselves 
to a more conventional line-by-line 
approach. At the end of this article 
you should be able to read the 
descriptions and work out the 

various stages for yoursetf - even 
when a particular command or 
command grouping escapes you. 
Tabies 1, 2 and 3 offer a brief guide 
to the specific script commands. 

WRITING YOUR SCRIPT 
All your scripts should be stored in 
the S: assignment - the S directory 
on your boot disk. This will allow 
easy access to the scripts whenever 
you want them - and, given that they 
are only small text files, they do not 
take up a lot of space. The scripts 
may be created with an AmigaDOS 
editor or even a word processor - but 
if you use this approach be sure to 
save the text as ASCII (that Is, plain 
text with no style commands} with 
line feeds after paragraphs. 

Generally speaking, using the 
AmigaDOS full-screen editor is the 
safe option. For example, to create 
or edit the EggTimer script listed 
here you would enter: 

1>ED S:EggTimer 

When ED appears you can start 
entering the text as listed - without 
line numbers.. The numbers are 
supplied for two reasons. First, they 
allow the text to be described line by 
line, and second, they show where 
each line starts. It is quite common 
for lines to wrap in listings because 
printed columns are of limited width. 
These are clearly marked by a 
special character, J, and you must 
not enter a return or line feed until 
the end of the listing line. 

Keep typing and let your word 
processor or editor ED do the rest. If 
a line wraps in ED, it will be split, 
and you wiii need to join it using the 
<Esc>+J sequence. This is not 
common, and to help you wherever 
possible all AmigaDOS code wiil be 
included on the cover disk. 
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AM IG ADOS 

The EggTimer script has the 
following synopsis: 

[EXECUTE] EggTimer J 
[SOFT I MED [HARD]   [Time=<n J 
minslsece>] 

A command's synopsis is an 
alternative way of describing what it 
expects to find on the command line. 
There are a few conventional ways of 
writing synopses: 
• Commands or options shown En 
square brackets *Q" are usually 
switches and can be supplied as 
necessary. 
• When arguments are shown 
separated by a bar "1" only one may 
be supplied. 
• Arguments shown in angle 
brackets "<>" are obligatory. 
• Keywords are optional arguments 
but must be supplied along with their 
own argument. 

In addition, scripts are often 
preceded by the EXECUTE command 
shown in square brackets - this 
shows that the command may be 
required in earEy AmigaDOS versions 
(those prior to vl.3). In modern 
AmigaDOS - the one you are (or 
should be) using - there is no need 
to enter the execute command since 
it can be called by the system 
automatically, provided the "§" 
protection bit is set. You can do this 
universally, as it were, for all existing 
scripts like this: 

1>SPAT PROTECT S:#? +S 

ED only sets the basic read/writ© 
permission, so you should protect 
any new scripts in the same way: 

1> PROTECT Si EggTimer +S 

Therefore you can execute the script 
like this: 

l>EggTimer Hard 
or 

l>EggTimer T±m©="3 mine" 

Now let's take a proper look at how 

TABLE 2: SCRIPT HEAD OPERATORS 

These must be placed before AmigaDOS commands are interpreted, 

.KEY: Provides argument parsing similar to that found within AmigaDOS 
proper. /AP /$, and /K argument types may be used, 

.BRA: Alters the default opening bracket character, 

.KET: Alters the default closing bracket character. 

.DEF: Gives the default setting for an argument if one is not supplied. 

.DOLLAR; Changes the dollar symbol. 

the EggTimer script works. For the 
sake of any beginners this script is 
compatible with v2.0r although it 
does not feature some of the tricky 
functions usually associated with 
this series, Apologies to hardened 
AmigaDOSsers - your treat is nigh. 

1. Defines the argument template. 
Notice how this looks just like a 
template for a real AmigaDOS 
command - it's processed in a very 
similar way too. In the synopsis 
described above the switch options 

3. As Step 2 for the closing bracket. 

4-6. Adds EVAL WAIT and TYPE to 
the resident list. This pre-loads the 
commands from disk and makes 
them available in system RAM, where 
they can be executed faster. This 
technique is also handy when a disk- 
based command is used more than 
once in a script, 

7. This checks if the user has 
entered a time via the time keyword. 
The exact position of this conditional 

TABLE 3: VARIABLES 

These may be used anywhere in the script after: KEY, BRA and KET. 

<arg>: Script variable. The name of an argument is placed between angle 
brackets or brackets defined in .BRA and .KET statements. 

<$$>: Reserved variable. Inserts the process number at any point in the 
script Brackets may be changed using ".BRA" and ".KET\ Dollar symbols 
are altered with the \DOL" command. 

Soft, Med and Hard are shown as a 
combined argument - but only one of 
these should be supplied at any 
time. It is important to note the 
AmigaDOS parser will not check for 
the presence of too many or too few 
switches. Such error-checking will 
usually be performed in the script - 
that is, you have to include it yourself 
- but it has not been implemented 
here to keep the listing simple. 

2. Changes the default opening 
angle bracket character to "{". 

test is not crucial, although it should 
be placed early in the script. The 
exact workings of this line are a little 
complex, so let's examine them. 
Assume you had entered a command 
line thus: 

l>EggTimer Time="3 mine" 

The keyword Time absorbs the 
argument "3 mins" (quotes are 
required to ensure all the text is 
taken in). This process "sets" the 
Internal script variable "time" to "3 

minutes", This can be picked up at 
any time by enclosing the name in 
special brackets - set as ( and } in 
this script. 

AmigaDOS reads this line as: 

IF "3 mins" NOT EQ 

Similarly, if you do not enter a time 
keyword, AmigaDOS reads this: 

IF "" WOT EQ 

This statement checks if the 
expression on the left does not 
match the expression on the right - it 
seems a little backward at first, but 
it writ all become clear shortly. If the 
line passes the test (first example - 
H3 mlns" does not equal "*) the 
script continues at the next line. If 
the test fails, it jumps to the closest 
ENDIF - at Step 9 in this case. 

8, Sets a local environmental 
variable to the value defined by the 
keyword. Remember, this line is only 
called if a keyword and argument for 
"time" are supplied, Variables are 
like temporary containers. Local 
variables are held in system memory, 
making them convenient for private 
storage, it is not possible to alter a 
local variable directly though, and 
you need to bear this in mind when 
deciding which type to use. 

9. Closes the IR.,ENDIF construct 
opened at Step 7, Put simply, this 
"command" acts as a place marker 
to inform AmigaDOS where to jump 
to when the "IF" test fails. 

10-13. These lines check for the 
presence of the soft option on the 
command line (no pun intended). The 
position of this test is crucial in case 
you supply more than one switch, As 
programmed the switches have 
priority over the keyword, and of 
those, the hard option is preferred. If 
soft has been supplied the variable 
"time" is set to three minutes - you 
can set this lower if you like runnier 
eggs or higher if you have oversize 

LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 * LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 

EggTimer 
; Line numbers are for reference only 

1. .key 3oft/s,med/s,hard/s,time/k 
2. .bra { 
3. .ket } 
4. Resident c:Eval add 
5. Resident ciWait add 
6. Resident ciType add 
7. if "{time}" WOT EQ ■* 
B,    set time "{time}" 
9. endif 
10. if "{soft}" EQ "soft" 
11. set time "3 mins" 
12. echo "Computing for soft boiled J 

13. endif 
14. if "{med}" EQ "mod" 
15. set time "4 mine 30 
16. echo "Computing for medium boiled J 
egg" 

17. endif 
IB. if "{Hard}" EQ "hard" 
19. set time "6 mins" 
20. echo "Computing for hard boiled J 

egg" 
21. endif 
22. ask "Place egg in boiling J 
water*nThen press <Return>" 

23. wait Stime 
24. eval >env:bleep{$$> 7 lformat J 
"Dinner's up... %c" 

25, aetenv count{$$} 10 
26, lab loop 
27, echo "$bleep{§$>" 
28, oval >NIL: $count{$$) -1 to J 
env:count{$$} 

29, if val $count{$$} eq 0 
30, skip end 
31, endif 
32, skip loop back 
33, lab end 
34, unset time 
35, uneetenv bleep{$$} 
36, nnsetenv count{$$} 
37, Resident c;Eval remove 
38, Resident c:Wait remove 
39, Resident c;Type remove 
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Reader's tetters suggest that people have been having trouble with the 
archiving program used on early Amiga Shopper cover disks. This was 
necessary to cram a reasonable amount of information on there. Although 
this has been fixed now, earlier disks may still prove troublesome. You can 
access the AmigaDOS section by copying the archive and LhA (the archive 
application) into RAM like this. 

1. Open a shell and enter this; 

PRESIDENT CiOOPY 

2. Insert the Amiga Shopper cover disk into the internal drive and enter: 

1>CD BAH: 
1>C0PY DF0i#?DOS#? "" 
l>COPY DF0:C/LHA ** 
1>LHA e AmigaDOS 

3. The scripts can now be copied to the S: assignment on your Workbench 
disk - you may like to do this as an exercise, (No cheating if you have 
Workbench 2,) 

ones, An ostrich egg, for instance, 
wili take a lot longer and a much 
larger pan, 

14-17. Sets the time for an average 
cooked egg. Typically this should be 
enough for a nicely-done size three 
egg with a slightly hardened yolk. Of 
course you can just adjust this timing 
to your own taste. 

18-21, Like the previous brace of 

You too can have this friendly little 
conversation with your Amiga... 
options, this sets the timing for a 
hard boiled egg - probably enough to 
kill off any trace of Salmonella, This 
switch overrides all others if it is 
supplied, 

22. This pauses the script and waits 
for the <Return> or <Enter> key to 
be pressed. This command is 
normally used to check for a yes or 
no answer, but it does this job just 
as easily. The **n" enclosed in the 
text forces the Amiga to print a line 
break so the text appears split over 
two lines. 

23. Waits for the time determined by 
the contents of the variable ttme. If, 
for Instance, you had asked for a 
soft boiled egg, AmigaDOS would 
read this as; 

WAIT 3 mlns 

You can insert the contents of any 
user-defined (environmental) variable 
by prefixing its name with a dollar 
symbol as shown here. The dollar 
symbol is a special variable operator 
and is not affected by the ".DOLLAR" 
operator. 

Note that if a badly formed 
command line is used, the WAIT 
statement will kill the script dead in 
its tracks. This can be avoided - but 
it is too bothersome to warrant 

inclusion here. 

24. This line is 
actually simpler 
than it looks and 
uses one of those 
tittle tricks of the 
trade. EVAL is 
generally thought 
of as being a 
mere calculator, 
although it is 
capable of much 
more than that. 

This line splits into two distinct 
parts: 

EVAL >env:bleep{$$) 7 

This calls the command and makes it 
write a global environmental variable. 
The variable's name is taken from 
the text "bleep" plus the number of 
the Shell process executing the 
scri pt. If the process was (say) 2, 
AmigaDOS reads the line as: 

EVAL >env:bleep2 7 

In this form, this would usually send 
a text string to the variable - just like 
ECHO. However, the second part of 
the command does something 
special: 

1format "Dinner's up... J 

This defines the output string as a 

Once the parameters are set, the 
program can begin talking to you.*. 

message plus a non- printing 
character code - 7. In ASCII this 
code is called "BELL" and is used to 
flash the screen, or more usually, 
sound the terminal bell, (The screen 
flash is a peculiarity of the Amiga: 
under Workbench 3 you can change 
the simple bleep to a sampled 
sound.) In other words, when this 
variable is displayed the message 
will appear and the screen will flash, 

25. Sets a global variable "count" to 
10. Note how "{$$}" Is used to 
attach the process number. This 
makes the name unique, so avoiding 
clashes if it Is executed from several 
Shells at once. The actual value 
determines how many loops will be 
made later on. 

26. Marks the current position in the 
script. 

27. Prints the message described at 
Step 24 and flashes the screen. 

28. Decrements the counter variable 
"count". Expanded, this line might 
read: 

eval 10 -1 to env:count2 

Therefore, the variable "count2" 
receives the result of 9. 

29. Checks if the value of "count2" 
is equal to zero. If it is (TRUE), 
control continues at Step 30; 
otherwise it jumps to the next ENDIF 
at Step 31. 

30. The script 
reaches this point 
when the counter 
has reached zero 
and jumps to 
Step 33, 

31. Terminates 
the IF...ENDIF 
construct formed 
at Step 29. 

32. Jumps 
backwards to Step 26 - the label 
"loop". "Backward" jumps are quite 
slow because they're not really 
backward at all - the script starts 
from the beginning and works down 
looking for the label. Generally these 
are placed at the start of a script 
wherever possible, but it makes little 
difference here. 

33. Marks the bail-out point for the 
SKIP command defined at Step 29. 

34-36. Clears the focal variable 
"time" and the global variables 
"bleep" and "count". All well-behaved 
scripts should do this to restore 
allocated memory, although few 
bother (even mine) because it adds 
to execution time. Small variables 
take little space and they can be re- 
used time after time. 

37-39. Removes the resident 
commands from the system list and 
frees up memory. This must be done 
- otherwise each successive 
invocation of the script will add more 
copies of the commands and waste 
memory. 

In next month's Cracking the Shell, 
I'll be delving further Into the 
features and function of AmigaDOS 
by looking at Pesf 3.1 - a whole new 
world in automatic appointment 
scheduling, Pesf 3.1 is easy for 
beginners yet powerful enough for 
the most demanding user, 

In the meantime, if you get stuck 
with anything described here, drop 
me a line care of Amiga Shopper or 
contact me directly via the on-line 
service CIX as "SMIDOID". © 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

AmigaDOS: Amiga Disk Operating System. The software controlling the 
hardware. Strictly speaking, DOS in this instance means "device operating 
system", although this is less easy to say. 

ASCII: Pronounced "askie". Abbreviation for American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange. An agreed numbering system used to represent 
letters, numbers and other characters. 

CIX: Compulink Information Exchange. A cost-effective conferencing system 
used by most major computer journalists. Available to anyone with a modem, 
telephone and unlimited finances to pay the phone bills. 

Device: A piece of hardware, either external or internal (printer, disk drive 
and so on), connected via an interface, 
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Learning with 

an adolescent 

alien 

I t was only a few months ago 
I that Euro press Software 
I Introduced ADI. a rather 
I likeable alien who, treated 

nicely, would prove very obliging In 
assisting anyone with Maths and 
English. The ADI packages were 
aimed at the 11. to 15 range, and 
were extremely well written, 
offering a unique perspective on 
addressing these subjects. (We said 
as much when we looked at them In 
Issue IS - if you missed that, turn 
to page 107 and order yourself a 
copy of that Issue.) Now there are 
four new packages out of the same 
stable, aimed directly at the 4-5 and 
6-7 year old age ranges, and 
targeting reading and counting. 

THE RIGHT 
ENVIRONMENT 
Euro press has adopted the same 
practice with these new packages as 
with the others: an "Environment" 
disk needs to be loaded first, and 
this offers a point-and-click interface 
to the program contents, The 
"environment" is very much in the 
Eurepress Software house style, and 
I must say there's plenty of thought 
and planning evident in what is really 
a superb suite of programs. It may 
well be aimed at the 4 to 7 age 
range, but honestly, folks, I spent 
three hours just playing and laughing 
at the extremely amusing antics of 
the various sprite requesters on each 
main menu screen. 

"Literacy" and "numeracy" 

sound like such daunting 

things. Wilf Rees looks at 

Europress's new ADI Junior 

packages, which promise to make 

it fun to learn to read and count. 

This Is ADI Junior's Environment screen, filled with various objects, animals 
and characters. Some do nothing, some perform hilarious animations, others 
perform an animation and then lead Into an application. The key object Is the 
door of the house, which Is the pathway Into a particular specialisation, such 
as "Reading 4/5", The child can discover which object does what - by logical 
association, the clock, for example, leads to the "time" exercises, and so on 

The loader screen of Count 4/S. Again there is so much 
going on that it Is Impossible to list It all, but all the 
Individual applications are Inter-related, and principles are 
reinforced continually by references to previous mistakes, 
enabling the child to build up understanding 

The Environment disk loads a 
visual menu. There are no obvious 
indicators to the various sub menus, 
so the child is left to explore the 
assorted objects on the menu and 
discover the outcome. An example of 
this is the toy car in the foreground. 
Once clicked on, it moves off in an 

animation. This 
action sets in 
motion the loading 
of a car racing 
game, which 
enables you to 
design a track, 
compete against a 
friend or the 
computer, and 
access a "magic 
wand" feature 
which generates 
random designs. 

Another example 
is the 'Portraits 
game". This is a 
database of 
assorted facial 

features - noses, ears, mouths, 
chins and eyes - which can be 
selected in any permutation to 
produce some really idiotic-looking 
characters. Like all of the various 
subroutines on the Environment disk 
this game has a structure which is 
well considered and usefully 
hierarchical. You 
select difficulty 
levels by choosing 
between three 
juggling clowns, 
each with more 
balls in the air 
than the last. At 
the most difficult 
level, a brief 
glimpse of a 
constructed face 
appears, and then 
turns to a 
silhouette, The 
child has to 
identify the 
constituent parts 
and reassemble 

the image, With all of the levels, 
success is rewarded by the 
appearance of ADI the alien, who 
materialises and jumps up in the air 
whooping with joy. Get it wrong and 
he appears, followed by some 
unrecognisable muttering obviously 
in his native tongue. 

At any stage, in any option, you 
can choose to stop the current 
application and return to the main 
Environment menu. This is one of my 
favourite parts of the whole package, 
because instead of a simple yes/no 
requester, ADI appears in two 
adjacent boxes. In one he shakes his 
head side to side in a "no" gesture, 
and in the other, up and down to 
confirm "yes". Maybe a small 
feature, but everywhere this attention 
to detail is reinforced. I found nine 
different applications on the 
Environment disk, as well as 
numerous little animations. One 
specific animation which I 
countlessly repeated is the slow 
tortoise which ambles across the 
screen. If you point and click on it, it 
rolls over on its back and starts 
giggling. It then rolls over again onto 
its feet and raises the rear end of its 
shell, from where a rocket launcher 
appears, fires up, and proceeds to 
tear away off the side of the screen. I 
love it! 

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
ACTIVE 
The other activities within the 
Environment are: 
• The clock. A feature for explaining 
time, both telling the time and 
helping to convey the principles of 
the passing of time. 
• The garden. This is a really nice 
feature - not so much an active 
application, but more of a reference. 
Children can choose from a selection 
of seeds and plant them in the 
garden. Then, as they return to the 
main menu and pursue another 
application, the seeds begin to grow. 
As time passes they grow into fully- 
developed flowers, which can be 
collected, counted and recorded as 
bunches present in a vase. The 

Very much in the Europress Software house style, these 
two packages are closely linked to National Curriculum 
requirements, and will serve to reinforce the learning 
methods your children are likely to encounter in school 
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program retains a record of the 
number of bunches grown and 
collected. 
• The note pad. A very simple 
introduction to word processing, 
using only four commands - there 
are icons for upper/lower case, 
erase, activity start, and exit. There's 
a fully-working keyboard on-screen, 
and a display area for entered text is 
directly above the keyboard. In this 
case there is a fourth difficulty level 
- a clown without any balls to juggle 
indicates a "Discovery" level, where 
there is no measure of performance 
or difficulty. 
• Picture Construction Game is a 
pre-readfng pattern-mateh i ng activity. 
Various images are provided in a 
menur and you get a choice of two 
backgrounds. Any of the images can 
be picked up and placed on the 
backgrounds, and the completed 

The mam menu for Read 4/5. Again there are multiple 
options within the screen, offering lots of language- 
building exercises and ensuring that the child fully 
understands each stage before moving on to the next 

image can be saved to disk. As the 
difficulty increases, the child is 
confronted by either shapes outlined 
in the landscape, which need 
identification in the menu, or the 
word for the missing object which 
must be chosen from the menu. 
* The graphics palette. As might be 
expected, there is a drawing and 
painting activity, which you activate 
by clicking on the pot of paint in the 
Environment picture. Each 
subsequent difficulty level introduces 
additional facilities to the package, 
and there is a save facility at all 
levels to keep files. It is capable of 
simple images, but this is a very 
limited activity, and probably the 
weakest of them all 
* The puzzle game is a form of 
jigsaw puzzle, in which pictures are 
cut up into rectangles and arranged 
randomly around the screen. 
Increased difficulty levels simply 
mean more pieces - 9, 12 or 16. 
One space is blank, and this is not 
available until all of the other pieces 
are in their correct places, You work 
by pushing pieces around into blank 
spaces, or by clicking and moving. 
* Breaking bricks game is a version 
of the classic Break-out game, where 
a bat is used to bounce a ball onto 

bricks, gradually eliminating them. 
Assorted special bricks carry out 
specific functions, such as exploding 
and taking others with them. Again, 
there are difficulty levels present, 
offering more complex versions or 
limited "start again" options. 

A LITTLE APPLICATION 
GOES A LONG WAY 
All of the features described are 
available solely on the Environment 
disk. Click on the door of the house 
in the Environment main screen, and 
you get the choice of moving into one 
of the special applications available. 
There are four of these: Reading 4/5 
and 6/7, and Counting 4/5 and 6/7. 
Both subjects have been closely 
linked to National Curriculum 
requirements, so parents can feel 
confident of the the appropriateness 
of the content. As in the Environment 

disk, you can 
move around and 
click on the main 
menu screen in 
each of the 
Application disks, 
causing little 
animations to 
happen, then a 
specific routine 
loads. 

Built into the 
system is a 
reward and 
reporting facility. If 
a child does 
particularly well at 
a specific 
application, then 

a "sweet" is awarded, presented as 
a graphical image, This coufd easily, 
of course, be translated into reality 
by the parents. Similarly, on the 
Environment screen, F10 produces a 
chart showing current scores at each 
application. Information is provided 
on overall number of attempts and 
number of successful attempts, thus 
indicating success rate. The number 
of sweets awarded is recorded as 
apples on the apple tree on the 
Environment screen, and there is 
even a point deducted every time a 

You use the Images to move from the loading screen of Count 6/7. Select the 
dart board, say, and the application loads. First you get a choice of difficulty 
levels - you choose how many balls the juggler has to keep in the air. Next a 
dart board appears and darts are thrown at the concentric rings, each of which 
Is numbered. The task Is to add up the total and enter It Into a requester box 

OOOGOOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

ADt Junior Rending 4/5 
AD1 Junior Reading 6/7 
ADI Junior Counting 4/5 
ADI Junior Counting 6/7 
Each £1199 
Europress Software 
* 0625 859333 

Read B/7 has lots of nice touches. Click on the apple and 
It falls, bounces off a pig and lands In the haystack. Only 
then does an application load. The Help Icon - ADI Junior 
himself - Is available on alt the main menu screens. The 
house returns you to the main Environment menu screen 

child switches off the computer 
without going through the correct exit 
procedure. 

MAKING AN IMPRESSION 
It's impossible not to be really 
impressed with this package. It's 
evident that Europress has taken a 
lot of trouble to make this suite of 
programs not just appropriate, but 
relevant in so many ways. Using the 
programs, you are repeatedly 
surprised by thoughtful and 
sophisticated little touches linking so 
many of the characteristics together, 
reinforcing key concepts, enabling 
you to return to previous errors to 
test memory, using recurring images 
in different parts of the suite to 

establish 
principles, and 
so on. The more 
one looks at it, 
the more one 
reafrses the 
quality of these 
packages, 

There is very 
little on the 
negative side. 
Digitised speech 
on the 
Environment disk 
as well as the 
Application disks 
might have 
added to the 
overall quality. I 

CHECKOUT 

ADI JUNIOR 

Ease of use ft ft ft • • 
A doddle - a child could use it! 

Educational content • ft ft • ft 
Very weif considered. Appropriate and 
relevant, 

Features • • ft ft O 
Virtually all of them are excellent, but the 
paint package is weakest, 

Documentation       ft • • • ft 
Well written In sensible language. 

Value for money      ft ft ft ft ft 
At under £20 this is a gift. You got kids? 
Get ADK 

Overall ft ft ft ft ft 
As the Eady with the long legs says: 
"Simply the best!" 

know that this intention was in the 
prototypes, but the sheer disk space 
necessary for the digitised files was 
considered excessive. ! dislike 
security systems like the one here 
where you have to look up some data 
or other in a bookiet and enter it, but 
i suppose this is a necessary evil to 
combat piracy. One particularly 
annoying feature is that you are 
constantly required to change disks, 
because the program does not 
recognfse a second disk drive. 
These, however, are trivial elements, 
causing only minor irritation against 
a superb package. 

If you have children in these age 
bands and you would like to invest in 
some software to assist 
their learning, I can 
unreservedly say that 
this is the 
best fhave 
seen yet. ADf 
is simply in a 
class of its 
own. 
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EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED FOR YOUR 

AMIGA AT LOW PRICES 

OPEN SUNDAY 10-3PM* 
city camtr* 

TRILOGIC 

UNIT 1, 
253 KIM WORKS RD, 
BRADFORDf UK, 
BD12 OQP        cat 1984 
FAX Q37* 600190  

SALES 
0274 69 11 15 

OPEN EVERY Dhl 

AMI 7 DATB- Op*n Man Fri8«i-flpm. Sal Ban ■ 4pm. OPEN SUN 10-Spm 
W*'re eoay to find, just 1. 5m hea I rem the M62. Euy parking. Lw« M62 cut junction 26 Take A63S To Bradford uphill after about 1.5 miles, past the perk A just mir a 
railway bridge, Mm toft onto Mew Wort™ Rd. Wa r* on the toft 40fyd« further on oppoela e PC m ail box. 

note to avoid disappointment: Our technical & cu&tomer services pe»tonn*i ife not nwaitobto <Q answer your guefies or assaM Wftl any probtonv on Sundays 

AM Inlifu ■ 
M62 Muschstr ' 

ACCESS VISA 
SWITCH DELTA 
CONNECT AHEX* 

FAST PflOFESSJONAL MAILORDER 
SERVICE SAMEDAY DE5PATC M * 

1) Order by phone using your credit,, charge, or debit cord, 2) Order by Hail - Banding cheque bankers draft or postal orders payable Lu TRILOGIC. i) PLaana add part postage fr packing at El.DD to eatall orders under £lf>0 or 12.00 to Mb 11 orders over E100. Large/heavy or tragiL* A tea* sent by overnight carrier only ♦ £ 5,50. Overnight carrier   - any order +£5,50 tk Mainland only.   Scottish High Lands. £1 .$0;    N.IRELAND. +£10.00? EIRE +S20 UK Saturday delivery   - add U2*Q0 (Mot ova liable to Scottish Highlands ) Goods resain our property until psid lor in full. EXPORT ORDERS 'WELCOME 
Hone BC countries - deduct Hi i add carriage. For BC Countries - UK vet mi ■L bo charged from 1-1-93. Please contact us for carriage charges-■ *AMEX SUBJECT TO 2* SURCHARGE *S u bjecT to goods being in stock. 

DIGiTlSfcHS,   GENLOCKS, SCANNERS 
ROCOEM  PLUS »OW OMLT £179.99 
A superb value Genlock with overlay I fader oontrols. 
HOC KsTT chroma, kajinfj unit Ca*9»99 the ideal partner for the RocGefi Flue. 
RDCRC TV TUWER MEH" £119.99 Picture in Picture, and restate oontrol 
<m QENLOCR with audio ■ witching 1339.99 
Com pot la or 5-vUsa hfma. 4 output; Kaysr u^Jbtty; Bin W RGB ipartf Icy kit 

HHWA AP 
VIHI 12 FRAHBGRABBER i RGB SPLITTER            ' £34.99 
VXD! 12 + TAKE 2 + MBOMtlX H»RK £i«4,99 VI MONASTER SOUND 4 VIDEO D1GITISSR £54,99 SUPERPIC COLOUR FRAME GRABBER 4 GENLOCK £509,99 COLOQKPIC COLOUR FRAME GRABBER/DIGITlStR £409,99 RENDALE SUPER 8902 SVHS GENLOCK £193.99 RENDALE 8802 FMC GENLOCK wit fader + key sndse £179.99 DIGIVIEW HEBIASTATIOW Video Digltiser etc £121.99 
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AW. OA IS00 a 2000, with Opslpaint E 649.99 FLICKER FREE VIDEO 2 FOR AMIGA SOO/500f- £229.99 Rmjtilras VGA Colour Monitor I Operates In all ikOdaft. CUM D1 SPLAY ENHANCER FOR A15OO/20O0 HAH £99.99 

MICE £. JOYSTICKS 

HOUSE / JOT STICK PORT SWITCH 
£12,99 Has sockets for souse i joystick. Push button selects souse or joystick. Uvea ita power unlike other types. 

SJV ats Kftsr i to« r on maimti port - 

UT.TIXATE P«0 AJCAL.OOTJR. 
JOTSTICK MOM £19.99 low oost asooth action Analogue joystick with Sir* button on th* and, plus prasttable S t If trlassirs, Hicroswitch fire button*} outot ire {not all qanes support aotofire] Idsdl for t light fliniators etc (Hot all 90s joysticks] 

AMIGA TRACKBALL EHTDCET REFLACEWHT MOOSE U4.99 £15.99 OPTICAL HOUSE ■ + . ►  Ei7.99 FtTHOH JOtSTIOt TOPSTAR JOYSTICK £4.99 C19*99 HBCASTAR JOTSnCK  £21.99 SUPERSTAR JOYSTICK JTPSTTCK AOTOFIRE £12,99 SPEEDKIHG AUTOFIRS £11.99 ::,Pf It*J AHALOGUe   . . PRO SOOO BLACK   AHtULOGOE W?aSE HAT   
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DISK5 * BOXES 
TOP QUALITY BLANK DB/VO *5H DISKS (DTSAH> 1H SOKES OF 10 WITH LABELS■ 

1 PACK   OP 10 IN STORAGE BOX 16.49 2 PACKS OF 10 IN STORAGE BOX £ H . 9* S PACKS OF 10 IN STORAGE BOX E29.99 10 PACKS OP 10 IN STORAGE BOX £54.99 
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L 9.5" DRIVE HEAD CLEANER ... £Jk39 

HAND fCAMVEA b/w up to 400dpi £97.99 
■MOM OT 6500 COLOUR nlCARVER £849.99 
Professional quality M Flat bed Coloot Scanner capable of resolving   16.7 Million colours; or 256 level grey L scwl* Pt JDOdf i rmolution. Inc (fee   Asdga CViver. 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 

WHY NOT 
VISIT 

OUR 
NEWLY 

REFURBISHED 
& 

ENLARGED 
SHOWROOM 
AND ASK FOR 

YOUR FREE 
PACK OF 10 

DISKS. 

STEREO SYSTEM - HI FI QUALITY 
I OUALITT,  FROPEEfl XOEAL f t POWERFVL fTBtK) 

SOOKSK LP SPEAKER SToTW, 
mt a cheap -gixmicky ley , Perfect for use with boat CospUtarS, Lnc: PC sound cardsx keyboards, Stereo VCRs, Satellite Systas* I Built-in uina aupply - no aotaraal adaptors r«q"d. it BaaaT treble t volus» controls & nraise with connecting leads. 

ONLT £51.99 

j 20 WflTTS^CH J 
' 20MATT /CHANNEL ' BASS CONTROL 1 TRKBLF COWTROL 1 VOIJSC CONTROL ■ J2-20KHZ RESPONSE ' PHONO [NF' .n SKTS I fYWcrriHC TKAD 

AMIGA    ROM SWITCH SIMPLE TO PIT    Only £27,99 
Our Keyboard operated T*n> w;iy h<m wiitf] mnohlim yau t.ti at* either of 2 Workbench rossi. To switch w, juet hold clown CtwitfoIf*miqa/Amio* Jteya until you hear a bleep, (Release thee before the bleep to   "wars start' vith the current roa- Fits A50O/5E3O*/ 1500/2000. Fitting invalidates Ccsputvwr warranty unlnsa t Ltted by us. Fitting charge £15.00 Please state vhich you have Asiiga whan ordering. 

ROM SWITCH A 1 3 ROM only £54.99 ROM SWITCH 4 2 04 ROM only C64.99 
5 PORT PRO-MIDI INTERFACE £2 4,99 Our; unique 5 port Midi interface has   In, Out (Thru aockcfca plus two additional svltchable Out or Thru sockets for inoanious versatility. Be you cos save J i*t   J avt k J tin, Of 1 id,  1 tint I J out, or lis, 2 outm I 2 taru / 
fully ccwpetiDle with til A*JJas Nidi epflwarp-j   i mwit keyboarda. Extra Miai loads 1.2m - El 99 5m - £2 99 

NOW ONLY EJ4.W 
Our StBMrb sounding STEREO SAMPLER 2 uses an a^uaansive state of the art A/D chip which samples ao tnu\., It aeptures snry dstail of the sound. Easily adjusted level controL connecting Haaft supplied. Fully cOspAtibla with all popular saapling sof tware. Fm JlEno SAWLIRQ FttflE 30 BIB DISK DDI 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT EXPANDERS DIBITlBBm, ULABMRM I4G 
hrti i npflin;: ■ ,n bokn. enable you to connect upto four peripherals to your cosputer. Ihe connectors 041 the Uhita are the sassi type ai f^i^Hitnr'n printer connector eo your periperals just plug straight in. Lead worth £10.99 - 2st for use with printers onlyj    of 100™ long if   used with Digitieem i iriiniHirii * ■aqilcim fntato which reoj'd 1 is supplied free, to Link the EjgMndsr to th* cosputer- All 25 aannecTtions are switched, 36 way Printer iharere are also available - share one printer with ? or SOTS cwsputex" - phoae for prices. 2way - £24.90 Inc csbkr      3w ay - E27,99 \ftC caWe      4WBV - E3B.B9 Inc cable 

TWO MAT SCANT SWITCH 117.99 This, aaepact switch box converts soet TVs 4 Tv sonitors to DUAL SCART INPUT■ Thus yon can connect your iMd..oa £ your VCR to the one acart aocket on your Tv, A push button •witch selects Input one or input two - ie VCR or cosputer,   RGB, Audio t Video ^inputs are switched. Also Suitable for Satellite receivers. j 

SPARES,   ACCESSORIES  iV MISC ITEMS 
KICK START 1.1 RON,  PICKETART 2.04 RON   TV MODULATOR tenchqhoe) ..... FATTER AGNUS 8372A .  SUPER DEMISE  GARY  852DA I/O CHIP INEO % 9 STHHS  4HEO x 9 SIMMS 256KX4 DRAMS   for A590 lseg AMIGA INTERNAL DRIVE   MAINS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4NAT . UPRATED AS DO POWER, PACK A590 REPLACEMENT PSU ...  GVP   REPLACEMENT PSU ........ GVP GENUTME PSU  EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE PSU ..... * Cospatibla type - osn V        rtplei:iH Hta available 

£29.99 LJ9.99 £19.$9 £19.99 EJ9.99 £J9.99 £15.44 £14.99 t) 14.91 £34^99 £59.99 £12.99 £4t.99 £49.99* £49^95* £69.95 £29.45 ine FQA 

UPGRADE TOUR AMTQA. OFFICIAL 2.1 UFgHUB Kit TSC 2.04 RDM, 2.1 WMSNBCS DISKS * BUDVLS  (79.99 O* WT39DOT SDK for £49,99 
f      AMIGA SERVICE DEPT 
AMIGA 500 REPAIR £45.99 Includes parts i labour, eludes pau^ disk drivw £ keyboard /suite. r/iST T.mSAHOUKD A520 MODULATOR REPAIR. ....... £19.94 NEW REPLACE INTERNAL DRIVE £69.99 inc drive A5D0 PSU REPAIR* ............ £19-99 FIT HARD DRIVE TO 600/1200 .. 05.MJ Aefd £10 for sanaday turnaround (by prior arrangawnt only}, spare parts available.   Coll tfi OF send1 by Insured post encloaino return corriaflP - awe 'fiov to Ordar' for carriage charges. 

BOOKS  & VIDEOS 
:■: ti4,99 .. £21.99 ,. £17,95 

ANlGA FOR RK£iirmfikS   AMIGA BASIC INSIDE 4 OUT C PC* BEGINNERS   DISK DRIVES INSIDE i OUT DOS INSIDE £ OUT  ........... £22-95' DESKTOP VIDEO  £19.95' GRAPHICS INSIDE I OUT   £11,95 BAKING MUSIC OH THE AMIGA .. £27.99' USING AREJCX ON THE AMIGA  ■■■ £26.99' USER INTERFACE MANUAL £10.99 HARDWARE REF MANUAL   £21.95 ROM KERNEL REF MANUALS - EACH£2S.95 
HZDI i UIC VHW .  414 .49 Ideal tutorial video covering sost 

MASTERING AMIGA DOS 2 VOL 1 £21.95 MASTERING AMIGA DOS 2 VOL 2 £19,95 HASTGRIHG WORKBENCH 2  ...... £19.45 MASTERING AMIGA C   £19.95 MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS  ... £19.95 MASTERING AMICA ASSEHELER .. £24.95 WITH MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM   £29.95   HOST OF MASTERING AMIGA AMDS £15.95 THESE MASTERING AMIGA AREO   ...... ? MASTERING AMIGA - BEGINNERS E14.95 A0OU     INSIDER GUIDE £14.55 Al200 INSIDER GUIDE   £14.95 
THt^E ftOOKS ARE FROM A UK PUBLISHER AND HAVE JUST RECENTLY BEEN RELEASED - THEV Wt- I Ml m: r-1 UP TO DATE ROOKS AVAILABLE 4 ALL ARE VKRV WELL WRITTEN I H [I^IY MJ-:Oc>M; '-'i .  

ALL MAIW AMIGA MAGAZINES IN STOCK PLUS SOME! BACK ISSUES, 

7m DUST COVERS 
KETBOARU BETH. 

Don't riik nfii!locf** - they're rpujiriinlf.-ad to 'write nlf yuui Asuga, Waterproof i m?vld&d to lit snugly over each hey, but flexible enough to type thru, AMIUA 100, tOCt }3ClOr 1SDO/Z0W fltsta which whan ordering ,. £12.»S 
ANTISTATIC DUST CPVERB AMIGA 500 £ 500 Flua ........ £4.99 AMIGA 600/6QDKD/12DG £4.99 AMIGA 1500/2000 2F1ECG ...,,.£12-95 AMIGA 1500/2000 KEYBOARD . ea.T.1 /10B4 MONITOR  SWIFT 9j LCZdO PRINTER . SHIFT 24/LC24-20Q ...... 

. £1.99 . «.99 . £6.99 . £6.49 

BACKUP UTILITIES 
X COPY PRO NEW £34,90 Latest version -    cosplete with NEW Mx 2 Autosdtic Cyclone external drive adaptor- Highly huoaeaaful. 

MM CYCLONE ADAPTOR £12.99 

iD CONSTUCTION KIT 2      WW £37.99 ACTION REF LAV 1, A500     MM £56.99 ACTION REPLAY 1 A15O0    NEW ££6.44 AD0AACE ♦«< £67.99 ADVANTAGE RP.WKPD .. £67.99 ANT HACK   £42.49 AMINET NETWORK SYSTRK  £54.54 

ADI ENGLISH; MATHS; ANSWERBACK OlII3lES - EACH . ANSWERBACK JUNIOR/SENIOR . . BETTER MATHS 11 2-16) , BETTER SPELLING :*-> ...... DATAHORD  DISTANT SUMS V4.1  FUN SCHCOL4 RANGE........ 

HQ. Making backups without the on rm Lbm i cjjs ul the oupy rlijJit holder is illegal. 
EDUCATIOMAL 

KANY  TITLES REDUCED 
. £19.94 , £14.99 , £14,99 , £17.99 . £17.95 , £14.99 , £52,99 , £17,99 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS  £1S.99 FRENCH MISTRESS ......... £15,99 GERMAN MASTER ............... £15-94 ITALIAN TUTOR £15.99 JUNIOR TYPIST (5-12] £19.59 KIDS ACADEMY:FAINT POT 4/10 . £14.99 RIDS ACADEMY:ALVIH PUIfL S/R £14.49 KIDS ACADEMY:SHOFPIN BASKT " £14.99 KIDS ACADEMY;*HICHrWHERE 4/0 El4.59 LETS SPELL SERIES  £14.49 LINKWORD LANGUAGES  £21.99 MAGIC STORY BOOK disc MATHS TALK {S-llYRS> » £10.99 MATHS TALC FRACTIONS  £10.99 MATHS MANIA   119.99 HATH5 ADVENTURE   E19.59 MICRO MATHS £10.95 MICRO FRENCH fl0.99 MICRO ENGLISH ............... £19.99 MICRO GERMAN £10.99 MEGA MATHS £18.99 MONEY MATTERS <4-7YRS} £14.99 NODDY'5 PLAYTIME ............ £14.95 PLAYDAYS .........  £18.99 PICTURE BOOK £14.49 PUXILE BOOKS 1 £ 2 .......... £15.95 READING WRITING COURSE ...... £18.99 RHYMING NOTEBOOK   £12.99 SPANISH TUTOR £15-49 TARGET MATHS (4*) , . E1S.99 VOYAGER 1.1 ............. £54.99 EVEN LOWER PRICE 
127,94 

KID'S TYPE GAME SET L MATCH ■ WEATHER UATCHRR WHAT IS IT WHERE * CALENDAR QUIZ IS IT ? 
'MIRACLE' KEYBOARD 

■ Teaches you how is play Includes 4 <*rt_avD POLL SIZE touch sensitive Keyboard, with Midi interface built-in. * 100 Inatrtssent sounds £ effecta- + Artificial intelligence ■ottwor* tor the Asdga which custosiisvs th* leaaons to each i individual. 

A120 AIRBUS         MOW ( ARCHER MACLEANS POOL ...  £18.94 TEN BREED SPEC ED , £10,99 BIRDS OF PREY  £25.99 BC KID   BODY BLOWS CAMPAIGN i. CEASAR   CHAOS ENGINE 

£18,99 £19,95' £25.99 £21.99 £21.99 
CHUCK ROCK 2  £19,99 CIVILISATION COOL NORLD .. CRABY CARS III 

£24.99 £19.99 £10,99 CURSE OF ENCHANTrA  £25.99 CYTROIF 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II , FANTASTIC WORLDS ....... FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX F15 STRIKE EAGLE II .... GOBLIIINS 2 HAGAR THE HORRIBLE 

£21.49 £26.99 £26.49 £26.49 £25.99 £25.99 E21.99 
£18-95 HARRIER ASSAULT   £25.99 HI STORY LINE NEW .. £24,99 HUMANS  £21.99 INDIANA jytfES 4. tATU OF ATI AN E ] B . £26.99 £21,99 £22.94 
(K.49 £18,99 £25.99 £29.99 £10.99 LEMMINGS 2    £21.99 

INDIANA JONES -ADVENTURE JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER KGB NEM . KNIGHTS CP THE SKY  LETHAL WEAPON T  LEGEND OF XYRANDIA ........ LEGENDS OF VALOUR ......... LEEDS UNITED CHAMPIONS . 
LION HEART . .. LINKS   LINKS COURSES LOTUS TURBO 3 HI 

£20.99 £24-99 £12.59 £18.99 £12-99 E2fi.99 
£25-95 £21.99 E21.99 

OFFICIAL ORD ER* 'p ROM 90VERH4ENT £  ■ DUCAT ION AL E B TABLI BKENT S WELCOME ■   FKXCfS CORMCT AS OF 10-4-93. nu\ U.bH to ehm 
L#DEB VTTM CCBriDncei *€ hATfl tHfld « S^oOorB OstLtr for ««r 4 Jtlt*, OMrinj ntuxli Li«« )K ft*** i«flC ThfflJIIWSi c,t siilcrde™ la tftojiiTKh Ol **tllfL*0 ™t. r*c*lfi. pl*iit ow^laln -  «■ do lltian 1 iaks ictiwU If pau ■» l^ropiad i*nd soit ot j« irf Jwdjinj bT ih* l«ii«n 4 shorn "aiM c**rj air I 
jTtilabilitj ' w XCf 10 keep sest itest in itoci unllie 

MONKEY ISLAND 2   NICK PALDO'S CHAHPSHF GOLF NIGEL MANSELLS WORLD CHAMP PGA TOUR GOLF *   PIHEAU FANTASIES , £21-99 POPULOUS 2  £19,99 POPULOUS 2 FLUS   REDULfD .£2*-99 PREMIERE   £21,99 PREMIERE MANAGER ........... E.18,99 PROJECT X   £19,99 PROFLIGHT  Ul.94 PUSHOVER  E19.59 PUTTY  £18.99 RAMPART   £19.99 RAVING HAD  ,.,,. + , £10-49 RED 1UNE  , .,  £10.99 ROAD RASH   ,».»  £18.99 ROoOaPORT    £21.99 ROME AD'92  ,  £21.99 SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/9J ...... £18,99 SIM ANT  £25,99 SIM EARTbl   .,,,1|1|f £35.94 

ANAS I REDUCED £67.94 £J4.99 £25.99 £2J.99 £21-99 £45.99 £145.95 £145.99 £17,99 

AMDS - EASY   AMOS ID ................. AMOS COMPILER ........... AMDS PROFESSIONAL - ART DEPT PRO    «w ""ir-i™ ART EXPRESSIONS NEW ' AUDITION 4      .  ..... AUDIQNASTER 4  £59.99 AUDIO ENGINEER   2   ........ £165.99 BBC EMULATOR V2 HEW,.. (31.99 
BROADCAST TITLER 2 . ..  £169.99 BROADCAST TILTER SUPERHIRES £294.94 BROADCAST TITLER FONTS   £99,99 CAN DO V2      NEW VERSION , .- £94,99 
CASHBOOK COHTRLR/FINAL A/OS £54.99 CROSS DOS V5        RP-DIXTP.D ■ -. Of.ff 
DAY BY DAY  £22.99 DELUXE PAINT 4ACA      pnr"     - £74.99 DELUXE MUSIC  £49,99 DELUXE VIDEO i ............. £74.99 DEVPAC 3   £51.99 DIRECTORY OPUS V4 H9.99 DISK MASTER 2      REDUCED ... £14.99 DDE TO DOS ................. £30.99 DR T'S KCS LEVEL II ........ £224-99 EXPERT DRAW  £49.99 EXPERT 4D JNR  £15.94 EASY AMOS  £24.99 EXCELLENCE 2        RE DISCED ... £57,59 
FINAL COPY 2 £71.99 m ROUTE PLUS -   RHHKED ... 135.59 
GOLD DISK OFFICE ........... £99.99 GALLERY - "WW*™ '-- £37.99 HIGH SPEED PASCAL .......... £74.99 HI SOFT BASIC v2 HEW... £74-59 HI SOFT BASIC EXTENSIONS £17.99 HONE ACCOONTS 2   £14.59 HOME BASE  ., £24.99 HOTLINKS REDUCED , £47.99 HOTXINKS EDITIONS   >E00CEfl , £61.49 HYPERBOOK EARGAIH , £44,99 IMAi'.IMR 2 REDUCED ► £144.99 
IMAGINE OBJECTS DISK ....... £84-99 IMAGEHASTER - £129.99 KIHDWORDS 3 *™# ■ ■ Uf.tl LATTICE/SAS   C V6   R£D<JCED £JJ19.99 MACRO 68000 ASSEMBLER ...... EJ9.99 MAILSHOT PLUS  £17,99 £51,99 £124-99 £42.99 £142.99 E24.95 £34.99 ORGANISE       .*.»,. *. ......... £4S.99 SAVE E5S 

MEDIA SNOW HEDLASTATIOH             VAUC , HINT OFFICE BARGAIN MORPN PLUS              £13 OFF 1 MUSIC X         GREAT BARGAIN , ON LINE PLATINUM  
PAGESTTER 3 PAGESTEAM 2.2 ............ PAGESTREAM FONT PACKS   PAGESTREAM BUSINESS FORMS 

£44.99 £159,99 £41.49 £11.94 £35.99 PERSONAL FINANCE WANG*   £19.99 PROBATA REDUCED ... ££9.49 FROFESSIONALPAGE 4 1179.99 QUARTERBACK 5   £41.99 OjUARTERSACK TOOLS  £17.99 QUARTET KEDUCfcr) £34-99 REAL 3D PROFESSIONAL  £179.99 SCALA   £74,99 SCAIA PROFESSIONAL   £209,99 SCULP ANIMATE 4D JNR ....... £94-99 SOUNDHASTER   £99.99 SUFERJAH REDUCED E4 . . £70-99 SYSTEM Je .................. ££7.99 TECHNOSOUND TURBO  £11.99 THE PUBLISHER NEW £39-99 TURBOPRINT PRO V2     NOW ONLY £15,99 TURBOTEKT   ..... E47.99 VIDEOMASTER RFWJCFD , £54.99 WORDWOFTH 2 - HEW VERSION . £34,99 WORKBENCH 2 UPGRADE inc toM £79-99 WORKBENCH 2 UPGRADE H rop £49.99 XOOPY FRO - LATEST VERSION £34.99 XCAD 2000 FXKU DOWN -- £95.55 OPHCIAL OF4R3- LTMITED STOCKS GFA BASIC  £9.99 DELUXE FAINT IJ  £9,99 IHFOFILfi DATABASE .......... £9.99 MUSIC X 1.1  £24.99 SUPERAASE PERSONAL  £19.99 

/ENHANCED 1200 GAHESN 
IOOL 1200  ,  £19.99 WING COMMANDER .   £26.99 SLEEPWALKER 1200.   . ..£25.4 NIGEL HANSELL1200   £21,99 
FOR EVERT STREETWALKER SOLO 
OVER E6.00 QOES TO THE RED 

*v MO&S APPEAL PUsTD 
MORE AHIOA QJU«S . . . SHADOW OF THE BEAST 111 £21.99 STREET FIGHTER II , £19.99 SLEEPWALKER . . . ........ . £25.99 STRIKER ,  £18.99 SHUTTLE ...  £22.99 SWORD Of HONOUR £i4.49 THE MANAGER £18-99 TRODDLERS £] S.49 VIKINGS   £25,99 WI3KID £19.99 WING COMMANDER  £26.99 WWF wRESTLBHANIA . ........... £19.99 WWT 2 E1B.99 »QGL  £10,99 SOOL 1200 .  £19,99 COMPILATIONS COMBAT CLASSICS  £21,99 DREAM TEAM ....  £10.99 FANTASTIC WORLDS £26.99 LEHM1NG5 TWIN PACK E22.99 MECA SPORTS £10.99 QUEST ; GLORY £22.99 SIM CITY 4 POPULOUS £21-99 SUPERFIGHTER ................ £18.99 IOOL PACK £29.99 

BUDGET AMIUA OAHES FROM 49.99 
£S OPF HOST MEOADNTVlf; OANEi 
HEOAUMVE CD ROM £264.99 

t 10 HM>[i^tur<riyiuppli»ri pri« iftCf^llflh.    r.i 1 

■n, utnj of whcS dfill wilh lit rtflVlirly. H JOd ire nol ij'.Lified uilh rft* ttnric* ym □141ft (fit JW fnenor I C*llcrl at* SOU MtlK»*i t*iL pleiiE Dhone flrtl la check 
i or oir raspttitartj but ■Jiorl*9S* °r tose mat do oscur PCCH ionjllj 



AMIGA 600 
*WILD, WEIRD & 

WICKED1 

AMIGA 600HD 
1 EPIC 9 PACK' 
20 OR 40MEG 

> HOUSE 
um RAH >  1MEO RAM 
3.3" DISK DRIVE > 3,3"  DISK DRIVE 

> 2CHEO HMD DRIVE 
BU1LT-IK TV 
MODULATOR FECIAL > TORXBEtfCK 2 

> BUILT - III TV 
OFFERS OH MODULATOR 

DELUXE FAINT 3 ALL AMIGAS PLUS >  TRIVIAL PURSUITS GRAND PRIX 
PUSHOVER PHONE FOR > EPIC 
FUTTT LATEST PRICB > MTTM 

1 FREE 
9            ZOOL PACK. 

> 3.5"  DISK DRIVE 
> WO RKS Of CH 2 
> BUILT-    IE TV 

WITH ALL 
AMIGA 600s & 1200s" 

UNDER £249.99 
(HordproctBsor) 

TOTAL VALUE £127.96 •WHILST STOCKS LAST 

NEW LOW COST 

AMIGA 4000 RANGE 

WITH S0MEG HD FROM £1000' 
WITH 120MEG HD FROM £1100' 

-ice* at- approximate - pleine phone for tpec t exact price. 

PRICES INC VAT EXCEPT WHERE STATED 

SALES:    0274 - 691115 
 _ ^      OPEN SUNDAY 

10-3PH 

PRINTERS 
NEW CITIZEN SWIFT 90 £199.99 or less 
THIS  BRAND NEW MODEL, replaces the  Swift 9 Spin; Upto 240cps in high ppned draft L 54cps NLO printing *J, 6 NLO   built-in fonts - Fricri/in A i.rfldm  r™*Jfa. Paper part. Low ooet ribbon*. ? y«tr warranty. Epson FX850 £ IBM Froprinter III ovulation*. Daw noise levelr + 'quiet mode',. 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9COLOUR ONLY £179*99 
SpinF L92cps draft, 4Ecps RLQ pointing speed. 4 built-in font*. Friction i tractor fee**** Paper park. Low cost ribbons. 2 year warranty- Epson I IDK Proprinter emuLations, Lew natatt level. PURRT LTUTTED STOCKS LEFT. 

CITIZEN SWIFT 240C COLOUR 
CITIZEN SWIFT 240 

£284.99 
99 MONO £269 

21 pin; 240cps droft t 90 cp* letter quality print speed. 9 fontflf 7 ff™inh]« futita. Paper parkingr push i pull trod or feed, friction feed, Epson 10570, NEC F20 t IBM emulations Ultra low v.nh.1! level, - quiet mode for even lower noise- 1 year warranty, 1ZH MM BXPAtfe EH.9* 

FREE 
STARTER 

PACK 
HI TIT ALL C1TIJKW SHIFT 

1. ?RIJ CABLE} 
CITXIEK PFIlfT 

AMIGA DRIVER 

CULT 
£344.99 

2S0 (epprox) -JETS OF A PAPER C IT HEM SWIFT 200    SUPERB MODEL 
C IT HEM fWIPT 5 00 COLOUR 24 plrtf 240cps draft I 90 cps letter quality print upeed. Hihe Letter quality font*, 7 UTTA) alzii- letter Quality fonts. Paper parking, push t puLl tractor feed, friction feed. Epson LOS70, tec PJO £ IBM Preprinted 4xe emulations, 2 year 

129K MM EXPANSION £JJ>99 
CITIZEN PflODOT 24 PROFESSIONAL PPMNT6H 24Pin 60 Column) 5 lwitnf Epson,, Ibm i Dec printing; 16F buffer. Colour vera ion 

260x360 dpi graphi* 
£29*.f * 

C rrEZEN P ROJET IN KJET    LASER QUA LfTY PAINT          £399,» INC VAT 100dpi Laser quality 50 nozzle   INK jot printer, F«t i very quiet. 360cpa draft I 240 cps Letter qiifllS ty print speed.Three letter qua Li ty fonts + optional lout cards- HP Deskjet Finn puliation. Optional 128k * 256k ram cards- 100 sheet automatic feeder. Ink cartridges   £13,99 - 
SEIXOSXA OP 104 budget LAS EE PRINTER £559.99 ifiC Tkt Four page per winm.nr HP Laserjet IIP emulation; 300x300 DPI] lyr on site warranty. 
Postscript version with 2mmg ram C849.99 inc vat 
RICOH LP12O0 LASER PRIMTER £799*99 Inc vpt poovB / minute; PCLS with scalable fonts? upto 40Odpi resolution (3C0 standard, 4DO requires extra 2m*g ran) J 2meq ram as standard: straight paper pathj resolution cnhiint.3ran«nt; ILauh runt for downloading new firmware; IC card slot tor flash iianar serial i parallel porter 1 yr on-site warranty. 

■: ft& y-■ ■■■■■■■■■■ 

AMIGA 1200 

ASTOUNDING SPEC: 
6*020 J2ELIT Cpu 14.19MHz CLOCK SPEED i KE ; MM 1.5" FLOPPY DRIVE 16MILLION COLOUR CAPABILITY BUILT-IN TV HtfJULATOk 
32 BIT EXFAMSIOH PC*T 

BATTERY BACKED CLOCK NOW AVAILABLE G21.89 

FREE 2YR EXTENDED 
WARRANTY WITH ALL 1200s 

* Upgrade to 3yemr Warranty - Jwll pay the difference 
eg Computer coding wider E900 

YOU PAY JUST £15 EXTRA FOR 3YEAR WARRANTY. 

MAILORDER HARD DRIVE FITTING 
SERVICE". 

WEt OfXHICT CTJlPfJTER PROM        B¥ GARRTPd PIT DRIVE i TEST CAREFULLY     PACKAGE COMPUTER RE TURK COHPUTER TO YOU Blf CJ7ERHIGHT CARRIEK 
HE HULL AI.SO FORMAT i FIT DRIVES SOTPLIBB BY ¥DU - JU1 115 TO ABOVE PRICES. * PiLom apply to (JOt mainland ewe i^ntf.l*h HighLande^ enquire for otner mtw- 

2.5"  IDE HARD DRIVES 
FOR YOUR AMIGA 600 & 1200. 

NOW SA VE UPTO £$$ WITH OUR 
NEW LOW PRICES 
20MEG: £? 
40MEG: £? 
60MEG now £179.99 
SOMEG now £209.99 
120MEG now £314.99 

SEE OPPOSITE PACE PCX "HOt TO ORDER' 
NO AMIGA REPAIR BILLS FOR 2 or 3 YEARS WHEN YOU TAKE OUT AN EJTTETUED WARRANTY WITH US. Underwritten, by « Lssding Uk Iniursnce Co. 
ACCIDENTS can happen to anyone i jfaatursri warranty. AND «K* this has expired, bet thLnqu wilL start to go wrong- with the minimum Amiga repair coating £45.99 it BOES Mfce tor a ono-off payment, to know you will never have ANY repair bills to pay for 2 or J YEARS.   Full details 

2yrs Jyrs E4*.*9 2Vr* £12,« lyrs 
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

BT BFBUIAL mwttuna*, m CAJI mm cow YOUR AMTOA SOO ox i2oo nTEBfw wrvjLPrnKD TO* 2 MJ THB. * Ccvera you ev«fl if drive fitleC by yOU Of At A Inter date. 
* Co/era you even if wm putar nol purch»ed from lilt. * Cover* be* eomputftr & dnV* FOR 2 OR 3 YEARS 
* Cowers accidents 4. breakdowns. * Underwritten by Majcw Leading Uk InauranCft Co. 
* Few occlusions - ttetr, wilful damage*, cosmetic damac* 

{Use prices above ■ total to include cost of computer k drive,) 

WORRIED ABOUT 
I KTVAJJ I GAT I KG 
CQWEDORB'g 

HAJtRXHTT   ?   - Ttm'\ 

DETAILS OF OUR LOW 
COST 2 AMD 3 TEAK 

II WOT vatranty if are broken - 
5 at rinlal PRICE * FOLLY ILLUSTRATED IKSTRUCTiOHS * DRIVE OOHHECTinC CABLE * DRIVE PIKIMS SCREWS * DRIVE       MATTED t READY TO USE * FREE FITTING IF YOU PURCHASE CKB OF ODR NARRAttTISS * FREE LEGAL PORMATTTNO DISK ^IMUVE Cable also available asperate Ly for 19-99) 

FREE FITTING 
FOR CALLERS 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 1MEG 
CARTOON CLASSICS 

> BUZLT-IM 3,5" 
DISK DRIVE 

> 1MEG RAH 
=■ MOUSE 
> TV MODULATOR 
> WORKBENCH 2.04 
only £224,99 

CAPTAIS FLAMET 
TOT •rHPSOBS 
PEX.UIE PAINT 3 

2Hag Tare ion 

All AMIGA FOE UNDER £200 1 
AMIGA 500 PLUS STANDALONE 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 
ROCLITE RF382av 3.5" 
EXTERNAL DRIVE £67.99 

WITH ANTIVIRUS & ANTI CUCK FEATURES. RRP 
OR WITH HEW XCOPY PRO C99.99 
CUMANA CAX354 £56.99 . 

MEMORY UPGRADES 

COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS CM8eJ3nk2 

NOW ONLY C219.99 
> 14" 
> Rf3! i COMPOSITE I HP VIS > OH SITE WARRANTY > LOTUS TLTRBO CHALLETKE > OFFICIAL MCOEL ? DUST COVER £.99 > :.MTffJKt-frMC:    [.PAD FRF.E 

COMMODORE 
1084S 

£199*99 

> ICR i CVBS INPUTS > SUPERB PICTORe > AMIGA Ll!XD PREG > SWIVEL BASE 

COMMODORE I960 
14"  MULTISYNC COLOUR MONITO! 

«Cft!!S m ALL A12QD M0OE5 iac Low rea [lS.fiKHz Hodee 
SPECIAL OFFER - £399.99. Price inc PtcOuCtivity adaptor; cables t9>99extra 

1CUBSCAN' 

AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES 
CVP M&8 PC*. A500 i S0D+ - MO DRIVE GVP SERTES II WCSf 4! Meg for A50C GVP SERIES II HID8+ W Moq for AS DO GVP SERIES II IJOeaq   for ASOfl - now onLy GVP SERIES II HDfl* for A50Q - only The HUB eerie* TI ™EI accept either 1 or 2 or 4 OR two, 4 eeq linnet CVP SERIES II    HCS   for Al500/2000    - HO DRIVE GVP SERIES II HCB +■ 42meg   Cor A1500/2000 GVP SERIES II HCH f EDtni^    lor AISW2DO0 GVP SERIES II HCS f 120nteg for A15H/24IM GVP SERIES II HCB v ?lOa*q tar Al 500/2000 

DOWN 
E184,99 EZ99*99 £185.99 £485.99 ES75.09 

tll9.99 
£iB5.99 EJJ4.99 now nnly £409.99 now only £559.99 

VISIT OUR 
NEWLY 

REFURBISHED 
& 

ENLARGED 
SHOWROOM 

NEW MICROVITEC 
MULTISCAN 14" MONITOR* * DOT PITCH, 14" AntigLare screen. * DIGITAL MEMORY SIZING - for AUTOMATIC bordterlea*   display in all Aelqa mote*- * All controLa at front for ease of iuJjuii timid t. * SVGA whriAtinla far PC uae. ' 15-48KHZ horizontal scan rato ^ Ar>-9OH7. vortical vuh rata. * Tilt /ewiveL base inCLooW- (Ho apeekere fitted] 

ONLY £469.99 INC AMIGA LEAP 
£499,99 WITH SUPERFI 2 

STEREO SYSTEM 

AMIGA S0O t  500 PLU* A5Q0 / S/?jnetj upgrade without cLock E24.99 ASM / SDOt l/2neg   with clock I battery £29,99 
Ar» DO *  IMH; I IPC RAD E n ] THOUT CUXF      K>:tJIN"Kl> f?^.^q J.S MEG ASOO UPGRADE fully pepuLated £*9*93 500/SOOf EXTBRHAL J-BWSG UPGRADE inc 2meg £1I9»S9 Kith Ejpsnaion bus paan thru* 

) t2r,99 only £44+99 [fade + clock AMIGA 600 lrn^i upqra AMIGA £00 Ineg upgradv *■ clock 
AMIOA  1300 FAST RAM CARDS rr KTT HW (21.19 1 HBC ltBIT FAST RAM £149-99 AllOO PCMCIA C 4MEG 16BIT FAST RAH 

Eren l»g of J2bit faataua givea approx 1001 *s*mA 
MICROBOTICS HBX rang*J **> fiSSSl or ■enory EL19.99 MICRO90TICS I4MHI Lnc 0 meg J2bit fact to* £129.99 MICROBOTICS 1+MHz in<= 1 -eg 32bit ffiflt ran £199,99 
MICROBOTICS HHHx inc 2 **) J2t>Lt laat ran £239,99 MICROBOTICS 14MKE inc 4 nea JZbit last ran EJJ999 Tfiefie inc^tMie 6B8RI wpnicmiiiar on board t fit ui the under*!* trapdoor- Warranty is unaffected. Add £50 for 2iHKz version vltt* &BSS2 co-processor. F.ESS^ tfitL-aion also available, 3 £419.99 Add £20.00 to all »X prion fop on-board clock. 
OVF JJEIT TURBO /WOOFT HAHO f»r A13« «B.H include* SSOSO running at 4QH>l/jiluN lneq i2bit ran. 688S2 socket for FPU (not Included). Has two 32bit S. 6uniB iw-lwti *a can be upgraded. 

Cum patible with ALL AHIOA» « PCs 

OR 

The fK*    Series IJ can erc*ct upto St  Imeq x9 5irons in 2 jneg steps■ GVP A53D CCHBOS with 42* drive ESS5 + 99 GVP A5JQ COMBOS with 80Mb drive £779.99 [MEG *$ SIMMS POfi GVP DRIVES EJ4.99 JHEG 32 BIT SIHM   E69-99 4MPG      SIMMS PC* GVP DRIVES E139.99 4HHG J2BIT SIMMS FOR A530 .. £169.5? 
SPECIAL OFFER - LIMITED STOCKS 

rovoDOKC A990 2CMEO HARD DRIVE FOR A300+ ilT7.fl OOOO act AS A CHEAP SCSI IHPWa i rAPT RJUT EXMIKTON Includes sockets for up to Jmq faat men (£34,99 per meg extra} 
EMULATORS & ACCELERATORS 

VORTEX AT QtfCfi PLUS J66 PC EMULATOR FOR ASOO 1199.99 GVP PC286 PC EMULATOR CARD FOR SERIES II HARD DRIVES (189.99 GOLDEN GATE iBfiSJt PC CARD FOR A15Q0/JPQD £399.99 GOLOCH GATE 4B6S* PC CARD    POR A1500/20O0 £749,99 OMIQKU. DRIVE CONTROLLER CHIP POfi GOLDEN GATE £34.99 LIT BQ3i?Sir?5 QD-PROCESSOfl FOR GOLDEN GATE E89.99 C-POfiCE DJD/25MH1 FOR Al500/2000 othflJTP nvnilUttlu £479 99 

PC PARTS,  - UPGRADE YOUR PC. 
MINITOWER E5C?      SLIMLIME £65; BIG TOWER £119 1B6SX33 £9Si 3ASDX40 Eli9i 4Vt«2^ £?2^ i 4S&DXS0 £S29 {J.5" IDE| 40MEC HOD:     B5MEG      E160;       1Z0MEC £204 2SSk VCA   £29j     SlZK VGA £39 ? lMEC VCA £50 TRIDENT ET400OTHeG VGA £79; BOCA lME<3 WINDOWS ACCELERATOR £99 

HD/FGD/FRIJIT£R/SERIAL HftX CARD ConpLcta with cables £20 PROMISE TECMHODCGY DC1D0 I/O, IDE CACHE /FDD CONTROLLER QHEG £12(5 J-5" 1+44M Hit 5.25M 1.2M £42; DUAL J.S/S.25 E109 4JJMb Hode 1 I 7 coapatibla £225 (ATHJ^JTRV) Lnw coat £19, High quaLity keyboard £19 1MEG'9 70rw SIHK £29?       4MEG*9-70 SIMMS til9 ME 2000 16bit lHcv.ll Ut= eonpatlbLe) £49 ADLIB t SOUNDBLASTER CCHP, inr: 4 watt stereo aap £35 CAB   Sound?lAKter 3.01; Adlib; Covoi 1 Disney £139 ' SVGA   1024x769; colour fro E199      Mono vga fron £85 11  BUDGET MOL5SE £17, DO, GENIUS GHSOOO HDUS6 £20 IITHalfi7SJ(25 £75j  I ITS0387SX33 EB9f IITB03a7D!!40 £09 EPSON GT6500 FLATBED SCANT*R FOR PCs r WITH IMTERPACE £*99 DUMttG +■ NOVELL LITE   ESS;    OHATTR0 PRO TWIM SPREADSHEETS for DOS I Windows £99; TIMEMORKS FOR WINDOWS £124; WINDOWS 3,1 £59 WORDSTAR FOR WINDOWS £95? PC GAMES: COMANCHE MAXIMUM OVERKILL £5«? TEAM YANKEE £21; B-17 £27; This is jus.1 s sample of the ra/sg* aVAitable. 
RD.THESE  W i PC  PARTS  PRICES EICLUPE VAT 

PRINTER CABLES  & ACCESSORIES 
AHPl l,8i AMP2 3m     PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD AMP5 5m     PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD 2 PIECE UNIVERSAL PLASTIC PRINTER STAND UNIVERSAL METAL   PRINTER STAND   4 PAPER ROLDER 1ACROSS s/adhesive LABELS appro* 3-5"il.S"1000 for OdHTLHUOUS 60gn PAPER 11

H
K9.5"   box of 2000for RIBBON RE-IHKPC SPRAY - Jet black - sawai £££s MONO RIBBONS for nost Citi?cnr Panasonic^ Star COLOUP RIBBONS - LC20O/24-2O0 L SWIFT9/224/24/240 CITIZEN PROJET INE CARTRIDGE (BLACK) TAILORED PVC PRINTER DUST COVERS 

£9.99 £12.99 M.n 
E1Q.99 £7,99 17i .91 £11.99 £4^99 £15.99 £13.99 £6.99 tiien i Star printers - plwt utate printer For popular Ci when ordering 

MONITOR / TV LEADS & ACCESSORIES 
ALl K)R TAi WITH SCART 50CKET (Not for VCRs] £13.99 IncL Sonyj PhiLips, FergusonH Hitachi, ToehibaH Mitsubishi SL?   for Feiouson He;ai/Hc0 3/Hc05wii;h i pin Din sockt £12.99 AL4   for Hitachi/Uranado set* with Tpin Din RGB input £12,99 AL* for Anatrad CFC4M/G12J monitor {vith no sound) £12.99 AL6S     for new Ann trad CFC stereo monitor £1J,99 AL"? for l0S4n HLMiiLur with I pin Din socket £14.99 AL7P for 108J/10B4s/Se33 vitfi 9pin D socket £14,99 ALU with 9 pin D pluq tor nultisync monitors £l2.t9 AL12   with 15 pin 3rw BoClmt. tor multisync monitors £13,99 AL13 with lEpin 3 row pLug for nultisync mc-nit^r* £13.99 FLICKER FIXER LEAD - 9 pluq to lSway 3 row plug 12.99 MOOrDATOR EXTENSION LEAD eliminates wet'h«ng £10K99 
DPLUKE HONITOR STATIOM *»dele to fit over Aniua 500/500*r SOO t 12D0. Includes nonitor/cfjuputirr 1 piece PVC   dust cover, mouse nati wwi/joystk ejaitension Leeds £49.99 HOUSE t JOYSTICK EKTENSIOW HIT POR PLINTH 1 t 2.1pr £7,99 MONITOR TILT/SWIVEL BASE for 14" noniturs Ot OTt £10.99 HEAVY DUTY SWIVEL BASE FOR UPTO 17* TVs or monitors £12.99 

■ plmn supply full dntlill. i TO JUTT ixmnm - AI» ti so PER MESS. (Studiril  Length appTOK 1.9m) 



Are you a careless 

consumer? Do you 

know "what your rights 

are when you go 

Amiga shopping, or 

what you can do if you 

think you haven't had a 

fair deai? Wilf Rees and 

Andrew Chariton have 

some heipfui advice* 

Advocate 

YOUR LETTERS ANSWERED 

IT'S IN THE POST 
Mr A Panting of Abingdon ordered a 
memory expansion from a large 
supplier on 20 November 1992. At 
the time of the call, the firm told Mr 
Ponting It had loads In stock. He 
paid by Barclays Connect, and the 
amount was deducted from his 
account five days later, but his 
order didn't arrive. He tried "dozens 
of times" to get through to the 
company, but always, the Tine was 
busy. When he finally did contact ft, 
on 19 December, he cancelled the 
order and bought a memory 
expansion locally. The problem was 
getting his money back. His bank 
said It would take 60 days before 
they could take any action. He 

wants to know why the firm should 
benefit from Interest on hie money 
for 60 days. 

Andrew: Most cases such as these 
revolve around the Individual's own 
bank or building society and its own 
rules or regulations. Each bank will 
ask you to sign an application form 
when you open the account agreeing 
to be bound by its terms and 
conditions, which are there to 
protect you but usually swing in 
favour of the banfcs. These will say 
what time periods appty for paying 
back money into your account, and 
usually there fs very little else that 
you can do. In fact, If you pay by 
debit transfer or credit card, you've 

YOU CAN BANK ON IT 

There are many complaints these days about bank charges, interest and so 
on. If you are unhappy with the service you're getting, what can you do? 

If a friendly chat with your local branch doesn't help, write to the Branch 
Manager, giving a reasonable time for a repfy-seven working days or so is 
reasonable. Some people advise bombard ing the manager with letters and 
phone calls, so that the bank gets sick of you and tries to resolve the 
problem as quickly as possible, but this may not be the best way to 
maintain a friendly relationship with the place. 

If you don't get any joy from the Branch Manager, write to the Regional 
Manager - most banks display an address for com plaints somewhere in 
every branch, Generally speaking, the banks do get it right in the end, 
although they sometimes take persuasion to get things going. If all else 
fails, most banks hate adverse publicity and you may find that your local 
paper is interested In the story and can help in bringing pressure to bear- 

All the High Street banks subscribe to the Banking Ombudsman 
scheme, but you might be disappointed by how limited the Ombudsman's 
powers are: unless you've actually lost money through negligence, he 
probably wont be of much help - for a start, he simply doesn't have any 
power to review policy decisions, and bank charges usually fail under that 
heading. If you want to try him anyway, your bank will give you the address. 

probably got to keep on top of the 
retailer, because if he fails to send 
off a refund voucher you may find 
yourself waiting a lot longer than 60 
days for your money. 

In this case, because Mr Ponting 
did not agree with the retailer that 
interest would be payable on late 
deliveries, he is simply not entitled 
to recover it without issuing court 
proceedings, But beware; don't start 
court proceedings just for the sake 
of getting interest - you may find 
that the court not only disallows a 
claim for interest, but also leaves 
you to pay your own court costs if 
the debtor was not given advance 
warning of your intention to go to 
court. 

The other point here is that a 
court may feel Mr Ponting is being 
rather impatient. The normal rute is 
that mail order companies must 
send you your goods within a 
"■reasonable" time, but what is 
"reasonable"? The British Code of 
Advertising Practice says that "An 
advertiser should never take longer 
than 28 days to fulfil an order", but 
here the buyer seems to have been 
expecting delivery welt before that. 
The court will ask whether he was 
reasonable to do so, and that 
depends on what the company said 
to him. Many mail order adverts say 
something f'fke "Allow 14 days for 
delivery" or even "Goods dispatched 
within 48 hours", but it is debatable 
whether this is an enforceable term 
of the contract. Even if the firm says 
it has the item in stock, this doesn't 
amount to an undertaking to 
dispatch it immediately - if he went 
to court, Mr Ponting would have to 
prove that the company promised 
delivery within a certain time or 

The vast majority of traders 
art honest, reputable and 
conscientious In the way 
they deal with customers. 

Jn fact, It Is these decent companies 
themselves who wish to see the 
trade cleansed of the "fly-by-night" T 
dishonest, and unscrupulous. After 
all, making a living is difficult 
enough In a serious recession 
without "sharp dealers" bringing the 
trade a bad name. Trouble Is, the 
same scams keep raising their ugly 
heads, and that Is what we are here 
for. Amiga Advocate Is here to 
advise you of your rights and help 
you stand up for yourself. 

GET WHAT'S COMING 
Last issue we looked at taking your 
case to court and how much it should 
cost you. (If you missed that issue, 
turn to page 117.) But even if you 
win, getting your money may not be 
straightforward - shady operators 
don't suddenly start doing the right 
thing just because they've been 

agreed that "time was of the 
essence of the contract". 

SOLD AS SEEN 
Mr Raphuit bought a second-hand 
Amiga for £150 from a shop In the 
Tottenham Court Road area of 
London that deals solely In second- 
hand goods. When he got the 
Amiga home. It lasted about four 
hours before It started continuously 
crashing, and then finally gave up 
the ghost altogether. He took It 
back to the shop, and they drew his 
attention to a sign on the wait 
saytng "Goods bought as seen". 
They were rather rude to htm, 
basically telling him to get lost. He 
still has his receipt, and feels that 
because the shop told him It was 
working fine when he saw it In the 
shop, he has been cheated. They 
claimed he had abused or 
mistreated It, causing the fault 
himself. Has he any redress? 

Andrew: Mot an easy one, this. 
Under the Sale of Goods Act, goods 
sold by a business must be "of 
merchantable quality" and ''fit for 
the purpose" for which they are sold, 
and the Unfair Contracts Terms Act 
1977 adds that a seller cannot 
exclude or vary these conditions by 
an exemption clause or notice, so 
long as the sale is a "consumer 
sale" - that is, so Jong as the buyer 
is buying the goods for persona! and 
not business use. This is why most 
signs of this sort these days add the 
magrc words "Your statutory rights 
are not affected". 

The problem here is that the 
Amiga was working when it left the 
shopf and a court (or in this case 
more likely an arbitrator) may decide 
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BUYING ADVICE 

rumbled. So if you've won the case 
but are having trouble extracting the 
cash, how do you go about getting 
what you're entitled to? 

The most direct way is instructing 
the bailiffs - court officials whose job 
is to enforce the orders of the court 
(and a decision in your favour is an 
order telling the other party to pay 
up; he is therefore known as a 
"judgment debtor"), You just fill in a 
form at the court office and pay a fee 
to the bailiffs to go out on your 
behalf, (This fee is recovered from 
the debtor in successful cases.) The 
bailiff then sends a note to the 
debtor as a final warning and 
sometimes this is enough to 
persuade him to pay up, but not 
always. The ball iff will try to locate 
any assets which are worth the cost 
of removing them and subsequently 
selling them at auction. If there is 
anything worth taking, then he will 
usually take what's known as 
"walking possession" of the goods. 

A walking possession agreement 

that this is enough for it to be of 
"merchantable" or acceptabfe 
Quality, considering it was second- 
hand and cut-price* There fs another 
complication too. If Mr Raphuit 
inspected the Amiga and either 
noticed any faults or should have 
noticed them (and providing the 
faults were of a kind that he could or 
clearly should have discovered}, the 
shop could argue that he accepted 
the machine with its defects, in the 
same way as someone might buy an 
unroadworthy car for parts and 
couldn't then complain because it 
broke down - in other words, it 
would be "fit for the purpose" of 
cannibalising for spare parts. If the 
shop can establish that the sign was 
clearly on display at the time of 
purchase, the sign cannot exclude 
the seller's responsibility under the 
Safe of Goods Act but it may be 
"presumptive" evidence that Mr 
Raphuit knew what kind of goods he 
was buying. 

The decision could really go 
either way, Mr Raphuit could try 
initiating proceedings in his local 
county court (for details of 
procedures and costs, see last 
issue), but he may find himself stuck 
with his machine anyway. It might be 
cheaper to check with a reputable 
repairer and see how much it would 
cost to have the machine made 
serviceable. The moral is that it is 
always up to the buyer to ensure 
that he fully checks out the machine 
and is happy that it Is in full working 
order. So, sorry, Mr Raphutt, The 
surest grounds you may have had 
would have been to claim that the 
shop had made misrepresentations, 
but the sign is unlikely to hetp your 
cause and you might have no option 

leaves the goods in the debtor's 
possession for a week or so as a 
last-ditch opportunity to pay up, or 
the bailiff returns to remove the 
goods and take them off to the 
auction rooms, There are strict rules 
governing what the bailiff is allowed 
to take - he can't take "essential 
clothing" belonging to the debtor or 
his family (but fur coats are probably 
fair game), their beds, or goods 
belonging to someone else, such as 
a hire purchase company. He also 
can't remove the debtor's "tools of 
trade" up to a certain value - the 
idea isn't to ruin the debtor, after all, 
One case that I had dealt with 
related to a small restaurant which 
wouldn't cough up. Trying to dodge 
paying, they said that the tables and 
chairs were tools of their trade. We 
just removed the chairs and made it 
into a takeaway. 

There are actually two kinds of 
bailiff, one an officer of the court and 
the other, called a "certificated 
bailiffw, a kind of sub-contractor, like 

but to put it down to experience. 

HAVE I GOT A DEAL.. 
Someone who had better remain 
anonymous wants to knew the legal 
ramifications of buying something 
"In a pub'' or from any kind of 
dubious source. Whet rights of 
ownership do you have rf you buy 
something, first, knowing It was 
stolen, or obviously from suspicious 
sources, or secondly buy something 
Innocently which turns out to be 
stolen? Can the police reclaim It, 
even If you paid a fair price for It? 

Andrew: If you are stupid enough to 
buy computer equipment from shady 
blokes in pubs, then you're likely to 
get exactly what you deserve, which 
is getting ripped off. As far as buying 
something which you know to be 
stolen is concerned, you may well be 
prosecuted for handling stofen 
goods, for which the penalty is up to 
14 years imprisonment and an 
unlimited fine, so there's no way it's 
worth your while. 

If you are unlucky enough to 
have bought something in good faith 
that turns out to have been stolen, 
then I'm afraid you're not going to be 
much better off. The legal principle 
is that you cannot acquire the 'title' 
- that Is, ownership - of something 
if the person who sold it to you does 
not have title. The rightful owner has 
the right to reclaim the property and 
you are usually left out of pocket. 
You do, however, have the right to 
sue the person who sold it to you 
and recover your money from himt 
but clearly if you bought it from a 
man in a pub, chances are he's not 
sitting there waiting for any 
complaints you may have, so finding 

a debt collection agency. The 
difference is important because the 
two kinds have slightly different 
powers of entry to the debtor's 
house or premises - though for 
enforcing judgment debts, the court 
will almost always use not 
certificated bailiffs but its own 
officers. These have the power to 
enter at any time of the day or night, 
but not Sunday. The debtor is 
entitled to check that the bailiff has 
the correct paperwork with him, but if 
he refuses entry he can be charged 
with contempt of court. If entry is 
refused, the bailiff is not allowed to 
break in, but may enter through any 
unlocked doors or partly-open 
windows, and once inside can break 
down any inside doors to get to the 
debtor s property. 

Once the bailiff has got hold of, 
say, the debtor's fax machine, it will 
be sold at the next appropriate public 
auction, usually without a reserve 
price. After the auctioneer takes his 
cut the rest goes to you and is 

him may be a difficult job. 
iust as a matter of interest, 

there are a few exceptions to the 
rule that someone can't sell you 
something he doesn't legitimately 
own himself. One has to do with cars 
subject to a hire purchase 
agreement, but two others are 
relevant here. First, if you buy 
something from an agent or 
middleman who scarpers with the 
money rather than passing It on to 
the owner of the goods, you do get 
title to the goods - the original 
owner's quarrel is with the agent, 
not with you, so long as the agent 
was authorised in the first place. 
The other exception is what's called 
a "sale in market overt" - if you buy 
something in good faith at a public 
and legal market, you can acquire 
the title even though the seiler didn't 
have it. There are some conditions 
on this one, but what's interesting is 
that by long tradition any shop in the 
City of London is regarded as a 
"market overt". That's not the whole 
of London, mind, only the City, and it 
definitely doesn't include pubs, so 
stick to the general rule. It is always 
a good idea to ask to see evidence 
that the seller is the legitimate 
owner - ideaffy the receipts from 
when he bought the item. If he starts 
making excuses, start getting 
suspicious, ft isn't worth the risk of 
ending up out of pocket. 

SEND THE BOYS ROUND 
A comment from the other side. A 
letter from e small one-man shop In 
the North-West asks about 
recovering a computer from 
someone who paid with a cheque 
that bounced. When the dealer 
went round to the buyer's house, 

deducted from the debt. The bailiff 
will continue until your debt has been 
repaid in full, if possible. 

AN EYE FOR A BARGAIN 
On a separate note, the bailiff's 
auction is the place to visit if you're 
looking for a real bargain. Quite often 
items go for ridiculous prices, Most 
sales are advertised in your local 
papers and are held once a week or 
so. However, don't just buy any old 
piece of computer equipment that's 
lying around - it may be rubbish. 
Always look for machines which have 
been carefully handled (bailiffs are 
notoriously rough with delicate kit) 
and can been seen working. Don't 
turn up five minutes before the sale 
and expect such service - it pays to 
go early and get a good look around, 
or your buy may not turn out to be 
such a bargain after all. Also beware 
that most prices are exclusive of VAT 
and buyer's tax (the auctioneer's cut) 
of usually 5% - 10%. So your £100 
Amiga can cost you nearly £130. CD 

his mother kept saying that her sen 
would come In the next day end 
settle up, but he has failed to do so 
despite a number of promises. Not 
quite a straightforward situation, 
because the shop Is In a small 
community, where everyone knows 
each other, so the shopkeeper says 
he doesn't realty want to involve 
the police If at all possible, 

Andrew: Well, a bounced cheque 
does in fact constitute a criminal 
offence in some circumstancesT but 
it really doesn't make too much 
difference because most police 
forces won't prosecute on such 
offences, so there's not much point 
in going to the police anyway, The 
best thing you can do with a 
bounced cheque (apart from framing 
it) is to write to the debtor saying 
that you give him formal notice of 
dishonour and require payment 
within, sayT seven days. If you don't 
get any joy then you must send a 
couple of big lads around, or else go 
to the County Court - for details of 
this, see last issue, is it worth 
staying quiet if you're out of pocket? 
I doubt I would. 

IMPORTANT! 

The information on these pages is 
offered as a guide to the law in 
England and Wales only. We 
cannot accept any liability for any 
errors or omissions, and you 
should not rely soiefy on anything 
said here. In any disputes, always 
seek independent advice. We 
cannot give advice on any 
individual case, act as arbitrators 
in any dispute or reply personally 
to any correspondence. 
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Jason Holborn shows you how to 

randomly access any file using 

ARexx's powerful SeekQ function. 

w 

elcome back to the 
section of Amiga 
Shopperthat 
manages to refresh 

parts other columns do not reach. 
Or, to put It In more modest terms, 
that section of Amiga Shopper 
dedicated entirely to the ARexx 
programming language. Whether 
you' ve just treated yourself to an 
Amiga equipped with ARexx (it 
comes free of charge with 
Workbench 2.0 and 3.0-based 
Am I gas!) or you're an experienced 
ARexx hack, this is the place to be. 

If you managed to fight your way 
through the queues at the 
newsagent1 s for last month's issue, 
you may remember that we took a 
good long look at fife handling within 
ARexx. Most programming languages 
offer some form of file handling 
support, but ARexx is particularly well 
endowed in this department. As you 
may remember, we covered four new 
ARexx functions that are specifically 
designed with file handling in mind - 
open()F close(), readln() and 
wrlteln(). Although they are very 
powerful even in their basic form, 
with them you're still restricted to 
just sequential files. 

Most of the time, you'll probably 
find the humble sequential file more 
than adequate for your file handling 
needs, but there are times when 
sequential files just aren't fast or 
flexible enough. Take a database 
program, for example. Although you 
could theoretically load all your 
records into memory at once, what 
happens when the database file 
outgrows the amount of memory 
inside your Amiga? It crashes and 
you lose all your data, that's whatl 

Speed is also a consideration 
that you should be aware of. Most 
computer users are generally very 
impatient - and who can blame 
them? After all, time spent waiting 
for a disk drive is time wasted. If 

your script takes ten minutes to load 
a data file Into memory, you can 
guarantee that your users won't be 
overly impressed, By using a random 
access file, though, your script will 
be able to extract any part of a file 
within seconds regardless of the 
amount of RAM inside your Amiga 
and the size of the file. What's more, 
only the data that you want is read 
into memory, so you don't need 
some stupid buffering system to 
handle all the data that wouEd usually 
have to be read first if you were to 
use a sequential file. 

ACCESS AU AREAS 
ARexx's implementation of the 
random access file is considerably 
more flexible and certainly easier 
than that in most other languages. 
Instead of having to mess around 
with some petty limitation that 

insists that the format of data held 
within a random access file must 
expressly be defined before you can 
access the fife (BASIC'S "Field* 
command, for example), ARexx is 
totally free and easy concerning how 
you read information from a random 
access file. WhatTs more, any file 
can be randomly accessed 
regardless of whether it was written 
as a sequential file, random access 
file, or any other file type that you 
care to mention. 

The key to this flexibility rests on 
the power of Amiga DOS. Whenever 
Amiga DOS opens a file, it 
automatically assigns a pointer to 
that file that keeps track of the next 
character to be read during file 
access. Each time you read 
characters from a file, Amiga DOS 
automatically moves this pointer to 
the next character to be read, and 
this pointer is then used to control 
where the file reading process is to 
continue from when it commences 
again. ARexx uses this facility to 
enable the programmer to manually 
control the position of this pointer, 

The process of shifting the 

position pointer about is handled by 
the ARexx SeekO function. This 
potentially very powerful function can 
be used to manually alter the 
position of the pointer by passing the 
function an offset value that 
specifies where, from one of three 
positions (more on this later), the 
pointer is to be positioned. So, for 
example, if you had a file that 
contained 100 records of exactly 10 
characters in length, all you would 
have to do to access the eighth 
record would be to set this position 
pointer to character 80 (8 records x 
10 characters). 

Lets take a look at the function 
and its syntax. This is it (all in one 
line, of course): 

newpos ■ seek{file, offset, 
position) 

Newpos: The newpos variable 
contains a value returned by the 
seek{) function that specifies the 
new position (expressed in bytes) of 
the pointer relative to the beginning 
of file, 

File: The file parameter is exactly the 
same as the file pointers that we 
covered last month. The file pointer 
is simply a variable that contains the 
value returned by the open() 
function. 

Offset: The offset parameter is the 
powerful bit that does all the work. 
Specify a legal offset value (it's no 
good trying to offset a 10 byte file by 
a value of 111), and the seek() 
function will alter the position of the 
read pointer. 

The offset parameter moves the 
read pointer relative to the position 
of the seek origin (the start position) 

Position 

464F5240 
OOOOOO 14 
00000H0B 
F0F0FO00 
404050^0 
R080BOB0 
44505053 00000000 
005H0040 00000000 
00000000 

0000B2F0 
02800200 
02800200 
00001010 
50606060 
C0C0C0D0 

494C424D 
43404156 
10202020 

424D4844 
04000100 
00000030 
30303040 

.itflLBMBMHD 
::ICMRP!:*o 

D0D0E0E0 
30000168 00000140 

1 

E0F0FOF0 00000000 
01000002 

dtfcf. 
OOPPP*

1 *. 
DPPS. . .n  
 k. ■ Z.0. . .0. . .0. . . . 

00800000 00000000 01 
00000000   00000000 ~ 

_ 0O004352 GHHR0003 080D4352 
0RHR0001 03074352 
0RRR0001 00004352 
0RRR0001 00004352 
00000001 00004352 
00000001 00004341 
D004424F 

4E4T00O0 
4E4T0000 
4E4T0008 
4E4T800O 
4E470000 
4E470000 
48470000 
BIRDS100 

00000000 
0000OO00 
00000000 
OOOSOQOQ 
OOOSO0OO 
00080000 
00080000 
(8080000 

CRUG 
! CRNC 

B10BB100 

.CRNG  

.CRNG  

.CRNG  
.CRNG  

D.BOOY.,±-±.±.±. 

■ Position *o* 
[current] 

pointer - zi7 

B1008100 
B100B100 
B1OQB1O0 
B100B10O 
B100B1OO 
B1008100 

81808100 
B1008100 
B100B100 
BIBOB180 
B1808180 
B1008100 

81008100 
B1OOB100 
81008100 
81008100 

81008100 
B1008100 
81008100 
81008100 

81008100 81008100 
81008100 81008100 

:±:±:±: 
±.±.±.±.±.±.±.^ 

r- 
Position 'e'lendl 

Now that s random 
access; the seek() 
function gives the 
ARexx programmer 
direct control over 
where data Is read 
from a file. 
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WRITING AN AREXX DATABASE 

Complex applications such as databases - and 
indeed any programs that need to process 
complicated files - are more than possible with 
ARexx once you understand the technicalities of 
random access files. As we saw earlier, ARexx 
isn't that fussy about how you read information 
from a random access file, but this can make the 
life of a programmer somewhat more complex 
when you have to manually calculate the exact 
position of a given record within a file* 

As any database programmer will tell you, 
random access files are only really of use if you 
know the exact position of any given record at any 
one time, After aii, you'd stii! need to search the 
entire file if you didn't know where the record that 

you wanted was located. To make life a bit easier, 
database programmers use a number of different 
techniques to keep track of the records held 
within a random access file, and these can quite 
easily be adapted for use with ARexx. 

The easiest of all these programming 
techniques is the simple Index, which is basically 
a sequential file that is read in at runtime and 
used as a reference to locate records within your 
main database file. Say, for example, you wrote 
an address book in ARexx, In order to keep track 
of all the records within that address book, all 
you'd have to do is to create an index from one of 
the address book's fields (usually the surname), 
The contents of this field from each and every 

record would be written, in the order that they 
appear within the file, into a separate index file 
that would be held in memory as a dimensioned 
array. Whenever you need to locate a recordt all 
you have to do is search through the index for a 
given surname and, once it was found, calculate 
the position of the record within the database file 
by multiplying the position of the surname within 
the index by the size of a singie record. If, for 
example, the record you wanted was found at 
position 12 within the index and you knew that 
each record was 25 bytes long, a simple 
calculation is aii that is needed to work out the 
position of the record within the file - in this caseT 
it would be at position 12 x 25 = 300. Good, eh? 

and can therefore be moved 
backwards and forwards. If, for 
example, you wanted to move the 
pointer backwards by 10 bytes, you 
would specify an offset value of -10- 
If you want to move forward, you 
should specify a positive offset 
value. 

Position: The position parameter is 
just a single character that controls 
what part of the file is treated as the 
seek "origin" (the start position). 
Three possibilities are on offer: "b" 
(the Beginning of the file), "c" (the 
Current position) or "e" (the End of 
the file), 

LISTING 1 

/*ARexx SeekO Dea*>*/ 

aay 'Enter filename of IFF file 
pull filename 

success * qpen('fil©pointer',filename,'r') 
if success = 0 then do 

say 'Enable to open file' 
exit 
end 

iffchk=readch<'filepointer'* 4) 
if iffchk — 'FGEM' then do 

say 'File is not IFF' 
exit 
end 

newpos*seek {' f ilepointer', 8, *b1) 
if f type^readch (' f ilepointer', 4) 
say 'IFF Filetype =' iff type 
select 

when iff type = 'XUBVt' then 
say 'itiia is a picture file' 

when ifftype = '8SVX' then 
say "This is a sound sample file' 

when iff type = 'ANUS' then 
say 'This is an animation file' 

when ifftype = 'SHITS' then 
say "This is a music score' 

otherwise 
say 'Unknown iff type..." 
end 

close{'filepointer') 
exit 

THE NEW SEEKERS 
That's enough of the theory - let's 
take a look at a program that 
demonstrates the power of the 
seekO function. (See Listing 1) 

Rather than just being a 
demonstration that doesn't actually 
do a lot, the script below provides 
the bones for a genuinely useful 
program. If you've ever been handed 
an IFF file that you couldn't 
recognise, then a script such as the 
one below could be written that 
identified the file and its various 
parameters. Although our rather 
limited version only checks the IFF 
type and then compares it with a 

rather limited selection of known IFF 
types, you could add more, if you 
want, and it does demonstrate 
beautifully the power of the seekO 
and readch() functions. 

Right, let's break the code down 
into some more manageable chunks. 
Starting at the top of the script, it 
begins by asking the user the 
filename of the file to be inspected. 
Note that the full pathname must be 
entered too if the IFF file isn't in the 
current directory. It then attempts to 
open the file for reading. Just to 
keep things nice and neat, the script 
checks to see whether the attempted 
file access was successful. If it 
wasn't, then an error message is 
displayed and the script terminates. 

With all the mundane tasks out 
of the wayT the script now starts to 
process the IFF file, First, it needs to 
check whether the file is actually IFF 
at all - after all, it's no good trying to 
recognise what type of IFF file you've 
fed to the script if the file isn't IFF in 
the first place. This is done by 
reading the first four bytes from the 
file - every IFF file starts with the 
word "FORM", so we use this to 
make sure that the file is in IFF 
format, If it isn't, then another error 
message is displayed and the script 
terminates. 

Now for the exciting bit. Once we 
know that the file is in IFF format, we 
can check the IFF filetype by reading 
in the file's "Form", in ail IFF files, 
this four-byte string (four characters) 
is stored at position 8. All we need 
to doT therefore, is to adjust the file 
position pointer to that it points at 
the first character of this four-byte 
string using the s#ek() function. 
Once the position pointer has been 
adjusted, we then read in four 
characters which are placed into a 
variable called 'ifftype". This string 
variable can then be interrogated 
using the ARexx ^Select.. .When... 
Otherwise" construct to work out the 
file's type. 

At the moment, our script 

recognises just four IFF types - ILBM 
(pictures), 8SVX {sound samples), 
SMUS (music scores) and ANIM 
(animations), but you could quite 
easily extend it to recognise DR2D 
(structured drawings), FTXT 
(formatted text) and indeed any 
standard IFF file. If you're feeling 
adventurous and you understand IFF 
well enough, you can extend the 
script so that it also displays 
information about specific IFF types - 
the dimensions of a picture, the 
number of colours it usesr and so 
on. To help you tackle this, watch for 
a special feature on IFF files in a 
future issue of Amiga Shopper. 

NEXT MONTH 

Over the past nine installments of 
"ARexx for all", we've covered 
some pretty heavyweight subjects 
ranging from string manipulation 
and file-handling to decision- 
making arid flow control 
constructs- Up until now, though, 
the scripts we've been looking at 
have been restricted to the sort of 
simple tasks that any 
programming language could 
handle. Next monthT well be 
taking ARexx beyond the scope of 
other languages with a look at 
how ARexx can be used to 
control other applications. If 
you're an experienced ARexx user 
you know the sorts of pleasure in 
store, If not, you could try 
drawing some conclusions from 
the screen shot above. Can you 
tell what it is yet? 
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HARDWARE REVIEW 

Power's Video Backup System 

promises to back up all your hard 

disk data onto a VHS cassette 

with the minimum of fuss. Cue the 

slightly camera-shy Wilf Rees... 

fgltal watches? No 
problem, Microwave 
ovens? Got them sussed. 
No, the technology that 

most people And hardest to cope 
with has to be either the video 
recorder or the home computer 
(yes, even the user-friendly Amiga). 
And here in front of me is a system 
that combines exactly those two - a 
system for backing up my hard drive 
and selected floppies onto a VHS 
video cassette I 

Don't panic. After all, you can 
handle both your Amiga and your VCR 
pretty well. But do you need this new 
Video Backup System from Power? 
You could back up your hard disk 
onto floppies (and keep it up to date) 
- and if you can justify the expense, 
you could buy a tape-streamer, which 
is essentially the same thing only 
fancier. And anyway, is the VHS 
medium reliable enough for accurate 
storage? One way to find out,,. 

Video Backup System comes in 

Packed In what resembles a video- 
cassette case, Video Backup System 
Is an Innovative and effective 
solution to data security. How much 
do i like It? rm keeping It! 

what is to all appearances a VHS 
cassette holder. Inside you find a 
disk, a manual, and two leads. One 
lead is a simple phono-to-phono 
cable, the other a peculiar hybrid 
with a serial port connector on one 
end, splitting into two separate 
phonos, one red, one black. The 
manual looks, frankly, pretty cheap. 
But one shouldn't judge a book etc 
etc - the contents are extremely well 
written and explain in simple and 
coherent language how to use the 
gear effectively and efficiently. 

The software is marvellously 
friendly and easy-to-use - sensible, 
logical, and self-explanatory. I 
thought I would try and cheat so I 
asked for a back-up of dfO: straight 
off. Immediately I got a requester 
informing me of a connection failure 
between my Amiga and VCR. Okay, 
so now we connect everything up. 
The serial connector goes into the 
Amiga, the black phono into the 
VCR's video output, and the red 
ajpjajaaj| phono to the 

composite video 
input of the monitor, 
enabling it to act as 
a control monitor. 
The phono-to-phono 
lead goes between 
the Amiga's 
composite out and 
the VCR's videonn. 
This means data is 
sent to the VCR, and 
monitored by your 
Amiga. 

To play safe, I 
start by backing up a 
single disk. When 
backing upt you have 

a choice of two options: a track-by- 
track image or a "filesystem" image. 
The manual says the former is the 
one for a single floppy, so it's into 
the top gadget, "Floppy backup". A 

"Video Log'' gadget needs to be set, 
simultaneously with the tape counter 
on the VCR. This gadget stores the 
information such as start time, end 
time, backup time, name and date. 
After these are duly set, we're ready 
to go. Press Record on the VCR, dick 
OK on the requester, and something 
wonderful is happening - I am 
watching Spender on my monitor! No, 
stupid fool that I am, I hadn't 
pressed Record, but Play by mistake. 

No harm done - it s forgiving as 
well as friendly. Try again and yes, it 
begins to record. After 66 seconds, 
the task is complete. 

Now to see if it worked. Out 
comes a blank unformatted disk. 
"Floppy Restore* is the gadget this 
time; on goes the Play button of the 
VCRT OK is clicked on the gadget, 
and 66 seconds later it's over. 

Back at Workbench, I open up 
the window, and it's all there! It 
works! I run the software from the 
restored disk. No problems. 

Backing up a hard disk requires 
a "filesystenrT image rather than a 
track-by-track backup, and so does 
saving the contents of RAM or RAD. 
What's more, filesystem backup 
permits the inclusion or exclusion of 
individual fiies or directories. 

Video Backup System has a neat 
method for recording a Visual Header 
onto the VCR cassette just before 
the actual backup starts. This, 
together with the LOG FILE function, 
makes the searching and reinstalling 
process much quicker. Using an 
additional "flagging" system, now 
very common on VCRs, will further 
greatly assist the search process, 

There are extensive options 
available for hard drive backup from 
the software, comparable with the 
best commercial floppy-based 
backup systems. A major difference, 
however, is that with the disk 
system, you need to continually load 
a new disk each time the current one 
fills. Not so with a cassette - unless 
of course you fail to allow sufficient 
room on the tape to complete the 
recording. The manual suggests a 
transfer rate of approximately 40Mb 
per hour. 

OK, so 1 check all the settings, 
insert a new E120, press OK on the 
requester, and we're off. An 
appropriate time to grab some tea 
and check the pools results... 

After 75 minutes I return, and 
the operation is complete. Now the 
painful bit: select dhO:, then 
"Format". Well, it's now clean, and I 
have to start the process of restoring 
the data, using "Filesystem 
Restore". After another hour or so, I 
exit the VBS software, and there it is! 
I quickly open several directories to 
check if all is well, and I cannot find 
any faults. I have a successful 
backup of dhO: on a VHS cassette. 

Two further features offered by 

this package deserve a mention. 
First, there is a "Filesystem verify" 
function. This compares the backup 
data with the source data, and in the 
unlikely event of an error, it reports 
accordingly, Second, a "Send 
Report" function will generate a 
report after the backup is finished. 
This can be saved to any specified 
destination, and if desired printed 
out. so you can keep a record of 
what's on each VCR cassette. 

This system works. Will I use it? 
Yes, but my experience of using tape 
for all manner of recording leaves 
reservations which I betieve need 
addressing, though they can be 
overcome. My first reservation is to 
do with the VCR itself. Whether 
you're taping the match of the day or 
backing up your data, dirty heads 
mean trouble and clean heads mean 
accurate reading of information. If 
you know how to clean the heads on 
your VCR property using I so propyl 
Alcohol, then do it before a backup, 
or use a head cleaning tape. 
Secondly, always use only a new 
cassette, and a quality brand name, 
not a 30p special from the Market. 
And finally, duplicate the process - 
make a backup backup. Even if you 
have, say, two inaccurate read errors 
on each new cassette, the statistical 
possibility of that occurring in the 
same place twice is remote. Make 
two backups to be on the safe side - 
but in any case, Video Backup 
System will give you a convenient, 
cheap, accurate and innovative way 
of securing the valuable data in your 
hard disk. 

OOOOOGOOO 

Video Backup Syste 
Power Computing 
" 0234843388 

CHECKOUT 

CHECK-OUT VIDEO 

BACKUP SYSTEM 

Ease of Use        • • • 
Relatively easy, but needs nervel 

Features • i 
Packed with useful features. 

Speed 
Quicker than disk, 

Documentation     • • 4 
Looks cheap, but is well written. 

Price Value        • • t 
Amazing value. 

Overall rating mmm 
This is innovation - I salute the author! 

G 
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OPEN ALL HOURS 

WELL, NEARLY! 

Snm-lOpm Mon-Sat 

10am 6pm Sunday 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 

 _.£199,99 
A50O Cartoon Pack  £229.99 
A6OO + Z00I Pack-.. £249.99 
A1200  £389.99 
A15OO/A200O , £ phone 
A3000 . ..£ phone 
A4OO0........... £ phone 
Monitor,...., . £195,00 

RAM & DISK DRIVES 

rive ...£51.00 
rive £51.00 

A500 int drive £49.00 
A5O0 512k no clock £18.95 
A500 512k + clock ....£23.50 
A500 + 1meg exp ,£37.00 
A600 1meg + clock £44.00 
A500 1.5meg £79.00 
A500 8meg, 4 meg populated ,£169.00 
GVP 42meg hard drive £299.99 
GVP 80meg hard drive ,£369.99 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Star LC20. £133.00 
Star LC24-10 , £199.00 
Star LC100 Colour.....,, ....£169.00 
Star LC200 Colour £194.00 
Star LC24-200 Colour £274.00 

LC100 mono ribbon   £4,50 
LC100 colour ribbon £6.75 
LC24 200 mono ribbon ...£5.50 
LC24 200 colour ribbon £13.50 
LC20 mono ribbon .£4.50 

LEADS & CABLES 

Null Modem £5.99 
Joystick Extender 3 metre.. £3.99 
Joystick/Mouse Extender £3.99 
Amiga to SCART £7 99 
4 Player * SPECIAL * £2.99 
Analog Joystick Adapter £4.99 
All disks are supplied with labels. 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

TRACTORFEED DISK 
LABELS 

How you can print your own professions! disk labels! 
1500 Plain white disk labels on tractor feed, com- 

plete with FOUR disks of software and artwork. 

Yours for ONLY 

£9.95 
1000 Labels with software 

ONLY £13.50 

AVAILABLE NOW: 

AMIGA MODULATORS 

ONLY £19.50 

A500 POWER SUPPLIES 

ONLY £29.99 

4 PLAYER ADAPTERS 

ONLY £2.991 

HURRY WHILE STOCKS 
LAST 

DISKS & LABELS 

UNBRANDED DISKS are 100% error free. 
In the unlikely event that any of our 
disks are faulty, then we will replace 
the disks AND reimburse your return 
postage! 

3.5" DSDD  
3.5" Rainbow  
3.5" DSHD  

 £0.37 each 
 £0.44 each 
 ....£0.58 each 

Why not try our BRANDED disks! 
Supplied in boxes of 10 disks, 

3.5" DSDD Fuji £4.90 
3.5" DSHD Xerox £8.90 
5.25M DSDD Fuji £2.50 
5.25" DSHD Fuji £4.90 

1000 3.5" labels £6.50 
1000 3.5" tractorfeed £8.50 
Our high quality disk storage boxes 

STORAGE BOXES 

are constructed from high impact 
plastic and have smoked perspex tops. 
Or for space saving economic storage 
of large disk collections, why not try 
our stackable disk drawers. 

Most types are available for 3,5" or 
5.25" disks. 

10 capacity ,,.£0,95 
40 capacity £3.49 
50 capacity £3.95 
100 capacity ..£4,50 
80 capacity Banx drawer ,,,£8.49 
150 capacity Posso drawer . £14.99 
200 capacity drawer £19.50 
Mousehouse £1.80 

Di 
A5 
A600 Dustcover 
A1200 Dustcover 

80 
50 

3.50 
 £3.50 

Monitor Dustcover £3.50 
LC20 Dustcover £3.50 
LC100 Dustcover £3.50 
LC200 Dustcover £3.50 
LC24-200 Dustcover £3.50 
Roboshift £13,95 
Amiga Lightpen £32 00 
Optical Mouse....- £32.00 
Megarnouse . £12.95 
Primax Mouse £12,95 
ttsa Mouse £12.95 
Alfadata Trackball £26.95 
Crystal Trackball £32.00 
Zydek Trackball ,.£25.95 
Zyfi Amp/Speakers £37.50 
Action Replay Mk III £56.95 
Technosound £32.00 
Midi Master £26.00 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand £9 95 
2-piece Printer Stand £3.49 
A4 Copyholder £4.99 
ROM Sharer £14.95 
V1.3 ROM £25.95 
V2.04 ROM £35.95 
Microperf Tractorfeed Paper: 500 sheets...,.£4.50 

2000 sheets £13.00 
All joysticks have autofire feature 

JOYSTICKS 

except those marked *. 
Trigger Grip Models 
Quickshot turbo £6.95 
Python 1M £7.99 
Jetfighter £12.00 
Topstar £19,50 
Intruder £21.50 
Base Fire Button Models 
Maverick 1M £12,95 
Megastar £21.50 
Zipstick £12.95 
Comp Pro 5000* £10.95 
Comp Pro Extra £12.95 
Comp Pro Star £12.95 
Cruiser Multicolour* £9.95 
Comp Pro Star MINI .£14.95 
Aviator 1 Flightyoke £23.50 
Handheld Models 
Speedking £10,50 
Navigator £13.95 
Bug £12.00 

ANALOG JOYSTICKS 
iir?rr^r^nTTiifiiLrrTJ 

iftftftlffllHEfllftlMH 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

_ 0782 311471 
IT HOTLINES: 0782 842497 

0630 853193 

«Anytime 
■ 9.00am.5.30pm Weekdays' 
■ Evenings & Weekends 

.CB 

BUSINESS HOURS 
9am to 10pm Mon-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun 

All items and offers subject to availability. E&OE 
P&P £3.30 All Prices inc VAT 
We accept POs, cheques & credit cards 

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME 

54 SPRING ROAD, LONGTON, STOKE ON TRENT ST3 2PX 



The best trade-in allowance, extra for ^ripherals and 
accessories. Trade in your aid machine far a brand new 
4600/ Al 50Q/120O/S0O0/4OOO/CDTV or even PC 

A limited number of refurbished A500/1500/30 DOs ore 
available, complete wrth 3 months worranry. 

ASOOs FROM £ 159 
Al 500s FROM £299 

MOB 1MB 199 ISOOND+Controllers 
I A600 20HD .(mint) 279 40MB FROM 199 
I A3000s FROM 799 1 20M8 ..FROM 379 

COn   FROM 249 Adion Rephy  39 
A5W Z0/40MB  129/159 xrifcrf„  ..79 
Flicker Fixer 1500 79 AT B Beard 149 

OTHER ACCESSORIES - KHSlSr 

AMIGA 500+ 

£ 1 79.99 
LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE 

AMIGA 3000 
12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

WITH FREE AMIGA VISION 
NEW PRICES!        52MB 120MB 
1MB video 11MB Ftst 8am 999 1149 
2MB video + 4MB Fust Ram     1149 1299 

With extra 4MB Fast RAM (f it le d if re quired) ADB £169.99 
With Philips SVGA 2*ay i«, tflt & swtv^ADD €259*00 

AMIGA 600 
A60Q wiih 12 month on-site warranty, ma flEPfC nnuu mm ii mumii uirine nun 

**$PfO& PIUJVFVW 1 MB, WB 2.05, 3.5" FO + Smart Card 
—■*V   jSlTHAN^  IntcAce Mouse and Manuals 

«$$>**>^ 
A600 20MD HD 339** 
A600 40MB HD 384** 
A600 80MB* 469** 

2MB VERSION ADD £25 
* Top qua ity 3rd party drives, 

covered by full 12 month 
return-to-base warranty 

AMIGA 1200 
1200 2MB SD ......369 1200 2MB 80MB HD '589 **S95 
2002MB 20MBHD .*495 12002MB120MB HO ...729 **749 

1200 2MB 60MB HD..,*535 1200 2MB 207MB HO „ *P0A **895 
SEE NEW AGA GG PACK BELOW 
*1200 SD fitted wlh top qirairty 3rd parly drives, install disc 4 full 12 months return 
to base warranty. 

XM Approved drives with on-site wwianty 
i       Extra 4MB + dock filled to above ADD £ 190 

WE WANT TO 

BEAT ALL PRICES! 
CALL US!! 

AMIGA 1500 inc. on-site 
Full UK spec with ] MS RAM, manse, expansion as 2000, leads, manuals. New 
including Kkkstcrt & Workbench 2.05. Hard disc configuration inc. (he high 
performance GYPit controller card, 
EXPANDABLE TO SMB. 
Dual Drive 469.00 
DD+GVP+52MB HD 732.00 
DD+GVP+80MB HD 799.00 
DD+GVP+120MB HD 872.00 
Wilh6833/TOS ADD 179.99 
With 7CM + M/WFFAOD 379*99 
Pei extra 2MB fitted to GVP ADD £40,00 

Also with Kkkstart 1.3 + RDM Sharer ADD £39.90 
Also with Gtiien 200 24 pin Col Printer + Starter PockADD £199.00 

J 
1S00 SPECIALS 

1/2 PRICE 1500 S/W PWK Oniy wirn 15 
1500 Pack at only £2199 
1500 HP + OK-Sim 1084ST, CITIZEN 2 
pin d printer, 1500 software pa<dk. Starter Pai 
ArnigaVrsion 
52M0 .£1149.00120MB., £133 

CDTV 
1 MB, with Oist Coddy, Welcome CD + tutorial + remote control unit. 

ALONE      WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE+ WB 1.3 

Asobove £34r £398" 
Wtrh Wegnchip 1MB upgrade plus Super Agnus£l 57,99 extra 
* Pirn H utchinsoiis Encydopffldio + Lemmings "plus FradRsh CD 
See below/across for software packs 

AMIGA 

4000/30 
NEW MID RANGE AGA AMIGA 

ADA Chip Set + 68030 processor, 6B832 25/50 MHz co 
processor option, 256,000 colours from 16iMr scan doubling for flicker 
free display Mouse, Amiga 3.571 J6 MB 3.5" drive, Hard Drive os below, 
Amiga DOS 3.0 system and utilities, Gold Service Warranty 

I 

68030 
BOMB HD 
80MB HD 
120MB HD 
110MB HD 
120M3HD 

2 + 2MB 
999 
1129 
1099 
1229 
1349 

2 +4MB 
1129 
1259 
1229 
1359 
1479 

WITH FREE > 
D PAI NT AGA 

OR 
WORDSWORTH 

AGA 
AND STARTER 

PACK J 
rVifh.CBM ,1960 Multi Sync colour monitor iri_ -A Inc tilt and swivel ADD £159 
Per extra 2MB fitted to 4MB machine ADD £89 

extra 4MB fitted to 6MB machine ADD £159 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

• 9 years experience m Commodore producl and here to stay 
• Commodore trained staff are friendly and helpful and are 

parents, muhlmeclio, educational, games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually mare than one!) 

• Open P4 am Monday to Saturday and 10.00 am la 4.30 am 
Sundays (St Albans only] far convenient shopping. 

• Callers welcome for advice and demonstration ot our 1eOuV sq 
ft High Str Town Centra branches 

• Same day despatch far most orders received by 5.30 pm; express 
am and Saturday services available 

• Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably 
by caged, insured, loo name courier service 

• rVe-despakh testing on Amiga systems 
• Free 30 day, next day courier collection and delivery of NEW 

replacement.(except product with on-site maintenance] 
• Hotline support ana in house engineers 
• U pgrcde and trade in offers to keep you up to date 
■ Exceotionol afler sales service 
• BFPO a nd Export welcome 

HEW mess 

AMIGA 4000/40 
i New AGA Chip Set + blister inq 6B040 processor, 256,000 colours from 

16.6M, scon doubling for flicker free display, 25 MHz, Mouse, Amiga 
3.571 -76 MB 3,5" drive Plus Cross DOS for transfer of files between 

I Amiga DOS +MS DOS, 2 rear + 2 front 3.5" bays, lx 5.25" buy, Hard 
I Drive as below, Amiga DOS 3,0 system and utilities, Cold Service 

Warranty FULL 68040 ALONE 
120MB HO 2 + 4MB £1989 
120MB HO 2 +8MB £2139 
240MB HD 2 +8MB £2239 

I With CBM I960 Multisync colour monitor inc tilt and swivel 
I With.CBM I960 Multt Sym colour monitor     A„ M inc tilt and swivel ADD £159 

Per extra 4MB fitted to 6MB machine.. ADD £159 

AGA GG PACK 
(GRAPHICS + GAMES) 

FOR A1200, 4000 ETC. 
VAIUE/RRP 

Personal Paint AGA - Tap reviews, impressive DP IV clone with additional 
features inc, i mage processing, paints i n any screen mode 69*99 
Your choke of -     Wina Commander AGA 

or ZoolAGA 
or    Sensible Soccer AGA 34.99 

5 ' Hot list' games {AGA compatible) individually boxed 174,95 
Micraswitched Joystick 9,99 
Mouse Mai + Dust Cover 9-98 
10 Blank Discs + 80 capacfty lorkoble disc box 16,98 
Virus Kilter 4,99 

TOTAL VALUE 321,87 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 89.99 
SEPARATELY 109.99 

STARTER PACK 
MAX VALUE/RRP I 

* Jnicroswlfched Joystick 9.99 
* BO cap, lockable disc hox PLUS 10 blank discs 16.9B 
* 4 great boxed games - 5oe HOT LIST 159,96 

Phone for Lurrerrt choice OR DPaint III +7&0 Clip Art Pics/graotiics 
* Mouse Mat and Dust Cover 9,98 
* 16 Days Free Hotel Accomodation in UK, Ireland or France - 

you pay only far meals 
TOTAL VALUE 196.91 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19*99 

THE HOTTEST LOT RACK 
VAILJE/RRF 

• All os Starter Padt 203.90 
PLUS; 

• Another 10 GREAT individually packaged gomes, BETTER 269.82 
THAN THE REST previous RRPs up to 39.99 eathr phone to 
choose from HOT LIST, or leave it to usl Children's games available. 

> BO Prog. Hobbyte PD Greats Pad II - Includes top same* like 
Ba lltecars, Star Trek, Computer Conflict, Megabit, aozeos of arcade 
classics, board classics ana 'shool-em-ups', DPaini clip art, Utilities, 
Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database + Desktop Publisher and the 
ulti male virus kilters ■ a most for every new Amiga owner! 39.99 

IOTAL VALUE 51371 
WITH AMIGA 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL ALSO 10 extra 'Hoi List" games    ADD 25.00 

1 WWW EXTRA PACK 

Silly Putty 
Formulo 1 Grand Prix 
POshover 

DPaint III with animation 
700 clip art pics/graphics for DPaint III 

' incl.W 3 disc Home'Pock 
Virus Killer 

Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

VALUE/RRP 
25.99 
25.99 
25,99 
79.99 
9.99 
9.99 
4.99 

182.93 
29.99 
49,99 

Epic Pack: 

DParnt III wr 
700 dip art. 
3 disc Home 

EPIC PACK EXTRA 
Need* 1MB ami Hard Drive VAIUE/RRP 

Trivial Pursuit, language Lab, Amiga text 29,99 
Epic, Rome, Myth 77.97 

ith aoi melton 79.99 
3ics/graphics for DPaint III 9.99 
Pack tod W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 9.99 

Virus Killer 4.99 
TOTAL VALUE 212.92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 2M9 
SEPARATELY 39,99 

HO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGES 
m DEPOSIT cmnAYAumosi^JO 
STATUS). WRITTEN DETAILS OH APPUCATl 

LUS\omef5. 

• AMIGA SPECIALISTS • STAR GOLD DEALER • 
\   \ \   \ \ 

CDTV CENTRE PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER 



PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

VAiUE/RRF 
• Cartoon (lasaoGamw: Lemmings OR Elf 25.99 

The Simpson* Puzink 24*99 
Captain Hanel Toki 25.99 

• Deluxe Painl UJ with animation + 700 Clin Art nits 89.99 
• Gold disc Office - WP t UK 'guess spelling checker, 

spreadsheet, database, graphics 4 desktop publishing 169.99 
• ftdlheDucK 29.99 

OR GFA Bosk OR Round the Bend 
• Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
• 80 Prog. H ohbyie PD Greats Pack - see1 Hottest Lai Pock' 39*99 
• 4 disc DP pack inc. Fonts, Cip Art and Disc Tutor 9.99 
• Hobbyle rrimorary (specify) or Secondary 

Educational Peck 19.99 
• 10 Bhnk Discs + 80 Capacity lockable dist best 26.98 
• House Mal + Dust Cover and Joystick 19.97 

TOTAL VALUE 488,85 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79.99 
SEPARATELY 99.99 

SPECIAL Alio with Gllieri 200 24 PIN 
Colour Pf inter and Starter Pack ADD 199.00 

i CAX 354 3.5 external drive, beige.... 
"' 'ailk dis TV external 3.5 drive, black + 10 blonl. ... 

880 B with onli click + Blitz back up and virus protector 59.99 
880 B os above, Cyclone compatible 64,99 
al drive as PC 8808..... 124,99 
placement A 500 drive —„ 34.95 
;W1! A2015 high density int 1.76MB IS" drive for 1500/2000 . 78.95 
:W!I A3015 high density int 1.76MB 3.5" drive for 3000 78.95 

S/L 
tt T0B4ST including tilt + swiveff2 game*  
lips UK 8833 MKirmon>leods+ Turbo Challenge 

swivel stand (or 14' 
VI1960 High res 

 .138.95 
on-site 219.99 
 12.99 
 369.99 

WJ! CBUTttgb res AGA Quad synch Monitor lor 1200/4000 POA 
GA 14" MuhfSyac for 1200/4000 _ 429.00 
lips 7CM/CBM 1936 Hi res SVGA .28dp inc. till & swivel 259,99 
C4FGMu]li-Svric „ „ 544.99 
IWJJ PiPYiewTV tuner 4 remote with sub picture for Amiga manHors ...POA 
:roway Flicker Fixer 124.99 
) Flicker Free Video 2-A500 , 197.90 
SCANNERS & DIGIT1SERS 

ionGT 6500,600dpi 24 bit A4 779.00 
iver Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Grayscale, Pawerscan software 88.99 
tfer Hand Scanner os above, V3 for 1200/4000 104.99 
iver Colour Hand Scanner .,<,„.„.„..„, ww 219.49 
irp JX 100 A6 Scanner + scanlab s/w up to 1B bit... 469.99 
i Ammo 12 74.99 
nmo Sketch II A4 Tablet Digitis*r/A3 Tablet Digitiser 319.99/529.99 
eo Master 49.99 

DISCS 
Blank DS/DD discs in box . .4.99   50 Blank DS/DD discs 17.99 
Blank DS/HD discs 6.99   SO Blank DS/HO discs 27.99 

500/600/1200 
30 1MB 120 MB 648.99 
301M8 213MB 748.99 
J068B82 218.99 
'HOB 42MB 2*4.99 
'HDB80MB .368.99 1HDB120MB 458.99 
TruBip«rd42MBHD,...279.99 
a 2MB fitted to ahave ... 62.99 

'0 2DMB „ 259.99 
0 for 2.04 1MB 500....239.99 185 MB HD aOO/1200.274.99 
obo1icsVXL30 25MHz.219.99 
30 40MHz .339.99 
iBurslRAMforobove.179.99 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 3-13 YEARS 

VALUE/RRP 
* Vour choice from: 

Fun School 2,3 or 4 {for 3-9 yrs - specify age, 9 diff. 25.99 
versions available) Up to h stunning UK educational games in eadi 
package, with beo ulif ul pictures, exciting animahoa + music that 
helps ta develop numbers, word + other skills. Up to 6 be Is of 
difficulty. Conforms with Notional Curriculum. 

OR Merlin s Maths (for 7-11 yrs) from the award winning Fori School1 

stable, & enar ossing games to leach essential maths skills, in a way 
children wilflove. 

OR Spelling Fair (for 7-13 yrs) all the fun of the fair on A levels mokes 
learning spelling addictive and fun, Includes a games plus 3000 word 
dictionary 4 selection af words for needs of dyslexic children. Parents 
can Creole awn dictionary of words requiring special attention, 

OR Any ADI Junior 
* Edd the Duck (7 yrc) 0* Etf (7f yrs) OR Round the Bend 25.99 
* Nobbyte frimarory [specify) Educational Pack, featuring 

up to 123 beam wnite you ploy' gomes 19.99 
* Habhyte 30 Easy ChiluYens' Gomes, 10 pock disc including Train 

Set and other tap entertaining PD titles 19.99 
* Photon Paint I] * 700 dip Art pics 89.99 

inc. children, Fairytale +Legend diameters, Saortr Cartoons etc. 
* Joystick+ 10 Honk discs 15.98 

TOTAL VALUE 197.92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39.9? 
SEPARATELY R9? 
SPECIAL; Each extra title from first 
selection odd just 15.00 

TRAMPY'S, THOMAS'S 
OR NOD6Y S PACK 

2-8 YEARS 
AT LEAST 57 EDUCAT10HAL/FUK FILLED 6AMES! 

MAX VALUE/RRP 
* Thomas the Tank Engine's Fun with Words - 6 separate easy 29.99 

to use learning programmes with animation and sound. 
OR Noddy's Playtime {to 1 years] - 8 magical learning games at 3 levels, 

PLUS Junior Art package inc. Colouring electronic 'fuzzy Feb"', FREE Toy 
Town map, Keyboard overlay and wobbler. 

• The Shoe People - 6 colourful and entertaining games 
featuring Trompy a no1 friends to encourage early number reading and 
pre-reading skills. With Shoe People music 

OR Fun School 2 (for 3-9 years * specify age) 9.99 
« Fun School 3 or 4 ■ the Fun School" suite have won just about every 

award going. 5 or 6 wonderful animated games. 24.99 
OR Picture 8ook: 4 utourful and amusing games from ex 'Fun School' 

design manager will delight young children 
* Photon Paint II + 700 Clip Art pics 69.99 

inc. children, Fairytale -t-Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons, etc. 
• Kohbyte Primary Educational PD Pa ck, canlai nin g 10 19.99 

fun while you learn games 
* Hahbyte 30 Easy Children's Games Pack 19,99 
• 10 Blank Discs, Joystick, Mouse Mot 26.96 

TOTAL VALUE 221.90 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 59.99 
SEPARATELY 79.9? 

+ 
• Zool * Kumber 1 Charthuster 25-99 
• Striker- 94% til Amiga 25-99 
• Pinhatl Dreams-94K AUI 25.99 i 
• Tronswrile UKWP + Spelkhecker 49.99 | 
• ADI French, Maths or English (IMS, specify age) 
■ ADI the lovable extra terrestrial gifted teacher, guides you 

through National Curriculum. Ideally compliments school work. 
Frnm the award winning Fun School learn 25,99 | 

OR ADI Junior (under 5's) 
OR 6 HOT LIST Games 209.94 1 

■ Hahbyte BO Programme PD Greats Pack See Hottest Lot1 39.99 
Habhyte Secondary Educational Pack f 9.99 

Mrrroswitrhed quo lily jaysti ck 9*99 
TOTAL VALUE 407.67 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 4199 
SEPARATELY 69,99 

ACCESSORIES 
00/600/1200 control renlre28.99 Alien/Botman/T2 Joystick ..10.99 
ckette CDTV Joystick adapt. .44.95 Bug Joystick 11.99 
20 Modulalar.: L.29,W CDTV Keyboard M 54*99 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
iec 3.5 external drive, daisychain 4 on/off ..43.95 

.52.99 
,49.99 

SPECIAL: Each extra title front first 
selection add |ust 18.99 

24 BIT - £BEST! 
GREAT individually packaged games. BETTER THAN THE REST 

(previous RRPs up to 39.99 each) 
CURRENT TITLES VARY - INCLUDES: 

Paperboy II Hunt for Red Oclober 
Colossus Chess Eltnky's Scary School [under 12) 
Challenge Golf Battleships 
Neighbours Licence to Kill- Bund Game 
Frankenstein Silkworm Helicopter j&ep mission 93% CU 
Edd me Duck (underl 2)   Continental Grots -Bint race circuits 92% AA , 
Master Blazer - 3 D sports Xenon - C+VG Game of the Month 
Onslaught - format G 90% Thurderstrike - Fighter Flight Sim 

I 4 LOTS MORE - AT LEAST 25 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM! 

A Video 24 with TV Pawl for 500., 
DCTV _  
Firecracker  
GVPIY + VIU-5  

.588.90 

GVPW + VIU-LT.....  
Harlequin 4000 24 bit card 
Image Master 

40199 
 POA 
.1389.99 
.1759.99 
 POA 

..10199 
Opal Vision 24 bit board + Opal Paint, Opal Presents, Karate 24 bit s/w 629.99 
Rembrandt 24 bit boord... , 2489.99 
Retina 24 ait graphics card +1 MB f YD Paint 339.00 
Retina 24 bit graphics cord + 4MB + YD Paint ..4*9*00 
V lab 24 bil real lime digitiser 1200/600 external 334.99 
V lab 24 bil real lime digitiser 1200/600 internal 2*9.99 
V Lab 4000/3000 inlrenal SVHS 334.99 
FOR SPECIALIST ADVICE PHONE JP ON 0727 856005 

HARD DRIVES/ACCELERATORS 
Al500/2000/3000/4000 

GVP HCB/I140MB 278.99 
GYP HCB/II BOMS .314,99 
GVP HC8/II120MB 358.99 
GYP HCB/II 213MB 466,99 
GFarce 03025MHZ 1MB...478.99 
GFarce 0304DMHZ4MB...748.99 
G Force 030 50MHZ 4MB .998.99 

G Forte 040 33MHZ 2M8 1398.99 
G GVP 1230 68030 M«JF(K 12M374.90 
PrraMercurvO40?BMHZ(3OOO) 1349.99 
NEW SCSI II contrrjfer for 4000— 139.9 9 
Sysquest removable HD B8MB. 658.99 
Extra 2MB Fitted to any above 6 2.99 

EXPANSION 
A5O0 512k Ram Exp+Clock ...21,99 NEWli PCI 204 4MB exp * dock... 194.99 
A500+ 1MB exp ... 29.99 PC12D44Mflejtp ^68881 2flMHi.269.99 
A500+ 2MB, exp. lo 8MB ...149.99 PC12Q4 4M8 exp + 68882 2SMHt.294.49 
CBM A600 1MB exp + dock . 27.99 PC1204 4M8 exp + 68B82 SOMUL384.49 
A600/1200 2MB exp (card} .117.99 MBX12004M&+6888114MHz.... 268.49 
A400/1200 4MB exp (card}., 179.99 MBX12004MB4BBB2 25MHz....334.49 
anVlWe»fSuper^ius^l57.99 M8S£ 12004MB^BB250MHi .409.00 
A5O0 Ram Sharer 1.3 37 J5 BMB versbi MIX bonds above ADD 8950 
A500 Ram Sharer 2 04 38.95 NEW!I CBM 2.1 uparode kit 74,99 
A600 Rom Sharer + 1.3. .49,95 A2065 Ethernel Cord 229,95 
Chip fitting and board upgrade available, 
by oaf qualified engina«s        „™ POA 

EMULATION 
KCS Powerboard 146*50 G Gate 3B6s* 25MHz 386.99 
KCS Powerboard with DOS ..188.49 GGote4B6SX ............489.99 
KCS adaplar 56.99 GVP 286 for GVPH +S30 146.99 
KCS Powerboard far AfiOO . .162.99 AT Once 214,99 
3B6 Bridgeboard fori 500 ...238.50 GVP 40/4 for 15O0 945,99 

GENLOCKS/MODEMS 
Kendal* 8802 {1200 campat) 139,99 WdeefHot v330...„_... 1094.94 
NEWUR^laleBJoi^  159.9S taw.,., -138.99 
Ron^8802SVr&W}  Mtt GVFtok 32H99 
Ikma G«WtS2SS,...„ _ .689.99 Supra 2400 Modem ...78.95 

A60O/12O0 HD 
UPGRADES- 

SElf KOBBrTE 
FITTIHG* i FITTED" Ion-iihs ifl¥aliiltir«rf| \<M M-sH»t 

20MB 119..... - 
40MB ...149 - 
60MB .....179 ...........214 
B0/B5MB 215 275 
120/127MB,„.319, 399 
209MB - 549 
INTERNAL CLOCK POA ■ADD E14.99 k MoM^i lilting FREE ML ridf {riiftliroi & delivery 

Amiga prices, excepl where siaied are inc. VAT. E.sO.t. 
HP AUTHORISED DEALER 

Gtizen 120+0 108.99 
Slor LC2€ 116 *9 
NEW! Qliien 90 monoM 56.49 
HEW! Gfaen 90 colourM 69.49 
Slur 1C100? pie col .158.69 
Gtizen Swift 9r col 16149 
Star LC200 col 174.99 
Star L( 24-20 163.49 
Star IC 24-100 24 pit 173.49 
Star LC 24 200 209.99 
Star Lt 24-200 col 246.49 
Citizen 1240. 176.99 
Epson LQ100 189.99 
Gtiien 5200 24* 179.99 
Gtizen S200 24 col* 194.99 
Gtizen S240 24 col' 259.99        Sharp JK 9500 9ppm.. 
Gtfaen S24x cot* 296 99        QMS Ink Jet cot A4 4999.95 

^ludto driver/Utility {M 2 & above} highly tscommeaded ADD E39.95 
I STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 ar continuous paper, Amiga ta 
1 printer leai Universnl Printer Stand & Driver * with Print Maneger 

WITH 
ALONE STARTER 

PAOt 
HP Deskiet 500..™ 345.99 
HiP Deskjet 500 c#. 439.99 
HP Dosklot 55tX?. 439.99 
rtPD«l([*tPortribte& 339.99 * 
HP PnMMf9 o39.99 «»■ 
BJIOex Bubbl«jet pari. ...198.99 
BJ200 329.99 « 
BJ 330A3 469.99 — 
DJ 300 H 3B9.99 w 
Star SJ 48. 196,99 
Panasonic KKP 441D 

Video Masler 49.49 
VEdi Amiga 12.... 74.99 
EDUCATIONAL 
AnyfunSdiocJ3cr4.15.99 
Any API 16.99 
Merlin's Maths 16.99 
Paint fi= Creaie 16.99 
SpeBing Fair 16.99 
See also software poets 
UTILITIES/LANGUAGES 
AMAXllPk 249.99 
Ami back ,39,90 
Amos 3D 21.49 
Arnos the Creator- 30.95 
Amos Compiler 19.49 
Amos Prof. .. .43,50 
EasyAmoi „ 22.49 
ConDo2 97JO 
Cross Dos v5 29.75 
Directory Opus 4 47.49 
Disk Master II 4175 
GB Route 4 3199 
GFA Basic ft.99 
GEgamem < ,..89.90 
SAS/lattkeC 215.99 
Quarier back 39+49 
Quarter bod Tools 43.99 
Xcoayfro .34,95 
APRUCATIOH 
Arena Accounts .82.50 
Excellence 3 -< 39.99 
FmolCopyD 64.99 
Kind Words HI 32.99 
Maxiplon Plus v4 34.50 
MiniOHke 37.49 
togesfrearri 2.2 149.90 
Paaesetter3AGA 42.49 
PwiNl.4^ 34.50 
Pen France Man + ..,.29.50 
Pro.Poge4AGA 136.49 
PuttsrHf  31.90 

o 

Laser Spam  
Star IS 5 loser........ 
Star LS 5ex 5ppm 

dual bin 

.494.95 

.636,95 
.729.90 

• CITIZEN DEALER PLUS • 

GRAPH ICS/CAD 
AJodin 40 213.99 
AmiooVisron .44.50 
Art &pr«ssion AC5A,..l 34.90 
Art Dept. Pro 2,1 A .147.90 
Briliance 143.90 
Cc*aari24 234.49 
OetotePamMV ..53.99 
Deluxe Paint AGA 64.90 
Distant Suns 49.49 
b5BFKB..._ 35.99 
Expert Draw 48.99 
Gallery 39.49 
Image FX .POA 
rmoginsv2 10949 
Image Master AGA... 11949 
fniroCADPtus ,63.99 
Pld30Pra 119.95 
Prodraw4AGA .POA 
PraVishiAGA .49,49 
Rd30TurkPro.......7190 
ScalaSOO 64.49 
Sco1aMM200 ,434.99 
SdaPraH3 173.50 
WptAnim.4D 198.99 
Spectra Colour 57.99 
Tab 2 36.90 
TV Paint _ 544.90 
XCAD 2000  89.50 
KCAD30OG 245.99 
VIDEO PROD/ TfTliHG 
Actoaae 59.49 
AmigoVisjonH^H ..17.90 
BraackastTrder II 173.90 
Deluxe Phololab. 51.49 
Marph+ „ 138.99 
Pro Sriaeo Plus 137.99 
IV Show Pro 51.39 
TYTeatPro 68.99 
Video StadioS 115.95 
Vitbo Director 123.99 

TILf SALM HOi 0727 856005 NUU 0727 034044 
Same dm despatch for debit or credit card orders placed before 5pm subjetf ta ovoibility. AfrrnmTvely send cheque, pasrol order, 
bankers draft ar official order (PLCs, Education ma Government bodies anl1/) to: Depi. AS, Hobble Computer Cenhe, 10 Market 
flact, Si. AJbarts, Herts AL3 5DG. Please allow 7 wwfeing days for diea^ie deorance, Subfectto avrjlabilifYr despatch is normally 
within 24 hours of receipt of cleared payment. Prkes are correct at lime of going ta press, however, we ore sometimes forced to 
change ttiem, efther up or down. Please check before ordering. Additianrj services c-id different padcagas may be offered in <wr 
showrooms, ond prices rrwy vorv from Mwl Order prices. Peisonol collers ore osked to qwte this od to enwre Mai Order peckeges 
are offered.   
DELIVERY CHARGES: UK ^INLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Small corramoblfts I Despatched by post, pleose ched 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, except lasers Next day courier service, £ 10 per boa 
Offshore and Hiplitosids Ptease enquire 
EN ADDITION Wf OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES: 
Sotufdoy dfifiveries talrofcpfcsilS 
Am next day Mormol rote phis £8 

Saxon Publisher 177.95 
SuperbasePro4 14&99 
Wordsworth AGA 7Z90 
Works Platinum 38.99 
MUSK 
AD 1 □ 12 Studio 16 

Sampler.. 349.95 
Audio Enajneer+2 ...149.49 
Audio Master A .41.49 
Bars & Pipes Pro 162,99 
Oarity Sampler 104.99 
GVP OSS 33.99 
Midi Interface 19.95 
fiomboMegamix Mslr.24.99 
Stereo Master 26.99 
LEISURE TOP SELLERS 
Body Blows 17.90 
AV86 Harrier Assault ...27.49 
Campaign,, -2199 
Chaos Ervqine ....16.49 
Body Blows 17.90 
Epic -9.99 
Indiana Jones 23.99 
Lemmings 2 .„„! &90 
Uonheort 17.49 
Monkey Island II 21.99 
Nick faldosCh. Golf ,7199 
Premier Manager 15 
Putty _ *9.99 
Road Rash 16.49 
Sensible Soccer .. ^1 
Sleepwolker 20.90 
Sleepwalker Cr)mktetef.*9,99 
Streetfighterll 17.49 
Trviol Pursuit *9.99 
Wing Commander 19.49 
Zool. , 15.99 
"Price appfes only with Amiga 
hardware purchase 
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NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 

Credit lerms at 34.8% APR | variable) can 
be airanged foi purchases aver £1 SO. subject 

la slalus ComaetOive leasing themes are 
also available tor businesses including sate 
traders and partnerships. Just telephone lor 

written details and application lorm. 



C PROGRAMMING 

Lock up your keyboard, unpack 

the pen and paper - this month 

we start work on a killer 

application with the 

help of Toby Simpson* 

This month we're going to 
start to plan our project In 
C: The Address Book. May 
sound boring, but could be 

quite useful - and after all, you're 
writing It yourself, so you should be 
able to customise It as you learn. 

First, a preach. Let me tell you 
what programming is not 
Programming is not pressing keys, 
Pressing keys is the slow, tedious bit 
where you are trying to get your 
program from your mind into the 
computer. Programming is about 
thinking and creativity. This sort of 
explanation works a whole lot better 
if we use a fiction writer as an 
example. Everyone can put pen to 
paper and make sentences, but not 
everyone can write books. Try to get 
out of the habit of th inking "I am 
programming, so I ought to be typing 
in code." A major part of 
programming anything whatsoever is 
the planning and design. The typing 
of the instructions comes later. 

SoT with this in mind we can 

make a start 
on our project. 
First we'll need a 
brief, A brief is a short description of 
the program, summing up what it is 
to do. Most commercial designers of 
programs (including games) would 
start from a brief. Our brief might 
look like this: 

ADDRESS BOOK- BRIEF: 

"Design a program to store an 
unlimited number of names, 
addresses and phone numbers 
and allow that information to 
be easily viewed and accessed 
from external programs for use. 
It must run from the 
Workbench, allow multiple files 
and optionally use a public 
screen/' 

From the brief we would generate a 
simple specification. For a program 
of this size, it's pretty petty to get 
into silly details of what each routine 

will do at this stage, so let's just 
extract a simple spec from the 
above: 

ADDRESS BOOK - 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

■ Unlimited number of records. 
■ Storage of phone numbers, 
names and addresses. 
■ ln4>uilt search to hunt down 
records. 
■ ARexx port for access from 
other a ppi ication s. 
■ Easy-to-use video recorder 
style display for moving around 
in our file. 
■ Multiple fries. 
■ Run from the Workbench, on 
an optional public screen. 
■ The Workbench icon should 
allow us to define which file 
we are to use by default. 

This might look a little daunting, but 
if s a good ptace to start. Some of 
the requirements we've given 
ourselves here are very complex, 
such as the ARexx port, which would 
allow other appiications to access 
and process our data. 

Why is the ARexx port so 
important? Essentially, with a good 
one installed, other applications can 
access our names and addresses, if 
our Address Book is coupled with 
another ARexx application, say the 
ProWrite word processor, we could 
do a mailshot to all 
the names in our iBBIiMI"^^ 
address book 
telling them we've 
moved, getting 
ProWrite to fiU out 
the missing bits in 
its letter with our 
database. All done 
with ARexx! 
Likewise, you could 
write a really 
simple program to give out names 
and phone numbers in a neat list, 
The uses of ARexx go on forever, but 
the moral of the story is that other 
people can then make your program 
do what they want it to do. And that 
includes you! 

Let s think a bit about our 
program. First, the obvious: it's going 
to have to open a window, and place 
information in it, and well be 
needing some buttons too. This lot is 
our user interface, the bit of a 
program which the user will interact 
with, and all our program's input and 
output will be happening in the 
window. 

Underneath the user interface 
will be our address book itself. This 
will consist of a load of DOS routines 
to access our address information 
off disk. A good and simple way of 
doing this would be to store all of our 
records in one single file. We'll need 
to determine what we're going to put 

in each of our records as well: 

ADDRESS BOOK - 
RECORD STRUCTURE: 

Field name; Characters: 

Name 
Address line 1 
Address line 2 
Address line 3 
Address line 4 
Post Code 
Phone number 

40 Characters 
64 Characters 
64 Characters 
64 Characters 
64 Characters 
10 Characters 
20 Characters 

E-Mail Address 128 Characters 
(for CIX addresses and such 
(ike) 

Comment       128 Characters 

YouII notice that I've also listed the 
number of characters which each 
field will take. We might change this 
later on, but with a working figure in 
mind, we're able to work out how 
many characters each record will 
require. The total is 582. We must 
bear in mind that in reality each of 
these fields will be one character 
less than we've defined, because a 
string has a null character to 
terminate it. Since one character is 
one byte, each record will take up 
582 bytes. If you have 100 names 
and addresses, the file will take up 
about 58K of disk space. 

FIUES OF FUN 
Mow we know a little about our 

records, we can 

"Programming is 

not pressing keys. It 

is about thinking 

and creativity." 

start to plan the 
way in which it 
would work. 
Because we'll want 
to be able to jump 
to any record 
immediately by 
using its record 
number, each 
record will need to 
be a fixed length. Ir 

Cr we could calculate the offset from 
the start of a file using these lines: 

#define BYTES_IN_RBCOHD 562 

record 
offset 

BYTES. 

= 4; 
= {record 1 

_IN_RECORD) j 

In AmigaDOS, there are a load of 
really simple functions allowing us tc 
move around within files like this. 
These routines are in the 
"dos. library". In C, this is opened fo 
you, so you won't need to open it 
yourself. But before we use a file, wt 
will have to Open it. Once we have 
finished with it, it wilt have to be 
closed. Assuming we had a file 
called "addresses.file", we could 
print the name of any person in it 
using this little routine: 

{ 
BPTR file_channel; 
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C PROGRAMMING 

Amiga DOS - The basic level of the Amiga's operating 
system, or more strictly Device Operating System. Deals 
with "devices" - the keyboard, screen display, disk 
drives, and any peripherals such as printers. 

ARexx - Amiga REXX. REXX is an inter-task 
communications language for IBM mainframes. What 
this means, in English, is that lots of different programs 
can all talk with each other in a single language which 
they all understand, and make use of each other's data 
and features, 

E-Mail - The general term for Electronic Mail systems 
that enable you to send and receive messages over the 
telephone lines using your Amiga and a comms program, 
via a commercial bulletin board and conferencing system 
such as CIX (Compulink Information exchange). 

Flefii - See "Records" below. 

Gadget - A gadget is the name given to a button, knob, 
lever, twiddly bit, in fact any graphical part of the Amiga 

screen display which you interact with in some way to 
make something happen, 

Include files - The Commodore "include" files are files 
containing function definitions and defined values for all 
of the operating system's routines, It's almost 
impossible to program the Amiga without these - and 
besides, it saves you a lot of typing, and the less typing, 
the less errors! 

Public screen - There are two kinds of screen that it is 
possible for a program to make use of on the Amiga. A 
custom screen is a screen opened by a program for its 
own use; a public screen, by contrast, is one that can be 
used by several programs. 

Records - Imagine a filing cabinet drawer full of folders, 
one for each of a group of persons, each folder 
containing the criminal record of that person. The filing 
cabinet is your file, each folder is a record, and each bit 
of sub-information about that criminal, such as name, 
address and so forth is a field. 

name we'll J 
int record - 5; 
/* Record whose 
print */ 

char one_recordJ 
[BYTES_INJRECOED] ; 

if  (!(file channel = OpenJ 
("addresses« file", J 
MODE OLDFILE))) 

{ 
printf{"Cannot open file J 

1 addresses.file'\n")} 
return; 

/* Couldn't open filel */ 
} 

Seek(file_channel, record * J 
BYTES_IK_RECOHD, J 
OFFSET_BEGIHNING); 

Read(file_channel, J 
&one_record, J 
BYTES_IN_RECORD) | 

Close(£lle_channe1}; 

printf {"Name was 
one_record) ; 

> 

%s\n" 

{Don't try typing this in just yet - 
there is a lot more work to do first.) 

None of the above should be new 
to you, except the new functions we 
have called - Open, Seek, Read and 
Close. Also, you 11 notice a strange 
variable type, file_channel, which is 
a BPTR. Don't worry about this, it's 
just a magic number you have to 
pass around. When you open a file, 
the dos. library issues you with a file 
handle. This is a unique number to 
that file, so that when you want to 
act on it, you quote your file handle 
and DOS knows which file you're on 
about. The same value is used to 
close the file when you've finished 
with it. 

The other thing which might look 
a bit odd is the tine where I open our 
file. There is an alarming number of 

brackets here. This is the sort of 
thing you're able to do with C. 
Basically if the entire statement 
*'flle_channel = Open... etc" 
evaluates to zero, then the return 
command is executed. Open returns 
zero if it failed to open the file. 

Vou can see from this that 
accessing our information is going to 
be reasonably straightforward. Let's 
try and work out what sort of 
functions we'll need: 

read_record data(record_J 
number, place_to„store_J 
read_data) 

This routine could be used to fetch 
any given record by simply quoting its 
number and a place to store the 
data. The routine would open the file, 
access the data, and close it again 
before returning. 

write_record_data (record^J 
number, place_to_write_J 
data_f rom) 

This routine would do the exact 
opposite, storing the supplied record 
at the named position. We would 
probably make this routine a little 
more advanced, and say that if the 
supplied record number was -1 then 
we'd add the record to the end of the 
file - that is, create a new record. 

Armed with the above two 
routines, we'd be able to set up 
some simple test routines to access 
our database, 

PLAYING WITH GADGETS 
We've thought about how our files 
are going to work, so now we have to 
consider our user interface. User 
interfaces are often left till last - not 
a good thing, seeing that if you mess 
this bit up, an otherwise really neat 

program can be totally unusable. In 
the spirit of good programming, weh 

be cutting as many corners as we 
can by making the 
maximum use ^MB^^^^M 

possible of the 
operating system's 
functions. 

We're also 
going to be adding 
some Workbench 2 
features into our 
program, such as 
the ability to open   
our address book 
on a public screen as well as the 
Workbench screen. We II also be 
thinking about how to add an ARexx 
port to our program - not an easy 
task, but definitely worth the effort in 
this case. Towards the end of this 
series of articles, we'll be using 
ARexx to produce all sorts of handy 
results from our program. 

Since we have to get our 
program to work just as well under 
Workbench 1.3 as Workbench 2.04 

"In ffie spirit of 

good programming, 

we'll cut as many 

comers as we can*" 

we will have to avoid some of the 
more advanced routines in 
Workbench 2, but we can still try and 
make it look nice with a 3D bevel- 
edged style display, even under 1.3. 
After all, we're the smart party! 

We'll be needing a window. In 
this window we will display a single 
record at a time, with some buttons 
along the bottom to enable us to 
move around our file. It would be 
particularly nice if these buttons had 
little images on them and looked like 
the controls of a video recorder. 

As well as a window, we can help 
to keep our window layout clean, 
neat and functional, by putting 
certain options into a menu. Our 
menu would enable us to start new 
files and search our files for certain 
people, as well as having the totally 
necessary About requester. 

WHAT FIRST? 
Well, this is pretty much the hardest 
part of any project: deciding what bit 
to do first. In our case, since we've 
thought briefly about the user 
Interface and have a fair idea how 
that is going to "look and feel", it's a 

good idea to do 
wmm^^^^^^^ the file handling 

code first. This 
way, we can put 
together some 
easy test routines 
using "printf" and 
M»canT to allow us 
to create a file and 
add some records 
to it This way we'll 
have some test 

data ready to use when we come to 
implementing our user interface. 

If you have not already got the 
Commodore "include" files, then now 
is the time to get them! We'll be 
making extensive use of the 
information in them next month. See 
the box-out for information on this. 

Next month we'll be writing some 
code, and get a simple set of file 
handling routines up and working, 
I i ke the two d f scu s sed above - fjft 

"INCLUDE" FILES 

If you want the "include" files together with a huge collection of handy 
debugging toots, and lots of example code, send a cheque for £25 made 
payable to "Commodore Business Machines Ltd" and a covering note 
asking for the latest "Native Developer's Toolkit". The address to send your 
cheques to is: 

Sharon McGuffie, 
Commodore Business Machines (UK) Ltd., 
Commodore House, 
The Switch Back, 
Gardner Road, 
Maidenhead, 
SL6 7XA 

Next month we'll be explaining in a special C programming extra how to set 
up and use these include files with your choice of compiler. 
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REVIEWS 

Window SHOPPER 

Out of the vast range of programs, tutorials, add-ons and extras 

available for your Amiga, we round up some of the latest goodies. 

AMIGA A600 & Al 200 
INSIDER GUIDES 

Price: £14.95 each 
From: Bruce Smith Books 
' 0923 894355 

Two recent releases from Bruce 
Smith Books will be of interest to all 
those owners of A600s and A1200s 
who have been left feeling more than 
a little confused by the manuals that 
Commodore ships with the machine. 

Both these books are designed 
to be of maximum benefit to the 
Amiga novice, and their styles and 
approaches are similar to each 
other, They both start out by helping 
readers familiarise themselves with 
the Workbench and many of the 
standard operations, such as 
formatting and copying disks. Later 
chapters go on to give detailed 
explanations of how to use a wide 
range of the Workbench facilities. 
The subjects covered include: setting 
the clock; using the calculator; 

OCLI GLAREGUARD 
PROFILE 

Price: £86.25 
From: GND Distribution Ltd 
w 071 267 3236 

We've been using a couple of OCLI 
GlareGuard Profile screen filters in 
the Amiga Shopper office for the past 
month, and frankly we're impressed, 

Screen filters are designed to 
reduce reflections and glare (worst 
when monitors are sited near 
windows or in rooms that are 
unsuitably lit) as well as screen 
flicker (where characters appear 
blurred or have "haios" surrounding 
them). AEE these things can 
contribute substantially to fatigue, 
eyestrain and headaches. These are 
ail symptoms of Computer Vision 
Syndrome, a medical condition that 
is receiving more attention as the 
ubiquity of computers in the home 

COMPUTERS AND 
CHAOS - AMIGA ED'N 

Price: £14.95 
From: Sigma Press 
« 0625 531035 

designing and using icons: adding a 
printer to your system and how to go 
about installing a printer driver. 

The Insider Guides then go on to 
give the beginner a good basic 
overview of the Shell, explaining the 
power and flexibility that's at your 
fingertips once you start to delve into 
the mysteries of the Amiga DOS 
command set 

These books don't however set 
out to provide a comprehensive 
listing of ail AmigaDOS's 
commands and their parameters 
Instead, the author, Bruce Smith 
has concentrated on a subset of 
the most frequently needed 
commands. Much use is made 
of practical examples to 
supplement the concise text. 

The feature of the Insider Guides 
that makes them most attractive as 
basic texts is a series of step-by-step 
tutorial boxes that are incorporated 
throughout the books. Screen shots 
are used whenever they are 
appropriate, giving you the chance to 
check that you having been correctly 

and workplace increases. 
The filter that we chose to test, 

the GlareGuard Profile, is made from 
toughened optical glass and has a 
series of optical coatings that are 
claimed to eliminate 99% of reflected 
glare. Using glass in preference to 
plastic has two advantages: glass 

GlareGuard eliminates 99% of the 
glare and 98% of the radiation. (Bet 
If monitor makers had to achieve the 

lt d add 100% to the price...) 

If you've been following Conrad 
Bessant's series on chaos In the 
pages of Amiga Shopper (this issue 
it's on page 101), you1 II be 
interested to learn that Conrad has 
just brought out a book which takes 
a more detailed look at this 
fascinating subject, 

following an instruction. 

Amiga Shopper Verdict Both these 
books make excellent beginner's 
guides. If you've found the manuals 
that came with your machine 

offers superior optica! transmission 
{that is, you can see through it 
better) and It has far greater scratch 
resistance than plastic. 

US-based OCLI has for more than 
40 years been a specialist in the 
technology of thin film coatings that 
lies behind its wide range of glare- 

reduction products. 
In fact, OCLI thin 
films are used as 
the glare-reduction 
coatings on the 
windows of NASA's 
space shuttle. 

Monitors aiso 
emit radiation in 
the form of radio 
waves {at 
frequencies in the 
VLF and ELF 
bands), A 

conductive coating on the Profile 
traps 98% of these emissions and, 
tn conjunction with an earthing strap, 
virtually etiminates the build-up of 

Computers and Chaos is a very 
practical book - it's jammed full of 
programming examples that are 
ready to type in. To start off, the 
reader is introduced to code for 
generating simpie fractal shapes like 
Sierpinski s Gasket and the recursive 
C and Koch curves. Much more 

The new Insider Guides for the A600 
and A1200 contain a wealth of 
practical advice for the beginner 

impenetrable, then get a copy of the 
appropriate insider Guide and you'll 
be a Workbench wizard in no time. 

static. This also has the benefit of 
reducing the rate at which dust 
accumulates on the screen. 

Profite fitters are made in a 
variety of sizes, and in versions that 
will fit either flat or curved screen 
monitors. We used a curved version 
on our Philips CM8833^li Amiga 
monitor. A rubber skirt holds the 
filter securely over the screen. Velcro 
fixings are also provided if you want 
to secure the filter to your monitor 
more firmly - although the rubber 
skirt gives such a good fit that these 
are hardly necessary. The Profile, like 
the rest of OCLI's range of 
GlareGuard filters, carries the Seal of 
Acceptance from the American 
Optometric Association. 

Amiga Shopper Verdict This is a 
very high specification screen filter. I 
reflection, glare or screen flicker 
have caused you problems in the 
past, get one of these and you'll 
banish them forever. 

powerful listings are given in later 
chapters for creating, zooming in and 
out ofr and saving images of the 
Mandelbrot and Julia sets. Conrad 
has chosen to use both Amiga and 
GFA BASICS for the program 

continued on page M 
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SURVEY 

THE AMIGA SHOPPER 

READER SURVEY 

TELL US WHAT YOU WANT... AND WHAT YOU DON'T 

We want to improve Amiga Shopper and to do so 
we need your opinions, so please help us decide 
what goes in future issues. If you can spare five 
minutes, just fill in this simple questionnaire, cut 
out the page and fold it up according to the 
instructions overleaf, then Just put It In the post 
with a stamp on the front. Thanks for your time. 

When filling in this questionnaire: 
indicates you should tick only one box; 

vO* indicates you may tick any number of replies 

0 How did you first hear of Amiga Shopped? 
aO Advertisement in Amiga Format 
\U Advertisement in Amiga's box 
::□ Recommended by a friend 

1 J Picked up a copy 'on spec' 

1 How did you buy this issue of Amiga Shopper? 
aQ Delivered by newsagent 
bQ Reserved by newsagent 
cQ Planned visit to newsagent 
dQ Subscription 
eQ Just saw it in the shop 

2 Approximately how many issues of Amiga 
Shopper have you read? 

3 How many other people read your copy of Amiga 
Shopper? 

Overall, how do you rate (out of 10) Amiga Shopper 
compared to other Amiga mgazines which you read 
regularly? 
4 Amiga Shopper  /10 
5 Amiga Format /10 
6 Amiga Computing ... /10 
7 Amiga User international  /IO 
8 Amiga World  /10 
9 CU Amiga  /10 
10 Amiga Power /10 

For each of these sections in the magazine, would 
you like to see less, more or the same space 
devoted to it in future? (Bear in mind you can't 
have more of everything]) 

Less   Same More 
11 News                         aQ      bQ dP 
12 Letters                        *□      bQ cQ 
13 Amiga Answers aQ bQ 
14 Video and Graphics         aQ      tO cQ 
15 Education                    aQ      bQ cQ 
16 Communications            aQ      bQ cQ 
17 AmigaDOS                    oQ      bQ cQ 
18 DTP                            aQ      bQ cQ 
19 AMOS                             aQ       bQ cQ 
20 PD & shareware             aQ      bQ cQ 
21 Competitions                 aQ      bU cQ 
22 C Programming              aQ      bQ cQ 
23 ARexx                             aQ       bQ cQ 

Which of these would you like to see in the 
magazine? (Never, sometimes, frequently or 
month) 

every 

Never Som   Freq EvMo 
24 Single product 

reviews 
25 Comparative 

product reviews 
26 Graphics tutorials 
27 Music tutorials 
28 DTP tutorials 
29 Beginners 

programming tutorials 
30 Advanced 

programming tutorials 
31 Tutorials based on 

particular programs 
32 General interest 

features 
33 Show reports 
34 Foreign news reports 
35 Comms coverage 
36 Book reviews 
37 CDTV & its software 
38 New PC/Mac software 

for Amiga emulators 
39 Cover-mount booklets 
40 Colour editorial pages 
41 DIY hardware projects 
42 Program listings 

43 How do you rate (out of 10) the usefulenss of 
the cover disk? 

 /10 

44 Which of the following are reasons why you buy 
Amiga Shopper? (You may tick more than one) 
aO For the hardware reviews 
tO For the software reviews 

1 To find the best prices from advertisements 
dO To learn about my computer and how to use it 
eO For an interesting read 
fO It's cheap 
gO To buy through mail order advertisements 
. ) It's the only one with no games 
iO For the cover disk 

45 What model of Amiga do you own? 

aQ bQ cQ dQ 

*□ bQ cQ -J 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ tQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ J aQ 

aQ bQ J dQ 

aQ CQ dQ 

aQ bQ cQ dQ 

aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ CQ dQ 
aQ bQ J dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 

aQ bQ CQ dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 
aQ bQ cQ dQ 

aO A500 
bO A500 Plus 
cO A600 
dO A1000 

)A1200 

fO A1500 
gO A2000 
hO A3000 
iO A4000 
jO None 

Do you own or intend to buy in the next six months 
any of the following hardware? 

Own (46) Intend to buy (47) 
Monitor                aO aO 
Printer                  bO bO 
Sound sampler         eO cO 
Video digitiser          dO dO 
Genlock                 eO eO 

fO fO 
gO gO 
hO hO 
iO iO 
jO jO 
kO 
iO iO 
nO KlQ 

aO aO 
bO bO 
cO cO 
dO dO 
eO GQ 
fO fO 
gO gO 
bO hO 
iO iO 

Hard disk 
Graphics enhancer 
Emulator 
Floppy disk drive 
Modem 
Accelerator 
Extra RAM 
CD-ROM drive 

Do you own or intend to buy in the next six months 
any of the following software? 

Own (48)   Intend to buy (49) 
Word processor 
Spreadsheet 
Database 
Painting program 
Drawing program 
DTP 
Comms program 
Sampler/sequencer 
Progging language 

50 Roughly how much do you expect to spend on 
hardware in the next six months? 
aQ Nothing 
bQ £l-£99 
cQ £10CH£199 
eQ £20O-£50Q 
tO More than £500 

51 Roughly how much do you expect to spend on 
software in the next six months? 
aQ Nothing dQ £200-£500 
bQ £l-£99 eQ More than £500 
cQ £10O-£199 

52 What is your age? 

53 What is your approximate annual income? 
aQ Student grant/at school 
bQ Other under £4,000 
cQ £4P001-£7,000 
dQ£7P00l£10T000 
eQ£lOpOOl-£15r000 

£15,001-£20r000 
gQ £20,001-£30p000 
hQ Over £30,000 

54 Does your job largely involve working with 
computers? 
IQ Yes    oQ No 

The details given in this questionnaire will remain 
confidential, but if you wish to be informed of 
special offers and subscription opportunities, 
please fill In your name and address below. 

Name ..«« 

Address ,., 

..Postcode. 
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REVIEWS 

tMitinwd from pa§« &6 

segments and has devoted a chapter 
to advice on how to convert the 
listings to other BASIC dialects. 

This isn't a book that's suited 
to the absolute beginner because it 
assumes that the reader already has 
some understanding of the theory of 
chaos and what a fractal is a!! about. 
If you've read our chaos series 
though you'll already be up to speed. 

Now to the bit where lots of 
people just seem to switch off - the 
maths. When Stephen Hawking was 
writing his bestseller A Brief History 
of Time, he was told by his publisher 
that the sales of the book would be 
halved for every equation that he 
included. Being an astute sort of 

DOS LAB 

Price: £19.99 
f rom; George Thompson Services 
* 0707 3S1389 

DOS LAB is a disk-based Amiga DOS 
tutorial that has just been released 
by George Thompson Services. Firmly 
targetted at the beginner, DOS LAB 
aims to demystify the somewhat 
cryptic commands that go to make 
up AmigaDOS. 

DOS LAB is 
supplied as a three 
disk set that runs 
with Workbench 
1.3 and above. 

Loading and 
starting the DOS 
LAB package realfy 
couldn't be a 
simpler operation. 
All you have to do 
is double-click on 
the disk icon that 
initially appears 
and then double-cltek on the specific 
chapter of the tutorial that you wish 
to study. 

A particularly attractive feature of 

FLIGHTPATHS 

Price: £49.95 
From: Meridian Software 
» 0533 863501 

If you're a user of DPaint /V and 
interested in creating animated title 
sequences, then you'll want to know 
all about Rightpaths. Just released 
by Meridian Software, Flightpaths is 
a multi-stage move sequencer that's 
the ideal package for putting some 
zing into your titles. 

It's remarkably straightforward to 
use, despite the instructions being a 
little terse. What is assumed is that 
the user is familiar with DPaint IV 

the DOS LAB package is that while 
you're perusing a chapter on screen, 
you can use a Shell window to test 
out the commands that youTre being 
introduced to, DOS LAB is not in 
itself interactive - in reality the 
package actually consists of little 
more than a set of text files with a 
reader, and it doesn't give the user 
any feedback - but that doesn't 
reduce the value of tts "hands-on" 
approach. Many beginners will find 
that being able to try out commands 
while at the same time being able to 

Using the Information In Conrad Bessant's book, 
we came up with a fractal caption generating 

program. Here's the resulyvc ujhrnfauh Ijhro kc 

chap he included only the one, 
E = mc2, and the book has sold 
millions - albeit with many readers 
confessing that they didn't 
understand It. With Computers and 
Chaos, Conrad hasn't taken the 
same approach, and it's fair to say 
that his book will appeal primarily to 
the more technically minded - 

those who don't mind dabbling in 
the realms of complex 
numbers. These readers will 

find themselves rewarded with a 
concise explanation of this and other 
related topics that's better than 
those to be found in many standard 

maths text books. 
Readers who want to save their 

fingers from lots of typing will be glad 
to hear that a disk containing all the 
source code from the book is 
available for a further £6.50. 

Amiga Shopper Verdict: Computers 
and Chaos is ideal for anyone who 
wants a good introduction to 
producing fractal generating 
programs for the Amiga. Remember, 
if you want to get more out this book 
than just the listings, you'll have to 
spend some time coming to terms 
with the maths. Readers prepared to 
invest this time will find that this 
book quickly teaches them the skills 
needed to produce their own fractal 
generating programs. 

DOS LAB'9 user interface Is 
extremely straightforward - all you 
need to do Is point at the Icon for 
the toft you want and double-click 

and specifically the move requester - 
although if you're not it doesn't take 
long to master. 

The sequences of moves are 
supplied in two libraries that are 
called "ins" and "outs". As the 
names suggest, "ins" are moves you 
use for flying title captions in and, 
unsurprisingly enough, the moves in 
the "outs" directory do just the 
reverse. The possible effects have 
titles including Bounce, Chute, 
Copter, Drill Drop, Knievel, Leaf, 
Mortar, Ripple, Slalom, Slinky and 
Tumble. Several move sequences 
have been provided for each of the 
different effects - the Drop effect for 
example is supplied with three move 
sequences. This gives you the 
chance to pick between three similar 

kot^bench Screen 
[Hi St-**: 5 = In the shell window, typ* 
dip ? (RETURN) (that's one space before the question n*rk. (REIURft) Hearts to press the RETURN key, nat to type the word,* 
Veil should see the fallowing! 
ElJt, OPT/X, ALL/S i MRS/5., FILES/S, MER/S-1 _ 
■.,'ith rhp cu-so!- patsemly •.■xiTint; one sp3.ee away fi-ari the end of the TO:!. J|fttiigaIWi interprets the question nark after any conn art! as a request for >|infoi'tfat£cn on that co^iand and obliges by printing a shoHhand help lite. It then waits for you to- entep infnrnation before continuing to process the cowiand. „ . ,  „ „ This help line is of tin Coptic. Houevsr, if iron knou mat all the s/tdbols r*anH it can give you nuth guidance in vow eweriMentations with AhtisaBQS, It is also a aood ntmry jogsrw tiien pou can't quite recall how to handle a particular neetl. 

1,&YS:> dir ? m, OPT/K, ALLA 4 DIRS/5, FILE5/S. IHTER/S: 

DOS LAB Is designed so that the 
reader can study the text explaining 
n command while experimenting 
with the command in a Shell window 

follow through a written explanation 
of the command will help plant its 
function and parameters much more 
firmly In the mind. 

The DOS LAB package Is 
certainly a comprehensive 
introduction to the operating system 
- the reader will find that all of the 
commands are examined in some 
detail, with aft of the important 
parameters also listed and 
explained. Alt of the text has been 
lucidry written and it proves to be 

animations* all of which make the 
title look as though it's dropping into 
place under the influence of gravity. 
The "leaf sequence makes the 
letters from the title flutter down like 
autumn leaves caught in a gentle 
breeze, Another sequence is named 
"Kniever - after that daredevil 
stuntman fellow. Here the text starts 
out in the distance {the software 
adjusts the perspective as required), 
comes In, jumps a ramp, becomes 
airborne, crash-lands and ends up in 
place* Wow. 

Right, well, that's some of the 
moves explained - but it doesn't 
really help that much, does it? 
Meridian Software is very aware that 
many people simply can't conceive 
how versatile and comprehensive its 

very easily followed 
- if you find that 
you have trouble in 
getting your head 
round what the 
DOS LAB tutorial is 
going on about, 
then you havenTf 
really got the 
aptitude to be 
playing about with 
the AmigaDOS 
command set in 
the first place. 

DOS LAB is self- 
boot Ing (the set includes boot disks 
for version 1.3 and 2.0 of the 
operating system) and a Shell icon is 
provided so the beginner doesn't 
even have to work out where the 
Workbench hides its own Shell icon. 

Amiga Shopper Verdict: If you're 
new to AmigaDOS and want to get 
hold of a dear, easy-to-understand 
and practical guide to the inner 
mysteries of the operating systemt 
then DOS LAB is just the package 
you need. Spend just a few hours 
studying the tutorials and trying out 
the commands and you'll soon have 
a good grasp of what goes to make 
AmigaDOS tick. 

move sequencer is, so it has 
produced a demonstration video. 
Priced at £12.50 (plus £1.50 post 
and packing), the video 
demonstrates the power and 
flexibility of the package - so you 
don't have to shell out £50-odd to 
check that Flightpaths is the 
software that you're after. The cost 
of the video is fully deductible from 
the price of Rightpaths if you do 
decide to purchase the software. 

Amiga Shopper Verdict: If you want 
to add some impressive special 
effects to your titles, then make sure 
that you take a look at the 
Rightpaths move sequencer. The 
wide range of effects supplied should 
easily take care of your needs. £Q 
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NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY • 

^; JOINT WINNER OF 
COMPUTER^pPPlfttf 

0est0istdme0 

^AWARD FOR 1991 - 

A500 512K 

RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

OK* £ 19.99 
fNC. VAT ANCf Of LIVERY" 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
Evesham Micros First. First for choree, prices and service. Established 
for over Ten years, urttlt 8 strong financial slatus and secure future. Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing investmenl meant Tast, 
efficient service. Well appointed Retail ShowroomB with large product 
range on display. Our huge Customer database, high percentage of 
repeal custom and personal referrals underlines our popularity. 
REMEMBER - when you need US. we will slill be here. Our extensive expansion program means we could eventually brc llmm us weir... 

gsm Call us now on 

O 0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES: 
9am-7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
Access/Visa/Switch/AmEx 

card details to: 
Evesham Micros Ltd., 

Unit 9, St Richards Road, 
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6TD 

i&5 

i  or FAX your Order with 
\_    Access, Visa, Switch, Am Ex 
(£3       card details to us on: 
^     0386•765354 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome ■ Same 
| day despatch whenever possible ■ Prices include delivery 

(UK Mainland only) ■ Express Courier delivery (UK 
Mainland only) £6.50 extra * Please note that 5 banking 
days must be allowed for cheque clearance. Immediate 

| clearance on Bank Drafts * Credit card orders: We do not 
charge the card until the goods are despatched. 

Switch / Access / Visa / AmEx 
Cords Welcome 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normal Opening times: Monday-Saturday, 9.00-5.30 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday"Friday 

EVESHAM BIRMINGHAM 
Unit 9 St Richards Rdp 

Evesham 
WOfCSWftll 6TD 
^0366-765180 

fax ; 0386 765354 

251-255 MoseleyRd, 
High gate 

Birmingham B12 QEA 
021-446 5050 

fax : 021 446 5010 

CAMBRIDGE MILTON KEYNES 
5 Glisson Road, 

Cambridge 
CB1 2HA 

^0223-323898 
fax : 0223 322683 

320 Witan Gate, 
Milton Keynes 

MK9 2HP 
© 0908-230898 

fax: 0906 230665 

Ij^PMjk ^ 0386-40303 
mmjjjgjj^^^ Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5,00 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
Dlttiti correct at lime of going to press * AH goods subject to Availability 

UPGRADES 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY: 

£ 1 6.99 
;r CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH > AUTO-RECHAHGENG 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK > COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

'A500 PLUS' 

1MB RAM 

UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 

Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area ,V 
Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb ChipRAM1 

ir RAM On/Off Switch X Compact unit size ;> 
Only a low power RAM IC's ft High reliability 

ONLY £42.99 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
^ TO 2MB Ron       Fully populated board increases total RAM in A500 to 2Mb I it Plugs fr 

£69,99f ssk Into trapdoor area, & connects to 'GARY' chip it Includes Battery- ^ 
'i/A /\ rr\\    Backed Real-Time Clock V Socketed RAM ICs on 512K/ 1Mb Versions 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock E 34.95 [ ^CSSX* } 
With 15Mb FASTRAM installed E 69.99 :°Kt£!S£c3£ai 

'MEGABOARD' 
With our MEGABOARD, you can further 

expand youf A500s memory to a total of 
2MB without disposing of your existing 

512K upgrade {must be 4 x RAM-chip type, 
or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY £47.99 

CONNICTS TO YOUR 

512K RAM UP0MDI 

TO GIVE 1,5MB 
MEGABOARD needs KiCkSUtrl 13 lO Operate 
(Mckslart 1.3 upgrade available from us for 

£29.95). installation requires connection to the 
GARY chip- Easy lo fellow in struct ions provided. 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOR MONEY, the 
Hoc gen Genlocks offer levels 
of quality, function and 
sophistication not normally 
available In this price category, 

SPECIAL OFFER' RGQQEN MK.Si INCLUDES -HOME TITLERl SOFTWARE FOR Am 
Can rock Plus 

GENLOCK MK.II     GENLOCK PLU5 
ONLY £79.99 ONLY £149.99 

NEW PHILIPS TV/MONITOR 
With its dedicated monitor input, this model 
combines Ihe advantages of a high quality 
1SD medium resolution colour monitor wilh 

the convenience of remote control Teletext 
TV al an excellent low price I Features dark 

glass screen for improved contrast. 

I 
QOAQ nn lncludlng VAT- Ltty.UU delivery & cable 

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UK version). 
includes cable, 1 Year on-site maintenance 
and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2" game C 229.00 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

arid Connection Cable 
ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Star LC 20 Successor \Q LC 10, 4 fonts, 180/44cpS. ,,..£ t2S,00 
NEW! Star LC 100 Entry level 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts £ 168.03 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps .... E 198.58 
NEW! Star LC 24-100 24-Pin. 5 fonls, l92/64cps ,..£ 136,23 
Star LC 24-20 MklF 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 21 Oops higfi speed drafl „.£ 229.13 
Star LC 24-200C Superb 24-Pin Colour, 5 fonts, 20O/67ci>s ....£ 278,13 
Automatic Sh«t Faadar for 10' LC printers (pls.siate model)...£ 64.85 
Star X824-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col. power primer I 405.3S 
Star XB24-250 132 column version Of XB24-200 , £ 492.33 
Cltlion 240 COLOUR printer £ 2ft8.ft8 
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500 C 351.33 
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 5D0C (Colour) £ 445,33 
NEW! Hewlett-Packard Desk jet 550 Colour £ 545.08 
Canon BJ-10EX Inkjet Printer £ 222.08 
NEW! Canon BJ-200 Inkjet Printer 360dpi, upla 240epsp 8 fonls, 80-sheet feeder, IBM and Epson emulation £ 339.58 
Epson LX400 budget 10H carriage 9-pin 160/25cp&   £ 138 00 
Epson LQ100 £4-pin 180/60cpg, 8k buFler £ 205.DO 
Panasonic KXP1124I uprated 24-pin mndel 300/1 OOcps £ 279,00 
Panasonic KXP2123 good value 24-pin colour model.. £ 269.08 

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£52.99 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

including VAT & delivery 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
• Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compatible, with 1Mb 
unformatted capacity. 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit includes full 

fitting instructions. 

ONLY 

£44.99 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY [EvcsBTiTiTTiTrosI 



NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE !< 
A1 a genuine ■lOOdpi scanning resold! ion, |hij 
scanner produces, truly superb quality scans. 
Has a lu ll 105mm scanning width, variable 
tKlgntness control and loo / 2M / 3oo / wodpi 
resolution. Daitaecan PrDteaelonel Version 3- 
Kinning; antfetMrng software allows r&al-ttme 
scanning in either Lne art or in up 1? 64 
simulated grey scales. Provides powerful 
ediling features and exce ller.l compatibility with 
most OTP and Paint PacK&g&a, eg- Deluxe Paint 4, 
Touch- Up. Also supplied is Th-e P u blither DeskTop 
Pubishing package, ideal for incorporating, ypur 

STILL C INLY £99.99 

TRU EMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this is the 

smoothest, most responsive end 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, new with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price I 

O H A OO SATISFACTION 
X* I GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent travel+accuracy assured. NEW LOW PRICE I,. E 29,00 

TRACKBALL 
H ,gh per^nrmance I rackball, directly compatible Ed 

any Amiga or Atari ST. Plugs into mouse or joystick port. Super-smooth anc accurate - you pvDab'y 
wonl want to use a mouse again attar using this Trackball! full nrw-hancted cdfillOl. Tup 
quality optomechanical design, giving Ngh speed and accuracy every time. No driver  software needed! 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF K1CKSTART ON 

YOUR ASOO iS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
You can improve euftwere cumpatibMity on your ASDO Plus1 By lining our ROM switcher, 
ypu can alternate between the Kickstert 2 ataady resident and anWhtf VffHon OF 
Kickstari ROM chip, giving you the Freedom or choice. 
Filing is very simple Indeed, and requires no soldering or 
sjjecial technical knowiecrge, Fitting allows two methods □F switching; either by keyboard reset, or by en asternal 
toggle switch. N.B. KkkiUii ROM not supplied ASOO 
Revision 5 board* will require Circuit modlftcetlon. 

ONLY 

£24.95 
Kickstari 1.3 ROM supplied separately only £29.99 
Klcketart 2,0 ROM supplied separately .only £39-95 
A50€ Ravieion S PCB Circuit ModlUeelion Service C29.95 

Amplified Stereo 
At ITI Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND 
OF YOUR 
AMIGA WITH 
THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS ! 
Your Amiga produces line quality hi-Fi Stereo sound. 
Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the faflwilh tPis new design twin speaker system! Incorporates a built-in ampliFier with separate adjustable volume controls tor eech speaker unit. Runs From PSU ^supplied} or tronn oattenes (not included). 

Speaker Dimensions J60x95x105mm (HxWxD) 

POTENTIAL 

ONLY 

£39.95 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 
Unit, Good quality switch mode' 

type. Super low price! 

ONLY £39.95 
| Replacement Power Supply for ASSKl Hard Diafc E 49.95 

ACCESSORIES 
MIDI Interlace connects 10 serial port £ 19.95 
Virus Protector fits to lest drive in system, protecting ell drives £ 6,95 
V!DM 2 Amiga video digitise? package inc. VIDI^Chronte, , —£ 110.00 
Amiga 500 Oust Cover,., £   4 95 
Amiga 600 Oust Cover „. , E 4.9S 

SOFTWARE 
Digits Word worth £99,00 
Kind Words a .X 49,95 
Pretext V5,B E 12Q.QO Heme Accounts V2 149.00 
Deluxe Paint 4 E 78.99 
D«lux« Video 3 ....£«4.95 

■EvSsRanSTiicrSsI 

MR Beckup.. Jt SRJf AMOS „ ,E 37.50 
HISoft Lattice C E 199.00 QFA BASIC Compiler £ 24.95 Devpec 2.15 E 44.95 
Workbench Management £9-95 

-'Very attractive indeed - you 
a good deal for o decent drive. 

* SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS for optimum performance, 
la&t Access Time & Autopartong 

# Includes Hfiovfn DEDICATED PSU. CBM recommends against use of 
Hard Disks without independent power supply. 

★ Option IOT up to 4M6 addttfonal easy RAM EXPANSION, using 'SIMMS' 
* COOL..., by popular demand, vie nave fitted a Cooling Fnn1 

* GAME SWITCH allows Games to be loaded Without disconnection 
* Includes SCSI THROUGH PORT pt rar fur further expansion 
* Compstitilc wilrv Reference Add-on Hard Drive and Reference RAM unit 
it Hfgh qiialily metal casing, colour and style matched lo the Amiga 500 
* Includes 'HD Setup 3' [external SCSI low level format and partition 

□lilFty)and "MRSACKUP PRO' (tJRCkup utility) 

T> HAM access LED 
iJr RAM test/run switch 

Uses 1Mb 4bit ZIPS 
& Style matched to the A500 
-fr Very low power consumption 
£- Through port for further expansion 
& Compatible with A590 and most other 

SCSI hard drives (please call to check) 
ft'Options I PSU (allows Amiga to power other devices) 
ft Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, or fully populated with 8Mb 

Incorporating the latest 
'ZIP' DRAM technology, 

our External Memory 
Upgrade allows the 
A500 / A500+ to be 

upgraded by up to a 
further 8Mb of auto- 

configuring FASTRAM* 

MSI Any memory flfted to iMm unit is in 
audition to tnmt on your mvctoinm already, 
to e mtxtmutn of 8Mb on tho external unit* 

With 2MB fitted...£112.99   with 4MB...E159.99   with 8MB...E259.99 
PARTIALLY POPULATED UNITS EXPAND WITH 2i 1MB 21? MULES. A VAIIABLE SEPARATEL Y AT ONLY 189.99 PER 2MB ■ OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY m.95 

AMIGA 600 
PACKS 

STAWAKDPAQC 
With 12 months on-site maintenance 

ONLY £279.99 
2m RAM/CLOCK VERSION'E314.99 

EPIC PACK 
Commodore's 20Mb Hard Disk version 

ONLY £449.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £ 4S9,9fl 

4MB RAM CARD 
For any A600.... £189.00 

• Built-in TV 
Modulator * Built-in 

IDE Hard Disk Controller * Kickstari 2 * 
1Mb ChipRAM ■ Accepts Memory Cards 

MIGA 600 

WICKED PACK. 

Features: Push-over * Grand Prix 
• Putty ■ Oelux Paint III * 12 months 

on-site maintenance 

ONLY £324.99 
1MB RAM/CLOCK VtRSKW £361W 

Eveshamnurosl 
We are now able lo supply Amiga 
A600"8 with larger herd dl«ks. We 

take e single drive A6O0 and imtaM 
a high quality 2Vr IDE herd drive. 
All mode is are available with 2Mb 

RAM - ptessa add £35.00  

SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 

60Mb 120Mb 
please nor<$ the hard tHak instaJtatxfn is not KJ^wstf by an-s/W WSrfSnty 

£479.99 
£524.99 

£599.99 
£644.99 

AMIGA 1200 £379.99 
KickStanTWoricbanch 3.0 • Fasi 68020 processor ■ AG A chipset 

* CPU/DMA expansion port • PCMCIA expansion slot 
60Mb 

£579.00 
Hard Disk 

Models 
120Mb 

£699.00 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 
A600/1200 TO HARD DISK 

60Mb £229.00 
existing Amiga 600/1200 wUh ^OAMK PQRQ f|A 

our easy to fit upgrades     I^VIWP 1~&W*\J\J 

Bring the benefits of a Hard 
Disk installation to your 

A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A6O0 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADE! 

& Simply Plugs into the A600 S 
trapdoor expansion area 

,;■ Increases total RAM capacity of 
A600 to 2Mb 'CNpRAM' 

>V RAM Enable / Disable Switch 
;r Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock j 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENI 

ONLY 

£44.99 



"its bloody brilliant" 

"one hell of a performer" 

"if you need a professional word 

processor Protexf is perfect" 

"nothing else available comes close" 

ST FORMAT 

COMPUTER SHOPPER 

AMIGA COMPUTING 

ST APPLICATIONS 

PRODATA 1.2 

New versieo of Prodoto now witk poll-down 
mom, mouse or keyboard operation, 
fvtMMfk record numbering, merge database, 
mslotitoiwoos filtering, prologue form, edit 
fioMs hi any order, 2-ecross label printing. Full 
details available from Amor. 

Price: £40 

PRICES [including VAT and delivery) 

For Commodore Auriga, Atari ST or TT, 
Pretext 5.5 £80 
Upgrade from 5,0 to 5.5 £30 
Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5 £40 
Please return your original disk when upgrading 
French or German spelling dictionary £35.25 
When upgrading phase return any extm spelt checking 
dictionaries far a free update la the revised version, 

ft Both Pretext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory - - 
i i 

...with Protext 5,5 because the pop-up thesaurus will 
provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With 
words provided by Collins the thesaurus hers 43,000 main 
entries and 827,000 responses! 

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options. 
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce a well-spaced 
page layout without the bother of manually putting in 
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation 
points by algorithms and look-up tobies. Elimination of 
widows and orphans is also provided, You will no longer 
need to worry about those infuriating single lines at the 
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to ovoid 
these as you edit the text. Extra blank lines at the top of 
a page can be suppressed. 

New document analysis features provide a wealth of 
information about your text. You con examine a list of 
all the words used - alphabetically or by the number of 
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word 
length, average sentence length and a table of the 
number of lines on each page. 

pfaa, ma**t 

(jMfmave****^ * • ' 

ft Enhanced file selector with different sorting 
methods, balk copy and erase, 

ft Prodata users - mail merge directly from Prodata 
files, no need to export, 

ft Mail merge: nested repeat loops, 
ft New window-based help facilities, 
ft Improved line drawing, 
ft Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing 

capital letters, 
ft Conversion to and from WordStar 5.5 and 

Microsoft IETF 
ft Full printed documentation af new features. 

irtelude& * ■ ' 

Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation, 
extensive printer font support and proportional 
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen 
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents, 
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting, 
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language, 
exec files and the fastest search and replace around. 
Altogether the mast comprehensive word processing 
software for your Amiga or ST. 

Amor Ltd (AS), 611 linco/n Rood, Peterborough PE1 3HA Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299 
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Mark Smiddy examines a 

database which, in spite of its shy 

approach, has a lot to offer. 

■ nterBase Is not new - version 
I 1.2, covered here, carries a 
I 1991 copyright. So where has 
I It been hiding since then? The 

answer Is Denmark - It's the 
leading database there, apparently. 
Why has It suddenly appeared now? 
I can only assume that some UK 
distributor has picked It up since 
the demise of Superbase Personal. 

This budget-priced Scandinavian 
package comes in a thin cardboard 
box with two disks and an almost 
microscopic, 70-odd-page manual 
The plastic ring-bound A5 tome is 
cheaply produced with super-tiny 
fonts (myopic readers, beware!) and 
a dearth of graphics. This suggests 
that InterBase has been swiftly 
converted for the English-speaking 
market. The fact that my copy came 
with two program disks and no 
examples supports this supposition. 
But appearances, it seems, can be 
deceptive and I soon found myself 
embracing a package which could 
perceivably find a niche in the sub- 
£50 bracket, 

FIRST PRINCIPLES 
Like Order and unlike Superbase, 
InterBase works on a project-by- 
project environment where a set of 
database files makes up the 
complete application. This makes it 
a little confusing for a flat-file user, 
but is clearer in the overall scheme 
of things as far as relational 
databases are concerned. Whether 
this clarity makes things easier for 
the end-user or the programmer is 
not as well defined though - a lot 
depends on the front-end 
implementation. InterBase has 
achieved a happy medium because it 
is possible to open other files 

Q: What should I look for in a 
database? 
A; To answer this question you must 
ask yourself what sort of 
information you want to store. If 
your needs are simple - names, 
addresses and telephone numbers, 
for instance - then a word 
processor is probably sufficient. No, 
I haven't gone completely daft; 
many word processors are quite 
powerful enough to maintain a 
simple list such as this. Most word 
processors cannot sort a list of 
records (paragraphs), but this is 
rarely necessary in practice and an 
elementary search facility will 
usually suffice. In any case, some 
WPs do have sort functions. 

Some spreadsheets also have 
primitive data handling facilities, so 
you may find an existing application 
can be pressed into useful service 
without the extra outlay. More 

(referred to as "tables") inside the 
current environment. There is much 
talk of tables in InterBase - 
InterBase's name for database files, 
Interestingly, the classic definition of 
a relational database is one in which 
the user sees the data as organised 
as a collection of tables. (Personally, 
I could never get my grey-matter 
around that analogy either) 

Getting started with InterBase is 
easy (no installation is required, and 
hard disk installation software is 
supplied), and it works on any Amiga 
with at least 512K memory. As I 
write this in Trans Write, InterBase is 
quietly running in the background 
under Workbench 3,0 with a 60830 
engine - proof again that good 
software runs on any configuration. 
Nevertheless, by catering for the 
smaller machines with low memory 
availability, InterBase opens on a 
four-colour (standard or Inter laced) 
screen and most of the graphics are 
only rendered in two: blue and white. 
This is horribly reminiscent of GEM 
(the Atari ST/PC front-end) with 

BUYING A DATABASE 

complex applications or ones with 
many hundreds or even thousands 
of records are going to be better 
served by a tailor-made application. 
So the next thing to ask is: how 
much data are you going to store? 

Q: What difference does that 
make? 
A: Databases come in two flavours: 
disk-based and memory-based. 
Memory-based applications tend to 
be the simpler flat-file type and can 
be very fast at what they do. The 
number of records you can store, 
however, is limited by the amount of 
memory installed in your machine. 
Memory expansion is not cheap, 
and it is limited by the machine - 
typically 9Mb is the limit on the 
smaller machines. In fact, it is often 
more cost-effective to buy a disk- 
based database than expand the 
memory. With a disk-based 
application the number of records is 
usually only limited to the available 

Amiga Workbench colours, and just 
as nasty to use. However, judicious 
use of the palette option can improve 
matters somewhat. 

Common functions such as cut 
copy, paste, new record, and so on 
are accessed from an icon bar, but 
the icons are rather small and poorly 
drawn, rendering the idea less than 
convenient - especially in interlaced 
mode. Moreover, the "delete record* 
function is awfully final and a 
misplaced mouse press could soon 
result in one or more missing 

I records. This would not be a problem 
if InterBase warned you of the 
deletion - but it doesn't! Not a 
mistake you're likely to make twice... 

GREEN FIELDS 
InterBase supports four basic field 

BUYING A DATABASE 

space on mass-storage. 
Surprisingly, even though one floppy 
disk can store an awful lot of 
records in less than 1Mb, you may 
need 4Mb of RAM before you could 
load all those records into memory. 
With a disk-based application the 
major constraint is on the maximum 
file size, or, with unique indexes, 
the size of the record Index marker; 
two bytes equals 65,535 records, 
four bytes over 4 billion! 

Q: What else should I look for? 
A: The available field types are 
essential. Any database worthy of 
the name should be able to store 
text and numbers. Numbers are 
ones to watch out for too: make 
sure it can handle "floating-point" 
numbers and not just integers. 
Arithmetic functions are not 
essential unless your application 
involves handling money, statistical 
or scientific data. If the application 
is big and complex, check that the 

types: text, numbers, dates, and an 
interesting extension to text fields. 
"□Strings", as they are called, are 
dynamic text fields which can be any 
length up to 9,999 characters. This 
overrides the classic problem of fixed 
width fields, although they do take 
up extra room in the database file 
and require more processing time. 
The size seems a little odd - some 
multiple of 2 would have seemed 
more logical, but there you are. (In 
comparison, Superbase Personal did 
not have this facility at all, and 
Personal 2 handles such things as 
external text files - a more powerful 
system, but more difficult to use.) 

Numeric fields are 64-bit signed 
integers using IEEE double-precision, 
giving a range 10e-308,,.10e308. 
Put this in perspective and consider 

BUYING A DATABASE 

layout editor is capable of handling 
enough information: can the screen 
be paged? Are the reporting 
facilities powerful enough to suit 
your needs? Is the date format 
acceptable (in the US, for Instance, 
the month number is listed first)? 
Finally, if more than one person is 
going to have access to the 
software, check whether the 
database has optional password 
access. Password ' access levels" 
offer extra security, but are not 
essential. 

Q: Do I need a relational database? 
Relational features are not 
essential - but 111 say it again: they 
are useful to have. Besides, a 
relational database can do 
everything a flat-file can do and a lot 
more. Therefore, if a relational 
database has the other features 
you need, don't be put off - you 
may find a use for the relational 
facilities later on! 
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InterBase VI .82   Edit Field: Select field RRM13313128 "3 
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EPos it ion 
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Address Database 

] [PostCo]   Show Pict 
Date Joined: [DateJnd I 

Creating a user-defined report. InterBase supports four field types, including a 
handy dynamic text field which can be any length up to 9.999 characters 
that the number of atoms in the 
universe has been estimated at less 
than 10e99 and it sounds like 
overkill - this is a database, after all. 
Dates are similarly daft: values are 
claimed to span 5000 millennia from 
IAD. This suggests that someone 
just thought about adding 365 days 
per year and forgot about calendar 
changes: there haven't always been 
12 months in the year! 

Four optional field flags 
determine whether a field is edit- and 
update-protected, required or unique. 
The latter two suggest that the user 
is protected from the hassle of 
defining indexes. As in Superbase 
and so many others, though, there is 
no option to change the order of the 
fields in the file definition, either 
during the creation or edit phases. 
Technically speaking, inserting a new 
field where records exist is quite 
tricky, but it is possible and would be 
handy to have. An office manager 
asked me recently, "What happens 
when the boss decides he wants to 
record more information?" This is 
possible with a relational database - 
you create another linked file for the 
extra data - but I must concede the 
guy had a valid point, 

BRUSH STROKES 
InterBase only features a single 
default layout where the fields are 
listed vertically by name - which 
would have been better if at least 
one line had been left between 

The disk operations requester blends 
a file requester and a lot of other 
functions - too many for my money 

records. More practical layouts have 
been created using its screen 
painting feature, but while this is 
usable it is a tad unfriendly. The 
initial layout appears, allowing any 
field to be moved or deleted. The 
move operation is more difficult than 
it should be - it has to be selected 
for every screen objectt whether it be 
text annotation or a field. 

Moreover, the items cannot be 
dragged as you might drag an icon 
on the Workbench; instead you must 
click on the object and then click at 
the destination position. A more 
acceptable approach is to use a 
"ghost" outline which tracks the 
mouse image so you can at least 
see where the object is going to end 
up. This is more use than just being 
a visual aid - it helps you to ensure 
that part of a field annotation is not 
going to overlap the field it relates 
to. What makes this more of a 
nuisance is that InterBase can 
(optionally) position a field at any 
pixel position. To be fair, this system 
is actually quite simple to use, 
although I feel beginners would find 
it a little tricky at first. 

The box-blurb claims that 
InterBase is capable of handling 
graphics, so you might think this 
should have been defined in the field 
type. In fact, the graphics are neatly 
handled in the layout definition. You 
specify the field to use, the path 
where the graphics are stored and 
some text to display, A path could be 

anything from the 
current directory to 
a logical 
assignment or 
even a different 
disk, ft makes no 
difference to the 
software because 
it constructs a 
complete filename 
from the Path and 
contents of the 

text field defined and asks the Amiga 
to locate it. Pictures are not shown 
until you click in the text area defined 

InterBase VI-82 Project: Shopper 
^SEiltlltll^lM I iJEiailiU 

Firstnatte: Donald MJT 

Position: Secretary 
Conpany: Orion Computer Services 
Street: 1 Uaik Road 
rea; Mallard Estate 

RfiM 13313344 E3 

"I* 

tS11 8B& Show Pitt 

Date Joined: 85/89/92 

Once you've defined your report, it's easy to edit a record. Standard functions 
such as cut, copy and paste are accessible via the icons above the work area 

in the layout "Display now", for 
instance. InterBase is capable of 
displaying any IFF picture, including 
HAM and interlaced, although if you 
try the latter you get a warning about 
non-standard display type. It is not 
possible to step through the records 
and display more files, which seems 
a shame. 

SORTING, SEARCHING, 
AND SO ON 
Searching for data is something you 
will need to do frequently - that, 
after all, is what databases are all 
about. There's both good and bad 
news here. On the good side, 
InterBase is capable of searching 
any field for text or an expression. 
Text search filters can include a 
comprehensive set of powerful 
wildcards - not unlike the ones found 
in AmigaDOS: ? means any 
character; X* zero or more 
repetitions of the character; XX* one 
or more repetitions of the character. 
This is supplemented by an escape 
code so you can search for the 
wildcard itself. Similarly, it is also 
possible to search on a simple 
expression - text or numeric. Once a 
filter has been defined and records 
displayed, you can narrow down the 
search still further by entering 
another set of filter parameters. 

OK so far - so whatTs the bad 
news? It doesn't work as you might 
expect. Once a filter has been 
defined it stays active until 
cancelled: and there's no way of 
telling if a filter is active or not! Even 
clearing the filter in the requester 
does not put things back to normal. 
With mud-like clarity, the 
documentation is little help, but a 
frantic call to Denmark soon put this 
red-faced reviewer back on the right 
tracks. Helpful as ever, 
Interacts si on pointed out "Reset 
Selection" on the "Table" menu fixes 
things. To be fair to themt it is in the 
manual - a vague mention, but it's 
there. But why is this function on a 
different menu nowhere near to the 

items it pertains to? 
Fortunately the "sort" function 

does work as you d expect - so you 
can at least organise the data into 
some kind of order. InterBase 
features a powerful sort function 
which has one primary and three 
secondary keys, any of which can be 
ascending or descending. This also 
suggests the lack of indexes - a 
primary use of indexes is to keep 
data in some kind of order 
regardless of how it is entered. For 
instance, if the data is indexed on 
ascending surname, the name 
Smiddy appears in the database 
after Smart and before Smith. In the 
database this means the record's 
visible position in the table - not 
necessarily its physical position in 
the file. (Sorting may still be found in 
reports to order fields which are not 
normally indexed. It is not normally 
viable to maintain more than a 
couple of indexes - they take up disk 
space and processing time because 
they are always kept sorted every 
time a new key is added.) 

The major problem with the 
approach taken by InterBase, 
although it is easier to program, is 

JARGON BUSTING 

Field: A container used to hold a 
specific type of information. The 
most basic field types are text 
(any characters) and numeric 
(numbers only), but even these 
can be extended in an almost 
infinite variety of ways. 

Index: A collection of field keys 
and associated record numbers. 

Key; A number generated by the 
contents of a field. 

Record: A collection of fields. 

Report: A method of displaying 
data both on the screen and on 
the printer. 
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InterBase M1-62 Project: Shopper Rffll:3291489 
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The main field requester may be ugly 
information you need Is right there In 
that the sort must be completed 
externally. This means the records 
have to be physically moved around 
inside a disk file, and that takes a 
considerable amount of time, To be 
fair, InterBase makes use of 
available RAM by optionally copying a 
data file to RAM when it is openedt 
so this makes sort operations much 
faster. But sorting externally on a 
floppy or even hard disk on a large 
file will take a long time - beware. 

Updating any file is a real 
problem if you have a lot of similar 
operations to complete. For instance, 
let's say instead of entering a Town 
as Middlesbrough, you entered it as 
Middiesborough (a simple mistake 
and the historical reason the town's 
name is spelt that way). Updating is 
a process whereby every record in 
the fiie is changed - in this case the 
Town field. Updates work easily and 
(thankfully) only affect the records 
selected by the current text filter. 

FRIENDLY RELATIONS 
Relationships, although central to 
InterBase, are a bit of a moot point. 
Even Interactivision admits the 
documentation is weak in this area - 
a shame, since it is also the most 

to look at - but it Is easy to use. All the 
front of you and easily modified 

complex part of the system. Try as I 
might I failed to get the system to 
relate two files together on a single 
form, although Inter activist on claims 
this is possible. This weakness, I 
suspect, lies solely with the 
documentation, and I'll let you know 
when I get the problem solved- 

Where InterBase does come into 
its own is in relating two tables 
together to create a thi rd. Four 
operations are possible here: Union 
- merge two tablest creating a third; 
Intersection - make a new table 
containing alt records common to two 
source tables; Join - make a new 
table by concatenating two source 
tables; and Difference - make a new 
fable by selecting the records not 
common to the two source tables. 

These may sound a little 
esoteric, and in some ways they are. 
But the end result is quite easy to 
use since you have a new file which 
can be manipulated without affecting 
the original data. Such files can be 
tailored using the layout generator 
and used for reporting purposes. 

UNWANTED LOCKS 
Unusually for an Amiga application, 
InterBase is designed to be used in 

OPINION: RELATIONAL DATABASES 

A colleague of mine commented 
recently that he would not consider 
offering a reiational database 
because people tend to shy away 
from them, The gran daddy of them 
all, however, Superbase Personal 
Amiga, sold in thousands - despite 
being a bit of a chew to use in true 
re I ati on a I a ppl i cati on s. 

So let's set the record straight: 
a relational database is not more 
difficult to use than a flat file. The 
confusion arises from the fact that 
most relational databases tend to 
be more powerful than their flat-file 
counterparts. This power has a 
nasty habit of percolating through 
to the interface level, and 

therefore, the poor end users find 
themselves confused by a 
cacophony of menu options and 
complex requesters. 

This is partly true of Superbase 
Personal and highly evident in 
InterBase, but once mastered, 
these applications are no less easy 
to use than the most basic of all 
flat-files. The cure for these 
problems would be for someone to 
sit down, diagnose what is 
confusing and simplify things. Your 
starter for ten is the jargon: fields, 
record, files and so on. Maybe 
some major developer, some day, 
will realise this and chuck the 
whole lot in the bin. 

InterBase U1.I2 Edit Field; Select field RM: 3299488 
3 

Firstnane: EFirstH 

Position: p™ 
Company: 
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Ureal 
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Address Database 

3 Surnane: ELastN 
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Table 
Expr, 
Text 
Picture 

Maximal Length: 

Initial Value: 
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□ Inverse 
□ Italics 
□ Bo Id-faced 
□ Underlined 

The field requester in the report generator, by contrast, Is confusing until you 
get used to it. For the most part, the features are there... just hard to get at 
a multi-user environment. This 
means in practice that several 
people may have non-exclusive 
access to the data on different 
networked terminals at the same 
time. To accomplish this the authors 
have employed a crude form of 
locking. In effect, once you have 
access to a table you have exclusive 
write access to it. At the end of a 
session quitting back to Workbench 
relinquishes your exclusive access - 
however, the occasional guru puts 
things in a spin, 

Since a software failure does not 
close the files properly, the locks 
remain in place and they have to be 
removed before the system can be 
used again. InterBase provides the 
tools to do this in the main program, 
but the error message can be 
confusing and frightening at first! 
Besides which, in a true multi-user 
system it should be up to the 
network server to handle exclusive 
and non-exclusive file access at this 
level, not the individual software. 

UP 'N' RUNNING DOWN 
Usually one of the best tests of any 
serious application is how quickly 
you can get started without having to 
refer back to the manual. InterBase 
fails this test quite miserably - but a 
lot of that has to do with its age. 
When InterBase was designed, 
Workbench 2 was still in 
development and user-friendly 
windowed environments were still in 
their infancy. InterBase is a stab in 
the right direction, but the requesters 
andmenusare frighten ingly complex 
at first glance - typical of such 
applications, However, two things 
must be remembered: InterBase is 
designed as part of a suite sharing a 
common interface, and its price 
places it in the budget category. 

A good re-think of the front-end 
around the Workbench 2 design and 
styling would not go amiss. Intuition- 
based relational databases are likely 
to be compared to Superbase - and 
the now discontinued Superbase 

Personal is the closest on price and 
performance. InterBase works 
reasonably well given the constraints 
of the 1.3 Kickstart front-end, but J 
can t help noting, Superbase did it 
better, With a better manual (an 
index would help) and some bug 
fixes, you could do a lot worse for 
the money. In spite of the bad 
documentation, Order 2 (the other 
contender in this price bracket - see 
Amiga Shopper 23) is still available, 
but it can't hold a greasy stick to 
InterBase, 

OOOOOOOCX^ 

SHOPPING LIST 

InterBase ..£29.95 
By: Interactivision, Hovedgaardsvej 4, 
DK-860DStlkeborg, Denmark 
i*010-45B-680 2700 

Review copy loaned by: 
CHIPS Leisure, 
Middlesbrough, 
Cleveland. 
* 0642 219139 

CHECKOUT 

INTERBASE 

Ease of Use • •O C O 
Could be better in some aspects. Odd 
bugs make the going tough. 

Power • • • O O 
Looks good on the surface - but may slow 
down on large flies. 

Documentation    If OOO 
Dreadful. Crucial information on relations 
is badly written. 

Value • • • • 
For this sort of cash, you won't find 
anything close. 

Overall rating 

In spite of its many failings, I enjoyed 
using it-enough said! 
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In the final part of our DIY repairs 

series, Wiif Rees casts his eye 

over some diagnostic software 

and offers some technical 

specifications to help you sort out 

those nasty little gremlins* 
So far in this series, we 

have have looked at most 
of the typical tests you 
might reasonably attempt 

yourself, and the procedures you 
can tackle in order to effect a 
repair. There is, however, another 
way of Identifying the source of a 
problem: diagnosing a fault within 
the computer's systems Is a 
function read Iky carried out by 
software, because it is able to 
execute specific system tests 
without causing electrical failure. 

What it cannot do, of course, is 
trace a fault if it exists at any stage 
prior to disk access, so, along with 
the information on software 
diagnosis, I have put together a chart 
which represents a combination of 
the options you can take to try and 

find a fault yourself, as well as some 
indication of which specific 
components are responsible for 
which specific functions in your 
machine, (This is not meant as a 
definitive guide, of course - for more 
details, follow Amiga Shopper's new 
series about how your Amiga works, 
starting this issue on page 20.) 

THREE OPTIONS 
I want to mention three diagnostic 
systems which might help in tracing 
a fault. The first is a memory 
checking disk, supplied to anyone 
who purchases a MEcrobotlcs 
memory expansion. I must point out 
that this disk is copyright, and not 
available for purchase independently, 
Copying it is illegal. It will thoroughly 
trace all additional memory in your 

Amiga, and while the Microbotics 
people say it is only intended for 
their cards and they can't guarantee 
its success on other boards, I can 
assure you it works with others, and 
it does not contravene or infringe the 
law if you simply borrow the disk to 
check out your memory. 

Next is Commodore's offering. 
Commodore produced a system test 
disk in 1989 which carries out 
several tests to ascertain the current 
state of several functions in your 
Amiga, I would not describe it as 
partic u I ar I y com preh en s ive, n or 
specific in identifying single 
problems, but it does give a general 
"MOT" on the various systems in 
your machine, and it is a useful 
addition to your disk library. This disk 
was supplied to dealers, to hetp 
them check machines prior to sale, 
and if you have a good rapport with 
your local computer retailer, you 
should be able to borrow it to check 
your system. Failing that it is still 
available from Commodore 0628 
770088) for £14.99. 

The third option is something 
called the Advanced Amiga Analyser 
from an American company called 
Grapevine, which advertises in Amiga 
Shopper. (If you're feeling flush with 

FAULT FINDING  FAULTFINDING  FAULTFINDING FAULTFINDING 

Of course, using a disk-based diagnostic package is only 
any use if you can get the disk drives to work. If your 
fault is pre-initialisation, then it will be necessary to run 
through the tests we have described in previous articles, 
With regard to specific components in your Amiga, here 
is a diagnostic chart which gives some indication of the 
relative responsibilities of most of the key ICs in your 
machine. It is only intended as a guideline, and does not 
indicate failure of minor components such as resistors 
or capacitors, but it does direct you towards the major 
components. This chart: should be used to isolate a 
specific fault, 

If at all possible, you should try to find a friend who 

is willing to let you try replacing various ICS or 
components from his machine. The simplest way to 
locate a fault is by the process of elimination* Start with 
the easiest and most obvious: disk, power supply, 
leads, monitor, disk drive, keyboard, mouse and so on - 
all of the components which are easily interchanged. 
Only when these checks have come up empty should you 
then consider interchanging internal tCs, If you do, 
always remember to observe the anti-static procedures 
fully, and take the opportunity when your machine is 
dismantled to clean up the various edge connectors and 
pins with isopropyl alcohol as described in this series in 
previous issues of Amiga Shopper. 

PflOGLEM LIKELY FAULTY COMPONENT 
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SCREENCLACK • * • 
SCREEN WHITE 4 • * * 
SCREEN OREEN * 4 4 
SCREEN RED f SYSYEM FREEZE « • • 
NO KEYBOARD RE-SET * 
PARALLEL f ORT PROBLEM • * 
SERIAL PORT PROBLEM • • 4 * 
AUDIO PROBLEM * • 
MOUSE/JOYSTICK F ROM. EM 4 « * 
GRAPHICS PROBLEM 
HO RT. MOUSE BUTTON 4 
DISK. DRI VE P30BL5-M • • • • • 

funds, you can telephone the firm on 
n 0101 914 357 2424,) This piece 
of diagnostic software comes with 
the usual American hype, but in this 
case, believe me, it is not wrong. 
Without doubt this is the finest 
piece of diagnostic equipment 3 have 
ever seen, and I address at! Amiga 
repairers and practical-minded users 
when I say this is really something 
worth having. So what is it? Well, 
first of all, the box contains a 
collection of four dongles to plug into 
the parallel, serial, video and 
mouse/joystick ports. They all have 
a collection of miniature coloured 
LEDs sticking out of the top. There is 

IF ALL ELSE FAILS 

If you have carried out ail of the 
procedures described in this 
series but you are still unable to 
repair your Amiga, then obviously 
you wiil need to have it repaired 
professionally. A few points to be 
aware of if this is your last 
course of action: 
1 Always go to a reputable 
company, preferably one that you 
already know or one that has 
been recommended to you by 
someone with first-hand 
experience of its service, 
2 When you take your machine 
in, have a full description of the 
nature of the fault written down 
and stuck to the machine with 
adhesive tape. The engineer will 
appreciate some simple guidance 
as to the nature of the probtem. 
3 Ask the repairers to contact 
you by phonef explain the nature 
of the problem and give you an 
estimate of the cost of the repair 
before they begin work. Ask also 
about the details of any warranty 
offered with the work, 
4 Ask for your bill to include 
specifications for parts supplied 
and labour costs. 
5 When you collect your machine, 
ask them to demonstrate it 
working before you leave the 
premises. Check that they have 
remedied the specific fault you 
knew existed. If a peripheral had 
stopped working, such as a 
second drive or a hard drive, and 
you have tested it on someone 
else's Amiga and found it to be 
OK, then take it along with you 
and try it out before leaving. This 
avoids any embarrassing or 
annoying returns to the shop, 
saving you time and money. 
6 ff the estimate given was for 
carrying out a certain repair and 
this has not been correctly done, 
then politely refuse to pay and 
ask to have the repairs done 
properly, according to the original 
estimate. 
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DIY REPAIRS 

TESTING, TESTING... 
One quick way of identifying the source 
of a problem is running one of the 
diagnostic software packages available. 
Of course this con only be an option if 
you can get your disk drive up and 
running in the first place, but past that 
stage o diagnostic program can cut right 
to the heart of the matter. Here we take 
a quick look at two such programs, one 
from Commodore and the other a 
remarkable package from the US... 

This is one of the early tests on the Commodore 
test disk This check looks at the colour output 
from the Amiga, checking all of the HAM 4,096 
colours available. 

Ihit'i all 1> I 

lttN/AZ<H mm] n ITyft: PAL     Status: : 

Ifunctions: 2345CF 
t —*— 
I BUI    l|S I I iAUDIO I I 
JSPRITES i i JCHIP RAH! I I IFASI RAtll    I I 

r=is:-:   fOfn i IELITLINEI I I 
ITESTTIHEI    I I 

N FAILS* 

KBYHS) !(BVIES> !' lh?:.*\' I (It FAILS') 
KACT1IA1J 

Of all the tests on the Commodore test disk, 
this is probably the most useful This is the 
sprite/sound/disk/RAM test, and as you can 
see from the categories, there s a healthy 
collection of tests which run through your 
Amiga's systems looking for possible faults 
Unfortunately while these are capable of 
identifying a fault, there is no indication of what 
remedial action is necessary to correct it 

fetid ilm T»t> t* itBpfc,,. 

This is quite a different ball park. The Advanced 
Amiga Analyser really gets down to the business 
of seeking out problems, identifying their exact 
nature, and offering remedial action. Click on 
any of the pins shown on the joystick/mouse 
ports on screen and you get a description of the 
function of that specific pin When the software 
test is run it checks each of the pins in turn, 
indicating with an LED if there is a malfunction 
What lifts this package above all others is its 
ability to then offer you specific remedies for 
that fault   starting with the cheapest, to keep 
repair costs to a minimum 

mum t« fttfftfc M NlfKSI milt ™ 

jm 
PASSED* 

-I 

J_ ± 

As well as looking at the ports on the Amiga. 
The Advanced Amiga Analyser also investigates 
the memory. In this instance I have run the 
memory test on a 1.3 Amiga with a Commodore 
512k upgrade, and as you can see from the 
locations identified, it has determined that all 
ICs are functioning perfectly, and that the entire 
memory is in good working order. 

This grab shows the Advanced Amtgd Analyser 
test for the Video port Again all pins are 
identified, and their function described in a 
window, In this case I had thought I had a fault 
with my MIDI interface and was ready to plan 
surgery, when by chance the software told me 
that the +12 v was down on both my serial and 
video ports It then suggested I check a specific 
fuse, followed by one of the resistors, and that s 
where the problem turned out to be This 
information was invaluable   the fault was not 
necessarily apparent the Amiga worked fine, 
and I had no reason to suspect a problem 

also a disk, and a six-page 
photocopied manual All this comes 
inside a VHS video-cassette case. 

What does it do? Well, simply 
this: the software identifies each port 
in turn, and runs a series of tests 
through each pin. Various 
permutations of test are carried out, 
eliminating particular components, 
thus identifying specific faults. Each 
port is displayed as a test screen, 
and you can point and click on the 
representation of any pin on-screen 
to ascertain its function. 

Not only does the software 
identify the problem, but it also 
offers a cure! When a fault is 
detected, it will display a message 
describing which components to look 
at on the motherboard, and what 
order to check them En, starting from 

the cheapest component upwards. I 
assure you this is not an amateur 
product. The information provided 
was expert, as I proved when I tested 
several poorly 
Amigas awaiting ^^^MHBHM 
repair at a local 
dealer's: Advanced 
Amiga Analyser 
expertly diagnosed 
all of them 
correctly. 

I even 
discovered why my 
MIDI interface had 
suddenly stopped —— 
working. Thinking it was the interface 
itself, f put it to one side with the 
intention of checking it over later. 
Not so. The Amiga AnalyserXold me 
there was no +12v to either the 

"ff describes what 

components to look 

at, and in order - 

cheapest upwards/' 

serial or video port of my 2000 - the 
result of my son pratting around with 
my modem while the computer was 
switched on, though the software 

didn't quite tell me 
■HHHH that It did suggest 

though that I 
replace a specific 
fuse and check a 
particular resistor. 
It turned out to be 
the resistor, and 
cost 14p to repair! 
So this really is a 
worthwhile 

" package, and you 
could do a lot worse than to get it, 

GO ON, HAVE A GOl 
If you've been inspired by this series 
of guides to try seeking out and fixing 

any faults you might encounter on 
your own Amiga, always bear in mind 
that the simple things are best 
checked first. If your machine 
develops a fauft you can trace to a 
particular area, and it just so 
happens that you have been fiddling 
around there recently, then It s more 
than likely that you have caused the 
problem yourself, ff so, always 
retrace your steps, expecting to find 
something you forgot to re-connect or 
replaced wrongly. 

Be careful, but be confident! |]0 

Have you mis bed any of the 
earlier instalments of 
WorkShopper Workshop in Amtga 
Shopper from issue 23 to date'' 
Turn to page 117 for the Amiga 
Shoppor back issue service* 
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USER GROUPS 

Find your local group 

There's sure to be a group of Amiga users near you! 

If your group isn't here, just send in the form below 

1-1 Amiga Club Postal software, ideas etc. SAE 
+ blank disk for details. Contact Peter Duckett, 
11 Avon Close, Addlestone, Surrey KT15 HO 
v 0932 855834 after 8pm. Membership free, 
1520 Plotter Group (ICPUG) John Bentley » 
06286 65932 
16-32 Micro Programming AMOS, bimonthly 
fanzine, PD, (Flsh->590) Membership 100FF or 
110. Contact F Moreau, 132 rue Jean Folfain, 
5O0O0 Saint-Lo, France * 315220 02 
24 Bit Club For users Of Video Toaster, Opal Vi- 
sion, DCTV and AAGA machines. Contact Gordon 
Keenan, 21 Skirsa Place, Glasgow G23 5EE- 
Send stamp for details. Membership fee £20 a 
year. 
Action Replay Uteri Chili For help, tips, lists of 
pokes. Free. For more details contact Gordon 
Hagan, 66 Mulrside Avenue, Kirkintilloch, Glas- 
gow G66 3PR 
Aden PD Advice and Amos for beginners, cheats. 
Free membership. SAE plus disk to Den Round- 
ing, 8 Primrose Lane, Miami Beach, Trusthorpe 
Road, Sutton-orvSea, Lines LIM12 2iZ 
AltWt Computer Club General hints and tips, ad- 
vice, competitions, draws, shop. Entrance fee 
£1,50, Contact Mick. 170 Claughton Ave, Crewe, 
Cheshire CW2 6ET 
Alpha PO Contact Greig Harper, 3 Whickham 
Street. Easingtcn, Peterlee, Co Durham SRS 3D J, 
Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open nights For 
info SAE to A Win nock, Clenkelly, Blnn, Co Offaly, 
Ireland 
Amiga Artiste Club 34 Roundhay Mount, Leeds 
LSS 4DW. For Amiga artists, musicians and 
coders. Pirates not welcome. Free, w Kam on 
0532 493942, 5-8pm 
Amiga Athene club PD swaps, tips, cheats ate 
Free membership, jusl new PD or tips in ex- 
change for our services. Contact Stefanos Pa- 
pamichaef, 9 Derfeld Rd, Patisia, 11144 Athens, 
Greece. ■ 01/2027973 
AmlgnBASrC club Free bi-monthly disk, help for 
beginners and experts. Membership £10/year, 
Contact: Conran Ahmad, 15 Weybridge Rd, Thorn- 
ton Heath, Surrey CR7 7LN » 081 689 9102 
Amiga Beginners' Club 110 Whitehill Park, Li- 
mavidy, Co. Londonderry BT49 OQG. Club to help 
newcomers. Bi monthly club disk, and a small PD 
library. Membership £2 for a single disk, or £20 
for every issue 
Amiga Boatewners All things nautical, WHY ex- 
change, nautical aid programs etc. Free member- 

ship, send SAE to D. Beet for details. Lock. 
Branston Fen, Lincolnshire LN3 5UN 
Amiga Club Newsletter, disks. PD etc£10 mem- 
bership. Send SAE for details to Imp, 190 Fallo- 
den Way, Hampstead Garden Suburb, London 
NW11 6SE w 081 455 1626 
Amiga Graphic* Club I want to set one up! Rut to 
do SO, I need your help, If enough of you reply, 
your graphics can only benefit. For details you 
should write to Jonathan McBrien, 16 Drumbawn, 
Enniskrilen, Fermangh BT74 6NF 
Amiga Helpline Contact Gordon Keenan, 21 
Skirsa Place, Glasgow G23 BEE. Software/ hard- 
ware help service, free PD, DTP problems sorted, 
plus general Amiga chit-chat. Send a stamp for 
full details. Membership £15 per year 
Amiga Manin Bi-monthly publication (28+ pages), 
Public domain, licensure, bargains, classifieds, 
free advice, free gifts, free disks, Annual mem- 
bership £12. Contact D Ciyer, 88 Blackbull Rd, 
Folkestone, Kent CT19 5QX 
Amiga Maniacs Help Graphics, sound, WE, pro 
gramming, help. Beginners welcome. Free mem- 
bership (by post). Contact Johnny. 8 Tan-y-Grais, 
Caernarfon Rd, Bangor LLS7 4S0 
Amiga Musician* Club Membership gets you a 
disk with 50 IFF samples a month for 12 months. 
Also sample service. Membership £30, Contact 
Gavin Wylia, Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, Angus 
Amiga Navigation Contact Dave Thomas 4a, Al- 
ii ster St, Neath, W Glamorgan. PD, advice, even 
small repairs and social evenings. Weds 7 - 
9pm. Membership £10 per year 
Amiga Network International 2 monthly dub 
disk, reviews, advice, For info contact Phil or 
Stave: 434 Denby Dale Rd East, Wakefield, W 
Yorks WF4 3AE 

i Utd Disk based, reviews, competitionsh help service, BBS. games and utils. Contact D 
Collingwood. 14 Linden Ctose, Hutton Rudley, 
Yarm, Cleveland TS15 OHX. Membership £10 a 
year, 
Amiga Users KTnb, Windsor House, 19 Castle St, 
Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2DX. Meets every Friday 
from e,30-9pm, to expand members' knowledge 
of Amiga and to help solve people's problems. 
Contact Jack Tailing 

B Video Producers' Group Disk magazine 
five times a year: meets quarterly in Swndon. Ob- 
ject library for mainstream Amtga 3D programs 
(imagine, Sculpt WdeoScape, etc). For info SAE 
to J StruttOn, 8 Rochford CE, Grange Park, Swin- 

GET YOURSELF LISTED 
If you run a user group which isn't listed on this pags, fill In the form below 
for your free entry. Sen* It to Amiga Shopper User Groups List, 30 
Monmouth Street, Beth BA12BW. We reserve the rltfht to refuse entries. 

AS26 

Group name  

Type of activities, 

Place of meetings  

Time of meetings  

Contact name....  

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Membership fee 

don, Wilts SNS 6AB » 0793 870667 before 
9pm, Membership fee £10 a year. 
Amiga WlflTHm Uwtra1 Group 85 Highfields Rd, 
With am. Essex CMS 1LW. Tips and Basic pro- 
grams. K Anderson « 0376 518271 
Amlgahoilca Club Disk magazine covers PD, pro- 
gramming, music, art, DTP, and more. Free mem- 
bership. Contact Kevin Bryan, 49 Coutts House, 
Charlton, London SE7 7AS * 071-580 2000 Ext 
240 
AmEgaSoc PD, tips, cheats, MIDI, programming, 
disk magazine, all welcome. Free membership. 
Contact Neil Cartwright. 17 SE Winefrides Ave, 
Manor Park, London E12 6HQ * 018 553 5434 
Amiga User* Group Part II Advice, technical sup- 
port, BBS, PD library, tuition, etc. Contact Andy 
Wilkinson, 25 Glen Eidon Road, Lytham St Annes, 
Lancashire FYS 2AX * 0253 724607 Free mem- 
bership. 
Am)ga Users Luton We need more members. 
Help and advice/exchange of information, swap- 
ping PD/games, general chat. Free membership. 
Please phone Dave J Noble on 0582 502806 
Amlgoe PD Large PD library ^£1 for catalogue 
disk. For more details contact Roland Arnold, 18 
Mayfalr Ave, llford. Essex IG1 SDL » 081-554 
5160 
A Ml-INFO Interested in the serious side of the 
Amiga? then send and SAE to Paul Caparn. 
Homeside, Higher Waroercy Road, Torquay, Devon 
TQ1 1SF. 
AMOS Programmer Club Free membership, swap 
AMOS programs and PD, disk magazine and help 
for new users. Contact Gareth Downes-Powell, 6 
Srassey Avenue, Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2DS 
AMOS Programmers Exchange Free member- 
ship. Swapping software and ideas. Help avail- 
able, J Unrig, 7 Majestic Rd, Hatch Warren, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4XD 
AMOS Programmers Group John Mullen at 62 
Lonssdale St, Workington. Cumbria CA14 2YD. 
Hints, tips, tutorials too, SAE for Info. £10 mem- 
bership for bi-monthly disk mag 
Angus Amiga COTV olub Contact J Robertson, 
22a High St, Brechin, Angus DD9 6ER « 0356 
623072. Review software, discuss anything 
Amiga. Tree merrbership 
APDIG (Amiga Public Domain Exchange Group) 
Laser printing servrce. free PD, Advice service, 
utfl disks for members, PD swaps. Contact 
Richard Brown, APDEG, 18 High Street, Mundes- 
ley, Norfolk NR11 8AE * 0263 720868. Member- 
ship fee £6 a year. 
Art man News, views, reviews, free PD for your ar- 
ticles. Free membership. Send blank disk + SAE 
for free disk mag and 2 free games to A Green- 
wood, 40 Northwell Gate, Otley, West Ycifcs LS21 
2DN 1* 0943 466476 
Asia Amiga Association Newsletter, PD, informa- 
tion, advice, ideas, exchanges. Membership 
HK*250 per annum. For more Info contact Pete 
Alex, Room 11c, fortune Court, 4-6 Tak Hlng St, 
Kowlocn. Hong Kong. « 7245196 
Astro PD Send SAE and blank disk for catalogue. 
Help and advice also available. Contact D Ben- 
son, 3 Skiddaw Court, Nunthorpe, Middles- 
brough. Cleveland TS7 ORD 
Atlantic Wava BBS 100s of files for download, 
DTP, dtp art, graphics, utilities. First 200 mem 
bers get unlimited downloads for life. Free mem- 
be rahrp. Message areas ranging from sport to 
cookery. All Amiga BBS. Call 0462 481745 (300 
- 2400 baud 8nl) 24 hours a day, 
AUGFL vzw bi-monthly newsletter, PD, distribution 
& support Of Belgian programs, registration-site, 
tips. 750 Bfr/year membership. Contact Lieven 
Lema, Meesberg 13, 3220 Holsbeek, Belgium 
Avon Micro Computer Serious Club The first Sun- 
day night of each month 1900-2200, members 
SOp guests LI. Centre for the deaf, 16-18 King 
Square, Bristol BS2 SJL Fax: 0272 311642 
Basic Programmers' Group 68 Queen Elizabeth 
Dr, Normanton, West Yorks WF6 1JF, Encourages 
the use of Basic exchanges ideas and assists 
beginners to the language. Free newsletter Mark 
Blackali * 0924 892106 
Betty's PD Everything to do with PD - friendly 
help and advice. Contact lan or Lynn Battison, 7 
Denmark Road, Northampton NN1 5QR » 0604 

224S6. Membership £3.99 for life. 
Beaconaflslif and District CC Contact Philip Irish- 
man » 0494 782298 27 Russell Court, Che- 
sham, Bucks, Meetings at St Michaels Hall, St 
Michaels Green, Beaconsfleld 7.45 - 9.45pm. 
Programming, gaming swapping PD, having fun. 
Membership £10 for 6 months 
Bible Bureau online scripture output and informal 
bible study. Quarterly meetings, membership £5 
quarterly. Contact A,D„ 24 Brodte House, 10 Har- 
court Avenue, Walllngton, Surrey SM6 SAP «■ 081 
669 7485 
Bloofiifleld Video and Computing Beginners, 
video techniques. Meetings at Bloomfield Com- 
munity Centre, Narberth, 7.30pm alternate Tues- 
days. Membership £5, Contact Mrs Beryl 
Hughes, Nashville, 50 Glynderi, Carmarthen, 
Dyfed SA31 2EX * 0267 237522 
Bournemouth Amiga Club Problems, fun, social 
beginners welcome. Free. Contact P Chamberlain, 
36 Homeoaks, 30 Wimborne Road, 
Bournemouth, Dorset BH2 6QA * 0202 296714 
BR A CJ Computer Club B Robinson at 23 Fair- 
way Rd. Shepshed. Loughborough, Leicester- 
shire, LE12 90S « 0392 72889 or 03922 
841296, Regular disk mag packed with tips, re- 
views of games and serious software, game 
cheats database, demos and utils, very large PD 
library. Membership fee £1.25 
But Stop PD from 40 to 75p per disk, cheats, 
classifieds and gossip, plus competition every 2 
weeks. Send SAE and 50p for catalogue. Usa 
Tyree, 5 Westbourne Rd, Marsh, Huddersfield 
HD1 4LQ 
Cacophony (Unlimited) Alms to create quality PD 
with AMOS and others. Help given. Mark Wick- 
son, 49 Perrott Close, North Leigh. Witney, Oxon 
0X8 6RU 
Camberley User Group Lectures, competitions, 
advice, meetings, free membership. For more info 
contact F Wellbefove v 0252 871 545 
CDTV Users Club Technical support, news, com- 
piling compatible software list. Free membership 
-just send SAE. Contact Julian Lavanini, 113 
Fouracres Rd, Newall Green, Manchester M23 
BES 
Champion PD Club PD at 30p, newsletters, ad- 
vice, help and more. Membership £10. Contact 
Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, Catterick. N 
Yorkshire, DL9 3HE 
Cheapo PD Club Non-profit making postal PD, 
newsletters, advice. Membership £5. Contact 
Jason Meachen, Ivy Cottage, Chapel Road, Beau- 
mont, Clacton, Essex C016 OAR 
ChBSter-le-Stre#t 16-Bit Computer Club Ground 
floor function suite, The Civic Centre, Newcastle 
Rd, Chester-le-Street. Meets Mondays from 7.30- 
9,30pm. Exchange advice and swap tips, « Peter 
Mears 091 385 2939 
Chic Computer Club Full details with an SAE to 
STAMP, Chic Computer Club, PO Bo* 121, Ger- 
rards Cross, Bucks, For info contact Steve Winter 
* 0753 884473 
Chris's PO Great value public domain compila- 
tions. Send SAE for list Contact Chris Coalte, 22 
Mem/fields Avenue, Hockley, Essex SS5 5AL. 
CHUD Free membership. Send SAE for details to 
Mr M Sellars, 103 Newward Rd, Bulford, Sails- 
bury, Wilts, SP4 9AH « 0980 33154 
Ctufa 6SOOO Competitions, programming, music. 
Meets Harrogate Leisure Centre, Mondays 
e.lSpm-lOpm. SAE to Chris Hughes. 59 Walton 
Park, Pannal, Harrogate, N Yorks. HG3 1EJ « 
0423 891910 
Club Arnica £10 a year for PD and a 24-hr 
helpline (091385 2627). For more Info send SAE 
to Chris Longley, 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney Row, 
Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and Wear 
Club Future Advice to programmers and begin 
ners. Send SAE for info to G Holland, 16 HermiS- 
ton, Monkseatoo, Whitley Bay, Tyne & Wear NE25 
SAN 
Comp-U Pal Australian group for users in the out^ 
back. Newsletter, helpline, PO library. Member- 
ship AS24. Comp-U-Pai, 116 Macarthur Street, 
Sale, Victoria 3850, Australia 
Ocmputeque Steve Lalley at In skip Meeting Hall, 
As hurst, Skelmersdale, Lanes on 0695 31378 
7.45pm -10.30 pm every Tuesday, From begin- 
ner to advanced user. Half year membership 
£2.50 children, £3 adults 
Computer Club 16 Laton Rd. Hastings, East Sus- 
sex « 0424 421480. A 16*it club dedicated to 
being computer enthusiasts Membership costs 
£15 per year 
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Cosmic PD Contact Stephen Fernle, 8 Drakies Av- 
enue, Inverness IV2 3RW. Membership free; 
disks 50p - £1. Catalogue disk £1. 
Danish AMOS user group Bimonthly disk mag, £2 
each, PD library, SAE for Info. Contact Tom 
Poulsen, Stenmellen 28, 2640 Hedehuscnc. DK 
Denmark «■ 42 16 54 34. 
Darlington Commodore Users Club News, dis- 
counts, cheap PD, advice, newsletter and more. 
Annual membership £5. For further info contact S 
Wheatley, 1 Ruby St, Darlington, County Durham 
DL3 OEN 
Deluxe Cheats Disk User Group Steven Frew at 
96 Campden Green, Solihull, West Midlands, B92 
SHG. Software advice. Updates every 2 months! 
£4 for disk £2 for updates 
East Midlands Amiga User Group Self-help group 
for beginners and experienced users. Meet 
Willoughby Scoial Club, 7-10pm every Wednes- 
day evening. Contact Richard Haythom, 70 Fei- 
stead Road, Aspley Estate, Nottingham -a 0602 
298075. Membership £5 a year. 
Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5, in- 
cludes free advice and PD, Contact Neil McRea, 
37 Kingsknowe Road North, Edinburgh EH 14 2DE 
with SAE 
Enfield Amiga club For info contact Sean Clifton 
» 081 3042867 32a Hoe Lane, Enfield, Middx 
Meet, swap, competitions, helping new users 
Enterprise PD 'Free' PD if you supply disks and 
postage. Membership £25 per year, £5 per 
month. T McLoughlln, 229 Barking Road, East 
Ham, London E8 1LB « 081 472 0434 
Eureka PD Small library with friendly service. 7Qp 
per disk. Contact Llam Allen, 5 Hartwell Close, 
Northampton NN? 8TT 
Exeter 16 Btt User Group Andrew Deeley or Phil 
Treby at 25A Gloucestershire Rd, Exwick, Exeter, 
EX4 2EF, Meeting every Wednesday 7pm. Pro- 
gramming £6 per annum 
Free PD Club Send disk + SAE for more info to 
Adrian Porter, 237 Prince of Wales Rd, Manor, 
Sheffield S2 1FG. Free membership 
FST Amiga Club Bi-monthly newsletter, all types 
of activities. For £15 membership you receive 
one free commercial game + one PD disk -i-11 
further PD disks, one per month. Contact Tef or 
John, 17 Grasmere Close, Penistone. Sheffield, 
Vorks S30 6HP. 
Fylde Compute? Club All aspects of computing. 
Meets 7pm, Lostock Gardens Community Centre. 
2nd and 4th Wednesday of monthr £15 per year, 
50p on door. Contact Colin Biss, 90 The Es- 
planade, Fleetwood, Lanes FY 7 7BQ v 0253 
772502 
Galaetlk PD Swaps and sells PD. Contact E New- 
some, 10 Crugan Ave, Klnmel Bay. Clwyd LL18 
5DG, Demos, music, utilities, games, 99p for cat- 
alogue disk 
Game Swap Club Swap original software and 
hardware. Membership £3. Contact Ade Ajldahun, 
St Andrews House, 125 North Road. St Andrews, 
Bristol BS6 5AH « 0272 240399 
Gamer-Link Internationa] pen-pal club for gamers. 
Free swap service, advice on tips and cheats. Life 
membership £5, Contact Stu, 28 Churchfield. 
Ware, Herts SG12 OEP. 
GFA Bask Forum Contact J Find lay 
» 0788 891197 or send SAE to 52 Church Rd, 
Braunston, Nr Daventry Northants NN11 7HQ. 
Free advice on programming in GFA. Also tutorial 
disk for sale. Beginners and advanced users wel- 
come. Free membership 
Gibraltar Amiga Users Club PD library, monthly 
newsletter, disk magazine, competitions, regular 
meetings (in the John Macintosh Hall). Member- 
ship from £6 per year. Contact David Winder, 7 
Lime Tree Lodge, Montagu Gardens, Gibraltar* 
010 350 79918 
Gum Masters PD demos etc, contact the Sheriff, 
111 Sheroourne Rd, Banbury, Wolverhampton, 
WV10 9EU « 0902 782277 
Hampshire PD Club Mike Gallienne at 79, Car- 
less Ci, Rownes, Gosport, Hants, P013 9PW on 
0705 585323. Public Domain Disks at 35p. 
Monthly competitions. SAE for more info to the 
above address, £10 a year 
Harleys PD Swaparama Public domain swapping 
by mailr Contact G Vamey, 140 Weston Drive, 
Otely, West Yonks LS21 2D J « 0943 466896 
Hastings Amiga Group Disks compiled from best 
of PD at only 99p. Send 2 stamps for catalogue. 
Contact Gordon Lindsay, 153 Parker Road, Hast- 
ings^ Sussex TN34 3TP 
Hereford Amiga Group Membership free, help, ex- 
change of PD and shareware- Lotus Turbo 2 Quad 
Player Championship. Contact John Macdonald, 
Alma Cottage, Allensmore, Hereford HR2 9AT « 
0981 21414 
Hermit Computer Club Hardware help and infor- 
mation, program swapping. Meetings 7-lOpm, 
Mondays. Membership £3 per term, 50p per 

night. Contact John Maynard, Hermit Centre. 
Shenfield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM 15 SAG * 
0277 21889 7 
Highland PD Free PD iist contains lots of educa- 
tion, business and games disks. Free advice to 
beginners. Contact David Paulin, 255 Drumrossie 
Avenue, Inverness 1U2 3SX » 0463 242431, 
Homesoft PD Over 2000 Amiga PD from 20p to 
69p. Send SAE for free disk catalogue. Contact 
Chris Home 23 Stanwell CI, Wincobank, Sheffield 
S9 1PZ 
HTS (Malta) Free membership. Contact K Cas- 
sar, Block 1 Flat, 6 H E Hel-Tmiem, Zejtun ZTN07 
Malta v 674023 
Hyndburn Amiga Users Club Tuition, advice, PD, 
and more. Meets Mondays, 7pm, at the Canine 
Club, Acchngton (£1 on the door). Contact Nigel 
Rigby, 7 Brecon Avenue, Oswaldtwistle, Lan- 
cashire BB5 4QS v 0254 395289 
imagine Object Makers Will make Imagine ob- 
jects of most forms and supply already-produced 
objects under request. Send SAe for more info. 
Contact Charles Mo, 16 Calder Crescent, 
Taunton, Somerset TA1 2NH. Membership free; 
charge for each object only. 
Impulse BBS Comms, chat, files, games and 
chat. Contact James Nonis tr 081698 8978. on- 
line 10pm till 6pm the next day. 14.4 HST. 
Incantation PD PD exchange and correspon- 
dence, tips etc + A600 support. Contact Jez, 28 
Sandfleld Villas, Tadcaster, N Yorks LS24 8AW 
* 0937 835019. Membership free, disks £1. 
Independent Commodore Products Users' Group 
Free PD software. 100 page journal, technical 
helplines and discounts. Contact the Membership 
Secretary, PO Box 1309, London N3 2UT » 081 
346 0050 after 6pm, or your local branch: 
Chelmsford tr David Elliott 0245 460189 
Coventry v Will Light 0203 413511 
Dublin ts Geoffrey Reeves 010 353 1 2M HHtxi 
Exeter * John Buckle 0392 214760 
Macclesfield ^ Peter Richardson 0298 23644 
Mid Thames ti Mike Hatt0753 645728 

{8-10pm) 
Solent « Anthony Dimmer 0705 254969 
South East * John Bickerstaff 081-651 5436 
South Wales v Ian Kelly 0222 513315 
South West * Peter Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage « Brian Grainger 043B 727926 
Stoke-on-Trent » David Rose 0782 S155S9 (eve) 
Watforrf « Bob Rigby 0923 264510 
West Riding » Kevin Morton 0532 537318 
Wlgan tr Brian Caswell 0942 213402 
In Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts, PD, swaps 
£2.50 per year. For more information contact P 
Allen, 0342 835530, PO Box 21, Ungfield, Surrey 
RH7 6YJ 
JJC Amiga correspondence course £50 per year. 
Contact PO Box 19, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 
1UF. « 0494 983347 
Kent Youth Computer Croup Contact Jim Fanning, 
ft 0233 629804 North Youth Centre, Essella Rdb Ashford, Kent. Meetings at the North Youth Cen- 
tre, Thursdays 7 - 10pm computer fair visits, 
video and DTP work, monthly newsletter Member- 
ship 40p per month 
KT's. PD library Amiga contacts, swaps, etc. 80p 
each disk. Contact J Hicks, 75 The Drive, Roch- 
ford, Essex SS4 1QQ v 0702 542536. SAE for 
catalogue disk, 
Langham PD Send SAC and blank disk for a free 
virus killer ans catalogue. Contact Richard Payne, 
89 Wolverhampton Road, Codsall. Wolverhamp- 
ton WU8 1PL 
Londonzone PD PD library, swaps and copying, 
cheats and hints disks. Contact S J Wynne, 333 
Bowes Road, New Southgate, London Nil 1BA 
n 081 366 4634. Meet 2nd Wednesday every 
month. Membership free: send blank disk + 
stamped SAE for library disk. 
Lothian Amiga Users Group Contact Andrew 
Mackie * 0506 630509 52 Birniehill Ave, Bath- 
gate, W Lothian EH48 2RR Advice and help fn 
buying hardware, software etc, group buying, deal- 
ers' circulars welcome. Membership free 
Magic Window* H/W projects, programming, PD, 
help and advice on all topics, beginners welcome. 
For more info send SAE to Frame, 26 St Benets 
Road, Stalham. Norwich, Norfolk NR12 9DN 
Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, Inter- 
act with seafarers ashore on Amigas. Contact 
CDR K Osel, GN Ships Refit Office, 51 Rue de la 
Bretonnlere, 50105 Cherbourg, France. » 33 
33225447 
Marksman (Trojan Phaser user group) Contact 
David Green, 67 Thicket Drive, Maltby, Rot her 
ham, S Yorkshire S66 7LB Promotes use of the 
Trojan Phazer, swaps PD and own programs, disk 
magazine 
Master PD PD from 79p, general help. For info 
send SAE. Contact Alan Hines, 44 School Lane. 
Eaton Bray, Beds LU6 2DT. Membership free, 
MED Users Group Club for all users of OctaMED. 

Bi-monthly disk magazine, advice, news, competi- 
tions. Contact Richard; Bannister, 6 Glevum Road, 
Swindon, Wilts SN3 4AF, Membership free, send 
SAE for details. 
Melton Amiga Users PD, serious, advice. No pi- 
rates. Beginners & experts welcome. Contact 
Stephen Mowbray. 68 Ferneley Crescent, Melton 
Mowbray, Leics LE13 1RZ » 0664 63421 eves. 
Navan Computer Club Software reviewing, graph- 
ics, business, ews and chat. Meet various hotels 
in Navan, 7.30~9pm. Contact Mark Arnold, Can- 
nistown, Navan, Co Meath, Eire * 046 21078. 
Membership £6 per year. 
N Ireland Amiga User Contact Stephen Hamer, 
98 Crebilly Rd, Ballymena, Co Antrim BT42 4DS. 
Disk based mag £2.50 per issue. Free PD, SAE 
for further info 
New Half Amiga Users Club Games, graphics, 
music, Workbench programming. Meets 7pm 
every Tuesday, New Hall Social Club, 104 Bury 
Rd, Dawtenstall. Membership £5 per year, under 
16s not allowed. Contact Bill Grundy, 115 Stanley 
St, Accrington, Lancashire tr 0254 385365 
Numeie Uno PD, swapping, competitions, pen 
pals. £3.50/year. Contact Dillon Eyre, 21 Burstall 
Hill, Bridlington, N Humberside Y016 5MP 
01 Surrey PD Commerlcal software swap, classi- 
fied ads, disks 95p each. Contact Craig Tongue, 
Copthome, Epsom Rd, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 
8SP « 0372 374956. 
Pascal Programmers Group Disk-based ncwslet- 
ter for Highspeed Pascal users. Free member- 
ship. Contact Colin Yamall, 93 Manchester Rd, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 2JQ 
Pennine Amiga Club 26 Spencer Street, Keighley, 
West Yorkshire BD21 2BLL Free membership, 
free advice and a newsletter. Contact Neville Arm- 
strong for more info tr 0535 609263 
Perth and District Amateur Computer Society 
For further information contact Alastair MacPher- 
son 137 Glasgow Rd, Perth. Meetings third Tues- 
day in every month, 8pm. General advice, talks, 
Amiga PD. Membership £6 or free for under 16s 
Pete's PD PD from only£l per disk. Send 50p 
for disk catalogue to Peter Garrett, Chestnut Cot- 
tage, White Lion Road, Amersham, Buoks HP7 
9JR 
Phoenix Demo Coders, musicians, artists and de- 
signers making the best demos. Free member- 
ship. Contact Frank, 46 Hall Road, Chadwell 
Heath, Romford, Essex, RM6 4U » 081 597 
4661 
Public Domain Exchange Demos, music, utilities, 
animation. Annual fee £8 Contact D McLeish, 26 
Taunton Ave, Leigh, Lanes WN7 5PT 
Public Domain User Group Swaps PD, provides 
advice. SAE to 12 Oxford Rd, Guildford, Surrey 
PUG Contact S Jackson n 0446 772331 White- 
beam Cottage, Trerhyngyll, Cowbridge, S Glamor- 
gan Cheap PD library, swap hints, reviews, 
articles etc. Send an SAE for further details 
Quality Amiga PD Only £1.20 per disk. Send SAE 
for free catalogue to John MacLeod, 4 Worcester 
Avenue, Grimsby, South Humberside DN34 5EY 
ftedbum Computer Users Group Help, ideas, PC, 
graphics and business. Meets every second 
Wednesday 6 30 pm to 9,30 pm. Contact Ruby 
Anderson « 0294 313624. 
Robotronlx Amiga Club Bi-monthly newsletter, 
tips, cheats, programming support, advice. Send 
SAE for details. Contact P Symonds, 36 Century 
Road, Cobholm, Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 OBX 
• 0493 667161, Membership £15 a year. 
Rye Amiga Group Regular newsletter, swap/meet 
at the Rye Community Centre. For info contact 
OJiver Campion, 71 The Mint. Rye, E Sussex 
TN31 7EW * 0797 222876 
Shleldsoft PD at 26 Doren Avenue, Rhyll, Clwyd 
LL1S 4LE. BASIC, AMOS, CLI help. Free catalogue 
disk. Membership free « 0745 343044 
Sherlock PD Quarterly disk mag, help and advice 
for beginners. 50p per disk. A Doyle, 44 Milton 
Street, Warrenpoint, Co Down, N Ireland 
Shropshire Amiga Link Advice, monthly disk mag, 
PD, Free membership. Contact N Cockayne, 2 
Dodmoor Grange, Rand lay, Telford. Shropshire 
TF3 2AW w 0952 591376 
Slttlngboume Co-op Computer Club Program- 
ming, PD, games, free write-in advice service, 
£10/year, £5 unwaged. Meetings Mondays 
6-9pm at Mall beneath Regis Suite. Contact 
Andy, Unit 11, The Mali, 121-127 East Street, 
Sittingboume, Kent ME10 4AQ v 0795 842608 
Slim Agnus 115 Brocks Drive, North Che am, Sut- 
ton, Suney SM3 9UW. Group meets the Jast 
Thursday of every month. PD library, BBS, advice 
from Amiga experts, Contact Philip Womel. 

Software City Swapping, competitions, club mag- 
azine. Membership £8. Contact N Richards, 9 
Hoi I is Close, Manor Estate Farm, Rawnwsh, 
Rotherham, S Yorks S62 ?LX or » 0709 526092 

Software Exchange Club Free help and advice. 
Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's Post Office, Ennis- 
earthy, County Wexford, Republic of Ireland 
Software Exchange Service 13 Bournville Lane, 
Stirchley, Birmingham, West Midlands B30 2JV. 
For more info * Michael Pun 021-459 7576 
South 16 Amiga/ST User Group Bi-monthly disk 
based mag, discounts available from local stores, 
free advice and extensive PD library. £12/year. 
For more info send SAE to PO Box 16, Southamp- 
ton, SOS 7AU 
Southend Team Music, PO. Free membership. 
Contact Scotty, 52 Prince Avenue, Sauthend-on- 
Sea, Essex SS2 6NN » 0702 333974 
Southpoft Amiga Users Advice, friendly evenings 
Mondays at 8pm, No charge, discounts from local 
store. For info contact Michael Mite ham, 5 Eas- 
dale Drive, Ainsdale, Southport, Merseystde = 
0704 79936 
South Wales Club Newsletter, PD library, free 
newsletter, programs, help and advice. For more 
info contact D Allen 53 West Avenue, Trecenydd, 
Caerphilly CFS2SF 
Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art. program- 
ming, hardware mods. Free membership (postal 
only). Contact James Whitehead, 33 Middle 
Cliffe, Drive Crowedge, Sheffield S30 5HB 
Tay-Soft PD Club Non-profit-making postal PD, ad- 
vice, Disk newsletter, Helpline 6-10.30pm. Con- 
tact Dave Thornton, 46 Balmerino Road, Dundee 
DD4 8RR rr 0362 505437. Membership £2.50 
{free Utils disk on Joining). 
Tasmania PD For quality PD come straight to me. 
Send blank disk and SAE. Contact M Hewson, 4 
Boultham Avenue, Lincoln LN5 7XZ » 0522 
538706 after 6pm. Membership free; £1.25 per 
disk + 60p p&p. 
The Amiga Club Monthly newsletter, competi- 
tions, software exchange, huge PD library, 
cheats, tips, reviews. Contact G Starling, 31 Pine 
Lea, Brandon, Durham DH7 8SR. Membership 
£10 life plus two free games and DCopy. 
The Amiga Studio Friendly, helpful advice for seri- 
ous users of the Amiga, Monthly newsletter, PD li- 
brary, free loan of equipment to members, bar. 
Meets 7pm Tuesdays, Mitchells Club, Scotia 
Road, Tun stall. Contact Dave Rose * 0782 
S15589 
Touch 'nf go PD Cheap and new PD, Phone for 
free disk list. Contact Timothy Whitby. 54 Pal me r- 
ston Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex JG9 5LH v OBI 
504 4217. 
Twilight Advice on hardware and software,Fred 
Fish PD. Free membership, disks 50p each. Con- 
tact 13 Mavis Court, Ravens Close, London NW9 
5BH 
UK Subs The Hanger BBS, trading post for PD 
files, swapping, Free membership. Contact Diddy 
/ Arklight * 0525 875518 
Unique Styles Derek at 15 Montgomery Rd, High- 
brooms. Tunbridge Wells, Kent » 0892 518319. 
By post only. For Amiga artists, program mars/mu- 
sicians. Free membership 
Video Visuals Exclusively for video producers, PD 
library, gen locking, digftising, quarterly disk maga- 
zine. Membership £10 per year. Contact Chris 
Brown, 4 Lavender Close, Wltham, Essex CMS 
2YG 
Ward ray Hern Consortium User group for Amiga 
and possibly others. Membership fees to be dis- 
cussed and incurred, PD library to be set up. Also 
Horn connection   ■.vor rtwdc contacts wanted. 
SAE and disk to WardCon info, {AS) Warren 
Hardy, 21 Stockfield Ave, Fen ham, Newcastle 
upon Tyne NE5 2DX 
Warpdrfve Help-line, PD library, bi-monthly disk 
mag, free drinks, competitions and infosheet. 
£15 per year. Contact B Scales 110 Burton Ave, 
Balby, Doncaster DN4 8BB « 0302 859715 
WCSPSA! Help available. PD disk of your choice 
and newsletter every month, PD at £1. Member- 
ship £25. For further info contact A Jamieson * 
0749 677609 
Worldwide PD Club Over 2,680 disks held; send 
blank disk and stamped addressed J iffybag for 
catalogue disk. Contact Dave White, Berliner Str 
39, 4030 Ratingen 1, Germany -a 02102 
499729 (Germany). Membership DM60 a year or 
DM6 a month. 
Wrexham District Computer Club PD, library, 
equipment loan. lOp to join, 50p to get in. Meet- 
ings at the Memorial Hall, Wrexham every Thurs- 
day, 7 10pm. Contact Paul Evans. 3 Ffordd Elfed, 
Rhosnesi, Wrexham, Clwyd LL12 7LU 
Zymurgy General Amiga computing. Free mem- 
bership. For further info contact A Carr. 39 Sewl- 
kirk Rd. Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 3J8 » 0473 725241 
Note: this list Is provided as a free service for 
amateur, non-profit-making user groups. Amiga 
Shopper does not endorse or recommend any 
particular group and cannot be hold responsible 
for any losses or problems you might suffer. 
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Reader Ads 

...or fiow you can reach 50,000 fellow 

Amiga owners for only a fiver 

FOR SALE 
190Mb Seagate SCSI drive, ex 
ternai case with PSU, only £300. 
GVP SCSI controller for A1500/ 
A2000, Bargain al £100, HP7440A 
colour plotter, 8 pen, A4, manua! 
£200 ^ 081395 2525 
UVIb A500 52+ games, 1084s 
monitor joysticks, external disk 
drive 36 PD disks £380. Summa 
graphics tablet, A MAS sampler, 
Vidi coiour+ chrome, multimedia + 
music + art software, £300. 
Bargain prices * 0509 852197 
40Mb Vortex hard drive for A500. 
Perfect condition with original 
packaging. Ready to use. Happy to 
demonstrate. £165, » 081 661 
7540 (Evenings) 
6&010 (10MHz ceramic not 8MHz 
plastic) replacement CPU, £20 
(£18.50 cosmetic damage). Ask 
about HD compatible Turboracer 
1200 (14 MHz 6800O accelerator 
board). Send disk + stamp for 
details. A. Barr, 16 Ogilvie Road1 Stirling FK8 2HJ 
A1500 1-3/2.04, 2 x 3.5" drives. 
GVP II 108Mb HDD. 3Mb RAM, 
CBM XT bridgeboard, flicker fixer, 
Platinum Works, Protext, Street 
Fighter it and many other games/ 
software, £750 ONO. *■ 0727 
868800 anytime 
A1500 2.04, 3Mb RAM GVPII 120 
Meg HO, 2 x 3.5" disk drives £300 
+ Software, original packaging, 
about 1 year old, £700 or best 
Offer, tr Mark 0584 810 970 
A15O0 GVP HC52 + 2Mb ATonce 
286, 3rd drive, 1084 monitor, 
toads of software including DTP, 
Works, etc. 100's of games PC 
software included Lotus Symphony 
DOS.5, Norton UT £600. w 0473 

727628. All new condition, 
A15D0 W8 2.04 + switcher for 
v.1.3 52Mb GVP HD W 3Mb RAM, 
ECS, 2 disk drives, mouse, 
joystick, mat, loads of games. All 
for £800 ONO, * 0689 839875 
evenings, Matthew Cannon 
A1S00 WB2 also with 1.3 ROM. 
GVP 52M hard drive with 4Mb extra 
RAM. Also with A2320 display 
enhancer, needs multisync 
monitor. Excellent value at £650. 
* 0224 740795 
A1500 fitted with 6S020 
accelerator board (+68881) 
Commodore AT bridge board, 1Mb 
PC-RAM, 3.5" high density floppy, 
MS-DOS, GW-Basic, manuals, 
mouse and software, £540, » for 
more details 0634 682827 
A1500 £265, GVP II 52Mb £220, 
KCS power PC+ adapter + DOS, 
£210, ICD flicker free video £130, 
Vortex 386sx card+ monitor master 
£440 tr Michael on 091 2533419 
Newcastle after 6pm 
A1500, 40Mb Quantum hard disk, 
3Mb RAM, DPaint Works etc. 
boxed, £300, Sharp JXIOO colour 
scanner with An Dept. Profes- 
sional, £200 boxed. « 0633 
SS1051 evenings 
A150O, GVPII 52Mb +3Mb, CBM 
1084 monitor, £200 + software 
included, DPaint iti, AMOS + 
games. All in excellent condition. 
HDrive only 3 months old. All till 
bills and boxed, £900 ONO. I pay 
post. * 0241 54580 
A2000 (vl,3), (3Mb) RAM, 40Mb 
HD/SCSI, colour monitor, £500. 
A2000 (v2.0), 3Mb RAM, 40Mb 
HD/SCSI, PC board + 20Mb drive, 
large and small floppy drives, no 
monitor £600, Call 041 880 5695 
A2000 9Mb, 20Mb hard disk, 
Genlock, MIDI, 2 floppies 1.3 2.04 

ROMS, 20 games £550 ONO. 
^ 0235 848412 after 7pm 
A200O WB 2.04 GVP 52M 3Mb 
RAM, Wordworth, Prof Draw 2. 
DPaint IV + games + other 
applications, £550 ono. « 0823 
275386 after 6pm 
A500 (1Mb) with 10845 monitor, 
vidl. sampler, MIDI, loads of 
s/ware, e.g. AMOS Pro, joystick, 
ideal for home music videos, cost 
£700r sell for £500. No offers. 
* 081 909 3293 for details. 
A500 GVP 120Mb 40MHz combo, 
A530 hard drive, includes 1Mb of 
32-bit RAM .Only four months old. 
fully boxed, bargain at only £550 
ONO. » 0723 362218 ask for 
Adrian 
A500, 2Mb RAM, 52Mb hard drive. 
CM8833 colour monitor, games 
software, £700 ONO. * 0536 
790618. 
A500+, printer, digitiser, external 
drive, tonnes of games, 200+ 
demos. Too much to list. Phone for 
listing. Cost £3,500+ new, sell for 
£1,500. tr 0629 813867 for 
details {9am - 8pm) 
Amiga 1500 {ECS, KS2) GVP II, 52 
Mb Quantum HD, 3Mb RAM, £525, 
Might sell as separates. «■ 0452 
855558 after 6 pm 
Amiga 1500 WB2.52Mb GVP HD, 
two 3.5 drives, one 5.25" drive, 
2Mb extra RAM, Cost £950, accept 
£650. * Richard 0603 890810 
Amiga 1500, Philips mk2 monitor 
GVP 52Mb HD, KCS power board, 
3Mb RAM. MS-DOS, software, 
Bargain at £900. * Mike 0359 
268247 evenings. 
Amiga IMeg, boxed, mouse, 
joysticks, foads of software Philips 
8833 stereo colour monitor, Amiga 
work station, all leads and 
manuals. Bargain £500. Naomi 

Armstrong * Burton 0283 510583 
Can deliver locally 
Amiga 2000 base unit £200. 
Amiga 2Mb RAM card £50, Two 
drives 1.3 ROM, Fat Agnus. Epson 
FX 1050 9 pin printer £150, Plotter 
HP7475A 6PSN £200. xr 0482 
815625 
Amiga 2000, 10845 monitor, 
SBPro, Pen Patf Cando, Tatespin, 
seves, 3Mb memory, XT 
bridgeboard, -Big xtra disk, £450. 
2400b Modem £50. Rendale 
genlock £80, HP laserjet Elp £300. 
v 0509 852197 
Amiga 2000, 5Mb, WB 2.04 AWD 
1.3, ROM sharer, 2 disk drives, 
52Mb hard disk, XT bridgeboard, 
flicker fixer, VGA card £800 ono. 
TT 0730 264537 after 6pm. 
Amiga 3000 105 Mb hard drive, 6k 
RAM fitted plus AT PC emulator 
with 5.25" disk drive and a 14" 
multiscan monitor, ail for £1.250. 
* 0561 825334 
Amiga 500+ Cartoon classics 
boxed as new. All leads and 
original disks included + some 
original games, £200 ONO. 
* Matthew 0439 70986 (after 
5pm) North Yorks. 
Amiga 500+, original software, 
manuals AM0S+ compiler, vidl 
digitiser. £250 ono. A590 20Mb 
H/Drive + IMeg fast RAM, £230 
ONO, » 0306 711245 
Amiga €00 joystick, dust cover, 
£250. Original games I no, 
Darkseed Humans, Sensible 
Soccer, Streetfighter 2, Zooi 
Waxworks, EQTB 2. All boxed, as 
new and under 4 months old. £275 
ONO. « 051 424 8174 
Amiga A1000 512K plus games 
only £225 or make me an offer, 
» 081 660 1916 between 6-9pm 
for a real bargain. 

It's only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts, Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
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WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 
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Amiga A1500 3Mb RAM, 52Mb 
GVP H/drive, monitor, 24-pin 
Citizen printerh PC emulator (Vortex) 
16MHz. Lots of extras, software 
De-luxe Paint tv, games, etc. Mint 
condition £799 ONO, n 0253 
893274 after 5 
Amiga B2000 120Mb H/D, 5Mb 
RAM full ECS, 2 x 3.5" drives 
colour monitor, software, £650 
ONO for quick sale. ■ 0273 
561139 evenings. Ask for Mark 
Amiga Software Directory Opus 
v3.41, £20. Q/Back v5.01 £20. 
A320 Airbus £15. Tutorial video 
WB 2.04 £15. All items as new 
and boxed with original disks and 
manuals. » Gearge A Id ridge 0908 
370582. 
Amiga games 500+ compatible, 
varied selection, from £4. For list 
write to Stephen Aston, 44 Boy- 
tons, Basildon, Essex SS15 5HS 
Amiga software Deluxe Paint IV 
with upgrade £40, Protext 5.5 £40. 
Scala Pro£8Q. Platinum Works 
£25. A2620 Acc. card £125. Hama 
SM 507 stereo mixer unused £40. 
v 061 449 0427 
Amos the Creator v 1.34 £20. Fire 
and tee £15 and much more. Will 
accept near offers. Don't delay- 
Call Matthew on 0207 231153 
Commodore A500, 1M RAM, 
10845 colour stereo monitor, PSU, 
TV, modulator, 2 joysticks, mouse, 
over 12 boxed games £350 ONO. 
n 0604 812402 
GVP 120Mb HD for Amiga 500 
includes 2Mb fast RAM. Boxed, 
excellent condition. Only £350 
ONO. » David 031 662 1804 
GVP Hard Disc with 2Mb RAM for 
A500/A500+ £270, A500/A50O+ 
work station £20, Star nine-pin dot 
matrix printer £80. A500+ with 200 
disks £250 ONO. = 0382 506547 
GVP 52Mb with 4Mb RAM £320. 
Power scanner £80, CM8833 
£170. PPage v3 0 £80. « 091 386 
7177, ask for Steve Luxton in room 
Jarrow eleven 
Mlcrobatus VXL - 30 accelerator 
for A500. A500+, A2000 boxed, as 
new, 3 months old. £125 ONO. 
* 0937 587326 
Power colour hand scanner for 
Amiga 1500 or 2000, Brand new, 
boxed, unused. Cost £249, a gift 
at £180. * OBI 395 2525 
Printer Citizen Swift 9 plus colour 
kit. Good condition £90, Buyer 
collects. Bracknell, n Smythe 0344 
56277 
Rom bo Vidl complete colour solu- 
tion digister including all software 
manuals etc. £55 « 0784 252319 
Turboracei 1200, 14 MHz 68000 
{non cache) games speed doubier 
(also serious plus Harddrives). 
100% software compatibility. Suit 
any 68000-based Amiga. £55. Dish 
plus stamp for details. A Barr, 16 
Ogilvie Rd, Stirling FK8 2HJ 
Vidl Amiga vl.16 plus Vidichrome 
vl.14 including RGB Splitter £66, 
Deluxe video HI boxed £30. Deluxe 
Photolab boxed £25. Deluxe Print It 
boxed £20. Animagic boxed £60. 
w 023371 2886 
"Sima" Video ED/it2 Mini editor, 
video enhancer and sound mixer, 
as new. Cost £109, will accept 
£70 ONO. Selling because of quick 
upgrade. * Eastbourne 0323 
768473 

PERSONAL 

Earn £££s with your Amiga. 1 have! 
SAE to Mr G Law ley, 30 Summer- 
field Rd, Chesterfield, Derbyshire 
S40 2U 
Gamer-link I The pen-pal club for 
gamers. Club fanzine, free swap 
service, tips and cheats, library and 
more. Send SAE now for full 
details, S White, 28 Churchfield, 
Ware, Herts, SG12 OEP 
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CHAOS 

On the point 

of chaos 

Conrad Bessant 

strikes out into 

fractal landscapes. 

A totally random landscape looks far from realistic. Clearly chaos Isn't Imitating nature In this Instance 

more natural look, and flattening parts of the landscape adds an effect of water 

racial landscape generation 
I Is the only area of chaos 

theory that has found a 
significant place in the 

commercial Amiga world. There are 
landscape-generating programs like 
Vistar and landscape techniques are 
also used to generate terrain in an 
Increasing number of games, 
including Populous and Sim City. 

Note that all the example 
programs in this article are written in 
GFA BASIC. This is because when 
drawing solid-looking landscapes it is 
necessary to draw fairly complex 
filled polygons, something which our 
regular language, Amiga BASIC, Is 
not good at. As usual P however, the 
examples are self-documenting, so 
conversion to AMOS, Hisoft BASIC or 
C is quite straightforward. 

THE ALGORITHM 
Like last month's fractal plants, 
landscapes can be created using a 
rule-based approach, rather than a 
mathematical one, This makes the 
process much easier to understand. 
To get the general idea of the set of 
rules (or algorithm) involved, let's 
begin in a two-dimensional world. 

Drawing the cross-section of a 
landscape is not a problem - it's just 
like plotting a simple line graph with 
the vertical position of each point 
representing the height of a point on 
the landscape. The difficulty is 
deciding what height to make each 

point. To get a different landscape 
each time it is obviously necessary 
to use some degree of randomness, 
As a first attempt we could try giving 
each point a random height between 
-10 and +10 pixels. 

The result of this is shown in the 
first silhouette at the top of the 
page. You don't need to be a 
geographer to see that this doesn't 
look very realistic. One way to make 
the sharp changes in height less 
pronounced would be to reduce the 
range of random values, but this 

Controlling the randomness produces a 

would make for very boring 
landscapes. What is really required 
is some kind of controlled 
randomness - as in the Sierpinski 
triangle back in Amiga Shopper 18. 

One way to control the 
randomness and make the changes 
in height more gentle is to base the 
height of each point on the height of 
the previous point. This process is 
loosely referred to as " inheritance". 

A simple example of this can be 

Figure 1 

demonstrated using listing lt which 
plots a iandscape cross^section. 

In this example the first point (at 
the left of the screen) Is set to be at 
a height of 100 pixels- A FOR,,,NEXT 
loop then begins to draw the rest of 
the points, whose heights are 
calculated by adding a random 
number, between -2 and 21 to the 
height of the previous point. This 
results in a less jagged silhouette, 
although the result will of course be 
different each time the program is 
run because of the random element 

in the process. The roughness of the 
terrain can easily be altered by 
changing the range of the random 
number added to the previous point 
- for i nstan ce, re placing y=y+RANDQM \ 
{5J-2 with y=y+RMTOOM(3)-l will 
give gentler slopes, 

FLOODING 
By flattening points below a certain 
height, you can create the effect of 
lakes, rivers or seas between pieces 
of land, as in the second silhouette. 
"Flooding" can be added to listing 1 
by replacing the DRAW TO line which 
draws between points with the 
IF...ENDIF construct shown below, 
This will cause all points with y 
positions below *sea lever to be 
plotted as if their y positions were 
100 - that is, "sea lever Is 100. 
Note that the value of y Is not 
actually altered, because this would 
upset the inheritance process. 

IF y<100 
LIf y is above sea level 
DRAW TO x,y 
■Draw line to new point 

ELSE 
DRAW TO X, 100 
'Draw line at sea level 

ENDIF 

Because of the random nature of the 
process, the entire landscape may 
sometimes be underwater, so it may 
be necessary to run the program 
again to get a realistic landscape. 

You may also find that this 
program produces an unnaturally 
large number of very small islands, 
particularly around larger areas of 
land. In the real world these would 
be eroded away by the surrounding 
water. A similar process can be 
Incorporated into the program to 
remove the islands - it fs simply 
necessary to scan the landscape and 

LISTING 1 

COLOR 1 
y-100 

{Set initial y position 
PLOT 20,y 

IPlot the position 
FOR x=21 TO 620 STEP 2 

yssy+RANDOM{5) -2 
!Calculate new y value 

DRAW TO x,y 
J Draw line to new point 

NEXT x 

LISTING 2 

[Note: do not type e return at Jj 
PROCEDURE landscape 

CLS 
DEFFILL 1,0 
BOUNDARY 1 
COLOR 1 
FOR y=47 TO 0 STEP -1 

FOR x=0 TO 47 
poly_x%(x)=x*10 
poly_y%(x)=-z(x,y> 

NEXT x 
IF y<47 

FOR x=0 TO 47 
poly_x%<95-x)=x*10+3.4 
poly_jy%{95-x)=J 
-z{x,y+l)-l 

NEXT x 
POLYFILL 96,poly_x%J 
(),poly_y%() OFFSET J 
y*3,4,(148-y) 
FOR xs=0 TO 47 
DRAW poly_x%M+y*J 
3.4,poly_jyMx)+148-y J 
TO poly_x% (9 5 -x > +y * J 
3,4,poly_y^{95-x)+J 
148-y 
NEXT x 

ELSE 
POLYLINE 48,poly_x%J 
(),poiyjy%<) OFFSET J 
y*3.4, (148-y) 

ENDIF 
NEXT y 

RETURN 

t 
Z(0,2)   , Z(l,2) 

t t 
Z(0,1)   • „# Z{2,1) 

t   t t 
Z(0,0) •- 

Z{1,0) Z(2,0) 

Figure 1 - plotting points by "inheritance". The height of each point is based 
on the height of any adjacent point which has already been calculated. If two 
adjacent points have already been calculated, then the height of the new 
point is based on the average height of these two points 
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CHAOS 

LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 

replace any small islands with a flat 
line at sea level. 

ANOTHER DIMENSION 
In the real world, landscapes are not 
simply cross-sections, they are three- 
dimensional, so to draw them we 
need to find a technique which will 
allow plotting in three dimensions. 
The programming needed to do this 
is unrelated to chaos theory, so we 
won't go into it in detail, but lTve 
provided a ready-to-use procedure 
called landscape {listing 2) so you 
can concentrate on the algorithms 
which generate the landscapes. 

The landscape procedure draws 
a solid-looking plane from the data 
describing the height of each point 
stored in the 48 x 48 element z 
array. Don't expect any colours or 
Vista style shading from this routine, 

could be plotted with a 40 pixel high 
pifiar near the middle of the plane by 
adding the following lines to the head 
of listing 2: 

DIM poly_3C%{95) "Obligatory 
1 array dimensiardjig 

DIM poly_y%( 95) 
DIM z[47,47) 

z(23,23)=40 'Set the 
1 height of COB of the points 

GOSUB landscape 
J Draw landscape 

Naturally it would be impractical to 
set the height of all the points in this 
way {there are over 2t000 of them!), 
so a nested pair of FOR...NEXT 
loops is generally used to fill the 
array instead. 

A landscape produced by Listing 3 with added water effect - 
sides of the landscape have been added by hand 

but the shaded 

it is just a very quick and minimalist 
means of experimenting with the 
various landscape algorithms. 

Listing 2 is only a procedure and 
is totally useless on its own - if run 
in the form given, it will do nothing. 
To use the procedure it is necessary 
to dimension two 96-element 
temporary storage arrays (called 
pqly_x% and pply„y%) and also the 
48 x 48 efement z array. The height 
of each of the points on the plane 
should then be placed in the correct 
elements of the z array before 
landscape is called to plot the plane. 

As an example, a landscape 

THE ALGORITHM APPLIED 
Now that we have a method of 
plotting a 3D landscape we can 
expand the algorithm described 
earlier for two dimensions to 
determine the height of each point 
on the three-dimensional plane, thus 
creating a natural-looking landscape. 

In three dimensions the 
inheritance pattern is slightly 
different from the two-dimensional 
version, because each point has up 
to two adjacent points from which to 
inherit values, as shown in figure 1. 
It can be seen from this diagram that 
the first point calculated, at (0,0), is 

[Note: do not typo a return at J] 
DIM z(47,47) 
DIM polyi_xJN>(95> 
DIM poly_yV95) 

PRINT "Calculating,,," 

FOR x^O TO 47 
FOE y=0 TO 47 

IF x=0 AND y=0 
1(0,0) - no inheritance 

z(x,y)=RANDOM(5) 
EKDIF 
IF x=0 AND y>0 
{Left edge of plane - J 
one neighbour 
z(x,y)-z(x,y-l)+J 

RANDOM(5)-2 
ENDIF 

IF x>0 AND y=0 
'Nearside edge - one J 
neighbour 

z{x,y)=z(x-l,y>+J 
RA*JDOM(5>-2 

ENDIF 
IF x>0 AND y>0 
IRest of plane - two J 
neighbours 
z<x,y)-(z (x,y-1) +zJ 

(x-l,y))/2+RANDOM15)-2 
ENDIF 

NEXT y 
NEXT X 
i 
GOSUB landscape 

'Include the landscape 
'procedure here 

completely random because there 
are no adjacent points from which 
heights can be inherited, Other 
points along the left and lower sides 
of the plane have only one adjacent 
point whose height has been 
calculated, so they inherit their 
height from a single point only, as in 
the two-dimensional example in 
listing 1, All other points on the 
plane have two processed 
neighbours, so the heights of the two 
adjacent points are combined - by 
adding them together and dividing 
the result by two. The resulting value 
is used to determine the height of 
the new point. 

Listing 3 uses the modified 
inheritance method to fill the z array 
with values. The landscape 
procedure is then called to plot the 
landscape from these values. Note 
that you will have to include the 
landscape procedure from listing 2 
at the end of the program. 

As the program shows, the rather 
artificial inheritance method of 

determining the height of the points 
produces surprisingly realistic 
landscapes, as on this page. 

A "flooding" effect can easily be 
added using a similar method to the 
two dimensional one introduced 
above. It simply necessary to scan 
the z array and raise any sub-zero 
elements to zero before the 
landscape is plotted. This can be 
done by adding the following few 
lines before the GOSUB line which 
calls the landscape procedure; 

FOR x=0 TO 47 
FOR y=0 TO 47 

IP z(x,y)<0 THEN 

NEXT y 
NEXT x 

Next month the Chaos series winds 
up with a bit of fractal animation. 
• For details of Conrad Bessants 
book Computers and Chaos: Amiga 
Edition see page 86. jTgfr 

FURTHER EXPERIMENTATION 

By far the most complex component 
of any fractal landscape generator is 
the routine which actually plots the 
landscape to the screen. Since this 
has been provided (the landscape 
procedure) it is easy to experiment 
with various landscape generation 
algorithms- Though our inheritance- 
based method of landscape 
generation produced realistic 
results, this is not how real 
landscapes are formed. However 
there is no reason why we cannot 
simulate the real processes which 
shape the Earth and use them to 
generate landscapes on the Amiga. 

One process which is easily 
simulated is 'faulting". A fault is 
created on a landscape by dividing 
the landscape into two pieces with a 

straight line and then raising or 
lowering one of the pieces. After 
you've performed a large number of 
faults, a fairly realistic, often 
mountainous, landscape results. 

OLD FAVOURITES IN 3D 
In the 44Further experimentation" 
boxouts throughout this series it 
has been suggested that some 
fractals, such as the Mandelbrot set 
and Feigenbaum diagram, benefit 
from being displayed in three 
dimensions. Given that we now 
know how to create these fractals 
and have the landscape procedure 
to do all the plotting, such images 
are easy to create. Let's take the 
Mandelbrot set as an example. The 
coloured contours around the set 

are used to indicate the number of 
iterations required to free the 
corresponding point from the 
Mandelbrot circle. The drawback of 
coloured contours is that it is 
difficult for each iteration number to 
have a unique colour, Plotting the 
set in three dimensions overcomes 
this problem because each iteration 
number can have a unique height 
instead - provided that the iteration 
ceiling does not exceed the vertical 
resolution of the screen, which is 
highly unlikely. 

A program to plot the landscape 
would be essentially the same as 
the original Mandelbrot plotter given 
a few months ago. However, instead 
of scaling the calculations up to the 
size of the 400 x 200 screen area 

and plotting them, the scaling would 
be for the 48 x 48 z array and each 
value would simply be placed at the 
relevant position in the array. The 
landscape routine would then be 
called to plot the landscape, once 
all the calculations were over and 
the z array was full. The resulting 
program would be much faster than 
the two-dimensional one because at 
48 x 48 the resolution is so much 
lower, meaning that considerably 
fewer calculations are required. 

For the more adventurous, the 
landscape procedure is well worth 
further development. The addition of 
shaded land and blue water would 
transform our landscape programs 
from an educational exercise into 
something much more useful. 
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PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
EX-DEMO 

REFURBISHED AS NEW 

This price includes cable, delivery and VAT. 

AMIGA A600 / A1200 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
Internal 2.5" IDE interface 

20 Meg £99.00 

40 Meg £155.00 

60 Meg £205.00 
This price includes cable, delivery and V.A.T. 

ipg|    TEL. 081 330 7533 

FAX. 081 330 4838 

COMMONSIDE LTD. 

Unit 13,193 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LZ 

******************** 

? Price Busters!! I 

DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR STOCK - SO IF 

YOU CANT FIND WHAT YOU WANT BELOW * PHONE 
An ga ^0; 1M a.'W id We. -d S W    d Pac < £29$ Amiga 600/1 Mb/20Mb Epic Pack „ £369 
Amiga 4Ml/1Mb/40Mb Hard Drive/Epic Pack £419 
SpaceAce, Kidt Off 2, Pipe Mania, Populous Jdd £15 
Zool. Striker, Finball Dreams, Transw/ite Adri £15 
Amiga 500 Plus/1 Mb/Cartoon Classics £239 
CDTV/IRRenvjs/Leniming/'Ercyclopedia'S'm C.ty  £369 
CDTV Multimedia/toybairtfFDD/Fred Fish £459 
Amiga 120QV2Mb/14MHz/'AGA GraphkvWB3 £375 
Amiga 1500/1 Mb/WB 2/The Works/Deluxe Paint a/Home 
Accounts/Elf/TokVP uzznic , , £429 
Amiga 3DDD/25MH»'52M □ HD/ 1Mb fiart £1139 
Amiga 3000//SMH7/12CM b HD/1 Mb Ram £1325 
Amiga 4DQ0/25Mhz/AGA GraphicsMOMb HD £1949 
Amiga 4D00/2SMhz/AGA Graphics/120Mb HD :.£20E9 
Amiga 4D00/25MHz/AGA Graphics/240Mb H D £2419 
4 Many ether 3Q00/4O00 Configurations available. 

VIDEO DIGmSEP. 5 AMD ENHANCEMENTS 
OmUIISION 24 Bit Graphic card & video system £609 
OPAIY15IQN Frun* grabber/Genlock module PHONE 
CTOIVISION Roaster PHONE OPAIV1SION Scan rate Converter (pfrsntertawr) PHON£ 
OPALVI5ION Quad input production switcher PHONE 
5CALA Presentation system software £159 
GVP Impact Vsion 24 Bit Colour £1375 
HARLEQUIN 1500 Ram* Buffer £879 
HARLEQUIN 2000 Frame Buffer £959 
HARLEQUIN 3000 Frame Buffer £1039 
HARLEQUIN VLAB/par for Amiga S00/6O0/120O £335 
HARLEQUIN VLAB Real Tima YUV Oigitiser £299 
HARLEQUIN MS- 
P3400jfGenIock/Decoderi^noQder/MuftiBtandafd/linaar plus 
dfgHsJ keyer (19" rack) £2429 
HARLEQUIN TV Parnt 32 Bit Graphs Package £799 

SOLID STATE LEISURE 
A5000 6flO20/6€aS1 16.67MHi/1 Mb Ram £149 
ASOOfl wmtm\ 16.67MHz/2Mb Ram £ 179 
A5000 l6.67W.Hj/4Mb Ram £249 
8S00O 68030/68882 25MHi/tMb Ram £275 
B5QGO O8030/6BB82 25MHz/2Mb Ram ... £319 
B5000 6aQ30/oBBa2 25MHi/4Mb Ram £405 
BS000 6303(^66832 25MHz/flMb Ram £559 

B5000 6ftO30/6B6B2 33WHz/1Mb Ram £359 
B5000 6803D/6S8B2 33MH;ttMb Ram £405 
B5000 68030/68662 33MHz/4Mb Ram i4B5 
B5000 6KJ30/6BBB2 JJMHi'BMb *air £655 
GVP G-Fnrce 6S03CEQ68aa2 25MH*/1Mb Ram £455 
GVP G-hrce 6S030EC'68882 40MHz/4Mb Ram £725 
GVP G-Force 68030/68882 5QMHz/4Mb Ram £1099 
GVP G-Frjrce 68040 33MHz/2Mb Ram.._ £1359 
GVP A530 Combo 65030EC 40MHz/1Mb/42Mb HD £639 
GVP AS30 Combo as abow but with 80Mb HD £709 
GVP A530 Combo as above but with 120Mb HD £755 
FUSION 68040/28MHa4MB Ram £1149 
Commodore A2630/2Mb   £299 
Commodore A2630/4Mb £359 

HARD CARDS 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+ No Hard Drive £12S 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+/42Mb Hard Drive £289 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+/8QMb Hard Orive £365 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HCB+/T20Mb Hard Drive £439 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+/213Mb Haid Dme £579 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP Series 2 HOftWNb Hard Drive <A500> £169 
GVP Ser es 2 HD8-/«Mb Hard Drive (A500) £289 
GVP Series 2 HD8*/B0Mb Hard Drive (A500) £365 
GVP Series 2 KD8*/120Mb Hard Drive (ASQG) £449 
GVP Series 2 HD8+/213Mb Hard Drive (ASM) £545 
QUANTUM 42Mb Hard Drive (Mo Controller} £209 
MAXTOR 120Mb Hard Drive (No Canttdlerl £359 
MAXTOR 213Mb Hard Drive <No Controller) £585 
ICO Ad SCSI Frame <1500/2000} £75 
MICROBOT1CS Hard Frame Card (1500/2000} £129 
ROCTEC Rncnals external Hare Drive ca» H P/S ?B9 
AS70 CD Rom Drive 4 Fred Fish & Sim City Disks £239 

RAM EXmHSIOWBPARDSffiWMS- 
GVP Series 2 RAM8/OMB Populated  £95 
GVP Series 2 RAM8/2Mb Populated £139 
SIMM 32-1 Mb 60ns Ran upgrade CA53O/GF-030) £65 
SIMM 324Mb 60r,s Ram upgrade (A53WGF-O30) £159 
SIMM 32 -1Mb 40ns Ram upgrade G-Fcree 040] £149 
SIMM 9 Bit/1 Mb 80ns (HC8+/HD8+/Ram8) £29 
SlMM9eit/4Mb80ns(HD8+) £129 
SMARTCARD For A6C0/120O-2Mb £115 

All prices include VAT and full warranty. Postage £8 (up to 6 items). 
Credit/Debit Card Orders 081-546-4522. 9am - 8pm 7 days. 

Cheque/Postal Orders to: 

Millenium Micros, 30 Fernhill Gardens, 
Kingston, Surrey KT2 5DL 
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Graphics & General 
Art Department Pro 2 .129.99 
Broadcast Titler 2 , 149.99 
Deluxe Paint 4.1 AG A New! ...64.99 
Expert Draw 49.99 
Expert 4DJr ..39.99 
Font Grabber , 19.99 
Imagine 2.0 .,..169,99 
Maxiplan 4.0 39,99 
Mini Office 39,99 
Morph Plus 129,99 
Personal FirarxBr^^      —19.99 
Personal Font Maker.... 29,99 
Presentation Master 149.99 
Real 3DPro/Turbo 99.99 
Scaia 500 64.99 
Take 2 . ,.,.34.99 
Vfdi Amiga 12 84.99 
Vista Pro 2.... .49,99 
Voyager..,..,....,.,... ....49.99 
XCAD 2000 89,99 

Educational 
Compendium 6.... 24.99 
Distant Suns 4,2., , 39.99 
Fun School 4 Series 15.99 
GB Route Plus 29.99 
Micro Science - NEW! 16.99 
Tekno Amiga,,., , ,...59.99 

Development & Utilities 
AMOS 29.99 
AMOS 3D . 22.99 
AMOS Compiler 19,99 
Easy AMOS , 22.99 
AMOS Professional.. .....44,99 
Cross DOS Plus 5.0 24,99 
Blitz: Basic 39.99 
Can Do V2 99.99 
Dev Pac 3.0 49.99 
Directory Opus 4.0..... 25.99 
Hi Speed Pascal ,...,..,64.99 
Home Accounts 2 36.99 
Hotlinks Additions 79.99 
Quarterback 5.0 ...39.99 
Turbo Print Pro 2.0  39.99 

Hardware 
Alfa Scan Scanner - NEW!..104.99 
Analog Joystick Adaptor 9.99 
Data Switch, .., 19.99 
Kick Backwith1.3ROM 39.99 
Colourturst , ,229.99 
Epson GT6500 Scanner 699.99 
GT 6500 Amiga Interface 89.99 
1.5Mb FLAM with Clock 82.99 
Optical Mouse. 39.99 
PIPView-NEW! - ,114.99 
RocGen Genlock 84,99 
RocGen Pius , 129.99 
RocKey 249.99 
Podscat Graphics Tablet ....179.99 
Star LC200 Colour Printer 169.99 
Star LC24-2C0 Mono Printer 18939 
Touch Screen for Amiga 229.99 
3 Button Track Ball 34.99 
Amiga Power Supply 29.99 
Zydec Trackball ,29.99 
Zydec Amiga Drive 49.99 
Zydec A5001Mb RAM Card., ... 44.99 
ZVdecABOO 1Mb RAM Card 44.99 

Music & Sound 
AD516 Sampler 999.99 
Aegis Sound Master .,,.,.89.99 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 149.99 
Music X 1.1 49.99 
Pro Midi Interface , 19.99 
Stereo Master 29.99 
Techno Sound Turbo .......29,99 

DTP & Wordprocessinq 
Excellence 3.0... .....39.99 
Interoffice 34.99 
Final Copy 2 , ,64.99 
Kindwords 3.0 34,99 
Mini Office .39.99 
Page Stream 2.2 129.99 
Pen Pal..... 34.99 
The Publisher 39.99 
Wordworth 2.0 79.99 
Works Platinum 34.99 

Post & Packing £1.50 

48 hour despatch - 

- Securicor £5.00 

Cheques 7 days 

Access and Visa accepted 
(Cheques payable to Softstore) 

SOFTSTORE, PO Box 1720, 

Slough SL3 0YX 

0753 683336 
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PUBI^ffWAlN 

FTWAI 

for free 

Ian Wrigley tests a mixed bag of 

low-cost and no-cost software - 

from the cream to the crud... 

I ere we are again, with 
another chunk of the best 
available PD and shareware 

I for the Amiga. Once again, 
the hulk of the programs that we'll 
bo looking at come from the Fred 
Fish collection - and once again, 
thanks to Anglia PD for sending me 
the disks. Despite the scare that 
happened a couple of months ago 
when Fred said that he was thinking 
of packing the whole thing in. disks 

are still coming in at a regular rate; 
let's hope that enough new people 
have subscribed to his service to 
persuade him to keep going for the 
foreseeable future. 

Anyway, on with the show! 

LUNA 
Fish disk SOI 
There's something about the moon 
that seems to attract Amiga owners, 
What is it about us that sparks this 

What is PD? 

BEGINNERS ISEE 

START mm   license ware. 

PD is a general 
term which many people 
incorrectly use to refer to all freely- 
distributable software. In tact, PD 
(which stands for Public Domain) 
software is only one branch of this 
area; the other main one is 
shareware. 

Essentially, PD software may 
be copied and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing a 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount for the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software. Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you should pay the 
requested fee to the author - it's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual. Paying 
your shareware fees encourages 
software authors to write more 
programs - and if they don't, the 
Amiga scene will be a poorer 
place. Don't think that you're 
paying money for nothing, either - 
often hundreds or even thousands 
of hours of work have gone into 
creating a program, and it's only 
right that the programmer receives 
some reward for his or her work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here is called 

This is a form of 
shareware which Is licensed to one 
(or more) PD libraries. In essence, 
when you buy a llcenseware 
program you are buying shareware 
and paying the license fee at the 
same time. For this reason, you 
should treat any llcenseware that 
you buy exactly as you would treat 
a piece of full-price commercial 
software - don't pass it around to 
your friends. You've only bought 
the right to use it yourself. 

Can I pass other people copies? 

Yes - that's the way that PD 
reaches a wider audience. Just 
make sure that you have followed 
the author's requirements for 
distribution. These are normally 
tilings like not charging more than 
a certain amount for the disk, not 
altering the program, or making 
sure that all the original docu- 
mentation is included on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs. If, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an improved version of 
the program, then be careful not to 
give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware. 

You should not, of course, pass 
on licenseware - It should be 
treated in the same way as 
registered shareware. 

LUNfl by Hike Fuller 

First quarter is at 15,48 ©IT on March 1 

Full noon is at 9.46 GMT on March 8 

Last quarter is at 4.17 GMT on March 15 

Neu noon is at 7.16 GMT on March 23 

First quarter is at 4.11 GMT on March 31 

\ 1993 Liu \ i Lufj 

Luna: there's something odd about the effect of the moon on Amiga owners! 

HyperANSI is an editor which enables you to create ANSI pictures. Forgot 
Ceefax®! Ignore Oracle™! You can produce your own blocky graphics anytime 

can display them, And things like 
bulletin boards don't have much 
choice - an ANSI graphics screen 
can be transmitted in a couple of 

fascination? Hmmrn., Anywayt Luna 
is a simple freeware program from 
Mike Fuller which will display the 
time and date of each phase of the 
moon for any month between the 
years 1900 and 3000. Details of any 
lunar eclipses in the month will also 
be shown. So, as the author says, 
"you can plan your fishing, crop 
planting or general 
new-moon mischief MH^™^^^^ 
well ahead." 

I used to be a 
werewolf, but I'm all 
right nowwwwww,.* 

Program rating 
5/10 

HYPERANSI 
Fish disk 803 
HyperANSI is a shareware ($25) 
program by Mike Nelson which is 
designed to be "the ultimate in ANSI 
editors". ANSI graphics are those 
that you see on services such as 
Ceefax and also on a number of 
bulletin boards. They are rather crude 
compared to the Amiga's normal 
graphics capabilities, but they have 
the advantage that most computers 

"ANSI graphics - 

like Ceefax's - can 

be transmitted 

in seconds" 

seconds, whereas anything more 
complex would take an unacceptably 
long time. 

HyperANSI certainly lives up to 
its promise - it's a sophisticated 

program. There are 
^^^■■■■■■■■i options available 

to do just about 
anything you'd 
want; select a 
block and you can 
copyH paste, move, 
fill, delete, replace 
or flip it, for 
example; the 
program also 
copes with 
so one page can "transparencies 

overlay another. 
A special ANSI font is included 

with the program, along with an auto- 
installer in case you aren't happy 
copying the files yourself. The 
unregistered version of the program 
is relatively unrestricted - there's a 
pause of 45 seconds each time you 

continued on page 107 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways, 
depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the 
like are given a 'value for moneyT rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk. 

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs 
which I've downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a 'program rating', 
which reflects how good I think they are, taking into account usability, 
bug-proofness. my own particular {or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10. 
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FREE! 

i\/['ff'A FROM THE 

JL/JJLCrl SPECIALISTS 
our i wane raoiv - mum OILIUA 

ft .7 

ZOOS. 1$ th$ software pack of the year, 
It Includes Zoo], Transwrlta, Plnball Dreams and Sinker - Value £127.92. 

Silica's ASOG and AGOO Standatrjrras Include a Free ZOOL pack. 
For all other featured packs {Cartoon, Lemmings, WWW, Epic i Comic), 
"Ilea include a Free ZOOL pack as well as GFA Basic and Photon Paint. 

ZOOL £25.99 Pialfarm. lale of the year - 97% Amiga Comp - Nw '92 
TRANSWRITE £4995 Word processor and Spell Checker 
PINBALL DREAMS £25.99 PinbaU simulation - 94% ALII - S*pt '92 
STRIKER £25.99 Soccer simulation - 94% CU Amiga - June '92 —  

ZOOL PACK: £127.92 
GFA BASIC V3.5 £50.00 Powerful Basic Programming Language 
PHOTON PAINT II £89.95 Powerful Graphics Painting Package 

TOTAL 
VALUE: 

PLUS! 

£267.87 

AMIGA 500PLUS 

SAVE £100! 

STANDALONE 

2M££199 

AMIGA 500™ 
CARTOON CLASSICS 

rnTV CDTV ADD-ON 
X^J FOR A500 or ABOOPU. 
With FREE! Sim City CD from Silica worth £29 99 
■ Enables your Amiga to run CDTV software • Transfer time 153Kb,'SBCond 
• Plays normal audio CD discs 
* Storage capacity equal to 600 floppy disks 
• interna] HAM expansion oplion iComngawj 
* Hard Drive option •;co™iSGwn> 

> Compatible with CD + G and CD • 
MIDI formats 

• Compatible with ISO9660 standard 
• Comes with CDP0 collection 

CDTV works *Wf Am^a 5CWUi/5 tnncMm bvl e«9f Atoyn 5001- vwv a* nlf*n*! modifcaton and upgrade. This iiogyade enables your 512K RAM expansion to be included mft U cntoantf n»mwy to prow* the MB ot CHIP RAM needed to atom afl CDTV ■ joiywaw to wont. Simply r»Jwn your mxtxo* &*3 oeymfit ol £29.95 QuolifiQ REA IQOO. This price assumes you aireaoy have a 1Mb mactxna by having an extra S)2K RAU topar&on vr yQut ttqxtoof. JT you tto ntX you shottit) add either £18.95 (RAM 05051 tor a StSA PAVftoanJ MMOU cioc< or ^3 95 :! /} (ora 5t2KRAMbi 
£149 

Rel: CCD 0570 

1 YEAR RETURN TO DEALER WARRANTY 
PACK INCLUDES: • U AMIGA 500PUUS  £299.99 
• BUILT-IN U DRIVE  
• AS2Q TV NtODULATOH.. 
PLUS1 FREE FROM SILICA: 
• ZOOL PACK (See Top Left)  E127.32 

PACK VALUE: £427.91 PACK SAVING: £228.91 
SILICA PRICEr £199.00 

NORMAL 
'RRP 

£299 

1Mb RAM + CLOCK 

£199 
INC VAT   Ref: AMC 0500 

NORMAL RRP 

£199 

1Mb RAM + CLOCK 

£229 
INC VAT  Ret: AMC 0592 

[2Mb RAM + CLOCK     £229     Add: RAM 0592 : &* RAM + CLOCK £259 Add" RAM 0592 

1 YEAR RETURN TO DEALER WARRANTY 
PACK INCLUDES: • 1Mb AMIGA 500PLUS  £299.99 • BUILT-IN 1Mb ORIVE  • A520 TV MODULATOR _ _ • THE SJMPSONS  ■ CAPTAIN PLANET  • LEMMINGS  • DEL 1,1X1. PAINT III  FREE FFIOW SILICA (See To? L«»J 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: LESS PACK SAVING.   
SILICA PRICE: £230.00 

AMIGA 600 
STANDALONE 

W <^f<rr^^mi ftMftfr' 

AMIGA 600 
LEMMINGS PACK 

AMIGA 600 
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED 

1 YEAR ON SITE/AT HOME WAftflAKTY ON ALL CONFIGURATIONS 
We are pleased lo offer the Amiga 600 •whh Ibbl Pack a1 a special raw Silica price of only £24& (£50 off usual RRP}. PACK INCLUDES: 
• 1W> AMIGA 600  £299.99 • BUILT-IN 1Mb DRIVE  • BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR   PLUS.' FREE FROM SILICA • ZOOL PACK {See Tap Left)  £127-92 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £427.91 LESS PACK SAVING: £178.91 
SILICA PRICE: £248.00 

NORMAL RRP 

£299 

1 ^ RAM 

£249 
INC VAT   Ref: AMC 0625 

. 2M= RAM t CLOCK   £279  Add: RAM 0570, 

1 YEAR ON SITE I AT HOME WARRANTY ON AU CONFIGURATIONS 
PACK INCLUDES: 
• 1 MJ> AMIGA 600  £299.99 
• BUILT-IN 1Mb DRIVE _  
• BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR  
• DELUXE PAINT III  £79.99 
• LEMMINGS  £25.99 
FREE FROM SILICA jSse. Tap Left)  E2E7.B7 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £«73.B4 
LESS PACK SAVING: £404.84 

SIUCA PRICE: £269.00 

NORMAL RRP 

£349 

1 Hh RAM 

£269 
INC VAT  Rel: AMC 0666 

2* SAM + CLOCK £299   Add: RAM 0570 

SAVE £100!" 

AMIGA 600HD 
EPIC + HARD DRIVE 

AMIGA 1200 
COMIC RELIEF 

1 YEAR ON SITE/AT HOME WARRANTY [ ON ALL CO NFIQ U RATIONS 
PACK INCLUDES: 
* 1Mb AMIGA 600.   £299.99 * GUI LT- !N 1 m, Dfl:VE & TV MODULATOR * DELUXE PAINT ill   £79.33 
• MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX  £34.99 
• SILLY PUTTY  £25.99 
• PUSH OVER  £25.99 FREE FROM SIUCA (See Top Left)   £267.07 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £734.82 LESS PACK SAVING; £435,62 
SIUCA PRFCE: E29B 00 

NORMAL RRP 

£399 

im RAM 

£299 
INC VAT   Rel: AMC 6649 

RAM -r CLOCK   £329  Add: RAM 0570 

1 YEAR ON SITEr"AT HOME WARRANTY ON ALL CONFIGURATIONS | 
PACK INCLUDES: • 2Mb AMIGA 600 line iwi^ailenwStai £329.99 • BUILT-IN 1 uo DRIVE & TV MODULATOR • 20Mb HAflD DISK  £149.00 • EPIC-A SCI-FI ADVENTURE   £23.99 • ROME ■ ROLE PUTINS AMENTUM  £25.99 • MYTH - STDP THE SPREAD OF EVIL  £19.99 • TRIVIAL PURSUIT - POPULAR QUIZ   £29,99 
FREE FROM SIUCA (Sea Top Left}  £267.67 
[PREEt, TOTAL PACK VALUE: £652.82 BjfrDfll   LESS PACKSAVSNG: £453.62 

SILICA PRICE: £399.00 
NORMAL RRP 
£499 

20Mb 
H/DRIVE 

2Mb RAM + CLOCK 

£399 
INC VAT   Raf: AMC 6309 

a* RAM + CLOCK Oft* HD £449 AMC 0839 

1 YEAR ON SITE/AT HOME WARRANTY ON ALL CONFIGURATIONS 
• 63G20EC Processor • 14.1&WHJ Clack Speed 
• 32-bil Archlteclura • 2Mb Chip RAM • Amiga DOS v3.0 • AA Chi & Sel for Enhanced Graphics • 16.7 Million Colours • 256,000 Colours on Screen • Buitt-in TV Modulator 

• 1 X 32-Bit CPU/RAM Expansion Slol • PCMCIA Smart Card Slot takes 512K-4Mb PC Cards 
• 96 Kay keyboard with Numeric Keypad 
• 23f B5w>lnlemal Hard Drive Optional Extra 
• 1 Year On-sile Maintenance • FREE FR0« SILICA (5M Top Lsft) VALUE  £267.87 

SILICA 
PRICE 

Sic HAM 

£399 
INC VAT   Raf: AMC 1.212 

With 85™ Hard Drive E8M AMC 1285 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

[ SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS) 
• COMMODORE APPROVED UPGRADES: Haul Drive + RAM upgrades wilh WANG on-site warranty. 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same pnoducl - Same price' basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable, 
• BUSINESS + EDUCA TION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 Q8B8, 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities a» our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier, 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms '.APR 29.8% - written quoies on request), 
Before you decide when to buy your new Amrga compuler, we suggest you thmk very careiulfy about WHERE you buy it Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your Amiga, -wtien you may require additional paripborats or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And. will the company you buy (ram confacl you with details, ol rww products? Al Sitlca Syst9ms, wa ensure that you will have nothing to worry aboul. We have 
been established for almost 14 years, wa are Amiga speciaiisls and are a Commodore approved dealer. Wilh our unrivalled expenence and expertise^ we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements wilh an understanding which is second lo none, But don't just lake our word for R. Complete end return Ehe coupon now for our latest FREE literalure and begin to experience the "Silica Syslems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatrierley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Order Una Opm Mon-Sr •    :■- Nighi Opening  Tel: 0&1-309 1111 Fax t*o as i-ana oeo& 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Haw:    M?A-W. * ^v-f,.of^.m 
LONDON SHOP: 'Selfridges tosBment"'*™). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Opening Houq:     Mgri-Fri 3.3Q9j^7.Qgp™ jfoal clsse 6,3qpm| Late Nigtit: Thursday - flpm  

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Nc LF.ie M i-jr.i Opening Tel: OTf -SeO 4000 Fax Hoc D7T-aS3 4737 
Tel: 071*629 1234 Exleo&on: 33H 

SIDCUP SHOP Opening HQ^:    Mw-Sat g.oDftnfr5,30prtii 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, 0A14 loom late NigM: "day - 7pm 4DX Teh OBI -302 8811 Fax No- 0ST-3O9 0017 
ESSEX SHOP: Opening Hours: Keddies (Pnd Fiwri. High Street, Southend-on-Sea. Essex, SSI 1LA Mm-Fri 10.OOani-5.30pm |Sa19.30am-6.00pm) Late Niufit: Tburnday ■ 7pm Tel: 0702 468035 Fax HO" 0702 462363 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0693-T04, 1-4 The Msws, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEA5E SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

MrMrs/lvliss/TVls: 
I 

I Address:  

Initials:  Surname: 

~MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

IV 081-309 1111 
SILICA I5 A DIVISION OF PnODIS PLC 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

Postcode: 
Tel (Home):  Tel [Work):  
Which compute^s), if any, do you own?................................................................. 1Q4D 

E&OE - AdvertiB*d p*icea and speOHcaSlwra may cfiang« - PleaM return 1he coupon (or the latest lnrc*ma1ion. 



FORMATSPEC 
Mi 

KNOWLEDGE 

IS POWER... 

SO BECOME 

POWERFUL 

The first week of March 1993 sees something very, very special comim 

from the makers of Amiga Format the world's best-selling magazine fc 

the Amiga... The Encyclopaedia of the Amiga is jam-packed with facts, 

details and inside info about your machine. We will tell you about the 

history of the Amiga, about the companies that support the machine, 

and about the software and hardware that makes the Amiga the best 

home computer ever. And we'll tell you much more than that too. It all 

comes down to more power to you, so don't miss it... 

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF THE AMIGA WILL BE ON SALE FROl 

THURSDAY MARCH 4 PRICED AT £3.95 



USERNfiME: Ian 

PASSWORD: 
Ml 

— 
■i ■ 

Password Is a simple and effective program to password-protect access to a 
hard-disk-based Amiga.,, as long as no-one thinks to try booting from a floppy 

im page 104 

was written by 16-year old Stefan 
Plchinger. It allows you to search not 
only for a file with a specific name, 
but also for one with a specific size, 
attributes, modification, comment, or 
even contents. You can also search 
just for specific IFF file types. 

All of this would be great, if only 
it were a little easier to specify all of 
these options. Although there are 
two separate option screens, they 
are still crowded and confusing, and 
some of the options are downright 
unfriendly to set. For instance, you 
can search for files with a specific 

start it up, and the macro record and 
playback features are disabled. Also, 
any ANSI files you create will have 
the tag-line 'HyperANSI vl.O" added 
to the start. Registering your copy, of 
course, removes these restrictions. 

All in all P Hyper ANSI is a fine 
program, created for a relatively 
uncommon task. If you run a bulletin 
board which can display ANSI files, 
or if you just want to try and better 
the graphics that you see on Ceefax, 
you should check out this program. 

Program rating 8/10 

PASSWORD 
Fish disk 804 
This small, free program by Malcolm 
Harvey is intended to provide some 
form of password-protection for 
Amigas which boot up from a hard 
disk, Installation is simple: drag the 
main program to your c: directory and 
edit your startup-sequence so that it 

Search for files not 

just by name, but 

by skef attributes, 

even contents/1 

calls the program at a strategic point 
in the startup procedure. Then you 
must copy the two configuration files 
from the disk to your s: directory and 
edit them so that they are 
personalised for your system. One is 
called "names.config" and contains 
the names of everyone who is 
entitled to use the computer; 
" pass-co nf ig" contai n s a 11 the 
passwords. Every time you reboot 
after the program is installed, a 
requester wil t appear asking for a 
user name and password; this will 
only disappear when the two things 
are typed in correctly - that is, when 
they correspond to entries in the two 
configuration files. 

Like all similar programs, 
Password only controls the booting 
from a hard disk - you can get 

XSearch is a very powerful - but unfortunately confusing - file finding utility 

around the program by starting up 
from a boot floppy, Also, because 
the config files are not hidden in any 
way, it would be easy for a malicious 
person to change them. However, for 
controlling casual access - 
especially by people who have little 
knowledge of the Amiga, and so 
wouldn't know to boot up from a 

CPK Is a simple program which 
enables you to render "a space-filling 
representation of atoms In 
molecules" - no more playing about 
with plastic balls in chemistry class! 

floppy - this program is free, easy to 
install and does its job perfectly well. 

Program rating 7/10 

XSEARCH 
Another "file finder" utility, this 
program has more options than most 
- but, sadly, ease of use has gone 
out of the window because of this. 

The program is freeware, and 

attribute (readable, writable, 
executable or whatever} set. But you 
must set these bits in order, So 
asking for files with a specification of 
,J****RWEDH is fine - you are 
looking for any readable, writable, 
executable and deletable files; the 
other four flags (H, S, P and A) aren't 
important. However, you cant ask for 

files that are 
"RWED****"-the 
characters aren't in 
the correct 
positions within the 
string. This means 
that If you want to 
search for 
executable files, 
you have to 
remember that the 
executable bit is 
the seventh in the 
string - and there's 
no on-line help to 
remind you of that 
vital fact. 

Once you've set all your file 
attributes, you must decide where to 
look for those files. But again, 
bringing up the "places" window 
presents you with a far more 

confusing array of options than Is 
really necessary, Cryptic buttons give 
little clue as to their meaning, and 
the only real way of getting the hang 
of the program Es to spend a 
considerable amount of time reading 
the documentation and then 
experimenting. 

All of the above is a shame, 
since with a more elegant user 
interface this program would be well 
worth having. Searching for a file's 
contents, especially, is an invaluable 
feature for anyone who Is, say, 
looking for a particular word 
processing document in a drawer 
containing hundreds of cryptically- 
named files. (It should be said, on 
the other hand, that the author of 
XSearch seems unconvinced that 
this feature works very well - the 
documentation is full of disclaimers 
saying that it hasn't been properly 
implemented yet.) 

Perhaps XSearch version 2 will 
cure the user interface problems, 
Until then, sadly, it really is too 
complex for most people to be 
bothered with - despite its utility. 

Program rating 5/10 

CPK 
Fish disk 809 
CPK, by Eric Such a nek, is a program 
which creates rendered illustrations 
of atoms in molecules; this 
representation is (apparently) the 

"You can scale the 

molecule image and 

rotate it in three 

dimensions/' 

same type as is produced using 
M CPK" (Corey, Pauling, Kendrew) 
plastic models, which chemists will 
know and love - or if you used them 
at school, know and loathe. The 
advantage of this program over 
others is that - at least, according to 
the author - it correctly handles 
intersecting three-dimensional 
spheres "by using the famous 
Bresenham circle algorithm in 3D". 

To use the program, you simply 
load the relevant molecule 
description file and the program 

GET IN CONTACT! 

If you've written - or discovered - any PD, shareware or license ware that 
you think should be reviewed, or if you've got any comments or 
suggestions, write to me c/o Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. Alternatively, you can contact me on cix as 1wrigJey\ or on the 
internet as "ian@vampire.demon.co.uk'. 
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PUBIflJgffWAIN 

If you happen to own a Yaesu scanner, then ScanSSQQ may be just what you 
need. That, or a brisk walk In the fresh air once In a while! 

automatically renders it. You can 
scale the image, and rotate it in 
three dimensions, Rendering took 
some time on my A500 Plus, but 
there are specific versions of the 
program included for 030- and 040- 
based Amigas, which should work 
much faster. The program requires at 
least 1Mb of RAM, and according to 
the documentation flies "at least 
version 3.x of the Amiga operating 
system". It worked fine on my 
Workbench 2.04 system, though! 

There are some molecule files 
included with the package; however, 
although the author says you can get 
the full protein data bank (.pdb) from 
the Brookhaven labs or from him, it 
is unclear whether they will be 
directly display able by the program. 

Still, if you're interested in 
displaying molecules on a computer, 
it may well be worth your while 
having a look at this program and 
getting in touch with Suchanek for 
more details. 

The program is "charityware" - 
the author requests that you make a 
donation to the SIDS (Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome) charity. 

Program rating 7/10 

5CAN8800 
This is a program designed 
specifically for people who are on the 
lookout for the next Camillagate. It's 
a database for people who use radio 
scanners to search the airwaves for 
interesting (or private) broadcasts. 
There are thousands of completely 
legitimate stations on the air, often 
broadcasting at fairly unpredictable 
times - as well as things like cellular 
phone transmissions, police and 
army radios and the like. Scan8800 
wili store all of the interesting 
frequencies you find, along with 
times that you should check them 
out. Furthermore, if you've got a 
Yaesu FRGrSSOO receiver and the 
Minix MIF-90 interface, the program 
will actually control the scanner for 
you. As the [German) author, Rainer 
Redweik, says: "Owner of the 
reciever now can jubilate/ Indeed. 

In fact, if you have the scanner 
and interface, the program really is 
quite powerful; it will even produce a 

chart of the S-levels received - that 
is, the signal strength on any 
particular frequency; the higher the 
strength , the better the signal and 
the easier it is to receive the 
transmission. The scanner can be 
set to switch to specific frequencies 
at set times, or just to scan a range 
of frequencies continually. 

If you don't own the specific 
Yaesu scanner that this program was 
written for, though, then you will 
probably do better crafting your own 
database in any database package. I 
found the user interface, although 
reasonably attractive, very hard to 
get on with. Quite often I became 

Plus. Intuition calls are included as 
part of the basic language, which 
means that you don't have to 
purchase any separate libraries to 
start programming in earnest. 

The distribution package 
includes the compiler itself, 
"modules"' which allow access to 
Intuition, the maths libraries and so 
on, and some example programs - 
ranging from "hello world'-style 
basics to programs which make use 
of Intuition gadgets such as scroll 
bars and lists of text.   
The documentation 
comprises compiler 
information, a 
reference manual for 
the language, a 
tutorial and 
information on the 
included example 
programs. 

To get the best 
out of the language, 
you'll almost certainly need the 
official Amiga RKM manuals, but at 
least at the beginning you should be 
able to manage with the 
documentation as supplied - 
especially if you study the example 
programs to see how they do things. 

Of course, one question which 

Create fntros and custom boot routines quickly with Fasttntro-Maker, by 
Michael Bialas, latest In a line of programs without spaces in their names 
stuck in the Edit mode - atthough 
hitting the "Help" key seemed to free 
me from this. The on-line help wasn't 
particularly informative, and the 
documentation is fairly hard to wade 
through. To be honest, I think that 
much of the reason for this is that 
Rainer has tried to fit so much 
functionality into the program. Still, if 
you own a scanner, and you're 
dedicated enough to work through 
the manual in detail, no doubt this 
program will prove helpful to you. 

Program rating 6/10 

AMIGA E 
E is, according to author Wouter van 
Oortmerssen, "a powerful and 
flexible procedural programming 
language," which is based on things 
like C and Modula-2. Amiga_Eis the 
Amiga compiler for this language, 
which has compilation speeds of up 
to 35,000 lines per minute on a 
standard, 7MHz Amiga 500 or 500 

must be asked is, who on Earth 
needs another programming 
language? We've already got Pascal, 
C, BASIC et al - surely that's 
enough? Well, yes, but you may find 
that E suits your needs better than 
any of the "major" languages. And 
it's always interesting to compare 
programming languages, examining 
their strengths and weaknesses. 

Future developments to the E 
language will include object-oriented 
programming, optional 68020, 
68030 and 68881 code generation, 
and possibly an integrated editor and 
source-level debugger. Even without 
these enhancements, though, E is 
certainly worth checking out by all 
you code-heads. 

Program rating 9/10 

STARCLOCK 
Fish disk 810 
Any Trekkies out there? Starctock 
puts the time, date and stardate in a 

tiny window which sits on your menu 
bar. Well, actually it puts the 
authors' version of the stardate in 
the window - they didn't know how 
the real thing is generated, so they 
started with 0000,0.0 as being 1 
January 1966, The right-most digit 
changes every 90 seconds, the next 
one along every 90 minutes. If you 
know how the 'rear stardate is 
calculated, the authors - Michael 
Laurent and Volker Goerke - would 
love to hear from you, 
  The whole 
^^mmma^^^^m thing's a bit 

pointless, really. 
However, you can 
choose to turn 
off the displays 
of either date, 
time or stardate, 
so if you just 
want to see the 
time in your 
menu bar, this 

"Compilation 

speeds of up to 

35,000 lines per 

m/nute..." 

does the trick reasonably, 

Program rating 5/10 

FASTI NTRO-MAKER 
Fish disk 814 
If you want to produce an intro to a 
floppy disk which loads when you 
boot that disk, you could do worse 
than check out this shareware 
program by Michael Bialas - the guy 
who wrote the BooUob program I 
raved about a couple of issues ago. 
FIM isn't incredibly sophisticated, but 
to just create a "welcome to this 
disk" message, perhaps with a 
background picture and some music, 
it's fine. 

The program is easy to use: load 
in your text file, image and music, 
click a couple of buttons and you're 
done. The text can be created in any 
word processor or text editor as long 
as it's saved in ASCII format; the 
image must be a 320 x 256-pixel, 
eight-colour IFF; and the music must 
be created in ProTracker or any clone 
of that program. 

After this, you can select the font 
in which to display the text (three are 
supported), whether to have 
foreground, background or both 
objects "shimmering", what the user 
must do to exit the intro (normally 
press the left mouse button), and 
what colour the text should be. You 
can then preview your masterpiece, 
and finally save it either as an 
executable file or as a bootblock to a 
floppy disk. 

That's it, really, Short and sweet 
- but expect to see plenty of PD 
companies and the like taking 
advantage of it in the near future. 

Oh, there's also an upgraded 
version of Michael's Boottob 
program on the same Fish disk, 
which makes it doubly worth getting. 

Program rating S/iO 
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rv\ STOP! 

EST 1991 

DEMOS 
PULLING THE TRIGGER 
BUDBRA1N 2 (AFRICA) 
VIRTUAL WORLDS 
ODYSSEY (5 DISKS) 
RED DWARF {2 DISKS) 
DEVILS COLOURS 
GRAPEVINE 9 (2 DISKS) 
A TRIP TO MARS 
WILDLIFE MEGADEMO GOLDFTRF MFGADEMO 
EPIC DEMO 
HYPNAUTIC HAMMER 2 
MELTED EXPERIENCE 
TOTAL REBATE 
TOTAL RECOUNT 
PLANETSIDE 
GLOBAL TRASH 
SILENCE ICE 
THE CULT MEGADEMO 2 
DARKNESS MEGADEMO LINE MEGADEMO 
END OF CENTURY 1999 
ZEUS MEGADEMO 
PHENOMENA DEMO 
MENTAL HANGOVER 
ANTTTRAX 2010 
TRIANGLE GIGADEMO 2 CAT FOOD 41 
WORLD DEMOS 2 
IAN AND MICK M/DEMO 
VECTOR DEMOS 
SINKING DEMAND 
TFF DEMO VOYAGE 
SHOCKWAVE 
SAFY DEMO 
DEVILS BNO REALITY' 
DIMENSION 4 
PRECISE DEMO 
TOTAL CONFUSION 
AURORA MEGADEMO 
FASCINATION 
WALTER. ST DEMOS 
TOTAL DESTRUCTION 
DEFCON 1 {BIG MAC) 
ZINE MAG 
COAXIAL COMP 
COOL FRIDGE DEMO 
HARLEQUIN DEMO 
SEEING IS BELIEVING 
MR MEN STORIES 
SPELLBOUND DEMO 
THE GROOVE RAM JAM 
STAR WARS (2 DISKS) 
NOT THE 9.00 NEWS (2) 
POPEYE DEMO 
THE C.E.S. DEMOS 
AVENGERS MEGA DEMO 
COW PACK 2 {BUDBRAJN 3) 
DISORDER DEMO 
BRAIN SNATCHERS 
TAROTDEMO 
TAS EGO TRIP 
6 OF 1 DEMO 
HARD CRACK MDEMO 
SUN CONNECTION 2 
OBLIGE INFINITY 
IRAQUI DEMO 
SCOOPEX MEGA DEMO 
SPASMOLYTIC 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D 
VISIONS MEGADEMO 
VISTA DEMO EQUAMANIA 2 
RED SECTOR DEMO 
THE WALL ( 6 DISKS) 
FLOOD DEMO 
EVOLUTION LEG END FLOP PACK 3 
FRAYO 3 
AMAZING DEMOS 4 
SNIPE DEMO 
MC DISK I COMO 
SEBOTTEO DEMO 
CRIFT DEMO 
GATE MEGA DEMO 2 
D MOB MEGA DEMO 
MURDRUM 
NO TEC DEMO 
RAZOR DEMO 
DISPAIR DEMO 
ED 209 THE REVENGE 
BEASTIE BOYS DEMO 
MIND WARP MDEMO TRACKMO 
SUBWAY DEMO 
FASION MEGA DEMO 
REBELS DEMO 
FORTH DIMENSION 
DREAMERS 3 

UTILITIES 
QUICK BENCH 
QUICK BENCH + (A500+J 
CROSSWORD DESIGNER 
NCOMM J . 92 
MED 1 21 
ICON EDITOR 
ICON MANIA 
AMICASH 
ULTIMATE ICONS 
NORTH C (2 DISKS) 
D PAINT FONTS I 
D PAINT FONTS 2 
D PAINT FONTS 3 MASTER VIRUS KILLER 2.2 
MIDI UTILITIES 
MESSY SID 2 
MODEM UTILITIES 
SPECTRUM EMULATOR 
ANIMATED POINTERS 
Q-BASE 
DESK TOP PUBLISHER 
DENNIS SAMPLES (7 DISKS) 
RE. GIANT UTILSU6S) VIDEO UTILITIES 1 
VIDEO UTILITIES 2 
HOME UTILITIES 
JOURNAL HOME ACCOUNTS 
AMI BASE 
GFXUTILS 1 
GFX UTILS 2 
LABEL DESIGNER 
BUSINESS CARD DESIGNER 
BOOTBENCH V2.Q 
CLJ HELP + OTHERS 
CATALOGUE WORKSHOP 1 CATALOGUE WORKSHOP 2 
SOUND MONITOR 
DICE (2 DISKS) 
RED DEVILS UTILS 
RED DEVILS UTILS 4 
RED DEVILS UTILS 6 
EI.ECTROCAD SLIDESHQW MAKER 
FONT DESIGNER UEDIT 
AMIGAFOX {W-Pj PUMA TRACKER 
POWERLOGO 
OPT! UTILITIES 
OPTICOMMS (NCOMM V2) 
DISKSALV 
NEW SUPER KILLERS V2 
D-COPY 3 
P.C. EMULATOR 
VIDI FONTS I 
600 B U SI N ESS LETTERS 
INVOICE PRINTER 
ILLINOIS LABELS 
PROTRACKER V2 
GAMES MUSIC CREATOR 
BIP BAP BROS iniLS THE COMMS DISK 
SLICK UTILITIES VOL I 
SUPERTFX MODEM UTILS 
CRYPTIC UTILS 
NEW STATIC UTILS 4 
PAINT/MUSIC 2000 
FUTURE COMPOSER 
KEFRENS MAKEBOOT 
JAZZ BENCH 
SYSTEM EXORCISOR 
HARD DISK UTILS 
LEARN AND PLAY i 
LEARN AND PLAY 2 
SOUNDTRACKER 2.6 
CROSS DOSS DEMO 
RIM DATABASE 
DEMOLISHER UTILS 202 
DENNISES HACK DISK 
HOME BUSINESS PACK 3 
SQUELCH 
CELTIC DEMO MAKER 
DATABASE WIZARD 1 SDZQBON 
SID V2.D 
POWERPACKER 
SYSTEM SHUTDOWN 
ATARI ST EMULATOR 
BATBENCH 
FLEXIBASE 
SLIPSTREAM VTR/K1LLER 
WORKSTATION 
A GEANE fFAMH-Y TREE) ULTRAPAINT 3 
DESKBENCH ICONS 
ICON COLLECTION 1 
HAM LAB 
SQUID SQUAD UTILS 
VIZ CLIP ART 

1. FOR EVERY 10 PD DISKS YOU BUY, WE WILL GIVE 
YOU A 10 CAP BOX WORTH £1.99 FREES 

2. FOR EVERY 25 PD DISKS YOU BUY, YOU CAM 
CHOOSE ANOTHER 5 FREE! 

DON'T MISS THIS 

GAMES 
BUG BASH 
ASTEROIDS 
DIZZY LIZZY 
SUPER SKODA CHALLENGE 
MISSION X RAID 2 
MISSION X RAID 3 
DYNAMITE DICK 
POM POM GUNNER 
ATIC ATAC 
MARBLE SLIDE JET PA C 
TRUCKING (2 DISKS) 
TRUCKING ON 2 <2 DISKS) 
LEMMING OlDS 
MERV THE MERCILESS 
SKATE TRIBE 
CAVE RUNNER 
WIZZYS QUEST 
INSIDERS CLUB 
FRANTIC FREDDIE 
TWINTRIS 
LLAMATRON 
THE TENNIS GAME 
MORIA ADVENTURE 
RETURN TO EARTH 
SCUM HATERS 
DRIP AND MEG ABALL 
ETERNAL ROME 
DOWN HILL CHALLENGE 
LAZER ZONE 
SERENE2 
SERENE 3 
STAR TREK I (2 DISKS) 
STAR TREK 2 (3 DISKS) 
PUGGLES 
E-TYPE 
CRAZY SUE 
SQUATS REVENGE 
SKY FIGHT 
AIR MANIA 
WIZARD WORLD 
TOTALLY FRANTIC QUIZ 
CHESS V2.0 SMASH TELLY 
BILLY THE DRAGON 
TOMCAT 
MAKE A BREAK QUIZ 
F-i CHALLENGE 
SQUAMBLE 
OTHELLO 
AIR RACE 2 
PETERS QUEST 
PIPE RTDER 
DOOR TO DOOR 
PIPELINE 
DUNGEONS OF DORlDIAN 
QUADR1X P 
TIMELORDS DISK 1 TIMELORDS DISK 2 
TIMELORDS DISK 3 TIMELORDS DISK 4 
TIMELORDS DISK 5 MOTORDUEL 
DIPLOMACY 
TETRIS (GAMEBOY) DR MARIO BATTLECARS 2 
AIRPORT BET N WW + OTHERS 
ACT OF WAR 
WILLYS WATER WORKS 
GAME BOY SIM ^TETRIS) 
TETREN 
DOODY 
POWERHOUSE DISK 1 
POWERHOUSE DISK 2 
PARACHUTE JQUST ESCAPE FROM JOVI 
MENTAL IMAGE DISK 2 
WASTELANDS 
CROSS FIRE 
WORD SQUARE SOLVER NO MANS LAND 
SEA LANCE 
WET BEAVER 
TREK 73 
BREAKOUT CON. KIT 
CARD GAMES 1 NUMBER FUMBLER 
ROBOCQP IN IRAQ 
MUTANT CAMELS 
NU GAME BLACK JACK LAB 
SHOOTOUT SNAKEPIT PROJECT 1 
CRYSTAL CAVERNS GROWTH 
RAPHAELS REVENGE 

ANIMS 
PROBE SEQUENCE 
GHOST POOL 
POCKET WATCH 
MINERS ANIM 
CLOTHES PEG 
HOLIDAY ANIM 
FLIGHT ANIM 
ENTERPRIZE LEAVES DOCK 
FLEET MANOEUVRE ALARM ANIM 
PORKY PIG 
AMY VS WALKER 
WALKER 1 
WALKER 2 
WALKER 3 
AT THE MOVIES {1,5 MEG) 
AT THE MOVIES 2 {4 DISKS I MEG) 
CAMOUFLAGE 
MRPQTATOHEAD 
ADVENTURES OF CHUCK 
J-RAXION REVENUE 
ROBOCOP ANIM 
BASKETBALL ANIM 
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK 
TOP GUN DEMO 
POLICE CAR CHASE 
ANIMATORS DEMO 
LOW LEVEL FLIGHT 
3D SPACESHIP 
BUNSEN BURNER 
SHUTTLECOCK ANIM 
PUGS IN SPACE 
ZEUS ANIM 
STEALTHY ANIM 
LIGHT CYCLE DEMO (2 DISKS) 
AGONY ANIM 
COOL COUGAR 
DART ANIM 
THE BOINGS 
FILLET THE FISH 
BAD BIRD 
REAL PINBALL ANlM 
BATMAN 
5 WAYS TO KILL A MOLE ANOTHER 5 WAYS TO KILL A MOLE 
FRACTAL FLIGHT 
LUXOR TEENAGER 

MUSIC 
DIGITAL CONCERT 2 
DIGITAL CONCERT i 
DIGITAL CONCERT 4 
DIGITAL CONCERT 5 
DIGITAL CONCERT 6 
CRYSTAL SYMPHONIES 
EVIL FORCES (2 DISKS) 
TECHNOTRANCE 3 
ENIGMA SADNESS 1 
THE YELLO MIX 
BYTERAPPERS5 
BYTERAPPERS 6 
FLASH DEMO 4 
FLASH BY QUEEN (2 DISKS) 
SOB REMIXES 
CHAOTIC SOUNDS 
VOCAL ATTACK 2 
COMMANDO REMFK 
SONDE MUSIC 2 
BOMB THE BASS DEMO 
THE POWER 
CLAPPING WTORLD 
NEWTRONS DEMO 
MICRO DEAL 
RAVE DEMO 
CHRISTMAS FANTASIA 
MAGNETIC BEATS ROBIN MEETS THE WFF.TARTX 
EXPRESSIONS 
A ROCK AND ROLL FANTASY 
THE DARLING LORDS 
TALK TO THE TREES 
THE WORLD OF TECNO 
DENTON CD PLAYER 
BRUNOS MUSIC BOX 3 (2 DISKS) SUBWAY 
SPACED OUT 
SILENTS FULL POWER MUSIC 
COMIC STRIP REMIX 
SICKNESS SIMULATOR 
PAN i DEMO 
MASTERS AT WORK 1 
MASTERS AT WORK 1 
DEADLY JAMMIN 2 
HARDWIRED {2 DISKS) 
MUSIC MAESTRO 6 
STUDTO MUSIC 9 

SLIDES 
HAM PICS I 
HAM PICS 2 
PARTY DISASTER 
LIVE CORRUPTION 
POP PICS 
MADONNA SLIDES 
MADONNA IMMACULATE 
SIMPSONS SLIDES 
ADDAMS FAMILY SLIDES 
DR WHO SLIDES 
.NASA SLIDES 
DEMONS SLIDES 
TOTAL RECALL SLIDES 
NEIGHBOURS SLIDES 
BASKET CASE 2 
FRACTION DEVINE I 
FRACTION DEVINE 2 
TRACK MASTER SLIDES 
GARFIELD SLIDES 
HELLRAISER SLIDES 
NIGHTBREED SLIDES 
HORROR SLIDES 
TATE GALLERY 2 
PENTAGON SLIDES 
MUSCLEMAN1A 
CREATURE COMFORTS 
WONDER YEARS SLIDES GULF WAR SLIDES 
FANTASY PICS 
PSYGNOSIS MAGIC PICS 
FREDDIES DEAD 
THE INVISIBLE WORLD 
T.S.P. SLIDES 
PAWN BROKER SLIDES 
KICK OFF 3 SLIDES CHAINSAW SLIPPERS 
WENDY JAMES SLIDES WATERSHIP DOWN 
SEXY DREAMERS 
ROBOCP 2 
FERRARI SLIDES 
IRON MAIDEN SLIDES 
CASCADE DEMO 
IMAGE SLIDES 
BELINDA CARLISLE 
CHER SLIDESHOW 
GULF WAR TRIBUTE 

RQCKFORD PACK 
ALL DISKS 

CONTAIN THE 
BOULDERDASH GAME 

10 DISKS ONLY 
£9.50 

CLIP ART PACK 
100% OF USEFUL 

PICTURES FOR ALL YOU 
DTP AND D PAINT 

ENTHUSIASTS 
i5 DISKS ONLY 

£14.50 

C64 EMULATOR 
THIS PACK EMULATES 
THE AMIGA INTO A 64 
AND HAS TWO DISKS 

FULL OF GAMES 
3 DISKS ONLY £3*75 I 

BUSINESS PACK 
WANT TO KEEP RECORDS 

OF YOUR FINANCE OR 
JUST TYPE LETTERS? 

THIS IS A MUST 
10 DISKS ONLY £9*50 

DANCE IN STYLE WITH 
ALL THE LATEST 

TECHNO SOUNDS 
A MUST FOR ALL 

YOU RAVERS 
10 DISKS ONLY £9*50 I 

ACCESSORIES 
MOUSE HOUSE £L99 
MOUSE MAT £2.80 
SQUICK MOUSE.. £19.99 
10 CAP BOX, £1.99 
100 CAP BOX £6.99 
A500 DUST COVER ....£3.99 
A600 DUST COVER £3 99 
3,5" BLANK DISKS 69p EACH 
PRINTER STAND £4.99 
MONITOR COVER..., £4,99 
VARIOUS JOYSTICKS AVAILABLE | 

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES 

PER 
ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS WRITE DOWN 
THE ITEMS REQUIRED AND SEND IT TO 
THE ADDRESS BELOW ALONG WITH A 

CHEQUE OR RO, MADE PAYABLE TO 
DISKOVERY, PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO 

INCLUDE THE CORRECT POSTAGE 
AMOUNT TO KNSURF. SPEEDY DELIVERY. I 

EBJCES 
PUBLIC DOMAIN POSTAGE 
1-9 disks = £1.50 each   Europe PD 
10+disks - £1.25 each Accessories 
20+ disks    = 99p each  World PD Accessories 

= 60P = 90p 
= £1.50 
= £1.90 

DISKOVERY DEPT (AS06), 108 THE AVENUE, CLAYTON, BRADFORD, W. YORKS BD14 6SJ 

D     TEL: 0274 880066, 0831 635950 S 
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TREEGROW 
Fish disk 814 
TreeGrow, by Benjamin Stegemann, 
is a neat little program that produces 
"quasi-fractal trees". They're quasi- 
fractal because only a couple of 
iterations are performed, so they are 
not real fractals. Still, some 
interesting effects can be produced, 
and the whole thing is tarted up 

has a clipboard device, you can copy 
text between two different windows. 
Copy, Paste and Cut are all 
supported, and a block of text is 
selected in the easiest way possible; 
by clicking and dragging with the 
mouse, just as is the case with 
Macintosh and Windows programs - 
but which, for some reason, isn't so 
common on the Amiga, 

Learn about fractals with TreeGrow, by Benjamin Stegemann 

because the program actually draws 
"trees", or plants, with flowers, 
rather than the normal, rather boring 
skeletal structures that the majority 
of similar programs produce 

The idea is that each iteration is 
performed on strings of characters, 
These characters have different 
meanings - for instance, "Q" means 
'draw a line straightforward", "2" 
means "draw a line straight forward 
with a red flower at the end of the 
line", "[" means "turn left or right 
and begin a new branch* - and so 
on. You specify the initialisation 
string, and also what each of the 
basic four drawing characters should 
be replaced with at the beginning of 
the next iteration. 

It all sounds far more confusing 
than it actually is - play around with 
the program for a couple of minutes 
and you'll get the hang of things. Of 
course, many of your tries will end up 
just producing a mess, but some can 
create very attractive patterns - and 
at the same time, you1 re learning 
about the power of fractals. 

For simplicity and interest, this 
program earns a,,. 

Program rating 9/10 

INSPIRE DEMO 
Fish disk 815 
Inspire is a new text editor by Josh 
Van Abrahams, and requires 
Amiga DOS 2,0 or above to work. It's 
very easy to use and has enough 
good features to be worth checking 
out. The shareware fee is $25 - the 
demo version has the Save and Print 
features disabled, 

Because the program takes 
advantage of Amiga DOS 2.0*s 
features, you can select any 
supported screen resolution and font 
to work in. The program supports 
multiple open files, and, because it 

Although you can use the 
program as a word processor - it 
supports word wrapping and centring 
text - it also has some features that 
come into their own when the editor 
is used by programmers. The "Find 
Match Bracket" command will show 
you where the corresponding close 
bracket is to the open bracket that 
you've selected - invaluable when 
you're trying to work out why a 

your program or document that you 
need to make constant reference to. 
When you come to save your work, 
you can specify whether or not it 
should be in IBM format (carnage 
return and tine feed at the end of 
each line) or not. 

It's a shame that Josh has 
decided to restrict this demo version, 
but it's well worth checking out 
anyway - and I suspect that it will 
rapidly become popular. 

Program rating 9/10 

INSTALL 1.2 
Fish disk S17 
David Kinder, like many people, 
ponders on Commodore's wisdom in 
some areas; "Considering that 
Commodore-Amiga have written a 
friendly icon-driven user interface, it 
seems odd that 
they wrote most of ^^^^^^^^m 
the system 
software to be CLI 
only." With that in 
mind, he has 
written a simple, 
Workbench-based 
Install utility which 
enables you to 
Install floppy disks 
via a point-and- 
click interface, and which should 
work on any version of AmigaDQS 
from 1,3 upwards. 

"Enables you to 

install floppy disks 

via a point-and-dick 

interface/' 

q operation. 
Edit 
 J fluto Inrtent 
 | Hord I4r*p 
FUe 
V I Turfa* 1/0 

: I S»vt CH+LF 

Tab 
Width 

 J    0»»fi ,, ■ j fl*... I 
Inspli*?1- by I UiP i M "li>sp ire T <f 11 * > ~>. " fTlT aT  file which vou u*nt  to  toad at  the st an opltmna 

Inspire £»rt.&lso,b* run,by 
lC4< 

[n&pire can also b* run by « project iron which default tool aft Inspirel»    Pleas* note that thlf inspire!.   It does not load the t*xt file which i fiort.    This ulll be fixed in future versions* 

Sav* ft* Default | 
IS 

which spec if its ' is. Will Oflt its - r riir* started 
Inspire!j and th* pro^ran newer shows up t have enough isanory then you 

 j±sL  
The Inspire demo on Fish disk 815 - a powerful, easy-to-use text editor that 
takes advantage of Amiga DOS 2.0 features 

complex function isn't producing the 
right values. And talking of such 
things, the "Procedures" command 
will produce a list of all procedures 
that you've defined, if you're writing 
a C program. Click 
on a procedure ^^^^^^i^^ 
name from the 
resulting window, 
and the cursor 
jumps to its 
definition in the 
text. Of course, 
auto-indenting is 
an option, and you 
can define the 
size of tab-stops 
as well. 

The program supports ARexx, 
and even has five "bookmarks", so 
that you can jump to and from bits of 

"You can use it as a 

WP but it comes 

into its own in 

programming" 

When it's run, you're presented 
with a tiny window with buttons for 
each of the floppy disk drives 
attached to your system - any you 
don't have, such as DF2: and DF3:, 

are greyed out. You 
select the kind of 
booth lock you want 
to install from a 
menu - OFS 1.3, 
OFS 2,0 orFFS 2.0 
- and then just click 
on the button for the 
required drive. The 
type of bootbiock is 
automatically set to 
the correct one for 

your system when you start the 
program, so normally you won't even 
have to bother with that option. 

It s nice to see programmers 

making the Amiga's operating 
system more friendly, rather than 
adding hundreds of esoteric new 
commands that virtually no-one will 
use. This program is free, and will 
make life far simpler for those 
people who don't want to delve 
around in the CLI every time they 
want to create a new floppy disk. 
Recommended. 

Program rating 10/10 

DATABENCH 
Fish disk 820 
For some reason, databases seem 
to be popular programming projects 
with Amiga PD and shareware 
authors, Perhaps it's because a very 
basic program can be put together 
fairly easily - or perhaps these 
people believe that we really do want 

to store our video 
MHH^^H tapes or whatever 

by serial number, 
and look them up 
on computer when 
we want to watch a 
specific tape, If so, 
they're sadly 
mistaken, 

However, every 
so often a 
database appears 

that is something a bit special and is 
worth checking out. Databench is 
just such a program, For a start, it's 
relational, to an extent - which 
means that you can look up data 
from other files and update any data 
in your open file that depends on 
values in those other files, It's not 
fully relational, but it will do until 
something better comes along. 

The version of the program on 
Fish disk 820 is a demo - printing is 
disabled (as is "printing" to a file), 
and you can't use the relational 
features. The author, Eric Hambuch, 
is represented by a company called 
APC&TCP Vertrieb; he gets half of 
each DM50 (plus postage, or US$50 
including postage). This is an odd 
arrangement - it sounds less like 
shareware and more like a 
commercial enterprise to me. 
However, I guess it's a more 
convenient way of processing 
registrations for some programmers. 

Although the demo is limited, 
there is still plenty to be getting on 
with. Major features include: 
• Up to 64 fields per record, with 
seven different field types (including 
string, calculation, boolean and 
date). 
• An ARexx interface, and over 25 
ARexx commands (although these 
are not documented in the file that 
comes with the demo version). 
• Fast search and sort - the author 
claims that a 1,000 record sort can 
be performed in one second, as can 
a search on the same sized 
database. 
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BELSHAWS  P. D 
tel 0636 72503 

^ GREAT AAU&A PUBLIC PQMAtN TITLES > 
ONLY 99P P£7? VISK 

Cleaning Kits  £3*99 Disk fio) £fc.oo 
Labels (7S). £0»§0 Disk Box C8«> ■■„■■■„ £6*99 
Ext Drtv«.» ....»...*.£64.95 Mouse Mats <*....*.....< £2.99 

Deja Vu shareware £1.99 per disk. 
^.  Postage JSp per order. ^ ^  

This month's best include Kickstart 1.3, Dolphin Anim,^ 
Lawnmowerman, Ghost, LSD Rave Demo, Neighbours, Wily Coyote, 

Powertext (share), Viking Saga (share) & lots morel 
Send SAE for free catalogue. Credit card orders accepted. Loads 

of PD including demos, utilities, music, games & accessories, 
VCaIl/fax/ring/write - Linda at Belshaws. 

All disks tested for Plus/600 compatibility and virus free. ^/ 
WE ABE NEW Wit CIVI US ATBY - TOM WONT M MSAPtOIHTID, 

CBelshaws Computers, 55 Balderlongate, Newark, Notts NG24 1EU, 
  Fax;Ring 0636 72503 J 

1. Pro'.racker V.3 (Pi {New Update) E Hard Drive Utilities {2) [P) 3. Opticom V2.2 (NCom V2 etc) (P) 4. Sid V2 (P) 5. Messysid V2{P) S. Password to Paradise PC TAS V1 11 CP) B. Astronomy Pack 1 (A) (P) 9. Term V.3 (2) (WB2+) (IW Updal 10. Amateur Radio 1 -25 (25) (P) 11. C Manuals V3 (121 (P) 12 Worth C V1.3(2) (PJ 13. Pool Tools V2 (P) (New) 14. Free Copy Vl.fi fp) 15. D Copy WS (NP) 15. Rattle Copy VS'Pro (P) 17, Pacman Copier (P) 1S. Virus Checker V5.22 (P) 19. The Science Collection (4) fP) 20- Spectrum Daladisk (P) 21. Sped mm Emuiator/12 Games (P) 22. AB4 Emulator V2 (2) (P) 23. AS4 Game disk 1+2 (2) 24. Super Kickslar. V4Q.3 A3000."A400Q only 25. Kir-k 1.3 Emu I atn r (WB 2+) 2S. Aolion Replay V1.S [Pi 27. Spectrum Emulator VI .4 (P) 28. Education Pack 1 (5) (P) 29. Madonna's Sex Book {31) (P) 30. Epoch V {P) (new) 31. Slipslream Copy Disk (P) 32. Print Master 2 (2) (PI 33. A1200 Fix Program (A1200 only) 34. PC Utilities (2J 35. Text Engine V4JP) (New) 36. A1200 Classic Sixes (£) |WB3+} 37. The Money Program (P) 38. Story Land 2 (PJ 39- Easy Spell 2 {PJ 40. Kids Education fej (P) 

42. x. Comm fWB3*MNewJ 43. ASgaseins Handy Too!& 3 (F) 44. Battle Cars. 2 (Pi 45. Super Pacman 92+ (P) 46. Deluxe Pacman V1 .la (P) 47. Total Fine (P) (New) 43. Doody (P) 49. Card Camas £2) {PJ 50. Fighting Warriors (NewJ (P) 51. A500* 2t Games (P) 52. Assassins Games i-4t (411 (P) 53. Classic Games Pack (5) (Pj 54. Agatrpn Program Disk 1 [P] 55. Super Skoda challenge (P) 56. Rags To Riches £P) 1.5 meg 57. Bomb Jacky (new) (PJ 56. Oblivion (PJ 59. Tennis Game 1 Meg (P) SO. E-type 2 (P) 61. Neighbours Game {2) (P) 62. Raid Four (P) (New) 63. Grapevine Issue 14 (P) (3) 64. CJip Art Disk (10) (P) 65. LSD Jesus on E {2) (20) {P)100% SS- Ghaos Audio Dreams 67. Retina {Pi 66. E.S. Juggler 3 (2 Meg) (PJ 69. Gastric Ulcer Rave Dtsk (P J 70. Hardwired Demo (2) (P) 71. State Of The Art (P) 72. PMC Alpha Omega II {31 fP) 73. Mack Slideshgw 1992 (P) 74. Teihs Game (new) (A 1200" only) 75. Fun Kid Phones IP) 76. Pagestrearn CG Fonts {12 ) {P) 77. Lasl Will & Testament (P) 75. Exotic Ripper V2.10 (P) (na- 79. Hackers & Hacking {P) Bti. Crack and Copy Gtfls (P) 

^Express Td 

EXPRESS P.O., Dspt AS1, 
47 ABERDALE ROAD. WEST 

KNIGHTON, LEICESTER LE2 6SD, 
Tel: |0&33) &87M1 

All PD. Is El.D5p per disk. Buy 12* get 1 disk fr« and receive rrae Catalogue Disk (2). ire ua&s 3 Games. 3 Wus Killers, Criarly Music Demo and complete listing of Graphics, Music, Demo Business, Utilities. DIY. T- Bag (1--53), fred-Flsh fl- 6l0)j Amos. AmJsus (1-22) Scope {1-220). 
Please add 60p So order (rem U.K., Europe £1,00, rest ol world £2.50 for PAP 
ALL OUR DISKS; 
0 Guaranteed 

error free! 
□ Complete with own 
__ labels! 
□ Virus free!! 
E 24 hours despatch!! 

NBS PUBLIC DOMAIN (ASS) 
1 CHAIN LANE 
NEWPORT, LW, PO30 5QA 
NBS is a member of UPD (United PD Suppliers) and PSD 
(Professional Standards of PD Distribution). If you are looking 
for quality, reliability, and speed of delivery - Phone Now! 

CENTRAL LICENCE WARE REGISTER 
A selection of the best from the CLR collection, All ttttos £3.SO unless otherwise stated. 

TYPING TUTOR (ref CLU 01) 
ACHORD (ref CLE 05) 
FASTFRET (ref CLE 15) 
TC. DINOSAURS (ref CLE 01) 
TC+ GEOLOGY (ref CLE 02) 
TC. SOLAR SYSTEM (ref CLE 03) 
NIGHTSKY (ref CLE OS) 
ALPH AGRAPH (ref CLU 04) 
SUPERSOUND 3 (ref CLU 06) 
W0RDFINDER PLUS (ref CLU Oft) 
COMPLETE AMIGA TAROT TUTOR 
KINGS & QUEENS (r*f CLE 16) 
WORK & PLAY (ref CLE 18) 
PLAY IT SAFE (ref CLE 19) 
BIG TOP FUN (ref CLE 20) 

Our best selling title. Structured lessons, Finger positions, etc. 
Popular guitar chord tutor and guitur tuner. 

Scale tutor to develop dexterity and flexibility for trie budding lend guitarist. 
Papulof picture and information educational disk sat (2 disks. £4.50) 
Volcanoes, Earthquakes, etc. The interesting bits! (2 disks, £4.50) 

Earth and our neighbours. Super NASA pics. (3 disks, £4.99) 
Detaitor] map of the sky from anywhere on earth, wilh star end planet names. 

Slock, Pie, Line, Scatter, etc. Super graph display system. 
Sound sample manipulator. Adjust speed, echo, edit, and more. 

Helps solve crosswords, anagrams etc. Large dictionary (2 disks, £4.50) 
Future prediction program plus tutor (3 disks £4.99) 

All Monorchs. Family frees, etc, plus qui? (2 disks £4.50) 
3 kids games. Time and s'niole maths 

Brill program leaches safety to the young. 
4 teaching games based on the ciitus 

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 
The best of PD Software including Fish (up to S10) TBag (up 10 74) Amos PD (Amos Pro 
Updater fit Amos and Compiler Updater vl.36 now in stock) Schwartz, Riehter Animations, 
Music, Demos, Games, (Assassins packs now up to 60) Utilities, almost 100 clipart disks, 
(Colour clipart coming soon!!} all copied on branded disks (subject to stock).Latest 16 page A4 
NBS catalogue now available! (Domination U). Send S.A.E. for your copy* 
BUSINESS / UTILITY 
PU 2i0 PRINTER D RI VERS Loads 
PU 279 VMORPH Amos morphmg program 
PB 021 AM1BASE PRO Database 
PU 215 CAPTIONATOR Video titler 
PB 030 THE MONEY PROGRAM Cash 
PU 063 HAM LAB PC picture converter 
PU 064 HARD-DRIVE UTILITIES 
PU 0&0 MESSY-SID R/W PC disks 
PU 117 SUPERKIL LERS Virus Special 
PU 263 LYAPUFJ OV Amazing fractal gen 
PU 205 PC TASK PC emulator 
PU 245-56 C MANUAL (12 disks) 
PU 036/7 NORTH C Language (2 disks) 
U 742 TEXTENGINE v4. Wordproccssor 
U 746 ASTRO 22 v2.3 Pro Astrology 

1 lo 5 disks £2.00 each 
6 Jo 25 disks.. £1.25 each 
26 or more only £0.99 each 

Please make cheque/PO payable to NBS. 

AS! GAMES PACKS NOW UP TO 
No 60! OVER 200 GAMES I 

[not A1200) 

A120C only! 
SUPER HAM SLIDES (15 disks) 
W.S. AG A SLIDES (5 disks) 
AGA TETRIS + UTILS 
AGA CHESS (req 4Mb) 
WINDOW BLENDER Fractal Generator 
HOI's AGA DEMO First AGA Demo! 
COMPLETE STEVE PACKER COLLECTION 
Special compilation on 10 disks 
Postage/Packng 50p per order. 
TDK or Satyra branded disk used for oil 
PD and Licenceware 

Phone orders (Access & Visa) welcome. 
TELEPHONE (0983) 529594 or 821983. FAX (0983) 821599 

ALL DISKS NOW   All disks work 
ONLY with the A1200! 

£IJ)5 EACH! unless stated 
Anglia 

PD 

LASER PRINT£O     \ Catalogue Disk | P) 
INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE ...... -j,, . . ■ , .. 

FOR DISKS WITH THIS *"V, "K^WI 
SIGN (i) ONLY superb ScentTv 
JUST ADO SOP' i; v nerai i n t 

(?) = Works cm A500, A500 Plus and A6O0 
HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (?)        £3,15 
Cdiencbr Matgagt, Srwracfetoet Cvernirar, Mileage, World Tune, 
Budget CteqiiePcoii, CWjoasc, Typtng Tutor, TyppArriw, Grocery i \sj Maier HOTX fltafjtihj. 
CLIPART PACKS 1, 2 OR 3 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £5.25 
5 airfare™ packs of 5 cftsfcs,. M full of tr* vtty best ciio&n ftx 
Dfi3trttttc.(P) 
FONTS PACK 1 OR S EACH PACK * 3 DISKS    £5 25 2 s'lftoETir pecks of 5 disks, part. T COftttorX; Pubfis+ttr fonts,, 
vflricttf fonrs. fonx dak g Cosmopolitan fonts, large fonts (loads 
of great, fonts for DPwt etc.) (P) 
AHGLIA COLOUR FONTS RACK 1 OR 2 (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
5 disks fufi of ongirvt colour fonts produced h&e at Anglia. There 
3K 16 cokxir fonts ■ not cot and pastel They are produced in the 
same wovas the chisel font supplied with DPaint ond the Kara 'an3W r?.f ."jm.TifrfriS1 f.^r^' They are typed straight in and work 
with Dpamt and TV 7ext 
ANGLIA CLIPART PACK (P) (NEW) , 5 DISKS £5.25 
Brand nc>*!fF tiwt prooucerj by ^TJI^

1
 Loads oftvfh att,4i<xed 

tfFiUjges .ncAjamg cots, dogi, t^cfe.     omrvk- pmp^anddvadlPS. Use wrth EPttn or any program ttutaeeqxs iFFgtaptucs 
EDUCATION PACK 2 (Wf m ONLY) 5 DISKS £5.25 A new pack full o/nfw ptogfarrs that only •<vork ./you *r Workbench 
£ or 3- mOi/des a uperb program (hat ^WK yw detailed information on EVEEy cajnfpy .in the. wyld'Piijs kits mot? Bicrytfrrm, Luna, Corntmn 
tables, clouds, Msths tester, Function owe, RKwiedge owz, World 
nmes, Calender, fcicnt^ cakulator, ffoision aids, Chemtoi f lement 
table, surface plots and morel ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Tr\,s ic-perd pack now includes- Sta' Chan, Ann^jzer. Total 
Concepts, Astronomy, Gravity WeK GravSim, Ot>j'r, ptanetond 
Fast Facts on the scJjr system. PRINTER JSER PACK 2 (P) (NEW) 4 DISKS       £4.20 
A compietefy new collection of programs to help you get the best 
out ofyour printer* Includes- Diskprint V3.S1 (Disk labetsX 
MCMaste (Cassette covers), flrvufftes, JSSPool, Envpnnt 
{^nvslopes'r tJew Print (Margins - Headers Footers $tc) and more. SIMULATIONS PACK (P) 5 DISKS <Not A1200) £5 95 
All the PO Simulations m one pock. Metro,, fang Oil, Nuke, 
(mpenunt, Sealance, fructifi, DC to, Conctuest insiders Club, Air 
Wamor 
DISK EXPERT PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.35 
if yw want to team more about your Amiga, get tlvi pack! - you'll 
be a disk expvt m no time! Includes Power Packer (£asy file 
compacter), Sid (Bniliant CIS Replacement Tool!), fconmama 
(Change any Icon in seconds), Fixdtsk, Wuschecker V5 3, O-Copy 
(Copies, Repairs, Formats and more), CD Tutrjriat(AISyvvneedto 
know) and 90S Qtt<er utilities."'- 
X" PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6 30 
A complete 'C language and superb instruction manual provide 
all you need to learn the *C language,, includes North C ($ disks) 
aid the C fltenual (4 d\sks) MED V3.21 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
MED is widely recognised as the best music package, PQ or otherwise" This pack contains V3 3t, trie litest vemon cw^jiew 
wrtfi loads of digital samples, a disk full of MED music scores and 
some great M£D music totdadandpfayt listen to what your 
machine is capable of! 500+ CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS        £5 25 

An incredible collection of superb commercial Quality arcade 
games! Hours of fun for both kids and adults. Includes-. Defender, 
Galaxtans, Scramble, Missile Command, Pac-Man, Si-Planes, Dnpf, 
Space Invaders, Asteroids, Breakout, Teths + morel 
CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Another outstanding coltecVon> 38 very good Thinking' Games1 

Chess vy Backgammon, fltocWxw, Towers, Pipe, Zerg, Maze, 
Connect*, Oormxxs, Draughts, Othello, Co Moku, Dragon Tiles, 
Klondike, Canfieid, Mastermind, Wordsearch Hangman, Pontoon 
andmatfymore. 
PUZZLES PACK 3 (PI 3 DISKS £3,15 
6 brand newgraphical puzzte games, all brilliantly done, 
guaranteed to keep you phymgl. AshidpFlag Catcher, Hotheslo, Quadnx, Paragon Technpoan. 
HARD DISK PACK 2 (P) , 3 DISKS £3.15 
Great coHection of the latest turd disk utilities includes HDclici(menu 
maker), fttemnder (directory etc), a backup (superb'), supettock 
(passwordprotect evpy drr*c, mouse andSxyboardffX disk optimizer, copier, vnufi ktHer and more' 
SHOOT EM UP PACK (P) 5 DISKS . £5.25 
The finest blasting games m PD' includes- Gaiaga 92, Hevenge, 
intruder Alert Bfizzatd Tom CatMoonbaseandHellzorK. 
MATHS REFLEX PACK (P) (HEW) . ..St DISKS    £SM0 
for jjes 8 to adult - A superb way to imprest banc maths includes 
addition, subtraction, muitiphcation, dmston, fractions and algebra 
Also includes a fun memory game.  
HOME BUS! NESS PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Designed especially for newcomers to business software, thtspack 
contains a database (BSasei, spreadsheet, accounts package and 
Wordprocessor (Of D) A*so included are a 12,500 n^ord spefUng 
checker and a vnoid statistics program' HOME BUSINESS MANUAL (P) £2 99 
Approx 50 p&# ptcfeuwaftY pw^mriutfcortmng k>H msnucdorvj fry 
tht Home Business Park £TCI'IA*S * speoaAy unlTen gjxkd tojr jeoton that 
takes yw thnxjvfi the mayor features ofeacfi proton and ensures that ycu can 
use each pmgsam with confKknce! 
SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1,05! 
BUSINESS 
B321 (P) Amigafbx (English Desk Top Publishing) 
B3?2(P) 600 Business letters (Superb.' - Ready to use) 
B3?7(P) (f) Text Engme V4 (now the very best vxxdprocessor 

with built-in 36,000 word spelt checkerf) 
8347 (P) (t) Address Print V3 (easy to use address label printer) 
8335 (P) Forms unlimited (Design invoices etc. Quickly) B339 (P) (t) A-Graph VS. Ofnew version - easy graphs!) 
B342 (P) wofdpower (Great spell checker with crossword and 

anagram serving tool) B344 (?) The Money Program VJ 5 (Home Accounts with iutt 
printing) 

UTILITIES U437 (P) (t) frCopy W(tJow an even better disk copier1) 
IM?8 (P) Typing Tutor (Newi1 Great features) P5 (Pi Vtrus checker       fine very best vnus kiUcr) 
U4P6 (P) Messysid VP (Heads and writes PC disks) 
\M004(P) Pools Predictor (now upO^d for new pools nrles) 
V4028 (P) Printer Drrvtrs (Over 100 - Most Star + Citizen 

models including colour and HP500CI) 

WOW-;}*Vey'doe.-duio wee or3intoW8t.3 
U4Q3Q (P) Virus Z Version 3-05 (kilts ail known germs') 
U4031 (P) (I) Twtlight Zone (excellent screen blanker) 
04032 (P) See-fry (tifake the colours you rwif oof exactly Wee 

rne cofours on screen') 
U4G33(P) Lyapunova (Creates weird pictures - trySci-Fi!) 
U4036 (WB 2/3 only) Kick 1.3 (lets you use WB1 3 software 
U4038 (P) DPaint tutor (easy route to Pro Graphics) 
04039 (P) (S disks) Video Backgrounds (great backdrops) 
0404 T (P) Cyclops (great picture generator - fat!) 
04049 (P) (I) V-Motph (Motphing program) 
04043 (P){l) Superdark (brand new screen blanker with over 

W patterns - svperpt) 
04044(WB 2/3 only) (I) Japanese tutor (helps you leam the 

language) 
04045 (P) F. E.S Basic (a complete Basic programming package) 
U4Q46 (P)Arexx &Q+ Help (Arexx help dtsk) 
GAMES 
66636 (P)(i) Total War (Perfect irzrsianofThe Risk boardgame) 
G6Q38 (P)Cybemetfx (The best P0 same by ^-like Oe^nckff) 
G6Q4S (P) Super Pscmsn 99 (the best ever) 
G60$0(p) Yacht C(Classic fivedkegme - new version) 
G60S T (?) ({} Sndge (The Ml card game - special A1200 version 

included1') 
G6Q52 (?) Wordserirch ? (2 good vtrskns wtih loads of pozzies) 
G6053 (i) cm 2/3 onfy) GMJ Chess (excellent graphics * the besf 

chess $ome yett) 
G6054 (t) (WB m only) Sitters drove (new ccmmercial 

standard Boulderdash game - bnltianli) 
(36055 (P) (I) fhach Motel (wonderful platform game) 
G6Q56 (?) Cash Fruit (probably the best fruit machine evesi) 
(3605 7 (P) 0) Poker (she card game - loads of features fj 
G6058 (?) ObiMon (brilliant defender arcade garnet) 
G6059 (?) Mega Cheats Disk (Safestgames cheats) 
G6060 CW8 3 only) Tetns. AGA (Tetns for A1S00/4OO0 onfyi) 
CHILD RE NS 
CTtSffl Colour Pad (Newcofounng book for youngsters) 
C7I4 StcryiarxfSS(Bhtliantkio^game) 
C112 (P) Total Concepts (2 Disks) (Astronomy & Dinosaur 

Education Pack - Good!) 
C7£0 (P) Colour the alphabet (Great education for earty 

learners 4ys+) 
CT&tP)-Doody. fiiteManoBrosandverygood-NEW; 
C7S5 (P) Mr+ Mrs. (Platform adventure- for 7yrs+ - it's got 

everything!! 
C726 (P) GCX Moths (Great revis.-on disk) 
C?2?(P) Top Secret (Reviewed as ttx best platform game. 

ever!!) 
C729 (P) Counting Fun (For age 4+, Excellent simple 

arithmetic practice) 
C730 (P) Wizzys Guest (Vizard, Damsel + Monsters, great game') 
C731 (P) *?JJV in the Castle (Professionalplatform game) 

Phone your order or send cheque/PO. Phase add 6Qp (per total order) for past and packing. 

angl^ ^nglia 

nglia an^l angl 

anr i iglia 

nglia  ^igLM angl 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 {?) (100%] 4 DISKS £4.20 
Probabfy our best pack yetf Presides everything to start you off <n 
video. S Movie for Smooth sac/Ding rifles u^ing any fori of any size-. 
Shewn for s/jdesriows vwlfr loads of wipes and fades A-Graph for 
business videos Shadow Maker to add shadows and smooth any font- 
Vfdeo Librarian-. Video Toofs: Video Tests: loads of fonts and moreH 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
I NSTRUCnON MANUALHI (P) £2.99 
A 50 page instruction manual for DTVpaci: 2. Professionally printed, 
contains instructions traH the programs m the pack and a section 
on fonts and how to use them' Also incbdes a s\sperb guided 
tutonaf that tak.es you through the major programs step by step, 
letting you create your own titles as you go! Designed for beginners 
and experienced users, this manual will make desktop video easy! 
FISH DISKS IN STOCK 

350-840 
ONLY £1.115 EACH! 

DEJA VU 
"I-LATEST11 

£3.99 EACH! 
HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
8mm High Quality Mouse Pad £2.99 
Amiga 500/50Q+/600/1200 Dust Covers £3.99 
Phillips 8833 Monitor Dust Cover X4.99 
3.5" Disk Drive Cleaning Kit X2.99 
Printer Stand {fits all Dot Matrix Printers) .,...£5.60 
Blank Disks (high quality with labels) ,£0.50 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
(Depl ASK), 11.5 Ran; g^h flnati. FE ixslowe. Suffolk, IP11 7HU 

PHONE 
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Databench is a relational database with many powerful features; a demo Is on 
Fish disk 820 - worth trying before you splash out on a full-price program 

• Several bundled utilities are 
included with the registered version, 
including a file displayer and text 
editor 
• Data import and export features. 
• Label printing. 
• Up to five files in memory at the 
same time. 
• Support for displaying IFFs. 

The documentation provided with 
the demo version is somewhat 
limited - it consists mainly of a 
rough features list and several 
adverts exhorting you to buy the full 
program, However, it's not too hard 
to work out what you re doing just by 
experimenting, and judging by the 
time I spent playing with the 
program, it really is very powerful 
indeed. Of course, I do have some 
reservations: for example, field 

"fvery so often a 

database appears 

that is something a 

bit special 
if 

layout can only be done through a 
requester which asks you where on 
the screen, numerically, each field 
should be - it would be far easier to 
drag fields to the correct place. Still, 
there is support for things like 
italicised text, so at least you can 
get things looking fairly attractive 
quite easily. 

Numerous shareware and PD 
databases are available on the 
Amiga, and Databench needs to be 
something special to justify its rather 
high price. It does look, though, like 
it might just be worth the money. You 
should certainly check out this demo 
before you go out and buy a full- 
priced program. 

Program rating 8/10 

QUICKFILE 
Fish disk 820 
And yes, another one! Unbelievably, 
on the same Fish disk is QuIckFile, 
another database. This one, though, 

doesn't claim to be quite as 
sophisticated as Databench - 
instead, it styles itself "a flexibly, 
fast and easy-to-use flat file 
database". Unfortunately, it doesn't 
quite live up to this promise. Indeed, 
it doesn 't seem to work very well at 
all. Although double-clicking on either 
of the two pre-defined sample 

program is at all well-behaved. 
Maybe I could have found the cure 
for the problem ff I'd persevered for a 
few more hours, but to be quite 
honest I - and I'm sure you, too - 
have better things to do. 

Program rating 0/10 

SY5INFO 3.11 
Syslnfo is an old favourite of Amiga 
chipheads. I looked at an old version 
of the program some time ago, but 
version 3.1i is a considerable 
improvement - author Nic Wilson has 
now made the whole thing look 
incredibly professional, and has 
added some extra features. 

The basic rat son d'etre of 
Syslnfo is to tell you all about your 
Amiga - what's running, what extras 
you have plugged in and how fast the 
whole thing is going. Category areas 
include speed, memory, add-in 
boards and disk drives. Also shown 

r\ Y3.11 Kn Hmga Systen int ornat isrt Krogran written in Hssertblpr 
/Hie Uilson Software P,0> Box 1164 Toauoonba Qld 4358 Australia 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE INSTALLED 
i iprefs 37 1 cone Up nickprefs 37 c, oriole 
I PictSaver 

Process Process Process Task Process 

$882447F8 Pr« 

MB*"" __BBt68 Pri«5 $&e25CB28 Pri=*B Process   S8G238ft18 Pri=18 sa*25F&3B Fri*21 

INTERNAL Hf! RDM PRE H0DE5 
Clock DMfl/Gfx {tode 
Pisplav 
fir 

CLOCK . ECS ftGNGS PftL;Hires ECS DEN J SI" 68988 7.89 
M HONE mo N/n VBR N/fl Coment MOM we are tatkm Horii KHz 15.68 EClock Hz 789379 

Ransev rev N/fl ICache N/tt fiiry rev N/fl SCache N/fl " 4 Slot NO Oupstk/fl t     Hz 5ft MwstH/fl 

Syslnfo 3.11: And out Just what makes your Amiga tick - and how fast It does 
It, even In comparison to higher-spec Amlgas you can only lust after... 

databases loaded the program 
perfectly well, trying to define my own 
crashed the computer every time, I 
don't want to go into a major rant 
here, but \ really don't understand 
why people release software which 
doesn't work properly. Although the 
documentation says under the 

car 

are things like whether you have a 
clock on board, what display mode 
you're running in, the chipset used 
for display, what CPU, FPU (floating 
point unit) and MMU (memory 
management unit) you have, what 
libraries are installed, what 
resources are loaded, what tasks are 

Audible fc Visible AI am 
I Check Resident Vectors 

Check Henorv For Viruses 
Check Hunks On Startup 
Check Drives On Startup 
'Are You Sure?* Before Exit 

1»' Set 1 j flenory Check 0*Uy 
| m   Bet 3 | Vector Check Y-Silt 

I Install Faked SnoopQos 
_J Report Custon Seotb locks 

Detect Diste Changes 
_yj Requesters Follow House 

[ Load Brain On Startup 

1199 

| $:VirusZ.brain 
] Check Crunched Files   
j Handle Viruses Automatically   
Use   | Save 

Get % \ Hie Check Y-Sue 
Get 4 | Sector Check Y-Siie 
Set jj Booth lock Braiof He 

Skip Subdirectories 
Create File Report 

Cancel [ 

Coughs and sneezes spread diseases. A stitch in time saves nine* A penny 
saved is a penny earned. Oh, and you can also stamp out viruses with VlrusZ 

"Bugs" heading "none known", it 
certainly wasn't happy on my Amiga, 
which has nothing out of the ordinary 
installed - perhaps a mite more RAM 
than some people, and more 
libraries than you can shake a stick 
at, but nothing that should cause a 
fatal, cursor-freezing crash if a 

currently running and so on and so 
on - basically, everything that's going 
on inside your Amiga! 

If you select the speed tests, a 
small graph of your machine's 
performance appears, rating it 
against other member of the Amiga 
family. It's a sign of the times that 

neither the A500 nor A500 Plus is 
included on the graph - instead, your 
Amiga is compared against the 
A600, B2000, A1200, A2500, 
A3000 and A4000. Still, it's good to 
know that - at least according to 
Syslnfo - my trusty A500 Plus runs 
slightly faster than a standard A60G, 

Syslnfo Isn't a program that 
you'll find yourself using a great deal, 

"You should have 

an up-to-date virus 

checker running all 

the time/1 

but it would realty show its 
usefulness if you ever have to phone 
up a technical support line for a 
product. It's nice to be able to 
answer questions like "How much 
Chip RAM is in your machine?" or 
"Exactly what version of dlskfont do 
you have installed?" without ending 
up whimpering pitifully. 

Nic Wilson asks that you donate 
US$20 if you find this program 
useful. To be honest, I don't think I'd 
want to use it enough to justify that 
sort of figure to myself, but I'm sure 
that there are plenty of people out 
there who will. You can even pay with 
your credit card, if you want! 

Program rating 8/10 

VIRUSZ 
Fish disk 820 
This is another update, but it can't 
be stressed enough that you should 
have an up-to-date virus checker 
running all the time - especially if 
you're in the habit of checking out PD 
software, since although all decent 
PD houses check their disks for 
viruses, it s always possible that one 
will slip through, 

VlrusZ sits in the background and 
scans every disk that you insert for 
non-standard bootblocks or 
bootblock viruses. If it finds 
something that it doesn't recognise, 
you have the option to enter the 
"bootblock lab", where you can 
inspect the contents of the 
bootblock. It also performs a memory 
check when it's first started up, to 
make sure that you don't have any 
unwanted intruders, and will remove 
any viruses that it finds. The check is 
repeated regularly - every ten 
seconds, by default - so with luck 
any virus infection will be caught 
before it has a chance to do anything 
nasty to your files, 

Virus! is now shareware - the 
author requests a DM10 donation, 
although he will no longer be sending 
out updates to people who register, 

■ ■ A     AUIJ*A CUADDCD A ICCIIE OR A MAY 



' TELEPHONE OR FAX HOTLINE (0702) 466933 

SPD SOFT («26) 1 BRYANT AVE, SCHJTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

_J + V13 PLAY 12} Education progs for ihe under 7's □ *+ VJ4* KIDS PAINT A painhng program designed For children, deludes various colours & speech. "     VM4 FASTFACTS, Everything you ever needed 1o know aboul Jhe solar system WORtDMAPiradix:es diifenenl sorts of Maps. PLANETS hstanf Jrxalians □ rt + V776 AMOS LESSON 1 The best Amos Tutorial program. APD151 J A+ V792 KIDS GAMES Includes Geography. Malh. Sicence pnd Word Gomes. Also contains Wheel of fortune. J     Y793 AMIGA BEGINNER You ask- ed far il> A tutorial lor rhe beginner on using your Amigai coders CU S WE) □ A+ V824 ELEMENT v3.0 Nteirtofo- dr.? disptoy ol fie Periodic tafte ol Fl^rnenU ^+ VB25 WOfllD DATA BANK v2.2 Using o database of coordinates ol tie OA's, il ptafs rtakJ map's n cytmdricrjt or sph- er kal presets ki degrees of mognRcotaL +V843 DESEOT STORM You con select Mop's, and ofl information surfouncfing ihe Desert Storm Mack (t¥M9 LANGUAGE TUTOR vl.O Spanish, French German $. Italian 1JX V001 SECOND WORLD WAS lExceflenl Information produCrior. IJ A4 V9CX DPAWT TUTOR Do y ou I had DPomr. Then learn la use it ] JX V927 OJ TUTOR Helptull prc^arn I to understand how to use CU/ShelE *+ V933 OCSE MATHS Program I to he|p with ihe GESE maths course ]□ *+ V940 MATH5ADV Simple malh I problems to solve. REfLEXTEST Tesrs loddilion, subtraction & multiplication '•+V941 AMIGA FIRST START Help Ion any subject you wanf.+ Easy Siari 1J A+ V944 AMlGAWQRLD Cnnla iFiformolion about every country on Earth ■ VW1S JAPANESE ? programs 
1O help leach Japanese. Worcf-a-day & Vocabulary. 1019 words database. 
J AMJOADOS QUICK. REFERENCE H you have just got your New (vxuqa & ihe monyafs to complex then try ihis £7.99 J USING AREXX ON THE AMIGA If you have on Amiga+ Then you can use rr. s as a manual hdudes a disk £26.99 J AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS H you wtpl to team lo program from if* basics than 1his is 1he book for you £14.99 J AMIGA DOS INSIDE & OUT If the QJ ic Shell Is hCfd 10 learn or you need a complete reiefence Then this«il £W,99 J AMIGA FOR THE BEGHNBt lis here Ihe A lo Z beginners Guide to Ihe Amiga. ■'- h required torn here rt Is £U.99 
J CD1 FRED ftSH DtSKS The rompfeto collection from disk 1 1O aau". 419.99 J CD2 FRED Ft&H DISKS The comptefe collection from disk 661+ £19,99 j NASA; Herpc .Age cf Spoce Fbghe £W.99 
J AMIGA PRIMER Gel the tacts on getting started: SelU&Workbench. Amiga- OMltW, Expansion Shell & Ql. f 15.79 □ DESKTOP WHO MASTERS EDmON The Ultimale Guide 10 the desktop video Includes background music, rajnd effects & graphic diupsETS.99 
_f I + COMPLETE AM PACKAGE With interlace & M Comericol soltwore Transfers <isfcs from your original 64 ofek ■:'t program f.44.99 □ A+ CROSS SmCH Prints out a picture "tern far embroidering £16.99 
J A+ 1700 ANTl-LEMMHS \1] 2Mb * 2133 GULF WAR CONFUCT 2Mb JA+ 2307 AMY AT THE MOVIES U (4] J*+ 3311 AMY vi WALKER I [2] 3Mb JA+ 23» AMY AT THE BEACH (Z| 3M) JA+ 3477 AMYWALKS JA+ 2476 UNSPORTINQ 2Mb J*+ aiOOTHt 5KT DRWI 

V415 VIDEO SCREENS; ^ &crck gromnd pkrures for video ofeduclion □ VS17 vioto at Ptogrom for keeping tract of your video collections □ *+ VS18 IMAGE LAB This program is like 0 mW Arl DEPT. Toab On Top Does Hades, cofourbars& gray bar, 1 A+V519 VIOEO: STIUSTORE Used i create over Ihe shoulder graphics 
IFF Brushsi background graphic effects □ HV693 HARL£QU*N VDEO ART & FONTS A video production wilh eatcellenl backgrounds & Fonts [3i + V«18 iNSCRtPT <iU Produce video rites, Includes fully oditabkilaxf enlrys, Use IFF Pictures as bock grounds J A+ V929 VIDEO F1KXXJCTION 3- 4 This Is ihe latest collection of the New video related uliWies. |2J ~  + VMI COMPUTER GENtTATED ART CoHection of background pciures + V874 TTTLER PRODUCTION Used lor generating video Titles "   FLETCHER FONTS A 3 disk pack of 50 - IDO point 16 colour Video Fonls. Includes temprales £9 " 

* V16 AQUARJUM Tums your screen into an eyecatching Fish lank. + VW9 PRWT STUDKT Excetlenl tar priming graphic pictures or text. J I- V191 MASTER VIRUS KILLER Virus Checker £ Killer. Excellent options J !- V21S CMSXMAST1H v3.2 Copies fites from one disk lo another. J *+ V26Z DUPLICATION & BACKUP Super Duper.Turbo copy, Sorrily copy & PCopy. Four new disk copiers. J "+ V277 FORTRAN-77 vl^C Com- piler, linker & run lime supporl Sbs. □ A + VX79 CROSSWORD CREATOR Creoles Crosswords. UPTjiTIDVEESiOM □ *♦ V2M MCAD PROGRAM The Qb^cl Drowingi Prpgrarn, ie C A.O. 
_ £49.99 . . itsvvrJh powerful HexiSy. It's perfed for any Amiga owner Interested in designing or edrtmj Fa nils. 

Qfgglt, design & edit any fanl af wil' 

These ic nrs    ! vvr-k wil i n'. 
workbench systems vi 3 ta vrs c 
300 ADOBE TYPE 1 FONTS Just over 300 fonts lor use with FFoge 3 0 & Pogeskeorn IMI1 only. £44.99 □ 120 PDRAW FONTS For use wilh all Professional Draws. £24,99 J 300 SCALABLE FONTS Far use wilh PPage3r PageSetlef V\ DPainr 4.1, WB Y2.04+ and vVordsworth. £44,99 By the pucks whole Of ]uft 1 / 2 
dteki at a HTIM. £3 00 Py Dbk 
A+ V29S NORIHC     The Comply C longucge w-ih c J   needed (2] J A+ V301 EYE OF THE EtENOLDEft Disk Ek>ok wilh Maps. SiralegyA Sokifen. □ A+ V323 ANALTKALC SPREAD jest spread sheet. [2) □ A+ V332 PUNT PROGRAM Predict which horse will win the race □ A+ V339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR Data Disk 1 The Ad ventre Classics □ A+ V350 tUSMESS CARD MAKER Design your Own Business rarrls □ H VSilS «O0 BUSMESS LETTERS Over 600 Siandard Business letiers ^1 A+ VJ90 DESK TOP PUBLISHING Extra leatures.Texl 4 Graphics Editors □ *+V*fl AMKASH BAN KIN bonkjn program thar I have ever used b ^ + V394 CHEMESTETO v2.U Draws molecules using 1he calorie model □ A+ V4G1 WINDOWBENCH vl .0 (2) An excefleni workbench 2 repkxe- meni / Upgrode tor all V\I6 vl.3 users. " + V4\5 WORKSTATION Nc* just another WE done rsocollecfon of utttas with   workbench theme, 42} □ |- V420 CURSOR BASIC COW PILES Compile any Amiga Basic program J *+ V434 ANTI-FLICKER Said lo stop Jhe flicker in High Res mode during, same programs oberafions. ~ "'+V444 PRINTER DRIVER DISK III Now contains instructions on how lo inslall them, includes aver 90 □ *+ V479 CHESS & UTILmCS A cafledion of chess reJaled Puizlet - V4*4 ADVENTURE SOLUTlDNS USalulans for various gomes V4B9 AMIBASE PRO v2,0 This is most poplar P0 Database prog'am + V490 MESSY SJD v2.t) Reads ft^S-Dos cfeksv Transfer any lext fides to Si (rom ihe PC. So you can do war*, on on IBM or on Amiga & swap text. * VS21 PLOTTING & GRAPHICS PtjOTXY, A powerful tufl lealured plotting prog. PLANS A computer aided dralting prag: Requires ARP A+V522 ARP V13: Connun ,3c Males many improvements io Das. Includes fuH developers guide. VS23 DICE C COMPILER \2\ Matthew DiHons lull fealuired power- ful C compiler & envjrofiment system □ A+ VS36 CATALOGUE UTILJT1ES A collection o! ulililies used lo Catalog rJsk/ Video 4 Tape collections (2) J J- V547 PRINTER DRIVER GENEftATDfi A selection of uiiliries wirh various excellcni Printer Driver Generodors. J A+ V56* DUNGEON MAPPER vl.l Zc - design mops for dungeons & Towns J A+ VS73 FILE & HO HOCIkk v2 0, Selector ta moke HO Menus wilh gad gets. F'rte Minder. For mainrarningTiles i£ Directories, DosConirot Combines functions of many separate loots (2] J *+ V575 HOME BUSINESS PACK Excefleni selection ol utrlilres based en word processing. Ootat^nag-eowni. Spread Sheeis. Accr;yils & Priming. [4| □ rt+        ICON EDIT OR III Con crecrle Icons updo 640x200 pixels, icons, Ecf.1 £ Creole ony icons. □ *+ VSB7 GELIGNITE FONTS (B] A seledian ol fonls for use with any DTP Package orDpoinl disks. ' - * * V610 GOLF SCORES vTB4 fl ecord eoch round yau play, Slore IL moke up an eclectic score NEW! " +> VAX] FOOTBALL LEAGUE EDITOR vl.l Want to update your 1 earns ue position as Ihe results come in. + V620 ASPfCE v3.2 Full featured program for electric nrruil □ *+ V421 EOWORD v2.2 is a fully lealured & operational Ward processor □ I- V»24 NIB COPER v2G Will copy m AmigoDos. I^dej; Nibfale modes, search mode & special parameter copy. ■■ V437 0PWNT FONTS No'< 1-3 'J A+ V6B7 VIDEO WIPES A collection ol p| The Idlest selection Fonts lor use wilh any IFF Poinring I DTP Program □ »- V03S PB*M EMULATOR vi 5 Is a CGA Colour IBM-PC Emyiof or written lo run on any Amiga. Shareware version ' +> V660 HOME MANAGER is a Keat all in one address book with an memory database & To-do list '■+ V661 VERTEX Create 3d objects wrlhoul usrtg Ihe X. \ & l views, toads Sculpt Jd/4cT£- Turbo Star. J )- V662 DCOPY v3.0 PRO fc: Con s^eci the speed of the disk drive. Copy modes, Dos. Nibcopy, Verisofecapv V666 MODELLING OBJECTS 42f Contains aver SO vector objects in mage format Perfect with Disk V661 "  Ve76 DRAW MAP v4.112] You can generate world maps in deJall views.id or 2d  J 2MJo or J 1Mb V6BT GAME TAMTJR v2.2 Gel a hold of that exlra hard game & Cheat ' V6B4 fONT EDfTOR vl 0, Also conlcnns other utilities.. IFF Fonts V&B5 ASTRO ASTROLOGY PRO Bes1 Aslralagy program an 1he Amiga ~ _ + V4MMULnDOS vl.12 After Ks program has been inslafled your Amiga drftes can ihcm read 720k IBW Disks. V6 BB MAGNETIC PAGES vl.30 

OBOIES risk Sased rragoiines with orotfjbcs. □ *• V490 WB 2/3 UTIUTES Contains Ihe programs ihat should have been with WB 2 Toketuladvanrogeofihsmany NEWcapobiUies that are avosoble. {2j Vd92 RACE RATW vl* for people whoworrl informalicn about horse races. + Y&9B A GRAPH v2.0 Brngs the wodd a cheap draw Bar, bher Area & Pie chan production/ presentation program. □ WOO PERM CHECK Take the 
chore wi of checking the w 

□ A+ V70r STRATA vl.O Is o landsc- ape generater which oEaws priming from any angle, position orrnognrficofiOA EJ A+ V704 AMOS COMPILER vl .34 Second AMOS Compile/ Update. -I A+ V70S MED v3r21 Encelkyrl updede to ihe famous muse progron □ A+ ¥710 AREXX TUTORUL fcKboVs several sampSe Arej« scripts i scmplfi p^. flCew comes Jree m ill WB HM* dskt J A+V7T1 UNIX Contains a working demo ol A^inix A Unix warkoJike, Mmix is system coll computable □ A< V713 COMUGRAPHIC FONTS Will work wrlh DPoinl v4 1, ProPoge, Page stream, Pogesetter i Workbench v2.Q4+, J A+ V7T5 COMPLETE BOLE Wilh the ortrc taxi of the New feslamenl & Tarah [Old Teslomenil. lMb{3| □ At V7TB SPECTRUM EMULATOR Vl.4 Which is NOW!! 3 trmes foster. Requires □ spectrum comparer once □ A+ V719 FREECOPY vl.B Removes protected gomes copy pHUecfton so that ihe user con inslall ihem on HD. J A+ V720 DISKPR1NT v3.51 Adala base which prints & stores drsk labels J *+ W24 PRINTEH DRIVERS v4 Is an updaled Dnrvers disk . Conon LPS, Conon Btjbble jefs * Star 9 pin. □ fl+ V727 ART Of MED 3 Anolher excelleril sele^r of Wed tunes. □ *4 V73D KION MANIA An excelenf selectson of icon clip Ad tor your WB Disk. J A+ V731 AMOSBftOT vl.la More fractal types which include iogislic Equation, Coos' \< nes & trees J ' V732 WB v2 04+ UTILITIES FPic DCopy, Boot Menu, Scenery, Huge. J     V733 SOFTWARE LISTER yl,6 This oraqram is desiqred ic keep c EfOCkof your Software collection, □ A+ V742 ONLINE vl.4 Program will allow you 10 frvd cheats within gomes □ A+ F49! PROFESSIONAL C MANUAL vi.Q Is the largest colleclian of utilities, doarneri&Se>BmpJeslurC, tl consists, of sk manuals, with aver 40 chapters (S) J A+ V757 AMJGADEX vl.41 Creates a card index database system, Q A+ V7SB TEXTPUUS v4.0» Another update of this exceUent word pro- cessor program. Requires Hard dnve □ A+V7S9TEXT ENGINE v4.0 Up doled version of Hie Word processor wilh AZSPELL Excellent spell checker J A# V76T A-GENE v4.1B The Olest version of ihe pepjx:-' genealogy data- base program. By Mike Simpson □ A+ V762 BBASE vS.5 database with loads of features & it's easy ID use J A+ V77D ACCOUNT MASTER v3.12 Erce&nl Amos written program J A* V773 WB v2.B4 WMDOWBENCH v3.D Ej«ceflent Workbench replace- ment far all WB v2 54* Users |2) □ A+ V777 V04CECU vS.S The ideo is to control the CLI wilh. your own voice □ A+ V773 RAYS HADE v4.0 Complex. Boy Irociig package. 2Mb tl) J A+ V7B3 FORMS Create, Edit, Drawr Colour & print your own terms J A+ V763 PROGRAMMING TOOLBOX Wo-:".y progrens to help in your develop- meni etlorts !mosi C bur some m boacl. J n+ V7B4 AREXX (2) disks which torioin Aresffl programs* examples □ V7B4 PASCAL This disk contains everything needed to pragrom in Pascal. Induces a66k 66000 assembler & more. + V7B7 PROGRAMMER TOOLS GodToals to design your user interface to your own programs using oil ol Amiga XJS20vsnewteature5. Ato RogTools. J -W79C ANIMATION LFTL5 Includes CyroUHis tor splitiing, combmng, and OflOtrn onirriO'0.-s Iram IFF pictufe files JX V791 DIRECTORY UlTS r< udes Ire most powerful end highly recommended r>ijdroms which ore designed to make oil tasks urtuafty obsolete. J A+ V794 GRINDER Complete graphic conversion package that supports GIF, jPeg, Atari St IHeochrome / DegasJL PCX, f orgo, TIFF, Hom-E and IFF Formal pics J     V797 EASY AMOS PROGS (2] Corrioin sowcfl code for use wlh Easy Arnos. J A+ V799 AOVENCED UTIU SerNel & ParNel, Connect 7 Amiga & sk»e res- ources via the serial {Poroltel pods, My Menu Puis menus on your WB screen. □ A+ VB01100 PRO PAGE 3 FONTS Theses fords are for use with Pro Page & have be checked wilh the rant converter iV : h comes <:A-- yrj.,r Prrj Page3. 1A* VB06 WB V2.04 UT1LTT1ES [2) 2nd collecfcn ol WB v2.04+ uftfcfl Iho- lake advonloge af the NEW co: 2 A+ vm ELECTROCAD vl.43 A PRO TOYPER Anrjlher Upoaled an the cod /Eledranics dra«f>g Programs. J A+ VB12 CANON This disk contains Printer DiHers 4 Canon Siudio. GMB better prinr oulpAft Tor arv v pm prater + VM4 PCTASKvT.ll is a sotrwarerBM'f^C EmulotoF' Allows you ta ■FA", software with NO c ddii cro! hardware CGA. Colour. J fl+ VB15 RUE A HD UT1UT1ES 2 : DirWorkvl.o2 F4e copier. MegaD Another new update on an excellent File copier |fte the new Disk Master Pro 11 In it's Operations Alsocontcms loads af olher programs 1a help out {3| J I - VB17 A500 PLUS EMULATOR As it sounds will lei vl.3 / vl.2 owners run WBv2.04+ software with out any need to purchase to WBv2.0+ chips. J *• V819 KONAUTHOR vl.04 RepoK- menl fer K«Ed«.0 tl cflnfranstormlFFor ■ rushes. J     VB20 BBBBS v5 7 feud Bondil buHetin Board System Fiures irsluoeupla 99 file libraries, sx"erfocelo extra devices :j A+ VB21 SNOOPDOS vi 5 Monitors AmigoDas calls & alkjws you ro see what library, devices, fonts ate required. J AP VB33 BACKUP v3r77 A hard drive backup program lhal features, nvtrlti- drive support, fulfbOdfeuD LDrnpre^cn □ ^* VB23 POWERPLAYER v3.4 Very powerful user tnendy module ptoyer. I con handle nearly dl moduW tbrmats con read mrxJutes & comrs with irs owr- cruncher. J    V«26 AHDM vB.4 Hord Drive Menu, when placed in your slortup- sequence, offers a Id page menu, each 
page hcrving uplo 10 possible csdions 

J A+ V327 REPAIR-IT: N*wZr4*v3.3. £ riLtli sedor tie effing system. RXOtSK vl.2, Rtecover's as mixh as possible iram a defe- ct* dbk MSKSALVE vUt Dealffi a new tie system slpjclure on oraiher detice. with as mLchdolosatrtjpedffom the original device □ A+V841 MODULA-2 Contains iiw.idL :J-2 ianguace an rhe Amiga □ A+ VB42 SID wJ.Ol Sid can be used far venous Derations, The best is ihe file copier cn ihe Am qo Reccmmened J A+ VB44 HUTRACKERvl.3 Po-v/ertlj! i system friendly music jb^er. Wili play over id oierence types ol modules. "  * V845 Q.MJ vS.31 Generate ju 'ia sets & complex Quaternion Julia sices Displays mandelbrols. ' ■ ■ + VB46 SCOPIOUS MAPPER An excellent Dunoeon mapping program J A+ V847 MONEY MANAGEMENT vl.01 The harne occounl package which allows you 1o keep track of upto 12 accounts s: mullaneously " t VB4B SU0ESHOW GENERATOR vB.l Creoles skdeshaws of pictures in various formats for the arnjga. - VBSO FRAC vi .1 Is o graphical Rate ptaying rjorrie creator. □ A+ VB54 I^CTURE TOOLS Converts Pictures lo o'h.v k;ai\M'- :M sMes. + VBS7 POSTSCRIPTER5 Down taods. Postscript Fonts lor prmring on standard Dot male.* prinlers. VS5S MUSIC MAKERS A selection of programs to produce music productions Make your CAT m\,y: _l*+VfiS* AUDIO TOOLS (2) Sound and Audio production utilities. 3 * + VMI 3d DESIGNER Various 3d graphic production utilities including Qighf. OKBTrace and Surf. *+ VS4S IMAGE PROCESSORS Contains Tools to perform a wide vu' u'v u* iiaciH T«:hniquRS|!"F| - " * VB 6 6 MANDEL EXPLORER |2|' T nis s Ihe best collection of Fractal Genercrlinn software an the Amiga. □ A+ VS69 ANIMATION ASST |2f Wil 5frtomgf)XJUranin>:!ico pfoblerns. hcijdes Abridge Players, OA a ArrnTorA □ A+ VB713d HELPER A'e you storting Cut KM M grOphirs. This is whd! ygv need, □ A+ V372 ICON TOOL KIT Just about every laof you could imagine J A+ Vfl73 UGFC vl.l Will help you l.'anslole between Graphic formate ■ " ♦- VB75 SPACE Help you study, identify ihe S'ors & celestiolociieds. + VB76 SYSTEM TEST v4.1 fr^ts A rwori? c" computer " " h VB79 BEAT DJS MODULES Far use wih C , a Player h VBB2 MAGNUM vl,4 Anarher excelleni Disk Magazine Creolor. f VBBB TROM CAD vl.O The best CAD program for your Amiga. WITH Various power functions, J A* VB96 TOOLMANAGER v2.0 mctudes the ability ta odd menus to your Tools menu, odd WB icons or W "-diws. |,VB97OCTAMEDv4.0^e disabled vefs«n of OclarVlED Pro * VB99 ABACKUP v2.4 A PowerM backuo urifiry that may be used tar Hard Drfve baciup 4 file ArchMng J A' V9oo nooTjoe yiro heuoe Incfldni to stare, insioi, view *r teecuje env boolbtct tar sa^ 3Bos executable Ire* 3 ** V9D1 F1M v2,2 MeMdw to aeafe'youowiiJntros. tf imports "  YTO2 JCGRAPH vl .1 Dc" which can show data as bar.llne, planes, slack, blocks, 2d*, 3d eti, Outputs in EPS, 3d Geo, AegisOrarwand IFF. hVTO3UEDrrv4,0(3]Word Processor wilh learn modes. Online Help, A leach Made, copy & paste. □ VMI COMFUGRAPHtC FONTS Will work with DPeinE v4 S, ProPage3, FtagesEream, POgeselter & Wort bench V2.04+. About 30 Fonts 13} + V924 PLOT MAP vO.BS An extra for use wilh draw mop v4.0 or v4.t □ A+ V925 SLAUGHTER CHEATS Another selection of Hocks & Cheats + V928 THE LITTLE CWCE One ot ihe besi disks 01 the presem lime. " "+ V934 LETTERS & BOILERPLATE Letters for you ta use as your own or cut & pause mta a Word'Processor J A+V939 ANIM PB vl,2 Will show long sequences of onirnolionn or pictures Iromn memory o/ disk. * t V942 SCREEN BLAWKERS A risk pocked win screen blankers includes the "wMighi zone blanker. □ A+ V943 LYAPUNOVIA vl .0 Mind boggmc/.y tolourful prca/am that makes pictures trom, a mathematical focmulo, . V94S PROPAGE 3 ENHANCER Con tains over 40 Genes for use wflh ProPoge 3.0. including useful ones like ■-'o <f Pic r>on 4. others, "-eludes struchufec; cliport for unique borders' J A' V946 SYSTEM OPTIMIZER KComrinodiry gives you memory meters, rnouseAe^boord enhancements. REorg will optimize hard / floppy disks tar big speed increase HPMem virtual memory - + V947 GNUPLOT is a cemmanrj drsven mleroclive lunclian potter. Creates stunning ptal/graphsol mathemoiicol <L'i>clions Req HC 3. unpaefcs ro 16Mb j *t V94& INTUmON BASED BENCHMARKS A great package with all Ihe popular BMs including 5»eve, Ohrystone, 5avager iMoih & Matrix, j ft+ V94t TESTS Contains all af Ihe dossic speed tesrs and system checks we could find. Includes CPU Speed, A ;u!l featured system diagnostic tool & mare. -V950 GAME CONSTRUCTION ADL is a orogmmmirg language one run-tJme anfonment designea tar Ihe convenient writing ol adventure games r VMI PROTECTION »s a c«*ecf- ion af uiiliries aimed to protect your data. Ftassword protects auiobaoting HD's & Documen! file. Lock your dala files wilh a pass worded incriptian - + TO2 n-BENCH rtJD Complete sclur.o"' lo the replacement Workbench Contains Degrade,-, .nslriope, V.ew. Vias Checker, Power packer arid DCopy2 ~ *•+ W54 WHOM II [3) Excellent dalabose which covers SlorTrek The Next generation. Classic Trek, Slar 
,Th&pjisoner, Blalce 7 & Triprxls 

j rt+ ¥957 TACKS vl.2 Hetp you create self-booting onimclion disks. :_t A+ V?5fl CLUB LEAGUE Is a uiiliry Ihat will cHlows you ta edit and keep Irock a( yvjurawsons/?eaggue slats J     Y9S9 AMIGA E A specific compiler. E is a power'L ard HeKibte procedura. procrcmning language J ft+ V94D Clio vl.O inplementalion of a new expefirafilat Pascal -ike language. Incudes Complier and Sojrce J A+ V941 CPK vl,0 Render a space filling representations of otams in mole 
LUIBS HoncSes Jdimeresrjoal spheres. J " V962 SUPER KILLERS vB.O \2\ The lores! virus Killers He BootX v5 23a, which con save any boorbtack and instol rl on another disk as wel as check for viruses.. VCv6.2 and Virus? v32 J A" V976 WB v2,04 UTILITIES 6 Near cc ieclior of WB v2,04+ utilities. J A+ V977 FILE & HD No S-6 Nexl ExceJem colled of HD ulililies. (2] J A+ V979 NCOMM v3,D Is a comm- unicoho"s prcg'OT tased or- Comm vl.34 wrlh lots of very nice enhance- ment. Has new functions wer v2.0 J ** V9B0 KICK vU Will downgrade 
AS'jO- Ai-OD. A1200 users machines to am software that would NOT nonngly work. Turns Ihem into o Workbench 1 3 J A+ V9B1 FONTS * TEXTURES |2] Harlequins Presenls some High Quality Fonls ar d Texture disiis J A+ V983 MEGA CHEATS v3.0e Now contaun^ aver $00 cheats, just Fnin: & r ics c:i ihe game you wont J A+ V9B4 PROTRACKER v3 Oa The talest updated version from Norway, Vahos bugs fixed and oboul /0 new features, ffa many to listthemf. ' + V98A MAD TEE'S MODULES 2 Jscellenl menu s^ler lor yxx; to lisfom lo the modules with out needing a Tracker program, About 20 Modules. □ ** V96B ZIPBENCH v4 0 Another WurkL-bYC'i replacemanr nul cor.loins exce «P' uiilines ke [ powerployer. Svslnlo, V-vsX. A'chwe- b- ease, Bcw^ifD. Ce^.o-- b-... ; t>x 12} □ *+ V990 DESKTOP MUSIC WORK SHOPvl.O is intended to be o tutorial in electronic music techniques, Its a simple wide & Mrcducfan. Raqukes 1Mb chip Rom and 2 disk drives ore required. |3) □ *+ V993 &BEMAW A setedion of very impress-je high class pictures '_| *tW4 THE MONEY PROGRAM ri.S Features Include upta o moxium of 60 occounts, upta 50 (firecf paymenys, keyboard short cuts. Contains documents ■ ■+ VIO0O GRAPH PRO vl.O Written with Amos prolessionaf by David Jordan. Bo^coitv Shis pragram takes a set of data, plols 'hem ci o graph "+V1001 VMORPH v2.0t By Lee WHloe wiH allow you to create smooth nsorphs/worps between two dicferonr images over a period ol frames lo Create an animation. Requires 1Mb " + V10O2 RAMOS PRO FOR AMOS i H you have Amos Pro then 5his disk make your programs Bool without having lo use your Amos pro even time □ A* VT003 NKKPREFS Is an enhance- mend to WE 2/3 which odds 3 new prei- ere^es WBPiclurc, S-jrjPionjer & Flopp-^. •J A+ VT004 VIEWTEK Pclure viewer winch supoadS,AGA/ECS, 24-bfl ILJBMs, Shews JH' JPEG £ most AN W Op anlms J AA W»5 WB v3G+ UTIUT1ES ts the first in a sehes ol upcoming disks for ihe 12CX) & 4D0L> Computers □ A+ VI009 TURBO TEXT «il Exc^enl Wore Processor Very impressive version wh nil    leaves.     would need + Y1Q14 POOLS PREDICTION TDOL2 Need onorher helping hand with Ihe Poofs then Shis is il, f VXIT* OCTAMED v3.0 Music edfctor which was designed lor making music for progrom5. +nju. & nvr vman\ □ *• V1017 POST vl.66 An excellent Postscript interpreter tor the Amiga which implements ihe full Adobe Janguuc/e (3) + V3O20 SCROSS STTTCH v3.7 Demo of Ihe regersled version * V3011 WB 3 SCREENS tnhance your Workbench disks backgrounds wilh theses nice fui coloured pictures + V3022 LITTLE TRAVELLER vl.l Shows a wodd map&you con sefecl any country far trowel informarion, Zooms up Ofo-x-- close up mop wilh more detail, j A+ V3023 OUt^ Contains Ouesrror-s & Answers with Efte option to add A V3024 MANDELSOUARE vl.fi Program ta generate enhanced AGA chip set Mandelbrot sei images, requires an 020+ CPU & a numericol cop'ocessor V'o.. ran .rr^ie     :C'Cvr coloured pes "    V302S TERM v3.1 CCmms program Features Full Are** control, Xpr iranster, filoiype ident oiler download. cul; S posle, point-ond-cEck, auto upload/ j download, vTt02A/T2ffl, Ansi emulaion, srfull phonebook & AfjA suppor (3] 

1073 TETR1S ORICHNAL'his is the dosesr gome to Ihe original telris J A+ T430 DTRIS If you want al or 2 player Telris this has ta be 1 ol Ihem J A+ 1541 TRTTWIS Contains I plover, 2 player & 3 Payer gome options J ! - 1747 LLAMATRON GAME 3001 «v Jeff Minler & an excellent production □ A+ 1749 SCRAMBLE The Original' Rememher thai old classic game □ A+ 1370 PATIENCES Ray vs the computer or another human player □ A+ 1977 POM POM GUNNER Shoot ctawn the incoming world war It air planes in this Operation Wall game J ! - 1D1B JETMAN Another Spectrum ctassk: converted ta the amiga. It's JelPoliwnh all ihe ortginol sounds. J A+ 2D22 SEA LANCE The firs! 5Aen1 Service type sub war game on PD □ A+ 20S4 ATK ATAC A rendition ot the g ame from Ihe original Spectrum J A+ 2162 BATTLE OF BRfTIAN WAR GAME 2 Slraiegy war games. J A+ 3144 DUNGEON ON NADROJ This is Ihe best Dungeons & Dragons PuWic domain type game. Load Wb J A+ 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES Eternal Rome. Lands af Hosts In Moonshine " ' + 2221 MIND GAMES 21 of Ihe best Challenge your mind rot your shooting skits J    2272 BLACK JACK LAB Play all the popular versions of PoM&on J * + 2279 CARD SHARP A orolcssicnc !y Dfesenled u«c<r> at soHaire games □ *+ 2279 SUB ATTACK vl.O Control §m lorpedoes & sink the enemy ■ 22BQ DIPLOMACY Classc strategy game loosely based on World War i 2Mb J fl+ 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT The ride <-■' o life time wtth camels 2399 PETERS QUEST This is truly on excellent plallorm game far nil ages J *+ 2411 TOTAL WAR A sfraiagy world conquest ftsk type gome. 1 or more players j, A+ 2432 GOLDEN OLDIES Galaqa. GalaKians, Space Invader?, Asteriaos, Bally & Missre Cammano. □ 2436 DRAGON TILES Mohjono B a ancient Chinese game with cotaured liles □ *# 2447 CDlNDROP Fruit Machine vrnuia*:)1 wilh vc.ro..?; qnmhto nw*. 2446 CRAZY SUE Another first cute school girt platform game. - 24S0 SMASH TV Stfi^Scir ta the rote cute school 
arcade original machine Ooohics ft SOuOC □ A+> 2460 FRUIT MACHINE 2 As near OS pass to Ihe Arcade machines J A+ 2462 DESCENDER Is a clone ol Ihe arcade Tempest vectorized graphics gome J A+ 2463 INTRUDER s o Muili level Elerse/k cJane wilh smaolh graphics □ A+ 2464 CATACOMB vl.7 Graphico! adventure gome set on a small island in the middle a( rhe land of EXOUStA J A+ 246S IRON CLADS UMbJ Update to the e»cet=r' SW t: togit WQ 

r Game [2} '     24*1 LEGEND OF LOTHIAN vl.02 is an adventure game in the vein of Ultima J A+ 2494 HUNCHBACK This is o :il ctassic game ■ L* 2496 AMOS CHCKET FM slenl arcade cricktf simulator with grapifiics. '+ 2534 BATTLE CARS II Gel C^ird Hie wheel da heavily arriied cr/as you race round courses.i players wdh Ute {omcuier ink "+ 2535 SUPER PACK MAN 92 This Is the best Pock man lo date wilh svper smooth scrolling & excelled graphics. " + 2613 DUAL 2 plnyer gome where you conirol Qfmoured 'Sanks £ rockets. 2614 TETREN is □ 1 or 2 player Telris game. 2 player is Head 2 Head ' + 3615 WAR yrclegv war game in which yCHj control o fleet of spacecraft. J A+ 2617 GOLDEN OLDIES 2: CrOak, Excellent 1 or 2 ptgyer version of Frogger. Biplanes is the most additive games we hove ployed here 2 player 

J! -ASSASSINS GAMES PACK Prilty much I the Biggest selection & collection af Amiga . games. 50 disks pocked wilh well over 250 games. Tesl and work OK on ASOQs ASOti I plus & AAtiGs [Some games very few will not J work on same machines. Sorry. Not A1200, AI2^)Or^c^ts^n^jis£s^ilKr^^ 

only Trgitetazer, C6i C ossic. Scamb4e. □ »+ 2630 DR MARIO A Telr-:, like gome where ydu move coloured pills down the screen. 3 In a row go's LI A+ 2421 ETERNAL ROME Slartlhe roman Empire from 126C. Build Heels, armies & servj Ihem inlo nnr € □ " + 2622 DONKEY KONG Original platform game in which you must rescje- the girt. + Mod Bomber 2474 INTERPWJlntheAriic ice pu control a tank on a mission lo rescue Hostages In this superb Amiga oriofonal "" " v 247* MORtt vS .4 Loads of new leatures, better graphics, larger dungeons, screen updafes, overview af du-ngon's map ■ " + 2710 CLASH Of THE EMPIRES \D *2rl Strategical War gome ByTASear ' h 2712 ACT Of WAR Simukir in style to the classic game Laser Squad. you conwon a ream of spec ol troops. " "+ 2715 TANK ATTACK This is a 1-4 pkjyer version of the Dossic Cartridge game Combat. 4 Joysticks con be used. J A+ 2716 RESCUE Spaceship gome iiir ular lo t rample Excellenr graphics □ I - 2721 E-TYPEI Astenods odv where you jef around co^eding weapons J A+ 2723 SOLITAIRE Popular card gome on Ihe amiga Excellent version □ A+ 2724 NEIGHBOURS This is 1he besl orapniccil advenlure aame [21 CI I - 2732 CYBERNET1X Defender Star Gale style game with super fast scrolling - 273B AJR TRAfflC CONTROL Try to guide upto too pkines inla the Ai*Pon □ A+ 2775 ROULETE ROYAL Gamle •••••ilh ■:" i'i 0" the cosrj m\b h s game 

□ A+ 2776 SOCCER CARD Truly a very simple Fooibo' V*anogemeM gorie corr^iuler gome J!+ 2B02 CARD-O-RAMA ScO heven.Crifc- Klondike, Black-tack, Spades, Street & Alleys. J ■+ 2&03 PUZZLES Gold. Dun-obeli, Frying. Coora&uin.', : ,'O'dhai.Rmyca Rabbit U A+ 2605 LADY BUG dossic gamesmulor to Pack man t\ style, is well worth playing ' ' + 2511 WIZZ WAR Shnal v*1h fireballs not fire power Totewo'd ttfcuoi cnkrio^r. Lords ' ' + 2514 BULL RUN vf.3 This iSoneof the 
CIOSSK: 5traiergy gomes. Very popular ' ' + 2H25 ALL ROUNDER A Crickets mule- lion vAfr great graphics & arc ode type game play. L " " * 3534 TALISMAN |Z) 2Mb CiiooeTlVnoiures | dwarfs in a stiock hcrrcr game done with laste ' ' * 3543 CRAZY SUE II Sequul ta Ihe oil lime best seling Public Domain ptotform gamt. " f 2543 ROTON Requiem 2 p'o^'erS but ts very adihve tor people you fikcd the cngmal ihrust. J     3554 SPACE INVAIDERS H A reused version of thof old classic Space Invaiders game. □ A+ 2863 FIGHTING WARRIORS A karate combat fighting contest game 1 or 2 players ■ ' + 2B76 ESCAPADE 0L>ect is ro to brec* bricks h a wall by hitting a bai with bot. Break Out I '"t 3932 NUMER1X If you enjoy puJie.' f.'s then this is o musi. v$\j hove o scrabble board A you must place te^s liles around lo ge! points Q At 2941 EXTREME VIOLENCE Screen soots around and ore much bigger than Smast TV □ I - 2949 GJBUMON 7 DEFENDER ts the closest I ha^e seen to the origina: delender J A+ 2937 BOM5JW^CKTActassiccomera«v rwl a^ good os Ihecvigr-al but it's as the hesi vei ' ' t- 2933 BALDGRS GROVE its here Bodder dash with a selection of levels (rem easy to hard. " 4. 2991 VECTOR Tron Light cycles game wilh exceliem graphics, sound fie playable ■11 3023 UCHESS <AGA) Do vfJu Rndchess games easy ihen try rhs Advanceo gome which recfj/esWBvJ. 4Mb & a cJeor rrrtnd. □ A* 3038 TANK HUNTER vl.O Another two I player Tank Aflac< game with vc rioui I'jvC-.s ■ □ A+ 3039 ASTEROIDS II vO.55 This is Ihe besi version ol Asteroids i have ever seen, if you like Asteroids games then this is o Must,. " * 3040TETPJStAGAjjdyou likeletris& have a new WB v3.0 mach*ne then you need Ihfedfefc. Emceiem full colour arophics 

GdeAL IMAGE SOFTWARE 
'+ GS1 FORMULA ONE The best Formula one manogment game on ihe Amiga £4.99 □ A+ GS2 POWERBASE Is a database that should color (or e^ertones needs. Slores upto 10,000 records. Is a musi at only £4.99 ■ L+OSS EARLY LEARNING MATHS "eocn young children ages S'9 wilh nice large fun school 111 type graphics & sounds £4.99 GS4 5PELUE COPTER One of rhe best educational game an Ihe market, great graphics ana an excellent idea. £4,99 

TMO By Tpry A f/K Irttalh - - -10S-.I/UTIWATI 5TA5 ! TBOt {3} Ckirrw by Tftbiai Rknlcr. tkiv,- ir crK-Hh 
J ¥419 VIZ U V4Z1  OAf^ELD □ vm KATCixKna "J VM» ...^ W.ALT OENEir =1 V707  SCAiEAeLEAST J YU4 .PRO DRAW -J Vl»5  _D13SEVr;CXOUR U CA1  WI!(LO' |5) J CA1 ,W.yED2(!) □ CA3 _ FRJIt 0 CAS _CHIKTMAS(!J ,MONSTfRSr£li CH „ ggjggg (!! 

TTii£ it fie '      qui; • j:: — -• txised «i *te T:Nfi CQ J ! - 2501 STAfl TREK. Junto Bator ArottDn (H 4U4 I a* »2MQ STAR 1P£« Er.C Ousftifson. 1Mb & tl| Cfdtfl t 2«4 STAR IKK lWf*«Hitl>Ti3etcDnlons I ♦ie ortginol sampled rtiskm I At Ihe Star T-o.- TWrv l.irn:'. 
Muffle tec#jrei i rnrsc iuT 'Jv^"; ln>rn lhg (>Os & wV 'OSL rhfl Tw*flhl "   nan trom Undt, Th* . TliufHJwwr*, The Prisoner, & TTve 9a Euooeri rturtj incWe complete Episode CkwJes, Inaeptti ' gidud gutoW swisons lis- rtq-5, ccst and Credils <uvi I 

* ATOI KUNODH 07 OJUBKlVesro-rieOc*! whlc uciMing by MCC Hi* " tATWahnSHKB Leaves 1h« Star Hotlcn <txk_ NCC 1701-A tlnj-SK! ongi'Htl * ATil AFPROAcmtro VESSELS ni£til LViiAnrr..-; " ' i AT33S?AK"TBK FLEET HAT4EUVER hiCC1940 
K AT33      PRO« ■ Arim. & HOD Of PKV h ATM LEAY1MO SPACE OFFtCE Oacbna^Aftick made, Bird Cri Pt«y Scqji.it gtlKkng h lOW STAIf TRH< *t 

J fl+3Q<J0 LETHAL EXT / DIGITAL J A+30O4 Pfl&ROk ! ANDROMEDA [S J A+3024 .,.,..„,.„,„„ „„..„ J *+ 3002 DEMON DIL DEMO [2] [wwj I J f ♦ 2989 ... 3d DEMO II v2.01 / ANARCHlf {N»r( I J     2921 STATE. Of THt ARTS / 5PACEBALLSI J ft+ 2847 TRSI / WICKED SENSATION [2| I Q " ' 2815 A1200 LAWNMOWER MAN {2| I J A+28S8 JESU.SONEV LSD {2)1 □ A - 2984  IVtQVTf YOUR MOUSE (!) tm*l I J     2433 XP05E t THE 5ILENTS {2| I □ A -2977  BIZAGRfc INC (1) frwwf I □ *+ 274* UTUMATE DANCE / INTENSE I A+ 2623 ., TIME ZONE / TRSI (2) I I - 2632  TECHNO CONSPIRACY/ MAJICT2 | I - 2965  TECMHO / INVESTATlON fye^ I ^+ 2670 OLDRUl l.S / DAMAGE I □ A+ 2(72 .,. C64 THE DUWE SOX TUNES! [ A+ 2763 fTS TIME TO PLAY | A+27*l <IAVE ATTACK H I A+ 2633  TECHNO TRANCE III I A+ 2753 HISTORY OF HOUSE MUSIC |2| I □ A+2671  ., C64 MEMORYSI U Ai- 2*62 GRAPEVINE 14 (3| £4 00 MI □ A+ 2966 .„. ACCOUSnC SlLEh*CE / QUADRIGA I 
BY POST Fleose tick the bo*es ro the left ol Ihe COULECTING DISKS YOU con now colled any disks ol our 1 csk-i.-r^e'VA'-.c coloured oen. Hi-Lighter or justouibne Ihe disk^l office address i-S Durham Road Uml 2 Soulhend-On-Sea I youwantto order. After seJecting your order please fill in your Personal ESSEX, SS3 2YD. Orders are quicker if you ring in advance I details on Ihe order form provided. CUT OUT or ftKitaopy the advert EEC ORDERS Whenordering from within a European I or*j Posl 10 ihe Address above. Hand wnhen orders art: nlsn ac?p'c-i cou it i •.■ ■ ei - ie - iber lh.nl there is a min orde/ of S disks and ad orders 1 Cheques & Postal orders shoiAJ he -lode ooyable lo. FD-SOFT. Ifyou senrbyAIRMAILaill7.5%poslQM Eurochetiuesareacepted Nan I hove ordered before please rck Ihe Accoum Number bosor tusl fill in £E£ orders please add 10% oflhe loial costs IMin £5.001. iNTERNATJON ORDERS    All orders are sen! by An Mail. Please I . ■ At DDI ml rvmber whkh was on your previous defivery nole. you Accounl m 

TELEPHONE ORDERS CredM Card orders can be accepied add 20% to vour order s loial (Min £2.00|. Cover any posioge | orto^el^nMTeTFojd^^^ 

CATALOGUE Tired of bormg catologue disks? Get she unique. DISKS    easy to use Database Disks. They contains fMb 
details of aver 6,000 disks &. are all available directly from f stock A multitude of options including Search & Print ;ruEJ 

Contains delailson FRED FOR TBAG, Amos. FADG, SViAUG. ™+ 

Scope, Agotron, APDC, Amicus, Slip Disk, NZAUG,TOPlK&! 
£2.50 NEW, HCW rnn-f- ins aB Fred Fish Disks. 

T....... .DI5K.J £3,00 I-S... DISK'S £2.75 6-10,, . PtJKS £2.50 11-20 tUSPLS £2,00 21-50 0-I5KS El. 75 
SI + .SISKt CI so 

UTT-nilM J MOUSE PA3.EJ.49 ! DUST COVERS £4.49 _IA500 J A6001 □ A1200 £4.99 J LC10 JIC24/10 j 1.5 DISK CLEANING tor        £3.491  DISK LABELS 3p Each / Mm SO or J jEll.99 for 1000. Which Includes P&P I 
DISK &OXK 3 40«S .49 U m U,99 \ 



WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold of Amiga PD and shareware: from a bulletin 
board or from a PD library- 

The advantage of using a bulletin board is that often the latest software is 
uploaded as soon as it's available. On the down side, you need a modem to 
connect, and you'll have to pay phone charges (and sometimes a connection fee 
to the bulletin board as well). 

There is a growing number of bulletin boards with a wide range of Amiga 
software available for download. Check out 01-for Amiga (071 377 1358) and 
the Cheam Amiga Bulletin Board (081644 8714). Another good option is 
joining CIX (the Compulink Information exchange), which not only has Amiga 
software but also contains conference and file areas on a wide range of 
subjects. Many of the Amiga Shopper writers have accounts on CIXT so you can 
get first-hand advice on your problems, too. For more details, call CIX on 081 
390 8446 (voice) or 081390 1255 (modem). 

If you don't want to use a bulletin board, the other way to get PD software 
is from a PD house- Many advertise in Amiga Shopper, and you1 II find a 
comprehensive list of names and addresses below. Expect to pay between 99p 
and about £2.50 per dish - there's often a discount if you buy in bulk, too. As 
for the difference between the companies which charge 99p and those which 
charge £2.50 - well, try both types. There are brilliant, totally professional PD 
houses which charge less than a quid, and there are totally incompetent 
(disorganisations which charge more than twice that. 

Funky, man! Mess with your mind 
(and your eyes) using Cyclops 2.0 
since he says this has cost him too 
much money in the past This is 
understandable, since the program is 
updated so regularly and you can get 
it from a wide range of sources* 

If you only install one piece of PD 
or shareware on your Amiga, it 
should be an anti-virus program - 
and Virus! is one of the best. Get it! 

Program rating 10/10 

CYCLOPS PICTURE 
MAKER 
AngUa PD disk U4041 
Cyclops, by a group of people 
who call themselves 
'Shadow", is essentially a 
pattern generator. You set 
various cryptically-named 
parameters such as "Phase 
Yl"r "Skip Y2" and "Add to 
X", pick the colours that you 
want your pattern to appear in 
and hit Draw. Once the 
pattern has appeared, you can 
cycle through colours for a 

particularly psychedelic effect, and 
save any pleasing pictures as IFFs or 
RAW data. 

That's about it really. As pattern 
generators got it goes; and the 
results have all the interest and 
usefulness of any computer- 
generated patterns from any other 
such program. Come back from a 
rave, stick the disk in and re-live that 
Vicks Vapo-Rub experience. 

Program rating 6/10 CD 

Amlganuts United 
169 Dale Valley Road 
Holly brook 
Southampton 

AMOS PD 
1 Penmynydd Road 
Pen Ian 
Swansea 
SA5 7 EH 

Anglia POL 
115 Ranelagh 
Felixstowe 
Suffolk 
!P11 7HU 
* 0394 283494 

Blitterchips 
Cliffe House 
Primrose Street 
Keighley 
BD214NN 
tr 0535 667469 

Crazy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street 
Rotherham 
South Yorks 
S65 18 L 
IT 0709 829286 

Deltrax PD 
36 Bodelwyddan Ave 
Old Colwyn 
Clwyd LL29 9NP 
* 0492 515981 

Deja Vu 
7 Hollinbrook 
Beech Hill 

Wigan WN6 7SG 
*r 0942 495261 

Essex Computer Systems 
118 Middle Crockerford 
Basildon 
Essex 
SS16 4JA 
tr 0268 553963 

George Thompson Services 
Cucumber Hall Farm 
Cucumber Lane 
Essendon 
Herts 
AL9 6JB 
» 0707 664 654 

ICPUG 
PO Box 1309 
London 
N3 2UT 
* 081-346 0050 

NBS 
1 Chain Lane 
Newport 
isle Of Wight 
P030 5QA 
a 0983 529594 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Ave 
Southend-on-Sea 
Essex 
SSI 2YD 
« 0702 466933 

Pentire PD 
10a Hag HUl Lane 
Taplow 

Maidenhead 
Berks SL6 OJH 
« 0628 666641 

Riverdene PDL 
30a School Road 
Tilehurst 
Reading 
Berkshire RG3 5AN 
tr 0734 452416 

Telescan Computer Services 
Hands worth Road 
Blackpool FYS 1SB 
* 0253 22296 

Sector 16 
160 Hollow Way 
Cowley 
Oxford 
•* 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO Box 97 
Wakefield 
West Yorks WF11XX 
» 0924 366982 

Software Expressions 
Unit 4 
44 Beau ley Road 
South vi He 
Bristol BS3 1PY 
tr 0272 639593 

Softvltl© 
Unit 5, Stratfield Park 
Elettra Avenue 
Waterloovilte 
Hants P07 7XN 
TT 0705 266509 

Startronics 
4 Arnold Drive 
Droylsden 
Manchester M35 6RE 
a 061 370 9115 

Vally PD 
PO Box 15 
Peterlee 
Co Durham SR8 1IMZ 
w 091-587 1195 

Virus Free PD 
31 Farringdon Road 
Swindon 
Wiltshire SN1 5AR 
v 0793 512321 

Buyer beware: inclusion in this 
directory does not imply that 
Amiga Shopper endorses or 
recommends any PD library in 
any way, 

If a library is named in a review, 
this means that that library 
provided us with the disk 
reviewed. Given that PD can be 
freely copied, the same program 
may wett be available legitimately 
from several libraries* 

• If you run a PD library not 
listed here and wish to be 
included, or if you we ant to 
amend any information given, 
send full details and a copy of 
your latest catalogue to: 
PD Directory, Amiga Shopperr 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon 
BA1 2BW. 
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THE 
WORLD'S 

N 

GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

1 

PERIPHERALS 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR THE AMIGA 1500/2000/4000 

SAVE s £200! 
SPECIAL PRICES WHILE STOCKS LAST 
We are pleased to announce 
special low promotional prices 
on GVP G-Force accelerators, 
saving you up to £200 on 
previous Si Ilea Systems prices. 

030 \ 030 \ 030 
2SMN,',40MH/',50MH, \ 33i 
UPG 0110 \ IffG MM \ UPG 0633 \ UPG 51740 

PrOCOsaO- 68030EC mm 
Spfrtd UF3 7.+TJ 12.1 IS an 
Speed MHz as 40 50 33 

Math co-pw easea BuIMn 
SCd 33-bi RAW 1Mb 4Mb 4kt 
Max3M>:RAM 16Mb 

EttM SCSI SCSI SCSI SCSI Ser/Par 
PREVIOUSLY £499 £799 £1099 £1499 
NOW ONLY £399 £699 £999 £1299 

The Impact II HC8 hard cards are the 
equivalent of tile HD8+ hard drive, but for tiie 
1500 and 2000 models. They are some of the 
fastest hard drives available, and incorporate 
an unpopulated 81* RAM expansion. 

HARD CARDS 
FOR THE AMIGA 1500 & 2000 
• Factory installed Hard Drives 
• 0, 40, 80, 120,213, & 420^ 

options 
• On-board £J» memory sockets 
• Add up to 6 SCSI devices 

£129 
£299 

80Mb  HAR ISM £349 
120Mb HAA1422 £429 
213Mb    HA* 1533 £579 

Return the coupon now for your 

FREE copy of Silica Systems 

NEW GVP CATALOG U E 

MilHIIil^l'JJTH VIDEO GENLOCK 

FOR ALL AM I GAS 
• 6-bit stereo sampler 
• Plugs into parallel port 
• MIDI support for song input 
• Extensive editing features 
For the semi-professional and audio 
hobbyist a high quality fl-bit stereo 
sound sampler that connects into the 
parallel port on any Amiga 500. 600, 
1500, 2000 or 3000 computer. 
Combined with one of the fastest, most 
powerful and easy-to-use sound and 
music editing programs available, 
Includes 4-track soundtrack file 
compatible sequencer. 

£39 ■95 
Ref: MUS2500 

FOR ALL AM1GAS 
* 2x Composite Video, fjt S-VHS inputs 
• RGB Composite video & S-VHS 

outputs available simultaneously 
* Sound mixer, 2 mono inputs and 1 

output 
• Full software control via control panel,, 

hotkeys and/or ARexx 
GVFs G-lock genlock is a true 
price/performance breakthrough. The 
G-IOCK genlock works with ali Amiga 
computers and even supports the new 
Chroma Key modes of the ECS/AA chip 
set. It is the only choice for the mid- 
range Amiga vltteo enthusiast. 

Ref: 
VID 2500 £349 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVES FROM 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE    AMIGA soo/soo^ 
The AS00-HD8+ provides the ultimate in hand disk 
performance,   memory   expansion   and future 
expandability for the Amiga 500. It incorporates the 
same VLSI custom chip and FAAAST ROM SCSI drrver 
wftich are used in GVP's Series II SCSI/RAM controllers 
tor the A1500/2000, As a result the A500-HD8+ offers 
unbeatable hard disk performance. The easy-access 
Autoboot/Game Swrtch allows the hard disk to be 
disabled, ensuring compatibility with the few games that 
not work with a hard disk. 
Every A500-HO8+ incorporates the latest in hard disk 
technology with a factory installed and formatted 1" high, 
low power, 3Jf SCSI hard disk, offering storage capacities 
up to 213Mb, 
The A5Q0tHD8+ also offers the ultimate in expandability, j 
Additional SCSI peripherals can be attached to the i 
external SCSI port. Up to 8Mb of internal Fast RAM / 
expansion can be installed using state-of-the-art SIMM 
memory modules. The unique internal Mini-Slot 
allows for future expansion. Every A500-MD8+ has 
its own dedicated power supply, ensuring that the 
Amiga 500 power supply will not be overloaded and 
an internal fan to prevent the unit from 
overheating. 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY... 
'Superb buU, extent aesthetics and blinding speed maJu this 
the best A500 hard dnve' - AMIGA SHOPPER 
'GW dalms this Is the fastest herd drive fa the world and none 
of our tests could prom that wrong . Untouchable, JHE 
choice' AMIGA SHOPPER 
The best make of hard dnve far the Amiga is still GVP 
Sflfte ft hr the A5Q0, the HD&+ A5Q0 is absolutely 
brilliant - ihe fastest, best made, most durable and most 
convenienf AMIGA FORMAT 3/93, (H08+} 
W? have dene ft again! .94% 

the build qualty is excellent « In ferns of perform- 
once, their gear is the best ~ their equipment is 
worth every penny? AMIGA FORMATS®?, (A530) 

PLUG-IN HARE 
MODEL 

1 DRIVE OPTO ONS        " _ / 
42Mb 80Mb 120Mb 213\ih 

HD8+ 
HARD DRIVE £299,s Ref: HAA 0340 

£399ffi Pel: HAR oaes 
£499* 

Ret: HAR 0922 
£599* Ref; HAR 0933 

HD0+ HARD DRIVE 
A530 HD & ACCELERATOR 

HARD DRIVE 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE + ACCELERATOR AMIGASOO/SOOP, 

SCSI WARD MUVE 40. H.1H& AMI VERSIONS • • 
ULTRA FAST ACCESS * * 
TRANSFER RATE UP TO MOCKlM" * * ('THE RATE OF THE 213Mb HP)  

ACCELERATOR 
ADMHz EBKOEC CPU » 
OPTIONAL mil MATHS CD-MflGESSDH * 
RUNS AT HI MPS1^Tffl THAN Mi AKMO • 

JWMftTTO HAP WCWTAflT INTO 3g-t-lWIDE FAST RAH FHfl FASTER PPEMT1DH * : 

RAM BOARD 
UPTD BMB OF 3 OR % h ' FAST RAM : SOB 3-i-.V. JLo'-l,'::  -20-:.:^ ^J-JKL-

1 • 
UP TO 8Mb OF 32-111 fltOt F AST RAM 132-bit WIDE SlfAb -No) 

OTHER FEATURES 
■CUT-OFF FOR IDIft GAME CDMPATISILITT 
scsi camHOLLER Fan -UPTO T DEVICE* 
VLSI CUSTOM CHIP 
FaiB&T      SCSI DRIVER 
IDENTICAL COLOUR ft STYLING TQ TRE ASM 
IUILMN HM TO PREVENT OVERHEATING 
DEDICATED POWER SIJPPLV 
■MINI. SLOT FilR FUTUflE EKFANSIDHS 
REMOVAEIE MEOMi SUPPORT 
DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS fD-MAtl STYLE FDR ULTIMATE PERFWUHHNCL 
jAST-TO^SE SOFTWARE 

The GVP ASM »ncorporat*s Ih* same 68030EC processor found in mo« erf 1ha rtew GVP G-ForM aocs^naCflr rengs, ar> w\\ 35 uaing the sams VLSI cualorn chip and FAAAST ROM SCSI driver ttiet is u*sd in GVP's Sews tl SCSh'RAM conlrollers for iha Aisaa,20u0. 
It fllsn incctwrales 1ha MolorcHa 6fl030EC processor fimng at a blislering 40MHJ and the latest in hard disk technology vdh a facltxy msta^ad and larmalted V high, low power. 3>:' SCSI hand disk offering storage capacities up fo 2t3Mb. AddiBoflval SCSI peripherals can bo attached to the externa! SCSI pod. Up !□ BMb (rf 32-bil wide Fast RAM expansion can be mstale^. ustng state-of-the-art SIMM mefnory modules {1Mb supplied as standard). A 68632 mains co-processor tan also ba added to 1he unit to boost Vie machine's math catctialinns. Every GVP ASM has its own dedicated powe* supply, 

94% AMIGA FORMAT 9X2 

MODEL r 42Mb 60J* 120Mh 213M.> 
A530 COMBO HARD DfllYE & ACCELERATOR £699 Rat: HAR 0082 £799^ Her HAR D36B £899 RG-. HAH 0974 £999^ Flflf- HAR 0M3 „, 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUG-IN OPTION FOR HD** & ASM 
# 16MHzKffie6procflSSOr 
* 2Q7 Maihs Coprocessor soefcd 
• a ■ 2K tt PC RAM piuS ff» use ol Amga RAM 
» Supports Hercules, OGA, EQAA/GA (mono- 

chrome} .end T3100 wleo rnodai 
# Ftuns MS-OOS (3.2 and upwarts) plus 

thousarstts of o*er PC programs 

Tte poweri J 2& emulatcr mocLfa S^pty pivgs 4iH} DM Hiin^kf ol tie GVP H0S+ w A530 frinni nv«Matag f* w^sfiVj. It hit KM xms to If* Arriga'a resume* and *wt yOu to nfl PC and Arni^ fkOQnfM tl Ihl WTIfr Irm, jmg you KM) 
£149 Rar: EMU OEM 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

[   SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware order* shipped in The UK mainland, 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE. Team ol technical experts aiyour service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a 'Same product - Same once basis. 
m ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with W staff) Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081*308 Q8BB. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all our stores. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All Of your requirements from one supplter. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms (APR 29.8% - wtntn quotee on raquesti 
Before vou decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERI? ¥0i. bu MhSn! Consider whai H will be like a few months after you M mfegoiir 9™**"* Xn vou may PMUFW additional penpherals and software, or hetp and advice. And, wit the company 
jSTbiEKfflSBS^S with debits of new products; At Sihca Syst™ <™ ansure J* jju ^JVB SothindI to worrv about. Wa have bean established lor almost 14 years and. with our iunnval ed wcehanie S axpetlise, we can now claim to meal our customers' requirements with an understanding 
XMs^conVto^oneSul don'i just take our word for h. Complete andretum the coupon now for our 
laiest FREE litarature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service . 

MAIL ORDER:               1-4 The Mews, Hath&rley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Orflar Unas Opin: i^n-Sat g.ooim-s.Kpm Ng bte ntgfit Qpenir^  Tei; mm 1111 Fax ND: (Ah308 0608 
LONDON SHOP: Optr\\nt Hon:    Man-Sti 9.30an>fi.00pm 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA  HQ Latg Hirjit Qpgnirtg  Tel: 071-580 4000 Fax ND; 071-323 4737 
LONDON SHOP: Selfridges {Basement Anna). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Opwtng KMW:    Mon-Frl ?.gq8tn-7,0Qpn [Sal zloag & 3>]pm? Lale ,S qhl Tnursday - 6pm  m 071-629 1234 Extension: 3914 
SIDC0P SHOP: 1*4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Qpwino Hows:    Mcfi-Sa; g.ooanvS.SOtyn Lit* Night: Rtdiy - Tyn  Tel: 081-302 0011 Fax No: Dfll-309 0017 
ESSEX SHOP:      Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Soutnend-on-Sea. Essex, SS11 LA Opftfting Haunt:     Mwi-Fri lO.O&Bm-5.30pT, [Sal $.tQarn-$.arjrJJn|l LaUg Nqhl: Tftursday - 7pm  Tel: 0702 468039 Fax No: 07^2 4daq33_^ 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-f; qa-68.    1-4 The i^tews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE 

Mr.'MrsVMs:, hi-Uls Surname:  Date: 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address:  

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

 , ,-. Postcode:.. 
Tel (Home}:   Tel (Work): 

I Whicti computers), if any, do you own? „ .„.  
cSO? - Aclverlised prices 9?4 speciliceliofls may changa - PlBasa rBlum the coupon lar lh< 

/^7... ^\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

IMS 081-309 1111 



PROD II C T S J   p  ^   |   £ ^£ 

PRODUCT LOCATOR 

SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE 
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regular guide to whit's 
hot end what'* not fn the Amiga market piece, it's designed ee e simple-to- 
use yet comprehensive guide which will help you to make the right buying 
decisions. It may not include each and every product ever produced for the 
Amiga (that would take up virtually the whole of Amiga Shopper!), but rest 

assured that all the major brands are here. The Buyer's Guide will run each 
and every month and as new products are released and others discontinued, 
we'll be updating It accordingly. This month apace Is at a premium, so we're 
bringing you a selection of the huge range of software for the Amiga owner. 
Music and educational programs art being held over until apace la available. 

PAINT PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier Price Screen Medea Max Colours Overscan Animation Rating Issue 
Deluxe Paint 3 Electronic Arts £70 L/LI/M/H 64 Yes Yes ***** 2 
Deluxe Paint 4 Electronic Arts MM l/U/M/H 4§N Yea Yea ***** 10 
Deluxe PhotoLab Electronic Arts £130 L/LI/M/H 4096 Yes No *•* 2 
BlglPamt3 Silica Systems £50 l/U 40*0 Yea No **** 2 
The Graphics Studio Accolade £50 L/M 32 No No * * * 2 
MyPcwt £20 L 12 No Na *** 2 
Photon Paint 2 Micro! Hustons £90 L/LI 4096 Yes Yes ***** 2 
SpactraCokKir Hi Marketing £60 wu 4094 Yes Yaa *** 5 
L-Low Res, Ll-Low Res interlaced, M-Medium, H-High Res 

AMUAATYON SOfTWAKE 
Product Supplier Price ANill General Onto* Skin X-fHeat Sound Rating Issue 
Disney Animation Studio Silica £80 Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 
Fantavlslon HI Marketing £50 No No No Yaa * * * * 14,23 
MovieSetter Silica £80 No No No Yes **** 14,23 
Teke-2 £95 No No Yaa Yaa *+* * 14 

SOLID MODELLING/RAY T1AQNG 

Product Supplier Price Ray Tracing 24 bit AnlaiBitlen Bump Maps Textures Rating Issue 
Aladdin 4D MicroPace £260 NO Yes Yes No Yes 25 
Draw 40 Surface UK £1S0 No No Yae No Yaa *** 7 
Expert 4D Junior Genisoft £39.95 Yes No NO NO Yes * * * * 21 

Silica £235 Yea Yea Yae No Yae ***** 4,7,20 
Imagine 2 Computed! £270 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes * * * * 14 
RayDance Radiance £100 Yea Yae Na Yea Yaa *** 14 
Real 3D i.4 Alternative Image £120 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 4,7,20 
Sculpt 40 Alternative Image £400 Yae Yea Yae No Yaa ***** 7 
3D professional Marcam £260 Yes Yes Yes NO Yes *** 7 

JMSC GtAPWCS 
Product 
CineMorpti Silica 

Morph Plus 
VJstaPro 

IMAGE PROCESSORS 
Product 
Art Department 
Art I 

MicoPace 
HE Marketing 

£99-95 
£S0 
£180 
£100 

Type 
Morphing program 
Fractal Undicapai 
Morphing program 
Fractal I 

Rating 
23 
**** 
23 
***** 

Silica 
Mea 

£100 
£200 

24-oft 
Yes 
Yaa 

[ Colours 
16.7 m 
If .Tin 

Many No 
Yea 

Yes 
Yea 

11 

7 

law 

10 
Butcher 2 HB Marketing £50 NO 4096 IFF NO Yes 

Amiga Ctr Scot. £175 Yaa 15.7m IFF Yaa Yaa ***** IB 

PAGE UYOUT SYSTEMS  _  
Product Supplier Price Outline Fonts Pantene Poetscrlp t      24-btt Col Colour Sep Rating laaua 
CrtyOesk Precision £130 No No Yes No No ** 
PegeSetter 2 SIHca £100 Yea No Na No No *** 
PageStream 2.2 Silica £200 Yes NO Yes Yes Yes *** 2,3 
ProPaga 2.1 Silica £250 Yea Yaa Yaa Yea Yaa ***** 1,17 
ProPage 3.0 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 17 
Saxon Publisher Surface UK £250 Yea No Yaa Yea Yaa *** 17 
Sriafcespeare Cloud hall £100 NO No Yes No Yes *** 

STRUCTURED DRAWING PROGRAMS 1 

Product Supplier Price ftaztcr Curves Postscript Outline F< mts EPS compel Rating Issue 
Art Expression Silica £150 Yes Yes Yes Yes **** 24 
DcsJgnWoffce SUtea £100 Yea Yaa Yea No ** 
Expert Draw HB Marketing £70 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** * 14 
ProOtaw 2.1 SWoa Yea Yea Yaa Yea ***** 
Pro Draw 3.0 Silica £132 Yes Yes Yes Yes **** 20 
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ISSUE 25 

Word processors - the kind of 

detailed look at nine of the top 

Amiga packages you've come to 

expect from Amiga Shopper Amiga 

Advocate begins by offering you 

legal and general advice for your 

dealings with retailers The 

Shareware Collection Volume III 

includes a text editor, a spelling 

checker, a set of CompuGraphic 

fonts and a virus checker 

Missing the complete 

set? - Well get your 

back issues NOW 

while you can 

AMIGA SHOPPER BINDER only £4.95 

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and protected right from the very start! 

BACK ISSUES • ORDER FORM 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Do not send cash through the post with your mail orders 
Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing limited 

BACK ISSUES Please tick the issues you require: 

£175 each 
+£3.00 for those issues 

with a disk 
Issue numbers not 
tist«d are sold out 

□ 2      □ 3      □ 4 

□ 10     OH Q13 

□ 18     □ 20     □ 21* 

□ 25* 
Total amount payaU*: £□□.□□ 

J 6      □ 8 □ 9 

□ 14     □ 15 □ 17 

□ 22     □ 23* □ 24 

□ BINDER £4.95 

Name_ 

Address. 

Post code  

Telephone No 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO • 

Credit Cord No Expiry Date  

Signature .-.  



CAD PACKAGES 
Product Supplier Price DXF Compat       No. Of Vector PostScript Ratlni i issue 

layers Fonts 
DynaCADD ExpressWorks £650 Yes 256 Yes Yes **** 3 
Ultra Design Marcam £200 Yes 128 Yes Yes *** 
X-CAD 2000 Digital Multimedia £129 Yes 255 Yes With util included **** 
X-CAD 3000 Digital Multimedia £300 Yes 255 Yes With util Included ***** _ 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Product Supplier Price Spell Checker Thesaurus Picture Import Rating Issue 
Excellence 3 HB Marketing £79.95 Yes Yes Yes 25 
Final Copy 2 Gordon Harwood £100 Yea Yes Yes **** 25 
KindWords 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes NO Yes ** 6,9 
KindWords 3.0 Silica £80 Yes Yes Yes ** 25 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 Yes NO NO 17 
Pen Pal Harwood s £80 Yes No Yes **** 6,9,25 
Personal Write MicroPace £30 Ho No No * 25 
ProWrite 3,2 Silica £143 Yes Yes Yes *** 12 
Pretext 5.5 Arnor £150 Yes Yes No ***** 6,9,25 
Scribble! HB Marketing £30 Yes NO NO *** 6,9,25 
Transwrite HB Marketing £40 Yes NO No *** 6,9,25 
Word Perfect Sentinel £230 Yes Yes NO +** 
Word worth Oigita £130 Yes Yes Yes **** 4,6,9,25 
Wordworth 2 Dlgfta £129.95 Yes Yes Yes * * ** 21,25 

DATABASES   
Product Supplier Price Type Programmable dBASE Compatible? Rating Issue 
infofiie HB Marketing £50 Card Index No No 9 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 Card Index No NO *** 17 
Organize 2 HB Marketing £62 Relational No Yes *** 
ProData 1.2 Arnor £100 Card Index No Yes **** 9 
SuperBase Precision £30 Relational No Yes 9 
SuperBase 2 Precision £100 Relational NO Yes **** 9.12 
SuperBase Pro 4 Precision £400 Relational Yes Yes ***** 4,9 

SPREADSHEETS  
Product Supplier Price Lotus Compatibility Graphs Rating Issue 
Advantage Silica £100 Yes Yes * ** * 1,9 
Analyze! Precision £50 Yes Yes * ** 9 
Analyze 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes Yes # + * 
DGCalc Dlgfta £40 No No ** 
K-Spread 3 Kuma £70 Yes Yes *# # 9 
K-Spread 4 Kuma £100 Yes Yes ** * * 9 
LPCalc HB Marketing £50 NO NO * 19 
MaxiPlan 4 HB Marketing £130 Yes Yes *** 18 
Max! pi an 500 HB Marketing £80 Yes Yes 9 
Mini Office 2 luropress £59 No Yes *** 17 
ProCalc Silica £150 Yes Yes 

MULTIMEDIA _  
Product Supplier Price Interactive External Drivers ARexx Rating Issue 
ArnigaVtsion Commodore £80 Yes Yes Yes 
Can Do 1.5 Checkmate Digital £130 Yes No Yes ***** 

HyperBook Silica £100 Yes No Yes ** * * 6 
Presentation Master KB Marketing £350 Yes No No ** * * 9 
Viva! Micro Deal £200 Yes Yes IMO ** 

VIDEO THIERS  
Product Supplier Price Overscan Transitions Amiga Fonts   Ho Hz Crawl Rating Issue 
Alternative Scroller Alternative Image £50 Yes No No Yes * * * 

Broadcast Titter 2 HB Marketing £234 Yes Yes No Yes * * * * 2 
Home Titler HB Marketing £40 Yes No No Yes ** * 9 
ProTrtler HB Marketing £100 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** * 9 
Scala 1.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes No ***** 2 
Scala 500 Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No **** 

Scala MM200 Scala UK £395 Yes Yes Yes Yes * # ^ * * 21 
Video Caption Designer Maze £200 Yes No Yes Yes *** 3 
Video Ease Interactive Tchnlgy £40 Yes Yes Yes Yes ♦ * 11 
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DESKTOP VIDEO UTILITIES 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
Ad o rage Micro Pace £79.95 Video Effects System * * * *: 

24 
AntlA Zen £40 Font Enhancer * * * * 8 
BT2 Font Enhancer HB Marketing £130 Font Enhancer *** 8 
Deluxe Video 3 Electronic Arts £100 Presentation System **** 
Elan Performer 2 Silica £180 Presentation System 11 
Show Maker Silica £250 Presentation System #-#* 10 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
Product Supplier Price Language Compiler Rating Issue 
AMOS Euro press £50 BASIC Separate ***** 3P9 
AMOS Compiler Euro press £30 Compiler Yes **** 5,9 
AMOS Professional Euro press £69.95 BASIC Separate 20 
AMOS Tome Oeja Vu £30 BASIC Extension **** U 
AMOS 3D Euro press £30 BASIC Extension 5,7 
Easy AMOS Europress £35 BASIC NO ***** 12 
Aegis Visionary Precision £59 Adventure Yes ** * 17 
ArgAsrn HB Marketing £60 Assembly *** 9 
Aztec C Precision £130 C Yes # * * * 9 
Blitz Siren Software £70 BASIC Yes * * * 3,9 
Devpac 3 Hi Soft £70 Assembly 10,12 
GFA BASIC 3.5 GFA Data Media £50 BASIC Separate * * * * 3,9 
GFA Compiler GFA Data Media £30 Compiler **** 3,9 
HISoft BASIC HISoft £50 BASIC Yes **** 9 
HiSpeed Pascal HiSoft £100 Pascal Yes 19 
Lattice C 5 HISoft £230 C Yes ***** 3,9 
M2 Amiga Real Time £125 Modula-2 Yes 7,9 
RQ Forth HB Marketing £80 Forth Yes **** 9 

UTILITIES 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
Ami-Back 1.4 Omega Projects £50 Hard Disk Backup 9 
Director 2 Alternative Image £100 Video Presentation scripting language *** 19 
Directory Opus Checkmate Digital £40 Directory Utility 
Essence Apex Software £50 Algorithmic textures for Imagine 2 * * * * 20 
Flow 3.0 Silica £80 Ideas Processor *** 10 
GB Route Plus Complex Computers £80 Journey Planner ***** 10 
GB Route Plus Edit Complex Computers £30 Editor For GBRoute ***# 10 
Hit Kltl Gajlts £25 Sequences for Sequencer One *** 16 
Home Office 2 Gold Disk £99 Integrated applications software ***** 20 
HotLlnks Sirica £70 Add on for PageStream 2.2 ** 16 
MapM aster Alternative Image £54 Image Mapping package **** 14 
Personal Fonts Maker HB Marketing £70 Bitmap Font Editor *±* 7 
PowerWaves 3.1 Database £17.95 Create wave-based 3D objects **** 21 
QuarterBack HB Marketing £50 Hard Disk Backup **** 5 
Real Things Living Data £29.95 Animated animal brushes for DPaint 20 
Reverter Alternative Image £10 Animation Utility * * * * 17 
SaxonScript Surface UK £100 Postscript interpreter 15 
Shades Meridian Software £60 Gradient fills for PageStream ** 16 
Smooth Talker Zen Computers £140 Video Prompting package 16 
Surface Master Alternative Image £28 Add on for Imagine **** 14 
Touch Typist Sector Software £14 Teach yourself touch typing **** 15 
Turbo Print Pro HB Marketing £50 Enhanced Printing * * * * 11,12 

SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER 
Ablac Computec 0626 331464 Deja Vu 0942 495261 GeniSott 0753 686000 Meridian             0533 896743 Scotland er 041 357 1659 
Accolade 071 738 1391 Digita 0395 270273 GFA Data Media 0734 794941 Merit Software School Software 
Alternative image 0533 440041 Digital Multimedia 0702 206165 Harwoods 0773S36781 0101 214 385 2353 010 353 61 45399 
Amiga Centre Scotland Electronic Arts 0753 549442 HB Marketing 0753 686000 Micro Illusions       0480 496497 Sentinel 0932 231164 

031 557 4242 Entertainments Int 0268 541212 HiSoft 0525 718181 Omega Projects     0942 682206 Silica 081 309 1111 
Arnor 0733 68909 ESP Software 0702 600557 Interactive Technology Prisma Software    0244 326244 Siren Software 061 724 7572 
Checkmate Digital 0707 664684 Eu repress 051 357 1275 0423 501321 Radiance     0101 408 270 7420 SMG 0274 562999 
Cloudhall 0604 231211 Even lode Sound Works Kosmos 0525 53942 Rainbow                0392 77369 Softstuff 0732 351234 
Commodore 0628 770088 0993 898484 Kuma 0734 844335 Real Time Associates Surface UK 081 566 6677 
Complex Computers 0706 224531 ExpressWorks 0252 726255 Lander Software 041 357 1659 081 656 7333 Triple 'R' Software 
Com putsch 0702 206165 Gajits Music 061 236 2515 Marc am Ltd 071 258 3454 Rombo Productions 0742 780370 
Coombe Valley 0626 779695 Software MCM 081 963 0663 0506 466601 Zone 081 7666564 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether you're buying over the phone or at a local 

store, here's our advice on getting what you want 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly. 
• Make sure you have ail the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
detai ls of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

* Check that what you are ordering 
is actually in stock. 
* Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
* Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you 
are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if ft 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

A CHECKLIST FOR 

MAIL ORDER BUYING 

• Before you send any money, ring the supplier to confirm that the Item you 
want is In stock and when the delivery la likely to be made. Enquire about 
returning unwanted goods and the supplier's refund policy. Find out about 
hidden extras like postage and packing charges, and whether the prices 
quoted include VAT, 

• Beware of companies that do not Include an address In their adverts, 

• If ordering goods of more than £100 In value, always try to use a credit 
card - If anything goes wrong, you will be legally entitled to claim against 
the credit card company, even if the retailer has gone bust. You may also 
get extra Insurance - check with the credit card company. 

• Always buy from the most recent Issue of Amiga Shopper. 

• When your order arrives, check everything carefully. If anything is mlsslngf 

don't use the product at all - contact the supplier, If It doesn't work, make 
the obvious checks such as the fuse, but don't try to fix the product. 

• If a problem does arise, contact the supplier In the first Instance and 
calmly and politely explain your problem. In most cases these things are 
merely a mix-up or a misunderstanding that the supplier will happily put 
right. If you think you have a genuine grievance that has not been resolved, 
you might consider contacting your local Trading Standards Officer (the 
number will be In the phone directory}* 

• Always keep records of correspondence with any mall order company you 
deal with and also make a note of where and when you saw the product 
advertised. False or misleading advertising Is an offence, and suppliers must 
stick to what they've said In adverts. 

e The goods must be of 
'merchantable quality'. 
• The goods must be 'as described', 
e The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
heip sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail, 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses aret in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit- 
making operations. £Q 
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HE   WORLD'S   BEST-SELLING AMIGA 

UE 47 ■ JUNE 1993 ■ £3.25 

FORMA 

rings Amiga users 

Her graphics - The AGA chip set 

are power - Motorola 68030 CPU 

eater expandability - Zorro 3 slots 

US: We're giving one away! 

Discover the 

World of 

Commodore 

What's the best Italian paint package? 

Which country has most Amiga users? 

Where are new Ami gas developed? 

Our seven page international guide reveals all! 

Floppy Drives 

You shouldn't be without one, but which one? 

Find out in our complete round-up 

REVIEWED: Super Frog, 
Ancient Art of War in the Skies, 
Sink or Swim, Whale's Voyage 
Retina, Europress ADf Junior, 
Rave, Adorage, Order, G-Lock iiiiiiiiiiiig 

77D957%86028 ■ 



COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

Budding composers - 

check this out 

Anyone who's serious about making music on 

the Amiga will have heard of Electronic Arts' 

Deluxe Music package - and we've got five 

copies of the new version that must be won. 

Those clever people from 
Electronic Arts In sunny 
California have just 
released a new version of 

their highly successful sequencer 
and score-writer package Deluxe 
Music Construction Kit, 

What's even better is that they're 
generous as welt as clever - this 
month they have teamed up with 
Amiga Shopper to give five budding 
musicians the chance to get their 
hands on a copy of this £69*99 
package for free. 

Deluxe Music is a great tool for 
composing music - it's simple 
enough for a beginner to feel 
confident with, yet has all the 
powerful features that a professional 
musician expects, Whether you want 
to compose, publish or perform 
music, Deluxe Music Construction Kit 

is the solution, with fufl four-voice 
sound, 16-channel MIDI Out and 
support for 48 staves, 

Entering couldn't be simpler - all 
you have to do is come up with the 
answers to the three questions in 
the box at the right. Send your 
solution on a postcard (or the back 
of a sealed envelope) and include 
your nameT address, postcode and 
details of your computer and any 
peripheraEs. The address is: 

Loony Tunes 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA12DL 

The closing date is Thursday 10 
June. Winners will be drawn from a 
cardboard box after that date, Only 
one entry per household, and please 
state if you would prefer not to have 
your name included on a mailing list. 

■ Ifftff ,f ■ ■ J J 4M/G4 SHOWM SELLS 

FWrliQ*/' Vi 4 LIKE THERE'S N0 

LUIiMfcAAjyU TOMORROW-DON'T 

MISS OUT: RESERVE IT AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! 

! reserve/deliver me Q copy ot Apr Stopper every 

July issue, which goes on sale on Tuesday 1 June. 

Home   
Address   

• NOTE TO NEWSAGENT; tap Stopper is published hy Future Publishing (§225 442244) 

and is i 

THE CHALLENGE • THE CHALLENGE 

1. Who wrote the 1812 Overture? (b) Buckinghamshire 
(a) Beethoven (c) Bedfordshire 
(b) Tchaikovsky 
(c) Mozart 3. The score shown in the 

screens hot on this page is titled: 
2. Electronic Arts' UK office Is In (a) Baricades Mlsterleuses 
which county? (b) Cleopha 
(a) Berkshire (c) Passacaglla 

THE CHAMPIONS! 

In Amiga Shopper 24 you had the chance to win one of 15 copies of AD! 
educational programs, courtesy of Euro press Software. The 15 winners are: 
R Klasir, Portugal; W Lambert, Newton of Stracattiro; S Pryor, St Neots; 
S Veitch, Seaham; B PearceT Thornbury; S BhjaniT Gosforth; L Ashworth, 
Rochdale; J Mackey> Woking; H Stevenson; DeanUeid; R Corbett, Bristol; 
E Perrett Leuchars; P Jenkinson, Altringham; M Ritchie, Hartlepool; 
C Harrison, Mickleover; T Edwards, Ellesmere Port. Weil done, all of you! 

• PS OK and if yon da have any problems getting hold af your favourite 

Amiga mag, caff Kate Elstan on 0225 442244 and shell help yon oat 

IN NEXT MONTH'S FACT-PACKED ISSUE 

• it's a hardware extravaganza! We show you how to 
upgrade your old A500 to keep up with those new-fangled 
A1200 jobbies, including information on Agnus and Denise 
upgrades, extra Chip RAM, and how to install the latest 
version of Kickstart and Workbench. 

• Pump up your processor power with the aid of our 
accelerator round-up. We look at all the latest and tell you 
which is best for your set-up. 

• Readers' Listings - make money from your programs! 

Plus: regular columns on Amiga Answers, public domain, 

video, AmigaDOS, desktop publishing, programming, 

education, music, chaos, comms and much more 

»» On sale Tuesday 1 June»» 
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PC 1204 4MB with clock, no FPU Processor £185.95 
PC 1204 4MB with clock, 20MHz 68881 FPU £559.95 
PC 1204 4MB with clock, 25MHz 68882 FPU £279.95 
PC 1204 4MB with clock, 33MHz 68882 FPU £289.95 
PC 1204 4MB with clock, 40MHz 68882 FPU £299.95 
PCI 204 4MB with clock, 50MHz 68882 FPU £339*95 

Power Computing's innovative 4MB 32-bit memory expan- 
sion for the Amiga 1200 is now available. The PC 1204 
includes those many features- 

Zero Wait State Unlike some other expansions the PC 1204 
never leaves the processor waiting around for data, which 
means that your A1 200 can run at its maximum speed. 

Ultra Fast FPU- An optional maths co-processor speeds up 
intensive calculations. A 50MHz chip will speed up opera- 
tions by up to fifty times. 

Real-Time Battery Backed Clock Allows files to be date- 
stamped with the correct time and dote so that you know 
exactly when they were created 

Low Power- High density RAMs means low power consumption. 

Easy To Fit- Fitted in minutes without the need to remove the 
computer's case. 

Optional FPU Disable Switch* Disable the FPU instantly for 
software that will not run with a maths co-processor installed. 

Power PCI 204 A leading competitor 
Speed Vs standard A600 

Speed Vs standard A1 200 
CPU MIPS 

4 64 times faster 
2 19 times faster 
2.96 f rnt'ii faster 

4 79 times faster 
2-1 7 times loiter 
2 93 timet Foster 

Power Computing Ud Unit 8 Rail'on Road Wobum Road Industrial Estate 
Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234 

All prices include VAT 


